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PREFACE.

In the Introduction to the story of the Forty-seven K6nins, 1

have said almost as much as is needful by way of preface

to my stories.

Those of my readers who are most capable of pointing

out the many shortcomings and fatdts of my work, will

also be the most indulgent towards me; for any one who

has been in Japan, and studied Japanese, knows the

great difficulties by which the learner is beset.

For the illustrations, at least, I feel that I need make

no apology. Drawn, in the first instance, by one Odak^,

an artist in my einploy, they were cut on wood by a

famous wood-engraver at Yedo, and are therefore genu-

ine specimens of Japanese art. Messrs. Dalziel, on ex-

amining the wood blocks, pointed out to me, as an

interesting fact, that the lines are cut with the grain

of the wood, after the manner of Albert Diirer and some

of the old German masters,—a process which has been

abandoned by modern European wood-engravers.

It wiU be noticed that very little allusion is made lu

these Tales to the Emperor and his Court. Although I
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searched diligently, I was able to find no story in which

they played a conspicuous part.

Another class to which no allusion is made is that of the

G6shi. The G6shi are a kind of yeomen, or honnet-lairds,

as they would be called over the border, living on their

own land, and owning no allegiance to any feudal lord.

Their rank is inferior to that of the Samurai, or men of

the military class, between whom and the peasantry they

hold a middle place. Like the Samurai, they wear two

swords, and are in many cases prosperous and wealthy

men, claiming a descent more ancient than that of many
of the feudal Princes. A large number of them are en-

rolled among the Emperor's body-guard; and these have

played a conspicuous part in the recent political changes

in Japan, as the most conservative and anti-foreign

element in the nation.

With these exceptions, I think that all classes are

fairly represented in my stories.

The feudal system has passed away like a dissolving

view before the eyes of those who have lived in Japan

during the last few years. But when they arrived there

it was in full force, and there is not an incident

narrated in the following pages, however strange it may
appear to Europeans, for the possibility and probability

of which those most competent to judge wOl not vouch.

N"or, as many a recent event can prove, have heroism,

chivalry, and devotion gone out of the land altogether.

We may deplore and inveigh against the Yamato Damashi,

or Spirit of Old Japan, which still breathes in the soul ol
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the Samurai, but we cannot withhold our admiration from

the self-sacrifices which men will stUl make for the lov9

of their country.

The two first of the Tales have already appeared in

the FffrtnigMly Beview, and two of the Sermons, with a

portion of the Appendix on the subject of the Hara-Kiri,

in the pages of the Gornhill MagamTie. I have to thank

the editors of those periodicals for permission to reprint

them here.

London, Jaimary 7, 1871.
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TALES OF OLD JAPAN.

THE FOKTY-SEVEN KONINS.

The books •which have been written of late years about
Japan, have either been compiled from official records, oi

have contained the sketchy impressions of passing travellers

Of the inner life of the Japanese, the world at large knows
but little : their religion, their superstitions, their ways oJ

thought, the hidden springs by which they move—aU these

are as yet mysteries. N"or is this to be wondered at. The
first Western men who came in contact with Japan—I am
speaking not of the old Dutch and Portuguese traders and
priests, but of the diplomatists and merchants of eleven

years ago—met with a cold reception. Above aU things,

the native Government threw obstacles in the way of any
inquiry into their language, literature, and history. The
fact was that the Tycoon's Government—with whom alone,

so long as the Mikado remained in seclusion in his sacred

capital at Ej.6to, any relations were maintained—knew that

the Imperial purple with which they sought to invest their

chief must quickly fade before the strong sunlight which

would be brought upon it so soon as there should be

European linguists capable of examining their books and
records. No opportunity was lost of throwing dust in the

J ^
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eyes of the new-comers, whom, even in the most trifling

details, it -was the official policy to lead astray. Now,
however, there is no cause for concealment ; the Bm
Faindant has shaken off his sloth, and hia Maire du Palais,

together, and an intelligible Government, which need not
fear scrutiny from abroad, is the result : the records of the

country being but so many proofs of the Mikado's title to

power, there is no reason for keeping up any show of mys-
tery. The path of inquiry is open to all ; and although there

is yet much to be learnt, some knowledge has been attained,

in which it may interest those who stay at home to share.

The recent revolution in Japan has wrought changes social

as weR as political; and it may be that when, in addition
to the advance which has already been made, railways and
telegraphs shall have connected the principal points of the
Land of Sunrise, the old Japanese, such as he was and had
been for centuries when we found him eleven short years
ago, will have become extinct. It has appeared to me that
no better means could be chosen of preserving a record of a
curious and fast disappearing civilization, than the transla-

tion of some of the most interesting national legends and
histories, together with other specimens of literature bearing
upon tlie same subject. Thus the Japanese may tell their

own tale, their translator only adding here and there a few
words of heading or tag to a chapter, where an explanation
or amplification may seem necessary. I fear that the long
and hard names will often make my tales tedious reading,
but I believe that those who will bear with the difficulty will
learn more of the character of the Japanese people than by
skimming over descriptions of travel and adventure, however
brilliant. The lord and his retainer, the warrior and the
priest, the humble artisan and the despised Eta or pariah,
each in his turn will become a leading character in my
budget of stories; and it is out of the mouths of these
personspes that I hope to show forth a tolerably com-
plete picture of Japanese society.

Having said so much by way of preface, I beg my readers
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to fancy themselves wafted away to the shores of the Bay of
Yedo—a fair, smiling kndscape : gentle slopes, crested by a
dark fringe of pines and firs, lead down to the sea; the
quaint eaves of many a temple and holy shrine peep out here
and there from the groves; the bay itself is studded with
picturesque fisher-craft, the torches of which shine by night
like glow-worms among the outlying forts ; far away to the
west loom the goblin-haunted heights of Oyama, and beyond
the twin hills of the Hakon^ Pass—Fuji-Yama, the Peerless

Mountain, solitary and grand, stands in the centre of the
plain, from which it sprang vomiting flames twenty-one cen-
turies ago.^ For a hundred and sixty years the huge moun-
tain has been at peace, but the frequent earthquakes stiU tell

of hidden fires, and none can say when the red-hot stones

and ashes may once more fall like rain over five provinces.

In the midst of a nest of venerable trees in Takanawa,
a suburb of Yedo, is hidden Sengakuji, or the Spring-hill

Temple, renowned throughout the length and breadth of

the land for its cemetery, which contains the graves of the

Forty-seven Eonins,^ famous in Japanese history, heroes

1 According to Japanese tradition, in the fifth year of the Emperor K6rei
(286 B.C.), the eaith opened in the province of Omi, near KiSto, and Lake
Biwa, sixty miLes long by about eighteen broad, was formed in the shape of a
Biwa, or four-striuged hite, from which it takes its name. At the same time,

to compensate for the depression of the earth, but at a distance of over three

hundred mUes from the^lake, rose Fuji-Yama, the last eruption of which was
in the year 1707. The last great earthquake at Yedo took place about fifteen

years ago. Twenty thousand souls are said to have perished in it, and the
dead were carried away and buried by cartloads ; many persons, trying to

escape from their falling and burning houses, were caught in great clefts,

which yawned suddenly in the earth, and as suddenly closed upon the victims,

crushing them to death. For several days heavy shocks continued to be felt,

and the people camped out, not daring to retui-n to such houses as had been
spared, nor to build up those which lay in ruins.

2 The word SAnin means, literally, a "wave-man ;" one who is tossed about

hither and thither, as a wave of the sea. It is used to designate persons of

gentle blood, entitled to bear arms, who, having become sepai'ated from their

feudal lords by their own act, or by dismissal, or by fate, wander about the

country in the capacity of somewhat disreputable knights-errant, without

ostensible mean.T of living, in some cases offering themselves for hire to new
masters, in others supporting themselves by pillage ; or who, fulling a grade

in the social scale, go into trade, and become sr'mplo wardsmen. iSouLctiines

B 2
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of Japanese drama, the tale of whose deeds I am about

to transcribe.

On the left-hand side of the main court of the temple is a

chapel, in which, surmounted by a gilt figure of Kwanyin,
the goddess of mercy, are enshrined the images of the forty-

seven men, and of the master whom they loved so well. The
statues are carved in wood, the faces coloured, and the

dresses richly lacquered ; as works of art they have great

merit—the action of the heroes, each armed with his

favourite weapon, being wonderfully life-like and spirited.

Some are venerable men, with thin, grey hair (one is

seventy-seven years old) ; others are mere boys of sixteen.

Close by the chapel, at the side of a path leading up the hill,

is a little well of pure water, fenced in and adorned with a

tiny fernery, over which is an inscription, setting forth that
" This is the well in which the head was washed

;
you must

not wash your hands or, your feet here." A little further on
is a stall, at which a poor old man earns a pittance by selling

books, pictures, and medals, commemorating the loyalty of the

Forty-seven ; and higher up yet, shaded by a grove of stately

trees, is a neat inclosure, kept up, as a signboard announces,

by voluntary contributions, round which are ranged forty-

eight little tombstones, each decked with evergreens, each
with its tribute of water and incense for the comfort of the

departed spirit. There were forty-seven E6nins; there are

forty-eight tombstones, and the story of the forty-eighth is

truly characteristic of Japanese ideas of honour. Almost
touching the rail of the graveyard is a more imposing

it happens that for political reasons a man will heoome E6nin, in order that

his lord may not he implicated in some deed of blood in which he is about to

engage. Sometimes, also, men become E6nins, and leave their native place

for a while, until some scrape in which they have become entangled shall have
blown over ; after which they return to their former allegiance. Now-a-daya
it is not unusual for men to become Rdnins for a time, and engage themselves
in the service of foreigners at the open ports, even in menial capacities, in the
hope that they may pick up something of the language and lore of Western
folks. I know instances of men of considerable position who h&ve adopted
this course in their zeal for education.
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monument under which lies buried the lord, whose death

his followers piously avenged.

And now for the story.
'

At the beginning of the eighteenth century there lived a

daimio, called Asano Takumi no Kami, the Lord of the

castle of Ak6, in the province of Harima. Now it happened
that an Imperial ambassador from the Court of the Mikado,
having been sent to the Shogun^ at Yedo, Takumi no Kami
and another noble called Kamei Sama were appointed to

receive and feast the envoy ; and a high official, named Kira

Kotsuk6 no Suke, was named to teach them the proper

ceremonies to be obsei'ved upon the occasion. The two
nobles were accordingly forced to go daily to the castle to

listen to the instructions of K&tsuk4 no Suk^. But this

KStsuk^ no Suk6 was a man greedy of money; and as he

deemed that the presents which the two daimios, according

to time-honoured custom, had brought him in return for his

instruction, were mean and unworthy, he conceived a great

hatred against them, and took no pains in teaching them, but

on the contrary rather sought to make laughing-stocks of

them. Takumi no Kami, restrained by a stern sense of duty,

bore his insults with patience; but Kamei Sama, who had

less control over his temper, was violently incensed, and

determined to kill K6tsuk^ no Suk6.

One night when his duties at the castle were ended, Kamei

Sama returned to his own palace, and having summoned his

councillors^ to a secret conference, said to them : " KStauk^

1 The full title of the Tycoon was Sei-i-tai-Shognn, " Barbarian-repressing

Commander-in-chief." The style Tai Kun, Great Prince, was borrowed, in

order to convey the idea of sovereignty to foreigners, at the time of the con-

clusion of the Treaties. The envoys sent by the Mikado from Kioto to com-

municate to the Shogun the will of his sovereign, were received with Imperial

honours, and the duty of entertaining them was confided to nobles of rank.

The title Sei-i-tai-Shogun was first borne by Minamoto no Yoritomo, in the

seventh month of the year 1192 a.d.

a Councillor, lit.
" elder." The councillors of daimios were of two classes ;

the Kar6 or "elder," an hereditary office, held by cadets of the Prince's

family, and the Y6nin, or " man of business," who was selected on account

of his merits. These " councillors " play no mean part in Japanese history.
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no Sui^ has insulted Takumi no Kami and myself during

our service in attendance on the Imperial envoy. This is

against all decency, and I was minded to kill him on the

spot ; but I bethought me that if I did such a deed within

the precincts of the castle, not only would my own life be

forfeit, but my family and vassals would be ruined : so I

stayed my hand. Still the life of such a wretch is a sorrow

to the people, and to-morrow when I go to Court 1 will slay

liim : my mind is made up, and I will listen to no remon-
strance." And as he spoke his face became livid with rage.

Now one of Kamei Sama's councillors was a man of great

judgment, and when he saw from his lord's manner that

remonstrance would be useless, he said :
" Your lordship's

words are law; your servant will make all preparations

accordingly ; and to-morrow, when your lordship goes to

Court, if this Kotsuk^ no Suk6 should again be insolent, let

Mm die the death.'' And his lord was pleased at this speech,

and waited with impatience for the day to break, that he
might return to Court and kill his enemy.
But the councillor weut home, and was sorely troubled, and

thought anxiously about what his prince had said. And as he

reflected, it occurred to him that since K6tsukd no Suk6 had
the reputation of being a miser he would certainly be open to

a bribe, and that it was better to pay any sum, no matter how
great, than that his lord and his house should be ruined. So
he collected all the money he could, and, giving it to his

servants to carry, rode off in the night to K6tsuk6 no Suk^'s

palace, and said to his retainers :
" My master, who is now in

attendance upon the Imperial envoy, owes much thanks to

my Lord Kdtsuke no Suk^, who has been at so great pains

to teach him the proper ceremonies to be observed during the

reception of the Imperial envoy. This is but a shabby present

which he has sent by me, but he hopes that his lordship will

condescend to accept it, and commends himself to his lord-

ship's favour." And, with these words, he produced a
thousand ounces of silver for Kotsuk^ no Suk6, and a hundred
ounces to be distributed among his retainers.
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When the latter saw the money, their eyes sparkled with
pleasure, and they were profuse in their thanks ; and hegging
the councillor to wait a little, they went and told their master
of the lordly present which had arrived with a polite

message from Kamei Sama. KStsuk^ no Suk^ in eager

delight sent for the councillor into an inner chamber, and,

after thanking him, promised on the morrow to instruct

his master carefully in all the different points of etiquette.

So the councillor, seeing the miser's glee, rejoiced at the

success of his plan ; and having taken his leave returned

home in high spirits. But Kamei Sama, little thinking how
his vassal had propitiated his enemy, lay brooding over his

vengeance, and on the following morning at daybreak went
to Court in solemn procession.

When K6tsuk^ no Suk6 met him, his manner had com-
pletely changed, and nothing could exceed his courtesy.

"You have come early to Court this morning, my Lord
Kamei," said he. " I cannot sufficiently admire your zeal. I

shall have the honour to caR your attention to several points

of etiquette to-day. I must beg your lordship to excuse my
previous conduct, which must have seemed very rude; but

I am naturally of a cross-grained disposition, so I pray you

to forgive me." And as he kept on humbling himself and

making fair speeches, the heart of Kamei Sama was gradually

softened, and he renounced his intention of kilting him.

Thus by the cleverness of his councillor, was Kamei Sama,

with ail his house, saved from ruin.

Shortly after this, Takumi no Kami, who had sent no

present, arrived at the castle, and K6tsuk4 no Suke turned

him into ridicule even more than before, provoking him with

sneers and covert insults ; but Takumi no Kami affected to

ignore all this, and submitted himself patiently to Kotsuke

no Suk^'s orders.

This conduct, so far from producing a good effect, only

made K8tsuk6 no Suk^ despise him the more, until at last he

said haughtily :
" Here, my Lord of Takumi, the ribbon of my

sock has come untied ; be so good as to tie it up for me."
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Takumi no Kami, although burning with rage at the

affront, still thought that as he was on duty he was bound to

obey, and tied up the ribbon of the sock. Then Kotsukd no
Suk^, turning from him, petulantly exclaimed :

" Why, how
clumsy you are ! You cannot so much as tie up the ribbon of

a sock properly ! Any one can see that you are a boor from
the country, and know nothing of the manners of Yedo."

And with a scornful laugh he moved towards an inner room.

But the patience of Takumi no Kami was exhausted ; this

last insult was more than he could bear.
" Stop a moment, my lord," cried he.
" Well, what is it ? " replied the other. And, as he turned

round, Takumi no Kami drew his dirk, and aimed a blow at

his head ; but Kotsuk^ no Suk^, being protected by the Court
cap which he wore, the wound was but a scratch, so he ran
away ; and Takumi no Kami, pursuing him, tried a second
time to cut him down, but, missing his aim, struck his dirk

into a pillar. At this moment an ofi&cer, named Kajikawa
Yosobei, seeiug the affray, rushed up, and holding back the
infuriated noble, gave KStsuk^ no Suk6 time to make good
his escape.

Then there arose a great uproar and confusion, and Takumi
no Kami was arrested and (fisarmed, and confined in one of

the apartments of the palace under the care of the censors.

A council was held, and the prisoner was given over to the
safeguard of a daimio, called Tamura TJkiy& no Daibu, who
kept him in close custody in his own house, to the great

grief of his wife and of his retainers ; and when the delibera-

tions of the council were completed, it was decided that,

as he had committed an outrage and attacked another man
within the precincts of the palace, he must perform hara kiri,

—that is, commit suicide by disemboweUing; his goods must
be confiscated, and his family ruined. Such was the law.

So Takumi no Kami performed hara hiri, his castle of Ako
was confiscated, and his retainers having become E6nins,
some of them took service with other daimios, and otherp
became merchants.
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Now amongst these retainers was his principal councillor,

a man called Oishi Knranosuk^ who, with forty-six other

faithful dependants, formed a league to avenge their master's

death bj killing K6tsuk4 no Suk^. This Oishi Kuranosuk6
was absent at the castle of Ak6 at the time of the affray,

which, had he been with his prince, would never have
occurred ; for, being a wise man, he would not have failed to

propitiate K&tsuk6 no Suk6 by sending him suitable pre-

sents ; while the councillor who was in attendance on the

prince at Yedo was a dullard, who neglected this precaution,

and so caused the death of his master and the ruin of his house.

So Oishi KuranosukS and his forty-six companions began
to lay their plans of vengeance against K6tsuk4 no Suk^

;

but the latter was so well guarded by a body of men lent to

him by a daimio called Uy^sugi Sama, whose daughter he
had married, that they saw that the only way of attaining

their end would be to throw their enemy off his guard.

With this object they separated and disguised themselves,

some as carpenters or craftsmen, others as merchants; and
their chief, Kuranosuk^, went tb Ki6to, and buUt a house in

the quarter called Yamashina, where he took to frequenting

houses of the worst repute, and gave himself up. to drunken-

ness and debauchery, as if nothing were further from his

mind than revenge. KStsuk^ no Suk^ in the meanwhile,

suspecting that Takumi no Kami's former retainers would be

scheming agaiast his life, secretly sent spies to Kioto, and

caused a faithful account to be kept of all that Kuranosuke

did. The latter, however, determined thoroughly to delude

the enemy into a false security, went on leading a dissolute

life with harlots and winebibbers. One day, as he was re-

turning home drunk from some low haunt, he fell down in

the street and went to sleep, and all the passers-by laughed

him to scorn. It happened that a Satsuma man saw this,

and said : " Is not this Oishi Kuranosukd, who was a coun-

cillor of Asano Takumi no Kami, and who, not having the

heart to avenge his lord, gives himself up to women and

wine ? See how he lies drunk in the public street ! Faith-
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less beast ! Fool and craven ! Unworthy the name of a

Samurai ! "

'

And he trod on Kuranosuk^'s face as he slept, and spat upon
him ; but when K6tsuk6 no Suke's spies reported all this at

Yedo, he was greatly relieved at the news, and felt secure

from danger.

One day Kuranosuk^'s wife, who was bitterly grieved to

see her husband lead this abandoned life, went to him and
said :

" My lord, you told me at first that your debauchery
was but a trick to make your enemy relax in watchfulness.

But indeed, indeed, this has gone too far. I pray and beseech

you to put some restraint upon yourself."
" Trouble me not," replied Kuranosuk^, " for I will not

listen to your whining. Since my way of life is displeasing

to you, I will divorce you, and you may go about your busi-

ness ; and I will biiy some pretty young girl from one of the
public-houses, and marry her for my pleasure. I am sick of

the sight of an old woman like you about the house, so get

you gone—the sooner the better."

So saying, he flew into a violent rage, and his wife, terror-

stricken, pleaded piteously for mercy.
" Oh, my lord ! unsay those terrible words ! I have been

your faithful wife for twenty years, and have borne you three

children ; in sickness and in sorrow I have been with you

;

you cannot be so cruel as to turn me out of doors now.
Have pity ! have pity !

"

" Cease this useless wailing. My mind is made up, and
you must go ; and as the children are in my way also, you
are welcome to take them with you."

When she heard her husband speak thus, in her grief she
sought Jtier eldest son, Oishi Chikara, and begged him to

plead for her, and pray that she might be pardoned. But
nothing would turn Kuranosuk^ from his purpose, so his
wife was sent away, with the two younger children, and

' Samwrai, a man belonging to the Buki or military class, entitled to
bear arms.
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went back to her native place. But Oishi Chikara remained
with his father.

The spies communicated all this without fail to K6tsuk^
no Suk^, and he, when he heard how Kuranosukd, having
turned his wife and children out of doors and bought a
concubine, was grovelling in a life of drunkenness and
lust, began to think that he had no longer anything to
fear from the retainers of Takumi no Kami, who must be
cowards, without the courage to avenge their lord. So by
degrees he began to keep a less strict watch, and sent
back half of the guard which had been lent to him by
his father-in-law, Uy^sugi Sama. Little did he think how
he was falling into the trap laid for him by Kuranosukd,
who, in his zeal to slay his lord's enemy, thought nothing
of divorcing his wife and sending away his children ! Ad-
mirable and faithful man !

In this way Kuranosuke continued to throw dust in the
eyes of his foe, by persisting in his apparently shameless
conduct; but his associates all went to Yedo, and, having
in their several capacities as workmen and pedlars con-

trived to gain access to K6tsuk^ no Suk^'s house, made
themselves familiar with the plan of the building and the

arrangement of the different rooms, and ascertained the

character of the inmates, who were brave and loyal men,
and who were cowards; upon all of which matters they

sent regular reports to Kuranosuk^. And when at last

it became ' evident from the letters which arrived from

Yedo that K6tsuk6 no Suk^ was thoroughly off his guard,

Kuranosuk^ rejoiced that the day of vengeance was at

hand; and, having appointed a trysting-place at Yedo,

he fled secretly from Ki6to, eluding the vigUance of his

enemy's spies. Then the forty-seven men, having laid all

their plans, bided their time patiently.

It was now mid-winter, the twelfth month of the year,

and the cold was bitter. One night, during a heavy fall

of snow, when the whole world was hushed, and peaceful

men were stretched in sleep upon the mats, the Ronins
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determined that no more favourable opportunity could

occur for carrying out their purpose. So they took counsel

together, and, having divided their band into two parties,

assigned to each man his post. One band, led by Oishi

Kuranosuk^, was to attack the front gate, and the other,

under his son Oishi Chikara, was to attack the postern of

K6tsuke no Sukd's house ; but as Chikara was only sixteen

years of age, Yoshida Chiuzay^mon was appointed to act

as his guardian. Further it was arranged that a drum,
beaten at the order of Kuranosuk^, should be the signal

for the simultaneous attack; and that if any one slew

K6tsuk^ no Sukd and cut off his head he should blow a

shrill whistle, as a signal to his comrades, who would hurry

to the spot, and, having identified the head, carry it off to

the temple called Sengakuji, and lay it as an offering be-

fore the tomb of their dead lord. Then they must report

their deed to the Government, and await the sentence of

death which would surely be passed upon them. To
this the Konins one and all pledged themselves. Mid-
night was fixed upon as the hour, and the forty-seven

comrades, having made all ready for the attack, partook of

a last farewell feast together, for on the morrow they must
die. Then Oishi Kuranosuke addressed the band, and
said:--

" To-night we shall attack our enemy in his palace ; his

retainers will certainly resist us, and we shall be obliged to

kill them. But to slay old men and women and children

is a pitiful thing ; therefore, I pray you each one to take
great heed lest you kill a single helpless person." His com-
rades all applauded this speech, and so they remained, wait-

ing for the hour of midnight to arrive.

When the appointed hour came, the E6nins set forth.

The wind howled furiously, and the driving snow beat in
their faces ; but little cared they for wind or snow as they
hurried on their road, eager for revenge. At last they
reached KStsuk^ no Suk^'s house, and divided themselves
into two bands; and Chikara, with twenty-three men, went
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round to the back gate. Then four men, by means of a
ladder of ropes which they hung on to the roof of the porch,
eirected an entry into the courtyard; and, as they saw signs
that all the inmates of the house were asleep, they went into
the porter's lodge where the guard slept, and, before the
latter had time to recover from their astonishment, bound
them. The terrified guard prayed hard for mercy, that their

lives might be spared; and to this the Eouins agreed on
condition that the keys of the gate should be given up ; but
the others tremblingly said that the keys were kept in the

house of one of their officers, and that they had no means of

obtaining them. Then the Il6nins lost patience, and with
a hammer dashed in pieces the big wooden bolt which
secured the gate, and the doors flew open to the' right and
to the left. At the same time Chikara and his party broke
in by the back gate.

Tlien Oishi Kuranosuk6 sent a messenger to the neigh-

bouring houses, bearing the following message :
—

" We, the

E6nins who were formerly in the service of Asano Takumi
no Kami, are this night about to break into the palace of

Kotsuk^ no Suk6, to avenge our lord. As we are neither

night robbers nor ruffians, no hurt will be done to the neigh-

bouring houses. We pray you to set your minds at rest."

And as K6tsuk^ no Suk6 was hated by his neighbours for

his covetousness, they did not unite their forces to assist

him. Another precaution was yet taken. Lest any of the

people inside should run out to call the relations of the

family to the rescue, and these coming in force should in-

terfere with the plans of the K6nins, Kuranosuk4 stationed

ten of his men armed with bows on the roof of the four sides

of the courtyard, with orders to shoot any retainers who
might attempt to leave the place. Having thus laid all his

plans and posted his men, Kuranosuk^ with his own hand

beat the drum and gave the signal for attack.

Ten of K6tsuke no Suk^'s retainers, hearing the noise,

woke up; and, drawing their swords, rushed into the front

room to defend their master. At this moment the Eonins,
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who had burst open the door of the front hall, entered the

same room. Then arose a furious fight between the two
parties, in the midst of which Chikara, leading his men
tlirough the garden, broke into the back of the house ; and
K6tsuk6 no Suk4 in terror of his life, took refuge, with his

wife and female servants, in a closet in the verandah ; v/hile

the rest of his retainers, who slept in the barrack outside the

house, made ready to go to the rescue. But the E6nins who
had come in by the front door, and were fighting with the

ten retainers, ended by overpowering and slaying the latter

without losing one of their own number ; after which, forcing

their way bravely towards the back rooms, they were joined by
Chikara and his men, and the two bands were united in one.

By this time the remainder of K6tsuke no Suk^'s men had
come in, and the fight became general; and Kuranosuk^,
sitting on a camp-stool, gave his orders and directed the

Ronins. Soon the inmates of the house perceived that they
were no match for their enemy, so they tried to send out
intelligence of their plight to tJy^sugi Sama, their lord's

father-in-law, begging him to come to the rescue with all

the force at his command. But the messengers were shot
down by the archers whom Kuranosuk^ had posted on the
roof. So no help coming, they fought on in despair. Then
Kuranosuk^ cried out with a loud voice : "Kotsuk^ no Suke
alone is our enemy ; let some ona go inside and bring him
forth dead or alive

!

"

Now in front of Kotsuke no Suke's private room stood
three brave retainers with drawn swords. The first was
Kobayashi H^hachi, the second was Waku Handaiyu, and
the third was Shimidzu Ikkaku, all good men and true, and
expert swordsmen. So stoutly did these men lay about them
that for a while they kept the whole of the E6nins at bay,
and at one moment even forced them back When Oishi
Kuianosuk^ saw this, he ground his teeth with rage, and
shouted to his men :

" What ! did not every man of you
swear to lay down his life in avenging his lord, and now
are you driven back by three men ? Cowards, not fit to be
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spoken to ! to die fighting in a master's cause should he
the nohlest amhition of a retainer ! " Then turning to his

own sou Chikara, he said, " Here, hoy ! engage those men,
and if they are tbo strong for you, die

!

"

Spurred by these words, Chikara seized a spear and gave
battle to Waku Handaiyu, but could not hold his ground, and
backing by degrees, was driven out into the garden, where he
missed his footing and slipped into a pond; but as Handaiyu,
thinking to kill him, looked down into the pond, Chikara cut

his enemy in the leg and caused him to fall, and then crawl-

ing out of the water despatched him. ' In the meanwhile
Kobayashi Hehachi and Shimidzu Ikkaku had been killed

by the other Eonins, and of all K6tsuk6 no Suk^'s retainers

not one fighting man remained. Chikara, seeing this, went
with his bloody sword in his hand into a back room to search

for Kotsuke no Suk6, but he only found the son of the latter,

a young lord named Kira Sahioy6, who, carrying a halberd,

attacked him, but was soon wounded and fled. Thus the

whole of Kotsuk^ no Suke's men having been killed, there

was an end of the fighting ; but as yet there was no trace of

Kotsuk^ no Suk6 to be found.

Then Kuranosuk6 divid-^d his men into several parties and

searched the whole house, but all in vain; women and

children weeping were alone to be seen. At this the forty-

seven men began to lose heart in regret, that after aU their

toU they had allowed their enemy to escape them, and there

was a moment when in their despair they agreed to commit

suicide together upon the spot ; but they determined to make

one more effort. So Kuranosuk^ went into K6tsukd no

Suk4's sleepiag-room, and touching the quilt with his hands,

exclaimed, " I have just felt the bed-clothes and they are yet

warm, and so methinks that our enemy is not far off. He
must certainly be hidden somewhere in the house." Greatly

excited by this, the K6nins renewed their search. Now in

the raised part of the room, near the place of honour, there

was a picture hanging ; taking down this picture, they saw

that there was a large hole in the plastered wall, and on
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thrusting a spear in they could feel nothing beyond it. So one

of the Eonins, called Yazama Jiutar6, got into the hole, and

found that on the other side there was a little courtyard, in

which there stood an outhouse for holding charcoal and fire-

wood. Looking into the outhouse, he spied something white

at the further end, at which he struck with his spear, when
two armed men sprang out upon him and tried to cut him
down, but he kept them back until one of his comrades came
up and killed one of the two men and engaged the other,

while Jiutaro entered the outhouse and felt about with his

spear. Again seeing something white, he struck it with his

lance, when a cry of pain betrayed that it was a man ; so he
rushed up, and the man in white clothes, who had been
wounded in the thigh, drew a dirk and aimed a blow at him.

But Jiutar6 wrested the dirk from him, and clutching him by
the collar, dragged him out of the outhouse. Then the other

Rfinin came up, and they examined the prisoner attentively,

and saw that he was a noble-looking man, some sixty years

of age, dressed in a white satin sleeping-robe, which was
stained by the blood from the thigh-wound which Jiutar6 had
inilicted. The two men felt convinced that this was no other

than K&tsuke no Suk6, and they asked him his name, but he
gave no answer, so they gave the signal whistle, and all their

comrades collected together at the call ; then Oishi Kurano-
suk4 bringing a lantern, scanned the old man's features, and
it was indeed K6tsuk^ no Suk^ ; and if further proof were
wanting, he still bore a scar on his forehead where their

master, Asano Takumi no Kami, had wounded him during the
affray in the castle. There being no possibility of mistake,
therefore, Oishi Kuranosuk^ went down on his knees, and
addressing the old man very respectfully, said

:

" My lord, we are the retainers of Asano Takumi no Kami.
Last year your lordship and our master quarrelled in the
palace, and our master was sentenced to hara kiri, and his
family was ruined. We have come to-night to avenge him,
as is the duty of faithful and loyal men. I pray your lord-
ship to acknowledge the justice of our purpose. And now
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my lord, we beseech you to perform hara kiri. I myself
shall have the honour to act as your second, and when, with
aU humility, I shall have received your lordship's head, it

is my intention to lay it as an offering upon the grave of

Asano Takumi no Kami."
Thus, in consideration of the high rank of K6tsuk^ no

Suk^, the Efinins treated him with the greatest courtesy, and
over and over again entreated him to perform hara kiri.

But he crouched speechless and tremhling. At last Kura-
nosuk^ seeing that it was vain to urge him to die the death
of a nobleman, forced him down, and cut off Ms head with
the same dirk with which Asano Takumi no Kami had killed

himself. Then the forty-seven comrades; elated at having

accompKshed their design, placed the head in a bucket, and
prepared to depart ; but before leaving the house they care-

fully extinguished all the lights and fires in the place, lest

by any accident a fire should break out and the neighbours

suffer.

As they were on their way to Takanawa, the suburb in

which the temple called Sengakuji stands, the day broke

;

and the people flocked out to see the forty-seven men, who,

with their clothes and arms all blood-stained, presented a

terrible appearance ; and every one praised them, wondering

at their valour and faithfulness. But they expected every

moment that KStsuk^ no Suk^'s father-in-law would attack

them and carry off the head, and made ready to die bravely

sword in hand. However, they reached Takanawa in safety,

for Matsudaira Aki no Kami, one of the eighteen chief

daimios of Japan, of whose house Asano Takumi no Kami
had been a cadet, had been highly pleased when he heard of

the last night's work, and he had made ready to assist the

E&nins in case they were attacked. So K6tsuk^ no Suk^'s

father-in-law dared not pursue them.

At about seven in the morning they came opposite to the

palace of Matsudaira Mutsu no Kami, the Prince of Sendai,

and the Prince, hearing of it, sent for one of his councillors

and said: "The retainers of Takumi no Kami have slain their

c
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lord's enemy, and are passing this way ; I cannot sufficiently

admire their devotion, so, as they must be tired and hungry

after their night's work, do you go and invite them to come
in here, and set some gruel and a cup of wine before them."

So the councillor went out and said to Oishi Kuranosuk^

:

"Sir, I am a councillor of the Prince of Sendai, and my
master bids me beg you, as you must be worn out after all

you have undergone, to come in and partake of such poor

refreshment as we can offer you. This is my message to you
from my lord."

" I thank yt)u, sir," replied Kuxanosuk^. " It is very good
of his lordship to trouble himself to think of us. We shall

accept his kindness gratefully."

So the forty-seven E6nins went into the palace, and were

feasted with gruel and wine, and all the retainers of the

Prince of Sendai came and praised them.

Then Kuranosukd turned to the councillor and said, " Sir,

we are truly indebted to you for this kind hospitality ; but as

we have still to hurry to Sengakuji,''we must needs humbly
take our leave." And, after returning many thanks to their

hosts, they left the palace of the Prince of Sendai and
hastened to Sengakuji, where they were met by the abbot
of the monastery, who went to the front gate to receive them,
and led them to the tomb of Takumi no Kami
And when they came to their lord's grave, they took the

head of K8tsuk4 no Suk^ and having washed it clean in a
well hard by, laid it as an offering before the tomb. When
they had done this, they engaged the priests of the temple to

come and read prayers while they burnt incense : first Oishi
Kuranosuk^ burnt incense, and then his son Oishi Chikara,
and after them the other forty-five men performed the same
ceremony. Then Kuranosuki, having given all the money
that he had by him to the abbot, said :

—

"When we forty-seven men shall have performed Kara
kiri, I beg you to bury us decently. I rely upon your kind-
ness. This is but a trifle that I have to offer ; such as it is,

let it be spent in masses for our souls !"
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And the abbot, marvelling at the faithful courage of the

men, with tears in his eyes pledged himself to fulfil their

wishes. So the forty-seven E6nins, with their minds at rest,

waited patiently until they should receive the orders of the

Government.
At last they were summoned to the Supreme Court, where

the governors of Yedo and the public censors had assem-

bled ; and the sentence passed upon them was as follows

:

"Whereas, neither respecting the dignity of the city nor
fearing the Government, having leagued yourselves together

to slay your enemy, you violently broke into the house of

Kira K&tsuke no Suk4 by night and murdered him, the

sentence of the Court is, that, for this audacious conduct,

you perform Kara kiri." When the sentence had been read,

the forty-seven ESnins were divided into four parties, and
handed over to the • safe keeping of four different daimios

;

and sheriffs were sent to the palaces of those daimios in

whose presence the E6nins were made to perform hara kiri.

But, as from the very beginning they had all made up their

minds that to this end they must come, they met their

death nobly; and their corpses were carried to Sengakuji,

and buried in front of the tomb of their master, Asano
Takumi no Kami. And when the fame of this became noised

abroad, the people flocked to pray at the graves of these

faithful men.

Among those who came to pray was a Satsuma man,

who, prostrating himself before the grave of Oishi Kura-

nosuk4, said: "When 1 saw you lying drunk by the road-

side at Yamashina, in Kioto, I knew not that you were

plotting to avenge your lord; and, thinking you to be a

faithless man, I trampled on you and spat in your face as

I passed. And now I have come to ask pardon and offer

atonement for the insult of last year." With those words

he prostrated himself again before the grave, and, drawing

a dirk from his girdle, stabbed himself in the belly and

died. And the chief priest of the temple, taking pity upon

him, buried him by the side of the E&nins ; and his tomb
c 2
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still remains to be seen with those of the forty-seven'

comrades.

This is the end of the story of the forty-seven E&nins.

A terrible picture of fierce heroism which it is impossible

not to admire. In the Japanese mind this feeling of admira-
tion is unmixed, and hence it is that the forty-seven E6nias
receive almost divine honours. Pious hands still deck their

graves with green boughs and burn incense upon them ; the

clothes and arms which they wore are preserved carefully in

a fire-proof store-house attached to the temple, and exhibited

yearly to admiring crowds, who behold them probably with

little less veneration than is accorded to the relics of Aix-la-

Chapelle or Treves; and once in sixty years the monks of

Sengakuji reap quite a harvest for the good of their temple
by liolding a commemorative fair or festival, to which the

people flock during nearly two months.
A silver key once admitted me to a private inspection

of the relics. We were ushered, my friend and myself, into

a back apartment of the spacious temple, overlooking one
of those marvellous miniature gardens, cunningly adorned
with rockeries and dwarf trees, in which the Japanese
delight. One by one, carefully labelled and indexed boxes
containing the precious articles were brought out and opened
by the chief priest. Such a curious medley of old rags and
scraps of metal and wood ! Home-made chain armour, com-
posed of wads of leather secured together by pieces of iron,

bear witness to the secrecy with. which the E6nins made
ready for the fight. To have bought armour would have
attracted attention, so they made it with their own hands.
Old moth-eaten surcoats, bits of helmets, three flutes, a writing-
box that must have been any age at the time of the tragedy,

and is now tumbling to pieces ; tattered trousers of what once
was rich silk brocade, now all unravelled and befringed;
scraps of leather, part of an old gauntlet, crests and badges,
bits of sword handles, spear-heads and dirks, the latter all

red with rust, but with certain patches more deeply stained
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as if the fatal clots of blood were never to be blotted out : al]

these were reverently shown to us. Among the confusion and
litter were a number of documents, yeUow with age and much
worn at the folds. One was a plan of K6tsukl no Suk^'s
house, which one of the E8nins obtained by marrying the
daughter of the builder who designed it. Three of the
manuscripts appeared to me so curious that I obtained
leave to have copies taken of them.
The first is the receipt given by the retainers of Kotsuke

no Suk^'s son in return for the head of their lord's father,

which the priests restored to the family, and runs as

follows :

—

" MEMORANDUM :—
"ITEM. ONE HEAD.
" ITEM. ONE PAPER PARCEL.
" The above articles are acknowledged to have been received.

" Signed i Sayada Magobm. (Loc. sigill.)

°
' \ Saito Eunai. XLoc. sigill.)

" To the priests deputed from the Temple Sengakuji,
"His Reverence Sekishi,
" His Reverence Iohidon."

The second paper is a document explanatory of their

conduct, a copy of which was found on the person of each of

the forty-seven men :

—

" Last year, in the third month, Asano Takumi no Kami, upon the occa-

sion of the entertainment of the Imperial ambassador, was driven, by the
force of circumstances, to attack and wound my Lord Kdtsuk^ no Suke in the
castle, in order to avenge an insult offered to him. Having done this without
considering the dignity of the place, and having thus disregarded aU rules of

propriety, he was condemned to hara kiri, and his property and castle of

Ako were forfeited to the State, and were delivered up by his retainers to the

ofiScers deputed by the Shogun to receive them. After this his followers were
all dispersed. At the time of the quarrel the high officials present prevented

Asano Takumi no Kami from carrying out his intention of killing his enemy,
my Lord Kotsuke no Suke . So Asano Takumi no Kami died wiSiout having
avenged himself, and this was more..than his retainers could endure. It is

impossible to remain under the same heaven with the enemy of lord or father;

for this reason we have dared to declare enmity against a personage of so

exalted rank. This day we shall attack Kira Kdtsnk^ no Suke, in order to

'finish the deed of vengeance which was begun by our dead lord. If any
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honourable person should find our bodies after death, he is respectfully

requested to open and read this document.

" 15th year of Genroku. 12th month.

"Signed, Oishi Ktjeanostjk^ Ketainer of Asano
Takumi no Kami, and forty-six others." ^

The third manuscript is a paper which the Forty-seven

E6nins laid upon the tomb of their master, together with the

head of Kira K6tsuk6 no Suke :

—

" The 15th year of Genroku, the 12th month, and 15th day. We have
come this day to do homage here, forty-seven men in all, from Oishi Kura-
nosukd down to the foot-soldier, Terasaka Kichiyemon, all cheerfully about

to lay down our lives on your behalf. We reverently announce this to the

honoured spirit of our dead master. On the 14th day of the third month ol

last year our honoured master was pleased to attack Kira K6tsuk^ no Suke,
for what reason we know not. Our honoured master put an end to his own
life, but Kira Kotsuki no Suke lived. Although we fear that after the

decree issued by the Government this plot of ours will be displeasing to our
honoured master, still we, who have eaten of your food, could not without
blushing repeat the verse, ' Thou shalt not live under the same heaven nor

tread the same earth with the enemy of thy father or lord,' nor could we have
dared to leave hell and present ourselves before you in paradise, unless we had
carried out the vengeance which you began. Every day that we waited
seemed as three autumns to us. Verily, we have trodden the snow for one day,

nay, for two days, and have tasted food but once. The old and dc'replt, the
sick and ailing, have come forth gladly to lay down their lives. Men might
laugh at us, as at grasshoppers tnisting in the strength of their arms, and thus
shame our honoured lord ; but we could not halt in our deed of vengeance.

Having taken counsel together last night, we have escorted my Lord K6tsuke
no Suke hither to your tomb. This dirk,^ by which our honoured lord set

gi-eat store last year, and entrusted to our care, we now bring back. If your
noble spirit be now present before this tomb, we pray you, as a sign, to take
the dirk, and, striking the head of your enemy with it a second time, to dispel

your hatred for ever. This is the respectful statement of forty-seven men."

The text, "Thou shalt not live under the same heaven
with the enemy of thy father," is based upon the Confucian

books. Dr. Legge, in his " Life and Teachings of Confucius,"

^ It is usual for a Japanese, when bent upon some deed of violence, the end
of which, in his belief, justifies the means, to carry about with him a docu-

ment, such as that translated above, in which he sets forth his motives, that

his character may be cleared after death.
' The dirk with which Asano Takumi no Kumi disembowelled himself, and

with which Oishi Knranosuk4 cut off Kotsuki no Suki's head.
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p. 113, has an interesting paragraph sunmmig up the doctrine

of the sage upon the suhject of revenge.

"In the second book of the 'Le Ke' there is the following passage :
—'With

the slayer of his father a man may not live under the same heaven ; against

the slayer of his brother a man must never have to go home to fetch a weapon ;

with the slayer of his friend a man may not live in the same State.' The lex

talionis is here laid down in its fullest extent. The ' Chow Le ' tells us of a

provision made against the evil consequences of the principle by the appoint-
ment of a minister caUed ' The Reconciler.' The provision is very inferior to

the cities of refuge which were set apart by Moses for the manslayer to flee to

from the fury of the avenger. Such as it was, however, it existed, and it is

remarkable that Confucius, when consulted on the subject, took no notice of

it, but afiSnued the duty of blood-revenge in the strongest and most unre-

staicted terms. His disciple, Tsze Hea, asked him, ' What course is to be pur-
sued in the murder of a father or mother 1

' He replied, ' The son must sleep

upon a matting of grass with his shield for his pillow ; he must decline to take

office ; he must not live under the same heaven with the slayer. When he
meets him in the market-place or the court, he must have his weapon ready

to strike him. ' 'And what is the course in the murder of a brother ?
'

' The
surviving brother must not take office in the same State with the slayer ; yet,

if he go on his prince's service to the State where the slayer is, though he
meet him, he must not fight with him. '

' And what is the course in the murder
of an uncle or cousiu ?' 'In this case the nephew or cousin is not the prin-

cipal. If the principal, on whom the revenge devolves, can take it, he has

only to stand behind with his weapon in his hand, and support him.'

"

I will add one anecdote to show the sanctity wl^ich is

attached to the graves of the Forty-seven. In the month of

September 1868, a certain man came to pray hefore the grave

of Oishi Chikara. Having finished his prayers, he delibe-

rately performed hara Jciri,^ and, the belly wound not being

mortal, despatched himseK by cutting his throat. Upon his

person were found papers setting forth that, being a E6nin

and without means of earning a living, he had petitioned to

be allowed to enter the clan of the Prince of Ohfishiu, which

he looked upon as the noblest clan in the realm ; his petition

having been refused, nothing remained for him but to die, for

to be a Eonin was hateful to him, and he would serve no

1 A purist in Japanese matters may object to the use of the words hwra kiri

instead of the more elegant expression Seppuhu. I retaiu the more vulgar

form as being better known, and therefore more convenient.
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other master than the Prince of Choshiu : what more fitting

place could he find in which to put an end to his life than

the graveyard of these Braves ? This happened at about

two hundred yards' distance from my house, and when I

saw the spot an hour or two later, the ground was all

bespattered with blood, and disturbed by the death-struggles

of the man.
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Within two miles or so from Yedo, and yet well away
from the toil and din of the great city, stands the village

of Meguro. Once past the outskirts of the town, the road

leading thither is bounded on either side by woodlands rich

in an endless variety of foliage, broken at intervals by the

long, low line of villages and hamlets. As we draw near to

Meguro, the scenery, becoming more and more rustic, increases

in beauty. Deep shady lanes, bordered by hedgerows as

luxurious as any in England, lead down to a valley of rice

fields bright with the emerald green of the young crops. To
the right and to the left rise knoUs of fantastic shape,

crowned with a profusion of Cryptomerias, Scotch firs and
other cone-bearing trees, and fringed with thickets of feathery

•bamboos, bending their stems gracefully to the light summer
breeze. Wherever there is a spot shadier and pleasanter to

look upon than the rest, there may be seen the red portal of

a shrine which the simple piety of the country folk has raised

to Inari Sama, the patron god of farming, or to some other

tutelary deity of the place. At the eastern outlet of the

vaUey a strip of blue sea bounds the horizon ; westward are

the distant mountains. In the foreground, in front of a farm-

house, snug-looking, with its roof of velvety-brown thatch,

a troop of sturdy urchins, sun-tanned and stark naked, are

frisking in the wildest gambols, all heedless of the scolding

voice of the withered old grandam who sits spinning and

minding the house, while her son and his wife are away

toiling at some outdoor labour. Close at our feet runs a

stream of pure water, in which a group of countrymen are
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washing the vegetables which they will presently shoulder

and carry off to sell by auction in the suburbs of Yedo. Not
the least beauty of the scene consists in the wondrous

clearness of an atmosphere so transparent that the most dis-

tant outlines are scarcely dimmed, while the details of the

uearer ground stand out ia sharp, bold relief, now lit by the

rays of a vertical sun, now darkened under the flying

shadows thrown by the fleecy clouds which sail across the

sky. Under such a heaven, what painter could limn the lights

and shades which flit over the woods, the pride of Japan,

whether in late autumn, when the russets and yellows of our

own trees are mixed with the deep crimson glow of the

maples, or in spring-time, when plum and cherry trees and
wild cameUias—^giants, fifty feet high—are in full blossom ?

AU that we see is enchanting, but there is a strange still-

ness in the groves; rarely does the song of a bird break
the silence ; indeed, I know but one warbler whose note has
any music in it, the uguisu, by some enthusiasts called the

Japanese nightingale—at best, a king in the kingdom of the
blmd. The scarcity of animal life of all descriptions, man
and mosquitoes alone excepted, is a standing wonder to the
traveller ; the sportsman must toil many a weary mile to get

a shot at boar, or deer, or pheasant; and the plough of the
farmer and the trap of the poacher, who works ia and out of

season, threaten to exterminate all wUd creatures ; unless,

indeed, the Government should, as they threatened in the
spring of 1869, put in force some adaptation of European
game-laws. But they are lukewarm in the matter; a little

hawking on a duck-pond satisfies the cravings of the modern
Japanese sportsman, who knows that, game-laws or no game-
laws, the wild fowl will never fail in winter; and the days
are long past when my Lord the Bhogun used to ride forth

with a mighty company to the wUd places about Mount Fuji,

there camping out and hunting the boar, the deer, and the
wolf, believing that in so doing he was fostering a manly and
military spirit in the land.

There is one serious drawback to the enjoyment of the
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beauties of the Japanese country, and that is the intolerable

affront which is continually off'ered to one's sense of smeU

;

the whole of what should form the sewerage of the city is

carried out on the backs of men and horses, to be thrown
upon the fields ; and, if you would avoid the overpowering

nuisance, you must walk handkerchief in hand, ready to shut

out the stench which assails you at every inomeut.

It would seem natural, while writing of the Japanese

country, to say a few words about the peasantry, their re-

lation to the lord of the soil, and their government. But
these I must reserve for another place. At present our

dealings are with the pretty village of Meguro.

At the bottom of a little lane, close to the entrance of

the village, stands an old shrine of the Shint6 (the form

of hero-worship which existed in Japan before the introduc-

tion of Confucianism or of Buddhism), surrounded by lofty

Cryptomerias. The trees around a Shint6 shrine are

specially under the protection of the god to whom the altar

is dedicated ; and, in connection with them, there is a kind

of magic still respected by the superstitious, which recalls

the waxen dolls, through the medium of which sorcerers of

the middle ages in Europe, and indeed those of ancient

Greece, as Theocritus tells us, pretended to kill the enemies

of their clients. This is called Ushi no tohi mairi, or

"going to worship at the hour of the ox,"i and is practised

1 The Chinese, and the Japanese following them, divide the day of twenty-

four hours into twelve periods, each of which has a sign something like the

signs of the Zodiac :

—

Midnight until two iu the morning is represented by the rat.

2 a.m. until 4 a.m. „ ,, ox.

4 a.m. „ 6 a.m. „ „ tiger.

6 a.m. ,, 8 a.m. „ ,, hare.

8 a.m. „ 10 a.m. „ „ dragon.

10 a.m. ,, 12 noon „ ,, snake.

12 noon „ 2 p.m. „ „ horse.

ram.2 p.m. ,, 4 p.m.

4 p.m. ,, 6 p.m. ,, ,, ape.

6 p.m. „ 8 p.m. „ „ cock.

8 p.m. „ 10 p.m. „ „ hog.

10 p.m. „ Midnight „ „ fox.
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by jealous womeu who wish to be revenged upon their

faithless lovers.

When the world is at rest, at two in the morning, the

hour of which the ox is the symbol, the woman rises ; she

dons a white robe and high sandals or clogs ; her coif is a
metal tripod, in which are thrust three lighted candles,

around her neck she hangs a mirror, which falls upon her
bosom ; in her left hand she carries a small straw figure, the
effigy of the lover who has abandoned her, and in her right

she grasps a hammer and nails, with which she fastens the
figure to one of the sacrea trees that surround the shrine.

There she prays for the death of the traitor, vowing that, if

her petition be heard, she will herself pull out the naUs
which now offend the god by wounding the mystic tree.

Night after night she comes to the shrine, and each night
she strikes in two or more nails, believing that every nail

wiE shorten her lover's life, for the god, to save his tree,

wiU surely strike him dead.

Meguro is one of the many places round Yedo to which
the good citizens flock for* purposes convivial or religious, or
both ; hence it is that, cheek by jowl with the old shrines
and temples, you wUl find many a pretty tea-house, standing
at the rival doors of which Mesdemoiselles Sugar, "Wave of

the Sea, Mower, Seashore, and Chrysanthemum are pressing
in their invitations to you to enter and rest. Not beautiful
these damsels, if judged by our standard, but the charm of
Japanese women lies in their manner and dainty little ways,
and the tea-house girl, being a professional decoy-duck, is

an adept in the art of flirting,— e« tout hien tout honneur, be it

remembered ; for she is not to be confounded with the frail

beauties of the Yoshiwara, nor even with her sisterhood near
the ports open to foreigners, and to their corrupting influence.
For, strange as it seems, our contact all over the East has an
evil effect upon the natives.

In one of the tea-houses a thriving trade is carried on in
the sale of wooden tablets, some six inches square, adorned
with the picture of a pink cuttlefish on a bright blue
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ground. These are ex-votos, destined to be offered up at

the Temple of Yakushi Murai, the Buddhist ^sculapius,
which stands opposite, and concerning the foundation of

which the following legend is told.

In the days of old there was a priest called Jikaku, who at

the age of forty years, it heing the autumn of the tenth year
of the period called Tench6 (a.d. 833), was suffering from
disease of the eyes, which had attacked him three years
before. In order to be healed from this disease he carved a
figure of Yakushi .Niurai, to which he used to offer up his

prayers. Five years later he went to China, taking with
him the figure as his guardian saint, and at a place called

Kairetsu it protected him from robbers and wild beasts and
from other calamities. There he passed his time in study-

ing the sacred laws both hidden and revealed, and after

nine years set sail to return to Japan. When he was on
the high seas a storm arose, and a great fish attacked and
tried to swamp the ship, so that the rudder and mast were
broken, and the nearest shore being that of a land inhabited

by devils, to retreat or to advance was equally dangerous.

Then the holy man prayed to the patron saint whose image
he carried, and as he prayed, behold the true Yakushi Niurai

appeared in the centre of the ship, and said to him :

—

"Verily, thou hast travelled far that the sacred laws

might be revealed for the salvation of many men ; now,

therefore, take my image, which thou carriest in thy bosom,

and cast it into the sea, that the wind may abate, and that

thou mayest be delivered from this land of devils."

The commands of the saints must be obeyed, so with tears

in his eyes, the priest threw into the sea the sacred image

which he loved. Then did the wind abate, and the waves

were stilled, and the ship went on her course as though she

were being drawn by unseen hands until she reached a safe

haven. In the tenth month of the same year the priest

again set sail, trusting to the power of his patron saint, and

reached the harbour of Tsukushi without mishap. Por three

years he prayed that the image which he had cast away
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might be restored to him, until at last one night he was

warned ia a dream that on the sea-shore at Matsura

Takushi Niurai would appear to him. In consequence of

this dream he went to the province of Hizen, and landed

on the sea-shore at Hirato, where, in the midst of a

blaze of light, the image which he had carved appeared

to him twice, riding on the back of a cuttlefish. Thus

was the image restored to the world by a miracle. In com-

memoration of his recovery from the disease of the eyes

and of his preservation from the dangers^ of the sea, that

these things might be known to all posterity, the priest

established the worship of Tako Yakushi Niurai (" Yakushi
Murai of the Cuttlefish "), and came to Meguro, where he

built the Temple of FudS Sama,^ another Buddhist divinity.

At this time there was an epidemic of small-pox in the

village, so that men fell down and died in the street, and the

holy man prayed to Fud6 Sama that the plague might be

stayed. Then the god appeared to him, and said :

—

" The saint Yakushi Niurai of the Cuttlefish, whose image
thou earnest, desires to have his place in this village, and he

will heal this plague. Thou shalt, therefore, raise a temple

to him here that not only this small-pox, but other diseases

for future generations, may be cured by his power."

Hearing this, the priest shed tears of gratitude, and having

chosen a piece of fine wood, carved a laige figure of his

patron saint of the cuttlefish, and placed the smaller image
inside of the larger, and laid it up in this temple, to which
people still flock that they may be healed of their diseases.

Such is the story of the miracle, translated from a small

ill-printed pamphlet sold by the priests of the temple, all the

decorations of which, even to a bronze lantern in the middle

of the yard, are in the form of a cuttlefish, the sacred em-
blem of the place.

What pleasanter lounge in which to while away a hot day
could a man wish for, than the shade of the trees borne by
the hill on which stands the Temple of Fudo Sama? Two

' Fud6, literally
'

' the motionless
:

'' Buddha in the state called Nirvana.
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jets of pure water springing from the rock are voided by
spouts carved in the shape of dragons into a stone basin en-

closed by rails, within which it is written that " no woman
may enter." If you are in luck, you may cool yourself by
watching some devotee, naked save his loin-cloth, performing

the ceremony called Suigiyd ; that is to say, praying under
the waterfall that his soul may be purified through his body.

In winter it requires no small pluck to go through this

penance, yet I have seen a penitent submit to it for more
than a quarter of an hour on a bitterly cold day in January.

In summer, on the other hand, the religious exercise called

Hiydkudo, or " the hundred times," which may also be seen

here to advantage, is no small trial of patience. It consists

in walking backwards and forwards a hundred times between

two points within the sacred precincts, repeating a prayer

each time. The count is kept either upon the fingers or by
depositing a length of twisted straw each time that the goal

is reached; at this temple the place allotted for the ceremony

is between a grotesque bronze figure of Tengu Sama (" the

Dog of Heaven "), the teiTor of children, a most hideous

monster with a gigantic nose, which it is beneficial to rub

with a finger afterwards to be applied to one's own nose, and

a large brown box inscribed with the characters Hiyaku Do
in high relief, which may generally be seen full of straw

tallies. It is no sinecure to be a good Buddhist, for the gods

are not lightly to be propitiated. Prayer and fasting, morti-

fication of the flesh, abstinence from wine, from women, and

from favourite dishes, are the only passports to rising in oflice,

prosperity in trade, recovery from sickness, or a happy mar-

riage with a beloved maiden. Nor will mere faith without

works be efiicient. A votive tablet of proportionate value to

the favour prayed for, or a sum of money for the repairs of

the shrine or temple, is necessary to win the favour of the

gods. Poorer persons wDl cut off the queue of their hair and

offer that up ; and at Horinouchi, a temple in great renown

some eight or nine miles from Yedo, there is a rope about

two inches and a half in diameter and about .six fathoms
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long, entirely made of human hair so given to the gods ; it

lies coiled up, dirty, moth-eaten, and imcared for, at one end

of a long shed full of tablets and pictures, by the side of a

rude native fire-engine. The taking of life being displeasing

tc Buddha, outside many of the temples old women and chil-

dren earn a livelihood by selling sparrows, small eels, carp,

and tortoises, which the worshipper sets free in honour of the

deity, within whose territory cocks and hens and doves,

tame and unharmed, perch on every jutty, frieze, buttress,

and coigne of vantage.

But of all the marvellous customs that I wot of in con-

nection with Japanese religious exercises, none appears to

me so strange as that of spitting at the images of the gods,

more especially at the statues of the Ni-6, the two huge red

or red and green statues which, like Gog and Magog, em-
blems of strength, stand as guardians of the chief Buddhist
temples. The figures are protected by a network of iron

wire, through which the votaries, praying the while, spit

pieces of paper, which they had chewed up into a pxilp. If

the pellet sticks to the statue, the omen is favourable ; if it

falls, the prayer is not accepted. The inside of the great bell

at the Tycoon's burial-ground, and almost every holy statue
throughout the country, are all covered with these out-
spittings from pious mouths.^

I

Through all this discourse about temples and tea-houses,

I am coming by degrees to the goal of our pilgrimage—two
old stones, mouldering away in a rank, overgrown graveyard
hard by, an old old burying-ground, forgotten by all save
those who love to dig out the tales of the past. The key is

kept by a ghoulish old dame, almost as time-worn and mil-
dewed as the tomb over which she watches. Obedient to
our call, and looking forward to a fee ten times greater than
any native would give her, she hobbles out, and, opening the

1 It will be readily understood that the customs and ceremonies to which I
have alluded belong only to the gross superstitions with which ignorance has
overlaid that pure Buddhism of which Professor Max Miiller has pointed out
the very real beauties.
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gate, points out the stone bearing the inscription, the " Tomb
of the Shiyoku " (fabulous birds, which, living one within the

other—a mysterious duality contained in one body—are the

emblem of connubial love and fidelity). By this stone stands

another, graven with a longer legend, which runs as follows :

—

" In the old days of Genroku, she pined for the beauty of

her lover, who was as fair to look upon as the flowers ; and
now beneath the moss of this old tombstone all has perished

of her save her name. Amid the changes of a fitful world,

this tomb is decaying under the dew and rain; gra-

dually crumbling beneath its own dust, its outline alone

remains. Stranger ! bestow an alms to preserve this stone •,

and we, sparing neither pain nor labour, will second you

with all our hearts. Erecting it again, let us preserve it

from decay for future generations, and let us write the

following verse upon it :
—

' These two birds, beautiful as the

cherry-blossoms, perished before their time, like flowers

broken down by the wind before they have borne seed.'
"

iJnder the first stone is the dust of Gompachi, robber and

murderer, mixed with that of his true love Komurasaki, who

lies buried with him. Her sorrows and constancy have hal-

lowed the place, and pious people stiU come to burn incense

and lay flowers before the grave. How she loved him even

in death may be seen from the following old-world story.

About two hundred and thirty- years ago there lived in the

service of a daimio of the province of Inaba, a young man,

called Shirai Gompachi, who, when he was but sixteen years

of age, had already won a name for his personal beauty

and valour, and for his skill in the use of arms. Now it

happened that one day a dog belonging to him fought with

another dog belonging to a fellow-clansman, and the two

masters, being both passionate youths, disputing as to whose

dog had had the best of the fight, quarrelled and came to

blows, and Gompachi slew his adversary; and in consequence

of this, he was obliged to flee from his country, and make his

escape to Yedo,
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And so Gorapachi set out on his travels.

One night, weary and footsore, he entered what appeared
to him to be a roadside inn, ordered some refreshment, and
went to bed, little thinking of the danger that menaced him :

for as luck would have it, this inn turned out to be the

trysting-place of a gang of robbers, into whose clutches he had
thus unwittingly fallen. To be sure, Gompachi's purse was
but scantily furnished, but his sword and dirk were worth
some three hundred ounces of sUver, and upon these the

robbers (of whom there were ten) had cast envious eyes, and
had determined to kill the owner for their sake ; but he, all

unsuspicious, slept on in fancied security.

In the middle of the night he was startled from his deep
slumbers by some one stealthUy opening the sliding door
which led into his room, and rousing himself with an effort,

he beheld a beautiful young girl, fifteen years of age, who,
making signs to him not to stir, came up to his bedside, and
said to him in a whisper :

—

" Sir, the master of this house is the chief of a gang of
robbers, who have been plotting to murder you this night for

the sake of your clothes and your sword. As for me, I am
the daughter of a rich merchant in Mikawa: last year the
robbers came to our house, and carried off my father's trea-
sure and myself. I pray you, sir, take me with you, and let

us fly from this dreadful place."

She wept as she spoke, and Gompachi was at first too
much startled to answer ; but being a youth of high courage
and a cunning fencer to boot, he soon recovered his presence
of mind, and determined to kill the robbers, and to deliver
the girl out of their hands. So he replied :

—

" Since you say so, I will kUl these thieves, and rescue you
this very night ; only do you, when I begin the fight, run
outside the house, that you may be out of harm's way,
and remain in hiding until I join you."

Upon this understanding the maiden left him, and went
her way. But he lay awake, holding his breath and watch-
ing ; and when the thieve^ crept noiselessly into the room,
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where they supposed him to be fast asleep, he cut down the
first man that entered, and stretched him dead at his feet.

The other nine, seeing this, laid about them with their drawn
swords, but Gompachi, fighting with desperation, mastered
them at last, and slew them. After thus ridding himself of
his enemies, he went outside the house, and called to the
girl, who came running to his side, and joyfully travelled on
with him to Mikawa, where her father dwelt ; and when they
reached Mikawa, he took the maiden to the old man's house,
and told him how, when he had fallen among thieves, his

daughter had come to him in his hour of peril, and saved
him out of her great pity; and how he, in return, rescuing
her from her servitude, had brought her back to her home.
When the old folks saw their daughter whom they had lost

restored to them, they were beside themselves with joy,

and shed tears for very happiness; and, in their gratitude,

they pressed Gompachi to remain with them, and they pre-

pared feasts for him, and entertained him hospitably: but

their daughter, who had fallen in love with him for his

beauty and knightly valour, spent her days in thinking of

him, and of him alone. The yoxmg man, however, in spite of

the kindness of the old merchant, who wished to adopt him
as his son, and tried hard to persuade him to consent to this,

was fretting to go to Tedo and take service as an officer in

the household of some noble lord; so he resisted the en-

treaties of the father and the soft speeches of the daughter,

and made ready to start on his journey; and the old mer-

chant, seeing that he would not be turned from his purpose,

gave him a parting gift of two hundred ounces of silver, and

sorrowfully bade him farewell.

But alas for the grief of the maiden, who sat sobbing her

heart out and mourning over her lover's departure ! He, all

the while thinking more of ambition than of love, went to

her and comforted her, and said :
" Dry your eyes, sweetheart,

and weep no more, for I shall soon come back to you. Do
you, in the meanwhile, be faithful and true to me, and tend

your parents with filial piety."
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So dhe wiped away her tears and smiled again, when she

heard him promise that he would soon return to her. And
Gompachi went his way, and in due time came near to Yedo.

But his dangers were not yet over; for late one night,

arriving at a place called Suzugamori, in the neighbourhood
of Yedo, he fell in with six highwaymen, who attacked him,

thinking to make short work of killing and robbing him.

Nothing daunted, he drew his sword, and despatched two out

of the six ; but, being weary and worn out with his long
journey, he was sorely pressed, and the struggle was going
hard with him, when a wardsman,^ who happened to pass
that way riding in a chair, seeing the affray, jumped down
from his chair and drawing his dirk came to the rescue, and
between them they put the robbers to flight.

Now it turned out that this kind tradesman, who had so
happily come to the assistance of Gompachi, was no other
than Chobei of Bandzuin, the chief of the OtoJcodat^, or
Friendly Society of the wardsmeu of Yedo—a man famous
in the annals of the city, whose life, exploits, and adven-
tures are recited to this day, and form the subject of
another tale.

When the highwaymen had disappeared, Gompachi, turn-
ing to his deliverer, said

—

" I know not who you may be, sir, but I have to thank you
for rescuing me from a great danger."
And as he proceeded to express his gratitude, Ch6bei

replied

—

"I am but a poor wardsman, a humble man in my way
sir

; and if the robbers ran away, it was more by good luck
than owing to any merit of mine. But I am filled with ad-
miration at the way you fought; you displayed a courage
and a skill that were beyond your years, sir."

' Japanese cities are divided into wards, and every tradesman and artisan
IS under the authority of the chief of the ward in which he resides. The
word chSnin, or wardsman, is generally used in contradistinction to the word
swmurai, which has already been explained as denoting a man belonein"- to
the military class.

"
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" Indeed," said the young man, smiling with pleasure at
hearing himself praised; "I am still young and inex-
perienced, and am quite ashamed of my bungling style of
fencing."

" And now may I ask you, sir, whither you are bound 1"

"That is almost more than I know myself, for I am a
rdnin, and have no fixed purpose in view."

" That is a bad job," said Ch6bei, who felt pity for the lad.
" However, if you will excuse my boldness in making such
an offer, being but a wardsman, until you shall have taken
service I would fain place my poor house at your disposal."

Gompachi accepted the offer of his new but trusty friend

with thanks; so Chobei led him to his house, where he
lodged him and hospitably entertained him for some months.
And now Gompachi, being idle and having nothing to care

for, fell into bad ways, and began to lead a dissolute life,

thinking of nothing but gratifying his whims and passions

;

he took to frequenting the Yoshiwara, the quarter of the

town which is set aside for tea-houses and other haunts of

wild young men, where his handsome face and figure at-

tracted attention, and soon made him a great favourite with
all the beauties of the neighbourhood.

About this time men began to speak loud in praise of the

charms of Komurasaki, or " Little Purple," a young girl who
had recently come to the Yoshiwara, and who in beauty and
accomplishments outshone all her rivals. Gompachi, like the

rest of the world, heard so much of her fame that he deter-

mined to go to the house where she dwelt, at the sign of

" The Three Sea-coasts," and judge for himself whether she

deserved all that men said of her. Accordingly he set out

one day, and having arrived at " The Three Sea-coasts," asked

to see Komurasaki ; and being shown into the room where

she was sitting, advanced towards her ; but when their eyes

met, they both started back with a cry of astonishment,

for this Komurasaki, the famous beauty of the Yoshiwara,

proved to be the very girl whom several months before

Gompachi had rescued from the robbers' den, and restored
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to her parents in Mikawa. He had left her in prosperity and
affluence, the darling child of a rich father, when they had
exchanged vows of love and fidelity ; and now they met in

a common stew in Yedo. What a change ! what a contrast

!

How had the riches turned to rust, the vows to lies

!

" "What is this ? " cried Gompachi, when he had recovered

from his surprise. " How is it that I find you here pursuing

this vile calling, in the Yoshiwara ? Pray explain this to

me, for there is some mystery beneath all this which I do
not understand."

But Komurasald—wlio, having thus unexpectedly fallen

in with her lover that she had yearned for, was divided

between joy and shame—answered, weeping

:

" Alas ! my tale is a sad one, and would be long to telL

After you left us last year, calamity and reverses fell upon
our house; and when my parents became poverty-stricken,

I was at my wits' end to know how to support them: so

I sold this wretched body of mine to the master of this

house, and sent the money to my father and mother ; but,

in spite of this, troubles and misfortunes multiplied upon
them, and now, at last, they have died of misery and grief.

And, oh ! lives there in this wide world so unhappy a
wretch as I ! But now that I have met you again—^you

who are so strong—^lielp me who am weak. You saved me
once— do not, I implore you, desert me now!" and as she
told her piteous tale the tears streamed from her eyes.

"This is, indeed, a sad story," replied Gompachi, much
affected by the recital. " There must have been a wonderful
run of bad luck to bring such misfortune upon your house,
which but a little while ago I recollect so prosperous. How-
ever, mourn no more, for I will not forsake you. It is true
that I am too poor to redeem you from your servitude, but at

any rate I will contrive so that you shall be tormented no
more. Love me, therefore, and put your trust in me." When
she heard him speak so kindly she was comforted, and wept
no more, but poured out her whole heart to him, and forgot
her past sorrows in the great joy of meeting him again.
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When it became time for them to separate, he embraced
her tenderly and returned to Ch&bei's house ; but he cotdd

not banish Komui-asaki from his mind, and all day long he
thought of her alone ; and so it came about that he went
daily to the Yoshiwara to see her, and if any accident de-

tained him, she, missing the accustomed visit, would become
anxious and write to him to inquire the cause of his absence.

At last, pursuing this course of life, his stock of money ran

short, and as, being a ronin and without any fixed employ-

ment, he had no means of renewing his supplies, he was
ashamed of showing himself penniless at " The Three

Sea-coasts." Then it was that a wicked spirit arose within

him, and he went out and murdered a man, and having

robbed him of his money carried it to the Yoshiwara.

From bad to worse is an easy step, and the tiger that has

once tasted blood is dangerous. Blinded and infatuated by
his excessive love, Gompachi kept on slaying and robbing, so

that, while his outer man was fair to look upon, the heart

within him was that of a hideous devil. At last his friend

Ch6bei could no longer endure the sight of him, and turned

him out of his house ; and as, sooner or later, virtue and vice

meet with their reward, it came to pass that Gompachi's

crimes became notorious, and the Government having set

spies upon his track, he was caught redhanded and arrested
;

and his evil deeds having been fully proved against him,

he was carried off to the execution ground at Suzugamori,

the " Bell Grove," and beheaded as a common malefactor.

tfow when Gompachi was dead, Chobei's old affection for

the young man returned, and, being a kind and pious man,

he went and claimed his body and head, and buried him at

Meguro, in the grounds of the Temple called Boronji.

When Komurasaki heard the people at Zoshiwara gossip

ing about her lover's end, her grief knew no bounds, so she

fled secretly from "The Three Sea-coasts," and came to

Meguro and threw herself upon the newly-made grave.

Long she prayed and bitterly she wept over the tomb of

him whom, with all his faults, she had loved so well and
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then, drawing a dagger from her girdle, she plunged it iu

her breast and died. The priests of the temple, when they

saw what had happened, wondered greatly and were astonished

at the loving faithfulness of this beautiful girl, and taking

compassion on her, they laid her side by side with Gompachi
in one grave, and over the grave they placed a stone which
remains tpjthis day, bearing the inscription "The Tomb of

, thefShiyokuJ' And still the people of Yedo visit the place,

-afid^tiir they praise the beauty of Gompachi and the filial

piety and fidelity of Komurasaki.

Let us linger for a moment longer in the old graveyard.
The word which I have translated a few lines above as
"loving faithfulness" means literally "chastity." When
Komurasaki sold herself to supply the wants of her ruined
parents, she was not, according to her lights, forfeiting her
claim to virtue, On the contrary, she could perform no
greater act of filial piety, and, so far from incurring reproach
among her people, her self-sacrifice would be worthy of all

praise in their eyes. This idea has led to grave misunder-
standing abroad, and indeed no phase of Japanese life has
been so misrepresented as this. I have heard it stated,
and seen it printed, that it is no disgrace for a respectable
Japanese to seU. his daughter, that men of position and
famUy often^_choose their wives from such places as "The
Three Sea-coasts," and^tEaTup to~Ehe time of her marriage
the conduct of a young girl is a matter of no importance
whatever. Nothing could be more unjust or more untrue.
It is only the neediest people that sell their children to be
waitresses, singers, or prostitutes. It does occasionally hap-
pen that the daughter of a Samurai, or gentleman, is found in
a house of ill-fame, but such a case could only occur at the
death or utter ruin of the parents, and an official investigation
of the matter has proved it to be so exceptional, that the
presence of a young lady in such a place is an enormous
attraction, her superior education and accomplishments
shedding a lustre over the house- As for gentlemen marry-
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ing -women of bad character, are not such things known in

Europe? Do ladies of the demi-monde never make good

marriages ? Mesalliances are far rarer in Japan than with us.

Certainly among the lowest class of the population such

marriages may occasionally occur, for it often happens that a

woman can lay by a tempting dowry out of her wretched

eamiags; but amongst the gentry of the country they are

unknown.
And yet a girl is not disgraced if for her parents' sake she

sells herself to a life of misery so great, that, when a Japanese

enters a house of iU-fame, he is forced to leave liis sword and

dirk at the door for two reasons—first, to prevent brawling

;

secondly, because it is known that some of the women inside

so loathe their existence that they would put an end to it,

could they get hold of a weapon.

It is a curious fact that in all the Daimio's castle-towns,

with the exception of some which are also seaports, open pros-

titution is strictly forbidden, although, if report speaks truly,

public morality rather suffers than gains by the prohibition.

The misapprehension which exists upon the subject of

prostitution in Japan may be accounted for by the fact that

foreign writers, basing their judgment upon the vice of the

open ports, have not hesitated to pronounce the Japanese

women unchaste. As fairly might a Japanese, writing about

England, argue from the street-walkers of Portsmouth or

Plymouth to the wives, sisters, and daughters of these very

authors. In some respects the gulf fixed between virtue and

vice in Japan is even greater than in England. The Eastern

courtesan is confined to a certain quarter of the town, and

distinguished by a peculiarly gaudy costume, and by a head-

dress which consists of a forest of light tortoiseshell hair-pins,

stuck round her head like a saint's glory—a glory of shame

which a modest woman would sooner die than wear. Vice

jostling virtue in the public places ; virtue imitating the

fashions set by vice, and buying trinkets or furniture at the

sale of vice's effects—these are social phenomena which the

East knows not.
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The custom prevalent among the lower orders of bathing

in public bath-houses without distinction of the sexes, is

another circumstance which has tended to spread abroad very

false notions upon the subject of the chastity of the Japanese
women. Every traveller is shocked by it, and every writer

finds in it matter for a page of pungent description. Yet it

is only those who are so poor (and they must be poor indeed)

that they cannot afford a bath at home, who, at the end of
their day's work, go to the public bath-house to refresh them-
selves before sitting down to their evening meal : having been
used to the scene from their chUdhood, they see no indelicacy

in it ; it is a matter of course, and honi soit qui mal y pense :

certainly there is far less indecency and immorality result-

ing from this public bathing, than from the promiscuous herd-

ing together of all sexes and ages which disgraces our own
lodging-houses in the great cities, and the hideous hovels in

which some of our labourers have to pass their lives ; nor can
it be said that there is more confusion of sexes amongst the

lowest orders in Japan than in Europe. Speakiaag upon the

subject once with a Japanese gentleman, I observed that we
considered it an act of indecency for men and women to wash
together. He shrugged his shoulders as he answered, "But
then Westerns have such prurient minds." Some time ago, at

the open port of Yokohama, the Government, out of deference
to the prejudices of foreigners, forbade the men and women to

bathe together, and no doubt this was the first step towards
putting down the practice altogether : as for women tubbing
in the open streets of Yedo, I have read of such things in

books written by foreigners ; but during a residence of three

years and a half, in which time I crossed and recrossed every
part of the great city at all hours of the day, I never once saw
such a sight. I believe myself that it can only be seen at

certain hot mineral springs in remote country districts.

The best answer to the general charge of immorality which
has been brought against the Japanese women during their

period of unmarried life, lies in the fact that every man who
can afford to do so keeps the maidens of his family closely
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guarded in the strictest seclusion. The daughter of poverty,

indeed, must work and go abroad, but not a man is allowed

to approach the daughter of a gentleman ; and she is taught

that if by accident any insult should be offered to her, the

knife which she carries at her girdle is meant for use, and not

merely as a badge of her rank. Not long ago a tragedy took

place in the house of one of the chief nobles in Yedo. One
of My Lady's tire-women, herself a damsel of gentle blood,

and gifted with rare beauty, had attracted the attention of a

retainer in the palace, who fell desperately in love with her.

¥or a long time the strict rules of decorum by which she was

hedged in prevented him from declaring his passion ; but at

last he contrived to gain access to her presence, and so far

forgot himself, that she, drawing her poniard, stabbed him
in the eye, so that he was carried off fainting, and presently

died. The girl's declaration, that the dead man had at-

tempted to insult her, was held to be sufficient justification

of her deed, and, instead of being blamed, she was praised

and extolled for her valour and chastity. As the affair had

taken place within the four walls of a powerful noble, there

was no official investigation into the matter, with which the

authorities of the palace were competent to deal. The truth

of this story was vouched for by two or three persons whose

word I have no reason to doubt, and who had themselves

been mixed up in it ; I can bear witness that it is in com-

plete harmony with Japanese ideas ; and certainly it seems

more just that Lucretia should kill Tarquin than herself.

I
The better the Japanese people come to be known and

understood, the more, I am certain, will it be felt that a great

injustice has been done them in the sweeping attacks which

have been made upon their women. Writers are agreed, I

believe, that their matrons are, as a rule, without reproach.

If their maidens are chaste, as I contend that from very force

of circumstances they cannot help being, what becomes of aU

these charges of vice and immodesty ? Do they not rather

recoil upon the accusers, who would appear to have studied

the Japanese woman only in the harlot of Yokohama ?
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Having said so much, I will now try to give some account

of the famous Yoshiwara^ of Yedo, to which frequent allusion

wUl have to be made in the course of these tales.

At the end of the sixteenth century the courtesans of Yedo
lived in three special places: these were the street called

'K6jimachi, in which dwelt the women who came from Ki6to

;

the Kamakura Street, and a spot opposite the great bridge, in

which last two places lived women brought from Suruga.

Besides these there afterwards came women from Fushimi
and from Nara, who lodged scattered here and there through-

out the town. This appears to have scandalised a certain

reformer, named Sh6ji Jiny^mon, who, in the year 1612,

addressed a memorial to the Government, petitioning that

the women who lived in different parts of the town should be
collected in one " Flower Quarter." His petition was granted

in the year 1617, and he fixed upon a place called Fukiyacho,

which, on account of the quantities of rushes which grew
there, was named Yoshi-Wara, or the rush-moor, a name
which now-a-days, by a play upon the word yoshi, is written

with two Chinese characters, signifying the "good" or " lucky

moor." The place was divided into four streets, called the

Yedo Street, the Second Yedo Street, the KiSto Street, and
the Second Kioto Street.

In the eighth month of the year 1655, when Yedo was
beginning to increase in size and importance, the Yoshiwara,
preserving its name, was transplanted bodily to the spot

which it now occupies at the northern end of the town. And
the streets in it were named after the places from which the

greater number of their inhabitants originally came, as the
" Sakai Street," the " Fushimi Street," &c.

The official Guide to the Yoshiwara for 1869 gives a return

of 153 brothels, containing 3,289 courtesans of all classes,

1 The name Yoshiwara, which is hecoming generic for "Flower Districts,"—Anglici, quarters occupied by brothels,—is sometimes derived from the
town Yoshiwara, in Sunshine, because it was said that the women of that
place furnished a large proportion of the beauties of the Yedo Yoshiwara.-
The correct derivation is probably that given below.
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from the Oiran, or proud beauty, who, dressed up in gorgeous
brocade of gold and silver, with painted face and gilded lips,

and with her teeth fashionably blacked, has all the young
bloods of Yedo at her feet, down to the humble Shinzo, or

white-toothed woman, who rots away her life in the common
stews. These figures do not, however, represent the whole of

the prostitution of Yedo ; the Yoshiwara is the chief, but not

the only, abiding-place of the public women. At Fukagawa
there is another Plower District, built upon the same prin-

ciple as the Yoshiwara ; while at Shinagawa, Shinjiku, Ita-

bashi, Senji, and Kadzukappara, the hotels contain women
who, nominally only waitresses, are in reality prostitutes.

There are also women called Jigohii-Onna, or hell-women,

who, without being borne on the books of any brothel, live

in their own houses, and ply their trade in secret. On the

whole, I believe the amount of prostitution in Yedo to be

wonderfully small, considering the vast size of the city.

There are 394 tea-houses in the Yoshiwara, which are

largely used as places of assignation, and which on those

occasions are paid, not by the visitors frequenting them, but

by the keepers of the brothels. It is also the fashion to give

dinners and drinking-parties at these houses, for which the

services of Taikomochi, or jesters, among whom there are

thirty-nine chief celebrities, and of singing and dancing girls,

are retained. The Guide to the Yoshiwara gives a list of

fifty-five famous singing-girls, besides a host of minor stars.

These women are not to be confounded with the courtesans.

Their conduct is very closely watched by their masters, and

they always go out to parties in couples or in bands, so

that they may be a check upon one another. Doubtless,

however, in spite of all precautions, the shower of gold does

from time to time find its way to Danae's lap ; and to be the

favoured lover of a fashionable singer or dancer is rather a

feather in the cap of a fast young Japanese gentleman. The

fee paid to singing-girls for performing during a space of two

hours is one shilling and fourpence each; for six hours the

fee is quadrupled, and it is customary to give the girls a
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luina, or present, for themselves, besides their regular pay,

which goes to the master of the troupe to which they belong.

Courtesans, singing women, and dancers are bought by
contractors, either as children, when they are educated foi

their calling, or at a more advanced age, when their accom-
plishments and charms render them desirable investments.

The engagement is never made life- long, for once past the

flower of their youth the poor creatures would be mere
burthens upon their masters ; a courtesan is usually bought
until she shall have reached the age of twenty-seven, after

which she becomes her own property. Singers remain longer

in harness, but even they rarely work after the age of thirty,

for Japanese women, like Italians, age quickly, and have none
of that intermediate stage between youth and old age, which
seems to be confined to countries where there is a twilight.

Children destined to be trained as singers are usually

bought when they are five or six years old, a likely child

fetching from about thirty-five to fifty shOlings; the pur-
chaser undertakes the education of his charge, and brings
the little thing up as his own child. The parents sign a
paper absolving him from all responsibility in case of sick-

ness or accident; but they know that their child will be
well treated and cared for, the interests of the buyer being
their material guarantee. Girls of fifteen or upwards who
are sufficiently accomplished to join a company of singers
fetch ten times the price paid for children ; for in their

case there is no risk and no expense of education.

Little children who are bought for purposes of prostitution

at the age of five or six years fetch about the same price as
those that are bought to be singers. During their novitiate
they are employed to wait upon the Oiran, or fashionable
courtesans, in the capacity of little female pages (Kamuro).
They are mostly the children of distressed persons, or or-

phans, whom their relatives cruelly sell rather than be at
the expense and trouble of bringing them up. Of the girls

who enter the profession later in life, some are orphans, who
have no other means of earning a livelihood; others sell
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their bodies out of filial piety, that they may anccour their

sick or needy parents ; others are married women, who enter
the Yoshiwara to supply the wants of their husbands ; and a

very small proportion is recruited from girls who have been
seduced and abandoned, perhaps sold, by faithless lovers.

The time to see the Yoshiwara to the best advantage is

just after nightfall, when the lamps are lighted. Then it is

that the women—who for the last two hours have been
engaged in gilding their lips and painting their eyebrows
black, and their throats and bosoms a snowy white, carefully

leaving three brown Vandyke- collar points where the back
of the head joins the neck, in accordance with one of the

strictest rules of Japanese cosmetic science—leave the back

rooms, and take their places, side by side, in a kind of long

narrow cage, the wooden bars of which open on to the public

thoroughfare. Here they sit for hours, gorgeous in dresses of

silk and gold and silver embroidery, speechless and motion-

less as wax figures, untQ they shall have attracted the

attention of some of the passers-by, who begin to throng

the place. At Yokohama indeed, and at the other open

ports, the women of the Yoshiwara are loud in their invita-

tions to visitors, frequently relieving the monotony of their

own language by some blasphemous term of endearment

picked up from British and American seamen; but in the

Flower District at Yedo, and wherever Japanese customs are

untainted, the utmost decorum prevails. Although the shape

which vice takes is ugly enough, still it has this merit, that

it is unobtrusive. Never need the pure be contaminated by

contact with the impure ; he who goes to the Yoshiwara, goes

there knowing full well what he will find, but the virtuous

man may live through his life without having this kind of

vice forced upon his sight. Here again do the open pprts

contrast unfavourably with other places : Yokohama at night

is as leprous a place as the London Haymarket.^

1 Those who are interested in this branch of social science, will find much
curious information upon the subject of prostitution in Japan in a pamphlet

published at Yokohama, by Dr. Kewton, R.N., a philanthropist who has
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A public woman or singer on entering her profession assumes
a nom de guerre, by which she is known until her engagement
is at an end. Some of these names are so pretty and quaint

that I wiU take a few specimens from the YosMwara Saiken,

the guide-book upon which this notice is based. 'Little

Pine,' ' Little Butterfly,' ' Brightness of the Flowers,' ' The
Jewel Eiver,' 'Gold Mountain,' 'Pearl Harp,' 'The Stork

that lives a Thousand Years,' ' Village of Flowers,' ' Sea
Beach,' ' The Little Dragon,' ' Little Purple,' ' Silver,' ' Chry-,

santhemum,' 'Waterfall,' 'White Brightness,' 'Forest of

Cherries,'—these and a host of other quaint conceits are

the one prettiness of a very foul place.

been engaged for the last two years in establisliing a Lock Hospital at that
place. In , spite of much opposition, from prejudice and ignorance, his
labours havei been crowned by great success.
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It is a law that he who lives by the sword shall die by the
sword. In Japan, where there exists a large armed class

over whom there is practically little or no control, party and
clan broils, and single quarrels ending in bloodshed and
death, are matters of daily occurrence ; and it has been
observed that Edinburgh in the olden time, when the clans-

men, roistering through the streets at night, would pass from
high words to deadly blows, is perhaps the best European
parallel of modem Yedo or Ki6to.

It follows that of all his possessions the Samurai sets most
store by his sword, his constant companion, his ally, defen-

sive and offensive. The price of a sword by a famous maker
reaches a high sum: a Japanese noble will sometimes be

found girding on a sword, the blade of which unmounted is

worth from six hundred to a thousand riyos, say from £200
to £300, and the mounting, rich in cunning metal work, will

be of proportionate value. These swords are handed down as

heirlooms from father to son, and become almost a part

of the wearer's own self. ly^yasu, the founder of the last

dynasty of Shoguns, wrote in his Legacy,^ a code of rules

drawn up for the guidance of his successors and their

advisers in the government, "The girded sword is the

living soul of the Samurai. In the case of a Samurai

forgetting his sword, act as is appointed : it may not be

overlooked."

The occupation of a swordsmith is an honourable profes-

' The Legacy of ly^yasu, translated by F. Lowder. Yokohama, 1868.

(Printed for private circiilation.)

E
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sion, the members of which are men of gentle blood. In a

country where trade is looked down upon as degrading, it is

strange to find this single exception to the general rule.

The traditions of the craft are many and curious. During

the most critical moment of the forging of the sword, when
the steel edge is being welded into the body of the iron

blade, it is a custom which stiU. obtains among old-fashioned

armourers to put on the cap and robes worn by the Kug4 or

nobles of the Mikado's court, and, closing the doors of the

workshop, to labour in secr-ecy and freedom from interruption,

the half gloom adding to the mystery of the operation.

Sometimes the occasion is even invested with a certain

sanctity, a tasselled cord of straw, such as is hung before the

shrines of the Kami, or native gods of Japan, being suspended
between two bamboo poles in the forge, which for the nonce
is converted into a holy altar.

At Osaka, I lived opposite to one Kusano Yoshiaki, a

swordsmith, a most intelligent and amiable gentleman, who
was famous throughout his neighbourhood for his good and
charitable deeds. His idea was that, having been bred up
to a calling which trades in life and death, he was bound, so

far as in him lay, to atone for this by seeking to alleviate the
suffering which is in the world; and he carried out his

principle to the extent of impoverishing himself. No
neighbour ever appealed to him in vain for help in tending
the sick or burying the dead. No beggar or lazar was
ever turned from his door without receiving some mark
of his bounty, whether in money or in kind. Nor was
his scrupulous honesty less remarkable than his charity.

While other smiths are in the habit of earning large sums of
money by counterfeiting the marks of the famous makers of
old, he was able to boast that he had never turned out a
weapon which bore any other mark than his own. From his
father and his forefathers he inherited his trade, which, in his

turn, he will hand over to his son—a hard-working, honest,
and sturdy man, the clank of whose hammer and an^'il may
be heard from daybreak to sundown.
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The trenchant edge of the Japanese sword is notorious.

It is said that the best blades will in the hands of an expert

swordsman cut through the dead bodies of three men, laid one

upon the other, at a blow. The swords of the Shogun used to

be tried upon the corpses of executed criminals ; the public

headsman was entrusted with the duty, and for a "nose

medicine," or bribe of two bus (about three shillings), would
substitute the weapon of a private individual for that of

his Lord. Dogs and beggars, lying helpless by the roadside,

not unfrecLueutly serve to test a ruffian's sword; but the

executioner earns many a fee from those who wish to see

how their blades will cut off a head.

The statesman who shall enact a law forbiddiag the carry-

ing of this deadly weapon will indeed have deserved well of

his country ; but it will be a difficult task to undertake, and

a dangerous one. I would not give much for that man's life.

The hand of every swashbuckler in the empire would be

against him. One day as we were talking over this and other

kindred subjects, a friend of mine, a man of advanced and

liberal views, wrote down his opinion, more Jajponico, in a

verse of poetry which ran as follows :
—

" I would that all the

swords and dirks in the country might be collected in one

place and molten down, and that, from the metal so produced,

one huge sword might be forged, which, being the only

blade left, should be the girded sword of Great Japan."

, The following history is in more senses than one a " Tale

of a Sword."

About two hundred and fifty years ago lyda KunaisMyu

was Lord of the Province of Inaba. Among his retainers,

were two gentlemen, named Watanab^ Yukiye and Kawai

Matazayemon, who were bound together by strong ties of

friendship, and were in the habit of frequently visitmg at one

another's houses. One day Yukiye was sitting conversmg

with Matazayemon in the house of the latter, when, on a

sudden, a sword that was lying in the raised part of the room

caught his eye. As he saw it, he started and said

—

" Pray tell me, how came you by that sword ?

"

e2
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"Well, as you know, when my Lord Ik^da followed my
Lord Tokugawa ly^yasu to fight at Nagakud^, my father

went in his train ; and it was at the battle of Nagakud^ that

he picked up this sword."
" My father went too, and was killed in the fight, and this

sword, which was an heirloom in our family for many genera-

tions, was lost at that time. As it is of great value in my
eyes, I do wish that, if you set no special store by it, you
would have the great kindness to return it to me."

" That is a very easy matter, and no more than what one

friend should do by another. Pray take it."

Upon this Yukiy^ gratefully took the sword, and having
carried it home put it carefully away.

At the beginning of the ensuing year Matazayemon fell

sick and died, and Yukiy6, mourning bitterly for the loss of

his good friend, and anxious to requite the favour which he
had received in the matter of his father's sword, did many
acts of kindness to the dead man's son—a young man twenty-
two years of age, named Matagoro.

Now this Matagoro was a base-hearted cur, who had be-
grudged the sword that his father had given to Yukiy6, and
complained publicly and often that Yukiy6 had never made
any present in return ; and in this way Yukiy^ got a bad
name in my Lord's palace as a stingy and illiberal man.
But Yukiy^ had a son, called Kazuma, a youth sixteen

years of age, who served as one of the Prince's pages of
honour. One evening, as he and one of his brother pages
were talking together, the latter said

—

" Matagor& is telling everybody that your father accepted
a handsome sword from him and never made him any present
in return, and people are beginning to gossip about it."

"Indeed," replied the other, "my father received that
sword from Matagor6's father as a mark of friendship and
goodwill, and, considering that it would be an insult to send
a present of money in return, thought to return the favour
by acts of kindness towards Matagor6. I suppose it is

money he wants."
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When Kazuma's service was over, he returned home, and
went to his father's room to tell him the report that was
being spread in the palace, and begged him to send an ample
present of money to Matagoro. Yukiyd reflected for a while,

and said

—

" You are too young to understand the right line of con-

duct in such matters. MatagorS's father and myself were
very close friends ; so, seeing that he had ungrudgingly givpii

me back the sword of my ancestors, I, thinking to requite

his kindness at his death, rendered important services to

Matagor6. It would be easy to finish the matter by sending

a present of money; but I had rather take the sword

and return it than be under an obligation to this mean churl,

who knows not the laws which regulate the intercourse and

dealings of men of gentle blood."

So Yukiye, in his anger, took the sword to MatagorS's

house, and said to him

—

" I have come to your house this night for no other purpose

than to restore to you the sword which your father gave me;

"

and -with this he placed the sword before Matagor6.
" Indeed," replied the other, " I trust that you will not pain

me by returning a present which my father made you."

"Amongst men of gentle birth," said Yukiy^, laughing

scornfully, " it is the custom to requite presents, in the first

place by kindness, and afterwards by a suitable gift offered

with a free, heart. But it is no use talking to such as you,

who are ignorant of the first principles of good breeding ; so

I have the honour to give you back the sword."

As Yukiyd went on bitterly to reprove MatagorS, the latter

waxed very wroth, and, being a ruffian, would have killed

Yukiy4 on the spot; but he, old man as he was, _ was a

skilful swordsman, so Matagord, craven-like, detewnined to

wait until he could attack him unawares. Little suspecting

any treachery, Yukiy6 started to return home, and Matagor6,

under the pretence of attending him to the door, came behind

him with his sword drawn and cut him in the shoulder.

The older man, turning round, drew and defended himself;
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but having received a severe wound in the first instance, he

fainted away from loss of blood, and Matagor6 slew him.

The mother of Matagor6, startled by the noise, came out

;

and when she saw what had been done, she was afraid, and
said—

•

" Passionate man ! what have you done ? You are a

murderer ; and now your life will be forfeit. What terrible

deed is this !

"

" I have killed him now, and there's nothing to be done.

Come, mother, before the matter becomes known, let iis fly

together from this house."
" I will follow you ; do you go and seek out my Lord Ab^

Shirogoro, a chief among the Hatamotos,i who was my foster-

child. Tou had better fly to him for protection, and remain
in hiding."

So the old woman persuaded her son to make his escape,

and sent him to the palace of Shirogoro.

ISTow it happened that at this time the Hatamotos
had formed themselves into a league against the powerful
Daimios; and Ab6 ShirogorS, with two other noblemen,
named Kond6 Noborinosuke and Midzuno Jiurozayemon, was
at the head of the league. It followed, as a matter of course,

that his forces were frequently recruited by vicious men, who
had no means of gaining their living, and whom he received
and entreated kindly without asking any questions as to their

antecedents ; how much the more then, on being applied to

for an asylum by the son of his own foster-mother, did he
willingly extend his patronage to him, and guarantee him
against all danger. So he called a meeting of the principal

Hatamotos, and introduced Matagor6 to them, saying

—

" This man is a retainer of Ik^da Kuuaish6yu, who, having
cause of hatred against a man named Watanab^ Yukiy^ has
slain him, and has fled to me for protection; this man's

1 Hatamotos. The Hatamotos were the feudatoiy nobles of the Shogun or
Tycoon. The office of Taikun having been abolished, the Hatamotos no
longer exist. For further information respecting them, see the note at the
Dud of this story.
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mother suckled me when I was an infant, and, right or wrong,
I will befriend him. If, therefore, Ik^da Kujiaish6yu should
send to require me to deliver him up, I trust that you will
one and all put forth your strength and help me to defend
him."

" Ay
! that will we, with pleasure

!

" replied Kondo
Noborinosuke. " We have for some time had cause to com-
plain of the scorn with which the Daimios have treated us.

Let Ikeda Kunaish8yu send to claim this man, and we will

show him the power of the Hatamotos."
All the other Hatamotos, with one accord, applauded this

determination, and made ready their force for an armed
resistance, should my Lord Kunaish6yu send to demand
the surrender of Matagoro. But the latter remained as a

welcome guest in the house of Ab^ ShirogorS.

Now when Watanab^ Kazuma saw that, as the night ad-

vanced, his father Yukiyd did not return home, he became
anxious, and went to the house of Matagor6 to seek for him,

and finding to his horror that he was murdered, fell upon the

corpse and embraced it, weeping. On a sudden, it flashed

across him that this must assuredly be the handiwork of

Matagoro ; so he rushed furiously into the house, determined

to kill his father's murderer upon the spot. But Matagoro

had already fled, and he found only the mother, who was
making her preparations for following her son to the house of

Ab^ Shirogor6 : so he bound the old woman, and searched all

over the house for her son ; but, seeing that his search was

fruitless, he carried off the mother, and handed her over to

one of the elders of the clan, at the same time laying infor-

mation against Matagoro as his father's murderer. When the

affair was reported to the Prince, he was very angry, and

ordered that the old woman should remain bound and be cast

into prison until the whereabouts of her son should be

discovered. Then Kazuma buried his father's corpse

with great pomp, and the widow and the orphan mourned

over their loss.

It soon became known amongst the people of Aba Shiro-
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gor6 that the mother of Matagoro had been imprisoned for

her son's crime, and they immediately set about planning her

rescue ; so they sent to the palace of my Lord Kunaishoyu a

messenger, who, when he was introduced to the councillor of

the Prince, said

—

"We have heard that, in consequence of the murder of

Tukiy^, my lord has been pleased to imprison the mother of

MatagorS. Our master Shirogoro has arrested the criminal,

and will deliver him up to you. But the mother has com-
mitted no crime, so we pray that she may be released from a

cruel imprisonment : she was the foster-mother of our master,

and he would fain intercede to save her life. Should you
consent to this, we, on our side, will give up the murderer,
and hand him over to you in front of our master's gate

to-morrow."

The councillor repeated this message to the Prince, who,
in his pleasure at being able to give Kazuma his revenge
on the morrow, immediately agreed to the proposal, and the
messenger returned triumphant at the success of the scheme.
On the following day, the Prince ordered the mother of
Matagoro to be placed in a litter and carried to the Ha-
tamoto's dwelling, in charge of a retainer named Sasawo
Dany^mon, who, when he arrived at the door of Ab^ Shiro-
gor&'s house, said

—

"I am charged to hand over to you the mother of Mata-
gorS, and, in exchange, I am authorized to receive her son at
your hands."

" We will immediately give him up to you ; but, as the
mother and son are now about to bid an eternal farewell
to one another, we beg you to be so kind as to tarrv a
little."

With this the retainers of Shirogor6 led the old woman
inside their master's house, and Sasawo Dany^mon remained
waiting outside, until at last he grew impatient, and ventured
to hurry on the people within.

" We return you many thanks," replied they, " for your
kindness in bringing us the mother ; but, as the son cannot
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go with you at present, you had better return home as
quickly as possible. We are afraid we have put you to much
trouble." And so they mocked him.
When Dany^nion saw that he had not only been cheated

into giving up the old woman, but was being made a laugh-
ing-stock of into the bargain, he flew into a great rage, and
thought to break into the house and seize Matagoro and his

mother by force ; but, peeping into the courtyard, he saw
that it was filled with Hatamotos, carrying guns and naked
swords. Not caring then to die fighting a hopeless battle,

and at the same time feeling that, after having been so

cheated, he would be put to shame before his lord, Sasawo
Danyemon went to the burial-place of his ancestors, and dis-

embowelled himself in front of their graves.

When the Prince heard how his messenger had been
treated, he was indignant, and summoning his councillors

resolved, although he was suffering from sickuess, to collect

his retainers and attack Ab4 Shirogoro ; and the other chief

Daimios, when the matter became publicly known, took

up the cause, and determined that the Hatamotos must be

chastised for their insolence. On their side, the Hatamotos

put forth all their efforts to resist the Daimios. So Yedo

became disturbed, and the riotous state of the city caused

great anxiety to the Government, who took counsel together

Sow they might restore peace. As the Hatamotos were

directly under the orders of the Shogun, it was no difficult

matter to put them down: the hard question to solve was

liow to put a restraint upon the great Daimios. However,

one of the Gor6jiu,i named Matsudaira Idzu no Kami, a

man of great intelligence, hit upon a plan by which he might

secure this end.

There was at this time in the service of the Shogun a

physician, named Nakarai Tsusen, who was in the habit of

frequenting the palace of my Lord Kunaishoyu, and who for

some time past had been treating him for the disease from

I The first CouncU of the Shogun's ministers ; literally, " assembly of

imperial elders."
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which he was suffering. Idzu no Kami sent secretly for this

physician, and, summoning him to his private room, engaged
him in conversation, in the midst of which he suddenly
dropped his voice and said to him in a whisper

—

" Listen, Tsusen. You have received great favours at the
hands of the Shogun. The Government is now sorely strait-

ened : are you willing to carry your loyalty so far as to lay
down your life on its behalf?"

"Ay, my lord; for generations my forefathers have held
their property by the grace of the Shogun. I am willing

this night to lay down my life for my Prince, as a faithful

vassal should."
" Well, then, I will tell you. The great Daimios and the

Hatamotos have fallen out about this affair of MatagorS, and
lately it has seemed as if they meant to come to blows. The
country will be agitated, and the farmers and townsfolk
suffer great misery, if we cannot quell the tumult. The
Hatamotos will be easily kept under, but it will be no light

task to pacify the great Daimios. If you are willing to lay
down your life in carrying out a stratagem of mine, peace
will be restored to the country; but your loyalty will be
your death."

"I am ready to sacrifice my life in this service."

"This is my plan. You have been attending my Lord
Kunaish6yu in his sickness ; to-morrow you must go to see
him, and put poison in his physic. If we can kill him,
the agitation will cease. This is the service which I ask
of you."

Tsusen agreed to undertake the deed; and on the fol-

lowing day, when he went to see Kuuaishoyu, he carried
with him poisoned drugs. Half the draught he drank
himself,! and thus put the Prince oif his guard, so that
he swallowed the remainder fearlessly. Tsusen, seeing this,

hurried away, and as he was carried heme in his litter the
death-agony seized him, and he died, vomiting blood.

1 A physician attending a personage of exalted rank has always to drink
half the potion he prescribes as a test of his good faith.
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My Lord KunaisliSyu died in the same way iii great

torture, and in the confusion attending upon his death and
funeral ceremonies the struggle which was impending with
the Hatamotos was delayed.

In the meanwhile the Gor6jiu Idzu no Kami summoned
the three leaders of the Hatamotos and addressed them as

follows :

—

" The secret plottings and treasonable, turbulent conduct of

you three men, so unbecoming your position as Hatamotos,
have enraged my lord the Shogun to such a degree, that he
has been pleased to order that you be imprisoned in a

temple, and that your patrimony be given over to your
next heirs."

Accordingly the three Hatamotos, after having been se-

verely admonished, were confined in a temple called Kan-
yeiji ; and the remaining Hatamotos, scared by this example,

dispersed in peace. As for the great Daimios, inasmuch as

after the death of my Lord Kunaish6yu the Hatamotos were
all dispersed, there was no enemy left for them to fight with

;

so the tumult was quelled, and peace was restored.

Thus it happened that Matagoro lost his patron ; so, taking

his mother with him, he went and placed himself under the

protection of an old man named Sakurai Jiuzay^mon. This

old man was a famous teacher of lance exercise, and enjoyed

both wealth and honour ; so he took in MatagorS, and having

engaged as a guard thirty Eonins, all resolute fellows and
v/ell skilled in the arts of war, they all fled together to a

distant place called Sagara.

All this time Watanab^ Kazuma had been brooding over

his father's death, and thinking how he should be revenged

upon the murderer ; so when my Lord Kunaishoyu suddenly

died, he went to the young Prince who succeeded him and

obtained leave of absence to go and seek out his father's

enemy. Now Kazuma's elder sister was married to a man
named Araki Matayemon, who at that time was famous as

the first swordsman in Japan. As Kazuma was but sixteen

years of age, this Matayemon, taking into consideration his
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near relationship as son-in-law to the murdered man, deter-

mined to go forth with the lad, as his guardian, and help him
to seek out Matagoro; and two of Mataydraon's retainers,

named Ishidom^ Busuk^ and Ikezoy4 Magohachi, made up
their minds, at all hazards, to follow their master. The latter,

when he heard their intention, thanked them, but refused the

offer, saying that as he was now about to engage in a ven-

detta in which his life would be continually in jeopardy, and
as it would be a lasting grief to him should either of them
receive a wound in such a service, he must beg them to

renounce their intention ; but they answered

—

" Master, this is a cruel speech of yours. All these years

have we received nought but kindness and favours at your
hands ; and now that you are engaged in the pursuit of this

murderer, we desire to follow yon, and, if needs must, to lay

down our lives in your service. Furthermore, we have heard
that the friends of this Matagoro are no fewer than thirty-

six men ; so, however bravely you may fight, you will be in

peril from the superior numbers of your enemy. However,
if you are pleased to persist in your refusal to take us, we
have made up our minds that there is no resource for us
but to disembowel ourselves on the spot."

When Matay^mon and Kazuma heard these words, they
wondered at these faithful and brave men, and were moved
to tears. Then Matayemon said

—

" The kindness of you two brave fellows is without prece-

dent. Well, then, T will accept your services gratefully."

Then the two men, having obtained their wish, cheerfully

followed their master; and the four set out together upon
their journey to seek out Matagor&, of whose whereabouts
they were completely ignorant.

Matagoro in the meanwhile had made his way, with the
old man Sakurai Jiuzay^mon and his thirty E6nins, to Osaka.
But, strong as they were in numbers, they travelled in great
secrecy. The reason for this was, that the old man's younger
brother, Sakurai Jinsuk^, a fencing-master by profession, had
once had a fencing-match with Matay4mon, Kazuma's brother-
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in-law, and had been shamefully beaten ; so that the party

were greatly afraid of Matay^mon, and felt that, since he was
taking iip Kazuma's cause and acting as his guardian, they

might be worsted in spite of their numbers : so they went on

their way with great caution, and, having reached Osaka, put

up at an inn in a quarter called Ikutama, and hid from

Kazuma and Matay^mon.
The latter also in good time reached Osaka, and spared no

pains to seek out Matagoro. One evening towards dusk, as

Matayemon was walking in the quarter where the enemy
were staying, he saw a man, dressed as a gentleman's ser-

vant, enter a cook-shop and order some buckwheat porridge

for thirty-six men, and looking attentively at the man, he

recognized him as the servant of Sakurai Jiuzay^mon ; so

he hid himself in a dark place and watched, and heard

the fellow say

—

"My master, Sakurai Jiuzayemon, is about to start for

Sagara to-morrow morning, to return thanks to the gods for

his recovery from a sickness from which he has been suffer-

ing ; so I am in a great hurry."

Witli these words the servant hastened away ; and Mataye-

mon, entering the shop, called for some porridge, and as he

ate it, made some inquiries as to the man who liad just

given so large an order for buckwheat porridge. The master

of the shop answered that he was the attendant of a party

of thirty-six gentlemen who were staying at such and such an

inn. Then Matayemon, having found out aU that he wanted

to know, went home and told Kazuma, who was delighted

at the prospect of carrying his revenge into execution on the

morrow. That same evening Mataydmon sent one of his two

faithful retainers as a spy to the inn, to find out at what

hour Matagoro was to set out on the following morning ; and

he ascertained from the servants of the inn, that the party

was to start at daybreak for Sagara, stopping at Is6 to

worship at the shrine of Tersh6 Daijin.^

Matayemon made his preparations accordingly, and, with

^ Goddess of the sun, and ancestress of the Mikados.
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Kazuma and his two retainers, started before dawn. Beyond
Uydno, in the province of Iga, the castle town of the Dainiio

T6d6 Idzumi no Kami, there is a wide and lonely moor ; and
this was the place upon which they fixed for the attack upon
the enemy. When they had arrived at the spot, Matay^mon
went into a tea-house by the roadside, and wrote a petition

to the governor of the Daimio's castle town for permission

to carry out the vendetta within its precincts;^ then he
addressed Kazuma, and said

—

"When we fall in with Matagor6 and begin the fight, do
you engage and slay your father's murderer ; attack him and
him only, and I will keep off his guard of E6nins ;

" then
turning to his two retainers, "As for you, keep close to

Kazuma ; and should the Eonins attempt to rescue Matagor6,
it will be your duty to prevent them, and succour Kazuma."
And having further laid down each man's duties with great

minuteness, they lay in wait for the arrival of the enemy.
Whilst they were resting in the tea-house, the governor of

the castle town arrived, and, asking for Mataydmon, said

—

" I have the honour to be the governor of the castle town
of T6d6 Idzumi no Kami. My lord, having learnt your
intention of slaying your enemy within the precincts of his

citadel, gives his consent ; and as a proof of his admira-
tion of your fidelity and valour, he has further sent you
a detachment of infantry, one hundred strong, to guard the

place ; so that should any of the thirty-six men attempt
to escape, you may set your mind at ease, for flight will be
impossible."

When Matay^mon and Kazuma had expressed their thajiks

' "111 respect to revenging injury done to master or father, it is g.anted
by the wise and virtuous (Confucius) that you and the injurer cannot live
together under the canopy of heaven.
"A person harbouring such vengeance shall notify the same in wi-iting to

the Criminal Court ; and although no check or hindrance may be offered to
his carrying out his desire -within the period allowed for that purpose, it is

forbidden that the chastisement of an enemy bo attended with riot.

"Fellows who neglect to give notice of theu- intended revenge are like
wolves of pretext, and their punishment or pardon should depend upon the
circumstances of the case."

—

Legacy of lyiyasu, ut suprk.
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for his lordship's gracious Madness, the governor took his

leave and returned home. At last the enemy's train was
seen in the distance. First came Sakurai Jiuzay^mon and
his younger brother Jiasuk(5; and next to them followed

Kawai MatagorS and Tak^nouchi Gentan. These four men,
who were the bravest and the foremost of the band of Eonins,

were riding on pack-horses, and the remainder were marching
on foot, keeping close together.

As they drew near, Kazuma, who was impatient to avenge
his father, stepped boldly forward and shouted in a loud

voice

—

" Here stand T, Kazuma, the son of Yukiye, whom you,

Matagor6, treacherously slew, determined to avenge my
father's death. Come forth, then, and do battle with me,

and let us see which of us twain is the better man."

And before the E6nins had recovered from their astonish-

ment, Matay^mon said

—

"I, Arak^ Mataydmon, the son-in-law of Yukiy^, have

come to second Kazuma in his deed of vengeance. Win or

lose, you must give us battle."

When the thirty-six men heard the name of Matay^mon,

they were greatly afraid; but Sakurai Jiuzay^mon urged them

to be upon their guard, and leaped from his horse; and

Matay^mon, springing forward with his drawn sword, cleft

him from the shoulder to the nipple of his breast, so that he

fell dead, Sakurai Jinsuk^, seeing his brother killed before

his eyes, grew furious, and shot an arrow at Matay^mon, who
deftly cut the shaft in two with his dirk as it flew; and

Jinsuk^, amazed at this feat, threw away his bow and attacked

Matay^mon, who, with his sword in his right hand and his

dirk in his left, fought with desperation. The other E6nins

attempted to rescue Jinsuk^ and, in the struggle, Kazuma,

who had engaged Matagord, became separated from Matay4-

mon, whose two retainers, Busukd and Magohachi, bearing

in mind their master's orders, killed five E6nins who had

attacked Kazuma, but were themselves badly wounded. In

the meantime, Matay^mon, who had killed seven of the
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Eonins, and who the harder he was pressed the more bravely

he fought, soon cut down three more, and the remainder

dared not approach him. At this moment there came up one

Kano Tozay^mon, a retainer of the lord of the castle town,

and an old friend of Matayemon, who, when he heard that

Matay^mon was this day about to avenge his father-in-law,

had seized his spear and set out, for the sake of the old

goodwill between them, to help him, and act as his second,

and said

—

"Sir Matayemon, hearing of the perilous adventure in

which you have engaged, I have come out to offer myself

as your second."

Mat<T,yemou, hearing this, was rejoiced, and fought with

renewed vigour. Then one of the Eonins, named Tak^nouchi
Gentan, a very brave man, leaving his companions to do

battle with Mataydmon, came to the rescue of Matagoro, who
was being hotly pressed by Kazuma, and, in attempting to

prevent this, Busuk6 fell covered with wounds. His com-
panion Magohachi, seeing him fall, was in great anxiety ; for

should any harm happen to Kazuma, what excuse could he
make to Matayemon ? So, wounded as he was, he too engaged
Takenouchi Gentan, and, being crippled by the gashes he had
received, was in deadly peril. Then the man who had
come up from the castle town to act as Matay^mon's second
cried out

—

" See there, Sir Matayemon, your follower who is fight-

ing with Gentan is in great danger. Do you go to his

rescue, and second Sir Kazuma: I will give an account of

the others!"
" Great thanks to you, sir. I will go and second Kazuma."
So Matayemon went to help Kazuma, whQst his second

and the infantry soldiers kept back the surviving E6nins,
who, already wearied by their fight with Matayemon, were
unfit for any further exertion. Kazuma meanwhile was
still fighting with Matagor6, and the issue of the conflict

was doubtfiJ.; and Takenouchi Gentan, in his attempt to

rescue Matagor&, was being kept at bay by Magohachi, who,
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weakened by his wounds, and blinded by the blood which
was streaming into his eyes from a cut in the forehead, had
given himself up for lost when Matay^mon came and cried

—

" Be of good cheer, Magohachi ; it is I, Matay^mon, who
have come to the rescue. Tou are badly hurtj get out of

harm's way, and rest yourself."

Then Magohachi, who until then had been kept up by
his anxiety for Kazuma's safety, gave in, and feU fainting

from loss of blood; and Matay^mon worsted and slew

Gentan; and even then, although he had received two
wounds, he was not exhausted, but drew near to Kazuma
and said

—

" Courage, Kazuma ! The Eonins are all killed, and there

now remains only MatagorS, your father's murderer. Fight

and win !"

The youth, thus encouraged, redoubled his efforts; but

MatagorS, losing heart, quailed and fell. So Kazuma's
vengeance was fulfilled, and the desire of his heart was

accomplished.

The two faithful retainers, who had died in their loyalty,

were buried with great ceremony, and Kazuma carried the

head of Matagord and piously laid it upon his father's

tomb.

So ends the tale of Kazuma's revenge.

I fear that stories of which killing and bloodshed form

the principal features can hardly enlist much sympathy in

these peaceful days. StiU, when such tales are based upon

history, they are interesting to students of social phenomena.

The story of Kazuma's revenge is mixed up with events

which at the present time are peculiarly significant: I

mean the feud between the great Daimios and the Hata-

motos. Those who have followed the modem history of

Japan will see that the recent struggle, which has ended

F
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in the ruin of the Tycoon's power and the abolition of his

of&ce, was the outburst of a hidden fire which had been

smouldering for centuries. But the repressive might had

been gradually weakened, and contact with Western powers

had rendered stOl more odious a feudality which men felt

to be out of date. The revolution which has ended in the

triumph of the Daimios over the Tycoon, is also the triumph

of the vassal over his feudal lord, and is the harbinger of

political life to the people at large. In the time of ly^yasu

the burden might be hateful, but it had to be borne ; and so

it would have been to this day, had not circumstances from

without broken the spell. The Japanese Daimio, in advo-

cating the isolation of his country, was hugging the very

yoke which he hated. Strange to say, however, there are

still men who, while they embrace the new political creed,

yet praise the past, and look back with regret upon the

day when Japan stood alone, without part or share in the

great family of nations.

Note.—Eatamoto. This word means " under the flag.'' The
Hatamotos were men who, as their name implied, rallied round
the standard of the Shogun, or Tycoon, in war-time. They were

eighty thousand in number. When ly^yasu left the Province

of Mikawa and became Shogun, the retainers whom he ennobled,

and who received from him grants of land yielding revenue to

the amount of ten thousand kokus of rice a year, and from that

down to one hundred kokus, were called HaXamoto. In return for

these grants of land, the Hatamotos had ia war-time to furnish a

contingent of soldiers lq proportion to their revenue. For every

thousand kokus of rice five mfefw were required. Those Hatamotos
whose revenue fell short of a thousand kokus substituted a quota

of money. In time of peace most of the minor oifices of the

Tycoon's government were filled by Hatamotos, the more im-

portant places beiag held by the Fudai, or vassal Daimios of the

Shogun. Seven years ago, in imitation of the customs of foreign

nations, a standing army was founded ; and then the Hatamotos
had to contribute their quota of men or of money, whether the

country were at peace or at war. When the Shogun was reduced
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in 1868 to the rank of a simple Daimio, his revenue of eight

million kokus reverted to the Government, with the exception

of seven hundred thousand kokus. The title of Hatamoto exists

no more, and those who until a few months ago held the rank

are for the most part ruined or dispersed. From having been

perhaps the proudest and most overbearing class in Japan, they

are driven to the utmost straits of poverty. Some have gone

into trade, with the heirlooms of their families as their stock

;

others are wandering through the country as E6niiis ; while a

small minority have been allowed to foUow the feUen fortunes

of their master's family, the present chief of which is known as

the Prince of Tokugawa. Thus are the eighty thousand dispersed.

The koku of rice, in which all revenue is calculated, is of varying

value. At the cheapest it is worth rather more than a pound
sterling, and sometimes almost three times as much. The salaries

of officials being paid in rice, it follows that there is a large

and influential class throughout the country who are interested

in keeping up the price of the staple article of food. Hence the

opposition with which a free trade in rice has met, even in famine

times. Hence also the frequent so-called "Eice Eiots."

The amounts at which the lands formerly held by the chief

Daimios, but now patriotically given up by them to the Mikado,

were assessed, sound fabulous. The Prince of Kaga alone had an

income of more than one miUion two hundred thousand kokus.

Yet these great proprietors were, latterly at least, embarrassed men.

They had many thousand mouths to feed, and were mulcted of

their dues right and left; while their mania for buying foreign

ships and munitions of war, often at exorbitant prices, had plunged

tliem heavily in debt.

f'i



A STOEY OF THE OTOKODATE OF YEDO
;

BEING THE SUPPLEMENT OF

THE STOEY OF GOMPACHI AND KOMUEASAKI.

The word Otokodatd occurs several times in these Tales ; and
as I cannot convey its full meaning by a simple translation,

I must preserve it in the text, explaining it by the following

note, taken from the Japanese of a native scholar.

The Otokodate were friendly associations of brave men
bound together by an obligation to stand by one another in

weal or in woe, regardless of their own lives, and without
inquiring into one another's antecedents. A bad man, how-
ever, having joined the Otokodate must forsake his evil ways

;

for their principle was to treat the oppressor as an enemy,
and to help the feeble as a father does his child. If they had
money, they gave it to those that had none, and their chari-

table deeds won for them the respect of all men. The head
of the society was called its " Father

;

" if any of the others,

who were his apprentices, were homeless, they lived with the

Father and served him, paying him at the same time a small

fee, in consideration of which, if they fell sick or into mis-
fortune, he took charge of them and assisted them.
The Father of the Otokodate pursued the calling of farming

out coolies to the Daimios and great personages for their

journeys to and from Yedo, and in return for this received

from them rations in rice. He had more influence with the
lower classes even than the officials ; and if the coolies had
struck work or refused to accompany a Daimio on his

journey, a word from the Father would produce as many
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men as might be required. WlieD: Prince Tokugawa ly^mocki,
the last but one of the Shoguns, left Yedo for Kiy6to, one
Shimmon Tatsugor6, chief of the Otokodat^, undertook the
management of his journey, and some three or four years
ago was raised to the dignity of Hataraoto for many faithful

services. After the battle of Fushimi, and the abolition of
the Shogunate, he accompanied the last of the Shoguns in
his retirement.

,

,
In old days there were also Otokodat^ among the Hata-

motos ; this was after the civil wars of the time of ly^yasu,
when, though the country was at peace, the minds of men
were still in a state of high excitement, and could not be
reconciled to the dulness of a state of rest ; it followed that
broils and faction fights were continually taking place among
the young men of the Samurai class, and that those who
distinguished themselves by their personal strength and
valour were looked up to as captaias. Leagues aftei the

maimer of those existing among the German students were
formed in different quarters of the city, under various names,
and used to fight for the honour of victory. When the
country became more thoroughly tranquil, the custom of

forming these leagues amongst gentletnen fell into disuse.

The past tense is used in speaking even of the Otokodatd

of the lower classes ; for although they nominally exist, they

have no longer the power and importance which they

enjoyed at the time to which these stories belong. They
then, like the 'prentices of Old London, played a considerable

part in the society of the great cities, and that man was
lucky, were he gentle Samurai or simple wardsman, who
could claim the Father of the Otokodate for his friend.

The word, taken by itself, means a manly or plucky fellow.

Ch6bei of Bandzuin was the chief of the Otokodate of

Yedo. He was originally called Itar8, and was the son of a

certain Ednin who lived in the coimtry. One day, when he
was only ten years of age, he went out with a playfellow to
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bathe in the river ; and as the two were playing they quarrelled

over their game, and Itaro, seizing the other boy, threw him
into the river and drowned him.

Then he went home, and said to his father

—

" I went to play by the river to-day, with a friend ; and as

he was rude to me, I threw him into the water and kiUed

him."

When his father heard him speak thus, quite calmly,

as if nothing had happened, he was thunderstruck, and

said

—

" This is indeed a fearful thing. Child as you are, you wiU
have to pay the penalty of your deed ; so to-night you must
fly to Yedo in secret, and take service with some noble

Samurai, and perhaps in time you may become a soldier

yourself"

"With these words he gave him twenty ounces of silver and
a fine sword, made by the famous swordsmith Eai Kunitoshi,

and sent him out of the province with all despatch. The
following morning the parents of the murdered child came
to claim that Itaro should be given up to their vengeance

;

but it was too late, and all they could do was to bury their

child and mourn for his loss.

ItarS made his way to Yedo in hot haste, and there found
' employment as a shop-boy ; but soon tiring of that sort of

Ufe, and burning to become a soldier, he found means at last

to enter the service of a certain Hatamoto called Sakurai
Shfizayemon, and changed his name to Tsun^hei. Now this

Sakurai Shozayemon had a son, called Shonosuk^, a young
man in his seventeenth year, who grew so fond of Tsun^hei
that he took him with him wherever he went, and treated

him in aU ways as an equal.

When Sh6nosuk^ went to the fencing-school Tsunehei
would accompany him, and thus, as he was by nature strong

and active, soon became a good swordsman.
One day, when Shozayemon had gone out, his son ShSno-

sukd said to Tsunehei

—

" You know how fond my father is of playing at football

:
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it must be great sport. As lie has gone out to-day, suppose
you and I have a game ?"

" That -will be rare sport," answered Tsun^hei. " Let us
make haste and play, before my lord comes home."

So the two boys went out into the garden, and began
irying to kick the football ; but, lacking skill, do what they
would, they could not lift it from the ground. At last Sh6-
nosuk4 with a vigorous kick, raised the football ; but, having
missed' his aim, it went tumbling over the wall into the

next garden, which belonged to one Hikosaka Zempachi,
a teacher of lance exercise, who was known to be a surly,

ill-tempered fellow.

" Oh, dear ! what shall we do ? " said Shonosuk^. " We
have lost my father's football in his absence ; and if we go
and ask for it back from that churlish neighbour of ours, we
shall only be scolded and sworn at for our pains."

" Oh, never ipind," answered Tsundhei ;
" I will go and

apologize for our carelessness, and get the football back."

"Well, but then you will be chidden, and I don't want
that."

" Never mind me. Little care I for his cross words." So
Tsun^hei went to the next-door house to reclaim the ball.

Now it so happened that Zempachi, the surly neighbour, had

been walking in his garden whilst the two youths were

playing ; and as he was admiring the beauty of his favourite

chrysEinthemums, the football came flying over the wall

and struck him full in the face. Zempachi. not used to

anything but flattery and coaxing, flew into a violent rage

at this ; and while he was thinking how he would revenge

himself upon any one who might be sent to ask for the

lost ball, Tsun^hei came in, and said to one of Zempachi's

servants

—

" I am sorry to say that in my lord's absence I took his

football, and, in trying to play with it, clumsily kicked it

over your wall. I beg you to excuse my carelessness, and to

be so good as to give me back the ball."

The servant went in and repeated this to Zempachi, who
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worked himself up into a great rage, and ordered Tsunehei

to te brought before him, and said

—

"Here, fellow, is your name Tsunehei?"
"Yes, sir, at your service. I am almost afraid to ask

pardon for my carelessness ; but please forgive me, and let me
have the ball."

"I thought your master, Shozay^mon, was to blame for

this ; but it seems that it was you who kicked the football"

"Yes, sir. I am sure I am very sorry for what "I have
done. Please, may I ask for the ball 1 " said Tsunehei, bowing
humbly.

For a while Zempachi made no answer, but at length

he said

—

" Do you know, villain, that your dirty football struck me
in the face ? I ought, by rights, to kUl you on the spot for

this; but I will spare your life this time, so take your
footbaU. and be off." And with that he went up to Tsunehei
and beat him, and kicked him in the head, and spat in

his face.

Then Tsunehei, who up to that time had demeaned him-
self very humbly, in his eagerness to get back the footbaU,
jumped up in a fury, and said

—

" I made ample apologies to you for my carelessness, and
now you have insulted and struck me. Ill-mannered ruffian !

take back the ball,—I'll none of it ;" and he drew his dirk,

and cutting the football in two, threw it at Zempachi, and
returned home.
But Zempachi, growing more and more angry, called one

of his servants, and said to him

—

" That fellow, Tsunehei, has been most insolent : go next
door and find out Sh6zay6mon, and tell him that I have
ordered you to bring back Tsunehei, that I may kill him."

So the servant went to deliver the message.
In the meantime Tsunehei went back to his master's

house ; and when Sh6nosuk6 saw him, he said

—

" Well, of course you have been ill treated ; but did you
get back the football «

"
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"When 1 went in, I made many apologies; but I was
beaten, and kicked in the head, and treated with the greatest

indignity. I would have killed that wretch, Zempachi, at

once, but that I knew that, if I did so while I was yet a

member of your household, I shoiild bring trouble upon your

family. For your sake I bore this ill-treatment patiently

;

but now I pray you let me take leave of you and become
a Eonin, that I may be revenged upon this man."

"Think well what you are doing," answered ShSnosuk^.
" After all, we have only lost a football ; and my father wiU
not care, nor upbraid us."

But Tsun^hei would not listea to him, and was bent upon
wiping out the affront that, he had received. As they were

talking, the messenger arrived from Zempachi, demanding the

surrender of Tsun^hei, on the ground that he had insulted

him : to this ShSnosuk^ replied that his father was away
from home, and that in his absence he could do nothing.

At last Sh6zay6mon came home ; and when he heard what

had happened he was much grieved, and at a loss what to do,

when a second messenger arrived from Zempachi, demanding

that Tsun^hei should be given up without delay. Then

Sh6zay6mon, seeiag that the jnatter was serious, called the

youth to him, and said

—

" This Zempachi is heartless and cruel, and if you go to

his house wUl assuredly kill you ; take, therefore, these fifty

riyos, and fly to Osaka or Kiyoto, where you may safely set

up in business."
" Sir," answered Tsun^hei, with tears of gratitude for his

lord's kindness, "from my heart I thank you for your

great goodness ; but I have been insulted and trampled upon,

and, if I lay down my Me in the attempt, I will repay

Zempachi for what he has this day done."
" Well, then, since you needs must be revenged, go and

fight, and may success attend you ! StiU, as much depends

upon the blade you carry, and I fear yours is likely to be

but a sorry weapon, I wiU give you a sword ;" and with this

lie offered Tsun^hei his own.
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" Nay, my lord," replied Tsiinehei ;
" I have a famous

sword, hy Eai Kunitoslu, which my father gave me. I have

aever shown it to yoiir lordship, but I have it safely stowed
away in my room."

When ShSzayemon sa-w and examined the sword, he ad-

mired it greatly, and said, " This is indeed a beautiful blade,

and one on which you may rely. Take it, then, and bear

yourself nobly in the fight ; only remember that Zempachi is

a cunning spearsman, and be sure to be very cautious."
' So Taunihei, after thanking his lord for his manifold
kindnesses, took an affectionate leave, and went to Zempachi's
house, and said to the servant

—

" It seems that your master wants to speak to me. Be
so good as to take me to see him."

So the servant led him into the garden, where Zampachi,
spear 'in hand, was waiting to kill him. When Zampachi
saw him, he cried out

—

'' Ha ! so you have come back ; and now for your in-

solence, this day I mean to kill you with my own hand."
"Insolent, yourself!" replied Tsundhei. "Beast, and no

Samurai ! Come, let us see which of us is the better

man." ;

Puriously incensed, Zempachi thrust with his spear at

Tsun6hei; but he, trusting to his good sword, attacked

Zempachi, who, cunning warrior as he was, could gain no
advantage. At last Zempachi, losing his temper, began
fighting less carefully, so that Tsun^hei found an, oppor-

tunity of cutting the shaft of his spear. Zempachi then
drew his sword, and two of his retainers came up to assist

him; but Tsun^hei kiUed one of them, and woimded' Zem-
pachi in the forehead. The second retainer fled affrighted

at the youth's valour, and Zempachi was blinded by the

blood which flowed from the wound on his forehead. Then
Tsundhei said

—

I "To km one who is as a blind man were unworthy a
soldier. Wipe the blood from your eyes, Sir Zempachi, and
let us fight it out fairly."
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So Zempachi, wiping away Ms blood, bound a kerchief

round his head, and fought again desperately. But at last

the pain of his wound and the loss of blood overcame him,
and Tsun^hei cut him down with a wound in the shoulder

and easily despatched him.

Then Tsun^hei went and reported the whole matter to the

Governor of Yedo, and was put in prison until an inquiry-

could be made. But the Chief Priest of Bandzuin, who had
heard of the affair, went and told the governor all the bad
deeds of Zempachi, and having procured Tsundhei's pardon,

took him home and employed him as porter in the temple.

So Tsun^hei changed his name to Ch6bei, and earned much
respect in the neighbourhood, both for his talents and for his

many good works. If any man were in distress, he would
help him, heedless of his own advantage or danger, until men
came to look up to him as to a father, and many youths

joined him and became his apprentices. So he built a house

at Hanakawado, in Asakusa, and lived there with his ap-

prentices, whom he farmed out as spearsmen and footmen to

the Daimios and Hatamotos, taking for himself the tithe of

their earnings. But if any of them were sick or in trouble,

Ch6bei would nurse and support them, and provide phy-

sicians and medicine. And the fame of his goodness went

abroad until his apprentices were more than two thousand

men, and were employed in every part of the city. But

as for Chobei, the more he prospered, the more he gave in

charity, and all men praised his good and generous heart.

This was the time when the Hatamotos had formed them-

selves into bands of Otokodat^,^ of which Midzuno Jiuro-

zay^mon, Kond6 Noborinosukd, and Abe Shirogoro were the

chiefs. And the leagues of the nobles despised the leagues

of the wardsmen, and treated them with scorn, and tried to

put to shame Chobei and his brave men ; but the nobles'

weapons recoiled upon themselves, and, whenever they tried

to bring contempt upon Ch&bei, they themselves were brought

to ridicule. So thpre was great hatred on both sides.

' See the story of Kazuma's Revenge.
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One day, that ChSbei went to divert himself in a tea-house

in the Yoshiwara, he saw a felt carpet spread ia an upper

room, which had been adorned as for some special occasion
;

and he asked the master of the house what guest of dis-

tinction was expected. The landlord replied that my Lord

Jiurozay^mon, the chief of the Otokodat^ of the Hatamotos,

was due there that afternoon. On hearing this, Ohobei re-

plied that as he much wished to meet my Lord Jiurozay^mon,

he would lie down and await his coming. The landlord was

put out at this, and knew not what to say ; but yet he dare

not thwart ChSbei, the powerful chief of the Otokodat^. So

Ch8bei took off his clothes and laid himself down upon the

carpet. After a while my Lord Jiurozaydmon arrived, and

going upstairs found a man of large stature lying naked upon
the carpet which had been spread for him.

" What low ruffian is this ? " shouted he angrily to the

landlord.

"My lord, it is Gh6bei, the chief of the Otokodat^,"

answered the man, trembKng.
Jiurozay^mon at once suspected that Ch6bei was doing

this to insult him ; so he. sat down by the side of the

sleeping man, and lighting his pipe began to smoke. "When
he had finished his pipe, he emptied the burning ashes into

Chobei's navel ; but Ch6bei, patiently bearing the pain, still

feigned sleep. Ten times did Jiurozay^mon fill his pipe,'

and ten times he shook out the burning ashes on to Ch6bei's

navel; but he neither stirred nor spoke. Then Jiuroza-

y^mon, astonished at his fortitude, shook him, and roused

him, saying

—

" Ch6bei ! Chobei ! wake up, man."
"What is the matter?" said Chobei, rubbing his eyes as

though he were awaking from a deep sleep ; then seeing

Jiurozaydmon, he pretended to be startled, and said, " Oh, my
lord, I know not who you are ; but I have been very rude to

1 The tiny Japanese pipe contains but two or three whiffs ; and as the
tobacco is rolled up tightiy in the fingers before it is inserted, the ash, when
shaken out, is a little fire-ball from which a second pipe is lighted.
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your lordship. I was overcome with wine, and fell asleep : I
pray your lordship to forgive me."

" Is your name Ch&bei ?

"

"Yes, my lord, at your service. A poor wardsman, and
ignorant of good manners, I have been very rude; but I
pray your lordship to excuse my ill-breeding."

"JSTay, nay, we have all heard the fame of Ch6bei, of
Bandzuin, and I hold myself lucky to have met you this
day. Let us be friends."

"It is a great honour for a humble wardsman to meet
a nobleman face to face."

As they were speaking, the waitresses brought in fish

and wine, and Jiurozay^mon pressed Chobei to feast with
him; and thinking to annoy Chobei, offered him a large
wine-cup,i which, however, he drank without shrinking, and
then returned to his entertainer, who was by no means so
well able to bear the fumes of the wine. Then Jiuro-
zay^mon hit upon another device for annoying Chobei, and,
hoping to frighten him, said

—

" Here, Ch6bei, let me offer you some fish
;

" and with
those words he drew his sword, and, picking up a cake
of baked fish upon the point of it, thrust it towards
the wardsman's mouth. Any ordinary man would have
been afraid to accept the morsel so roughly offered ; but
Ch6bei simply opened his mouth, and taking the cake off

the sword's point ate it without wincing. Whilst Jiuroza-

yemon was wondering in his heart what manner of man
this was, that nothing could daunt, Ch&bei said to him

—

" This meeting with your lordship has been an auspicious

occasion to me, and I would fain ask leave to offer some
humble gift to your lordship in memory of it.^ Is there

anything which your lordship would specially fancy ?

"

1 It is an act of rudeness to offer a large wine-cup. As, however, the same
cup is returned to the person who has offered it, the ill carries with it its own
remedy. At a Japanese feast the same cup is passed from hand to hand, each

person rinsing it in a bowl of water after using it, and before offering it to

another.
' The giving of presents from inferiors to superiors is a common custom.
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" I am very fond of cold maccaroni."
" Then I shall have the honour of ordering some for your

lordship
;

" and with this Ch6bei went downstairs, and

calling one of his apprentices, named T6ken Gombei,i who
was waiting for him, gave him a hundred riyos (about £28),

and bade him collect all the cold maccaroni to he found

in the neighbouring cook-shops and pile it up in front of the

tea-house. So Gombei went home, and, collecting Chobei's

apprentices, sent them out in all directions to buy the

maccaroni Jiurozay^mon all this while was thinking of the

pleasure he would have in laughing at Chobei for offering

him a mean and paltry present ; but when, by degrees, the

maccaroni began to be piled mountain-high around the tea-

house, he saw that he could not make a fool of Ch6bei, and
went home discomfited.

It has already been told how Shirai Gompachi was be-
friended and helped by Gh6beL^ His name will occur again
in this story.

At this time there lived in the province of Yamato a
certain Daimio, called Honda Dainaild, who one day, when
surrounded by several of his retainers, produced a sword, and
bade them look at it and say from what smith's workshop
the blade had come.

" I think this must be a Masamund blade," said one Fuwa
Banzayemon.

"No," said Nagoya Sanza, after examining the weapon
attentively, " this certainly is a Muramasa."^

1 TdJcen, a niclmame given to Gombei, after a savage dog that he killed. As
a Chdnin, or warisnian, he had no surname.

2 See the story of Gompachi and Komurasaki.
» The swords of Muramasa, although so finely tempered that they are said

to cut hard iron as though it were a melon, have the reputation of being un-
lucky : they are supposed by the superstitious to hunger after taking men's
lives, and to be unable to repose in their scabbard. The principal duty of a
sword is to preserve tranquillity in the world, by punishing the wicked and
protecting the good. ' But the bloodthirsty swords of Muramasa rather have
the effect of maddening their owners, so that they either kill others indis-
criminately or commit suicide. At the end of the sixteenth century Prince
Tokugawa lyeyasu was in the habit of carrying a spear made by Muramasa
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A third Samurai, named Takagi UmanojS, pronounced it to

be the work of Shidzu Kanenji ; and as they could not agree,

but each maintained his opinion, their lord sent for a famous
connoisseur to decide the poiat; and the sword proved, as

Sanza had said, to be a genuine Muramasa. Sanza was
delighted at the verdict ; but the other two went home rather

crestfallen. Umanoj6, although he had been worsted in the

argument, bore no malice nor iU-wiU in his heart; but
Banzay^mon, who was a vain-glorious personage, puffed up
with the idea of his own importance, conceived a spite

agaiust Sanza, and watched for an opportunity to put him
to shame. At last, one day Banzay^mon, eager to be revenged
upon Sanza, went to the Prince, and said, " Your lordship

ought to see Sanza fence ; his swordsmanship is beyond nU
praise. I know that I am no match for him; still, if it will

please your lordship, I will try a bout with him ;

" and tiie

Prince, who was a mere stripling, and thought it would be

rare sport, immediately sent for Sanza and desired he would
fence with Banzay^mon. So the two went out into the garden,

and stood up facing each other, armed with wooden swords.

with which he often scratched or cut himselfby mistake. Henoe the Tokugawa
family avoid girding on Muramasa blades, which are supposed to he specially

unlucky to their race. The murders of Gompachi, who wore a sword by this

maker, also contributed to give his weapons a bad name.
The swords of one T6shir6 Yoshimitsu, on the other hand, are specially

auspicious to the Tokugawa family, for the following reason. After ly^yasu

had been defeated by Taketa Katsuyori, at the battle of the river Tenrin, he
took refuge in the house of a village doctor, intending to put an end to his

existence by hara-Mri, and drawing his dii'k, which was made by Yoshimitsu,

tried to plunge it into his belly, when, to his surprise, the blade turned.

Thinking that the dirk must be a bad one, he took up an iron mortar for

grinding medicines and tried itupon that, and the point entered and transfixed

the mortar. He was abait to stab himself a second time, when his followers,

who had missed him, and had been searching for him everywhere, came up,

and seeing their master about to kill himself, stayed his hand, and took away

the dirk by force. Then they set him upon his horse, and compelled him to

fly to his own province of Mikawa, whilst they kept his pursuers at bay.

After this, when, by the favour of Henven, lydyasu became Shogun, it was

considered that of a surety there must hive been a good spirit in the blade that

refused to drink his blood ; and ever since that time the blades of Yoshimitsu '

have been considered lucky in his family.
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Now Banzay^mon was proud of his skill, and thought he had
no equal in fencing ; so he expected to gain an easy victory

over Sanza, and promised himself the luxury of giving his

adversary a heating that should fully make up for the mortifi-

cation which he had felt in the matter of the dispute ahout

the sword. It happened, however, that he had undervalued

the skill of Sanza, who, when he saw that his adversary was
attacking him savagely and in good earnest, by a rapid blow
struck Banzayemon so sharply on the wrist that he dropped
the sword, and, before he could pick it up again, delivered a

second cut on the shoulder, which sent him rolling over in

the dust. All the ofiBcers present, seeing this, praised Sauza's

skill, and Banzayemon, utterly stricken with shame, ran away
home and hid himself.

After this affair Sanza rose high in the favour of his lord

;

and Banzayemon, who was more than ever jealous of him,

feigned sickness, and stayed at home devising schemes for

Sauza's ruin.

Now it happened that the Prince, wishing to have the

Muramasa blade mounted, sent for Sanza and entrusted it to

his care, ordering him to employ the most cunning work-

men in the manufacture of the scabbard-hilt and ornaments

;

and Sanza, having received the blade, took it home, and put

it carefully away. When Banzayemon heard of this, he was
overjoyed ; for he saw that his opportunity for revenge had

come. He determined, if possible, to kOl Sanza, but at any
rate to steal the sword which had been committed to his care

by the Prince, knowing full well that if Sanza lost the

sword he and his family would be ruined. Being a single

man, without wife or child, he sold his furniture, and, turnmg
all his available property into money, made ready to fly the

country. When his preparations were concluded, he went
in the middle of the night to Sauza's house and tried to get

in by stealth ; but the doors and shutters were all carefiJly

bolted from the inside, and there was no hole by which he

could effect an entrance. All was still, however, and the

people of the house were evidently fast asleep ; so he climbed
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up to the second story, and, having contrived to unfasten a
window, made his way in. "With soft, cat-like footsteps he
crept downstairs, and, looking into one of the rooms, saw
Sanza and his wife sleeping on the mats, with their little

son Kosanza, a hoy of thirteen, curled up in his quUt
between them. The light in the night-lamp was at its last

flicker, but, peering through the gloom, he could just see the
Prince's famous Muramasa sword lying on a sword-rack in

the raised part of the room ; so he crawled stealthily along

until he could reach it, and stuck it in his girdle. Then,
drawing near to Sanza, he bestrode his sleeping body, and,

brandishing the sword, made a thrust at his throat ; but in

his excitement his hand shook, so that he missed his aim,

and only scratched Sanza, who, waking with a start and
trying to jump up, felt himself held down by a man standing

over him. Stretching out his hands, he would have wrestled

with his enemy ; when Banzay^mon, leaping back, kicked over

the night-lamp, and throwing open the shutters, dashed into

the garden. Snatching up his sword, Sanza rushed out after

him ; and his wife, having lit a lantern and armed herself with

a halberd,^ went out, with her son Kosanza, who carried a

drawn dirk, to help her husband. Then Banzay^mon, who was
hiding in the shadow of a large pine-tree, seeing the lantern

and dreading detection, seized a stone and hurled it at the

Ught, and, chancing to strike it, put it out, and then scram-

bling over the fence unseen, fled into the darkness. "When
Sanza had searched all over the garden in vain, he returned

to his room and examined his wound, which proving very

slight, he began to look about to see whether the thief had
carried off anything ; but when his eye fell upon the place

where the Muramasa sword had lain, he saw that it was gone.

He hunted everywhere, but it was not to be found. The
precious blade with which his Prince had entrusted him had

1 The halberd is the special arm of the Japanese woman of gentle blood.

That which was used by Kasa Gozen, one of the ladies of Yoshitsune, the hero

of the twelfth century, is still preserved at Asaiusa. In old-fashioned families

young ladies are regularly instructed in fencing with the halbords.

O
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been stolen, and the blame would fall heavily upon him.

Filled with grief and shame at the loss, Sanza and his wife

and child remained in great anxiety until the morning broke,

when he reported the matter to one of the Prince's council-

lors, and waited in seclusion until he should receive his

lord's commands.
It soon became known that Banzayemon, who had fled the

province, was the thief; and the councillors made their report

accordingly to the Prince, who, although he expressed his

detestation of the mean action of Banzayemon, could not

absolve Sanza from blame, in that he had not taken better

precautions to insure the safety of the sword that had been

committed to his trust. It was decided, therefore, that Sanza
should be dismissed from his service, and that his goods

should be confiscated; with the proviso that should he be
able to find Banzayemon, and recover the lost Muramasa blade,

he should be restored to his former position. Sanza, who
from the first had made up his miad that his punishment
would be severe, accepted the decree without a murmur

;

and, having committed his wife and son to the care of his

relations, prepared to leave the country as a Eonin and search

for Banzayemon.
Before starting, however, he thought that he would go to

his brother-of6.cer, Takagi Umanojd, and consult with him
as to what course he should pursue to gain his end. But this

Umanoj6, who was by nature a churlish fellow, answered him
unkindly, and said

—

" It is true that Banzayemon is a mean thief; but still it was
through your carelessness that the sword was lost. It is of
no avail youi coming to me for help : you must get it back
as best you may."
"Ah!" repHed Sanza, "I see that you too bear me a

grudge because I defeated you in the matter of the judgment
of the sword. You are no better than Banzayemon yourself."
And his heart was bittei against his fellow-men, and he

left the house determined to kill Umanoj6 first and afterwards
to track out Banzayemon ; so, pretending to start on his jour-
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ney, he hid in an inn, and waited for an opportunity to attack

Umanojo.
One day Unianoj6, who was very fond of fishing, had taken

his son Umanosuk6, a lad of sixteen, down to the sea-shore

with him ; and as the two were enjoying themselves, all of a
sudden they perceived a Samurai running towards them, and
when he drew near they saw that it was Sanza. Umanojo,
thinking that Sanza had come hack in order to talk over

some important matter, left his angling and went to meet
him. Then Sanza cried out

—

'' Now, Sir Umanojo, draw and defend yourself. What

!

were you in league with Banzay^mon to vent your spite

upon me? Draw, sir, draw! You have spirited away
your accomplice; but, at any rate, you are here yourself,

and shall answer for your deed. It is no use playing the

innocent; your astonished face shall not save you. Defend
yourself, coward and traitor!" and with these words Sanza
flourished his naked sword.

"Nay, Sir Sanza," replied the other, anxious by a soft

answer to turn away his wrath ;•
" I am innocent of this deed.

Waste not your valour on so poor a cause."
" Lying knave !

" said Sanza ;
" think not that you can im-

pose upon me. I know your treacherous heart ;" and, rushing

upon Umanojo, he cut him on the forehead so that he fell in

agony upon the sand.

Umanosuk^ in the meanwhile, who had been fishing at some
distance from his father, rushed up when he saw him in this

perilous situation and threw a stone at Sanza, hoping to dis-

tract his attention ; but, before he could reach the spot, Sanza

had delivered the death-blow, and Umanoj6 lay a corpse

upon the beach.

"Stop, Sir Sanza—murderer of my father!" cried Uinano-

suk4, drawing his sword, " stop and do battle with me, that I

may avenge his death."
" That you should wish to slay your father's enemy," re-

plied Sanza, " is but right and proper ; and although I had

just cause of quarrel with your father, and killed him, as a

g2
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Samurai should, yet would 1 gladly forfeit my life to you
here; but my life is precious to me for one purpose—that 1

may punish Banzayemon and get back the stolen sword.

When I shall have restored that sword to my lord, then

will I give you your revenge, and you may kill me. A
soldier's word is truth ; but, as a pledge that I will fulfil my
promise, I will give to you, as hostages, my wife and boy.

Stay your avenging hand, I pray you, until my desire shall

have been attained."

Umanosuk^ who was a brave and honest youth, as famous
in the clan for the goodness of his heart as for his skill in the

use of arms, when he heard Sauza's humble petition, relented,

and said

—

"I agree to wait, and will take your wife and boy as

hostages for your return."

" I humbly thank you," said Sanza. " When I shall have
chastised Banzaydmon, I will return, and you shall claim your
revenge."

So Sanza went his way to Yedo to seek for Banzayemon,
and Umanosuk^ mourned over his father's grave.

Now Banzaydmon, when he arrived in Yedo, found himself
friendless and without the means of earning his living, when
by accident he heard of the fame of Chobei of Bandzuin, the

chief of the Otokodatd, to whom he applied for assistance ; and
having entered the fraternity, supported himself by giving
fencing-lessons. He had been plying this trade for some
time, and had earned some little reputation, when Sanza
reached the city and began his search for him. But the days
and months passed away, and, after a year's fruitless seeking,

Sanza, who had spent all his money without obtaining a clue

to the whereabouts of his enemy, was sorely perplexed, and
was driven to live by his wits as a fortune-teller. Work as

he would, it was a hard matter for him to gain the price of

his daily food, and, in spite of all his pains, his revenge
seemed as far off as ever, when he bethought him that the
Yoshiwara was one of the most bustling places in the city,

and that if he kept watch there, sooner or later he would
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be sure to fall in with Banzay^mon. So he bought a hat of

plaited bamboo, that completely covered his face, and lay
in wait at the Yoshiwara.

One day Banzay^mon and two of Ch6bei's apprentices

T6ken Gombei and Shirobei, who, from his wild and indocile

nature, was surnamed "the Colt," were amusing themselves
and drinking in an upper story of a tea-house in the Yoshi-

wara, when Token Gombei, happening to look down upon the

street below, saw a Samurai pass by, poorly clad in worn-out
old clothes, but whose poverty-stricken appearance contrasted

with his proud and haughty bearing.

"Look there!" said Gombei, calling the attention of the

others ; " look at that Samurai. Dirty and ragged as his

coat is, how easy it is to see that he is of noble birth ! Let us

wardsmen dress ourselves up in never so fine clothes, we
could not look as he does."

" Ay," said Shirobei, " I wish we could make friends with

him, and ask him up here to drink a cup of wine with us.

However, it would not be seemly for us wardsmen to go

and invite a person of his condition."

"We. can easily get over that difficulty," said Banzayemon.

"As I am a Samurai myself, there wlU be no impropriety in

my going and saying a few civil words to him, and bringing

him in."

The other two having joyfully accepted the offer, Ban-

zayemon ran downstairs, and went up to the strange Samurai

and saluted him, saying

—

" I pray you to wait a moment. Sir Samurai. My name is

Fuwa Banzayemon at your service. I am a E6nin, as I judge

from your appearance that you are yourselt I hope you will

not think me rude if I venture to ask you to honour me with

your friendship, and to come into this tea-house to drink a

cup of wine with me and two of my friends."

The strange Samurai, who was no other than Sanza,

looking at the speaker through the interstices of his deep

bamboo hat, and recognizing his enemy Banzayemon, gave

a start of surprise, and, uncovering his head, said sternly

—
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" Have you forgotten my face, Banzaydmoa ?

"

For a moment Banzay^mon was taken aback, but quickly

recovering himself, he replied, " Ah ! Sir Sanza, you may well

be angry with me ; but since I stole the Muramasa sword
and fled to Yedo I have known no peace: I have been
haunted by remorse for my crime. I shall not resist your
vengeance : do with me as it shall seem best to you ; or rather

take my Hfe, and let there be an end of this quarrel."
" Nay," answered Sanza, " to kill a man who repents him of

his sins is a base and ignoble action. When you stole from
me the Muramasa blade which had been confided to my care

by my lord, I became a disgraced and ruined man. Give me
back that sword, that I may lay it before my lord, and I will

spare your life. I seek to slay no man needlessly."
" Sir Sanza, I thank you for your mercy. At this moment I

have not the sword by me, but if you will go into yonder
tea-house and wait awhile, I will fetch it and deliver it into

your hands."

Sanza having consented to this, the two men entered the
tea-house, where Banzay^mon's two companions were waiting
for them. But Banzay^mon, ashamed of his own evil deed,
still pretended that Sanza was a stranger, and introduced
him as such, saying

—

"Come, Sir Samurai, since we have the honour of your
company, let me offer you a wine-cup."

Banzay^mon and the two men pressed the wine-cup upon
Sanza so often that the fumes gradually got into his head and
he fell asleep ; the two wardsmen, seeing this, went out for a
walk, and Banzay^mon, left alone with the sleeping man,
began to revolve fresh plots against him in his mind. On
a sudden, a thought struck him. Noiselessly seizing Sanza's
sword, which he had laid aside on entering the room, he stole
softly downstairs with it, and, carrying it into the back yard,
pounded and blunted its edge with a stone, and having made
it useless as a weapon, he replaced it in its scaibbard, and
running upstairs again laid it in its place without disturbing
Sanza, who, little suspecting treachery, lay sleeping off the
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effects of the wine. At last, however, he awoke, and, ashamed
at having been overcome hy drink, he said to Banzay^mon

—

" Come, Banzay&non, we have dallied too long
;
give me

the Muramasa sword, and let me go."
" Of course," replied the other, sneeringly, " I am longing

to give it hack to you ; but unfortunately, in my poverty, I

have been obliged to pawn it for fifty ounces of silver. If

you have so much money- about you, give it to me and I

will return the sword to you."

"Wretch!" cried Sanza, seeing that Banzay^mon was trying

to fool him, " have I not had enough of your vile tricks ? At
any rate, if I cannot get back the sword, your head shall be

kid before my lord in its place. Come, " added he, stamping

his foot impatiently, " defend yourself"
" With all my heart. But not here in this tea-house. Let

us go to the Mound, and fight it out."

" Agreed ! There is no need for us to bring trouble on the

landlord. Come to the Mound of the Yoshiwara."

So they went to the Mound, and drawing their swords,

began to fight furiously. As the news soon spread abroad

through the Yoshiwara that a duel was being fought upon the

Mound, the people flocked out to see the sight j and among

them came Token Gombei and Shirobei, Banzay^mon's com-

panions, who, when they saw that the combatants were their

own friend and the strange Samurai, tried to interfere and

stop the fight, but, being hindered by the thickness of the

crowd, remained as spectators. The two men fought des-

perately, each driven by fierce rage against the other; but

Sanza, who was by far the better fencer of the two, once,

twice,' and again dealt blows which should have cut Ban-

zay^mon down, and yet no blood came forth. Sanza, as-

tonished at this, put forth aU his strength, and fought so

skilfully, that all the bystanders applauded him, and Ban-

zay^mon though he knew his adversary's sword to be blunted,

was so terrified that he stumbled and feU. Sanza, brave

soldier that he was, scorned to strike a fallen foe, and bade

him rise and fight again. So they engaged again, and Sanziii,
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who from the beginning had had the advantage, slipped and
fell in his turn ; Banzay^mon, forgetting the mercy whicb
had been shown to him, rushed up, with bloodthirsty joy

glaring in his eyes, and stabbed Sanza in the side as he lay

on the ground. Faint as he was, he could not lift his hand
to save himself ; and his craven foe was about to strike him
again, when the bystanders all cried shame upon his baseness.

Then Gombei and Shirobei lifted up their voices and said

—

" Hold, coward ! Have you forgotten how your own life

was spared but a moment since ? Beast of a Samurai, we
have been your friends hitherto, but now behold in us the

avengers of this brave man."
With these words the two men drew their dirks, and the

spectators fell back as they rushed in upon Banzay^mon, who,
•terror-stricken by their fierce looks and words, fled without
having dealt the deathblow to Sanza. They tried to pursue
him, but he made good his escape, so the two men returned
to help the wounded man. When he came to himself by
dint of their kind treatment, they spoke to him and com-
forted him, and asked him what province he came from, thai
they might write to his friends and teU them what had
befallen him. Sanza, in a voice faint from pain and loss of
blood, told them his name and the story of the stolen

sword, and of his enmity against Banzay^mon. " But," said

he, "just now, when I was fighting, I struck Banzayemon
more than once, and without effect. How could that have
been ? " Then they looked at his sword, which had fallen

by his side, and saw that the edge was all broken away.
More than ever they felt indignant at the baseness of Banza-
y^mon's heart, and redoubled their kindness to Sanza ; but,

in spite of aU their efforts, he grew weaker and weaker,
until at last his breathing ceased altogether. So they buried
the corpse honourably in an adjoining temple, and wrote
to Sanza's wife and son, describing to them the manner
of his death.

Now when Sanza's wife, who had long been anxiously
expecting her husband's return, opened the letter and learned
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tlie cruel circumstances of Ms death, she and her son
Kosanza mourned bitterly over his loss. Then Kosanza, who
was now fourteen years old, said to his mother

—

" Take comfort, mother ; for T will go to Yedo and seek out
this Banzay^mon, my father's murderer, and I will surely

avenge his death. Now, therefore, make ready all that I

need for this journey."

And as they were consulting over the manner of their

revenge, Umanosuk4 the son of Umanojo, whom Sanza had
slain, having heard of the death of his father's enemy, came to

the house. But he came with no hostile intent. True, Sanza
had killed his father, but the widow and the orphan were
guiltless, and he bore them no ill-will ; on the contrary, he felt

that Banzay(5mon was then- oouimon enemy. It was he who
by his evil deeds had been the cause of all the mischief that

had arisen, and now again, by murdering Sanza, he had robbed

Umanosuk4 of his revenge. In this spirit he said to Kosanza

—

"Sir Kosanza, I hear that your father has been cruelly

murdered by Banzay^mon at Yedo. I know that you will

avenge the death of your father, as the son of a soldier

should : if, therefore, you will accept my poor services, I will

be your second, and will help you to the best of my ability.

Banzay^mon shall be my enemy, as he is yours."

" Nay, Sir.TJmanosuk^ although I thank you from my heart,

I cannot accept this favour at your hands. My father Sanza

slew your noble father: that you should requite this mis-

fortune thus is more than kind, but I cannot think of

suffering you to risk your life on my behalf"
" Listen to me," replied Umanosuk^ smiling, " and you will

think it less strange that I should offer to help you. Last

year, when my father lay a bleeding corpse on the sea-shore,

your father made a covenant with me that he would return

to give me my revenge, so soon as he should have regained

the stolen sword. Banzay^mon, by murdering him on the

Mound of the Yoshiwara, has thwarted me in this ; and now

upon whom can I avenge my father's death but upon him

whose baseness was indeed its cause ? Now, therefore, I am
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determined to go with you to Yedo, and not before the

murders of our two fathers shall have been fully atoned for

will we return to our own country."

"When Kosanza heard this generous speech, he could not
conceal his admiration ; and the widow, prostrating herself at

Umanosuk^'s feet, shed tears of gratitude.

The two youths, having agreed to stand by one another, made
all ready for their journey, and obtained leave from their

prince to go in search of the traitor Banzay^mon. They
reached Yedo without meeting with any adventures, and,

taking up their abode at a cheap inn, began to make their

inquiries ; but, although they sought far and wide, they could
learn no tidings of their enemy. When three months had
passed thus, Kosanza began to grow faint-hearted at their

repeated failures ; but Umanosuk6 supported and comforted
him, urging him to fresh efforts. But soon a great misfor-

tune befell them : Kosanza fell sick with ophthalmia, and
neither the tender nursing of his friend, nor the drugs and
doctors upon whom Umanosuk^ spent aU their money, had
any effect on the suffering boy, who soon became stone bHnd.
Friendless and penniless, the one deprived of his eyesight and
only a clog upon the other, the two youths were thrown upon
their own resources. Then Umanosuk^, reduced to the last

extremity of distress, was forced to lead out Kosanza to Asa-
kusa to beg sitting by the roadside, whilst he himself, wander-
ing hither and thither, picked up what he could from the
charity of those who saw his wretched plight. But all this
while he never lost sight of his revenge, and almost thanked
the chance which had made him a beggar, for the opportunity
which it gave him of hunting out strange and hidden haunts
of vagabond life into which in his more prosperous condition
he could not have penetrated. So he walked to and fro

through the city, leaning on a stout staff, in which he had
hidden his sword, waiting patiently for fortune to bring him
face to face with Banzay^mon.
Now Banzay^mon, after he had kiUed Sanza on the Mound

of the Yoshiwara, did not dare to show his face again in the
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house of Chobei, the Pather of the Otokodat^ ; for he knew that

the two men, Token Gombei and Shirobei " the loose Colt,"

would not only bear an evil report of him, but would even

kill him if he fell into their hands, so gi-eat had been their

indignation at his cowardly conduct ; so he entered a company
of mountebanks, and earned his Kving by showing tricks of

swordsmanship, and selling tooth-powder at the Okuyama, at

Asakusa.^ One day, as he was going towards Asakusa to p]y
his trade, he caught sight of a blind beggar, in whom, in spite

of his poverty-stricken and altered appearance, he recognized

the son of his enemy. Eightly he judged that, in spite of

the boy's apparently helpless condition, the discovery boded

no weal for him ; so mounting to the upper story of a tea-

house hard by, he watched to see who should come to Ko-
sanza's assistance. Nor had he to wait long, for presently he

saw a second beggar come up and speak words of encourage-

ment and kindness to the bliad youth ; and looking attentively^

he saw that the new-comer was TJmanosuk^ Having thus

discovered who was on his track, he went home and sought

means of killing the two beggars ; so he lay in wait and

traced them to the poor hut where they, dwelt, and one nighty

when he knew Umanosuk^ to be absent, he crept m. Kosanza,

being blind, thought that the footsteps were those of Umano-

suke, and jumped up to welcome him ; but he, in his heartless

cruelty, which not even the boy's piteous state could move,

slew Kosanza as he helplessly stretched out his hands to

feel for his friend. The deed was yet unfinished when Umano-

suk^ returned, and, hearing a scuffle inside the hut, drew the

sword which was hidden in his staff and rushed in ; but

Banzayemon, profiting by the darkness, eluded him and fled

from the hut. Umanosukd followed swiftly after him ; butjust

as he was on the point of catching him, Banzayemon, making

a sweep backwards with his drawn sword, wounded Uma-

nosukd in the thigh, so that he stumbled and fell, and the

murderer, swift of foot, made good his escape. The -pounded

youth tried to pursue him again, but being compelled by the

1 See Note at end of story.
'
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pain of his wound to desist, returned home and found his

blind companion lying dead, weltering in his own blood.

Cursing his unhappy fate, he called in the beggars of the

fraternity to which he belonged, and between them they

buried Kosanza, and he himself being too poor to procure a

surgeon's aid, or to buy healing medicaments for his wound,
became a cripple.

It was at this time that Shirai Gompachi, who was living

under the protection of Ch6bei, the Father of the Otokodatd,

was in love with Komurasaki, the beautiful courtesan who
lived at the sign of the Three Sea-shores, in the Yoshiwara.

He had long exhausted the scanty supplies which he possessed,

and was now in the habit of feeding his purse by murder
and robbery, that he might have meaos to pursue his wild

and extravagant life. One night, when he was out on his

cut-throat business, his fellows, who had long suspected that

he was after no good, sent one of their number, named Seibei,

to watch him. Gompachi, little dreaming that any one was
following him, swaggered along the street until he fell in with
a wardsman, whom he cut down and robbed ; but the booty
proving small, he waited for a second chance, and, seeing a
light moving in the distance, hid himself in the shadow of a

large tub for catching rain-water till the bearer of the lantern

should come up. When the man drew near, Gompachi saw
that he was dressed as a traveller, and wore a long dirk ; so he
sprung out from his lurking-place and made to kill him ; but
the traveller nimbly jumped on one side, and proved no mean
adversary, for he drew his dirk and fought stoutly for his

life. However, he was no match for so skilful a swordsman
as Gompachi, who, after a sharp struggle, despatched him, and
carried off his purse, which contained two hundred riyos.

Overjoyed at having found so rich a prize, Gompachi was
making off for the Yoshiwara, when Seibei, who, horror-

stricken, had seen both murders, came up and began to

upbraid ,him for his wickedness. But Gompachi was so

smooth-spoken and so well liked by his comrades, that he
easily ipersuaded Seibei to hush the matter up, and accom-
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pany him to the Yoshiwara for a little diversion. As they

were talting by the way, Seibei said to Gompachi

—

"I bought a new dirk the other day, but I have not

had an opportunity to trj' it yet. You have had so much
experience in swords that you ought to be a good judge.

Pray look at this dirk, and tell me whether you think it

good for anything."

"We'll soon see what sort of metal it is made of,"

answered Gompachi. " We'll just try it on the first beggar

we come across."

At first Seibei was horrified by this cruel proposal, but

by degrees he yielded to his companion's persuasions; and

so they went on their way until Seibei spied out a crippled

beggar lying asleep on the bank outside the Yoshiwara.

The sound of their footsteps aroused the beggar, who
seeing a Samurai and a wardsman pointing at him, and

evidently speaking about him, thought that their consul-

tation could bode him no good. So he pretended to be

still asleep, watching them carefully all the while; and

when Seibei went up to him, brandishing his dirk, the

beggar, avoiding the blow, seized Seibei's arm, and twisting

it round, flung him into the ditch below. Gompachi, seeing

his companion's discomfiture, attacked the beggar, who,

drawing a sword from his staff, made such lightning-swift

passes that, crippled though he was, and unable to move

his legs freely, Gompachi could not overpower him; and

although Seibei crawled out of the ditch and came to his

assistance, the beggar, nothing daunted, dealt his blows abdut

him to such good purpose that he wounded Seibei in the

temple and arm. Then Gompachi, reflecting that after all

he had no quarrel with the beggar, and that he had better

attend to Seibei's wounds than go on fighting to no purpose,

drew Seibei away, leaving the beggar, who w;as too lame

to follow them, in peace. When he examined Seibei's

wounds, he found that they were so severe that they must

give up their night's frolic and go home. So they went,

back to the house of Gh6bei, the JTather of the Otokodati
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and Seibei, afraid to show himself with his sword-cuts,

feigned sickness, and went to bed. On the following morn-
ing Chohei, happening to need his apprentice ISeibei's

services, sent for him, and was told that he was sick; so

he went to the room, where he lay abed, and, to his astonish-

ment, saw the cut upon his temple., At first the wounded
man refused to answer any questions as to how he had been
hurt; but at last, on being pressed by Chobei, he told the

whole story of what had taken place the night before.

When Ch6bei heard the tale, he guessed that the valiant

beggar must be some noble Samurai in disguise, who,
having a wrong to avenge, was biding his time to meet
with his enemy; and wishing to help so brave a man, he
went in the evening, with his two faithful apprentices, Token
Gombei and Shirobei "the loose Colt," to the bank outside

the Yoshiwara to seek out the beggar. The latter, not one
whit frightened by the adventure of the previous night, had
taken his place as usual, and was lying on the bank, when
Ch6bei came up to him, and said

—

" Sir, I am Ch6bei, the chief of the Otokodatd, at your
service. I have learnt with deep regret that two of my
men insulted and attacked you last night. However, happily,

even Gompachi, famous swordsman though he be, was no
match for you, and had to beat a retreat before you. I know,
therefore, that you must be a noble Samurai, who by some
ill chance have become a cripple and a beggar. Now, there-

fore, I pray you tell me all your story ; for, humble wardsman
as I am, I may be able to assist you, if you -will condescend
to allow me."

The cripple at first tried to shun Ch6bei's questions ; but
at last, touched by the honesty and kindness of his speech,
he replied

—

"Sir, my name is Takagi TJmanosuk^ and I am a native of

Yamato;" and then he went on to narrate all the mis-
fortunes which the wickedness of Banzay^mon had brought
about.

"This is indeed a strange story,'' said Chobei svho had
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listened with indignation. " This Banzay^mon, before I knew
the blackness of his heart, was once under my protection.

But after he murdered Sanza, hard by here, he was pursued
by these two apprentices of mine, and since that day he has

been no more to my house."

When he had introduced the two apprentices to Umano-
suk6, Chobei pulled forth a suit of silk clothes befitting a

gentleman, and having made the crippled youth lay aside his

beggar's raiment, led him to a bath, and had his hair dressed.

Then he bade T6ken Gombei lodge him and take charge of

him, and, having sent for a famous physician, caused Umano-
suk4 to undergo careful treatment for the wound in his thigh.

In the course of two months the pain had almost disap-

peared, so that he could stand easily; and when, after

another month, he could walk about a little, Gh6bei re-

moved him to his own house, pretending to his wife and

apprentices that he was one of his own' relations who had

come on a visit to him.

After a while, when Umanosuk^ had become quite cured, he

went one day to worship at a famous temple, and on his way
home after dark he was overtaken by a shower of rain, and

took shelter under the eaves of a house, in a part of the city-

called Yanagiwara, waiting for the sky to clear. Now it

happened that this same night Gompachi had gone out on

one of his bloody expeditions, to which his poverty and his

love for Komurasaki drove him in spite of himself, and,

seeing a Samurai standing in the gloom, he sprang upon him

before he had recognized Umanosuk^ whom he knew as a

friend of his patron Ghobei. Umanosukd drew and defended

himself, and soon contrived to slash Gompachi on the fore-

head; so that the latter, seeing himseK overmatched, fled

under the cover of the night. Umanosuk^, fearing to hurt

his recently healed wound, did not give chase, and went

q-uietly back to Chobei's house. When Gompachi returned

home, he hatched a story to deceive Chobei as to the cause of

the wound on his forehead. Ch6bei, however, haying over-

heard Umanosukd reproving Gompachi lor his wickedness,
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soon became aware of the truth ; and not caring to keep a

robber and murderer near him, gave Gompachi a present of

money, and bade him return to his house no more.

And now Chobei, seeing that Umanosuke had recovered

his strengt]], divided his apprentices into bands, to hunt out

Banzayemon, in order that the vendetta might be accom-

plished. - It soon was reported to him that Banzayemon was
earning his living among the mountebanks of Asakusa; so

Chobei communicated this intelligence to Umanosuki^, who
made his preparations accordingly; and on the following

morning the two went to Asakusa, where Banzaydmon was
astonishing a crowd of country boors by exhibiting tricks

with his sword.

Then Umanosuk6, striding through the gaping rabble,

shouted out

—

" False, murderous coward, your day has come ! I,

Umanosuk^, the son of Umanojfi, have come to demand
vengeance for the death of three innocent men who have
perished by your treachery. If you are a man, defend
yourself. This day shall your soul see hell

!

"

With these words he rushed furiously upon Banzaydmon,
who, seeing escape to be impossible, stood upon his guard.

But his coward's heart quailed before the avenger, and he
soon lay bleeding at his enemy's feet.

But who shall say how Umanosukd thanked ChSbei for

his assistance; or how, when he had returned to his own
country, he treasured up his gratitude in his heart, looking
upon Ch6bei as more than a second father ?

Thus did Chobei use his power to punish the wicked,
and to reward the good—giving of his abundance to the

poor, and succouring the unfortunate, so that his name
was honoured far and near. It remains only to record the
tragical manner of his death.

We have already told how my lord Midzuno Jiurozaydmon,
the chief of the associated nobles, had been foiled in his

attempts to bring shame upon Ch6bei, the Father of the
Otokodat^ ; and how, on the contrary, the latter, by liis ready
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wit, never failed to make the proud noble's weapons recoil

upon him. The failure of these attempts rankled in the

breast of Jiurozay6mon, who hated ChSbei with an intense

hatred, and sought to be revenged upon him. One day he

sent a retainer to Chobei's house with a message to the effect

that on the following day my lord Jiurozayemon would be

glad to see Chobei at his house, and to offer him a cup of

wine, in return for the cold maccaroni with which his

lordship had been feasted some time since. Ch6bei im-

mediately suspected that in sending this friendly summons
the cunning noble was hiding a dagger in a smile ; however,

he knew that if he stayed away out of fear he would be

branded as a coward, and made a laughing-stock for fools to

jeer at. Kot caring that Jiurozayemon should succeed in

his desire to put him to shame, he sent for his favourite

apprentice, Token Gombei, and said to him

—

"I have been invited to a drinkiag-bout by Midzuno
Jiurozayemon. I know full well that this is but a stratagem

to requite me for having fooled him, and maybe his hatred

will go the length of killing me. However, I shall go and

take my chance ; and if I detect any sign of foul play, I'U try

to serve the world by ridding it of a tyrant, who passes his

life in oppressing the helpless farmers and wardsmen. Now
as, even if I succeed in killing him in his own house, my life

must pay forfeit for the deed, do you come to-morrow night

with a burying-tub,^ and fetch my corpse from this Jiuro-

zay^mon's house."

Token Gombei, when he heurd the " Father " speak thus,

was horrified, and tried to dissuade him from obeying the

' The lowest classes in Japan are biu-ied iu a squatting position, in a sort of

barreL One would have expected a person of Chdbei's condition and means

to have ordered a square box. It is a mistake to suppose the burning of the

dead to be universal in Japan : only about thirty percent, of the lower classes,

chiefly belonging to the Mont6 sect of Buddhism", are burnt. The rich and noble

are buried in several square coffins, one inside the other, in a sitting position ;

and their bodies are partially preserved from decay by filling the nose, ears,

and mouth with vermilion. In the case of the very wealthy, the coffin is

completely filled in with vermilion. The family of the Princes of Mito, and

some other nobles, bury their dead in a recumbent position.

H
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invitation. But Chobei's mind was fixed, and, without

heeding Gombei's remonstrances, he proceeded to give in-

structions as to the disposal of his property after his death,

and to settle all his earthly affairs.

On the following day, towards noon, he made ready to go

to Jiurozayemon's house, bidding one of his apprentices pre-

cede him with a complimentary present.^ Jiurozaydmon, who
was waiting with impatience for Ch6bei to come, so soon as

he heard of his arrival ordered his retainers to usher him
into his presence ; and Ch6bei, having bade his apprentices

without fail to come and fetch him that night, went into the

house.

No sooner had he reached the room next to that in which
Jiurozay^mon was sitting than he saw that his suspicions of

treachery were well founded ; for two men with drawn swords
rushed upon him, and tried to cut him down. Deftly avoid-

ing their blows, however, he tripped up the one, and kicking
the other in the ribs, sent him reeling and breathless against

the wall ; then, as calmly as if nothing had happened, he
presented himself before Jiurozay^mon, -^yio, peeping through
a chink in the sliding-doors, had watched his retainers'

failure.

" Welcome, welcome. Master Chobei," said he. " I always
had heard that you were a man of mettle, and I wanted to

see what stuff you were made of; so I bade my retainers put
your courage to the test. That was a masterly throw of

yours. Well, you must excuse this churlish reception : come
andi sit down by me."

" Pray do not mention it, my lord," said Ch6bei, smiling
rather scornfully. " I know that my poor skill is not to be
measured with that of a noble Samurai; and if these two
good gentlemen had the worst of it just now, it was mere
luck—that's all."

So, after the usual compliments had been exchanged,
Ohobei sat down by Jiurozayemon, and the attendants

1 It is customary, on the occasion of a first visit to a house to carry a present
to the owner, who gives something of equal value on returning the visit.
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brought in wine and condiments. Before they begaii to

drink, however, Jiurozayemon said

—

"You must be tired and exhausted with your walk this

hot day, Master Ch6bei. I thought that perhaps a bath

might refresh you, so I ordered my men to get it ready for

you. Would you not like to bathe and make yourself com-
fortable?"

Chobei suspected that this was a trick to strip him, and

take him unawares when he should have laid aside hi-s dirk.

However, he answered cheerfully

—

" Your lordship is very good. I shall be glad to avail my-
self of your kind offer. Pray excuse me for a few moments."

So he went to the bath-room, and, leaving his clothes out-

side, he got into the bath, with the full conviction that it

would be the place of his death. Yet he never trembled nor

quailed, determined that, if he needs must die, no man
should say he had been a coward. Then Jiurozayemon, call-

ing to his attendants, said

—

" Quick ! lock the door of the bath-room ! We hold him
fast now. If he gets out, more than one life will pay the

price of hLs. He's a match for any six of you in fair fight.

Lock the door, I say, and light up the fire under the bath ;i

and we'll boil him to death, and be rid of him. Quick,

men, quick
!"

So they locked the door, and fed the fire until the water

hissed and bubbled within ; and Ch6bei, in bis agony, tried

to burst open the door, but Jiurozayemon ordered his men to

thrust their spears through the partition wall and despatch

him. Two of the spears Chobei clutched and broke short off;

but at last he was struck by a mortal blow under the ribs,

and died a brave man by the hands of cowards.

That evening Token Gombei, who, to the astonishment of

1 This sort of bath, in which the water is heated by the fire of a fumacp,

which is lighted from outside, is called Goyemon-buro, or Goyimon's bath, after

a notorious robber named Goyemon, who attempted the life of Taiko Kama,

the famous general and ruler of the sixteenth century, and suffered for hii

crimes by being boiled to death in oiL—a form of execution which is ns;r

obsolete.

h2
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Chobei's wife, had bought a burying-tub, came, with seven

other apprentices, to fetch the Father of the Otokodat^ from
Jiurozay^mon's house ; and when the retainers saw them,

they mocked at them, and said

—

" What, have yon dome to fetch your drunken master home
in a litter ?

"

" Nay," answered Gombei, " but we have brought a coffin

for his dead body, as he bade us."

When the retainers • heard this, they marvelled at the
courage of Chobei, who liad thus wittingly come to meet his

fate. So Chobei's . corpse was placed in the burying-tub, and
handed over to his apprentices, who swore to avenge Ms
death. Far and wide, the poor and friendless mourned for

this good man. His son Ch6matsu inherited his property

;

and his wife remained a faithful widow until her dying day,
praying that she might sit with him iu paradise upon the
cup of the same lotus-flower.

Many a time did the apprentices of Ch6bei meet together
to avenge him; but Jiurozayemon eluded all their efforts,

until, having been imprisoned by the Government in the
temple called Kanyeiji, at Uyeno, as is related in the stoiy
of "Kazuma's Eevenge," he was placed beyond the reach
of their hatred.

So lived and so died Chobei of Bandzuin, the Father of the
Otokodat^ of Yedo.

NOTE ON ASAKUSA.

Translated from a native book called the " Yedo HanjtU,'' or Guide to
the prosperous City of Yedo, and other sources.

AsAKUSA is the most bustling place in all Yedo. It is famous
for the Temple Sens6ji, on the hill of Kinriu, or tho Golden
Dragon, which from morning till night is thronged with visitors,

rich and poor, old and young, flocking in sleeve to sleeve. The
origin of the temple was as follows : —In the days of the Emperor
Suiko, who reigned in the thirteenth century a.d., a certain noble,
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named Hashi no Nakatomo, fell into disgrace and left the Court
;

and having become a E6nin, or masterless man, he took up his

abode on the Golden Dragon Hill, with two retainers, being

brothers, named Hinokuma Hamanari and Hinokuma Tak6nari.

These three men being reduced to great straits, and without means
of earning their living, became fishermen. Now it happened that

on the 6th day of the 3rd month of the 36th year of the reign of

the Emperor Suiko (a.d. 1241), they went down in the morning to

the Asakusa Eiver to ply their trade ; and having cast their nets

took no fish, but at every throw they pulled up a figure of the

Buddhist god Kwannon, wliich they threw into the river again.

They sculled their boat away to another spot, but the same luck

followed them, and nothing came to their nets save the figure of

Kwannon. Struck by the miracle, they carried home the image,

and, after fervent prayer, built a temple on the Golden Dragon Hill,

in which they enshrined it. The temple thus founded was enriched

by the benefactions of wealthy and pious persons, whose care raised

its buUdings to the dignity of the first temple in Yedo. Tradition

says that the figure of Kwannon which was fished up in the net was

one inch and eight-tenths in height.

The main hall of the temple is sixty feet square, and is adorned

with much curious workmanship of gilding and of silvering, so

that no place can be more excellently beautiful. There are two

gates in front of it. The first is called the Gate of the Spirits of

the Wind and of the Thunder, and is adorned with figures of those

two gods. The Wind-god, whose likeness is that of a devil, carries

the wind-bag ; and the Thunder-god, who is also shaped like a devil,

carries a drum and a drumstick.^ The second gate is called the

Gate of the gods M6, or the Two Princes, whose colossal statues,

painted red, and hideous to look upon, stand on either side of it.

Between the gates is an approach four hundred yards in length,

which is occupied by the stalls of hucksters, who sell toys and

trifles for women and children, and by foul and loathsome beggars.

Passing through the gate of the gods M6, the main hall of the

temple strikes the eye. Countless niches and shrines of the gods

stand outside it, and an old woman earns her livelihood at a tank

filled with water, to which the votaries of the gods come and wash

themselves that they may pray with clean hands. Inside are the

' This gate was destroyed by fire a few years since,
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images of the gods, lanterns, incense-burners, candlesticks, a huge
money-box, into which the offerings of the pious are thrown,

and votive tablets ^ representing the famous gods and goddesses,

heroes and heroines, of old. Behind the chief building is a broad

space called the okuyama, where young and pretty waitresses, well

dressed and painted, invite the weary pilgrims and holiday-makers

to refresh themselves with tea and sweetmeats. Here, too, are all

sorts of sights to be seen, such as wild heasts, performing monkeys,
automata, conjurers, wooden and paper figures, which take the place

of the waxworks of the West, acrobats, and jesters for the amuse-

ment of women and children. Altogether it is a lively and a

joyous scene ; there is not its equal in the city.

At Asakusa, as indeed all over Yedo, are to be found fortune-

tellers, who prey upon the folly of the superstitious. With a
treatise on physiognomy laid on a desk before them, they call out to

this man that he has an ill-omened forehead, and to that man that the

space between his nose and his lips is unlucky. Their tongues wag
like flowing water until the passers-by are attracted to their stalls.

If the seer finds a customer, he closes his eyes, and, lifting the

divining-sticks reverently to his forehead, mutters incantations

between his teeth. Then, suddenly parting the sticks in two
bundles, he prophesies good or evil, according to the number in

each. With a magnifying-glass he examines his dupe's face and the
palms of his hands. By the fashion of his clothes and his general

manner the prophet sees whether he is a countryman or from the

city. " I am afraid, sir," says he, " you have not been altogether

fortunate in life, but I foresee that great luck a^vaits you in two or

three months ; " or, like a clumsy doctor who makes his diagnosis

according to his patient's fancies, if he sees his customer frowning
and anxious, he adds, "Alas ! in seven or eight months you must
beware of great misfortune. But I cannot tell you all about it for a

' Su' Rutherford Alcock, in his book upon Japan, states that the portraits
of the most famous courtesans of Yedo are yearly hung up in the temple at
Asakusa. No such pictures are to be seen now, and no Japanese of whom I

have made inquiries nave heard of such a custom. The priests of the temple
deny that their fane was ever so polluted, and it is probable that the state-

ment is but one of the many strange mistakes into which an imperfect know-
lodge of the language led the earlier travellers in Japan. In spite of all that
has been said by persons who have had no opportunity of associating and
exchanging ideas with the educated men of Japan, 1 maintain that in no
rountry is the public harlot more abhorred and looked down upon.
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slight fee :
" witli a long sigli he lays down the divining-sticks on

the desk, and the frightened boor pays a further fee to hear the
sum of the misfortune which threatens him, until, with three feet

of bamhoo slips and three inches of tongue, the clever rascal has
made the poor fool turn his purse inside out.

The class of diviners called Ichiho profess to give tidings of"the
dead, or of those who have gone to distant countries. The IcfiBco

exactly corresponds to the spirit medium of the West. The trade

is followed by women, of from fifteen or sixteen to some fifty years

of age, who walk about the streets, carrying on their backs a

divining-box about a foot square ; they have no shop or stall, but
wander about, and are invited into their customers' houses. The
ceremony of divination is very simple. A porcelain bowl filled

with water is placed upon a tray, and the customer, having -written

the name of the person with whom be wishes to hold communion
on a long slip of paper, rolls it into a spiU, which he dips into the

water, and thrice sprinkles the Ichiko, or medium. She, resting her

elbow upon her divining-box, and leaning her head upon her hand,

mutters prayers and incantations until she has summoned the soul

of the dead or absent person, which takes possession of her, and
answers questions through her mouth. The prophecies which the

Ichiko utters during her trance are held in high esteem by the

superstitious and vulgar.

Hard by Asakusa is the theatre street. The theatres are called

ShibOr-i,^ " turf places," from the fact that the first theatrical per-

formances were held on a turf plot. The origin of the drama in

Japan, as elsewhere, was religious. In the reign of the Emperor
Heij6 (a.d. 805), there was a sudden volcanic depression of the

earth close by a pond called Saiusawa, or the Monkey's Marsh, at

Ifara, in the province of Tamato, and a poisonous smoke issuing

from the cavity struck down with sickness all those who came

within its baneful influence; so the people brought quantities of

firewood, which they burnt in order that the poisonous vapour might

be dispelled. The fire, being the male influence, would assimUato

with and act as an antidote upon the mephitic smoke, which was a

1 In Dr. Hepburn's Dictionary of the Japanese language, the C!hinese

characters given for the word SMba-i are cM chcmg (keiti chcmg, Morrison's

Dictionary), "theatrical arena." The characters which are usually written,

and which are etymologically correct, are cMh chii (che keu, Morrison), " the

place of plants or turf-plot."
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female influence.! Besides this, as a further charm to exorcise the

portent, the dance called SamhasS, which is still performed as

a prelude to theatrical exhibitions by an actor dressed up as a

venerahle old man, emblematic of long life and felicity, was danced

on a plot of turf in front of the Temple Kofnkuji. By these means

the smoke was dispelled, and the drama was originated. The story

is to be found in the Zoku Nilwn Ki, or .supplementaTj history

of Japan.

Three centuries later, during the reign of the Emperor Toha
(ad. 1108), there lived a woman called Iso no Zenji, who is looked

upon as the mother of the Japanese drama. Her performances,

however, seem only to have consisted in dancing or posturing

dressed lip in the costume of the nobles of the Court, from which
fact her dance was called Otoko-mai, or the man's dance. Her name
is only worth mentioning on account of the respect in which her

memory is held by actors.

It was not until the year 1624 a.d. that a man named Saruwaka
Kanzahur6, at the command of the Shogun, opened the first

theatre in Yedo in the Nakabashi, or Middle Bridge Street, where
it remained until eight years later, when it was removed to the

!N'ingiy6, or Doll Street. The company of this theatre was formed
by two families named Miako and Ichimura, who did not long
enjoy their monopoly, for in the year 1644 we find a third family,

that of Yamamura, setting up a rival theatre in the Kobiki, or

Sawyer Street.

In the year 1651, the Asiatic prejudice in favour of keeping
persons of one calling in one place exhibited itself by the removal
of the play-houses to their present site, and the street was called the

Sarjwaka Street, after Saruwaka Kanzaburo, the founder of the
drama in Yedo.

Theatrical performances go on from six in the morning until six

in the evening. Just as the day is about to dawn in the east, the

sound of the drum is heard, and the dance SamLas6 is danced as a

prelude, and after this follow the dances of the famous actors oi

old ; these are called the extra performances {viaJd kiydgen).

The dance of Nakamura represents the demon Shudend6ji, an
ogre who was destroyed hy the hero Yorimitsu according to the

^ This refers to the Chinese doctrine of the Yang and Yin, the male and
fejpale influences pervading all creatioii,
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foUowing legend :—At the beginning of the eleventh century, when
Ichijo the Second was Emperor, lived the hero Yorimitsu. Now it

came to pass that in those days the people of Kiy6to were Borely
troubled by an evil spirit, whicb took up its abode near the Eashd
gate. One night, as Yorimitsu was making merry with his re-

tainbrs, he said, "Who dares go and defy the demon of theEasho
gate, and set up a token that he has been there ? " " That daro I,"
answered Tauna, who, having donned his coat of mailj mounted his
horse, and rode out through the dark bleak night to the Eash6 gate.
Having written his name upon the gate, he was about to turn home-
wards when his horse began to shiver with fear, and a huge hand
coming forth from the gate seized the back of the knight's helmet.
Tsuna, nothing daunted, struggled to get free, but in vain, so
drawing his sword he cut oif the demon's arm, and the spirit with
ft howl fled into the night. Eut Tsuna carried home the arm in'

triumph, and locked it up in a box. One night the demon, having
Taken the shape of Tsuna's aunt, came to him and said, " I pray
thee show me the arm of the fiend." Tsuna answered, "I have
shown it to no man, and yet to thee I will show it." So he brought
forth the box and opened it, when suddenly a black cloud shrouded
the figure of the supposed aunt, and the demon, having regained
its arm, disappeared. From that time forth the people were more
than ever troubled by the demon, who carried off to the hills all the
fairest virgins of Kiyfito, whom he ravished and ate, so that there

was scarce a beautijful damsel left in the city. Then was the
Emperor very sorrowful, and he commanded Yorimitsu to destroy

the monster; and the hero, having made ready, went forth with
four trusty knights and another great captain to search among the

hidden places of the mountains. One day as they were journeying
far from the haunts of men, they fell in with an old man, who,
having bidden them to enter his dwelling, treated them kindly, ar4
set before them wine to drink ; and when they went away, and took

their leave of him, he gave them a present of more wine to take

away with them. Now this old man was a mountain god. As they
went on their way they met a beautiful lady, who was washing
blood-stained clothes in the waters of the valley, weeping bitterly

the whUe. When they asked her why she shed tears, she answered,
" Sirs, I am a woman from Kiy6to, whom the demon has carried off

;

he makes me wash his clothes, and when he is weary of me, he will

IcilJ and eat nie. I pray your lordships to savp me," Thep the si^
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heroes bade the woman lead them to the ogre's cave, where a

hundred devils were mounting guard and waiting upon him. The

woman, having gone in first, told the fiend of their coming ; and

he, thinking to slay and eat them, called them to him ; so they

entered the cave, which reeked with the smell of the fl.esh and

blood of men, and they saw Shudend6ji, a huge monster with the

face of a little child. The six men ofiered him the wine which

they had received from the mountain god, and he, laughing in his

heart, drank and made merry, so that little by little the fumes of

the wine got into his head, and he fell asleep. The heroes, them-

selves feigning sleep, watched for a moment when the devils were

all off their guard to put on their armour and steal one by one into

the demon's chamber. Then Yorimitsu, seeing that all was still,

drew his sword, and cut off Shudend6ji's head, which sprung up
and bit at his head ; luckily, however, Yorimitsu had put on two
helmets, the one over the other, so he was not hurt. When all the

devils had been slain, the heroes and the woman returned to Ejy6to
carrying with them the head of Shudend6ji, which was laid before

the Emperor ; and the fame of their action was spread abroad

under heaven.

This Shudend6ji is the ogre represented in the Nakamura dance.

The lohimura dance represents the seven gods of wealth ; and
the Morita dance represents a large ape, and is emblematical of

drinking wine.

As soon as the sun begins to rise in the heaven, sign-boards

all glistening with paintings and gold are displayed, and the
play-goers flock in crowds to the theatre. The farmers and
country-folk hurry over their breakfast, and the women and
children, who have got up in the middle of the night to paint
and adorn themselves, come from all the points of the compass
to throng the gallery, which is hung with curtains as bright as

the rainbow in the departing clouds. The place soon becomes
so crowded that the heads of the spectators are like the scales

on a dragon's back. When the play begins, if the subject be
tragic the spectators are so affected that they weep till they
have to wring their sleeves dry. If the piece be comic they
laugh till their chins are out of joint. The tricks and strata-

gems of the drama baffle description, and the actors are as grace-
ful as the flight of the swallow. The triumph of persecuted virtue
and the punishment of wickedness invariably crown the story.
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When a favourite actor makes his appearance, his entry is hailed

with cheers. Fun and diversion are the order of the day, and
rich and poor alike forget the cares which they have left be-

hind them at home ; and yet it is not all idle amusement, for

there is a moral taught, and a practical sermon preached in every

play.

The subject* of the pieces are chiefly historical, feigned names
being substituted for those of the real heroes. Indeed, it is in

the popular tragedies that we must seek for an account of many
of the events of the last two hundred and fifty years ; for only

one very bald history^ of those times has been published, of which
but a limited number of copies were strack off from copper plates,

and its circulation was strictly forbidden by the Shogun's Govern-

'ment. The stories are rendered with great minuteness and detail,

so much so, that it sometimes takes a series of representations to

act out one piece in its entirety. The Japanese are far in advance

of the Chinese in their scenery and properties, and their pieces

are sometimes capitally got up : a revolving stage enables them
to shift from one scene to another with great rapidity. First-rate

actors receive as much as a thousand riyos (about £300) as their

yearly salary. This, however, is a high rate of pay, and many
a man has to strut before the public for little more than his daily

rice; to a clever young actor it is almost enough reward to be

allowed to enter a company in which there is a famous star. The

salary of the actor, however, may depend upon the success of

the theatre ; for dramatic exhibitions are often undertaken as specu-

lations by wealthy persons, who pay their company in proportion

to their own profit. Beside his regular pay, a popular Japanese

actor has a small mine of wealth in his patrons, who open their

purses freely for the privilege of frequenting the green-room. The
women's parts are all taken by men, as they used to' be with us in

ancient days. Touching the popularity of plays, it is related that

in the year 1833, when two actors called Band6 Shfika and Segawa

EokS, both famous players of women's parts, died at the same

time, the people of Yedo mourned to heaven and to earth ; and if

a million riyos could have brought back their lives, the money

would have been forthcoming. Thousands flocked to their funeral,

^ I allude to the Tai Hei Nem-piyS, or Annals of the Great Peace, a very

rare work, only two or three copies of whibh have found their way into the

libraries of foreigners.
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and the richness of their coffins and of the clothes laid upon them

was admired by all.

" When I heard this," says Terakado Seiken, the author of the

Yedo Hanjdhi, " I lifted my eyes to heaven and heaved a great

sigh. When, my friend SaitS Shimei, a learned and good man,

died, there was barely enough money to bury him ; his needy

pupils and friends subscribed to give him a humble coffin. Alas !

alas ! here was a teacher who from his youth up had honoured his

parents, and whose heart knew no guile : if his friends were in need,

he ministered to their wants ; he grudged no pains to teach his

fellow-men ; his goodwill and charity were beyond praise ; under

the blue sky and bright day he never did a shameful deed. His
merits were as those of the sages of old ; but because he lacked

the cunning of a fox or badger he received no patronage from the

"

wealthy, and, remaining poor to the day of his death, never had an
opportunity of making his worth known. Alas ! alas !

"

The drama is exclusively the amusement of the middle and lower
classes. Etiquette, sternest of tyrants, forbids the Japanese of high
rank to be seen at any public exhibition, wrestling-matches alone
excepted. Actors are, however, occasionally engaged to play in

private for the edification of my lord and his ladies ; and there is

a kind of classical opera, called Nd, which is performed on stages

specially built for the purpose in the palaces of the principal

nobles. These 'Rt represent the entertainments by which the
Sun Goddess was lured out of the cave in which she had hidden,
a fable said to be based upon an eclipse. In the reign of
the Emperor Yomei (a.u. 586—593), Hada Kawakatsu, a man
born in Japan, but of Chinese extraction, was commanded by the
Emperor to arrange an entertainment for the propitiation of the
gods and the prosperity of the country. Kawakatsu wrote thirty-

three plays, introducing fragments of Japanese poetry with accom-
paniments of musical instruments. Two performers, named Tak^ta
and Hattori, having especially distinguished themselves in these
entertainments, were ordered to prepare other similar plays, and
their productions remain to the present day. The pious intention
of the N6 being to pray for the prosperity of the country, they are
held in the highest esteem by the nobles of the Court, the Daimios,
and the military class : in old days they alone performed in these
plays, but now ordinary actors take part in them.

The No are played in sets. The fipst of the set is specially dedi-
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cated to the propitiation of the gods ; tlie second is performed in

full armour, and is designed to terrify evil spirits, and to insure

the punishment of malefactors ; the third is of a gentler intention,

and its special ohject is the representation of all that is beautiful

and fragrant and delightful. The performers wear hideous wigs and

masks, not unlike those of aicient Greece, and gorgeous brocade

dresses. The masks, which belong to what was the private

company of the Shogun, are many centuries old, and have

been carefully preserved as heirlooms from generation to gene-

ration ; being made of very thin wood lacquered over, and kept

each in a silken bag, they have been uninjured by the lapse of

time.

During the Duke of Edinburgh's stay in Yedo, this company

was engaged to give a performance in the Yashiki of the Prince of

Kishiu, which has the reputation of being the handsomest palace

in aU Yedo. So far as I know, such an exhibition had never before

been witnessed by foreigners, and it may be interesting to give an

account of it. .Opposite the principal reception-room, where his

Koyal Highness sat, and separated from it by a narrow courtyard,

was a covered stage, approached from the green-room by a long

gallery at an angle of forty-five degrees. Half a dozen musicians,

clpthed in dresses of ceremony, marched slowly down the gallery,

and, having squatted down on the stage, bowed gravely. The per-

formances then began. There was no scenery, nor stage appliances
;

the descriptions of the chorus or of the actors took their place.

The dialogue and choruses are given in a nasal recitative, accom-

panied by the mouth-organ, flute, drum, and other classical instru-

ments, and are utterly unintelligible. The ancient poetry is full of

puns and plays upon words, and it was with no little difficulty that,

with the assistance of a man of letters, I prepared beforehand the

arguments of the different pieces.

The first play was entitled HacUman of the Bow. Hachiman is

the name under which the Emperor Ojin (270—312 a.d.) was

deified as the God of "War. He is specially worshipped on account

of his miraculous birth ; his mother, the Empress Jingo, having,

by the virtue of a magic stone which she wore at her girdle,

borne him in her womb for three years, during which she

made war upon and conquered the Coreans. The time of the

plot is laid in the reign of the Emperor Uda the Second

(1275—1289 A.D.). In the second month of thfi year pilgrims
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are flocking to the temple of Haohiman at Mount Otoko, between
Osaka and Kiy6to. All this is explained by the chorus. A wor-

shipper steps forth, sent by the Emperor, and delivers a con-

gratulatory oration upon the peace and prosperity of the land.

The chorus follows in the same strain : they sing the praises of

Hachiman and of the reigning Emperor. An old man . enters,

bearing something which appears to be a bow in a brocade

bag. On being asked who he isj the old man answers that he
is an aged servant of the shrine, and that he wishes to present his

mulberry-wood bow to the Emperor; being too humble to draw
near to his Majesty ie has waited for this festival, hoping that
an opportunity might present itself. He explains that with this

bow, and with certain arrows made of the Artemisia, the heavenly
gods pacified the world. On being asked to show his bow, he
Tefuses ; it is a mystic protector of the country, which in old days
was overshadowed by the mulberry-tree. The peace which prevails

in the land is likened to a calm at sea. The Emperor is the ship,,

and his subjects the water. The old man dwells upon the ancient
worship of Hachiman, and relates how his mother, the Empress
Jingo, sacrificed to the gods before invading Corea, and how the
present prosperity of the country is to be attributed to the accept-

ance of those sacrifices. After having revealed himself as the god
Hachiman in disguise, the old man disappears. The worshipper,
awe-struck, declares that he must return to Kiyoto and tell the
Emperor what he has seen. The chorus announces that sweet
music and fragrant perfumes issue from the mountain, and the
piece ends with felicitations upon the visible favour of the gods,
and especially of Hachiman.
The second piece was Tsunemasa. Tsunemasa was a hero of

the twelfth century, who died in the civil wars ; he was famous
for his skill in playing on the hiwa, a sort of four-stringed lute.

A priest enters, and announces that his name is Giyokei, and that
before he retired from the world he held high rank at court He
relates how Tsunemasa, in his childhood the favourite of the
Emperor, died in the wars by the western seas. During his life-

time the Emperor gave him a lute, called Sei-zan, "the Azure
Mountain;" this lute at his death was placed in a shrine erected
to his honour, and at his funeral music and plays were performed
during seven days within the palace, by the special grace of the
Emperor. The scone is laid at the shrine. The lonely and awe-
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some appearance of the spot is described. Although the sky is

clear, the wind rustles through the trees like the sound of falling

rain ; and although it is now summer-time, the moonlight on the

sand looks like hoar-frost. All nature is sad and downcast. The
ghost appears, and sings that it is the spirit of Tsundmasa, and has

come to thank those who have piously celebrated his obsequies.

No one answers him, and the spirit vanishes, its voice becoming

fainter and fainter, an unreal and illusory vision haunting the

scenes amid which its life was spent. The priest muses on the

portent. Is it a dream or a reality ? Marvellous ! The ghost,

returning, speaks of former days, when it lived as a child in the

palace, and received the Azure Mountjiin lute from the Emperor

—

that lute with the four strings of which its hand was once so

familiar, and the attraction of which now draws it from the grave.

The chorus recites the virtues of Tsundmasa—his benevolence,

justice, humanity, talents, and truth; his love of poetry and

music ; the trees, the flowers, the birds, the breezes, the moon

—

all had a charm for him. The ghost begins to play upon the

Azure Mountain lute, and the sounds produced from the magical

instrument are so delicate, that all think it is a shower falling from

heaven. The priest declares that it is not rain, but the sound of

the enchanted lute. The sound of the fiist and second strings is

as the sound of gentle rain, or of the wind stirring the pine-trees

;

and the sound of the third and fourth strings is as the song of

birds and pheasants callmg to their young. A rhapsody in praise

of music follows. Would that such strains could last for ever

!

The ghost bewails its fate that it cannot remain to play on, but

must return whence it came. The priest addresses the ghost,

and asks whether the vision is indeed the spirit of Tsunemasa.

Upon this the ghost calls out in an agony of sorrow and terror

at having been seen by mortal eyes, and bids that the lamps

be put out: on its return to the abode of the dead it will

suffer for having shown itself: it describes the fiery torments

which will be its lot. Poor fool! it has been lured to its de-

struction, like the insect , of summer that flies into the flame.

Summoning the winds to its aid, it puts out the lights, and

disappears. .

The Suit of Feathers is the title of a very pretty conceit which

followed. A fisherman enters, and in a long recitative describes

the scenery at the sea-siiore of Miwo, in the province of Suruga.
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at the foot of Pujiyama, the Peerless Mountain. Tlie waves are

still, and there is a great calm ; the fishermen are all out pljdng

their trade. The speaker's name is Hakuriy6, a fisherman living

in the pine-grovo of Miwo. The rains are now over, and the sky

is serene; the sun rises bright and red over the pine-trees and
rippling sea; while last night's moon is yet seen faintly in the

heaven. Even he, humble fisher though he he, is softened by the

beauty of the nature which surrounds him. A breeze springs up,

the weather will change ; clouds and waves will succeed sunshine

and calm ; the fishermen must get them home again. No ; it is

but the gentle breath of spring, after all ; it scarcely stirs the stout

fir-trees, and the waves are hardly heard to break upon the shore.

The men may go forth in safety. The fisherman then relates how,
while he was wondering at the view, flowers began to rain from the

sky, and sweet music filled the air, which was perfumed by a mystic

fragrance. Looking up, he saw hanging on a pine-tree a fairy's suit

of feathers, which he took home, and showed to a friend, intending

to keep it as a relic in his house. A heavenly fairy makes her appear-

ance, and claims the suit of feathers ; but the fisherman holds to his

treasure trove. She urges the impiety of his act—a mortal has no
right to take that which belongs to the fairies. He declares that

he wiU hand down the feather suit to posterity as one of the

treasures of the country. The fairy bewails her lot ; without her

wings how can she return to heaven ? She recalls the familiar

joys of heaven, now closed to her ; she sees the wild geese and the

gulls flying to the skies, and longs for their power of flight ; the

tide has its ebb and its flow, and the sea-breezes blow whither they

list ; for her alone there is no power of motion, she must remain

on. earth. At last, touched by her plaint, the fisherman consents to

return the feather suit, on condition that the fairy shall dance and
play heavenly music for him. She consents, but must first obtain

the feather suit, without which she cannot dance. The fisherman

refuses to give it up, lest she should fly away to heaven without

redeeming her pledge. The fairy reproaches him for his want of

faith : how should a heavenly being be capable of falsehood ? He
is ashamed, and gives her the feather suit, which she dons, and
begins to dance, singing of the delights of heaven, where she is

one of the fifteen attendants who minister to the moon. The
fisherman is so transported with joy, that he fancies himself in

heaven, and wishes to detain the fairy to dwell with him for ever.
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A song followa in praise of the scenery and of the Peerless

Mountain capped with the snows of spring. When her dance is

concluded, the fairy, wafted away by the sea-breeze, floats past the

pine-grove to Ukishima and Mount Ashidaka, over Mount Fuji,

till she is seen dimly like a cloud in the distant sky, and vanishes

into thin air.

The last of the N6 was The Littk Smith, the scene of which
is laid in the reign of the Emperor lohijd (987—1011 a.d.). A
noble of the court enters, and proclaims himself to be TacMbana
Michinari. He has been commanded by the Emperor, who has

seen a dream of good omen on the previous night, to order a

sword of"the smith Munechika of Sanjd. He calls Mun&hika,
who comes out, and, after receiving the order, expresses the

difficulty he is in, having at that time no fitting mate to help

him; he cannot forge a blade alone. The excuse is not ad-

mitted; the smith pleads hard to be saved from the shame of

a failure. Driven to a compliance, there is nothing left for it

but to appeal to the gods for aid. He prays to the patron god

of his famUy, Inari Sama.^ A man suddenly appears, and caLs

the smith ; this man is the god Inari Sama in disguise. The smitb

asks who is his visitor, and how does he know him by name. The

stranger answers, " Thou hast been ordered to make a blade for the

Emperor." " This is passing strange," says the smith. "I received

the order but a moment since ; how comest thou to know of it ?
"

" Heaven has a voice which is heard upon the earth. Walls have

ears, and stones tell tales.^ There are no secrets in the world. The

flash of the blade ordered by him who is above the clouds (the

Emperor) is quickly seen. By the grace of the Emperor the sword

shall be quickly made." Here foUows the praise of certain famous

blades, and an account of the part they played in history, with

special reference to the sword which forms one of the regalia. The

sword which the Emperor has sent for shall be inferior to none of

these ; the smith may set his heart at rest. The smith, awestruck,

expresses his wonder, and asks again who is addressing him. He
is bidden to go and deck out his anvil, and a supernatural power

will help him. The visitor disappears in a cloud. The smith

prepares his anvil, at the four corners of which he places images of

^ The note at the end of the Story of the Grateful Foxes contains aii

account of Inari Sama, and explains how the foxes minister to hiua.

' This is a literal translation of a Japanese proverb.

I
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the gods, wliile above it he stretches the straw rope and paper

peridants hung up in temples to shut out foul or Ul-omened in-

fluences. He prays for strength to make the blade, not for his own
glory, but for the honour of the Emperor. A young man, a fox in

disguise, appears, and helps Mun^chika to forge the steel. The
noise of the anvil resounds to heaven and over the earth. The
chorus announces that the blade is finished ; on one side is the

mark of Mundchika, on the other is graven " The Little Fox " in

clear characters.

The subjects of the N6 are all taken from old legends of the

country; a shrine at Miwo, by the sea-shore, marks the spot where
the suit of feathers was found, and the miraculously forged sword
is supposed to be in the armoury of the Emperor to this day. The
beauty of the poetry—and it is very beautiful—is marred by the

want of scenery and by the grotesque dresses and make--up. In
the Suit of Feathers, for instance, the fairy wears a hideous mask
and a wig of scarlet elf locks : the suit of feathers itself is left

entirely to the imagination ; and the heavenly dance is a series of
whirls, stamps, and jumps, accompanied by unearthly yells and
shrieks; while the vanishing into thin- air is represented by
pirouettes something like the motion of a dancing dervish. The
intoning of the recitative is unnatural and unintelligible, so
much so that not even a highly educated Japanese could under-
stand what is going on unless he were previously acquainted
with the piece. This, however, is supposing that which is not,
for the N6 are as familiarly known as the master-pieces of our
own dramatists.

The classical severity of the No is relieved by the introduction
between the pieces of light farces called Kiy6gen. The whole
entertainment having a religious intention, the K.iy6gen stand to
the N6 in the same relation as the small shrines to the main
temple ; they, too, are played for the propitiation of the gods,
and for the softening of men's hearts. The farces are acted
without wigs or masks ; the dialogue is in the common spoken
language, and there being no musical accompaniment it is quite
easy to follow. The plots of the two farces which were played
before the Duke of Edinburgh are as follows :

—

In the Ink Smearing the hero is a man from a distant part of

the country, who, having a petition to prefer, comes to the capital,

where be is detained for a long while. His suit being at last
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successful, he communicates the joyful news to his servant, Tarfl-

kaja (the conventional name of the Leporello of these farces).
The two congratulate one another. To while away his idle hours
during his sojourn at the capital the master has entered into a
flirtation with a certain young lady : master and servant now hold
a consultation as to whether the former should not go and take
leave of her. Tar6kaja is of opinion that as she is of a very jealous
nature, his master ought to go. Accordingly the two set out to
visit her, the servant leading the way. Arrived at her house, the
gentleman goes straight in without the knowledge of the lady, who,
coming out and meeting Tar6kaja, asks after his master. He
replies that his master is inside the house. She refuses to helieve
him, and complains that, for some time past, his visits have heen
few and far between. Why should he come now ? Surely Tar6-
kaja is hoaxing her. The servant protests that he is telling the
truth, and that his master really has entered the house. She, only
half persuaded, goes in, and finds that my lord is indeed there.

She welcomes him, and in the same breath upbraids him. Some
other lady has surely found favour in his eyes. What fair wind
has wafted him back to her ? He replies that business alone has
kept him from her; he hopes that all is well with her. With her,

indeed, all is well, and there is no change ; but she fears that his

heart is changed. Surely, surely he has found mountains upon
mountains of joy elsewhere ; even now, perhaps, he is only calling

on his way homeward from some haunt of pleasure. What pleasure

can there be away from her ? answers he. Indeed, his time has
not been his own, else he would have come sooner. Why, then,

did he not send his servant to explain % Tar6kaja here puts in his

oar, and protests that, between running on errands and dancing

attendance upon his lord, he has not had a moment to himself.

"At any rate," says the master, "I must ask for your con-

gratulations ; for my suit, which was so important, has prospered."

The lady expresses her happiness, and the gentleman then bids his

servant teU her the object of their visit. Tar6kaja objects to this
j

his lord had better teU his own story. While the two are dis-

puting as to who shall speak, the lady's curiosity is aroused.
'' What terrible tale is this that neither of you dare tell ? Pray

let one or other of you speak." At last the master explains that

he has come to take leave of her, as he must forthwith return to

nis own province. The girl begins to weep, and the gentleman

I 2
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fdUowing suit, the two shed tears in concert. She uses all her art

to cajole him, and secretly produces from her sleeve a cup of water,

with which she smears her eyes to imitate tears. He, deceived by
the trick, tries to console her, and swears that as soon as he reaches

his own country he will send a messenger to fetch her ; but she

pretends to weep all the more, and goes on rubbing her face with

water. Tai6kaja, in the meanwhile, detects the trick, and, calling

his master on one side, tells him what she is doing. The gentle-

man, however, refuses to believe him, and scolds him right roundly

for telling lies. The lady calls my lord to her, and weeping more
bitterly than ever, tries to coax him to remain. Tar6kaja slUy fills

another cup with ink and water, and substitutes it for the cup of

clear water. She, all unconcerned, goes on smearing her face. At last

she lifts her face, and her lover, seeing it all black and sooty, gives

a start. What can be the matter with the girl's face ? Tar6kaja,

in an aside, explains what he has done. They determine to put

her to shame. The lover, producing from his bosom a box con-

taining a mirror, gives it to the girl, who, thinking that it is a

parting gift, at iirst declines to receive it. It is pressed npon her

;

she opens the box and sees the reflection of her dirty face. Master
and man burst out laughing. Furious, she smears Tar6kaja's face

with the ink ; he protests that he is not ihe author of the trick,

and the girl flies at her lover and rubs his face too. Both master
and servant run oflf, pursued by the girl.

The second farce was shorter than the first, and was called The
Theft of the Sword. A certain gentleman calls his servant Taro-

kaja, and tells him that he is going out for a little diversion.

Bidding Tar6kaja follow him, he sets out. On their way they meet
another gentleman, carrying a handsome sword in his hand, and
going to worship at the Kitano shrine at Kiy6to. Tar6kaja points

out the beauty of the sword to his master, and says what a fine

thing it would be if they could manage to obtain possession of it.

Tar6kaja borrows his master's sword, and goes up to the stranger,

whose attention is taken up by looking at the wares set out for sale

in a shop. Tarokaja lays his hand on the guard of the stranger's

sword ; and the latter, drawing it, turns round, and tries to cut the
thief down. Tardkaja takes to his heels, praying hard that his life

may be spared. The stranger takes away the sword which Tard-

kaja has borrowed from his master, and goes on his way to the
shrine, carrying the two swords. Tar6kaja draws a long breath of
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relief -when he sees that his life is not forfeited ; but what account
is he to give of his master's sword which he has lost. There is no
help for it, he must go hack and make a clean breast of it. His
master is very angry ; and the two, after consulting together, await
the stranger's return from the shrine. The latter makes Ids ap-

pearance, and announces that he is going home. Tar6kaja's master
falls upon the stranger from behind, and pinions him, ordering

TarSkaja to fetch a rope and bind him. The knave brings the

cord ; but, while he is getting it ready, the stranger knocks him
over with his sword. His master calls out to him to get up quickly

and bind the gentleman from behind, and not from before. Tar6-

kaja runs behind the struggling pair, but is so clumsy that he slips

the noose over his master's head by mistake, and drags him down.
The stranger, seeing this, runs away laughing with the two swords.

Tar6kaja, frightened at his blunder, runs off too, his master

pursuing him off the stage. A general run off, be it observed,

something like the "spill-and-pelt" scene in an EngHsh pantomime,
is the legitimate and invariable termination of the Kiy6gen.

NOTE ON THE GAME OF FOOTBALL.

The game of football is in great favour at the Japanese Coiut.

The days on which it takes place are carefully noted in the
" Daijdkwan Nishi," or Government Gazette. On the 35th of

February, 1869, for instance, we find two entries: "The Emperor
wrote characters of good omen," and " The game of football was
played at the palace." The game was first introduced from China

in the year of the Empress Kdkiyoku, in the middle of the seventh

century. The Emperor Mommu, who reigned at the end of the

same century, was the first emperor who took part in the sport.

His Majesty Toba the Second became very expert at it, as also did

the noble Asukai Chiujo, and from that time a sort of football

club was formed at the palace. During the days of the extreme

poverty of the Mikado and his Court, the Asukai family, notwith-

standing their high rank, were wont to eke out their scanty income

by giving lessons in the art of playing football.



THE WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF

FUNAKOSHI JIUYE'MON

The douglity deeds and marvellous experiences of Funa-

koshi Jiuy^mon are perhaps, like those of Robin Hood and

his Merry Men, rather traditional than historical ; but even

if all or part of the deeds which popular belief ascribes to

him be false, his story conveys a true picture of manners and

customs. Above all, the manner of the vengeance which he

wreaked upon the wife who had dishonoured him, and upon
her lover, shows the high importance which the Japanese

attach to the sanctity of the marriage tie.

The 50th and 51st chapters of the " Legacy of ly^yasu,"

already quoted, say: "If a married woman of the agricul-

tural, artisan, or commercial class shall secretly have inter-

course with another man, it is not necessary for the husband
to enter a complaint against the persons thus confusing

the great relation of mankind, but he may put them both

to death. Nevertheless, should he slay one of them and
spare the other, his guilt is the same as that of the unright-

eous persons.
" In the event, liowever, of advice being sought, the parties

not having been slain, accede to the wishes of the complain-
ant with regard to putting them to death or not.

" Mankind, in whose bodies the male and female elements
induce a natural desire towards the same object, do not look
upon such practices with aversion ; and the adjudicaticm of

such cases is a matter of special deliberation and consultation.

"Men and women of the military class are expected to

know better than to occasion disturbance by violating exist-
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ing regulations; and such an one breaking the regulations

by lewd, trifling, or illicit intercourse shall at once be
punished, without deliberation or consultation. It is not
the same in this case as in that of agriculturists, artisans,

and traders."

As a criminal offence, adultery was, according to the

ancient laws of Japan, punished by crucifixion. In more
modern times it has been punished by decapitation and the

disgraceful exposure of the head after death; but if the

murder of the injured husband accompany the crime of

adultery, then the guilty parties are crucified to this day.

At the present time the husband is no longer allowed to take

the law into his own hands : he must report the matter to

the Government, and trust to the State to avenge his honour.

Sacred as the marriage tie is so long as it lasts, the law
which cuts it is curiously facile, or rather there is no law : a

man may turn his wife out of doors, as it may suit his fancy.

An example of this practice was shown in the story of
" The Forty-seven Eonins." A husband has but to report the

matter to his lord, and the ceremony of divorce is com-
pleted. Thus, in the days of the Shogun's power, a Hata-
moto who had divorced his wife reported the matter to

the Shogun. A Daimio's retainer reports the matter to

his Prince.

The facility of divorce, however, seems to be but rarely

taken advantage of: this is probably owing to the practice

of keeping concubines. It has often been asked. Are the

Japanese polygamists ? The answer is. Yes and no. They
marry but one wife ; but a man may, according to his station

and means, have one or more concubines in addition. The
Emperor has twelve concubines, called Kisaki ; and lydyasu,

alluding forcibly to excess in this respect as teterrima belli

causa, laid down that the princes might have eight, high

officers five, and ordinary Samurai two handmaids. " In the

olden times," he writes, "the downfall of castles and the

overthrow of kingdoms all proceeded from this alone. Why
is not the indulgence of passions guarded against ?

"
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The difference between the position of the wife and that of

the concubine is marked. The legitimate wife is to the

handmaid as a lord is to his vassal. Concubinage being a

legitimate institution, the son of a handmaid is no bastard,

nor is he in any way the child of shame; and yet, as a

general rule, the son of the bondwoman is not heir with the

son of the free, for the son of the wife inherits before the son

of a concubine, even where the latter be the elder; and it

frequently happens that a noble, having children by his con-

cubines but none by his wife, selects a younger brother of his

own, or even adopts the son of some relative, to succeed him
in the family honours. The family line is considered to be

thus more purely preserved. The law of succession is, how-
ever, extremely lax. Excellent personal merits will some-
times secure to the left-handed son the inheritance of his

ancestors; and it often occurs that the son of a concubine,

who is debarred from succeeding to his own father, is adopted
as the heir of a relation or friend of even higher rank.

When the wife of a noble has a daughter but no son, the

practice is to adopt a youth of suitable family and age, who
marries the girl and inherits as a son.

The principle of adoption is universal among aU classes,

from the Emperor down to Ms meanest subject ; nor is the
family line considered to have been broken because an
adopted son has succeeded to the estates. Indeed, should a
noble die without heir male, either begotten or adopted, his

lands are forfeited to the State. It is a matter of care
that the person adopted should be himself sprung from
a stock of rank suited to that of the family into which he
is to be received.

Sixteen and upwards being considered the marriageable
age for a man, it is not usual for persons below that age to
adopt an heir

;
yet an infant at the point of death may adopt

a person older than himself, that the family line may not
become extinct.

An account of the marriage ceremony will be found in the
Appendix upon the subject.
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In the olden time, in the island of Shikoku ^ there lived

one Funakoshi Jiuyemon, a brave Samurai and accomplished
man, who was in great favour with the prince, his master.
One day, at a drinking-bout, a quarrel sprung up between
him and a brother-ofiBcer, which resulted in a duel upon the
spot, in which Jiuydmon killed his adversary. When Jiuyd-
mon awoke to a sense of what he had done, he was struck

with remorse, and he thought to disembowel himself; but,

receiving a private summons from his lord, he went to the

castle, and the prince said to him

—

" So it seems that you have been getting drunk and quar-

relling, and that you have killed one of your friends; and
now I suppose you will have determined to perform hara
hiri. It is a great pity,, and in the face of the laws I

can do nothing for you openly. Still, if you will escape

and fly from this part of the country for a whUe, in two
years' time the affair will have blown over, and I will

allow you to return."

And with these words the prince presented him with a

fine sword, made by Suk^sada,^ and a hundred ounces of

silver, and, having bade him farewell, entered his private

apartments ; and Jiuyemon, prostrating himself, wept tears of

gratitude ; then, taking the sword and the money, he went
home and prepared to fly from the province, and secretly

took leave of his relations, each of whom made him some
parting present. These gifts, together with his own money,

and what he had received from the prince, made up a sum of

two hundred and fifty ounces of silver, with which and his

Suk^sada sword he escaped under cover of darkness, and
went to a sea-port called Marugam^, in the province of

1 Shikoku, one of the southern islands separated from the chief island of

Japan by the beantifal "Inland Sea;" it is called Shikoku, or the "Four
Provinces," because it is divided into the four provinces, Awa, Sanuki, lyo,

and Tosa,
^ Sukisada, a famous family of swordsmiths, belonging to the Bizen clan.

The Bizen men are notoriously good amiourers, and their blades fetch high

prices. The sword of Jiuyemon is said to have been made by one of the

Sukesada who lived about 290 years ago.
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Sanulci, where he proposed to wait for an opportunity of

setting sail for Osaka. As ill luck would have it, the wind
being contrary, he had to remain three days idle ; but at last

the wind changed ; so he went down to the beach, thinking

that he should certainly find a junk about to sail; and as he

was looking about him, a sailor came up, and said

—

" If your honour is minded to take a trip to Osaka, my
ship is bound thither, and I should be glad to take you with

me as passeoger."

"That's exactly what I wanted. I will gladly take a

passage," replied Jiuy^mon, who was delighted at the chance.
" Well then we must set sail at once, so please come on

board without delay."

So Jiuy^mon went with him and embarked ; and as they
left the harbour and struck into the open sea, the moon was
just rising above the eastern hills, illumining the dark night

like a noonday sun ; and Jiuy^mon, taking his place in the

bows of the ship, stood wrapt in contemplation of the beauty
of the scene.

Now it happened that the captain of the ship, whose name
was Akag6shi Kuroyemon, was a fierce pirate, who, attracted

by Jiuydmon's well-to-do appearance, had determined to decoy
him on board, that he might murder and rob him ; and while

Jiuyemon was looking at the moon, the pirate and his

companions were collected in the stern of the sliip, taking
counsel together in whispers as to how they might slay him.
He, on the other hand, having for some time past fancied

their conduct somewhat strange, bethought him that it

was not prudent to lay aside his sword, so he went
towards the place where he had been sitting, and had
left his weapon lying, to fetch it, when he was stopped
by three of the pirates, who blocked up the gangway,
saying

—

" Stop, Sir Samurai ! Unluckily for you, this ship in which
you have talten a passage belongs to the pirate Akag6shi
Kuroydmon. Come, sir ! whatever money you may chance
to have about you is our prize."
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When Jiuydmon heard this he was greatly startled at first,

but soon recovered himself, and, being an expert wrestler,

kicked over two of the pirates, and made for his sword ; but
in the meanwhile Shichirohei, the younger brother of the
pirate captain, had drawn the sword, and brought it to-

wards him, saying

—

" If you want your sword, here it is !
" and with that he

cut at him; but Jiuy^mon avoided the blow, and closing with
the ruffian, got back his sword. Ten of the pirates then at-

tacked him with spear and sword ; but he, putting his back
against the bows of the ship, showed such good fight that he
killed three of his assailants, and the others stood off, not
daring to approach him. Then the pirate captain, Akag6shi
Kuroyemon, who had been watching the fighting from the
stern, seeing that his men stood no chance against Jiuyemon's
dexterity, and that he was only losing them to no purpose,

thought to shoot him with a matchlock. Even Jiuyemon,
brave as he was, lost heart when he saw the captain's

gun pointed at him, and tried to jump into the sea; but
one of the pirates made a dash at him with a boat-hook, and
caught him by the sleeve ; then Jiuyemon, in despair, took

the fine Suk^sada sword which he had received from his

prince, and throwing it at his captor, pierced him through the

breast so that he fell dead, and himself plunging into the sea

swam for his life. The pirate captain shot at him and
missed him, and the rest of the crew made every endeavour to

seize him with their boat-hooks, that they might avenge the

death of their, mates ; but it was all in vain, and Jiuyemon,

having shaken off his clothes that he might swim the better,

made good his escape. So the pirates threw the bodies of

their dead comrades into the sea, and the captain was partly

consoled for their loss by the possession of the Suk^sada

sword with which one of them had been transfixed.

As soon as Jiuyemon jumped over the ship's side, being a

good swimmer, he took a long dive, which carried him well

out of danger, and struck out vigorously ; and although he

was tired and distressed by his exertions, he braced himself
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up to greater energy, and faced the waves boldly. At last,

in the far distance, to his great joy, he spied a light,

for which he made, and found that it was a ship carry-

ing lanterns marked with the hadge of the governor of

Osaka ; so he hailed her, saying

—

" I have fallen into great trouble among pirates : pray

rescue me."
" Who and what are you ? " shouted an officer, some forty

years of age.
" My name is Funakoshi Jiuy^mon, and I have unwittingly

fallen in with pirates this night. I have escaped so far : I

pray you save me, lest I die."

" Hold on to this, and come up," replied the other, holding,

out the butt end of a spear to him, which he caught hold of
and clambered up the ship's side. When the officer saw
before him a handsome gentleman, naked all but his loin-

cloth, and with his hair all in disorder, he called to his ser-

vants to bring some of his own clothes, and, having dressed
him in them, said

—

" What clan do you belong to, sir ?"

" Sir, I am a E6niu, and was on my way to Osaka ; but
the sailors of the ship on which I had embarked were
pirates

;

" and so he told the whole story of the fight

and of his escape.

"WeU done, sir!" replied the other, astonished at his

prowess. " My name is Kajiki Tozayemon, at your service.

1 am an officer attached to the governor of Osaka. Pray,
have you any friends in that city?

"

" No, sir, I have no friends there ; but as in two years 1

shall be able to return to my own country, and re-enter my
lord's service, I thought during that time to engage in trade
and live as a common wardsman."

" Indeed, that's a poor prospect ! However, if you wiU allow
me, I will do all that is in wy power to assist you. Pray
excuse the liberty I am taking in making such a proposal."
Jiuydmon warmly thanked Kajiki Tozayemon for his kind-

ness ; and so they reached Osaka without further adventures.
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Jiuy^mon, who had secreted in his girdle the two hundred
and fifty ounces which he had hrought with him from home,
bought a small house, and started in trade as a vendor of

perfumes, tooth-powder, combs, and other toilet articles ; and
Kajiki Tozay^mon, who treated him with great kindness,
and rendered him many services, prompted him, as he was
a single man, to take to himself a wife. Acting upon this

advice, he married a singing-girl, called Hiyaku.^
Now this Hiyaku, although at first she seemed very

affectionately disposed towards Jiuyemon, had been, during
the time that she was a singer, a woman of bad and profli-

gate character ; and at this time there was in Osaka a certain

wrestler, named Takasegawa Kurobei, a very handsome man,
with whom Hiyaku fell desperately in love ; so that at last,

being by nature a passionate woman, she became unfaithful

to Jiuyemon. The latter, little suspecting that anything was
amiss, was in the habit of spending his evenings at the

house of his patron Kajiki Tozay^mon, whose son, a youth of

eighteen, named T6noshin, conceived a great friendship for

Jiuyemon, and used constantly to invite him to play a game
at checkers ; and it was on these occasions that O Hiyaku,
profiting by her husband's absence, used to arrange her meet-

ings with the wrestler Takasegawa.

One evening, when Jiuyemon, as was his wont, had gone

out to play at checkers with Kajiki T6noshin, Hiyaku
took advantage of the occasion to go and fetch the wrestler,

and invite him to a little feast ; and as they were enjoying

themselves over their wine, Hiyaku said to him

—

" Ah ! Master Takasegawa, how wonderfully chance favours

us ! and how pleasant these stolen interviews are ! How
much nicer still it would be if we could only be married.

But, as long as Jiuyemon is in the way, it is impossible ; and

that is my one cause of distress."

" It's no use being in such a hurry. If you only have a

' The before women's names sigiiifii:s "Imperial," and is simply an

honorific.
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patience, we shall be able to marry, sure enough. What
you have got to look out for now is, that Jiuydmon does not

find out what we are about. I suppose there is no chance

of his coming home to-night, is there?"
" Oh dear, no ! You need not be afraid. He is gone to

Kajiki's house to play checkers ; so he is sure to spend the

night there."

And so the guilty couple went on gossiping, with their

minds at ease, untU at last they dropped off asleep.

In the meanwhile Jiuyemon, in the middle of his game at

checkers, was seized with a sudden pain in his stomach,

and said to Kajiki Tonoshin, " Young sir, I feel an unac-

countable pain in my stomach. I think I had better go

home, before it gets worse."
" That is a bad job. Wait a little, and I will give you

some physic ; but, at any rate, you had better spend the

night here."
" Many thanks for your kindness, " replied Jiuyemon

;

"but I had rather go home."

So he took his leave, and went off to his own house,

bearing the pain as best he might. When he arrived in

front of his own door, he tried to open it ; but the lock

was fastened, and he could not get in, so he rapped vio-

lently at the shutters to try and awaken his wife. When
O Hiyaku heard the noise, she woke with a start, and roused
the wrestler, saying to him in a whisper

—

" Get up ! get up ! Jiuydmon has come back. You must
hide as fast as possible."

"Oh dear! oh dear!" said the wrestler, in a great fright;
" here's a pretty mess ! Where on earth shall T hide myself?"
and he stumbled about in every direction looking for a hiding-

place, but found none.

Jiuyemon, seeing that his wife did not come to open the
door, got impatient at last, and forced it open by unfixing

the sliding shutter, and, entering the house, found himself
face to face with his wife and her lover, who were both in

STich confusion that they did not know what to do. Jiuy^-
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mon, however, took no notice of them, but lit his pipe and
sat smoking and watching them in silence. At last the

wrestler, Takasegawa, broke the silence by saying

—

" I thought, sir, that I should be sure to have the pleasure

of finding you at home this evening, so I came out to call

upon you. When I got here, the Lady Hiyaku was so

kind as to offer me some wine ; and I drank a little more
than was good for me, so that it got into my head, and I

fell asleep. I must really apologize for having taken such a

liberty in your absence ; but, indeed, although appearances

are against us, there has been nothing wrong."
" Certainly," said Hiyaku, coming to her lover's support,

"Master Takasdgawa is not at all to blame. It was I who
invited him to drink wine ; so I hope you will excuse him."

Jiuydmon sat pondering the matter over in his mind for a

moment, and then said to the wrestler, " You say that you
are innocent ; but, of course, that is a lie. It's no use try-

ing to conceal your fault. However, next year I shall, in

all probability, return to my own country, and then you
may take O Hiyaku and do what you will with her : far

be it from me to care what becomes of a woman with such

a stinking heart."

When the wrestler and Hiyaku heard Jiuy^mon say

this quite quietly, they could not speak, but held their

peace for very shame.
" Here, you Takasegawa," pursued he ;

" you may stop

here to-night, if you like it, and go home to-morrow."

"Thank you, sir," replied the wrestler, "I am much
obliged to you; but the fact is, that I have some pressing

business in another part of the town, so, with your per-

mission, I will take my leave ; " and so he went out, covered

with confusion.

As for the faithless wife, Hiyaku, she was in great

agitation, expecting to be severely reprimanded at least ; but

Jiuy^mon took no notice of her, and showed no anger ; only

from that day forth, although she remained in his house
as his wife, he separated himself from her entirely.
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Matters went on in this way for some time, until at last,

one fine day, Hiyaku, looking out of doors, saw the

wrestler Takas^gawa passing in the street, so she called

out to him

—

" Dear me, Master Takasegawa, can that be you ! What a

long time it is since we have met ! Pray come in, and have

a chat."
" Thank you, I am much obliged to you ; but as I do not

like the sort of scene we had the other day, I think I had

rather not accept your invitation."

" Pray do not talk in such a cowardly manner. Next year,

when Jiuy^mon goes back to his own country, he is sure to

give me this house, and then you and I can marry and live

as happily as possible."
" I don't like being in too great a hurry to accept fair

offers."!

" Nonsense ! There's no need for showing such delicacy

about accepting what is given you."

And as she spoke, she caught the wrestler by the hand and

led him into the house. After they had talked together for

some time, she said

—

" Listen to me. Master Takasegawa. I have been thinking

over all this for some time, and I see no help for it but

to km Jiuyemon and make an end of him."
" What do you want to do that for ?"

" As long as he is alive, we cannot be married. What I

propose is that you should buy some poison, and I will put

it secretly into his food. When he is dead, we can De happy
to our hearts' content."

At first Takasegawa was startled and bewildered by the

audacity of their scheme ; but forgetting the gratitude which
he owed to Jiuyemon for sparing his life on the previous

occasion, he repKed

—

" Well, I think it can be managed. I have a friend who is

a physician, so I will get him to compound some poison for

' The original ia p -iroverbial expression like " Timeo Daiiaos ct dona
ferentes."
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me, and will send it to you. You must look out for a moment
when your husband is not on his guard, and get him to

take it."

Having agreed upon this, Takasegawa went away, and,
having employed a physician to make up the poison, sent
it to Hiyaku in a letter, suggesting that the poison
should be mixed up with a sort of macaroni, of which
Jiuydmon was very fond. Having read the letter, she put
it carefully away in a drawer of her cupboard, and waited
until Jiuy^mon should express a wish to eat some macaroni.
One day, towards the time of the New Year, when Hiyaku

had gone out to a party with a few of her friends, it hap-
pened that Jiuydmon, being alone in the house, was in want of

some little thing, and, failing to find it anywhere, at last be-

thought himself to look for it in Hiyaku's cupboard ; and
as he was searchmg amongst the odds and ends which it con-

tained, he came upon the fatal letter. When he read the

scheme for putting poison in his macaroni, he was taken
aback, and said to himself, "When I caught those two
beasts in their wickedness I spared them, because their

blood would have defiled my sword ; and now they are not
even gratefid for my mercy. Their crime is beyond all power
of language to express, and I wiU kill them together."

So he put back the letter in its place, and waited for

his wife to come home. So soon as she made her appear-

ance he said

—

" You have come home early, Hiyaku. I feel very duU
and lonely this evening ; let us have a little wine."

And as he spoke without any semblance of anger, it never

entered Hiyaku's mind that he had seen the letter; so

she went about her household duties with a quiet mind.
The following evening, as Jiuy&mon was sitting in his

shop casting up his accounts, with his counting-board^ in his

1 The abaaas, or counting-board, is the means of calculation in use through-

out the Continent from St. Petersburg to Peking, in Corea, Japan, and the
Liukiu Islands.
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hand, Takas^gawa passed by, and Jiuy^mon called out to

him, saying

—

" Well met, Takas^gawa ! I was just thinking of drinking

a cup of wine 'to-night; but I have no one to keep me com-
pany, and it is dull work drinking alone. Pray come in, and
drink a bout with me."

" Thank you, sir, I shall have much pleasure," replied the

wrestler, who little expected what the other was aiming at

;

and so he went in, and they began to drink and feast.

" It's very cold to-night," said Jiuy^mon, after a while

;

" suppose we warm up a little macaroni, and eat it nice

and hot. Perhaps, however, you do not like it ?"

" Indeed, I am very fond of it, on the contrary."

"That is well. Hiyaku, please go and buy a little for

us."

" Directly," replied his wife, who hurried off to buy the

paste, delighted at the opportunity for carrying out her

murderous design upon her husband. As soon she had pre-

pared it, she poured it into bowls and set it before the two
men ; but into her husband's bowl only she put poison.

Jiuy^mon, who well knew what she had done, did not eat

the mess at once, but remained talking about this, that, and
the other ; and the wrestler, out of politeness, was obliged to

wait also. All of a sudden, Jiuyemon cried out

—

" Dear me ! whilst we have been gossiping, the macaroni
has been getting cold. Let us put it all together and warm
it up again. As no one has put his lips to his bowl yet,

it wtU all be clean ; so none need be wasted." And with
these words he took the macaroni that was in the three

bowls, and, pouring it altogether into an iron pot, boiled it

up again. This time Jiuylmon served out the food himself,

and, setting it before his wife and the wrestler, said

—

" There ! make haste and eat it up before it gets cold."

Jiuyemon, of course, did not eat any of the mess ; and the

would-be murderers, knowing that sufficient poison had been
originally put into Jiuydmon's bowl to kill them all three, and
that now the macaroni, having been well mixed up, would
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all be poisoned, were quite taken aback, and did not know
what to do.

" Come ! make haste, or it will be quite cold. You said you
liked it, so I sent to buy it on purpose. Hiyaku ! come and
make a hearty meaL I will eat some presently."

At this the pair looked very foolish, and knew not what
to answer ; at last the wrestler got up and said

—

" I do not feel quite well. I must beg to take my leave

;

and, if you will allow me, I will come and accept your hospi-

tality to-morrow instead."
" Dear me ! I am sorry to hear you are not well. How-

ever, Hiyaku, there will be all the more macaronj for you."

As for Hiyaku, she put a bold face upon the matter, and

replied that she had supped already, and had no appetite for

any more.

Then Jiuy^mon, looking at them both with a scornful smile,

said

—

" It seems that you, neither of you, care to eat this maca-
roni; however, as you, Takas^gawa, are unwell, I will give you
some excellent medicine ;" and going to the cupboard, he drew

out the letter, and laid it before the wrestler. When Hi-

yaku and the wrestler saw that their wicked schemes had

been brought to light, they were struck dumb with shame.

Takas^gawa, seeing that denial was useless, drew his dirk

and cut at Jiuydmon ; but he, being nimble and quick, dived

under the wrestler's arm, and seizing his right hand from

behind, tightened his grasp upon it until it became numbed,

and the dirk fell to the ground ; for, powerful man as the

wrestler was, he was no match for Jiuy^mon, who held him

in so fast a grip that he could not move. Then Jiuy^mon

took the dirk which had fallen to the ground, and said

—

"Oh! I thought that you, being a wrestler, would at least be

a strong man, and that there would be some pleasure in fight-

ing you ; but I see that you are but a poor feckless creature,

after aU. It would have defiled my sword to have kUled

such an ungrateful hound, with it ; but luckily here is your

own dirk, and I will slay vou with that."

k2
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Takasi^gawa struggled to escape, but in vain; and Hiyaku,

seizing a large kitchen knife, attacked Jiuy^mon; but he,

furious, kicked her in the loins so violently that she fell

powerless, then brandishing the dirk, he cleft the wrestler

from the shoulder down to the nipple of his breast, and the

big man fell in his agony. Hiyaku, seeing this, tried to

fly ; but Jiuy^mon, seizing her by the hair of the head, stabbed

her in the bosom, and, placing her by her lover's side, gave

her the death-blow.

Oil the following day, he sent in a report of what he had
done to the governor of Osaka, and buried the corpses ; and
from that time forth he remained a single man, and pur-

sued his trade as a seller of perfumery and such-like wares
;

and his leisure hours he continued to spend as before, at

the house of his patron, Kajiki Tozay^mon.
One day, when Jiuy^mon went to call upon Kajiki Tozay4-

mon, he was told by the servant-maid, who met him at the

door, that her master was out, but that her young master,

T6noshin, was at home ; so, saying that he would go in

and pay Ms respects to the young gentleman, he entered

the house ; and as he suddenly pushed open the sliding-door

of the room in which T6noshin was sitting, the latter gave
a great start, and his face turned pale and^hastly.

" How now, young sir !" said Jiuy^mon, laughing at him,
" surely you are not such a coward as to be afraid because the
sHding-doors are opened ? That is not the way in which a
brave Samurai should behave.'"

" Keally I am quite ashamed of myself," replied the other,

blushing at the reproof ;
" but the fact is that I had some reason

for being startled. Listen to me. Sir Jiuy^mon, and I will tell

you all about it. To-day, when I went to the academy to

study, there were a great number of my feUow-students
gathered together, and one of them said that a ruinous old
shrine, about two miles and a half to the east of this place,

was the nightly resort of all sorts of hobgoblins, who have
been playing pranks and bewitching the people for some time
past; and he proposed that we should all draw lots, and that
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the one upon whom the lot fell should go to-night and exor-
cise those evil beings ; and further that, as a proof of his
having gone, he should write his name upon a pillar in the
shrine. AH the rest agreed that this would be very good
sport ; so I, not liking to appear a coward, consented to take
my chance with the rest ; and, as ill luck would have it, the
lot fell upon me. I was thinking over this as you came in,

and so it was that, when you suddenly opened the door, I
could not help giving a start."

" If you only think for a moment," said Jiuyemon, " you
will see that there is nothing to fear. How can beasts^ and
hobgoblins exercise any power over men ? However, do not
let the matter trouble you. I will go in your place to-

night, and see if I cannot get the better of these goblins,

if any there be, having done which, I will write your name
upon the pillar, so that everybody may think that you have
been there."

" Oh ! thank you : that wiU indeed be a service. You can
drese yourself up in my clothes, and nobody will be the

wiser. I shall be truly grateful to you."

So Jiuyemon having gladly undertaken the job, as soon as

the night set in made his preparations, and went to the place

indicated—an uncanny-looking, tumble-down, lonely old

shrine, all overgrown with moss and rank vegetation. How-
ever, Jiuyemon, who was afraid of nothing, cared little for the

appearance of the place, and having made himself as comfort-

able as he could in so dreary a spot, sat down on the floor,lit his

pipe, and kept a sharp look-out for the goblins. He had not

been waiting long before he saw a movement among the bushes;

and presently he was surrounded by a host of elfish-looking

creatures, of all shapes and kinds, who came and made
hideous faces at him. Jiuydmon quietly knocked the ashes

out of his pipe, and then, jumping up, kicked over first one

and then another of the elves, until several of them lay sprawl-

ing in the grass ; and the rest made off, greatly astonished al

at this unexpected reception. "When Jiuyemon took his lan-

' Foxes, badgers, and cats. See the stories respecting their tricks.
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tem and examined the fallen goblins attentively, he saw that

they were all Tonoshin's fellow-students, who had painted

their faces, and made themselves hideous, to frighten their

companion, whom they knew to be a coward : aU they got

for their pains, however, was a good kicking from Jiuy^mon,

who left them groaning over their sore bones, and went home
chuckling to himself at the result of the adventure.

The fame of this exploit soon became noised about Osaka,

so that all men praised Jiuy^mon's courage ; and shortly after

this he was elected chief of the Otokodatd,^ or friendly society

of the wardsmen, and busied himself no longer with his

trade, but lived on the contributions of his numerous ap-

prentices.

Now Kajiki T6noshin was in love with a singing-girl

named Kashiku, upon whom he was in the habit of spend-

ing a great deal of money. She, however, cared nothing
for him, for she had a sweetheart named Hichirobei, whom
she used to contrive to meet secretly, although, in order to

support her parents, she was forced to become the mistress

of Tonoshiu. One evening, when the latter was on guard
at the ofiice of his chief, the Governor of Osaka, Kashiku
sent word privately to Hichirobei, summoning him to go to

her house, as the coast would be clear.

While the two were making merry ovef a little feast, Tono-
shin, who had persuaded a friend to take his duty for him
on the plea of urgent business, knocked at the door, and
Kashiku, in a great fright, hid her lover in a long clothes-

box, and went to let in Tonoshin, who, on entering the

room and seeing the litter of the supper lying about, looked
more closely, and perceived a man's sandals, on which, by
the light of a candle, he saw the figure seven.^ T6noshin
had heard some ugly reports of Kashiku's proceedings with
this man Hichirobei, and when he saw this proof before his

eyes he grew very angry ; but he suppressed his feelings, and,

pointing to the wine-cups and bowls, said

—

' See the Introduction to the Story of Cliobei of Bandzuin.
' HicM, the first half of Sichirobei, signifies seven.
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" Whom have you been feasting with to-night ?

"

" Oh !

" replied Kashiku, who, notwithstanding her distress,

was obliged to invent an answer, " I felt so dull all alone

here, that I asked an old woman from next door to come
in and drink a cup of wine with me, and have a chat."

All this while T6noshin was looking for the hidden lover
;

but, as he could not see him, he made up his mind that

Kashiku must have let him out by the back door ; so he

secreted one of the sandals in his sleeve as evidence, and,

without seeming to suspect anything, said

—

" Well, I shall be very busy this evening, so I niust

go home."
" Oh ! won't you stay a little while ? It is very dull here,

when I am all alone without you. Pray stop and keep me
company."
But T6noshin made no reply, and went home. Then

Kashiku saw that one of the sandals was missing, and felt

certain that he must have carried it off as proof; so she

went in great trouble to open the lid of the box, and let out

HichirobeL When the two lovers talked over the matter, they

agreed that, as they both were really in love, let Tonoshin

kill them if he would, they would gladly die together : they

would enjoy the present ; let the future take care of itself

The following morning Kashiku sent a messenger to Tono-

shin to implore his pardon ; and he, being infatuated by the

girl's charms, forgave her, and sent a present of thirty ounces

of silver to her lover, Hichirobei, on the condition that he

was never to see her again ; but, in spite of this, Kashiku and

Hichirobei still continued their secret meetings.

' It happened that Hichirobei, who was a gambler by pro-

fession, had an elder brother called Gh6bei, who kept a wine-

shop in the Ajikawa-street, at Osaka ; so T6noshin thought

that he could not do better than depute Jiuy^mon to go and

seek out this man Ch6bei, and urge him to persuade his

younger brother to give up his relations with Kashiku;

acting unon this resolution, he v/ent to caU upon Jiuy^mon,

and said to him

—
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" Sir Jiuy^mon, I have a favour to ask of you in connection

with that girl Kashiku, whom you know all about. You
are aware that I paid thirty ounces of silver to her lover

Hichirobei to induce him to give up going to her house;

but, in spite of this, I cannot help suspecting that they still

meet one another. It seems that this Hichirobei has an

elder brother—one Chobei ; now, if you would go to this man
and tell him to reprove his brother for his conduct, you
would be doing me a great service. You have so often

stood my friend, that I venture to pray you to oblige me in

this matter, although I feel that I am putting you to great

inconvenience."

Jiuydmon, out of gratitude for the kindness which he had
received at the hands of Kajiki Tozayemon, was always

willing to serve T6noshin ; so he went at once to find out

Ch&bei, and said to him

—

"My name, sir, is Jiuy^mon, at your service ; and I have
c;ome to beg your assistance in a matter of some delicacy."

" What can I do to oblige you, sir ? " replied Chobei, who
felt bound to be more than usually civil, as his visitor was
the chief of the Otokodat^.

" It is a small matter, sir," said Jiuy^mon. " Your younger
brother Hichirobei is intimate with a woman named Kashiku,

whom he meets in secret. Now, this Kashiku is the mistress

of the son of a gentleman to whom I am under great obliga-

tion : he bought her of her parents for a large sum of money,
and, besides this, he paid your brother thirty ounces of silver

some time since, on condition of his separating liimself from
the girl ; in spite of this, it appears that your brother con-

tinues to see her, and I have come to beg that you will re-

monstrate with your .brother on his conduct, and make him
give her up."

" That I certainly wiU. Pray do not be uneasy ; I will

soon find means to put a stop to my brother's bad behaviour."

And so they went on talldng of one thing and another,

until Jiuy^mon, whose eyes had been wandering about the

room, spied out a very long dirk lying on a cupboard, and all
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at once it occurred to him that this was the very sword which
had been a parting gift to him from his lord : the hit, the

mountings, and the tip of the scabbard were all the same,

only the blade had been shortened and made iato a long dirk.

Then he looked more attentively at Ch6bei's features, and saw
that he was no other than Akagoshi Kuroy^mon, the pirate

chief. Two years had passed by, but he could not forget

that face.

Jiuy^mon woiild have liked to have arrested him at once

;

but thinking that it would be a pity to give so vile a robber

a chance of escape, he constrained himself, and, taking his

leave, went straightway and reported the matter to the

Governor of Osaka. When the officers of justice heard of

the prey that awaited them, they made their preparations

forthwith. Three men of the secret police went to Ch6bei's

wine-shop, and, having called for wine, pretended to get up
a drunken brawl ; and as Ch6bei went up to them and tried

to pacify them, one of the policemen seized hold of him, and
another tried to pinion him. It at once flashed across

Ch6bei's mind that his old misdeeds had come to light at

last, so with a desperate effort he shook off the two police-

men and knocked them down, and, rushing into the inner

room, seized the famous Suk^sada sword and sprang upstairs.

The three policemen, never thinking that he could escape,

mounted the stairs close after him ; but Chobei with a ter-

rible cut cleft the front man's head in sunder, and the other

two fell back appalled at their comrade's fate. Then Ch6bei

climbed on to the roof, and, looking out, perceived that the

house was surrounded on all sides by armed men. Seeing

this, he made up his mind that his last moment was come,

but, at any rate, he determined to sell his life dearly, and to

die fighting ; so he stood up bravely, when one of the officers,

coming up from the roof of a neighbouring house, attacked

him with a spear; and at the same time several other sol-

diers clambered up. Ch&bei, seeing that he was overmatched,

jumped down, and before the soldiers below had recovered

from their surprise he had dashed through their ranks, laying
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about him right and left, and cutting down three men. At
top speed, he fled, with his pursuers close behind him ; and,

seeing the broad river ahead of him, jumped into a small boat

that lay moored there, of which the boatmen, frightened at the

sight of his bloody sword, left him in undisputed possession.

Ch6bei pushed off, and sculled vigorously into the middle of

the river ; and the ofiicers^there being no other boat near

—

were for a moment baffled. One of them, however, rushing

down the river bank, hid himself on a bridge, armed with a

spear, and lay in wait for Chobei to pass in his boat; but
when the little boat came up, he missed his aim, and only
scratched Ch6bei's elbow ; and he, seizing the spear, dragged
down his adversary into the river, and killed him as he was
struggling iu the water ; then, sculling for his life, he
gradually drew near to the sea. The other officers in the

mean time had secured ten boats, and, having come up
with Chobei, surrounded him ; but he, having formerly been
a pirate, was far better skilled in the management of a boat
than his pursuers, and had no great difiiculty in eluding them

;

so at last he pushed out to sea, to the great annoyance of the
officers, who followed him closely.

Then Jiuy^mon, who had come up, said to one of the
of&cers on the shore

—

" Have you caught him yet ?

"

" No ; the fellQW is so brave and so cunning that our men
can do nothing with him."

"He's a determined ruffian, certainly. However, as the
feUow has got my sword, I mean to get it back by fair

means or foul : wiQ you allow me to undertake the job of

seizing him ? ''

" Well, you may try ; and you will have officers to assist

you, if you are in perU."

Jiuyemou, hav' 'g received this permission, stripped off his
clothes and jumjjcu into the sea, carrying with him a police-
man's mace, to the great astonishment of all the bystandej'S.
When he got near Ch6bei's boat, he dived and came up
alongside, without the pirate perceiving him until he had
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clambered into the boat. Ch6bei had the good Sukdsada

sword, and Jiuy^mon was armed with nothing but a mace ; but

Chobei, on the other hand, was exhausted with his previous

exertions, and was taken by surprise at a moment when he

was thinking of nothing but how he should scull away from

the pursuing boats ; so it was not long before Jiuy^mon
mastered and secured him.

For this feat, besides recovering his Suk^sada sword,

Jiuyemon received many rewards and great praise from the

Governor of Osaka. But the pirate Chdbei was cast into

prison.

Hichirobei, when he heard of his brother's capture, was

away from home ; but seeing that he too would be sought for,

he determined to escape to Yedo at once, and travelled along

the T6kaid6, the great highroad, as far as Kuana. But the

secret police had got wind of his movements, and one of

them was at his heels disguised as a beggar, and waiting for

an opportunity to seize him.

Hichirobei in the meanwhile was congratulating himself on

his escape ; and, little suspecting that he would be in danger

so far away from Osaka, he went to a house of pleasure, in-

tending to divert himself at his ease. The policeman, seeing

this, went to the master of the house and said

—

" The guest who has just come in is a notorious thief, and

I am on his track, waiting to arrest him. Do you watch for

the moment when he falls asleep, and let me know. Should

he escape, the blame will fall upon you."

The master of the house, who was greatly taken aback,

consented of course; so he told the woman of the house

to hide Hichirobei's dirk, and as soon as the latter, wearied

with his journey, had fallen asleep, he reported it to the

policeman, who went upstairs, and having bound Hichirobei

as he lay wrapped up in his quilt, led him back to Osaka

to be imprisoned with his brother.

When KashUcu became aware of her lover's arrest, she

felt certain that it was the handiwork of Jiuyemon ; sc she

determined to kill him, were it only that she might die with
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Hichirobei. So hiding a kitchen knife in the bosom of her

dress, she went at midnight to Jiuy^mon's house, and looked

all round to see if there were no hole or cranny by which

she might slip in unobserved ; but every door was carefully

closed, so she was obliged to knock at the door and feign

an excuse.

"Let me in! let me in! I am a servant-maid in the house

of Kajiki Tozay^mon, and am charged with a letter on most

pressing business to Sir Jiuy^mon."
Hearing tliis, one of Jiuy^mon's servants, thinking her tale

was true, rose and opened the door ; and Kashiku, stabbing

him in the face, ran past him into the house. Inside she met
another apprentice, who had got up, aroused by the noise

;

him too she stabbed in the belly, but as he fell he cried out

to Jiuy^mon, saying

—

" Father, father !^ take care ! Some murderous villain has

broken into the house."

And Kashiku, desperate, stopped his further utterance by
cutting his throat. Jiuyemon, hearing his apprentice cry out,

jumped up, and, lighting his night-lamp, looked about him in

the half-gloom, and saw Kashiku with the bloody knife,

hunting for him that she might kOl him. Springing upon
her before she saw him, he clutched her right hand, and,

having secured her, bound her with cords so that she could

not move. As soon as he had recovered from his surprise,

he looked about him, and searched the house, when, to his

horror, he found one of his apprentices dead, and the other

lying bleeding from a frightful gash across the face. With
the first dawn of day, he reported the affair to the proper

authorities, and gave Kashiku in custody. So, after due
examination, the two pirate brothers and the girl Kashiku
were executed, and their heads were exposed together."

Now the fame of all the valiant deeds of Jiuyemon having

^ The apprentice addresses his patron as " father.''

^ The exposure of the head, called Gokumon, is a disgraceful addition to

the punishment of beheading. A document, placed on the execution-ground,
sets forth the crime which has called forth the punishment.
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reached his own coimtry, his lord ordered that he should be
pardoned for his former offence, and return to his allegiance

;

so, after thanking Kajiki Tozay^mon for the manifold favours

which he had received at his hands, he went home, and
became a Samurai as before.

The fat wrestlers of Japan, whose heavy paunches and
unwieldy, puffy limbs, however much they may be admired

by their own country-people, form a striking contrast to our

Western notions of training, have attracted some attention

from travellers; and those who are interested in athletic

sports may care to learn something about them.

The first historical record of wrestling occurs in the sixth

year of the Emperor Suinin (B.C. 24), when one Taima no
K^haya, a noble of great stature and strength, boasting that

there was not his match under heaven, begged the Emperor
that his strength might be put to the test. The Emperor
accordingly caused the challenge to be proclaimed ; and one

E"omi no Shikun^ answered it, and having wrestled with

K^haya, kicked him in the ribs and broke his bones, so that

he died. After this Shikun6 was promoted to high office,

and became further famous in Japanese history as having

substituted earthen images for the living men who, before his

time, used to be buried with the coffin of the Mikado.

In the year 858 a.d. the throne of Japan was wrestled for.

The Emperor Buntoku had two sons, called Kordshito and

Koretaka, both of whom aspired to the throne. Their claims

were decided in a wrestUng-match, in which one YoshirS

was the champion of Kor^shito, and Natora the champion of

Koretaka. Natora having been defeated, Koreshito ascended

his father's throne under the style of Seiwa.

In the eighth century, when Nara was the capital of Japan,

the Emperor Shdmu instituted wrestling as part of the cere-

monies of the autumn festival of the Five Grains, or Harvest

Home ; and as the year proved a fruitful one, the custom was

continued as auspicious. The strong men of the various pro-
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vinces were collected, and one Kiyoliayaslii was proclaimed

the champion of Japan. Many a brave and stout man tried

a throw with him, but none could master him. Eules of the

ring were now drawn up ; and in order to prevent disputes,

Kiyobayashi was appointed by the Emperor to be the judge

of wrestling-matches, and was presented, as a badge of his

office, with a fan, upon which were inscribed the words the

"Prince of lions." The wrestlers were divided into wrestlers

of the eastern and of the western provinces, Omi being taken
as the centre province. The eastern wrestlers wore in their

hair the badge of the hollyhock ; the western wrestlers took
for their sign the gourd-flower. Hence the passage leading

up to the wrestling-stage was called the " Flower Path."

Forty-eight various falls were fixed upon as fair—twelve
throws, twelve lifts, twelve twists, and twelve throws over
the back. All other throws not included in these were foul,

and it was the duty of the umpire to see that no unlawful
tricks were resorted to. It was decided that the covered
stage should be composed of sixteen rice-bales, in the shape
of one huge bale, supported by four pillars at the four points

of the compass, each pillar being painted a different colour,

thus, together with certain paper pendants, making up five

colours, to symbolize the Five Grains.

The civil wars by which the country was disturbed for a
while put a stop to the practice of wrestling ; but when peace
was restored it was proposed to re-establish the athletic

games, and the umpire Kiyobayashi, the " Prince of Lions,"

was sought for ; but he had died or disappeared, and could
not be found, and there was no umpire forthcoming. The
various provinces were searched for a man who might fiU his

place, and one Yoshida lydtsugu, a E6nin of the province of
Echizen, being reported to be well versed in the noble science,

was sent for to the capital, and proved to be a pupU of
ELiyobayashi. The Emperor, having approved him, ordered
that the fan of the " Prince of Lions " should be made over
to him, and gave him the title of Bungo no Kami, and com-
manded that his name in the ring should be Oi-Kaze, the
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" Driving Wind." Further, as a sign that there should not

be two styles of wrestling, a second fan was given to him
bearing the inscription, "A single flavour is a beautiful

custom." The right of acting as umpire in wrestling-matches

was vested in his family, that the " Driving Wind " might for

future generations preside over athletic sports. In ancient

days, the prizes for the three champion wrestlers were a

bow, a bowstring, and an arrow: these are stOl brought

into the ring, and, at the end of the bout, the successful

competitors go through a variety of antics with them.

To the champion wrestlers—to two or three men only in a

generation—the family of the " Driving Wind " awards the

priArilege of wearing a rope-girdle. In the time of the Sho-

gunate these champions used to wrestle before the Shogun.

At the beginning of the 17th century (a.d. 1606) wrestling-

matches, as forming a regular part of a religious ceremony,

were discontinued. They are stiU. held, however, at the shrines

of Kamo, at Kiy6to, and of Kasuga, in Yamato. They are

also held at Kamakura every year, and at the shrines of the

patron saints of the various provinces, in imitation of the

ancient customs.

In the year 1623 one Akashi Shiganosuk^ obtained leave

from the Government to hold public wrestling-matches in

the streets of Yedo. In. the year 1644 was held the first

wrestling-match for the purpose of raising a collection for

building a temple. This was done by the priests of Kofu-

kuji, iu Yamashiro. In the year 1660 the same expedient

was resorted to in Yedo, and the custom of getting up wrest-

ItDg-matches for the benefit of temple funds holds good to

this day.

The following graphic description of a Japanese wrestling-

match is translated from the " Yedo Hanjoki " :
—

"From daybreak till eight in the morning a drum is

beaten to announce that, there will be wrestling. The spec-

tators rise early for the sight. The adversaries having been

settled, the wrestlers enter the ring from the east and from

the west. Tail stalwart men are they, with sinews and
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bones of iron. Like the Gods NiS.i they stand with theii

arms akimbo, and, facing one another, they crouch in their

strength. The umpire watches until the two men draw their

breath at the same time, and with his fan gives the signal.

They jump up and close with one another, like tigers

springing on their prey, or dragons playing with a ball.

Each is bent on throwing the other by twisting or by lifting

him. It is no mere trial of brute strength ; it is a tussle of

skill against skill. Each of the forty-eight throws is tried in

turn. From left to right, and from right to left, the umpire
hovers about, watching for the victory to declare itself.

Some of the spectators back the east, others back the west
The patrons of the ring are so excited that they feel the

strength tingling within them ; they clench their fists, and
watch their men, without so much as blinking their eyes.

At last one man, east or west, gains the advantage, and the

umpire lifts his fan in token of victory. The plaudits of

the bystanders shake the neighbourhood, and they throw
their clothes or valuables into the ring, to be redeemed after-

wards in money; nay, in his excitement, a man will even
tear off his neighbour's jacket and throw it in."

Before beginning their tussle, the wrestlers work up their

strength by stamping their feet and slapping their huge
thighs. This custom is derived from the following tale o'

the heroic or mythological age :

—

After the seven ages of the heavenly gods came the reign
of Tensho Daijin, the Sun Goddess, and first Empress of
Japan. Her younger brother, Sosan66 no Mikoto, was a

mighty and a brave hero, but turbulent, and delighted in

hunting the deer and the boar. After killing these beasts, he
would throw their dead bodies ioto the sacred hall of his

sister, and otherwise defile her dwelling. When he had done
this several times, his sister was angry, and hid in the cave
called the Eock Gate of Heaven ; aild when her face was not
seen, there was no difference between the night and the day.
The heroes who served her, mourning over thas, went to seek

^ The Japanese Gog and Magog.
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her ; but she placed a huge stone in front of the cave, and
would not come forth. The heroes, seeing this, consulted to-

gether, and danced and played antics before the cave to lure

her out. Tempted by curiosity to see the sight, she opened

the gate a little and peeped out. Then the hero Tajikara6, or

" Great Strength," clapping his hands and stamping his feet,

with a great effort grasped and threw down the stone door,

and. the heroes fetched back the Sun Goddess.^ As Taji-

kara& is the patron god of Strength, wrestlers, on entering

the ring, still commemorate his deed by clapping their hands
and stamping their feet as a preparation for putting forth

their strength.

The great Daimios are in the habit of attaching wrestlers

to their persons, and assigning to them a yearly portion of

rice. It is usual for these athletes to take part in funeral or

wedding processions, and to escort the princes on journeys.

The rich wardsmen or merchants give money to their

favourite wrestlers, and invite them to their houses to drink

wine and feast. Though low, vulgar fellows, they are

allowed something of the same familiarity which is accorded

to prize-fighters, jockeys, and the like, by their patrons in

our own country.

The Japanese wrestlers appear to have no regular system

of training; they harden their naturally powerful limbs by
much beating, and by butting at wooden posts with their

shoulders. Kieir diet is stronger than that of the ordinary

Japanese, who rarely touch meat.

1 The author of the history called "Kokushi Eiyaku" explains this fahl»

a.s being an account of the first eolinse.
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It will be long before those who were present at the newly

opened port of Kobe on the 4th of February, 1868, will

forget that day. The civil war was raging, and the foreign

Legations, warned by the flames of burning villages, no less

than by the flight of the Shogun and his ministers, had left

Osaka, to take shelter at K6b6, where they were not, as

at the former place, separated from their ships by more than
twenty miles of road, occupied by armed troops in a high

state of excitement, with the alternative of crossing in tem-
pestuous weather a dangerous bar, which had already taken
much valuable life. It was a fine winter's day, and the

place was full of bustle, and of the going and coming of men
busy with the care of housing themselves and their goods
and chattels. All of a sudden, a procession of armed men,
belonging to the Bizen clan, was seen to leave the town, and
to advance along the high road leading to Osaka; and
without apparent reason—it was said afterwards that two
Frenchmen had crossed the line of march—there was a halt,

a stiB, and a word of command given. Then the little clouds
of white smoke puffed up, and the sharp " ping" of the rifle

bullets came whizzing over the open space, destined for a

foreign settlement, as fast as the repeating breech-loaders

could be discharged. Happily, the practice was very
bad ; for had the men of Bizen been good shots, almost
all the principal foreign officials in the country, besides
many merchants and private gentlemen, must have been
killed : as it was, only two or three men were wounded.
Tf they were bad marksmen, however, they were mighty
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runners ; for they soon found that they had attacked a
hornets' nest. In an incredibly short space of time, the
guards of the different Legations and the sailors and ma-
rines from the ships of war were in hot chase after the
enemy, who were scampering away over the hills as fast as

their legs could carry them, leaving their baggage ingloriously

scattered over the road, as many a cheap lacquered hat and
flimsy paper cartridge-box, preserved by our Blue Jackets as

trophies, will testify. So good was the stampede, that the
enemy's loss amounted only to one aged coolie, who, being too

decrepit to run, was taken prisoner, after having had seven-
teen revolver shots fired at him without effect ; and the only
injury that our men inflicted was upon a solitary old woman,
who was accidently shot through the leg.

If it had not been for the serious nature of the offence

given, which was an attack upon the flags of all the treaty

Powers, and for the terrible retribution which was of necessity

exacted, the whole affair would have been recollected chiefly

for the ludicrous events which it gave rise to. The mounted
escort of* the British Legation executed a brilliant charge of

cavalry down an empty road; a very pretty line of skirmishers

along the fields fired away a great deal of ammunition with

no result ; earthworks were raised, and Kob^ was held in

military occupation for three days, during which there were

alarms, cutting-out expeditions with armed boats, steamers

seized, and all kinds of martial effervescence. In fact, it

was like fox-hunting: it had "all the excitement of war,

with only ten per cent, of the danger."

The first thought of the kind-hearted doctor of the British

Legation was for the poor old woman who had been wounded,

and was bemoaning herself piteously. When she was carried

in, a great difficulty arose, which, I need hardly say, was

overcome ; for the poor old creature belonged to the Etas, tho

Pariah race, whose presence pollutes the house even of the

poorest and humblest Japanese; and the native servants

strongly objected to her being treated as a human being,

saying that the Legation would be for ever defiled if she

L 2
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were admitted within its sacred precincts. No account of

Japanese society would be complete without a notice of

the Etas ; and the following story shows weU, I think, the

position which they hold.

Their occupation is to slay beasts, work leather, attend

upon criminals, and do other degrading work. Several

accounts are given of their origin ; the most probable of

which is, that when Buddhism, the tenets of which forbid the

taking of life, was introduced, those who lived by the inflic-

tion of death became accursed in the land, their trade being

made hereditary, as was the office of executioner in some
European countries. Another story is, that they are the

descendants of the Tartar invaders left behind by Kublai
Khan. Some further facts connected with the Etas are given

in a note at the end of the tale.

Once upon a time, some two hundred years ago, there

lived at a place called Honjo, in Yedo, a Hatamoto named
Takoji Genzaburo; his age was about twenty-four or twenty-
five, and he was of extraordinary personal beauty. His
official duties made it incumbent on him to go to the Castle

by way of the Adzuma Bridge, and here it was that a strange

adventure befel him. Therewas a certain Eta, who used
to earn his living by going out every day to the Adzuma
Bridge, and mending the sandals of the passers-by. When-
ever GenzaburS crossed the bridge, the Eta used always to

bow to him. This struck him as rather strange; but one
day when Genzaburo was out alone, without any retainers
following him, and was passing the Adzuma Bridge, the
thong of his sandal suddenly broke : this annoyed him
very much ; however, he recollected the Eta cobbler
who always used to bow to him so regularly, so he went
to the place where he usually sat, and ordered him to
mend his sandal, saying to him, " TeU me why it is that
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every time that I pass by this bridge, you salute me so

respectfully."

When the Eta heard this, he was put out of countenance,

and for a while he remained silent ; but at last taking cou-

rage, he said to Genzaburo, " Sir, having been honoured with

your commands, I am (][uite put to shame. I was originally

a gardener, and used to go to your honour's house and lend

a hand in trimming up the garden. In those days your

honour was very young, and I myself little better than a

child ; and so I used to play with your honour, and re-

ceived many kindnesses at your hands. My name, sir, is

Chokichi. Since those days I have fallen by degrees into

dissolute habits, and little by little have sunk to be the vile

thing that you now see me."

When Genzaburo heard this he was very much surprised,

and, recollecting his old friendship for his playmate, was

filled with pity, and said, " Surely, surely, you have fallen

very low. Now all you have to do is to persevere and use

your utmost endeavours to find a means of escape from the

class into which you have fallen, and become a wardsman

again. Take this sum: small as it is, let it be a founda-

tion for more to you." And with these words he took ten

riyos out of his pouch and handed them to Chokichi, who
at first refused to accept the present, but, when it was

pressed upon him, received it with thanks. Genzaburo was

leaving him to go home, when two wandering singing-girls

came nip and spoke to Chokichi ; so GenzaburS looked to

see what the two women were like. One was a woman of

some twenty years of age, and the other was a peerlessly

beautiful girl of sixteen; she was neither too fat nor too

thin, neither too tall nor too short ; her face was oval, like

a melon-seed, and her complexion fair and white ; her eyes

were narrow and bright, her teeth small and even ; her nose

was aquiline, and her mouth delicately formed, with lovely

red lips ; her eyebrows were long and fine ; she had a pro-

fusion of long black hair ; she spoke modestly, with a soft sweet

voice ; and when she smiled, two lovely dimples appeared
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in her cheeks; in all her movements she was gentle and

refined. GenzaburS fell in love with her at first sight ; and
she, seeing what a handsome man he was, equally fell in love

with him ; so that the woman that was with her, perceiving

that they were struck with one another, led her away as

fast as possible.

GenzaburS remained as one stupefied, and, turning to Cho-
kichi, said, " Are you acquainted with those two women who
came up just now?"

"Sir," replied Chokichi, "those are two women of our

people. The elder woman is called Kuma, and the girl,

who is only sixteen years old, is named Koyo. She is

the daughter of one Ejhachi, a chief of the Etas. She is a

very gentle girl, besides being so exceedingly pretty ; and all

our people are loud in her praise."

"When he heard this, Genzabur6 remained lost in thought
for a while, and then said to Chokichi, "I want you to

do something for me. Are you prepared to serve me in

whatever respect I may require you ?"

Chokichi answered that he was prepared to do any-
thing in his power to oblige his honour. Upon this, Genza-
bur& smiled and said, " Well, then, I am" willing to employ
you in a certain matter ; but as there are a great number
of passers-by here, I wUl go and wait for you in a tea-house
at Hanakawado ; and when you have finished your business
here, you can join me, and I will speak to you." With these
words Genzaburo left him, and went off to the tea-house.

When Chokichi had finished his work, he changed his

clothes, and, hurrying to the tea-house, inquired for Genza-
buro, who was waiting for him upstairs. Chokichi went up
to him, and began to thank him for the money which he had
bestowed upon him. Genzabur6 smiled, and handed him a
wine-cup, inviting him to drink, and said

—

" I will tell you the service upon which I wish to employ
you, I have set my heart upon that girl Koyo, whom
I met to-day upon the Adzuma Bridge, and you must arrange
a meeting between us."
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When ChokicM heard these words, he was amazed and
frightened, and for awhile he made no answer. At last

he said

—

" Sir, there is nothing that I would not do for you after the

favours that I have received from you. If this girl were the

daughter of any ordinary man, I would move heaven and
earth to comply with your wishes; but for your honour, a

handsome and noble Hatamoto, to take for his concubine the

daughter of an Eta is a great mistake. By giving a little

money you can get the handsomest woman in the town.

Pray, sir, abandon the idea."

Upon this Genzabur6 was offended, and said

—

" This is no matter for you to give advice in, I have told

you to get me the girl, and you must obey."

Cheldchi, seeing that all that he could say would be of no

avail, thought over in his mind how to bring about a meeting

between GenzaburS and Koyo, and repUed
—

'

" Sir, I am afraid when I think of the liberty that I have

taken. I will go to Kihachi's house, and will use my best

endeavours with him that I may bring the girl to you. But

for to-day, it is getting late, and night is coming on ; so I

wUl go and speak to her father to-morrow."

GenzaburS was delighted to find Chokichi willing to

serve him.
" Well," said he, " the day after to-morrow I wUl await you

at the tea-house at Oji, and you can bring Koyo there.

Take this present, small as it is, and do your best for me."

With this he pulled out three riyos from his pocket and

handed them to Chokichi, who declined the money with

thanks, saying that he had already received too much, and

could accept no more ; but GenzaburS pressed him, adding,

that if the wish of his heart were accomplished he would do

still more for him. So Chokichi, in great glee at the good

luck which had befallen him, began to revolve aU sorts of

schemes in his mind ; and the two parted.

But Koyo, who had fallen in love at first sight with.

Genzaburo on the Adzuma Bridge, went home and could
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think of nothing but him. Sad and melancholy she sat, and
her friend Kuma tried to comfort her in various ways

;

but Koyo yearned, with all her heart, for GenzaburS ; and
the more she thought over the matter, the better she per-

ceived that she, as the daughter of an Eta, was no match for

a noble Hatamoto. And yet, in spite of this, she pined for

him, and bewailed her own vile condition.

Now it happened that her friend Kuma was in love with

Chokichi, and only cared for thinking and speaking of him

;

one day, when Chokichi went to pay a visit at the bouse of

Kihachi the Eta chief, Kuma, seeing him come, was highly

delighted, and received him very politely; and Chokichi,

interrupting her, said

—

" Kuma, I want you to answer me a question : where
has Koyo gone to amuse herself to-day ?

"

" Oh, you know the gentleman who was talking with you
the other day, at the Adzuma Bridge? Well, Koyo has
fallen desperately in love with him, and she says that she is

too low-spirited and out of sorts to get up yet."

Chokichi was greatly pleased to hear this, and said to

Kuma

—

" How delightful ! Why, Koyo has fallen in love with
the very gentleman who is burning with passion for her,

and who has employed me to help him in the matter. How-
ever, as he is a noble Hatamoto, and his whole family would
be ruiaed if the affair became known to the world, we must
endeavour to keep it as secret as possible."

" Dear me !

" replied Kuma ;
" when Koyo hears this,

how happy she will be, to be sure ! I must go and tell her
at once."

" Stop
!

" said Chokichi, detaining her ;
" if her father.

Master Kihachi, is willing, we will tell Koyo directly. You
had better wait here a little until I have consulted him;" and
with this he went into an inner chamber to see Kibachi;
and, after talking over the news of the day, told him how
Genzabur6 had fallen passionately in love with Koyo,
and had employed him as a go-between. Then he described
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how he had received kindness at the hands of Genzabur6
when he was in hetter circumstances, dwelt on the wonderful
personal beauty of his lordship, and upon the lucky chance
by which he and Koyo had come to meet each other.

When Kihachi heard this story, he was greatly flattered,

and said

—

" I am sure I am very much obliged to you. Por one
of our daughters, whom even the common people despise
and shun as a pollution, to be chosen as the concubine of
a noble Hatamoto— what could be a greater matter for

congratulation
!

"

So he prepared a feast for Chokichi, and went off at once
to tell Koyo the news. As for the maiden, who had fallen

over head and ears in love, there was no difficulty in obtain-

ing her consent to all that was asked of her.

Accordingly Chokichi, having arranged to bring the lovers

together on the following day at Oji, was preparing to go and
report the glad tidings to G-enzabur8; but Koyo, who
knew that her friend Kuma was in love with Chokichi,

and thought that if she could throw them into one another's

arms, they, on their side, would tell no tales about herself and
GenzaburS, worked to such good purpose that she gained her
point. At last- Chokichi, tearing himself from the embraces
of Kuma, returned to GenzaburS, and told him how he had
laid his plans so as, without fail, to bring Koyo to him, the

following day, at Oji; and Genzabur6, beside himself with

impatience, waited for the morrow.

The next day Genzaburo, having made his prepara-

tions, and taking Chokichi with him, went to the tea-

house at Oji, and sat drinking wine, waiting for his

sweetheart to come.

As for Koyo, who was half in ecstasies, and half shy at

the idea of meeting on this day the man of her heart's desire,

she put on her holiday clothes, and went with Kuma to

Oji; and as they went out together, her natural beauty

being enhanced by her smart dress, aU the people turned

round to look at her, and praise her pretty face. And so,
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after a while, they arrived at Oji, and went into the tea-house

that had been agreed upon ; and Chokichi, going out to meet
them, exclaimed

—

" Dear me. Miss Koyo, his lordship has been aU impa-
tience waiting for you : pray make haste and come in."

But, in spite of what he said, Koyo, on account of her
virgin modesty, would not go in. Kuma, however, who
was not quite so particular, cried out

—

" Why, what is the meaning of this ? As you've come
here, Koyo, it's a little late for you to be making a
fuss about being shy. Don't be a little fool, but come in

with me at once." And with these words she caught fast

hold of Koyo's hand, and, pulling her by force into the
room, made her sit down by Grenzabur6.

When Genzaburo saw how modest she was, he reassured
her, saying

—

"Come, what is there to be so shy about? Come a little

nearer to me, pray."
" Thank you, sir. How could I, who am such a vile thing,

pollute your nobility by sitting by your side?" And, as
she spoke, the blushes mantled over her face ; and the more
Genzabur6 looked at her, the more beautiful she appeared in

his eyes, and the more deeply he became enamoured of her
charms. In the meanwhile he called for wine and fish, and
all four together made a feast of it. When Chokichi and
Kuma saw how the land lay, they retired discreetly into

another chamber, and Genzabur& and Koyo were left alone
together, looking at one another.

" Come," said GenzaburS, smiling, " hadn't you better sit a
little closer to me?"

" Thank you, sir ; really I'm afraid."

But Genzaburo, laughing at her for her idle fears, said

—

" Don't behave as if you hated me."
" Oh, dear ! I'm sure I don't hate you, sir. That would be

very rude ; and, indeed, it's not the case. I loved you when
1 first saw you at the Adzuma Bridge, and longed for you
with aU my heart ; but I knew what a despised race I be-
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longed to, and that I was no fitting match for you, and so I

tried to he resigned. But I am very young and inexperienced,

and so I could not help thinking of you, and you alone ; and
then Chokichi came, and when I heard what you had said

about me, I thought, in the joy of my heart, that it must be

a dream of happiness."

And as she spoke these words, blushing timidly, Genza-
bur6 was dazzled with her beauty, and said

—

" Well, you're a clever child. I'm sure, now, you must
have some handsome young lover of your own, and that is

why you don't care to come and drink wine and sit by me.

Am I not right, eh ?

"

" Ah, sir, a nobleman like you is sure to have a beautiful

wife at home ; and then you are so handsome that, of course,

all the pretty young ladies are in love with you."
" Nonsense ! Why, how clever you are at flattering and

paying compliments ! A pretty little creature like you was
just made to turn all the men's heads—a little witch."

" Ah ! those are hard things to say of a poor girl ! Who
could think of falling in love with such a wretch as I am ?

Now, pray tell me all about your own sweetheart : I do so

long to hear about her."

"Silly child! I'm not the sort of man to put thoughts

into the heads of fair ladies. However, it is quite true that

there is some one whom I want to marry."

At this Koyo began to feel jealous.

" Ah !

" said she, " how happy that some one must be

!

Do, pray, tell me the whole story." And a feeling of jealous

spite came over her, and made her quite unhappy.

GenzaburS laughed as he answered

—

"Well, that some one is yourself, and nobody else.

There!" and as he spoke, he gently tapped the dimple on her

cheek with his finger ; and Koyo's heart beat so, for very

joy, that, for a little while, she remained speechless. At last

she turned her face towards Genzaburo, and said

—

" Alas ! your lordship is only trifling with me, when you

know that what you have just been pleased to propose is the
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darling wish of my heart. Would that I couid only go into

your house as a maid-servant, in any capacity, however mean,
that I might daUy feast my eyes on your handsome face !

"

" Ah ! I see that you think yourself very clever at hoaxing

men, and so you must needs tease me a little
;

" and, as he
spoke, he took her hand, and drew her close up to him, and
she, blushing again, cried

—

" Oh ! pray wait a moment, while I shut the sliding-doors."
" Listen to me, Koyo ! I am not going to forget the

promise which I made you just now; nor need you he
afraid of my harming you ; but take care that you do not
deceive me."

" Indeed, sir, the fear is rather that you should set your
heart on others ; but, although I am no fashionable lady,

take pity on me, and love me well and long."

"Of course! I shall never care for another woman
but you."

"Pray, pray, never forget those words that you have
just spoken."

" And now," replied GenzaburS, " the night is advancing,
and, for to-day, we must part ; but we will arrange matters,

so as to meet again in this tea-house. But, as people would
make remarks if we left the tea-house together, I v/iU go
out first."

And so, much against their will, they tore themselves from
one another, Genzabur6 returning to Ms house, and Koyo
going home, her heart filled with joy at having found the
man for whom she had pined ; and from that day forth they
used constantly to meet in secret at the tea-house ; and Gen-
zaburo, in his infatuation, never thought that the matter must
surely become notorious after a while, and that he himself
would be banished, and his family ruined : he only took care
for the pleasure of the moment.
Now Chokichi, who had brought about the meetino

between Genzaburo and his love, used to go every day to the
tea-house at Oji, taking with him Koyo ; and Genzabur6
neglected all his duties for the pleasure of these secret meet-
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mgs. Chokichi saw this with great regret, and thought to

himself that if Genzaburo gave himself up entirely to pleasure,

and laid aside his duties, the secret would certainly be made
public, and Genzabur6 would bring ruin on himself and his

family ; so he began to devise some plan by which he might
separate them, and plotted as eagerly to estrange them as he
had formerly done to introduce them to one another.

At last he hit upon a device which satisfied him. Ac-
cordingly one day he went to Koyo's house, and, meeting
her father Kihachi, said to him

—

" I've got a sad piece of news to tell you. The family of

my lord Genzaburo have been complaining bitterly of his

conduct in carrying on his relationship with your daughter,

and of the ruin which exposure would bring upon the whole
house ; so they have been using their influence to persuade
him to hear reason, and give up the connection. Now his

lordship feels deeply for the damsel, and yet he cannot

sacrifice his family for her sake. For the first time, he has

become aUve to the folly of which he has been guilty, and, full

of remorse, he has commissioned me to devise some stratagem

to break off the affair. Of course, this has taken me by
surprise ; but as there is no gainsaying the right of the case,

I have had no option but to promise obedience : this promise

I have come to redeem ; and now, pray, advise your daughter

to think no more of his lordship."

When Kihachi heard this he was surprised and distressed,

and told Koyo immediately ; and she, grieving over the

sad news, took no thought either of eating or drinking, but

remained gloomy and desolate.

In the meanwhile, Chokichi went off to Genzaburo's

house, and told him that O Koyo had been taken suddenly

Ul, and could not go to meet him, and begged him to wait

patiently until she shoidd send to tell him of her recovery.

GenzaburS, never suspecting the story to be false, waited

for thirty days, and still Chokichi brought him no tidings

of Koyo. At last he met Chokichi, and besought him to

arrange a meeting for him with Koyo,
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" Sir," replied Chokichi, " she is not yet recovered ; so it

would be difficult to bring her to see your honour. But I

have been thinking much about this affair, sir. If it

becomes public, your honour's family will be plunged in

ruin. I pray you, sir, to forget all about Koyo."
"It's all very well for you to give me advice," answered

Genzabur6, surprised; "but, having once bound myself to

Koyo, it would be a pitiful thing to desert her; I

therefore implore you once more to arrange that I may
meet her."

However, he would not consent upon any account ; so

GrenzabuT& returned home, and, from that time forth, daily

entreated Chokichi to bring Koyo to him, and, receiving

nothing but advice from him in return, was very sad
and lonely.

One day Genzaburo, intent on ridding himself of the grief

he felt at his separation from Koyo, went to the Yoshiwara,
and, going into a house of entertainment, ordered a feast to

be prepared ; but, in the midst of gaiety, his heart yearned all

the whUe for his lost love, and his merriment was but mourn-
ing in disguise. At last the night wore on ; and as he was
retiring along the corridor, he saw a man of about forty years
of age, with long hair, coming towards him, who, when he
saw Genzabur6, cried out, " Dear me ! why this must be my
young lord Genzabur6 who has come out to enjoy himself"

Genzabur6 thought this rather strange
; but, looking at the

man attentively, recognised him as a retainer whom he had
had in his employ the year before, and said

—

" This is a curious meeting : pray what have you been
about since you left my service? At any rate, I may
congratulate you on being well and strong. Where are you
living now ?

"

" Well, sir, since I parted from you I have been earning a
living as a fortune-teller at Kanda, and have changed my
name to Kaji Sazen. I am living in a poor and humble
house ; but if your lordship, at your leisure, would honour
me with a visit

"
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" Well, it's a lucky chance that has brought us together,

and I certainly will go and see you ; besides, I want you to

do something for me. Shall you be at home the day after

to-morrow ?

"

" Certainly, sir, I shall make a point of being at home."
"Very well, then, the day after to-morrow I will go to

your house."
" I shall be at your service, sir. And now, as it is getting

late, I will take my leave for to-night."
" Good night, then. We shall meet the day after to-morrow."

And so the two parted, and went their several ways to rest.

On the appointed day Genzabur6 made his preparations,

and went in disguise, without any retainers, to call upon
Sazen, who met him at the porch of his house, and said,

" This is a great honour ! My lord GenzaburS is indeed

welcome. My house is very mean, but let me invite your
lordship to come into an inner chamber."

" Pray," replied Genzaburo, " don't make any ceremony for

me. Don't put yourself to any trouble on my account."

And so he passed in, and Sazen called to his wife to prepare

wine and condiments; and they began to feast. At last

GenzaburS, looking Sazen in the face, said, " There is a service

which I want you to render me—a very secret service ; but

as, if you were to refuse me, I should be put to shame, before

I tell you what that service is, I must know whether you are

wiUuig to assist me in anything that I may require of you."

"Yes; if it is anything that is within my power, I am
at your disposal."

" Well, then," said Genzaburo, greatly pleased, and drawing

ten riyos from his bosom, "this is but a small present to

make to you on my first visit, but pray accept it."

" No, indeed ! I don't know what your lordship wishes of

me ; b\it, at any rate, I cannot receive this money. I really

must beg you lordship to take it back again."

But Genzabur6 pre.ssed it upon him by force, and at last he

was obliged to accept the money. Then Genzaburo told him
the whole story of his loves with Koyo—how he had first
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met her and fallen in love with her at the Adzuma Bridge

;

how Chokichi had introduced her to him at the tea-house at

Oji, and then when she fell ill, and he wanted to see her

again, instead of bringing her to him, had only given him
good advice ; and so GenzaburS drew a lamentable picture of

his state of despair.

Sazen listened patiently to his story, and, after reflecting for

a while, replied, "Well, sir, it's not a difficult matter to set

right ; and yet it will require some little management. How-
ever, if your lordship will do me the honour of coming to

see me again the day after to-morrow, I will cast about me in

the meanwhile, and wUl let you know then the result of my
deliberations."

When Genzabur& heard this he felt greatly relieved, and,

recommending Sazen to do his best in the matter, took his

leave and returned home. That very night Sazen, after

thinking over all that Genzaburo had told him, laid his plans
accordingly, and went off to the house of Kihachi, the Eta
chief, and told him the commission with which he had been
entrusted.

Kihachi was of course greatly astonished, and said, " Some
time ago, sir, Chokichi came here and said that my lord

Genzabur6, having been rebuked by his family for his profli--

gate behaviour, had determined to break off his connection
with my daughter. Of course I knew that the daughter of an
Eta was no fitting match for a nobleman ; so when Chokichi
came and told me the errand upon which he had been sent, I
had no alternative but to announce to my daughter that she
must give up all thought of his lordship. Since that time
she has been fretting and pining and starving for love. But
when I tell her what you have just said, how glad and happy
she will be ! Let me go and talk to her at once." And with
these words, he went to Koyo's room; and when he
looked upon her thin wasted face, and saw how sad she was
he felt more and more pity for her, and sAid, " Well, Koyo,
are you in better spirits to-day? Would you like some-
thing to eat ?

"
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" Thank you, I have no appetite."
" Well, at any rate, T have some news for you that will

make you happy. A messenger has come from my lord
GenzaburS, for whom your heart yearns."

At this Koyo, who had been crouching down like a
drooping flower, gave a great start, and cried out, " Is that
really true ? Pray tell me all about it as quickly as possible."

"The story which Chokichi came and told us, that his

lordship wished to break off the connection, was all an
invention. He has all along been wishing to meet you, and
constantly urged Chokichi to bring you a message from him.
It is Chokichi who has been throwing obstacles in the way.
At last his lordship has secretly sent a man, called Kaji
Sazen, a fortune-teller, to arrange an interview between you.

So now, my child, you may cheer up, and go to meet your
lover as soon as you please."

When Koyo heard this, she was so happy that she thought
it must aU be a dream, and doubted her own senses.

Kihachi in the meanwhile rejoined Sazen in the other

room, and, after telling him of the joy with which his daughter

had heard the news, put before him wine and other delicacies.

" I think," said Sazen, " that the best way would be for Koyo
to live secretly in my lord Genzabur6's house ; but as it will

never, do for all the world to know of it, it must be managed
very quietly ; and further, when I get home, I must think out

some plan to lull the suspicions of that fellow Chokichi,

and let you know my idea by letter. Meanwhile Koyo had
better come home with me to-night : although slie is so terri-

bly out of spirits now, she shaU meet Genzabur6 the day

after to-morrow."

Kihachi reported this to Koyo ; and as her pining for

Genzaburo was the only cause of her sickness, she recovered

her spirits at once, and, saying that she would go with Sazen
immediately, jojrfuUy made her preparations. Then Sazen,

having once more warned Kihachi to keep the matter secret

from Chokichi, and to act upon the letter which he. should

send him, returned home, taking with him O Koyo ; and after

M
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Koyo had bathed and dressed her hair, and pamted herself

and put on beautiful clothes, she came out looking so lovely

that no princess in the land could vie with her ; and Sazen,

when he saw her, said to himself that it was no wonder that

Genzaburo had fallen in love with her; then, as it was
getting late, he advised her to go to rest, and, after showing
her to her apartments, went to his own room and wrote his

letter to Kihachi, containing the scheme which he had devised.

\\'Tien Kihachi received his instructions, he was filled with

admiration at Sazen's ingenuity, and, putting on an appear-

ance of great alarm and agitation, went off immediately to

call on Chokichi, and said to him

—

" Oh, Master Chokichi, such a terrible thing has happened !

Pray, let me tell you all about it."

" Indeed ! what can it be ?"

" Oh ! sir," answered Kihachi, pretending to wipe away his

tears, "my daughter Koyo, mourning over her separation
from my lord Genzaburo, at first refused all sustenance, and
remained nursing her sorrows until, la-st night, her woman's
heart failing to bear up against her great grief, she drowned
herself in the river, leaving behind her a paper on which she
had written her intention."

When Chokichi heard this, he was thunderstruck, and
exclaimed, " Can this really be true ! And when I think
that it was I who first introduced her to my lord, I am
ashamed to look you in the face."

" Oh, say not so : misfortunes are the punishment due for

our misdeeds in a former state of existence. I bear you no
Ul-will. This money which I hold in my hand was my
daughter's ; and in her last ihstructions she wrote to beg that
it might be given, after her dealii, to you, through whose
intervention she became allied with a nobleman : so please
accept it as my daughter's legacy to you;" and as he spoke, he
offered him three riyoe.

" You amaze me !

" replied the other. " How could I,

above all men, who have so much to reproach myself with
in my conduct towards you, accept this money ?

"
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" Nay ; it was my dead daughter's wish. But since you
reproach yourself in the matter when you think of her, I will

beg you to put up a prayer and to cause masses to be said

for her."

At last, Chokichi, after much persuasion, and greatly

to his own distress, was obliged to accept the money

;

and when Eahachi had carried out all Sazen's instructions,

he returned home, laughing m his sleeve.

Chokichi was sorely grieved to hear of Koyo's death, and
remained thinking over the sad news ; when all of a sudden
looking about him, he saw something like a letter lying on the

spot where Kihachi had been sitting, so he picked it up and
read it; and, as luck would have it, it was the very letter

which contained Sazen's instructions to Kihachi, and in which
the whole story which had just affected him so much was
made up. When he perceived the trick that had been played

upon him, he was very angry, and exclaimed, " To think that

1 should have been so hoaxed by that hateful old dotard, and

such a fellow as Sazen ! And Genzaburo, too !—out of

gratitude for the favours which I had received from him in

old days, I faithfully gave him good advice, and all in vain.

Well, they've gulled me once ; but I'll be even with them
yet, and hinder their game before it is played out

!

" And
so he worked himself up into a fury, and went off secretly to

prowl about Sazen's house to watch for Koyo, determined

to pay off GenzaburS and Sazen for their conduct to him.

In the meanwhile Sazen, who did not for a moment
suspect what had happened, when the day which had been

fixed upon by him and Genzabur6 arrived, made Koyo put

on her best clothes, smartened up his house, and got ready a

feast against Genzaburo's arrival. The latter came punc-

tually to his time, and, going in at once, said to the fortune-

teller, "Well, have you succeeded in the commission with

which I entrusted you?"
At first Sazen pretended to be vexed at the question, and

said, " Well, sir, I've done my best ; but it's not a matter

which can be settled in a hurry. However, there's a young
m2
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lady of high birth and wonderful beauty upstairs, who has

come here secretly to have her fortune told ; and if your

lordship would like to come with me and see her, you can

do so."

But GenzaburS, when he heard that he was not to meet
Koyo, lost heart entirely, and made up his mind to go

home again. Sazen, however, pressed him so eagerly, that

at last he went upstairs to see this vaunted beauty; and
Sazen, drq,wing aside a screen, showed him Koyo, who
was sitting there. Genzaburo gave a great start, and, turning

to Sazen, said, " Well, you certainly are a first-rate hand at

keeping up a hoax. However, I cannot sufficiently praise the

way in which you have carried out my instructions."

" Pray, don't mention it, sir. But as it is a long time since

you have met the young lady, you must have a great deal to

say to one another ; so I will go downstairs, and, if you want
anything, pray call me." And so he went downstairs and
left them.

Then GenzaburS, addressing Koyo, said, " Ah ! it is

indeed a long time since we met. How happy it makes
me to see you again! .Why, your face has grown quite

thin. Poor thing ! have you been unhappy ?" And Koyo,
with the tears starting from her eyes for joy, hid her face

;

and her heart was so full that she could not speak. But
Genzabur6, passing his hand gently over her head and back,
and comforting her, said, "Gome, sweetheart, there is no
need to sob so. Talk to me a little, and let me hear
your voice."

At last Koyo raised her head and said, " Ah ! when I

was separated from you by the tricks of Chokichi, and
thoughib that I should never meet you again, how tenderly

1 thought of you ! I thought I should have died, and waited
for my hour to come, pining all the while for you. And
when at last, as I lay between life and death, Sazen came
with a message from you, I thought it was aU a dream."
And as she spoke, she bent her head and sobbed again ; and
in Genzabur6's eyes she seemed more beautiful than ever,
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with her pale, delicate face; and he loved her better than
before. Then she said, " If I were to tell you all I have
suffered until to-day, I should never stop."

"Yes," replied Genzabur6, "I too have suffered much;"
and so they told one another their mutual griefs, and from
that day forth they constantly met at Sazen's house.

One day, as they were feasting and enjoying themselves in

an upper story in Sazen's house, Chokichi came to the house and
said, " I beg pardon ; but does one Master Sazen live here 1

"

" Certainly, sir : I am Sazen, at your service. Pray where
are you from ?

"

"Well, sir, I have a little business to transact with

you. May I make so bold as to go in?" And with these

words, he entered the house.
" But who and what are you ? " said Sazen.
" Sir, I am an Eta ; and my name is Chokichi. I beg to be-

speak your goodwill for myself : I hope we may be friends."

Sazen was not a little taken aback at this; however, he

put on an innocent face, as though he had never heard of

Chokichi before, and said, " 1 never heard of such a thing !

Why, I thought you were some respectable person ; and you
have the impudence to tell me that your name is Chokichi,

and that you're one of those accursed Etas. To think of

such a shameless vDlaui coming and asking to be friends

with me, forsooth ! Get you gone !—the quicker, the better :

your presence pollutes the house."

Chokichi smiled contemptuously, as he answered, " So you

deem the presence of an Eta in your house a pollution—eh ?

Why, I thought you must be one of us."

" Insolent knave ! Begone as fast as possible."

"Well, since you say that I defile your house, you had

better get rid of Koyo as well. I suppose she must equally

be a pollution to it."

This put Sazen rather in a dilemma; however, he made

up his mind not to show any hesitation, and said, " What

are you talking about 1 There is no Koyo here ; and I

never saw such a person in my life."
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Chokiclii quietly drew out of tlie bosom of his dress the

letter from Sazen to Kihachi, which he had picked up a few

days before, and, showing it to Sazen, replied, " If you wish

to dispute the genuineness of this paper, I will report the

whole matter to the Governor of Yedo; and Genzaburo's

family will be ruined, and the rest of you who are parties in

this affair will come in for your share of trouble. Just wait

a little."

And as he pretended to leave the house, Sazen, at his wits'

end, cried out, " Stop ! stop ! I want to speak to you. Pray,

stop and listen quietly. It is quite true, as you said, that

Ko}'0 is in my house; and really your indignation is

perfectly just. Come ! let us talk over matters a little. Now
you yourself were originally a respectable man ; and although

you have fallen in life, there is no reason why your disgrace

should last for ever. All that you want in order to enable

you to escape out of this fraternity of Etas is a little money.
Why should you not get this from GenzaburS, who is very

anxious to keep his intrigue with Koyo secret ?"

Chokichi laughed disdainfully. " I am ready to talk with

you ; but I don't want any money. All I want is to report

the affair to the authorities, in order that I may be revenged
for the fraud that was put upon me."

" Wont you accept twenty-iive riyos ?

"

" Twenty-five riyos ! No, indeed ! I will not take a

fraction less than a hundred; and if I cannot get them I

will report the whole matter at once.''

Sazen, after a moment's consideration, hit upon a scheme,
and answered, smiling, "Well, Master Chokichi, you're a fine

fellow, and I admire your spirit. You shall have the hundred
riyos you ask for ; but, as I have not so much money by me
at present, I will go to Genzaburo's house and fetch it. It's

getting dark now, but it's not very late ; so I'll trouble you to

come with me, and then I can give you the money to-night."

Chokichi consenting to this, the pair left the house together.

Now Sazen, who as a Rouin wore a long dirk in his girdle,

kept looking out for a moment when Chokichi should be off
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his guard, in order to kill him ; but Chokichi kept his eyes
open, and did not give Sazen a chaace. At last Chokichi, as

,
ill-luck would have it, stumbled against a stone and fell ; and
Sazen, profiting by the chance, drew his dirk and stabbed him
in the side ; and as Chokichi, taken by surprise, tried to get
up, he cut him severely over the head, until at last he fell

dead. Sazen then looking around him, and seeing, to his
great delight, that there was no one near, returned home.
The following day, Chokichi's body -^vas found by the police

;

and when they examined it, they found nothing upon it save
a paper, which they read, and which proved to be the very
letter which Sazen had sent to Kihachi, and which Chokichi
had picked up. The matter was immediately reported to tlie

governor, and, Sazen having been summoned, an investigation
was held. Sazen, cunning and bold murderer as he was,
lost his self-possession when he saw what a fool he had been
not to get back from Chokichi the letter which he had
written, and, when he was put to a rigid examination under
torture, confessed that he had hidden Koyo at Genzaburo's
instigation, and then killed Chokichi, who had found out the

secret. Upon this the governor, after consulting about
Genzaburo's case, decided that, as he had disgi-aced his

position as a Hatamoto by contracting an alliance with the

daughter of an Eta, his property should be confiscated, his

family blotted out, and himself banished. As for Kihachi,

the Eta chief, and his daughter Koyo, they were lianded

over for punishment to the chief of the Etas, and by him
they too were banished ; whUe Sazen, against whom the

murder of Chokichi had been fully proved, was executed

according to law.

NOTE.

At Asakusa, in Yedo, there lives a man called Danzayemon, the

chief of the Etas. This man traces his pedigree back to Minamoto
no Yoritomo, who founded the Shogunate in the year 1192 a.d.

The whole of tlie Etas in Japan are under his jurisdiction : his
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subordinates are called Koyagashira, or " chiefs of the huts
;
" and

ho and they constitute the government of the Etas. In the " Legacy

of lyeyasu," already quoted, the 36th Law provides as follows:

—

"All wandering mendicants, such as male sorcerers, female diviners,

hermits, blind people, beggars, and tanners (Etas), have had from of

old their respective rulers. Be not disinclined, however, to punish

any such who give rise to disputes, or who overstep the bou-ndaries

of their own classes and are disobedient to existing laws."

The occupation of the Etas is to kill and flay horses, oxen, and
other beasts, to stretch drums and make shoes; and if they are

very poor, they wander from house to house, working as cobblers,

mending old shoes and leather, and so earn a scanty livelihood.

Eeaides this, their daughters and young married women gain a

trifle as v/andering minstrels, called Torioi, playing on the shami-

sen, a sort of banjo, and singing ballads. They never marry
out of their own fraternity, but remain apart, a despised and
shunned race.

At executions by crucifixion it is the duty of the Etas to

transfix the victims with spears ; and, besides this, they have to

perform all sorts of degrading offices about criminals, such aa

carrying sick prisoners from their cells to the hall of justice,

and burying the bodies of those that have been executed.

Tims their race is polluted and accursed, and they are hated

accordingly.

Now this is how the Etas come to be under the jurisdiction of

Danzaydmon :

—

When Minamoto no Yoritomo was yet a child, his father, Mina-

moto no Yoshitomo, fought with Taira no Kiyomori, and was killed

by treachery : so his family was ruined 5 and Yoshitomo's con-

cubine, whose name was Tokiwa, took her children and fled from

the house, to save her own and theu' lives. But Kiyomori, deeiring

to destroy the family of Yoshitomo root and branch, ordered his

retainers to divide themselves into bands, and sieek out the

children. At last they were found; hut Tokiwa was so exceed-

ingly beautiful that Kiyomori was inflamed with love for her,

and desired her to become his own concubine. Then Tokiwa told

Kiyomori that if he would spare her little ones she would share

his couch; but that if he killed her children she would destroy

herself rather than yield to his desire. "When he heard this,
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Kiyomori, bewildered by the beauty of Tokiwa, spared the Uves of

her children, but banished them from the capital.

So Yoritomo was sent to Hirugakojima, in the province of Idzu

;

and when he grew up and became a man, he married the daughter

of a peasant. After a while Yoritomo left the province, and went
to the wars, leaving his wife pregnant ; and in due time she was
delivered of a male chUd, to the delight of her parents, who
rejoiced that their daughter should bear seed to a nobleman ; but

she soon fell sick and died, and the old people took charge of the

babe. And when they also died, the care of the child fell to his

mother's kinsmen, and he grew up to be a peasant.

Now Kiyomori, the enemy of Yoritomo, had been gathered to his

fathers; and Yoritomo had avenged the death of his father by

slaying Mundmori, the son of Kiyomori; and there was peace

throughout the land. And Yoritomo became the chief of all the

noble houses in Japan, and first established the government of the

country. When Yoritomo had thus raised himself to power, if the

son that his peasant wife had born to him had proclaimed himself

tlie son of the mighty prince, he would have been made lord over a

province ; but he took no thought of this, and remained a tiller of

the earth, forfeiting a glorious inheritance ; and his descendants

after him lived as peasants in the same village, increasing in

prosperity and in good repute among their neighbours.

But the princely line of Yoritomo came to an end in three

generations, and the house of H6j6 was all-powerful in the land.

Now it happened that the head of the house of H6j6 heard that

a descendant of Yoritomo was living as a peasant in the land, so he

summoned him and said

—

"It is a hard thing to see the son of an illustrious house

live and die a peasant. I will promote you to the rank of

Samurai."

Then the peasant answered, " My lord, if I become a Samurai,

and the retainer of some noble, I shall not be so happy as when I

was my own master. If I may not remain a husbandman, let

me be a chief over men, however humble they may be."

But my lord Hojo was angry at this, and, thinking to punish

the peasant for his insolence, said

—

" Since you wish to become a chief over men, no matter how

humble, there is no means of gratifying your strange wish but by
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making you chief over the Etas of the whole country. So now see

that you rule them well."

When he heard this, the peasant was afraid ; but because he
had said that he wished to become a chief over men, however
humble, he could not choose but become chief of the Etas, he
and his children after him for ever ; and Danzayemon, who rules

the Etas at the present time, and lives at Asakusa, is his lineal

descendant.
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I THINK that their quaintness is a sufficient apology for the

following little children's stories. With the exception of that

of the " Elves and the Envious Neighbour," which comes out

of a curious book on etymology and proverbial lore, called

the Kotowazagusa, these stories are found printed in little

separate pamphlets, with illustrations, the stereotype blocks

of which have become so worn that the print is hardly legible.

These are the first tales which are put into a Japanese child's

hands ; and it is with these, and such as these, that the

Japanese mother hushes her little ones to sleep. Knowing the

interest which many children of a larger growth take in such

Baby Stories, I was anxious to have collected more of them.

I was disappointed, however, for those which I give here are

the only ones which I could find in print ; and if I asked the

Japanese to tell me others, they only thought I was laughing

at them, and changed the subject. The stories of the Tongue-
cut Sparrow, and the Old Couple and their Dog, have been
paraphrased in other works upon Japan ; but I am not aware
of their having been literally translated before.







THE TONGUE-CUT SPAEEOW.

Once upon a time there lived an old man and an old womaa
The old man, who had a kind heart, kept a young sparrow,
which he tenderly nurtured. But the dame was a cross-

grained old thing ; and one day, when the sparrow had pecked
at some paste with which she was going to starch her Hnen,
she flew into a great rage, and cut the sparrow's tongue and
let it loose. When the old man came home from the hills

and found that the bird had flown, he asked what had become
of it ; so the old woman answered that she had cut its tongue
and let it go, because it had stolen her starching-paste. Now
the old man, hearing this cruel tale, was sorely grieved, and
thought to himself, " Alas ! where can my bird be gone ?

Poor thing! Poor little tongue-cut sparrow! where is

your home now ? " and he wandered far and wide, seeking for

his pet, and crying, " Mr. Sparrow ! Mr. Sparrow ! where are

you living ?

"

One day, at the foot of a certain mountain, the old man
fell in with the lost bird ; and when they had congratulated

one another on their mutual safety, the sparrow led the old

man to his home, and, having introduced him to his wife and

chicks, set before him all sorts of dainties, and entertained

him hospitably.

"Please partake of our humble fare," said the sparrow

"poor as it is, you are very welcome."

"What a polite sparrow!" answered the old man, who
remained for a long time as the sparrow's guest, and was

daily feasted right royally. At last the old man said that he

must take his leave and return home ; and the bird, offering
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him two wicker baskets, begged him to carry them with him
as a parting present. One of the baskets was heavy, and the

other was Hght ; so the old man, saying that as_he_was feeble

««i4-^*irfeett in yeaia, lie would only accept the light one.

shouldered it, and trudged off home, leaving the sparrow-

family disconsolate at parting from him.

When the old man got home, the dame grew very angiy,

and began to scold him, saying, "Well, and pray where have

you been this many a day ? A pretty thing, indeed, to be

gadding about at your time of life !

"

" Oh ! " replied he, " I have been on a visit to the sparrows

;

and when I came away, they gave me this wicker basket as a
parting gift." Then they opened the basket to see what was
inside, and, lo and behold ! it was full of gold and silver and
precious things. When the old woman, who was as greedy
as she was cross, saw all the riches displayed before lier,

she changed her scolding strain, and could not contain her-

self for joy.

" I'll go and call upon the sparrows, too," said she, " and
get a pretty present." So she asked the old man tlie way
to the sparrows' house, and set forth on her journey. PoUow-
ing his directions, she at last met the tongue-cut sparrow, and
exclaimed

—

" Well met ! well met ! Mr. Sparrow. I have been looking
forward to the pleasure of seeing you." So she tried to flatter

and cajole the sparrow by soft speeches.

The bird could not but invite the dame to its home ; but it

took no pains to feast her, and said nothing about a pai-tino-

gift. She, however, was not to be put off; so she asked for
something to carry away with her in remembrance of her
visit. The sparrow accordingly produced two baskets, as
before, and the greedy old woman, choosing the heavier of
the two, carried it off with her. But when she opened the
basket to see what was inside, aU sorts of hobgoblins and
elves^rang out of it, and began to torment \\pv

°

' ^ Eut/the_old man ado£ted3...saia.,,,aild_MsJjwB%^ev^^
and prosperous. What jJia5£y_old man

!
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TKE ACCOMPLISHED AND LUCKY TEA-KETTLE.

A LONG time ago, at a temple called Morinji, in the province

of JSshiu, there was an old tea-kettle. One day, when the

priest of the temple was about to hang it over the hearth to

boil the water for his tea, to his amazement, the kettle all of a

sudden put forth the head and tail of a hadger._ What a

wonderful kettle, to come out aU over fur! The priest,

thunderstruck, called in the novices of the temple to see the

sight ; and whilst they were stupidly staring, one suggesting

one thing and another another, the kettle, jumping up into

the air, l^gan flying about the room. More astonished than

ever, the pnesrand~hTS~pupils tried to pursue it ; but no thief

or cat was ever half so sharp as this wonderful badger-

kettle. At last, however, they managed to knock it down
and secure it; and, holding it in with their united efforts,

they forced it into a box, intending to carry it off and throw

it away in some distant place, so that they might be no more
plagued by tho^^bUflt, For this day their troubles were

over; but, as lu^^ould have it, the tinker who was in the

habit of working for the temple called in, and the priest

suddenly bethought him that it was a pity to throw the

kettle away for nothing, and that he might as well get a trifle

for it, no matter how small. So he brought out the kettle,

which had resumed its former shape and had got rid of its

head and tail, and showed it to the tinker. When the tinker

saw the kettle, he offered twenty copper coins for it, and

the priest was only too glad to close the bargain and be

rid of his troublesome piece of furniture. But the tinker

trudged off home with his pack and his new purchase. That
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night, as he lay asleep, he heard a strange noise near his

pillow ; so he peeped out from under the bedclothes, and

there he saw the kettle that he had bought in the temple

covered with fur, and walking about on four legs. The
tinker started up in a fright to see what it could all mean,
when all of a sudden the kettle resumed its former shape.

This happened over and over again, until at last the tinker

showed the tea-kettle to a friend of his, who said, " This is

certainly an accomplished and lucky tea-kettle. You should

take it about as a show, with songs and accompaniments of

musical instruments, and make it dance and walk on the

tight rope."

The tinker, thinking this good advice, made arrangements
with a showman, and set up an exhibition. The noise of the

kettle's performances soon spread abroad, until even the princes

of the land sent to order tjje tinker to come to them; and he

.giew rich beyond aUhis^-ex-pect^ons. Even the princesses,

too, and the great ladies of the court, took great delight in the

dancing kettle, so that no sooner had it shown its tricks in

one place than it was time for them to keep some other

/engagement. At last the tinker grew so rich that he took the

kettle back to the temple, where it was laid up as a precious
I treasure, and worshipped as a saiut.



THE CRACKLING MOUNTAIN.

Once upon a time there lived an old man and an old

woman, who kept a pet white hare, by which they set great
store. One day, a badger, that lived hard by, came and ate

up the food which had been put out for the hare ; so the old
man, flying into a great rage, seized the badger, and, tying
the beast up to a tree, went off to the mountain to cut
wood, while the old woman stopped at home and ground
the wheat for the evening porridge. Then the badger, with
tears in his eyes, said to the old woman

—

" Please, dame, please untie this rope !

"

The dame, thinking that it was a cruel thing to see a poor
beast in pain, undid the rope ; but the ungrateful brute was
no sooner loose, than he cried out

—

" I'U be revenged for this," and was off in a trice.

Wiien the hare heard this, he went off to the mountain to

warn the old man ; and whOst the hare was away on this

errand, the badger came back, and killed the dame. Then the

beast, having assumed the old woman's form, made her dead
body into broth, and waited for the old man to come home
from the mountain. When he returned, tired and hungry,

the pretended old woman said

—

" Come, come ; I've made such a nice broth of the badger

you hung up. Sit down, and make a good supper of it."

With these words she set out the broth, and the old man
made a hearty meal, licking his lips over it, and praising the

savoury mess. But as soon as he had finished eating, the

badger, reassuming its natural shape, cried out

—

N
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J^ " N'asty old man ! you've eaten your own wife. Look at

^her bones, lying in the kitchen sink
!

" and, laughing con-

temptuously, the badger ran away, and disappeared.

Then the old man, horrified at what he had done, set up a

great lamentation ; and whilst he was bewailing his fate, the

hare came home, and, seeing how matters stood, determined

to avenge the death of his mistress. So he went back to the

mirantain, and, falling in with the badger, who was carrying a

faggot of sticks on his back, he struck a light and set fire to

the sticks, without letting the badger see him. When the

badger heard the crackling noise of the faggot burning on
his back, he called out

—

" Holloa ! what is that noise ?

"

" Oh !

" answered the hare, " this is called the Crackling
Mountain. There's always this noise here."

And as the fire gathered strength, and went pop ! j)op

!

pop ! the badger said again

—

" Oh dear ! what can this noise be ?

"

" This is called the ' Pop ! Pop ! Mountain,' " answered
the hare.

All at once the fire began to singe the badger's back, so
that he fled, howling with pain, and jumped into a river hard
by. But, although the water put out the fire, his back was
burnt as black as a cinder. The hare, seeing an opportunity
for torturing the badger to his heart's content, made a poultice
of cayenne pepper, which he carried to the badger's house,
and, pretending to condole with him, and to have a sovereign
remedy for burns, he applied his hot plaister to his enemy's
sore back. Oh ! how it smarted and pained ! and how the
badger yelled and cried !

When, at last, the badger got well again, he went to the
hare's house, thinking to reproach him for having caused him
so much pain. When he got there, he found that the hare
had built himself a boat.

"What have you buUt that boat for, Mr. Hare?" said
the badger.
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" I'm going to the capital of the moon," ^ answered the
hare ;

" won't you come with me ?

"

" I had enough of your company on the Crackling Moun-
tain, where you played me such tricks. I'd ratl^fjr

,

make a

haat for TTiysalf," replied the badger, who immediately began
building himself a boat of clay.

The hare, seeing this, laughed in his sleeve ; and so the

two launched their boats upon the river. The waves came
plashing against the two boats ; but the hare's boat was built

of wood, while that of the badger was made of clay, and, as

they rowed down the river, the clay boat began to crumble

away ; thenthe hare, seizing his paddle, and brandishing it

in the air, struck savagely at the badger's boat, until he had
smashed it to pieces, and killed his enemy.

When the old man heard that his wife's death had been

avenged, he was glad in his heart, and more than ever petted

and loved the hare, whose brave deeds had caused him to

welcome the returning spring.
"^

1 The mountains in the moon are supposed to resemble a hn.re in shape.

Hence there is a fanciful connection between the hare and the moon.

li
-1



THE STORY OF THE OLD MAN WHO MADE
WITHERED TREES TO BLOSSOM.

In the old, old days, there lived an honest man with his wife,

who had a favourite dog, which they used to feed with fish

and titbits from their own kitchen. One day, as the old

folks went out to work in their garden, the dog went with

them, and began playing about. AH of a sudden, the dog

stopped short, and began to bark, " Bow, wow, wow !

" wagging

his tail violently. The old people thought that there must be

something nice to eat under the ground, so they brought a

spade and began digging, when, lo and behold ! the place

wss full of gold pieces and silver, and all sorts of precious

things, which had been buried there. So they gathered

the treasure together, and, after giving alms to the poor,

bought themselves rice-fields and corn-fields, and became

wealthy people.

Now, in the next house there dwelt a covetous and stingy

old man and woman, who, when they heard what had hap-

pened, came and borrowed the dog, and, having taken him
home, prepared a great feast for him, and said

—

" If you please, Mr. Dog, we should be much obliged to you
if you would show us a place with plenty of money in it."

The dog, however, who up to that time had received

nothing but cuffs and kicks from his hosts, would not eat any
of the dainties which they set before him ; so the old people

began to get cross, and, putting a rope round the dog's neck,

led him out into tlie garden. But it was all in vain ; let

them lead him where they might, not a sound would the dog
utter : lie had no " bow-wow " for them. At last, however, the

dog stopped at a certain spot, and began to sniff ; so, thinking
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that this must surely be the hicky place, they dug, and found

nothing but a quantity of dirt and nasty offai, over which
they had to hold their noses. Furious at being disappointed,

the wicked old couple seized the dog, and killed him.

When the good old man saw that the dog, whom he had
lent, did not come home, he went next door to ask what had
become of him ; and the wicked old man answered that he had
killed the dog, and buried him at the root of a pine-tree ; so

the good old fellow, with a heavy heart, went to the spot, and,

having set out a tray with delicate food, burnt incense, and

adorned the grave with flowers, as he shed tears over his

lost pet.

But there was more good luck in store yet for the old

people—the reward of their honesty and virtue. How do

you think that happened, my children ? It is very wrong to

be cruel to dogs and cats.
~

That night, when the good old man was. fast asleep in

bed, the dog appeared to him, and, after thanking him for all

his kindness, said

—

"Cause the pine-tree, under which I am buried, to be cut

down and made into a mortar, and use it, thinking of it

as if it were myself"

The old man did as the dog had told him to do, and made

a mortar out of the wood of the pine-tree ; but when he

"round his rice in it, each grain of rice was turned into

some rich treasure. When the wicked old couple saw this,

they came to borrow the mortar ; but no sooner did they try

to use it, than all their rice was turned into filth
; so, in a fit

of ra^e, they broke up the mortar and burnt it. But the

"ood old man, little suspecting that his precious mortar had

been broken and burnt, wondered why his neighbours did not

bring it back to him.

One night thedog appeared to him again in ^dream, and

told him what Had happeiicSraading fhanfle wouTd take

the ashes of the burnt mortar and sprinkle them on

withered trees, the trees would revive, and suddenly put out

flowers. After saying this the dream vanished, and the old
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man, who heard for the first time of the loss of his mortar,

ran oif weeping to the neighbours' house, and begged

them, at any rate, to give him back the ashes of his

treasure. Having obtained these, he returned home, and

made a trial of their virtues upon a withered cherry-tree,

which, upon being touched by the ashes, immediately began
to sprout and blossom. When he saw this wonderful effect,

he put the ashes into a basket, and went about the country,

announcing himself, as an old man who had the power of

bringing dead trees to life again.

A certain prince, hearing of this, and thinking it a

mighty strauge thing, sent for the old fellow, who showed
his power by causing all the withered plum and cherry-

trees to shoot out and put forth flowers. So the prince

gave him a rich reward of pieces of silk and cloth and
other presents, and sent him home rejoicing.

So soon as the neighbours heard of this they collected all

the ashes that remained, and, having put them in a basket,

the wicked old man went out into the castle to^vn, and gave
out that he was the old man who had the power of reviving

dead trees, and causing them to flower. He had not to wait
long before he was called into the prince's palace, and ordered
to exhibit his power. But when he climbed up into a
withered tree, and began to scatter the ashes, not a bud nor a
flower appeared ; but the ashes all flew into the pfiTi<;e^s_gypa

^jmsLmoutli, blinding tad-cRoEmgTiirrr" When the prince's

retainers saw fhiiTtEey' seized the oTd man, and bgatjiini
almost to death, so that he crawled off home in a very sorry
^ligtiE When he and his wife found out what a trap they
had fallen into, they stormed and scolded, and put themselves
into a passion ; but that did no good at all.

"^he good old man and woman, so soon as they heard of
their neighbours' distress, sent for them, and, after reproving
them for their greed and cruelty, gave them a share of their
own riches, which, by repeated strokes of luck, had now in-
creased to a goodly sum. So the wicked old people nieudpd
their ways, and led good and virtuous lives cvct after.







THE BATTLE OF THE APE AND THE CRAB.

If a man thinks only of his own profit, and tries to benefit

himself at the expense of others, he will incur the hatred of

Heaven. Men should lay up in their hearts the story of the

Battle of the Ape and Crab, and teach it, as a profitable

lesson, to their children.

Once upon a time there was 'a crab who lived in a marsh
in a certain part of the country. It fell out one day that, the

crab having picked up a rice cake, an ape, who had got a

nasty hard persimmon-seed, came up, and begged the crab to

make an exchange with him. The crab, who was a simple-

minded creature, agreed to this proposal ; and they each went
their way, the ape chuckling to himself at the good bargain

which he had made.

When the crab got home, he planted the persimmon-seed

in his garden, and, as time slipped by, it sprouted, and by
degrees grew to be a big tree. The crab watched the growth of

his tree wibh great delight ; but when the fruit ripened, and

he was going to pluck it, the ape came in, and offered to

gather it for him. The crab consenting, the ape climbed up
into the tree, and began eating all the ripe fruit himself, while

he only threw down the sour persimmons to the crab, inviting •

him, at the same time, to eat heartily. The crab, however,

was not pleased at this arrangement, and thought that it was
his turn to play a trick upon the ape; so he called out to

him to corie down head" foremost. The a^pe did as he was bid

;

and as he crawled down, head foremost, the ripe fruit all came
tumbling out of his pockets, and the crab, having picked up
the persimmons, ran off and hid himself in a hole. The ape,
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seeing this, lay in ambush, and as soon as the crab crept out

^ his hiding-place gave him a sound drubbing, and went
' home. Just at this time a friendly egg and a bee, who were

the apprentices of a certain rice-mortar, happened to pass

that way, and, seeing the crab's piteous condition, tied up his

wounds, and, having escorted him home, began to lay plans to

be revenged upon the cruel ape.

Having agreed upon a scheme, they aU JEent_to_the ape's

hojiSBj in his absence ; and each one having undertaken"'E~play

"a certain part, they waited in secret for their enemy to come
home. The ape, little dreaming of the mischief that was
brewing, returned home, and, having a fancy to drink a cup of

tea, began lighting the fire in the hearth, when, all of a sudden,

the egg, which was hidden in the ashes, burst with the heat,

and bespattered the frightened ape's face, so that he fled,

howling with pain, and crying, " Oh ! what an unlucky beast

I am !

" Maddened with the heat of the burst egg, he tried to

go to the back of the house, when the bee darted out of a

cupboard, and a piece of seaweed, who had joined the party.
A _ |ii-|i ri. Til—

r
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coming up at the same nme, the ape was sun-ounded by
enemies. In despair, he seized the clothes-rack, and fought

valiantly for awhile ; but he was no match for so many, and
was obliged to nm away, with the others in hot pursuit after

him. Just as he was making his escape by a back door,

however, the piece of seaweed tripped hini up, and the rice-

mortar, closing with hirS-EFom behinSTniade an end of him.
So the crab, having punished his enemy, went home in

triumph, and lived ever after on terms of brotherly love with
the seaweed and the mortar. "Was there ever such a fine

piece of fun

!







THE ADVENTUEES OF LITTLE PEACHLING.

Many hundred years ago there lived an honest old wood-
cutter and his wife. One fine morning the old man went oQ
to the hUls with his bUlhook, to gather a faggot of sticks,

while his wife went down to the river to wash the dirty

clothes. When she came to the river, ^he saw a peach floating

down the stream ; so she picked it up, and carried it home
with her, thinking to give it to her husband to eat when he
should come in. The old man soon came down from the hills,

and the good wife set the peach before him, when, just as she

was inviting him to eat it, the fruit split in two, and a little

puling baby was born into the world. So the old couple

took the babe, and brought it up as their own ; and, be-

cause it had been born in a peach, they called it Momotard,^ or

Little Peachling.

By degrees Little Peachling grew up to be strong and brave,

and at last one day he said to his old foster-parents

—

" I am going to the ogres' island to carry off the riches that

they have stored up there. Pray, then, make me some millet

dumplings for my journey."

So the old folks ground the millet, and made the dumplings

for him; and Little Peachling, after taking an affectionate

leave of them, cheerfully set out on his travels.

As he was journeying on, he fell in with an ape, wlio

gibbered at him, and said, " Kia ! kia ! kia ! where are you off

to. Little Peachling ?

"

' Momo means a peach, and Tar6 is the termination of the names of eldest

sons, as Hilcotard, TokutarS, &c. In modern times, however, the termination

has been applied indifferently to any male child.
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" I'm going to the ogres' island, to carry off their treasure,"

answered Little Peachling.
" What are you carrying at your girdle ?

"

" I'm carrying the very test millet dumplings in all Japan.
" If you'll give me one, I will go with you," said the ape.

So Little Peachling gave one of his dumplings to the ape,

who received it and followed him. When he had gone a
little further, he heard a pheasant calling

—

" Ken ! ken ! ken !

' where are you off to, Master Peachling ?

"

Little Peachling answered as before; and the pheasant,
having begged and obtained a millet dumpling, entered his

service, and followed him. A little while after this, they
met a dog, who cried

—

' " Bow ! wow ! wow !. whither away, Master Peachling ?

"

"I'm going off to the ogres' island, to carry off their

treasure."

" If you will give me one of those nice millet dumplings
of yours, I will go with you," said the dog.

" With aU my heart," said Little Peachling. So he went
on his way, with the ape, the pheasant, and the dog following
after him.
When they got to the ogres' island, the pheasant flew over

the castle gate, and the ape clambered over the castle wall,
while Little Peachling, leading the dog, forced in the gate,
and got into the castle. Then they did battle with the ogres,
and put them to flight, and took their king prisoner. So all

the ogres did homage to Little Peachling, and brought out the
treasures which they had laid up. There were caps and
coats that made their wearers invisible, jewels which governed
the ebb and flow of the tide, coral, musk, emeralds, amber,
and tortoisesheU, besides gold and silver. All these were

Jaid before Little Peachling by the conquered ogres.

bo Little Peachling went home laden with riches, and
maintained his foster-parents in peace and plenty for the
remainder of their lives.

1 The country folk in Japan pretend that the pheasant's call is a sign of au
approaching earthquake.
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THE FOXES' WEDDING.

Once upon a time there was a young white fox, whose
name was Fukuydmon, When he had reached tlie fitting

age, he shaved off his forelock ^ and began to think of taking

to himself a beautiful bride. The old fox, his father, re-

solved to give up his inheritance to his son,^ and retired into

private life ; so the young fox, in gratitude for this, laboured

hard and earnestly to increase his patrimony. Now it hap-
pened that in a famous old family of foxes there was a

beautiful young lady-fox, with such lovely fur that the fame
of her jewel-like charms was spread far and wide. The
young white fox, who had heard of this, was bent on making
her his wife, and a meeting was arranged between them.

There was not a fault to be found on either side ; so the preli-

minaries were settled, and the wedding presents sent from the

bridegroom to the bride's house, with congratulatory speeches

from the messenger, which were duly acknowledged by the

person deputed to receive the gifts ; the bearers, of course,

received the customary fee in copper cash.

When the ceremonies had been concluded, an auspicious

day was chosen for the bride to go to her husband's house,

and she was carried off in solemn procession during a

shower of rain, the sun shining all the while.* After the

ceremonies of drinking wine had been gone through, the

' See the Appendix on " Ceremonies."
^ See the note on the word Inkiyo, in the story of the "Prince and the

Badger."
3 A shower during sunshine, whicli we call "the devil beating his wife," is

called in Japan " the fox's bride going to her husband's house."
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bride changed her dress, and the wedding was concluded,

without let or hindrance, amid singing and dancing and
merry- making.

The bride and bridegroom lived lovingly together, and a

litter of little foxes were born to them, to the great joy

of the old grandsire, who treated the little cubs as tenderly

as if they had been butterflies or flowers. "They're the

very image of their old grandfather," said he, as proud as

possible. " As for medicine, bless them, they're so healthy

that they'll never need a copper coin's worth !"

As soon as they were old enough, they were carried off

to the temple of Inari Sama, the patron saint of foxes,

and the old grandparents prayed that they might be de-

livered from dogs and all the other ills to which fox flesh

is heir.

In this way the white fox by degrees waxed old and pros-

perous, and his children, year by year, became more and more
numerous around him ; so that, happy in his family and his

business, eveiy recurring spring brought him fresh cause

for joy.



THE HISTOEY OF SAKATA KINTOKI.

A LONG time ago there was an officer of the Emperor's body-
guard, called Sakata Kurando, a young man who, although
he excelled in valour and in the arts of war, was of a gentle
and loving disposition. This young officer was _deeply ena-_

.

piaiiiad-Qf n. fgijj|^';^^g" ^/"^y, called Yaegiri, who lived at

Goj6zaka, at Kiyoto. """'Now it came to pass that, having in-

curred the jealousy of certain other persons, Kurando fell

into disgrace with the Court, and became a Ii6nin . so he was
no longer able to keep up any comfemicatroir-wirti-his love
Yaegiri ; indeed, he became so poor that it was a hard matter
for Iiim to live. So he left the place and fled, no one knew
whither. As for Ya^iri, lovesick and lorn, and pining for

her lost darling, she escaped from the house where she
lived, and wandered hither and thither through the country,

seeking everywhere for Kurando.
Now Kurando, when he left the palace, turned tobacco

merchant, and, as he was travelling about hawking his goods,

it chanced that he fell in with Ya6giri ; so, having communi-
cated to her his last wishes, he took leave of her and put an
end to his life. .^

Poor Yaegiri, having buried her lover, went to the Ashigara
Mountain, a distant and lonely spot, where she gave birth

to a little boy, who, as soon as he was born, was of such

wonderful strength that he walked about and ran playing

all over tlie mountain. A woodcutter, who chanced to see

the marvel, was greatly frightened at first, and thought the

thing altogether uncanny ; but after a while he got used to

the child, and became quite fond of him, and called him
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" Little "Wonder," and gave his mother the name of the " Okl

Woman of the Mountain."

One day, as " Little Wonder " was playing about, he saw that

on the top of a high cedar-tree there was a 4engu|snestj ^ so

he began shaking the tree with all his might, until at last the

tengu's nest came tumbling down.

As luck would have it, the famous hero, Minamoto no

Yorimitsu, with his retainers, Watanab^ Isuna, Usui Sada-

mitsu, and several others, had come to the mountain to hunt,

and seeing the feat which " Little Wonder " had performed,

came to the conclusion that he could be no ordinary child.

Minamoto no Yorimitsu ordered Watanab^ Isuna to find out

the child's name and parentage. The Old Woman of the

Mountain, on being asked about him, answered that she was

the wife of Kurando, and that "Little Wonder" was the

child of their marriage. And she proceeded to relate all

the adventures which had befallen her.

When Yorimitsu heard her story, he said, " Certainly

this child does not belie his lineage. Give the brat to me,

and I will make him my retainer." The Old Woman of

the Mountain gladly consented, and gave "Little Wonder"
to Yorimitsu ; but she herself remained in her moun-

'"; tain home. So " Little Wonder " went off with the hero

Yorimitsu, who named him Sakata Kintoki ; and in after-

times he became famous and illustrious as a warrior, and his

deeds are recited to this day. gp ig t.lip favourite hero of

iijrh] p pliildrfiTi.
,

whoji'aTrvhiH portrait in their bosom, and wish .

Chat they could ^mulaiie" his bravery and strength. ,

' Tengu, or the Heavenly Dog, a hobgoblin, who infests desert places, and

is invoked to frighten naughty little children.



THE ELVES AND THE ENVIOUS NEIGHBOUR

Once upon a time there was a certain man, who, being over-

taken by darkness among the mountains, was driven to seek

shelter in the trunk of a hollow tree. In the middle of the

night, a large company of elves assembled at the place ; and
the man, peeping out from his hiding-place, was frightened

out of his wits. After a while, however, the elves began to

feast and drink wine, and to amuse themselves by singing and
dancing, until at last the man, caught by the infection of the

fun, forgot all about his fright, and crept out of his hollow

tree to join in the revels. When the day was about to dawn,

the elves said to the man, "You're a very joUy companion, and

must come out and have a dance with us again. You must
make us a promise, and keep it." So the elves, thinking to

bind the man over to return, took a large wen that grew

on his forehead and kept it in pawn ; upon this they all left

the place, and went home. The man walked off to his own
house in high glee at having passed a jovial night, and got

r^d of his wen into the bargain. So he told the story to all

his friends, who congratulated him warmly on being cured

of his wen. But there was a neighbour of his who was also

troubled wjth a wen of long standing, and, when he heard

of his friend's" luck, he was smitten with envy, and went off

to hunt for the hollow tree, in which, when he had found it,

he passed the night.

Towards midnight the elves came, as he had expected, and

began feasting and drinking, with songs and dances as before.

As soon as he saw this, he came out of his hollow tree, and

began dancing and singing as his neighbour had done. The
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elves, mistaking hiiu for their former boon-companiou, were
delighted to see him, and said—

" You're a good fellow to recollect your promise, and well
give you back your pledge ;

" so one of the elves, pulling the
pawned wen out of his pocket, stuck it on to the man's fore-

head, on the top of the other wen which he already had. So
the envious neighbour went home weeping, with two wens
instead of one. This is a good lesson to people who cannot
see the good luck of others, without coveting it for them-
selves.



THE GHOST OE SAKURA.

The misfortunes and death of the farmer S6gort5, which,
although the preternatural appearances by which they are

said to have been followed may raise a smile, are matters of

historic notoriety with which every Japanese is familiar,

furnish a forcible illustration of the relations which exist

between the tenant and the lord of the soil, and of the

boundless power for good or for evil exercised by the latter.

It is rather remarkable that in a country where the peasant

—

placed as he is next to the soldier, and before the artisan and
merchant, in the four classes into which the people are

divided—enjoys no small consideration, and where agriculture

is protected by law from the inroads of wild vegetation, even

to the lopping of overshadowing branches and the cutting

down of hedgerow timber, the lord of the manor should be

left practically without control in his dealings with his

people.

The land-tax, or rather the yearly rent paid by the tenant,

is usually assessed at forty per cent, of the produce ; but there

is no principle clearly defining it, and frequently the land-

owner and the cultivator divide the proceeds of the harvest

in equal shares. Eice land is divided into three classes

;

and, according to these classes, it is computed that one tan

(1,800 square feet) of the best land should yield to the

owner a revenue of five bags of rice per annum ; each of

these bags holds four t6 (a to is rather less than half an im-

perial bushel), and is worth at present (1868) three riyos, or

about sixteen shillings; land of the middle class should

yield a revenue of three or four bags The rent is naid

o
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either in rice or in money, according to the actual price of

the grain, which varies considerably. It is due in the

eleventh month of the year, when the crops have all

been gathered, and their market value fixed.

The rent of land bearing crops other than rice, such as

cotton, beans, roots, and so forth, is payable in money during

the twelfth month. The choice of the nature of the crops

to be grown appears to be left to the tenant.

The Japanese landlord, when pressed by poverty, does not

confine himself to the raising of his legitimate rents : he can

always enforce from his needy tenantry the advancement of

a year's rent, or the loan of so much money as may be required

to meet his immediate necessities. Should the lord be just,

the peasant is repaid by instalments, with interest, extending

over ten or twenty years. But it too often happens that

unjust and merciless lords do not repay such loans, but, on

the contrary, press for further advances. Then it is that the

farmers, dressed in their grass rain-coats, and carrying sickles

and bamboo poles in their hands, assemble before the gate of

their lord's palace at the capital, and represent their griev-

ances, imploring the intercession of the retainers, and even of

the womankind who may chance to go forth. Sometimes they

pay for their temerity by their lives ; but, at any rate, they

have the satisfaction of bringing shame upon their persecutor,

in the eyes of his neighbours and of the populace.

The official reports of recent travels in the interior of

Japan have fully proved the hard lot with which the pea-

santry had to put up during the government of the Tycoons,

and especially under the Hatamotos, the created nobility of

the dynasty. In one province, where the vill^e mayors
appear to have seconded the extortions of their lord, they

have had to flee before an exasperated population, who,
taking advantage of the revolution, laid waste and pillaged

their houses, loudly praying for a new and just assessment of

the land; while, throughout the country, the farmers have
hailed with acclamations the resumption of the sovereign

power by the Mikado, and the abolition of the petty nobility



o
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who exalted themselves upon the misery of their dependants.
Warming themselves in the sunshine of the court at Yedo,
the Hatamotos waxed fat and held high revel, and little cared
they who groaned or who starved. Money must be found,
and it was found.

It is necessary here to add a word respecting the position of

the village mayors, who play so important a part in the tale.

The peasants of Japan are ruled hy three classes of

officials : the Nanushi, or mayor ; the Kumigashira, or chiefs

of companies ; and the Hiyakush6dai, or farmers' representa-

tives. The village, which is governed by the Nanushi, or

mayor, is divided into companies, which, consisting of five

families each, are directed by a Kumigashira; these com-
panies, again, are subdivided into groups of five men each,

who choose one of their number to represent them in case

of their having any petition to present, or any affairs to settle

with their superiors. This functionary is the Hiyakush6dai.

The mayor, the chief of the company, and the representative

keep registers of the famOies and people under their control,

and are responsible for their good and orderly behaviour.

They pay taxes like the other farmers, but receive a salary,

the amount of which depends upon the size and wealth of

the village. Five per cent, of the yearly land tax forms the

salary of the mayor, and the other officials each receive five

per cent, of the tax paid by the little bodies over which they

respectively rule.

The average amount of land for one family to cultivate is

about one ch6, or 9,000 square yards ; but there are farmers

who have inherited as much as five or even six cho from

their ancestors. There is also a class of farmers called, from

their poverty, " water-drinking farmers," who have no land of

their own, but hire that of those who have more than they

can keep ia their own hands. The rent so paid varies ; but

good rice land will bring in as high a rent as from £1 18s.

to £2 6s. per tan (1,800 square feet).

Farm labourers are paid from six or seven riyos a year to

s much as thirty riyos (the riyo being worth about 5s. M.)
;

o2
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besides this, they are clothed and fed, not daintily indeed,

but amply. The rice which they cultivate is to them an

almost unknown luxury : millet is their staple food, and on
high days and holidays they receive messes of barley or buck-
wheat. Where the mulberry-tree is grown, and the silkworm
is " educated," there the labourer receives the highest wage.

' The rice crop on good land should yield twelve and
a half fold, and on ordinary land from six to seven fold only.

Ordinary arable land is only half as valuable as rice land,

which cannot be purchased for less than forty riyos per tan

of 1,800 square feet. Common hill or wood land is cheaper,

again, than arable land ; but orchards and groves of the

Pawlonia are worth from fifty to sixty riyos per tan.

With regard to the punishment of crucifixion, by which
S6gor6 was put to death, it is inflicted for the following

offences : — parricide (including the murder or striking of

parents, uncles, aunts, elder brothers, masters, or teachers)

coining counterfeit money, and passing the barriers of the
Tycoon's territory without a permit.' The criminal is at-

tached to an upright post with two cross bars, to which his

arms and feet are fastened by ropes. He is then transfixed

with spears by men belonging to the Eta or Pariah class.

I once passed the execution-ground near Yedo, when a body
was attached to the cross. The dead man had murdered his
employer, and, having been condemned to death by cruci-

fixion, had died in prison before the sentence could be carried
out. He was accordingly packed, in a squatting position, in
a huge red earthenware jar, which, having been tightly filled

up with salt, was hermetically sealed. On the anniversary of
the commission of the crime, the jar was carried down to the
execution-ground and broken, and the body was taken out
and tied to the cross, the joints of the knees and arms having
been cut, to allow of the extension of the stiffened and
shrunken limbs; it was then transfixed with spears, and
allowed to remain exposed for three days. An open grave,
the upturned soil of which seemed almost entirely composed

' This last crime is, of course, now obsolete.
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of dead men's remains, waited to receive the dishonoured
corpse, over which three or four Etas, squalid and degraded
beings, were mounting guard, smoking their pipes by a scanty
charcoal fire, and bandying obscene jests. It was a hideous
and ghastly warning, had any cared to read the lesson ; but
the passers-by on the high road took little or no notice of

the sight, and a group of chubby and happy children were
playing not ten yards from the dead body, as if no strange or

uncanny thing were near them.

THE GHOST OF SAKURA.^

How true is the principle laid down by Confucius, that the

benevolence of princes is reflected in their country, while

their wickedness causes sedition and confusion !

"

In the province of Shim6sa, and the district of Soma,
Hotta Kaga no Kami was lord of the castle of Sakura, and
chief of a family which had for generations produced famous
warriors. When Kaga no Kami, who had served in the

Gor6jiu, the cabinet of the Shogun, died at the castle of

Sakura, his eldest son Kotsuk^ no Suk^ Masanobu inherited

his estates and honours, and was appointed to a seat in the

Gorojiu; but he was a different man from the lords who
had preceded him. He treated the farmers and peasants

unjustly, imposing additional and grievous taxes, so that

the tenants on his estates were driven to the last extremity

of poverty; and although year after year, and month after

month, they prayed for mercy, and remonstrated against

this injustice, no heed was paid to them, and the people

throughout the villages were reduced to the utmost dis-

tress. Accordingly, the chiefs of the one hundred and thirty-

six villages, producing a total revenue of 40,000 kokus

of rice, assembled together in council and determined

1 The story, which also forms the suhjeot of a play, is published, but with

altered names, in order that offence may not be given to the Hotta family.

The real names are preserved here. The events related took place during the

rule of the Shogun lyemitsu, in the first half of the seventeenth centuiy.
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unanimously to present a petition to' the Government,

sealed with their seals, stating that their repeated remon-

strances had been taken no notice of by their local

authorities. Then they assembled in numbers before the

house of one of the councillors of their lord, named
Tkdura Kazuyd, in order to show the petition to him first,

but even then no notice was taken of them; so they

returned home, and resolved, after considting together, to

proceed to their lord's yashiki, or palace, at Yedo, on the

seventh day of the tenth month. It was determined, with

one accord, that one hundred and forty-three village chiefs

should go to Yedo ; and the chief of the village of Iwahashi,

one S6gor6, a man forty-eight years of age, distinguished for

Ids ability and judgment, ruling a district which produced a

thousand kokus, stepped forward, and said

—

"This is by no means an easy matter, my masters. It

certainly is of great importance that we should forward our

complaint to our lord's palace at Yedo; but what are your
plans ? Have you any fixed intentions ?"

"It is, indeed, a most important matter," rejoined the

others; but they had nothing further to say. Then S6gor6
went on to say

—

" We have appealed to the public office of our province, but
without avail; we have petitioned the Prince's councillors,

also in vain. I know that all that remains for us is to lay

our case before our lord's palace at Yedo ; and if we go there,

it is equally certain that we shall not be listened to—on the

contrary, we shall be cast into prison. If we are not attended

to here, in our own province, how much less will the officials

at Yedo care for us. We might hand our petition into the
litter of one of the Gorojiu, in the public streets ; but, even
in that case, as our lord is a member of the Gorojiu, none of

his peers would care to examine into the rights and wrongs
of our complaint, for fear of offending him, and the man who
presented the petition in so desperate a manner would lose

his life on a bootless errand. If you have made up your
minds to this, and are determined, at all hazards, to start.
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then go to Yedo by all means, and bid a long farewell

to parents, children, wives, and relations. This is my
opinion."

The others all agreeing with what S6gor6 said, they deter-

mined that, come what might, they would go to Yedo ; and
they settled to assemble at the village of Funabashi on the

thirteenth day of the eleventh month.

On the appointed day all the village ofQcers met at the

place agreed upon,—S6goro, the chief of the village of

Iwahashi, alone being missing ; and as on the following day
S6gor6 had not yet arrived, they deputed one of their number,
named Eokurobei, to inquire the reason. Eokurobei arrived

at S6gor6's house towards four in the afternoon, and found
him warming himself quietly over his charcoal brazier, as

if nothing were the matter. The messenger, seeing this, said

rather testily

—

" The chiefs of the villages are all assembled at Funa-
bashi according to covenant, and as you. Master S6gor6, have

not arrived, I have come to inquire whether it is sickness or

some other cause that prevents you."

"Indeed," replied S6gor6, "I am sorry that you should

have had so much trouble. My intention was to have set out

yesterday ; but I was taken with a cholic, with which I am
often troubled, and, as you may see, I am taldng care of

myself; so for a day or two I shall not be able to start. Pray

be so good as to let the others know this."

Eokurobei, seeing that there was no help for it, went

back to the village of Funabashi and communicated to the

others what had occurred. They were aU indignant at what

they looked upon as the cowardly defection of a man who
had spoken so fairly, but resolved that the conduct of one

man should not influence the rest, and talked themselves

into the belief that the affair which they had in hand would

be easily put through ; so they agreed with one accord to

start and present the petition, and, having arrived at Yedo,

put up in the street caUed Bakuroch6. But although they

tried to forward their complaint to the various officers of
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their lord, no one would listen to them ; the doors were

all shut in their faces, and they had to go back to their

inn, crestfallen and without success.

On the following day, being the 18th of the month, they

all met together at a tea-house in an avenue, in front of

a shrine of Kwannon Sama ;
^ and having held a consulta-

tion, they determined that, as they could hit upon no good
expedient, they would again send for S6gor6 to see whether

he could devise no plan. Accordingly, on the 19th, Eokurobei
and one Jiuy^mon started for the village of Iwahashi at

noon, and arrived the same evening.

Now the village chief S6gor8, who had made up his mind
that the presentation of this memorial was not a matter to

be lightly treated, summoned his wife and children and his

relations, and said to them

—

" I am about to undertake a journey to Yedo, for the fol-

lowing reasons :—Our present lord of the soil has increased

the land-tax, in rice and the other imposts, more than
tenfold, so that pen and paper would fail to convey an idea

of the poverty to which the people are reduced, and the

peasants are undergoing the tortures of heU upon earth.

Seeing this, the chiefs of the various vOlages have presented
petitions, but with what result is doubtful My earnest desire,

therefore, is to devise some means of escape from this cruel

persecution. If my ambitious scheme does not succeed, then
shall I return home no more ; and even should I gain my
end, it is hard to say how I may be treated by those in power.
Let us drink a cup of wine together, for it may be that you
shall see my face no more. I give my life to allay the
misery of the people of this estate. If I die, mourn not over
my fate ; weep not for me."

Having spoken thus, he addressed his wife and his four
children, instructing them carefully as to what he desired to

be done after his death, and minutely stating every wish of
his heart. Then, having drunk a parting cup with them, he
cheerfully took leave of all present, and went to a tea-bouse

* A Buddhist deity.
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in the neighbouring village of Punabashi, where the two mes-
sengers, Eokurobei and Jiiiy^mon, were anxiously awaiting

his amval, in order that they might recount to him all that

had taken place at Yedo.
" In short," said they, " it appears to us that we have failed

completely ; and we have come to meet you in order to hear

what you propose. If you have any plan to suggest, we
would fain be made acquainted with it."

"We have tried the of&cers of the district," replied S6-

gorS, " and we have tried my lord's palace at, Yedo. How-
ever often we might assemble before my lord's gate, no heed

would be given to us. There is nothing left for us but to

appeal to the Shogun."

So they sat talking over their plans until the night was far

advanced, and then they went to rest. The winter night was
long ; but when the cawing of the crows was about to an-

nounce the morning, the three friends started on their journey

for the tea-house at Asakusa, at which, upon their arrival,

they foimd the other village elders already assembled.
" Welcome, Master Sogoro," said they. " How is it that you

have come so late ? We have petitioned all the officers to no

purpose, and we have broken our bones in vain. We are at

our wits' end, and can think of no other scheme. If there

LS any plan which seems good to you, we pray you to act

upon it."

" Sirs," replied S6gor6, speaking very quietly, " although we
have met with no better success here than in our own place,

there is no use in grieving. In a day or two the Gorojiu will

be going to the castle ; we must wait for this opportunity, and

following one of the litters, thrust in our memorial. This

is my opinion : what think you of it, my masters ?

"

One and aU, the assembled elders were agreed as to the

excellence of this advice ; and having decided to act upon it,

they returned to their inn.

Then S6goro held a secret consultation with Jiuyemon,

Hanzo, Eokurobei, Chinz6, and Kiushir6, five of the elders,

and, with their assistance, drew up the memorial ; and having
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heard that on the 26th of the month, when the Gorojiu

shouH go to the castle, Kuze Yamato no Kami woiild proceed

to a palace under the western enclosure of the castle, they

kept watch in a place hard by. As soon as they saw the

litter of the GorSjiu approach, they drew near to it, and,

liaving humbly stated their grievances, handed in the peti-

tion ; and as it was accepted, the six elders were greatly

elated, and doubted not that their hearts' desire would be
attained ; so they went off to a tea-house at Eiyogoku, and
Jiuy^mon said

—

" We may congi'atulate ourselves on our success. We have
handed in our petition to the Gorojiu, and now we may set

our minds at rest ; before many days have passed, we shall

hear good news from the rulers. To Master S6gor6 is due
great praise for his exertions."

S6gor6, stepping forward, answered, "Although we have
presented our memorial to the Gorojiu, the matter will not be
so quickly decided ; it is therefore useless that so many of us
should remain here : let eleven men stay with me, and let the

rest return home to their several villages. If we who remain
are accused of conspiracy and beheaded, let the others agree

to reclaim and bury our corpses. As for the expenses which
we shall incur until our suit is concluded, let that be accord-

ing to our original covenant. For the sake of the hundred
and thirty-six villages we will lay down our lives, if needs
must, and submit to the disgrace of having our heads exposed
as those of common malefactors."

Then they had a parting feast together, and, after a sad
leave-taking, the main body of the elders went home to their

own country ; while the others, wending their way to their

quarters, waited patiently to be summoned to the Supreme
Court. On the 2d day of the 12th month, S6gor6, having
received a summons from the residence of the Gorojiu
Kuze Yamato no Kami, proceeded to obey it, and was
ushered to the porch of the house, where two councillors,

named Aijima Gidaiyu and Yamaji Yori, met him, and said

—

" Some days since you had the audacity to thrast a
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ru(3morial into the litter of our lord Yamato no Kami. By an

extraordinary exercise of clemency, lie is willing to pardon

this heinous offence ; but should you ever again endeavour

to force your petitions upon him, you will he held guilty of

riotous conduct;" and with this they gave back the memorial.
" I humbly admit the justice of his lordship's censure.

But oh ! my lords, this is no hasty nor ill-considered action.

Year after year, affliction upon affliction has been heaped
upon us, until at last the people are without even the neces-

saries of life; and we, seeing no end to the evil, have humbly
presented this petition. I pray your lordships of your

great mercy to consider our case, and deign to receive our

memorial. Vouchsafe to take some measures that the people

may live, and our gratitude for your great kindness will

know no bounds."
" Your request is a just one," replied the two councillors,

after hearing what he said ;
" but your memorial cannot be

received : so you must even take it back."

With this they gave back the document, and wrote down
the names of S6gor6 and six of the elders who had accom-
panied him. There was no help for it : they must take back
their petition, and return to their inn. The seven men,
dispirited and sorrowful, sat with folded arms considering

what was best to be done, what plan should be devised,

until at last, when they were at their wits' end, S6gor6 said,

in a whisper

—

"So our petition, which we gave in nfter so much pains,

has been returned after all ! With what face can we return to

our villages after such a disgrace ? I, for one, do not propose

to waste my labour for nothing ; accordingly, I shall bide my
time until some day, when the Shogun shall go forth from

the castle, and, lying in wait by the roadside, I shall make
known our grievances to him, who is lord over our lord. This

is our last chance."

The others all applauded this speech, and, having with one
accord hardened their hearts, waited for their opportunity.

Now it so happened that, on the 20th day of the 12th
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month, the then Shogun, Prince Iy(5initsu, was pleased to

worship at the tombs of his ancestors at Uy^no ;
^ and So^joro

and the other elders, hearing tliis, looked upon it as a special

favour from the gods, and felt certain that this time they

would not fail. So they drew up a fresh memorial, and at

the appointed time S6gor6 hid himself under the Sam-
may^ Bridge, in front of the black gate at Uyeno. AVhen
Prince ly^mitsu passed in his litter, Sogoro clambered up
from under the bridge, to the great surprise of the Shogun's
attendants, who called out, "Push the fellow on one side;"

but, profiting by the confusion, S6gor6, raising his voice and
crying, " I wish to humbly present a petition to his Highness
in person," thrust forward his memorial, which he had tied

on to the end of a bamboo stick six feet long, and tried to

put ' it into the litter ; and although there were cries to

arrest him, and he was buffeted by the escort, he crawled
up to the side of the litter, and the Shogun accepted the

document. But SSgoro was arrested by the escort, and
thrown into prison. As for the memorial, his Highness
ordered that it should be handed in to the Gorojiu Hotta
Kotsuk^ no Sukd, the lord of the petitioners.

When Hotta Kotsukd no Suk^ had returned home and read
the memorial, he summoned his councillor, Kojima Shikibu,

and said

—

" The ofi&cials of my estate are mere bunglers. When
the peasants assembled and presented a petition, they re-

fused to receive it, and have thus brought this trouble upon
me. Their folly has been beyond belief ; however, it cannot

be helped. We must remit all the new taxes, and you
must inquire how much was paid to the former lord of the

castle. As for this S6gor6, he is not the only one who
is at the bottom of the conspiracy ; however, as this heinous

offence of his in going out to lie in wait for the Shogun's
procession is unpardonable, we must manage to get him
given up to us by the Government, and, as an example for

1 Destroyed during the revolution, in the summer of 1868, hy the troops of

the Mikado. See note on the tombs of the Shoguus, at the end of the stoiy.
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the rest of my people, he shall be crucified—he and his
wife and his children; and, after his death, all that he
possesses shall be confiscated. The other six men shall

be banished; and that will suffice."

"My lord," replied Shikibu, prostrating himself, "your
lordship's intentions are just. S6gor6, indeed, deserves any
punishment for his outrageous crime. But I humbly venture
to submit that his wife and children cannot be said to be
guilty in the same degree : I implore your lordship mercifully
to be pleased to absolve them from so severe a punishment."

" Where the sin of the father is great, the wife and
children cannot be spared," repUed Kotsuk^ no Suke ; and
his councillor, seeing that his heart was hardened, was forced

to obey his orders without further remonstrance.
So Kotsuk^ no Suke, having obtained that Sogoro should

be given up to him by the Government, caused him to

be brought to his estate of Sakura as a criminal, in a

litter covered with nets, and confined him in prison. When
his case had been inquired into, a decree was issued by
the Lord K6tsuk6 no Suk6 that he should be punished for

a heinous crime ; and on the 9th day of the 2nd month
of the second year of the period styled Sh6h6 (1644 a.d.) he
was condemned to be crucified. Accordingly Sogoro, his

wife and children, and the elders of the hundred and thirty-

six villages were brought before the Court-house of Sakura,

in which were assembled forty-five chief officers. The elders

were then told that, yielding to. their petition, their lord was
graciously pleased to order that the oppressive taxes should

be remitted, and that the dues levied should not exceed those

of the olden time. As for S6gor6 and his wif-i, the following,

sentence was passed upon them :

—

"Whereas you have set yourself up as the head of the.

villagers ; whereas, secondly, you have dared to make light

of the Government by petitioning his Highness the Shogun
directly, thereby offering an insult to your lord ; and whereas,

thirdly, you have presented a memorial to the Gor6jiu ; and,

whereas, fourthly, you were privy to a conspiracy : for these
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four heinous crimes you are sentenced to death by crucifixion.

Your wife is sentenced to die in like manner; and your
children will be decapitated.

" This sentence is passed upon the following persons :

—

" Sogoro, chief of the village of Iwahashi, aged 48.
" His wife, Man, aged 38.
" His son, Gennosuke, aged 13.

" His son, Sohei, aged 10.

" His son, Kihachi, aged 7."

The eldest daughter of S6gor6, iiaraed Hatsu, nineteen

years of age, was married to a man named Jiuyemon, in the

village of Hakamura, in Shitachi, beyond the river, in the

territory of Matsudaira Mutsu no Kami [the Prince of

Sendai]. His second daughter, whose name was-Saki, six-

teen years of age, was married to one T6jiur6, chief of a

village on the p-operty of my lord Naito Geki. No punish-
ment was decreed against these two women.
The six elders who had accompanied Sogoro were told

that although by good rights they had merited death, yet
by the special clemency of their lord their lives would be
spared, but that they were condemned to banishment. Their
wives and children would not be attainted, and their pro-

perty would be spared. The six men were banished to

Oshima, in the province of Idzu.

S6gor& heard his sentence with pure courage.

The six men were banished ; but three of them lived to

be pardoned on the occasion of the death of the Shogun,
Prince Genynin,^ and returned to their country.

According to the above decision, the taxes were remitted

;

and men and women, young and old, rejoiced over the ad-
vantage that been gained for them by S6gor6 and by the six

elders, and there was not one that did not mourn for their fate.

When the officers of the several villages left the Court-
house, one Zembei, the chief of the village of Sakato, told
the others that he had some important subjects to speak to

' The name assigned after death to lyetsuua, the fourth of the dyaasty of
Tokiigawa, who died on the 8th day of the eth 3»>ont!i of the year 1680 A.r.
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them upon, and begged them to meet him in the temple called

Pitkuslioin. Every man having consented, and the hundred
and thirty-six men having assembled at the temple, Zembei
addressed them as follows

—

"The success of our petition, in obtaining the reduction

of our taxes to the same amount as was levied by our former

lord, is owing to Master S6gor6, who has thus thrown away
his life for us. He and his wife and children are now to

suffer as criminals for the sake of the one hundred and
thirty-six villages. That such a thing should take place

before our very eyes seems to me not to be borne. What
say you, my mastefs ?

"

" Ay ! ay ! what you say is just from top to bottom,"

replied the others. Then Hanzayemon, the elder of the

village of Katsuta, stepped forward and said

—

" As Master Zembei has just said, Sogoro is condemned to

die for a matter in which all the village elders are concerned

to a man. We cannot look on unconcerned. Full well I

know that it is useless our pleading for Sogoro ; but we may,

at least, petition that the lives of his wife and children

may be spared."

The assembled elders having all applauded this speech, they

determined to draw up a memorial ; and they resolved, should

their petition not be accepted by the local authorities, to

present it at their lord's palace in Yedo, and, should that

fail, to appeal to the Government. Accordingly, before noon

on the following day, they all affixed their seals to the

memorial, which four of them, including Zembei and Han-

zayemon, composed, as follows :

—

"With deep fear we humbly venture to present the follow-

in" petition, which the elders of the one hundred and thirty-

six villages of this estate have sealed with their seals. In

consequence of the humble petition which we lately offered

up, the taxes have graciously been reduced to the rates levied

by the former lord of the estate, and new laws have been

vouchsafed to us. With reverence and joy the peasants, great

and small, have gratefully acknowledged these favours. With
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regard to S6gor6, the elder of the village of Iwahashi, who
ventured to petition his Highness the Shogun in person,

thus being guilty of a heinous crime, he has been sentenced
to death in the castle town. With fear and trembling we
recognize the justice of his sentence. But in the matter
of his wife and children, she is but a woman, and they are

so young and innocent that they cannot distinguish the
east from the west: we pray that in your great clemency
you will remit their sin, and give them up to the repre-

sentatives of the one hundred and thirty-six villages, for

which we shall be ever grateful. We, the elders of the vil-

lages, know not to what extent we may be transgressing in

presenting this memorial. We were all guilty of affixing our
seals to the former petition; but S6gor6, who was chief of a
large district, producing a thousand kokus of revenue, and
was therefore a man of experience, acted for the others;
and we grieve that he alone should suffer for all. Yet in
his case we reverently admit that there can be no reprieve.
For his wife and children, however, we humbly implore your
gracious mercy and consideration.

" Signed by the elders of the villages of tlie estate, the
2d year of Shoho, and the 2d month."

Having drawn up this memorial, the hundred and thirty-

six elders, with Zembei at their head, proceeded to the
Court-house to present the petition,- and found the various
ofBcers seated in solemn conclave. Then the clerk took the
petition, and, having opened it, read it aloud ; and the coun-
cillor, Ikdura Kazuy^ said

—

" The petition which you have addressed to us is worthy
of all praise. But you must know that this is a matter
which is no longer within our control. The affair has
been reported to the Government; and although the priests
of my lord's ancestral temple have interceded for SSgoro,
my lord is so angry that he will not listen even to them, say-
ing that, had he not been one of the Gor6jiu, he would have
been in danger of being ruined by this man : his high station
alone saved him. My lord spoke so severely that the priests
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themselves dare not recur to the subject. You see, therefore,

that it will be no use your attempting to take any steps in

the matter, for most certainly your petition will not be
received. You had better, then, think no more about it."

And with these words he gave back the memorial.

Zembei and the elders, seeing, to their infinite sorrow, that

their mission was fruitless, left the Court-house, and most
sorrowfully took counsel together, grinding their teeth in

their disappointment when they thought over what the coun-

cillor had said as to the futility of their attempt. Out of

grief for this, -Zembei, with Hanzaydmon and HeijiurS, on the

11th day of the 2d month (the day on which S6gor6 and his

wife and children suffered), left Ewaradai, the place of execu-

tion, and went to the temple Zenkqji, in the province of

Shinshiu, and from thence they ascended Mount K6ya in

Kishiu, and, on the 1st day of the 8th month, shaved their

heads and became priests; Zembei changed his name to

Kakushin, and Hanzay^mon changed his to Zensho : as

for Heijiur6, he fell sick at the end of the 7th month,

and on the 11th day of the 8th month died, being forty-

seven years old that year. These three men, who had

loved SSgor6 as the fishes love water, were true to him
to the last. HeijiurS was buried on Mount K&ya. Kaku-
shin wandered through the country as a priest, praying for

the entry of S8gor5 and his children into the perfection of

paradise; and, after visiting all the shrines and temples,

came back at last to his own province of Shim6sa, and took

up his abode at the temple Eiukakuji, in the village of Kano,

and in the district of Imban, praying and making offerings

on behalf of the souls of S6gor6, his wife and children.

Hanzaydmon, now known as the priest Zensh6, remained at

Shinagawa, a suburb of Yedo, and, by the charity of good

people, collected enough money to erect six bronze Buddhas,

which remain standing to this day. He fell sick and died,

at the age of seventy, on the 10th day of the 2d month of

the 13th year of the period styled Kambun. Zembei, who,

as a priest, had changed his name to Kakushin, died, at

P
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the age of seventy-six, on the 17th day of the 10th month
of the 2d year of the period styled Empo. Thus did these

nien, for the sake of S6gor6 and his family, give themselves

up to works of devotion; and the other villagers also brought
food to soothe the spirits of the dead, and prayed for their

entry into paradise; and as litanies were repeated without

intermission, there can be no doubt that S6gor6 attained

salvation.

" In paradise, where the blessings of God are distributed

without favour, the soul learns its faults by the measure of

the rewards given. The lusts of the flesh are abandoned;
and tlie soul, purified, attains to the glory of Buddha."^
On the 11th day of the 2d month of the 2d year

of Sh6h6, S6gor6 having been convicted of a heinous crime,

a scaffold was erected at Ewaradai, and the councillor who
resided at Yedo and the councillor who resided on the

estate, with the other officers, proceeded to the place in all

solemnity. Then the priests of T6k6ji, in the vUlage of

Sak^naga, followed by coffin-bearers, took their places in front

of the councillors, and said

—

" We humbly beg leave to present a petition."
" What have your reverences to say ?"

"We are men who have forsaken the world and entered

the priesthood," answered the monks, respectfully ; " and we
would fain, if it be possible, receive the bodies of those who
are to die, that we may bury them decently. It will be a
great joy to us if our humble petition be graciously heard
and granted."

" Your request shall be granted ; but as the crime of SSgoro
was great, his body must be exposed for three days and three
nights, after which the corpse shall be given to you."
At the hour of the snake (10 a.m.), the hour appoiated for

the execution, the people from the neighbouring villages and
the castle town, old and young, men and women, flocked to

see the sight : numbers there were, too, who came to bid a

last farewell to S6gor6, his wife and children, aind to put up a
^ tSudiibist tost.
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prayer for them. When the hour had arrived, the condenuied
were dragged forth bound, and made to sit upon coarse mats.
S6gor6 and ]iis wife closed their eyes, for the sight was more
than they could bear ; and the spectators, with heaving breasts

and streaming eyes, cried " Cruel !" and " Pitiless !" and taking
sweetmeats and cakes from the bosoms of their dresses threw
them to the children. At noon precisely S6gor6 and his wife

were bound to the crosses, which were then set upright and
fixed in the ground. When this had been done, their eldest

son Gennosuk^ was led forward to the scaffold, in front o£

the two parents. Then S8gor6 cried out

—

" Oh ! cruel, cruel ! what crime has this poor child com-
mitted that he is treated thus? As for me, it matters not

what becomes of me." And the tears trickled down his

face.

The spectators prayed aloud, and shut their eyes ; and the

executioner himself, standing behind the boy, and saying

that it was a pitiless thing that the child should suffer for

the father's fault, prayed sUently. Then Gennosuk4 who
had remained with his eyes closed, said to his parents

—

" Oh ! my father and mother, I am going before you to

paradise, that happy country, to wait for you. My little

brothers and I will be on the banks of the rivei Sandzu,^

and stretch out our hands and help you across. Farewell,

all you who have come to see us die ; and now please cut off

my head at once."

With this he stretched out his neck, murmuring a last

prayer ; and not only S6gor8 and his wife, but even the exe-

cutioner and the spectators could not repress their tears ; but

the headsman, unnerved as he was, and touched to the very

heart, was forced, on account of his office, to cut off the

child's head, and a piteous wail arose from the parents and

the spectators.

Then the younger child SShei said to the headsman, "Sir,

' The Buddliist Styx, which separates paradise from hell, across which th«.

dead are ferried by an old woman, for whom a small piece of ninuey is bmieJ

with them.

F 2
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I have a sore on my right shoulder : please, cut my head
off from the left shoulder, lest you should hurt me. Alas ! 1

know not how to die, nor what I should do."

When the headsman and the officers present heard the

child's artless speech, they wept again for veiy pity ; but there

was no help for it, and the head feU off more swiftly than
water is drunk up by sand. Then little Kihachi, the third

son, who, on account of his tender years, should have been
spared, was butchered as he was in his simplicity eating the

sweetmeats which had been thrown to him by the spectators.

When the execution of the children was over, the priests

of T6k6JL took their corpses, and, having placed them in

their coffins, carried them away, amidst the lamentations of

the bystanders, and buried them with great solemnity.

Then Shigay^mon, one of the servants of Danzay^mon, the
chief of the Etas, who had been engaged for the purpose,
was just about to thrust his spear, when Man, S6gor6's wife,

raising her voice, said

—

" Eemember, my husband, that from the first you had made
up your mind to this fate. What though our bodies be dis-

gracefully exposed on these crosses ?—we have the promises
of the gods before us ; therefore, mourn not. Let us fix our
minds upon death: we are drawing near to paradise, and
shall soon be with the saints. Be calm, my husband. Let
us cheerfully lay down our single lives for the good of

many. Man lives but for. one generation; his name, for

many. A good name is more to be prized than life."

So she spoke ; and S&gor6 on the cross, laughing gaily,

answered

—

" Well said, wife ! What though we are punished for the

many ? Oiir petition was successful, and there is nothmg left

to wish for. Now I am happy, for I have attained my
heart's desire. The changes and chances of life are manifold.

But if I had five hundred lives, and could five hundred times

assume this shape of mine, I would die five hundred times
to avenge this iniquity. For myself I care not ; but that my
wife and children should be punished also is too much,
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Pitiless and cruel ! Let my lord fence himself in with iron

walls, yet shall my spirit burst through them and crush his

bones, as a return for this deed."

And as. he spoke, his eyes became vermilion red, and
flashed like the sun or the moon, and he looked like the

demon Eazetsu.^
" Come," shouted he, " make haste and pierce me with

the spear."
" Your wishes shall be obeyed," said the Eta, Shigaydmon,

and thrust in a spear at his right side until it came out at his

left shoulder, and the blood streamed out like a fountain.

Then he pierced the wife from the left side ; and she, opening

her eyes, said in a dying voice

—

" Farewell, all you who are present. May harm keep far

from you. Farewell ! farewell !" and as her voice waxed faint,

the second spear was thrust in from her right side, and she

breathed out her spirit. S6gor6, the colour of his face not

even changing, showed no sign of fear, but opening his eyes

wide, said

—

" Listen, my masters ! all you who have come to see this

sight. EecoUect that I shall pay my thanks to my lord

K6tsuk6 no Suke for this day's work. You shall see it for

yourselves, so that it shall be talked of for generations to

come. As a sign, when I am dead, my head shall turn and

face towards the castle. When you see this, doubt not

that my words shaU. come true."

"When he had spoken thus, the of&cer directing the execu-

tion gave a sign to the Eta, Shigay^mon, and ordered him to

finish the execution, so that S6gor6 should speak no more. So

Shigaydmon pierced him twelve or thirteen times, until he

died. And when he was dead, his head turned and faced the

castle. When the two councillors beheld this miracle, they

came down from their raised platform, and knelt down before

Sogor&'s dead body and said

—

"Although you were but a peasant on this estate, you

conceived a noble plan to succour the other farmers in theii

1 A Buddhist fiead.
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distress. You bruised your bones, and crushed your heart,

for their sakes. Still, in that you appealed to the Shogun in

person, you committed a grievous crime, and made light of

your superiors ; and for this it was impossible not to punish

you. Still we admit that to include your wife and children in

your crime, and kUl them before your eyes, was a cruel deed

What is done, is done, and regret is of no avail. However,
honours shall be paid to your spirit : you shall be canonized

as the Saint Daimiy6, and you shall be placed among the

tutelar deities of my lord's family."

With these words the two councillors made repeated re-

verences before the corpse ; and in this they showed their

faithfulness to their lord. But he, when the matter was
reported to him, only laughed scornfully at the idea that the

hatred of a peasant could affect his feudal lord ; and said that

a vassal who had dared to hatch a plot which, had it not

been for his high office, would have been sufficient to ruin

him, had only met with his deserts. As for causing him to

be canonized, let him be as he was. Seeing their lord's anger,

his councillors could only obey. But it was not long before

he had cause to know that, though Sogoro was dead, his

vengeance was yet alive.

The relations of SogorQ and the elders of the villages

having been summoned to tlie Court-house, the following

document was issued :

—

" Although the property cf S6gor6, the elder of the village

of Iwahashi, is confiscated, his household furniture shall be
made over to his two married daughters ; and the village

officials will look to it that these few poor things be not
.'stolen by lawless and unprincipled men.

'' His rice-fields and corn-fields, his mountain land and forest

laud, will be sold by auction. His house and grounds will be
given over to the elder of the vUlage. The price fetched by
his property will be paid over to the lord of the estate.

" The above decree will be published, in full, to the pea-
sants of the village; and it is strictly forbidden to find

fault with this decision.
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" The 12th day of the 2d month, of the 2d year of the

period Sh6h6."

The peasants, having heard this degree with all humility,
left the Court-house. Then the following punishments were
awarded to the officers of the castle, who, by rejecting the
petition of the peasants in the first instance, had brought
trouble upon their lord :

—

" Dismissed from their office, the resident councillors at

Yedo and at the castle town.
" Banished from the province, four district governors, and

three bailiffs, and nineteen petty officers.

"Dismissed from office, three metsuk(5s, or censors, and
seven magistrates.

" Condemned to hara-kiri, one district governor and one
Yedo bailiff.

"The severity of this sentence is owing to the injustice

of the officials in raising new and unprecedented taxes,

and bringing affliction upon the people, and in refusing to

receive the petitions of the peasants, without consulting their

lord, thus driving them to appeal to the Shogun in person.

In their avarice they looked not to the future, but laid too

heavy a burden on the peasants, so that they made an appeal

to a higher power, endangering the honour of their lord's

house. For this bad government the various officials are to

be punished as above."

In this wise was justice carried out at the palace at Yedo
and at the Court-house at home. But in the history of the

world, from the dark ages down to the present time, there are

few instances of one man laying down his life for the many,

as S6gor6 did : noble and peasant praise him alike.

As month after month passed away, towards the fourth

year of the period Shoho, the wife of my lord K6tsuk6

no Suk^, being with chUd, was seized with violent pains ; and

retainers were sent to all the different temples and shrines to

pray by proxy, but all to no purpose : she continued to suffer

as before. Towards the end of the seventh month of the

year, there appeared, every night, a preternatural light above
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the lady's chamber ; this was accompanied by hideous sounds
as of many people laughing fiendishly, and sometimes by
piteous wailings, as though myriads of persons were lament-
ing. The profound distress caused by this added to her
sufferings; so her own privy councillor, an old man, took
his place in the adjoining chamber, and kept watch. AU
of a sudden, he heard a noise as if a number of people
were walking on the boards of the roof of my lady's room

;

then there was a sound of men and women weeping ; and
when, thunderstruck, the councillor was wondering what it

could all be, there came a wild burst of laughter, and all

was silent. Early the following morning, the old women who
had charge of my lady's household presented themselves
before my lord K&tsuk^ no Suk^ and said

—

" Since the middle of last month, the waiting-women have
been complaining to us of the ghostly noises by which my
lady is nightly disturbed, and they say that they cannot con-
tinue to serve her. We have tried to soothe them, by saying
that the devils should be exorcised at once, and that there
was nothing to be afraid of StiU we feel that their fears are

not without reason, and that they really cannot do their

work ; so we beg that your lordship will take the matter
into your consideration."

" This is a passing strange story of yours ; however, I will

go myself to-night to my lady's apartments and keep watch.
You can come with me."

Accordingly, that night my lord Kotsuke no Suld sat up
in person. At the hour of the rat (midnight) a fearful noise
of voices was heard, and S6gor6 and his wife, bound to the
fatal crosses, suddenly appeared ; and the ghosts, seizing the
lady by the hand, said

—

" We have come to meet you. The pains you are suffering

are terrible, but they are nothing in comparison with those
of the hell to which we are about to lead you."
At these words, K6tsuk6 no Sukd, seizing his sword, tried

to sweep the ghosts away with a terrific cut ; but a loud
peal of laughter was heard, and the visions faded away.
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Kotsuk4 no Suk4, terrified, sent his retainers to the temples
and shrines to pray that the demons might be cast out ; but
the noises were lieard nightly, as before. When the eleventh
month" of the year came round, the apparitions of human
forms in my lady's apartments became more and more
frequent and terrible, all the spirits railing at her, and howling
out that they had come to fetch her. The women would all

scream and faint ; and then the ghosts would disappear amid
yells of laughter. Mght after night this happened, and even
in the daytime the visions would manifest themselves ; and
my lady's sickness grew worse daily, until in the last month
of the year she died, of grief and terror. Then the ghost of

S6gor6 and his wife crucified would appear day and night in

the chamber of K6tsuk^ no Suk^ floating round the room,

and glaring at him with red and flaming eyes. The hair of

the attendants would stand on end with terror ; and if they

tried to cut at the spirits, their limbs would be cramped, and
their feet and hands would not obey their bidding. Kotsuk^
no Suk^ would draw the sword that lay by his bedside ; but,

as often as he did so, the ghosts faded away, only to appear

again in a more hideous shape than before, until at last,

having exhausted his strength and spirits, even he became
terror-stricken. The whole household was thrown into con-

fusion, and day after day mystic rites and incantations were
performed by the priests over braziers of charcoal, while

prayers were recited without ceasing ; but the visions only

became more frequent, and there was no sign of their ceasing.

After the 5th year of Sh6h6, the style of the years was
changed to Keian; and during the 1st year of Keian the

spirits continued to haunt the palace ; and now they appeared

in the chamber of Kotsuk^ no Suk^'s eldest son, surround-

ing themselves with even more terrors than before ; and when
K&tsuk4 no Sukd was about to go to the Shogun's castle, they

were seen howling out their cries of vengeance in the porch

of the house. At last the relations of the family and the

members of the household took counsel together, and told

Kotsuke no Suk4 that without doubt no ordinary means
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world suffice to lay the ghosts; a shriae must be erected

to S6gor6, and divine honours paid to him, after which the

apparitions would assuredly cease. Kotsuke no Suk^ hav-

ing carefully considered the matter and given his con-

sent, S6gor& was canonized under the name of Sogo

Daimiy6, and a shrine was erected in his honour. After

divine honours had been paid to him, the awful visions

were no more seen, and the ghost of S6goro was laid for

ever.

In the 2d year of the period Keian, on the 11th day of

.the 10th month, on the occasion of the festival of first

lighting the fire on the hearth, the various Daimios and

Hatamotos of distinction went to the castle of the Shogun, at

Yedo, to offer their congratulations on this occasion. During
the ceremonies, my lord Hotta Kotsuk^ no Suk^ and Sakai

Iwami no Kami, lord of the castle of Matsumoto, in the

province of Shinshiu, had a quarrel, the origin of which was
not made public ; and Sakai Iwami no Kami, although he
came of a brave and noble family, received so severe a

wound that he died on the following day, at the age of

forty-three; and in consequence of this, his family was
ruined and disgraced.^ My lord K6tsuke no Suk4 by great

good fortune, contrived to escape from the castle, and took
refuge in his own house, whence, mounting a famous horse

called Hira-Abumi,^ he fled to his castle of Sakura, in

Shim6sa, accomplishing the distance, which is about sixty

miles, in six hours. When he arrived in front of the

castle, he called out in a loud voice to the guard within to

open the gate, answering, in reply to their challenge, that he
was Kotsuk^ no Suk6, the lord of the castle. The guard, not
believing their ears, sent word to the councillor in charge of

the castle, who rushed out to see if the person demanding

^ In the old days, if a noble was murdered, and died outside liis own house,
he was disgraced, and his estates were forfeited. Wlien the Kegent of the
Shogun was murdorwl, some years since, outside the castle of Yedo, hy a legal

fiction it was given out that lie had died in his own palace, in order that his

son might succeed to his estates. 2 Level stirrups.
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admittance were really their lord. When he saw Kotsuke
no Suke, he caused the gates to be opened, and, thinking it

more than strange, said

—

" Is this indeed you, my lord ? What strange chance brings

your lordship hither thus late at night, on horseback and
alone, without a single follower ?

"

With these words he ushered iu Kotsuk^ no Suk6, who, in

reply to the anxious inquiries of his people as to the cause of

his sudden appearance, said

—

" You may well be astonished. I had a quarrel to-day in

the castle at Tedo, with Sakai Iwami no Kami, the lord of

the castle of Matsumoto, and I cut him down. I shall soon

be pursued ; so we must strengthen the fortress, and prepare

lor an attack."

The household, hearing this, were greatly alarmed, and the

whole castle was thrown into confusion. In the meanwhile
the people of K6tsuk^ no Suke's palace at Yedo, not know-
ing whither their lord had fled, were in the greatest anxiety

until a messenger came from Sakura, and reported his

arrival there.

When the quarrel inside the castle of Yedo and K&tsuke no

Suke's flight had been taken cognizance of, he was attainted

of treason, and soldiers were sent to seize him, dead or alive.

Midzuno Setsu no Kami and Got& Yamato no Kami were

charged with the execution of the order, and sallied forth, on

the 13th day of the 10th month, to cany it out. When
they arrived a,t the town of Sasai, they sent a herald with

the following message :—

r

" Whereas K6tsuke no Suke killed Sakai Iwami no Kami
inside the castle of Yedo, and has fled to his own castle

without leave, he is attainted of treason ; and we, being

connected with him by ties of blood and of friendship, have

been charged to seize him."

The herald delivered this message to the councillor of

K6tsukd no Sukd, who, pleading as an excuse that his lord

was mad, begged the two nobles to intercede for him._ Goto

Yamato no Kami upon this called the councillor to him, and
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spoke privately to him, after whicli the latter took his leave

and returned to the castle of Sakura.

In the meanwhile, after consultation at Yedo, it was decided

that, as Goto Yamato no Kami and Midzuno Setsu no Kami
were related to Kotsuke no Suli^ aid might meet with diffi-

culties for that very reason, two other nohles, Ogasawara Iki

no Kami and Nagai Hida no Kami, should he sent to assist

them, with orders that should any trouhle arise they should

send a report immediately to Yedo. In consequence of this

order, the two nobles, with five thousand men, were about to

march for Sakura, on the 15tli of the month, when a messenger
arrived from that place bearing the following despatch for

the Gorojiu, from the two nohles who had preceded them :

—

"' In obedience to the orders of His Highness the Shogun,
we proceeded, on the 13th day of this month, to the castle

of Sakura, and conducted a thorough investigation of the

affair. It is true that K6tsuk^ no Suk6 has been guUty of

treason, but he is out of his mind ; his retainers have cal led

in physicians, and he is undergoing treatment by which his

senses are being gradually restored, and his mind is being
awakened from its sleep. At the time when he slew Sakai

Iwami no Kami he was not accountable for his actions, and
will be sincerely penitent when he is aware of his crime.

We have taken him prisoner, and have the honour to await

your instructions ; in the meanwhile, we beg by these present

to let you know what we have done.

(Signed) Goto Yamato no Kami.

„ Midzuno Setsu no Kami.
" To the GorSJiu, 2d year of Keian, 2d month, lith day."

This despatch reached Yedo on the 16th of the month,
and was read by the Gorojiu after they had left the castle;

and in consequence of the report of Kotsukd no Sukd's
madness, the second expedition was put a stop to, and the
following instructions were sent to Got6 Yamato no Kami
and Midzuno Setsu no Kami :^-

" With reference to the affair of Hotta Kotsuk^ no Suke,
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lord of the eastle of Sakura, in ShimSsa, whose quarrel with
Sakai Iwaini no Kami within the castle of Yedo ended in
bloodshed. Por this heinous crime and disregard of the
sanctity of the castle, it is ordered that K6tsuk4 no Suke
be brought as a prisoner to Yedo, in a litter covered with
nets, that his case may be judged.

" 2d year of Kei-an, 2d month.
(Signed by the Gorojiu) Inaba Mino no Kami.

Inouye Kawachi no Kami.
Kat6 Ecchiu no Kami."

Upon the receipt of this despatch, Hotta K&tsukd no Suk^
was immediately placed in a litter covered with a net of
green silk, and conveyed to Yedo, strictly guarded by the re-

tainers of the two nobles ; and, having arrived at the capital,

was handed over to the charge of Akimoto Tajima no Kami.
All his retainers were quietly dispersed; and his empty
castle was ordered to be thrown open, and given in charge to

Midzuno Iki no Kami.
At last K6tsuk4 no Suke began to feel that the death of

his wife and his own present misfortunes were a just retri-

bution for the death of S6gor6 and his wife and children,

and he was as one awakened from a dream. Then night
and morning, in his repentance, he offered up prayers to the
sainted spirit of the dead farmer, and acknowledged and
bewailed his crime, vowing that, if his family were spared
from ruin and re-established, intercession should be made at,

the court of the Mikado,^ at Kiyoto, on behalf of the spirit

of S6gor6, so that, being worshipped with even greater

honours than before, his name should be handed down to

all generations.

In consequence of this it happened that the spirit of

Sogoro having relaxed in its vindictiveness, and having

1 In the days of Shogun's power, the Mikado remained the Fountain of

Honour, and, as chief of the national religion and the direct dcscenc'^nt of

the god?, dispensed divine honours. So recently as last year, a decree of the

Alikado appeared in the Government Gazette oonfemng posthumous diviija

Ijonours upon an ancestor of the Prince of Ghoshiu.
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ceased to persecute the house of Hotta, in the 1st month of

the 4th year of Keian, K6tsuk^ no Sukd received a summons
from the Shogun, and, having been forgiven, was made lord

of the castle of Matsuyama, in the province of Ddwa, with

a revenue of twenty thousand kokus. In the same year,

on the 20th day of the 4th month, the Shogun, Prince

ly^mitsu, was pleased to depart this life, at the age of forty-

eight ; and whether by the forgiving spirit of the prince, or

by the divine intei-position of the sainted Sogoro, K6tsuk^
no Suk^ was promoted to the castle of Utsu no Miya, in

the province of Shimotsuk^, with a revenue of eighty

thousand kokus; and his name was changed to Hotta
Hida no Kami. He also received again his original castle

of Sakura, with a revenue of twenty thousand kokus : so

that there can be no doubt that the saint was befriending

him. In return for these favours, the shrine of S6gor6 was
made as beautiful as a gem. It is needless to say how many
of the peasants of the estate flocked to the shrine : any good
luck that might befall the people was ascribed to it, and night

and day the devout worshipped at it.

Here follows a copy of the petition which S6gor6 presented

to the Shogun :

—

" We, the elders of the hundred and thirty-six villages of

the district of Chiba, in the province of Shim6sa, and of the

district of Buji, in the province of Kadzusa, most reverently

offer up this our humble petition.

" When our former lord, Doi Shosho, was transferred to

another castle, in the 9th year of the period Kanyd, Hotta
Kaga no Kami became lord of the castle of Sakura ; and
in the 17th year of the same period, my lord K6tsuke
no Suk6 succeeded him. Since that time the taxes laid

upon us have been raised in the proportion of one to and two
she to each koku.'

" Item.—At the present time, taxes are raised on nineteen of

' 10 Sho = 1 T6.

10 T6 =\ Koku,
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our articles of produce ; whereas our former lord only required

that we should furnish him with pulse and sesamum, for

which he paid in rice.

" Item.—Not only are we not paid now for our produce, but,

if it is not given in to the day, we are driven and goaded by
the officials; and if there be any further delay, we are

manacled and severely reprimanded ; so that if our own crops

fail, we have to buy produce from other districts, and are

pushed to the utmost extremity of affliction.

"Item.—We have over and over again prayed to be relieved

from these burthens, but our petitions are not received. The
peoi)le are reduced to poverty, so that it is hard for them to

live under such grievous taxation. Often they have tried

to sell the land which they till, but none can be found

to buy ; so they have sometimes given over their land to

the village authorities, and fled with their wives to other pro-

vinces, and seven hundred and thirty men or more have been
reduced to begging, one hundred and eighty-five houses

have fallen into ruins ; land producing seven thousand kokus
has been given up, and remains untilled, and eleven temples

have fallen into decay in consequence of the ruin of those

upon whom they depended.

"Besides this, the poverty-stricken farmers and women,
having been obliged to take refuge in other provinces, and

having no abiding-place, have been driven to evil courses

and bring men to speak ill of their lord; and the village

officials, being unable to keep order, are blamed and re-

proved. No attention has been paid to our repeated repre-

sentations upon this point; so we were driven to petition

the Gor6jiu Kuz4 Yamato no Kami as he was on his way
to the castle, but our petition was returned to us. And
now, as a last resource, we tremblingly venture to approach

his Highness the Shogun in person.

" The 1st year of the period Sh6h6, 12th month, 20th day.

Q The seals of the elders of the 136 villages."

The Shogun at that time was Prince ly^mitsu, the grand-
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son of ly^yasu. He received the name of Dai-yu-In aiter

his death.

The Gorojiu at that time were Hotta Kotsuk^ no Suk^,

Sakai Iwami no Kami, Inaba Mino no Kami, Kato Ecchiu
no Kami, Inouy^ Kawachi no Kami.
The Wakadoshiyori (or 2d council) were Torii Wakasa no

Kami, Tsuchiya Dewa no Kami, and Itakura Naizen no Sho.

The belief in ghosts appears to be as universal as that

in the immortality of the soul, upon which it depends.

Both in China and Japan the departed spirit is invested

with the power of revisiting the earth, and, in a visible

form, tormenting its enemies and haunting those places where
the perishable part of it mourned and suffered. Haunted
houses are slow to find tenants, for ghosts almost always come
with revengeful intent ; indeed, the owners of such houses
will almost pay men to live in them, such is the dread which
they inspire, and the anxiety to blot out the stigma.

One cold winter's night at Yedo, as I was sitting, with a
few Japanese friends, huddled round the imperfect heat of

a brazier of charcoal, the conversation turned upon the story

of S6gor6 and upon ghostly apparitions in general. Many a
weird tale was told that evening, and 1 noted down the
three or four which follow, for the truth of which the nar-

rators vouched with the utmost confidence.

About ten years ago there lived a fishmonger, named
Zenroku, in the Mikawa-street, atKanda, in Yedo. He was
a poor man, living with his wife and one little boy. His
wifs fell sick and died, .so he engaged an old woman to

look after his boy while he himself went out to sell his fish.

It happened, one day, that he and the other hucksters of
his guild were gambling; and this coming to the ears of

the authorities, they were all thrown into prison. Although
their offence was in itself a light one, still they were kept
for some time in durance while the matter was being investi-
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gated ; and Zenroku, owing to the damp and foul air of the
prison, fell sick with fever.' His little child, in the inean-
time, had been handed over by the authorities to the charge
of the petty officers of the ward to which his father be-
longed, and was being well cared for; for Zenroku was
known to be an honest fellow, and his fate excited much
compassion. One night Zenroku, pale and emaciated, entered
the house in which his boy was living ; and all the people
joyfully congratulated him on his escape from jaU. "Why,
we heard that you were sick in prison. This is, indeed, a
joyful return." Then Zenroku thanked those who had taken
care of the child, saying that he had returned secretly by
the favour of his jaUers that night ; but that on the fol-

lowing day his offence would be remitted, and he should
be able to take possession of his house again publicly. For
that night, he must return to the prison. With this he
begged those present to continue their good offices to his
babe

J
and, with a sad and reluctant expression of counte-

nance, he left the house. On the following day, the officers

of that ward were sent for by the prison authorities. They
thought that they were summoned that Zenroku might be
handed back to them a free man, as he himself had said

to them ; but to their surprise, they were told that he had
died the night before in prison, and were ordered to carry
away his dead body for burial. Then they knew that they
had seen Zenroku's ghost; and that when he said that he
should be returned to them on the morrow, he had alluded
to his corpse. So they buried him decently, and brought up
his son, who is alive to this day.

The next story was told by a professor in the college at

Yedo, and, although it is not of so modern a date as the last,

he stated it to be well authenticated, and one of general

notoriety.

About two hundred years . ago there was a chief of the

police, named Aoyama Shuzen, who lived in the street called

Bancho, at Yedo. His duty was to detect thieves and in-

cendiaries. He was a cruel and violent man, without heart

y
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or compassion, and thought nothing of killing or torturing a

man to gratify spite or revenge. This man Shuzen had in

his house a servant-maid, called Kiku (the Chrysan-

themum), who had lived in the family since her childhood,

and was well acquainted with her master's temper. One
day Kiku accidentally broke one of a set of ten porcelain

plates, upon which he set a high value. She knew that she

would suffer for her carelessness; but she thought that

if she concealed the matter her punishment would be still

more severe; so she went at once to her master's wife,

and, in fear and trembling, confessed what she had done.

When Shuzen came home, and heard that one of his

favourite plates was broken, he flew into a violent rage, and
t ook the girl to a cupboard, where he left her bound with
cords, and every day cut off one of her fingers. Kiku,
tightly bound and in agony, could not move ; but at last

she contrived to bite or cut the ropes asunder, and, escaping
into the garden, threw herself into a well, and was drowned.
From that time forth, every night a voice was heard
coming from the well, countiag one, two, three, and so on
up to nine—the number of the plates that remained unbroken
—and then, when the tenth plate should have been counted,
would come a burst of lamentation. The servants of the
house, terrified at this, all left their master's service, until
Shuzen, not having a single retainer left, was unable to

perform his public duties; and when the officers of the
government heard of this, he was dismissed from his office.

At this time there was a famous priest, called Mikadzuki
Sh6nin, of the temple Denzuin, who, having been told of the
affair, came one night to the house, and, when the ghost
began to count the plates, reproved the spirit, and by his

prayers and admonitions caused it to cease from troubling
the living.

The laying of disturbed spirits appears to form one of the
regular functions of the Buddhist priests ; at least, we find
them playing a conspicuous part in almost every ghost- story.

About thirty years ago there stood a house at Mitsum^
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in the Hoiij6 of Yedo, which was said to be nightly visited

by ghosts, so that no man dared to live in it, and it remained
untenanted on that account. However, a man called Miura
Takeshi, a native of the province of Oshiu, who came to

Yedo to set up in business as a fencing-master, but was
too poor to hire a house, hearing that there was a haunted
house, for which no tenant could be found, aud that the owner
would let any man live in it rent free, said that he feared

neither man nor devil, and obtained leave to occupy the

house. So he hired a fencing-room, in which he gave his

lessons by day, and after midnight returned to the haunted

house. One night, his wife, who took charge of the house in

his absence, was frightened by a fearful noise proceeding

from a pond in the garden, and, tliinking that this certainly

must be the ghost that she had heard so much about,

she covered her head with the bed-clothes and remained

breathless with terror. "When her husband came home,

she told him what had happened; and on the following

night he returned earlier than usual, and waited for the

ghostly noise. At the same time as before, a little after

midnight, the same sound was heard ^- as though a gun

had been iired inside the pond. Opening the shutters, he

looked out, and saw something like a black cloud floating

on the water, and in the cloud was the form of a bald

man. Thinking that there must be some cause for this,

he instituted careful inquiries, and learned that the former

tenant, some ten years previously, had borrowed money from

a blind shampooer,^ and, being unable to pay the debt, had

murdered his creditor, who began to press him for his money,

and had thrown his head into the pond. The fencing-

master accordingly collected his pupils and emptied the

pond, and found a skuU at the bottom of it ; so he called

in a priest, and buried the skull in a temple, causing prajrers

1 The apparently poor shaven-pated and blind shampooers of Japan drive

a thriving trade as money-lenders. They give out small sums at an interest

of 20 per cent, per month—240 per cent, per annum—and woe betide the

luckless wight who falls into their clutches.

q2
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to be offered up for the repose of the murdered man's souL

Thus the ghost was laid, and appeared no more.

The belief in curses hanging over families for generations

is as common as that in ghosts and supernatural apparitions.

There is a strange story of this nature in the house of Asai,

belonging to the Hatamoto class. The ancestor of the pre-

sent representative, six generations ago, had a certain con-

cubine, who was in love with a man who frequented the

house, and wished in her heart to marry him; but, being

a virtuous woman, she never thought of doing any evil deed.

But the wife of my lord Asai was jealous of the girl, and
persuaded her husband that her rival in his affections had
gone astray ; when he heard this he was very angry, and beat

her with a candlestick so that he put out her left eye. The
girl, who had indignantly protested her innocence, finding

herself so cruelly handled, pronounced a curse against the

house ; upon which, her master, seizing the candlestick again,

dashed out her brains and killed her. Shortly afterwards,

my lord Asai lost his left eye, and fell sick and died;

and from that time forth to this day, it is said that the
representatives of the house have all lost their left eyes
after the age of forty, and shortly afterwards they have
fallen sick and died at the same age as the cruel lord who
killed his concubine.

NOTE.

Of the many fair scenes of Yedo, none is better worth visiting

than the temple of Z6j6ji, one of the two great burial-places
of the Shoguns ; indeed, if you wish to see the most beautiful
spots of any Oriental city, ask for the cemeteries : the homes
of the dead are ever the loveliest places. Standing in a park of

glorious firs and pines beautifully kept, which contains quite a
little town of neat, clean-looking houses, together with thirty-four
temples for the use of the priests and attendants of the shrines, the
main temple, with its huge red pillars supporting a heavy Chinese
roof of grey tiles, is approached through a colossal open hall whicli
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leads into a stone courtyard. At one end of this courtyard is a

broad fliglit of steps—the three or four lower ones of stone, and the

upper ones of red wood. At these the -visitor is warned by a

notice to take off his boots, a request which Englishmen, with
characteristic disregard of the feelings of others, usually neglect to

comply with. The main hall of the temple is of large proportions,

and the high altar is decorated with fine bronze candelabra,

incense-burners, and other ornaments, and on two days of the year

a very curious collection of pictures representing the five hundred
gods, whose images are known to all persons who have visited Can-
ton, is hung along the walls. Tlio big bell outside the main hall is

rather remarkable on account of the great beauty of the deep bass

waves of sound which it rolls through the city than on account of

its size, which is as nothing when compared with that of the big

bells. of Moscow and Peking ; still it is not to be despised even in

that respect, for it is ten feet high and five feet eight inches in

diameter, while its metal is a foot thick : it was hung iip in tlio

year 1673. But the chief objects of interest in these beautiful

grounds are the chapels attached to the tombs of the Shoguns.

It is said that as Prince ly^yasu was riding into Yedo to take

possession of his new castle, the Abbot of Z6j6ji, an ancient temple

which then stood at Hibiya, near the castle, went forth and waited

before the gate to do homage to the Prince. lydyasu, seeing that

the Abbot was no ordinary man, stopped and asked his name, and

entered the temple to rest himself - The smooth-spoken monk soon

found such favour with lydyasu, that he chose Z6j6ji to be his

family temple ; and seeing that its grounds were narrow and incon-

veniently near the castle, he caused it to be removed to its present

site. In the year 1610 the temple was raised, by the intercession

of Iy(5yasu, to the dignity of the Imperial Temples, which, until the

last revolution, were presided over by princes of the blood ; and to

the Abbot was granted the right, on going to the castle, of sitting

in his litter as far as the entrance-hall, instead of dismounting at

the usual place and proceeding on foot through several gates and

courtyards. Nor were the privileges of the temple confined to

barren honours, for it was endowed with lands of the value of five

thousand kokus of rice yearly.

When ly^yasu died, the shrine called Antoku In was erected in

his honour to the south of the main temple. Here, on the seven-

teenth day of the fourth month, the anniversary of his death, cere-
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monies are held in honour of his spirit, deified as Gongen Sama,

and thij place is thrown open to all who may wish to come and

pray. But lyeyasu is not buried here; his remains lie in a

gorgeous shrine among the mountains some eighty miles north of

Yedo, at MkkS, a place so beautiful that the Japanese have a

rhyming proverb which says, that he who has not seen Nikkd
should never pronounce the word Kekk6 (charming, delicious,

grand, beautiful).

Hid^tada, the son and successor of lydyasu, together with lydnobu,

lydtsugu, lydshigd, lydyoshi, and lydmochi, the sixth, seventh,

ninth, twelfth, and fourteenth Shoguns of the Tokugawa dynasty,

are buried in three shrines attached to the temple ; the remainder,

with the exception of lydmitsu, the third Shogun, who lies with his

grandfather at !Nikk&, are buried at TJydno.

The shrines are of exceeding beauty, lying on one side of a

splendid avenue of Scotch firs, which border a broad, well-kept

gravel walk. Passing through a small gateway of rare design, we
come into a large stone courtyard, lined with a long array of colossal

stone lanterns, the gift of the vassals of the departed Prince. A
second gateway, supported by gilt pillars carved all round with
figures of dragons, leads into another court, in which are a bell

tower, a great cistern cut out of a single block of stone like a sar-

cophagus, and a smaller number of lanterns of bronze ; these are

given by the Go San Kd, the three princely families in which the

succession to the office of Shogun was vested. Inside this is a third

court, partly covered like a cloister, the approach to which is a

doorway of even greater beauty and richness than the last; the

ceiling is gilt, and painted with arabesques and with heavenly angels

playing on musical instruments, and the panels of the waUs are

sculptured in high relief with admirable representations of birds

and flowers, life-size, life-like, all being coloured to imitate nature.

Inside this enclosure stands a shrine, before the closed door of which
a priest on one side, and a retainer of the house of Tokugawa on the
other, sit mounting guard, mute and immoveable as though they
themselves were part of the carved ornaments. Passing on one
side of the shrine, we come to another court, plainer than the last,

and at the back of the little temple inside it is a flight of stone
steps, at the top of which, protected by a bronze door, stands a
simple monumental urn of bronze on a stone pedestal. Under this

is the grave itself; and it has always struck me that there is no
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small amount of poetical feeling in this simple ending to so much
magnificence j the sermon may have heen preached by design, or it

may have been by accident, but the lesson is there.

There is little difference between the three shrines, all of which
are decorated in the same manner. It is very difficult to do justice
to their beauty in words. Writing many thousand mUes away from
them, I have the memory before me of a place green in winter,
pleasant and cool in the hottest summer ; of peaceful cloisters, of
the fragrance of incense, of the subdued chant of richly robed
priests, and the music of bells; of exquisite designs, harmonious
colouring, rich gilding. The hum of the vast city outside is un-
heard here : ly^yasu himself, in the mountains of Nikkd, has no
quieter resting-place than his descendants in the heart of the city

over which they ruled.

Besides the graves of the Shoguns, Zdjoji contains other lesser

shrines, in which are buried the wives of the second, sixth, and
eleventh Shoguns, and the father of lyenobu, the sixth Shogun,
who succeeded to the office by adoption. There is also a holy place

called the Satsuma Temple, which has a special interest ; in it is a

tablet in honour of Tadayoshi, the fifth son of lyeyasu, whose title

was Matsudaira Satsuma no Kami, and who died young. At his

death, five of his retainers, with one Ogasasawara Kemmotsu at

their head, disembowelled themselves, that they might follow their

young master into the next world. They were buried in this

place ; and I believe that this is the last instance on record of

the ancient Japanese custom of JunsM, that is to say, " dying with

the master."

There are, during the year, several great festivals which are spe-

cially celebrated at Z6j6ji ; the chief of these are the Kaisanki, or

founder's day, which is on the eighteenth day of the seventh month

;

the twenty-fifth day of the first month, the anniversary of the death

of the monk H6nen, the founder of the J6do sect of Buddhism
(that to which the temple belongs) ; the anniversary of the death of

Buddha, on the fifteenth of the second month; the birthday of

Buddha, on the eighth day of the fourth month; and from the

sixth to the fifteenth of the tenth, month.

At Uy4no is the second of the burial-grounds of the Shoguns.

The Temple T6-yei-zan, which stood in the grounds of Uy6no, was

built by ly^mitsu, the third of the Shoguns of the house of Toka-

gawa, in the year 1625, in honour of Yakushi Morai, the Buddhist
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jEsculapius. It faces the Ki-mon, or Devil's Gate, of the castle,

and was erected upon the model of the temple of Hi-yei-zan, one
of the most famous of the holy places of Ki6to. Having founded
the temple, the next care of ly^mitsu was to pray that Morizumi,
the second son of the retired emperor, should come and reside

there; and from that time until 1868, the temple was always pre-

sided over by a Miya, or member of the Mikado's family, who was
specially charged with the care of the tomb of lydyasu at Nikk6,
and whose position was that of an ecclesiastical chief or primate
over the east of Japan.

The temples in Yedo are not to be compared in point of beauty
with those in and about Peking; what is marble there is wood
here. StiU they are very handsome, and in the days of its magni-
ficence the Temple of TJy&o was one of the finest. Alas ! the
main temple, the haU in honour of the sect to which it belongs,

the hall of services, the bell-tower, the entrance-hall, and the
residence of the prince of the blood, were all burnt down in

the battle of Uy4no, in the summer of 1868, when the Shogun's
men made their last stand in Yedo against the troops of the Mi-
kado. The fate of the day was decided by two field-pieces, which
the latter contrived to mount on the roof of a neighbouring tea-

house ; and the Shogun's men, driven out of the place, carried off

the Miya in the vain hope of raising his standard in the north as

that of a rival Mikado. A few of the lesser temples and tombs,
and the beautiful park-like grounds, are but the remnants of the
former glory of Uy6no. Among these is a temple in the form of
a roofless stage, in honour of the thousand-handed Kwannon. In
the middle ages, during the civil wars between the houses of Gen
and Hei, one Morihisa, a captain of the house of Hei, after the
destruction of his clan, went and prayed for a thousand days at the
temple of the thousand-handed Kwannon at Kiyomidzu, in Kiyoto.
His retreat having been discovered, he was seized and brought
bound to Kamakura, the chief town of the house of Gen. Here he
was condemned to die at a place called Yui, by the sea-shore ; but
every time that the executioner lifted his sword to strike, the blade
was broken by the god Kwannon, and at the same time the wife
of Yoritomo, the chief of the house of Gen, was warned in a

dream to spare Morihisa's life. So Morihisa was reprieved, and
rose to power in the state; and all this was by the miraculous
intervention of the god Kwannon, who takes such good care of
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his faithful votaries. To him this temple is dedicated. A colossal

bronze Buddha, twenty-two feet high, set up some two hundred
years ago, and a stone lantern, twenty feet high, and twelve feet

round at the top, are greatly admired by the Japanese. There are

only three such lanterns in the empire ; the other two being at

Nanzenji—a te^jple in K.iy6to, and Atsura, a shrine in the pro-

vince of Owari. All three were erected by the piety of one man,

Satuma Daizen no Sukd, in the year 1631 a.d.

ly^mitsu, the founder of the temple, was buried with his grand-

father, ly^yasu, at NikkS ; but both of these princes are honoured

with shrines here. The Shoguns who are interred at TJyIno are

lydtsuna, Tsunayoshi, Yoshimun^ ly^haru, ly^nori, and lyfoada,

the fourth, fifth, eighth, tenth, eleventh, and thirteenth Princes of

the Line. Besides them, are buried five wives of the Shoguns, and

the father of the eleventh Shogun.



HOW TAJIMA SHUME WAS TORMENTED BY A
DEVIL OE HIS OWN CREATION.

Once upon a time, a certain R6nin, Tajinia Shuni6 by
name, an able and weU-read man, being on his travels to see

the world, went up to Kiy6to by the T6kaid6.^ One day, in

the neighbourhood of Nagoya, in the province of Owari, he

fell in with a wandering priest, with whom he entered into

conversation. Finding that they were bound for the same
place, they agreed to travel together, beguiling their weary
way by pleasant talk on divers matters ; and so by degrees,

as they became more intimate, they began to speak without
restraint about their private affairs ; and the priest, trusting

thoroughly in the honour of his companion, told him the

object of his journey.

"For some time past," said he, "I have nourished a wish
that has engrossed all my thoughts ; for I am bent on setting

up a molten image in honour of Buddha ; with this object I

have wandered through various provinces collecting alms
and (who knows by what weary toil ?) we have succeeded in

amassing two hundred ounces of silver—enough, I trust, to

erect a handsome bronze figure."

What says the proverb? "He who bears a jewel in his

bosom bears poison." Hardly had the Ronin heard these

words of the priest than an evil heart arose within him, and

1 The road of tlie Eastern Sea, the famous high-road leading from Kiydto
to Yedo. The name is also used to indicate the provinces through which it

runs.
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he thought to himself, " Man's life, from the womb to the
grave, is made up of good and of ill luck. Here am I, nearly
forty years old, a wanderer, without a calling, or even a
hope of advancement in the world. To be sure, it seems a
shame

; yet if I could steal the money this priest is boasting
about, I could live at ease for the rest of my days ;" and
so he began casting about how best he might compass his

purpose. But the priest, far from guessing the drift of his

comrade's thoughts, journeyed cheerfully on, till they reached
the town of Kuana. Here there is an arm of the sea, which
is crossed in ferry-boats, that start as soon as some twenty or

thirty passengers are gathered together ; and in one of these

boats the two travellers embarked. About half-way across,

the priest was taken with a sudden necessity to go to the

side of the boat; and the E6nin, following him, tripped him
up whilst no one was looking, and flung him into the sea.

When the boatmen and passengers heard the splash, and
saw the priest struggling in the water, they were afraid,

and made every effort to save him ; but the wind was fair,

and the boat running swiftly under the bellying sails, so they

were soon a few hundred yards off from the drowning man,
who sank before the boat could be turned to rescue him.

When he saw this, the E6nin feigned the utmost grief and
dismay, and said to his feUow-passengers, " This priest, whom
we have just lost, was my cousin : he was going to KiySto,

to visit the shrine of his patron; and as I happened to

have business there as weU, we settled to travel together.

Now, alas ! by this misfortune, my cousin is dead, and I am
left alone."

He spoke so feelingly, and wept so freely, that the passen-

gers beUeved his story, and pitied and tried to comfort him.

Then the Eonin said to the boatmen

—

"We ought, by rights, to report this matter to the autho-

rities ; but as I am pressed for time, and the business might
bring trouble on yourselves as well, perhaps we had better

hush it up for the present ; and I will at once go on to Kiy6to

and tell my cousin's patron, besides writing home about it.
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What tliink you, gentlemen ? " added he, turning to the other

travellers.

They, of course, were only too glad to avoid any hin-

drance to their onward journey, and all with one voice

agreed to what the E6nin had proposed ; and so the matter

was settled. "When, at length, they reached the shore, they left

the boat, and every man went his way ; but the Eonin, over-

joyed in his heart, took the wandering priest's luggage, and,

patting it mth his own, pursued his journey to KiySto.

On reaching the capital, the E6nin changed his name from
Shumd to Tokubei, and, giving up his position as a Samurai,

turned merchant, and traded with the dead man's money.
Fortune favouring his speculations, he began to amass great

wealth, and lived at his ease, denying himself nothing ; and
hi course of time he married a wife, who bore him a child.

Thus the days and months wore on, till one fine summer's
night, some three years after the priest's death, Tokubei
stepped out on to the verandah of his house to enjoy the

cool air and the beauty of the moonlight. Eeeling dull and
lonely, he began musing over all kinds of things, when on
a sudden the deed of murder and theft, done so long ago,

vividly recurred to his memory, and he thought to himself,
'' Here am I, grown rich and fat on the money I wantonly
stole. Since then, all has gone weU with me

; yet, had I

not been poor, I had never turned assassin nor thief. "Woe
betide me ! what a pity it was !

" and as he was revolving

the matter in his mind, a feeling of remorse came over him,

in spite of aU he could do. While his conscience thus
smote him, he suddenly, to his utter amazement, beheld the

faint outliae of a man standing near a fir-tree in the garden

:

on looking more attentively, he perceived that the man's
whole body was thin and worn and the eyes sunken and
dim ; and in the poor ghost that was before him he recognized

the very priest whom he had thrown into the sea at Kuana.
Chilled with horror, he looked again, and saw that the priest

was smiling in scorn. He would have fled into the house, but
the ghost stretched forth its withered arm, and, clutching the
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back of his neck, scowled at him with a vindictive glare, and
a hideous ghastliness of mien, so unspeakably awful that any
ordinary man would have swooned with fear. But Tokubei,
tradesman though he was, had once been a soldier, and was not
easily matched for daring ; so he shook off the ghost, and,
leaping into the room for his dirk, laid abou.t him boldly
enough ; but, strike as he would, the spirit, fading into the air,

eluded his blows, and suddenly reappeared only to vanish
again : and from that time forth Tokubei knew no rest, and
was haunted night and day.

At length, undone by such ceaseless vexation, Tokubei fell

ill, and kept muttering, " Oh, misery ! misery !—the wan-
dering priest is coming to torture me !" Hearing his

moans and the disturbance he made, the people in the

house fancied he was mad, and called in a physician, who
prescribed for him. But neither pill nor potion could cure

Tokubei, whose strange frenzy soon became the talk of the

whole neighbourhood.

Now it chanced that the story reached the ears of a certain

wandering priest who lodged in the next street. When he
heard the particulars, this priest gravely shook his head, as

though he knew all about it,and sent a friend toTokubei's house

to say that a wandering priest, dwelling hard by, had heard

of his illness, and, were it never so grievous, would under-

take to heal it by means of his prayers ; and Tokubei's wife,

driven half wild by her husband's sickness, lost not a moment
in sending for the priest, and taking him into the sick

man's room.

But no sooner did Tokubei see the priest than he yelled

out, " Help ! help ! Here is the wandering priest come to

torment me again. Forgive ! forgive ! " and hiding his head

under the coverlet, he lay quivering all over. Then the priest

turned all present out of the room, put his mouth to the

affrighted man's ear, and whispered

—

" Three years ago, at the Kuana ferry, you flung me into

the water ; and well you remember it."

But Tokubei was speechless, and could only quake with fear.
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" Happily," continued the priest, " I had learned to swim aud

to dive as a boy ; so I reached the shore, and, after wandering

through many provinces, succeeded in setting up a bronze

figure to Buddha, thus fulfilling the wish of my heart. On
my journey homewards, I took a lodging in the next street,

and there heard of your marvellous ailment. Thinking I

could divine its cause, I came to see you, and am glad to find

I was not mistaken. You have done a hateful deed ; but am
I not a priest ; and have I not forsaken the things of this

world? and would it not ill become me to bear malice?

Eepent, therefore, and abandon your evil ways. To see

you do so I should esteem the height of happiness. Be of

good cheer, now, and look me in the face, and you will see

that I am really a living man, and no vengeful goblin come
to torment you."

Seeing he had no ghost to deal with, and overwhelmed by
the priest's kindness, Tokubei burst into tears, and answered,

"Indeed, indeed, I don't know what to say. In a fit of

madness I was tempted to kill and rob you. Fortune be-

friended me ever after ; but the richer I grew, the more keenly

I felt how wicked I had been, and the more I foresaw that my
victim's vengeance would some day overtake me. Haunted
by this thought, I lost my nerve, till one night I beheld your

spirit; and from that time forth fell ill. But how you managed
to escape, and are still alive, is more than I can understand."

" A guilty man," said the priest, with a smile, " shudders at

the rustling of the wind or the chattering of a stork's beak : a

murderer's conscience preys upon his mind till he sees what
is not. Poverty drives a man to crimes which he repents of

in his wealth. How true is the doctrine of M6shi,i that the

heart of man, pure by nature, is corrupted by circumstances."

Thus he held forth; and Tokubei, who had long since

repented of his crime, implored forgiveness, and gave him a

large sum of money, saying, " Half of this is the amount I

stole from you three years since ; the other half I entreat you

to accept as interest, or as a gift."

' Mencius.
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The priest at first refused the money ; but Tokubei insisted

on his accepting it, and did all he could to detain him, but in

vain ; for the priest went his way, and bestowed the money
on the poor and needy. As for Tokubei himself, he soon

shook off his disorder, and thenceforward lived at peace with

all men, revered both at home and abroad, and ever intent

on good and charitable deeds.
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CONCEENING CEETAIN SUPERSTITIONS.

Cats, foxes, and badgers are regarded with superstitious

awe by the Japanese, who attribute to them the power of

assuming the human shape in order to bewitch mankind.
Like the fairies of our Western tales, however, they work
for good as well as for evil ends. To do them a good turn
is to secure powerful allies; but woe betide him who in-

jures them !—he and his wiU assuredly suffer for it. Cats
and foxes seem to have been looked upon as uncanny
beasts all the world over ; but it is new to me that

badgers should have a place in fairy-land. The island of

Shikoku, the southernmost of the great Japanese islands,

appears to be the part of the country in which the badger
is regarded with the greatest veneration. Among the many
tricks which he plays upon the human race is one, of which
I have a clever representation carved in ivory. Lying in

wait in lonely places after dusk, the badger watches for

benighted wayfarers : should one appear, the beast, drawing

a long breath, distends his belly and drums delicately upon
it with his clenched fist, producing such entrancing tones,

that the traveller cannot resist turning aside to follow the

sound, which, WiU-o'-the-wisp-like, recedes as he advances,

until it lures him on to his destruction. Love is, however, the

most poweiful engine which the cat, the fox, and the badger

aKke put forth for the ruin of man. No German poet ever

imagined a more captivating water-nymph than the fair

virgins by whom the knight of Japanese romance is assailed :

the true hero recognizes and slays the beast ; the weaker
mortal yields and perishes.

K 2
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The Japanese story-lDooks abound with tales about the

pranks of these creatures, which, like ghosts, even play

a part in the histories of ancient anji noble families. I

have collected a few of these, and now beg a hearing for a

distinguished and two-tailed^ connection of Puss in Boots

and the Chatte Blanche.

1 Cats are found in Japan, as in the Isle of Man, with stumps, where they

should have tails. Sometimes this is the result of art, sometimes of a natural

shortcoming. The cats of Yedo are of bad repute as mousers, their energies

being relaxed by much petting at the hands of ladies. The Cat of Nab^-
shima, so says tradition, was a monster with two tails.







THE VAMPIRE GAT OF NABESHIMA.

There is a tradition in the Kab^shima^ family that, many
years ago, the Prince of Hizen was bewitched and cursed

by a cat that had been kept by one of his retainers.

This prince had in his house a lady of rare beauty, called

Toyo: amongst all his ladies she was the favourite, and
there was none who could rival her charms and accomplish-

ments. . One day the Prince went out into the garden with

Toyo, and remained enjoying the fragrance of the flowers

until sunset, when they returned to the palace, never noticing

that they were being followed by a large cat. Having parted

with her lord, Toyo retired to her own room and went to

bed. At midnight she awoke with a start, and became aware

of a huge cat that crouched watching her ; and when she cried

out, the beast sprang on her, and, iixing its cruel teeth in her

delicate throat, throttled her to death. What a piteous end for

so fair a dame, the darling of her prince's heart, to die suddenly,

bitten to death by a cat ! Then the cat, having scratched out

a grave under the verandah, buried the corpse of Toyo, and

assuming her form, began to bewitch the Prince.

But my lord the Prince knew nothing of all this, and little

thought that the beautiful creature who caressed and fondled

him was an impish and foul beast that had slain his mistress

and assumed her shape in order to drain out his life's blood.

Day by day, as time went on, the Prince's strength dwindled

away ; the colour of his face was changed, and became pale

and L'vid; and he was as a man suffering from a deadly

1 The family of the Prince of Hizen, one of the eighteen chief Daimios of

Japan.
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sickness. Seeing this, his conncillors and his wife became
greatly alarmed ; so they summoned the physicians, who
prescribed various remedies for him ; but the more medicine

he took, the more serious did his illness appear, and no treat-

ment was of any avail. But most of all did he suffer in the

night-time, when his sleep would be troubled and disturbed

by hideous dreams. In consequence of this, his councillors

nightly appointed a hundred of his retainers to sit up and
watch over him; but, strange to say, towards ten o'clock

on the very first night that the watch was set, the guard
were seized with a sudden and unaccountable drowsiness,

which they could not resist, until one by one every man
had fallen asleep. Then the false Toyo came in and
harassed the Prince until morning. The following night the

same thing occurred, and the Prince was subjected to the
imp's tyranny, whUe his guards slept helplessly around
him. Night after night this was repeated, until at last tliree

of the Prince's councillors determined themselves to sit up
on guard, and see whether they could overcome this mysterious
drowsiness ; but they fared no better than the others, and by
ten o'clock were fast asslep. The next day the three coun-

cillors held a solemn conclave, and their chief, one Isahaya
Buzen, said

—

" This is a marvellous thing, that a guard of a hundred men
should thus be overcome by sleep. Of a surety, the spell that

is upon my lord and upon his guard must be the work of

witchcraft. Now, as aU our efforts are of no avail, let us
seek out Euiten, the chief priest of the temple called Miy6
In, and beseech him to put up prayers for the recovery of

my lord."

And the other councillors approving what Isahaya Buzen
had said, they went to the priest Euiten and engaged him to

recite litanies that the Prince might be restored to health.

So it came to pass that Euiten, the chief priest of Miyo
In, offered up prayers nightly for the Prince. One night, at

the ninth hour (midnight), when he had finished his religious

exercises and was preparing to lie down to sleep, he fancied
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that he heard a noise outside in the garden, as if some one
were washing himself at the well. Deeming this passing

strange, he looked down from the window ; and there in the

moonlight he saw a handsome young soldier, some twenty-
four years of age, washing himself, who, when he had finished

cleaning himself and had put on his clothes, stood before the

figure of Buddha and prayed fervently for the recovery of my
lord the Prince. Euiten looked on with admiration ; and the

yoimg man, when he had made an end of his prayer, was going

away; hut the priest stopped him, calling out to him

—

" Sir, I pray you to tarry a little : I have something to say

to you."

"At your reverence's service. What may you please

to want?"
" Pray be so good as to step up here, and have a little talk."

" By your reverence's leave ;" and with this he went
upstairs.

Then Euiten said

—

"Sir, I cannot conceal my admiration that you, being so

young a man, should have so loyal a spirit. T am Euiten, the

chief priest of this temple, who am engaged in praying for

the recovery of my lord. Pray what is your name?"
"My name, sir, is It6 Soda, and I am serving in the

infantry of Nab^shima. Since my lord has been sick,

my one desire has been to assist in nursing him ; but, being

only a simple soldier, I am not of sufficient rank to come

into his presence, so I have no resource but to pray to

the gods of the country and to Buddha that my lord may
regain his health."

When Euiten heard this, he shed tears in admiration of

the fidelity of It8 S6da, and said—
"Your purpose is, indeed, a good one; but what a strange

sickness this is that my lord is aMcted with ! Every night

he suffers from horrible dreams ; and the retainers who sit up

with him are all seized with a mysterious sleep, so that not

one can keep awake. It is very wonderful."

"Yes," replied S6da, after a moment's reflection, "this
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certainly must be witchcraft. If I could but obtain leave to

sit up one night with the Prince, I would fain see whether

I could not resist this drowsiness and detect the goblin."

At last the priest said, " I am in relations of friendship

with Isahaya Buzen, the chief councillor of the Prince. 1

will speak to him of you and of your loyalty, and will inter-

cede with him that you may attain your wish."
" Indeed, sir, I am most thankful. I am not prompted by

any vain thought of self-advancement, should I succeed : all

I wish for is the recovery of my lord. I commend myself to

your kind favour."
" Well, then, to-morrow night I will take you with me to

the councillor's house."
" Thank you, sir, and farewell." And so they parted.

On the following evening It6 S6da returned to the temple
Miy6 In, and having found Euiten, accompanied him to the

house of Isahaya Buzen : then the priest, leaving Soda out-

side, went in to converse with the councillor, and inquire

after the Prince's health.
" And pray, sir, how is my lord ? Is he in any better

condition since I have been offering up prayers for him ?

"

" Indeed, no ; his illness is very severe. "We are certain

that he must be the victim of some foul sorcery ; but as

there are no means of keeping a guard awake after ten

o'clock, we cannot catch a sight of the goblin, so we are

in the greatest trouble."

" I feel deeply for you : it must be most distressing. How-
ever, I have something to tell you. I think that I have found
a man who will detect the goblin ; and I have brought him
with me."

" Indeed ! who is the man ?
"

"Well, he is one of my lord's foot- soldiers, named Ito

S6da, a faithful fellow, and I trust that you will grant his

request to be permitted to sit up with my lord."
" Certainly, it is wonderful to find so much loyalty and

zeal in a common soldier," replied Isahaya Buzen, after a

moment's reflection ;
" still it is impossible to allow a man
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of such low rank to perform the office of watching over

my lord."

" It is true that he is hut a common soldier," urged the

priest ;
" hut why not raise his ranlc in consideration of his

fidelity, and then let him mount guard ?

"

" It would be time enough to promote him after my lord's

recovery. But come, let me see this It6 S6da, that T may
know what manner of man he is : if he pleases me, I will

consult with the other councillors, and perhaps w e may grant

his request."
" I will bring him in forthwith," replied Euiten, who there-

upon went out to fetch the young man.
When he returned, the priest presented It6 S6da to the

councillor, who looked at him attentively, and, being pleased

with his comely and gentle appearance, said

—

" So I hear that you are anxious to be permitted to mount
guard in my lord's room at night. Well, I must consult with

the other councillors, and we will see what can be done

for you."

When the young soldier heard this he was greatly elated,

and took his leave, after warmly thanking Eiiiten, who had

helped him to gain his object. The next day the councillors

held a meeting, and sent for Ito S6da, and told him that he
' might keep watch with the other retainers that very night.

So he went his way in high sph-its, and at nightfall, having

made all his preparations, took his place among the hundred

gentlemen who were on duty in the prince's bed-room.

Now the Prince slept in the centre of the room, and the

hundred guards around him sat keeping themselves awake

with entertaining conversation and pleasant conceits. But, as

ten o'clock approached, they began to doze off as they sat ; and

in spite of all their endeavours to keep one another awake,

by degrees they all fell asleep. Ito Soda all this while felt an

irresistible desire to sleep creeping over him, and, though he

tried by all sorts of ways to rouse himself, he saw that there

was no help for it, but by resorting to an extreme measure,

for which he had already made his preparations. Drawing
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out a piece of oil paper which he had brought with him, and
spreading it over the mats, he sat down upon it ; then he took
the smaU knife which he carried in the sheath of his dirk,

and stuck it into his own thigh. For awhile the pain of the

wound kept him awake ; but as the slumber by which he was
assailed was the work of sorcery, little by little he became
drowsy again. Then he twisted the knife round and round
in his thigh, so that the pain becoming very violent, he was
proof against the feeling of sleepiness, and kept a faithful

watch. Now the oil paper which he had spread under his

legs was in order to prevent the blood, which might spurt

from his wound, from defiling the mats.

So It& S&da remained awake, but the rest of the guard
slept ; and as he watched, suddenly the sliding-doors of the

Prince's room were drawn open, and he saw a figure coming
in stealthily, and, as it drew nearer, the form was that of a

marvellously beautiful woman some twenty-three years of

age. Cautiously she looked around her ; and when she saw
that all the guard were asleep, she smiled an' ominous smile,

and was going up to the Prince's bedside, when she perceived
that in one corner of the room there was a man yet awake.
This seemed to startle her, but she went up to S6da and said

—

" I am not used to seeing you here. Who are you ?

"

" My name is It6 S6da, and this is the first night that I

have been on guard."
"A troublesome office, truly ! Why, here are all the rest of

the guard asleep. How is it that you alone are awake? You
are a trusty watchman."

" There is nothing to boast about. I'm asleep myself, fast

and sound."
" What is that wound on your knee ? It is aU red

with blood."
" Oh ! I felt very sleepy ; so I stuck my knife into my thigh,

and the pain of it has kept me awake."
" What wondrous loyalty

!

" said the lady.
" Is it not the duty of a retainer to lay down his life for his

master ? Is such a scratch as this worth thinking about ?

"
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Then the lady went up to the sleeping prince and said,
" How fares it with my lord to-night ? " But the Prince,
worn out with sickness, made no reply. But S6da was
watching her eagerly, and guessed, that it was 6 Toyo, and
made up his mind that if she attempted to harass the Prince
he would kill her on the spot. The goblin, however, which in

the form of Toyo had been tormenting the Prince every
night, and had come again that night for no other purpose,
was defeated by the watchfulness of It6 Soda ; for when-
ever she drew near to the sick man, thinking to.put her spells

upon liim, she would turn and look behind her, and there she

saw It6 S6da glaring at her ; so she had no help for it but to

go away again, and leave the Prince undisturbed.

At last the day broke, and the other officers, when they
awoke and opened their eyes, saw that It6 Soda had kept
awake by stabbing himself in the thigh

; ^ and they were
greatly ashamed, and went home crestfallen.

That morning It6 S&da went to the house of Isahaya

Buzen, and told him all that had occurred the previous night.

The councillors were all loud in their praise of It6 S6da's

behaviour, and ordered him to keep watch again that night. At
the same hour, the false Toyo came and looked all round

the room, and all the guard were asleep, excepting It6 Soda,

who was wide awake ; and so, being again frustrated, she

returned to her own apartments.

Now as since S6da had been on guard the Prince had

passed quiet nights, his sickness began to get better, and

there was great joy in the palace, and S6da was promoted

and rewarded with an estate. In the meanwhile Toyo,

seeing that her nightly visits bore no fruits, kept away ; and

from that time forth the night-guard were no longer subject

to fits of drowsiness. This coincidence struck S6da as very

strange, so he went to Isahaya Buzen and told him that of a

certainty this Toyo was no other than a goblin. Isahaya

Buzen reflected for a while, and said

—

" AVell, then, how shall we kill the foul thing ?"

" I will go to the creature's room, as if nothing were the
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matter, and try to kill her ; but in case she should try to

escape, I wiU beg you to order eight men to stop outside

and lie in wait for her."

Having agreed upon this plan, S6da went at nightfall

to Toyo's apartment, pretending to have been sent with
a message from the Prince. When she saw him arrive,

she said

—

" What message have you brought me from my lord ?"

"Oh! nothing in particular. Be so good as to look at

this letter ;" and as he spoke, he drew near to her, and sud-

denly drawing his dirk cut at her ; but the goblin, springing

back, seized a halberd, and glaring fiercely at S6da, said

—

" How dare you behave like this to one of your lord's

ladies ? I will have you dismissed ;" and she tried to strike

S6da with the halberd. But S6da fought desperately with
his dirk; and the goblin, seeing that she was no match for

him, threw away the halberd, and from a beautiful woman
became suddenly transformed into a cat, which, springing up
the sides of the room, jumped on to the roof. Isahaya Buzen
and his eight men who were watching outside shot at the

eat, but missed it, and the beast made good its escape.

So the cat fled to the mountains, and did much mischief
among the surrounding people, until at last the Prince of

Hizen ordered a great hunt, and the beast was killed.

But the Prince recovered from his sickness ; and Tt6 S6da
was richly rewarded.



THE STORY OF THE FAITHFUL GAT.

About sixty years ago, in the summer-time, a man went to

pay a visit at a certain house at Osaka, and, in the course
of conversation, said

—

"I have eaten some very extraordinary cakes to-day,"

and on being asked what he meant, he told the following
story :

—

" I received the cakes from the relatives of a family who
were celebrating the hundredth anniversary of the death
of a cat that had belonged to their ancestors. When I

asked the history of the affair, I was told that, in former
days, a young girl of the family, when she was about sixteen

years old, used always to be followed about by a tom-cat, who
was reared in the house, so much so that the two were
never separated for an instant. When her father perceived

this, he was very angry, thinking that the tom-cat, forgetting

the kindness with which he had been treated for years in the

house, had fallen in love "with his daughter, and intended to

cast a speU upon her ; so he determined that he must kill the

beast. As he was planning this in secret, the cat overheard

him, and that night went- to his pillow, and, assuming a

human voice, said to him

—

"
' You suspect me of being in love with your daughter ; and

although you might well be justified in so thinldng, your

suspicions are groundless. The fact is this :—There is a very

large old rat who hai been living for many years in your

granary. Now it is this old rat who is in love with my
young"mistress, and this is why I dare not leave her side for

a moment, for fear the old rat should carry her off. There-
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fore I pray you to dispel your suspicions. But as I, by
myself, am no match for the rat, there is a famous cat, named
Buchi, at the house of Mr. So-and-so, at Ajikawa : if you
will borrow that cat, we wiU soon make an end of the old rat.'

"When the father awoke from his dream, he thought il

so wonderful, that he told the household of it; and the fol-

lowing day he got up very early and went off to Ajikawa, to

inquire for the house which the cat had indicated, and had
no difficulty in finding it ; so he called upon the master of

the house, and told him what his own cat had said, and how
he wished to borrow the cat Buchi for a little while.

" • That's a very easy matter to settle,' said the other :
' pray

take him with you at once
;

' and accordingly the father went
home with the cat Buchi in charge. That night he put the
two cats into the granary ; and after a little while, a frightful

clatter was heard, and then all was stOl again ; so the people
of blie house opened the door, and crowded out to see what
had happened; and there they beheld the two cats and the rat

all locked together, and panting for breath ; so they cut the
throat of the rat, which was as big as either of the cats : then
they attended to the two cats ; but, although they gave them
ginsengi and other restoratives, they both got weaker and
weaker, until at last they died. So the rat was thrown into
the river ; but the two cats were buried with all honours in

a neighbouring temple."

A restorative in high repute. The best sorts are brought from Corea.



HOW A MAN WAS BEWITCHED AND HAD HIS
HEAD SHAVED BY THE FOXES.

In the village of Iwahara, in the province of Shinshiu,

there dwelt a family which had acquired considerable wealth

in the wine trade. On some auspicious occasion it happened
that a number of guests were gathered together at their house,

feasting on wine and fish ; and as the wine-cup went round,

the conversation turned upon foxes. Among the guests was
a certain carpenter, Tokutar6 by name, a man about thirty

years of age, of a stubborn and obstinate turn, who said

—

"Well, sirs, you've been talking for some tiine of men
being bewitched by foxes ; surely you must be under theii

influence yourselves, to say such things. How on earth can

foxes have such power over men ? At any rate, men must
be great fools to be so deluded. Let's have no more oi

this nonsense."

Upon this a man who was sitting by him answered

—

" Tokutar6 little knows what goes on in the world, or he

would not speak so. How many myriads of men are there

who have been bewitched by foxes ? Why, there have been

at least twenty or thirty men tricked by the brutes on the

Maki Moor alone. It's hard to disprove facts that have

happened before our eyes."

"You're no better than a pack of born idiots!" said

Tokutar6. "I will engage to go out to the Maki Moor this

very night and prove it. There is not a fox in all Japan

that can make a fool of Tokutar6."

Thus he spoke in his pride ; but the others were all angry

with him for boasting, and said

—

" If you return without anything having happened, we will
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paj^ for five measures of wine and a thousand copper cash

worth of fish ; and if you are bewitched, you shall do as

much for us."

Tokutaro took the bet, and at nightfall set forth for the

Maki Moor by himself. As he neared the moor, he saw
before him a small bamboo grove, into which a fox ran ; and
it instantly occurred to him that the foxes of the moor would
try to bewitch him. As he was yet looking, he suddenly saw
the daughter of the headman of the village of Upper
Horikan^, who was married to the headman of the village

of Maki.
"Pray, where are you going to, Master Tokutard?"

said she.

"1 am going to the village hard by."
" Then, as you will have to pass my native place, if you

will allow me, I will accompany you so far."

TokutarS thotight this very odd, and made up his mind
that it was a fox trying to make a fool of him; he ac-

cordingly determined to turn the tables on the fox, and
answered

—

"It is a long time since I have had the pleasure of

seeing you; and as it seems that your house is on my
road, I shall be glad to escort you so far."

With this he walked behind her, thinking he should
certainly see the end of a fox's tail peeping out ; but, look
as he might, there was nothing to be seen. At last they
came to the village of Upper Horikan^ ; and when they
reached the cottage of the girl's father, the family all

came out, surprised to see her.
" Oh dear ! oh dear ! here is our daughter come : I hope

there is nothing the matter."

And so they went on, for some time, asking a string of

questions.

In the meanwhile, Tokutar6 went round to the kitchen
door, at the back of the house, and, beckoning out the
master of the house, said

—

"The girl who has come with me is not really your
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daughter. As I was going to the Maki Moor, when I

arrived at the hamboo grove, a fox jumped up in front of me,
and when it had dashed into the grove it immediately took
the shape of your daughter, and offered to accompany me to

the village ; so I pretended to be taken in by the brute, and
came with it so far."

On hearing this, the master of the house put his head on
one side, and mused a while ; then, calling his wife, he re-

peated the story to her, in a whisper.

But she flew into a great rage with Tokutar6, and said

—

" This is a pretty way of insulting people's daughters. The
girl is our daughter, and there's no mistake about it. How
da.re you invent such lies ?

"

" Well," said Tokutar6, " you are quite right to say so ; but

still there is no doubt that this is a case of witchcraft."

Seeing how obstinately he held to his opinion, the old folks

were sorely perplexed, and said

—

"What do you think of doing 1

"

"Pray leave the matter to me: I'll soon strip the false

skin off, and show the beast to you in its true colours. Do
you two go into the store-closet, and wait there."

With this he went into the kitchen, and, seizing the girl by
the back of the neck, forced her down by the hearth.

" Oh ! Master Tokutar6, what means this brutal violence ?

Mother ! father ! help !

"

So the girl cried and screamed; butTokutaro only laughed,

and said

—

" So you thought to bewitch me, did you ? From the

moment you jumped into the wood, I was on the look-out for

you to play me some trick. I'U soon make you show what

you really are
;

" and as he said this, he twisted her two

hands behind her back, and trod upon her, and tortured

her; but she only wept, and cried

—

" Oh ! it hurts, it hurts !

"

" If this is not enough to make you show your true form,

I'll roast you to death;" and he piled firewood on the hearth,

and, tucking up her dress, scorched her severely.

a
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" Oh ! oh ! this is more than I can hear ;
" and with this

she expired.

The two old people then came running in from the

rear of the house, and, pushing aside Tokutar6, folded

their daughter in their arms, and put their hands to her

mouth to feel whether she still breathed ; but life was ex-

tinct, and not the sign of a fox's tail was to be seen about her.

Then they seized Tokutar6 by the collar, and cried

—

"On pretence that our true daughter was a fox, you
have roasted her to death. Murderer ! Here, you there,

bring ropes and cords, and secure this Tokutar6 !

"

So the servants obeyed, and several of them seized

TokutarS and bound him to a pillar. Then the master of the
house, turning to Tokutar6, said

—

" You have murdered our daughter before our very eyes. I

shall report the matter to the lord of the manor, and you
will assuredly pay for this with your head. Be prepared for

the worst."

And as he said this, glaring fiercely at TokutarS, they
carried the corpse of his daughter into the store-closet. As
they were sending to make the matter known in the village

of Maki, and taking other measures, who should come up but
the priest of the temple called Anrakuji, in the village of

Iwahara, with an acolyte and a servant, who called out in a
loud voice from the front door

—

" Is all well with the honourable master of this house ? I

have been to say prayers to-day in a neighbouring village, and
on my way back I could not pass the door without at least
inquiring after your welfare. If you are at home, I would
fain pay my respects to you."

As he spoke thus in a loud voice, he was heard from the
back of the house ; and the master got up and went out,
and, after the usual compliments on meeting had been
exchanged, said

—

"I ought to have the honour of inviting you to step inside
this evening ; but really we are all in the greatest trouble,
and I must beg you to excuse my impoliteness."
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"Indeed! Pray, what may be the matter?" replied the

priest. And when the master of the house had told the whole
story, from beginning to end, he was thunderstruck, and said

—

" Truly, this must be a terrible distress to you." Then the

priest looked on one side, and saw Tokutar6 bound, and ex-

claimed, " Is not that Tokutar8 that I see there ?

"

" Oh, your reverence," replied TokutarS, piteously, " it was
this, that, and the other ; and I took it into my head that the

young lady was a fox, and so I killed her. But I pray
your reverence to intercede for me, and save my life

;

" and
as he spoke, the tears started from his eyes.

"To be sure," said the priest, "you may well bewail

yourself ; however, if I save your life, will you consent to

become my disciple, and enter the priesthood ?

"

" Only save my life, and I'll become your disciple with

all my hearts"

"When the priest heard this, he called out the parents, and
said to them

—

"It would seem that, though I am but a foolish old

priest, my coming here to-day has been unusually well

timed. I have a request to make of you. Your putting

Tokutaro to death won't bring your daughter to life again.

I have heard his story, and there certainly was no malice

prepense on his part to kill your daughter. What he did,

he did thinking to do a service to your family; and it

would surely be better to hush the matter up. He wishes,

moreover, to give himself over to me, and to become my
disciple."

" It is as you say," replied the father and mother, speaking

together. "Eevenge will not recall our daughter. Please

dispel our grief, by shaving his head and making a priest

of him on the spot."
" I'U shave him at once, before your eyes," answered the

priest, who immediately caused the cords which bound
Tokuteir8 to be untied, and, putting on his priest's scarf, made
him join his hands together in a posture of prayer. Then
the reverend man stood up behind him, razor in hand, and.

s 2
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intoning a hymn, gave two or three strokes of the razor, which
he then handed to his acolyte, who made a clean shave of

Tokutaro's hair. When the latter had finished his obeisance

to the priest, and the ceremony was over, there was a loud

burst of laughter ; and at the same moment the day broke,

and Tokutar6 found himself alone, in the middle of a large

moor. At first, in his surprise, he thought that it was all a

dream, and was much annoyed at having been tricked by the

foxes. He then passed his hand over his head, and found
that he was shaved quite bald. There was nothing for it but

to get up, wrap a handkerchief round his head, and go back
to the place where his friends were assembled.

" Hallo, Tokutar6 ! so you've come back. Well, how
about the foxes ?"

"Really, gentlemen," replied he, bowing, "I am quite

ashamed to appear before you."

Then he told them the whole story, and, when he had
finished, pulled off the kerchief, and showed his bald pate.

"What a capital joke!" shouted his listeners, and
amid roars of laughter, claimed the bet of fish and wine.

It was duly paid; but Tokutaro never allowed his hair to

grow again, and renounced the world, and became a priest

under the name of Sainen.

There are a great many stories told of men being shaved
by the foxes ; but this story came under the personal obser-

vation of Mr. Sh6minsai, a teacher of the city of Yedo, during
a holiday trip which he took to the country where the event
occurred ; and I ^ have recorded it in the very selfsame words
in which he told it to me.

' Tho author of the " Kaiizen-Yaw;i," the Tjook from which the story is

taken.



THE GRA.TEFUL EOXES.

One fine spring day, two friends went out to a moor to gather

fern, attended by a boy with a bottle of wine and a box of

provisions. As they were straying about, they saw at the

foot of a hill a fox that had brought out its cub to play ; and
whilst they looked on, struck by the strangeness of the sight,

three children came up from a neighbouring village with bas-

kets in their hands, on the same errand as themselves. As
soon as the children saw the foxes, they picked up a bamboo
stick and took the creatures stealthily in the rear ; and when
the old foxes took to flight, they suri'ounded them and beat

them with the stick, so that they ran away as fast as their

legs could carry them ; but two of the boys held down the

cub, and, seizing it by the scruff of the neck, went off in

high glee.

The two friends were looking on all the while, and one of

them, raising his voice, shouted out, " Hallo ! you boys ! what

are you doing with that fox 1

"

The eldest of the boys replied, " We're going to take him
home and sell him to a young man in our village, He'll buy
him, and then he'll boil him in a pot and eat him."

"Well," replied the other, after considering the matter

attentively, " I suppose it's all the same to you whom you sell

him to. You'd better let me have him."
" Oh, but the young man from our village promised us a

good round sum if we could find a fox, and got us to come

out to the hills and catch one ; and so we can't sell him to

you at any price."

"Well, I suppose it cannot be helped, then ; but how much
would the young man give you for the cub ?"
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" Oh, he'll give us three hundred cash at least."

" Then I'll give you half a bu ;
^ and so you'll gain five

hundred cash by the transaction."

" Oh, we'll sell him for that, sir. How shall we hand him

over to you?"
" Just tie him up here," said the other ; and so he made

fast the cub round the neck with the string of the napkin in

which the luncheon-box was wrapped, and gave half a bu to

the three boys, who ran away delighted.

The man's friend, upon this, said to him, " Well, certainly

you have got queer tastes. What on earth are you going to

keep the fox for ?

"

" How very unkind of you to speak of my tastes like that.

If we had not interfered just now, the fox's cub would have

lost its life. If we had not seen the affair, there would have

been no help for it. How could I stand by and see life takeni

It was but a little I spent—only half a bu—to save the cub,

but had it cost a fortune I should not have grudged it. I

thought you were intimate enough with lue to know my
heart ; but to-day you have accused me of being eccentric,

and I see how mistaken I have been in you. However, our

friendship shall cease from this day forth."

And when he had said this with a great deal of firmness,

the other, retiring backwards and bowing with his hands on

his knees, replied

—

" Indeed, indeed, I am filled with admiration at the goodness

of your heart. When I hear you speak thus, I feel more than

ever how great is the love I bear you. I thought that you
might wish to use the cub as a sort of decoy to lead the old

ones to you, that you might pray them to bring prosperity

and virtue to your house. When I called you eccentric just

now, I was but trying your heart, because I had some suspi-

cions of you ; and now I am truly ashamed of myself."

1 jBm. This coin is generally called by foreigners "ioliibu," which means
" ono hu." To talk of "a hundred ichilms" is as though a Japanese were to

say "a hundred one shillings." Four bus make a riyo, or ounce ; and any
sum above thi-ee bus is spoken of as so many riyos and bus—as 101 riyos and
three bus equal 407 bus. The bu is worth about Is. id.
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And as lie spoke, still towing, the other replied, "Eeally!
was that indeed your thought ? Then I pray you to forgive

me for my violent language."

When the two friends had thus become reconciled, they
examined the cuh, and saw that it had a slight wound in its

foot, and could not walk ; and while they were thinking what
they should do, they spied out the herb called "Doctor's
Nakas6," which was just sprouting ; so they rolled up a little

of it in their fingers and applied it to the part. Then they
pulled out some boiled rice from their luncheon-box and
offered it to the cub, but it showed no sign of wanting to eat

;

so they stroked it gently on the back, and petted it ; and as the

pain of the wound seemed to have subsided, they were ad-

miring the properties of the herb, when, opposite to them,

they saw the old foxes sitting watching them by the side

of some stacks of rice straw.
" Look there ! the old foxes have come back, out of fear for

their cub's safety. Come, we will set it free
!

" And with

these words they untied the string round the cub's neck, and

turned its head towards the spot where the old foxes sat ; and

as the wounded foot was no longer painful, with one bound it

dashed to its parents' side and licked them all over for joy,

while they seemed to bow their thanks, looking towards the

two friends. So, with peace in their hearts, the latter went

off to another place, and, choosing a pretty spot, produced

the wine bottle and ate their noon-day meal; and after

a pleasant day, they returned to their homes, and became

firmer friends than ever.

Now the man who had rescued the fox's cub was a trades-

man in good circumstances : he had three or four agents and

two maid-servants, besides men-servants ; and altogether he

lived in a liberal manner. He was married, and this union

had brought him one son, who had reached his tenth year, but

had been attacked by a strange disease which defied all the

physician's skill and drugs. At last a famous physician

prescribed the liver taken from a live fox, which, as he said,

would certainly effect a cure. If that were not forthcoming,
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the most expensive medicine in the world would not restore

the boy to health, When the parents heard this, they •were

at their wits' end. Ho-wever, they told the state of the case

to a man who lived on the mountains. " Even though our

child should die for it," they said, "we •will not ourselves

deprive other creatures of their lives ; but you, who live

among the hills, are sure to hear when your neighbours go

out fox-hunting. "We don't care what price we might have

to pay for a fox's liver
;
pray, buy one for us at any expense."

So they pressed him to exert himself on their behalf; and he,

having promised faithfully to execute the commission, went
his way.

In the night of the follo^wing day there came a messenger,

who announced himself as coming from the person who had
undertaken to procure the fox's liver ; so the master of the

house went out to see him.
" I have come from Mr. So-and-so. Last night the fox's

liver that you required fell into his hands ; so he sent me to

bring it to you." With these words the messenger produced
a small jar, adding, " In a few days he wiU let you know
the price."

When he had delivered his message, the master of the

house was greatly pleased, and said, " Indeed, I am deeply
grateful for this kindness, which -will save my son's life."

Then the goodwife came out, and received the jar with
every mark of politeness.

"We must make a present to the messenger."
''Indeed, sir, I've already heen paid for my trouble.''
" Well, at any rate, you must stop the night here."

"Thank you, sir: I've a relation in the next vOlage
whom I have not seen for a long while, and I wiU pass
the night with him;" and so he took his leave, and
went away.

The parents lost no time in sending to let the physician
know that they had procured the fox's liver. The next day
the doctor came and compounded a medicine for the patient,
which at once produced a good effect, and there was no little
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joy in the household. As luck would have it, three days
after this the man whom they had commissioned to buy the

fox's liver came to the house ; so the goodwife hurried out to

meet him and welcome him.

"How quickly you fulfilled our wishes, and how kind of

you to send at once ! The doctor prepared the medicine, and
now our boy can get up and walk about the room ; and it's all

owing to your goodness."
" Wait a bit

!

" cried the guest, who did not know what to

make of the joy of the two parents. " The commission with

which you entrusted me about the fox's liver turned out to

be a matter of impossibility, so I came to-day to make my
excuses ; and now I really can't understand what you are so

grateful to me for."

"We are thanldng you, sir," replied the master of the

house, bowing with his hands on the ground, " for the fox's

liver which we asked you to procure for us."

" I really am perfectly unaware of having sent you a fox's

liver : there must be some mistake here. Pray inquire care-

fully into the matter."

"Well, this is very strange. Four nights ago, a man of

some five or six and thirty years of age came with a verbal

message from you, to the effect that you had sent him with a

fox's liver, which you had just procured, and said that he

would come and tell us the price another day. When
we asked him to spend the night here, he answered that

he wotild lodge with a relation in the next village, and went

away."
The visitor was more and more lost in amazement, and,

leaning his head on one side in deep thought, confessed that

he could make nothing of it. As for the husband and wife,

they felt quite out of countenance at having thanked a man
so warmly for favours of which he denied all knowledge ; and

so the visitor took his leave, and went home.

That night there appeared at the pillow of the master of

the house a woman of about one or two and thirty years of

age, who said, " I am the fox that lives at such-and-such a
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mountain. Last spring, when I was taking out my cub to

play, it was carried off by some boys, and only saved by
your goodness. The desire to requite this kindness pierced

me to the quick. At last, when calamity attacked your

house, I thought that I might be of use to you. Your son's

illness could not be cured without a liver taken from a live

fox, so to repay your kindness I killed my cub and took out

its liver; then its sire, disguising himself as a messenger,

brought it to your house."

And as she spoke, the fox shed tears ; and the master of

the house, wishing to thank her, moved in bed, upon which
his wife awoke and asked him what was the matter ; but he

too, to her great astonishment, was biting the pillow and
weeping bitterly.

" Why are you weeping thus ? " asked she.

At last he sat up in bed, and said, "Last spring, when I was
out on a pleasure excursion, I was the means of saving the

life of a fox's cub, as I told you at the time. The other day
I told Mr. So-and-so that, although my son were to die before

my eyes, I would not be the means of lolling a fox on purpose

;

but asked him, in case he heard of any hunter kiUing a fox,

to buy it for me. How the foxes came to hear of this I don't

know ; but the foxes to whom I had shown kindness killed

their own cub and took out the liver ; and the old dog-fox,

disguising himself as a messenger from the person to whom
we had confided the commission, came here with it. His
mate has just been at my pillow-side and told me all

about it; hence it was that, in spite of myself, I v/as

moved to tears."

When she heard this, the goodwife hkewise was blinded

by her tears, and for a while they lay lost in thought ; but at

last, coming to themselves, they lighted the lamp on the

shelf on which the family idol stood, and spent the night
in reciting prayers and praises, and the next day they pub-
lished the matter to the household and to their relations and
friends. Now, although there are instances of men killing

their own children to requite a favour, there is no other
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example of foxes having doae such a thing; so the story
became the talk of the whole country.
Now, the boy who had recovered through the efficacy of

this medicine selected the prettiest spot on the premises to
erect a shrine to Inari Sama/ the Fox God, and offered
sacrifice to the two old foxes, for whom he purchased the
highest rank at the court of the Mikado.

The passage in the tale which speaks of rank being pur-
chased for the foxes at the court of the Mikado is, of course, a
piece of nonsense. " The saints who are worshipped in Japan,"
wi-ites a native authority, " are men who, in the remote ages,
when the country was developing itself, were sages, and by
their great and virtuous deeds having earned the gratitude of
future generations, received divine honours after their death.
How can the Son of Heaven, who is the father and mother of
his people, turn dealer in ranks and honours ? If rank were
a matter of barter, it would cease to be a reward to the
virtuous."

All matters connected with the shrines of the Shint6, or
indigenous religion, are confided to the superintendence of
the families of Yoshida and Pushimi, Kugds or nobles of the
Mikado's court at Eiy6to. The affairs of the Buddhist or

imported religion are under the care of the family of Kanjuji.

As it is necessary that those who as priests perform the honour-

^ Inari Sama is the title under which was deified a certain mythical per-

sonage, called TTga, to whom tradition attributes the honour of having ilrst

discovered and cultivated the rice-plant. He is represented carrying a few
ears of rice, and is symbolized by a snake guarding a bale of rice grain.

The foxes wait upon him, and do his bidding. Inasmuch as rice is the
most important and necessary product of Japan, the honours which Inari Sama
receives are extraordinary. Almost every house in the country contains some-
where about the grounds a pretty little shrine in his honour ; and on a certain

day of the second month of the year his feast is celebrated with much beating

of drums and other noises, in which the children take a special delight. " On
this day," says the 6-Satsuy6, a Japanese cyclopaedia, "at Yedo, where there

are myriads upon myriads of shrines to Inari Sama, there are all sorts of cere-

monies. Long banners with inscriptions are erected, lamps and lanterns are

hung up, and the houses are decked with various dolls and figures ; the sound
of flutes and dnuns is heai'd, and people dance and make holiday according to

their fancy. In short, it is the most bustling festival of the Yedo year."
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able office of serving the gods should be persons of some stand-

ing, a certain small rank is procured for them through the in-

tervention of the representatives of the above noble families,

who, on the issuing of the required patent, receive as their

perquisite a fee, which, although insignificant in itself, is yet

of importance to the poor Kuges, whose penniless condition

forms a great contrast to the wealth of their inferiors in rank,

the Daimios. I believe that this is the only case in which
rank can be bought or sold in Japan. In China, on the

contrary, in spite of what has been written by Meadows
and other admirers of the examination system, a man can be

what he pleases by paying for it ; and the coveted button,

which is nominally the reward of learning and ability, is

more often the prize of wealthy ignorance.

The saints who are alluded to above are the saints of the

whole country, as distinct from those who for special deeds
are locally worshipped. To this innumerable class frequent
allusion is made in these Tales.

Touching the remedy of the fox's liver, prescribed in the
tale, I may add that there would be nothing strange in this

to a person acquainted with the Chinese pharmacopceia, which
the Japanese long exclusively followed, although they are

now successfully studying the art of healing as practised in

the West. "When I was at Peking, I saw a Chinese physician
prescribe a decoction of three scorpions for a child struck
down with fever ; and on another occasion a groom of mine,
suffering from dysentery, was treated with acupuncture of

the tongue. The art of medicine would appear to be at the
present time in China much in the state in which it existed

in Europe in the sixteenth century, when the excretions and
secretions of all manner of animals, saurians, and venomous
snakes and insects, and even live bugs, were administered
to patients. " Some physicians," says Matthiolus, " use the
ashes of scorpions, burnt alive, for retention caused by either

renal or vesical calculi. But I have myself thoroughly
experienced the utility of an oil I make myself, whereof
scorpions form a very large portion of the ingredients. If
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only tlie region of the heart and all the pulses of the body
be anointed with it, it will free the patients from the effects

of all kinds of poisons taken by the mouth, corrosive ones
excepted." Decoctions of Egyptian mummies were much
commended, and often prescribed with due academical
solemnity ; and the bones of the human skull, pulverized
and administered with oU, were used as a specific in

cases of renal calculus. (See Petri Andrese Matthioli

Opera, 1574.)

These remarks were made to me by a medical gentleman
to whom I mentioned the Chinese doctor's prescription of

scorpion tea, and they seem to me so curious that I in.seTt

them for comparison's sake.



THE BADGEE'S MONEY.

It is a common saying among men, that to forget favours

received is the part of a bird or a beast : an ungrateful man
will be ill spoken of by all the world. And yet even birds

and beasts will show gratitude ; so that a man who does not

requite a favour is worse even than dumb brutes. Is not this

a disgrace?

Once upon a time, in a hut at a place called Nam^kata, in

Hitachi, there lived an old priest famous neither for learning

nor wisdom, but bent only on passing liis days in prayer and
meditation. He had not even a child to wait upon him, but
prepared his food with his own hands. Night and morning
he recited the prayer " Namu Amida Butsu,"^ intent upon
that alone. Although the fame of his virtue did not reach

far, yet his neighbours respected and revered him, and often

brought him food and raiment; and when his roof or his

waUs fell out of repair, they would mend them for him ; so

for the things of this world he took no thought.

One very cold night, when he little thought any one was
outside, he heard a voice calling "Your reverence ! your reve-

rence ! " So he rose and went out to see who it was, and
there he beheld an old badger standing. Any ordinary man
would have been greatly alarmed at the apparition ; but the

priest, being such as he has been described above, showed no
sign of fear, but asked the creature its business. Upon this

the badger respectfully bent its knees, and said

—

^ A Buddhist prayor, in wUcli something approaching to the sounds of the

original Sanscrit has heen preserved. The meaning of the prayer is explained

as, "Save ns, eternal Buddha!" Many even of the priests who repeat it

know it only as a formula, without understanding it.
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" Hitherto, sir, my lair has been in the mountains, and of

snow or frost I have taken no heed ; but now I am growing

old, and this severe cold is more than I can bear. I pray

you to let me enter and warm myself at the fire of your

cottage, that I may live through this bitter night."

"When the priest heard what a helpless state the beast was
reduced to, he was filled with pity, and said

—

" That's a very slight matter : make haste and come in and

warm yourself"

The badger, delighted with so good a reception, went into

the hut, and squatting down by the fire began to warm itself

;

and the priest, with renewed fervour, recited his prayers and
struck his bell before the image of Buddha, looking straight

before him.

After two hours the badger took its leave, with profuse ex-

pressions of thanks, and went out ; and from that time forth

it came every night to the hut. As the badger would collect

and bring with it dried branches and dead leaves from the

billa for firewood, the priest at last became very friendly with

it, and got used to its company ; so that if ever, as the night

wore on, the badger did not arrive, he used to miss it, and

wonder why it cEd not come. When the winter was over,

and the spring-time came at the end of the second month,

the badger gave up its visits, and was no more seen ; but, on

the return of the winter, the beast resumed its old habit of

coming to the hut. When this practice had gone on for ten

years, one day the badger said to the priest, " Through your

reverence's kindness for all these years, I have been able to

pass the winter nights in comfort. Your favours are such,

that during aU. my life, and even after my death, I must

remember them. What can I do to requite them ? If there

is anything that you wish for, pray tell me."

The priest, smiling at this speech, answered, " Being such

as I am, I have no desire and no wishes. Glad as I am to

hear your kind intentions, there is nothing that I can ask

you to do for me. Tou need feel no anxiety on my account.

As lone as I live, when the winter comes, you shaU be
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welcome here." The badger, on hearing this, could not con-

ceal its admiration of the depth of the old man's benevolence

;

but having so much to be grateful for, it felt hurt at not being

able to requite it. As this subject was often renewed between
them, the priest at last, touched by the goodness of the badger's

heart, said, "Since I have shaven my head, renounced the

world, and forsaken the pleasures of this life, I have no desire

to gratify, yet I own I should like to possess three riyos in

gold. Food and raiment I receive by the favour of the

villagers, so I take no heed for those things. Were I to die

to-morrow, and attain my wish of being born again into the

next world, the same kind folk have promised to meet and
bury my body. Thus, although I have no other reason to wish
for money, still if I had three riyos I would offer them up at

some holy shrine, that masses and prayers might be said for

me, whereby I might enter into salvation. Yet I would not

get this money by violent or unlawful means ; I only think

of what might be if I had it. So you see, since you have
expressed such kind feelings towards me, I have told you
what is on my mind." When the priest had done speaking,

the badger leant its head on one side with a puzzled and.

anxious look, so much so that the old man was sorry he had
expressed a wish which seemed to give the beast trouble, and
tried to retract what he had said. " Posthumous honours,

after all, are the wish of ordinary men. I, who am a priest,

ought not to entertain such thoughts, or to want money ; so

pray pay no attention to what I have said :" and the badger,

feigning assent to what the priest had impressed i:pon it,

returned to the hills as usual.

From that time forth the badger came no more to the hut.

The priest thought this very strange, but imagined either that

the badger stayed away because it did not like to come
without the money, or that it had been killed in an attempt
to steal it; and he blamed himself for having added to his

sins for no purpose, repenting when it was too late: per-

suaded, however, that the badger must have been killed, he
passed his time in putting up prayers upon prayers foi it.
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After three years had gone by, one night the old man
heard a voice near his door calling out, " Your reverence

!

your reverence
!

"

As the voice was like that of the badger, he jumped
up as soon as he heard it, and ran out to open the door;

and there, sure enough, was the badger. The priest, in great

delight, cried out, "Ajid so you are safe and sound, after

all ! "Why have you been so long without coming here ? I

have been expecting you anxiously this long while."

So the badger came into the hut, and said, " If the money
which you required had been for unlawful purposes, I could

easily have procured as much as ever you might have

wanted; but when I heard that it was to be offered to a

temple for masses for your soul, I thought that, if I were to

steal the hidden treasure of some other man, you could not

apply to a sacred purpose money which had been obtained at

the expense of his sorrow. So I went to the island of Sado,^

and gathering the sand and earth which had been cast away
as worthless by the miners, fused it afresh in the fire ; and at

tills work I spent months and days." As the badger finished

speaking, the priest looked at the money which it had pro-

duced, and sure enough he saw that it was bright and new

and clean; so he took the money, and received it respect-

fully, raising it to his head.

"And so you have had all this toil and labour on account

of a foolish speech of mine ? I have obtained my heart's

desire, and am truly thankful."

As he was thanking the badger with great politeness and

ceremony, the beast said, " In doing this I have but fulfilled

my own wish ; still I hope that you will tell this thing to

no man."
" Indeed," replied the priest, " I cannot choose but tell this

story. For if I keep this meney in my poor hut, it wiU be

stolen by thieves : I must either give it to some one to keep

for me, or else at once offer it up at the temple. And when

I do this, when people see a poor old priest with a sum of

I An island on the west coast of Japan, famous for its gold mines.

T
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money quite unsuited to his station, they will think it very

suspicious, and I shall ha,ve to tell the tale as it occurred

;

but as I shall say that the badger that gave me the money
has ceased coming to my hut, you need not fear being

waylaid, but can come, as of old, and shelter yourself from

the cold." To this the badger nodded assent ; and as long as

the old priest lived, it came and spent the winter nights

with him.

From this story, it is plain that even beasts have a sense

of gratitude : in this quality dogs excel all other beasts. Is

not the story of the dog of Totorib6 Yorodzu written in the

Annals of Japan? I^ have heard that many anecdotes of

this nature have been collected and printed in a book, which

I have not yet seen ; but as the facts which I have recorded

relate to a badger, they appear to me to be passing strange.

^ The author of tho t»Je.



THE PRINCE AND THE BADGES.

In days of yore there lived a forefather of the Prince of Tosa
who went hy the name of Yamanouchi Kadzutoyo. At the
age of fourteen this prince was amazingly fond of fishing,

and would often go down to the river for sport. And it

came to pass one day that he had gone thither with hut one
retainer, and had made a great haul, that a violent shower
suddenly came on. Now, the prince had no rain-coat with
him, and was in so sorry a plight that he took shelter under
a willow-tree and waited for the weather to clear; hut the

storm showed no sign of abating, and there was no help for it,

so he turned to the retainer and said

—

" This rain is not likely to stop for some time, so we had
better hurry home."

As they trudged- homeward, night fell, and it grew very

dark; and their road lay over a long bank, by the side of

which they found a girl, about sixteen years old, weeping
bitterly. Struck with wonder, they looked stedfastly at her,

and perceived that she was exceedingly comely. While
Kadzutoyo stood doubting what so strange a sight could

portend, his retainer, smitten with the girl's charms, stepped

up to her and said

—

" Little sister, tell us whose daughter you are, and how it

comes that you are out by yourself at night in such a storm

of rain. Surely it is passing strange."

" Sir," replied she, looking up through her tears, " I am the

daughter of a poor man in the castle town. My mother

died when I was seven years old, and my father has now
wedded a shrew, who loathes and ill-uses me; and in the

t2
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midst of my grief he is gone far away on his business, so I

was left alone with my stepmother ; and this very night she

spited and beat me till I could bear it no longer, and was
on my way to my aunt's, who dwells in yonder village, when
the shower came on ; but as I lay waiting for the rain to

stop, I was seized with a spasm, to which I am subject, and
was in great paia, when I had the good luck to fall in with

your worships."

As she spoke, the retainer fell deeply in love with her

matchless beauty, whUst his lord Kadzutoyo, who from the

outset had not uttered a word, but stood brooding over the

matter, straightway drew his sword and cut off her head.

But the retainer stood aghast, and cried out

—

"Oh ! my young lord, what wicked deed is this that you've
done 1 The murder of a man's daughter will bring trouble

upon us, for you may rely on the business not ending
here."

"You don't know what you're talking about," answered
Kadzutoyo :

" only don't tell any one about it, that is all I
ask

;

" and so they went home in silence.

As Kadzutoyo was very tired, he went to bed, and slept

undisturbed by any sense of guilt; for he was brave and
fearless. But the retainer grew very uneasy, and went to
his young lord's parents and said

—

" I had the honour of attending my young lord out fishing

to-day, and we were driven home by the rain. And as we
came back by the bank, we descried a girl with a spasm in
her stomach, and her my young lord straightway slew ; and
although he has bidden me tell it to no one, I cannot con-
ceal it from my lord and my lady."

Kadzutoyo's parents were sore amazed, bewailing their
son's wickedness, and went at once to his room and woke
him; his father shed tears and said

—

" Oh ! dastardly cut-throat that you are ! how dare you
kill another man's daughter without provocation ? Such un-
speakable villany is unworthy a Samurai's son. Enow, that
the duty of every Samurai is to keep watch over the country,
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and to protect the people ; and such is his daily task. For
sword and dirk are given to men that they may slay rebels,

and faithftdly serve their prince, and not that they may go
about committing sin and killing the daughters of innocent
men. Whoever is fool enough not to understand this will

repeat his misdeed, and will assuredly bring shame on his

kindred. Grieved as I am that I should take away the life

which I gave you, I cannot suffer you to bring dishonour on
our house ; so prepare to meet your fate !"

With these words he drew his sword ; but Kadzutoyo,
without a sign of fear, said to his father

—

" Your anger, sir, is most just ; but remember that I have
studied the classics and understand the laws of right and
wrong, and be sure I would never kiU another man without
good cause. The girl whom I slew was certainly no human
being, but some foul goblin : feeling certain of this, I cut

her down. To-morrow I beg you will send your retainers

to look for the corpse ; and if it really be that of a human
being, I shall give you no further trouble, but shall disem-

bowel myself."

Upon this the father sheathed his sword, and awaited

daybreak. When the morning came, the old prince, in sad

distress, bade his retainers lead him to the bank; and
there he saw a huge badger, with his head cut off, lying

dead by the roadside; and the prince was lost in wonder

at his son's shrewdness. But the retainer did not know
what to make of it, and still had his doubts. The prince,

however, returned home, and sending for his son, said

to him

—

"It's very strange that the creature which appeared to

your retainer to be a girl, should have seemed to you to

be a badger."
" My lord's wonder is just," replied Kadzutoyo, smiling :

" she appeared as a girl to me as well. But here was a young

girl, at night, far from any inhabited place. Stranger still was

her wondrous beauty ; and strangest of all, that, though it was

pouring with rain, there was not a sign of wet on her clothes

;
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and when my retainer asked how long she had been there,

she said she had been on the hank in pain for some time

,

so I had no further doubt but that she was a goblin, and 1

killed her."
" But what made you think she must be a goblin because

her clothes were dry ?

"

" The beast evidently thought that, if she could bewitch us

with her beauty, she might get at the fish my retainer was
carrying; but she forgot that, as it was raining, it would
not do for her clothes not to be wet ; so I detected and
kUled her."

When the old prince heard his son speak thus, he was
fiUed with admiration for the youth's sagacity; so, con-

ceiving that Kadzutoyo had given reliable proof of wisdom
and prudence, he resolved to abdicate ;^ and Kadzutoyo
was proclaimed Prince of Tosa in his stead.

' Inhiyd, abdication. The custom of abdication is common among all

classes, from the Emperor down to his meanest subject. The Emperor abdi-
cates after consultation with his ministers : the Shogun has to obtain the per-

mission of the Emperor ; the Daimios, that of the Shogim. The abdication
of the Emperor was called Sentd ; that of the Shogun, Ogoshd : ia all other
ranks it is called Inkiyd. It must be remembered tiiat the princes of Japan,
in becoming Inkiyd, resign the semblance and the name, but not the reality

of power. Both in their own provinces and in the country at largo they play
a most important part. The ex-Princes of Tosa, Uwajima and Owari, arc fai

more notable men in Japan than the actual holders of the titles.



JAPANESE SEEMONS.









JAPANESE SERMONS.

" Sermons preached here on the 8th, 18th, and 28th days of

every month." Such was the purport of a placard, which
used to tempt me daily, as I passed the temple Ch6-6-ji.

Having ascertained that neither the preacher nor his con-

gregation would have any objection to my hearing one of

these sermons, I made arrangements to attend the service,

accompanied by two friends, my artist, and a scribe to take

notes.

We were shown into an apartment adjoining a small

chapel—a room opening on to a tastily arranged garden,

we^thy in stone lanterns and dwarfed trees. In the portion

of the room reserved for the priest stood a high table, covered

with a cloth of white and scarlet silk, richly embroidered

with flowers and arabesques ; upon this stood a beU, a tray

containing the rolls of the sacred books, and a small incense-

burner of ancient Chinese porcelain. Before the table was

a hanging drum, and behind it was one of those high, back-

breaking arm-chairs which adorn every Buddhist temple.

In one comer of the space destined for the accommodation

of the faithful was a low writing-desk, at which sat, or

rather squatted, a lay clerk, armed with a huge pair of horn

spectacles, through which he glared, goblin-like, at the

people, as they came to have their names and the amount of

their offerings to the temple registered. These latter must

have been small things, for the congregation seemed poor

enough. It was principally composed of old women, nuns

with bald shiny pates and grotesque faces, a few petty

tradesmen, and half-a-dozen chubby children, perfect little
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models of decorum and devoutness. One lady there was,

indeed, who seemed a little better to do in the world than the

rest; she was nicely dressed, and attended by a female servant;

she came in with a certain little consequential rustle, and
displayed some coquetry, and a very pretty bare foot, as she

took her place, and, pulling out a dandy little pipe and
tobacco-pouch, began to smoke. Fire-boxes and spittoons,

I should mention, were freely handed about ; so that half an
hour which passed before the sermon began was agreeably

spent. In the meanwhile, mass was being celebrated in the

main hall of the temple, and the monotonous nasal drone of

the plain chant was faintly heard in the distance. So soon
as this was over, the lay clerk sat himself down by the

hanging drum, and, to its accompaniment, began intoning the
prayer, " Na Mu Miyo H6 Een Go Kiy6," the congregation
fervently joining in unison with him. These words, repeated
over and over again, are the distinctive prayer of the
Buddhist sect of Nichiren, to which the temple Ch6-6-ji

is dedicated. They are approximations to Sanscrit sounds,
and have no meaning in Japanese, nor do the worshippers in

using them know their precise value.

Soon the preacher, gorgeous in red and white robes, made
his appearance, following an acolyte, who carried the sacred
book called Hokld (upon which the sect of Nichiren is founded)
on a tray covered with scarlet and gold brocade. Having
bowed to the sacred picture whicn hung over the tokonoTiia—
that portion of the Japanese room which is raised a few
inches above the rest of the floor, and which is regarded as

the place of honour—his reverence took his seat at the table,

and adjusted his robes ; then, tying up the muscles of his

face into a knot, expressive of titter abstraction, he struck
the bell upon the table thrice, burnt a little incense, and read
a passage from the sacred book, which he reverently lifted

to his head. The congregation joined in chorus, devout but
unintelligent ; for the Word, written in ancient Chinese, is as
obscure to the ordinary Japanese worshipper as are the
Latin liturgies to a high-capped Norman peasant-woman.
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While his flock wrapped up copper cash in paper, and threw
them before the table as offerings, the priest next recited a

passage alone, and the lay clerk irreverently entered into a

loud dispute with one of the congregation, touching some
payment or other. The preliminary ceremonies ended, a

small shaven-pated boy brought in a cup of tea, thrice after-

wards to be replenished, for his reverence's refreshment ; and
he, having untied his face, gave a broad grin, cleared his

throat, swallowed his tea, and beamed down upon us, as

jolly, rosy a priest as ever donned stole or scarf His dis-

course, which was delivered in the most familiar and easy

manner, was an extempore dissertation on certain passages

from the sacred books. Whenever he paused or made a

point, the congregation broke in with a cry of " 2Srammiy6 !

"

a corruption of the first three words of the prayer cited

above, to which they always contrived to give an expression

or intonation in harmony with the preacher's meaning.
" It is a matter of profound satisfaction to me," began his

reverence Nichirin, smiling blandly at his audience, " to see

so many gentlemen and ladies gathered together here this

day, in the fidelity of their hearts, to do honour to the feast

of Kishimojin." ^

" Nammiy6 ! nammiy6 !

" self-depreciatory, from the con-

gregation.
" I feel certain that your piety cannot fail to find favour

with Kishimojin. Kishimojin ever mourns over the tortures

of mankind, who are dwelling in a house of fire, and she ever

earnestly" strives to find some means of delivering them.
" Nammiyo ! nanmiiy6 !

" grateful and reverential.

"Notwithstanding this, it is useless your worshipping

Kishimojin, and professing to believe in her, unless you

have truth in your hearts; for she will not receive your

offerings. Man, from his very birth, is a creature of require-

ments ; he is for ever seeking and praying. Both you who
listen, and I who preach, have all of us our wants and

wishes. If there be any person here who flatters himself

1 Kishimojin, a female deity of the Buddhists.
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that he has no wishes and no wants, let him reflect. Does
not every one wish and pray that heaven and earth may
stand for ever, that his country and family may prosper,

that there may be plenty in the land, and that the people

may he healthy and happy ? The wishes of men, however,

are various and many ; and these wishes, numherless as they
are, are aU known to the gods from the hegirming. It is no
use praying, unless you have truth in your heart. For
instance, the prayerNa Mu is a prayer committing your bodies

to the care of the gods ; if, when you utter it, your hearts

are true and single, of a surety your request will be granted.

Now, this is not a mere statement made by Mchiren, the holy

founder of this sect; it is the sacred teaching of Buddha
himself, and may not be doubted."

" Nammiyd ! narQmiy8 ! " with profound conviction.
" The heart of man is, by nature, upright and true ; but

there are seven passions ^ by which it is corrupted. Buddha
is alarmed when he sees the fires by which the world is

being consumed. These fires are the five lusts of this sinful

world ; and the five lusts are, the desire for fair sights, sweet
sounds, fragrant smells, dainty meats, and rich trappings.

Man is no sooner endowed with a body than he is possessed

by these lusts, which become his very heart ; and, it being a

law that every man follows the dictates of his heart, in this

way the body, the lusts of the flesh, the heart, and the
dictates of the heart, blaze up in the consuming fire. ' Alas !

for this miserable world !

' said the divine Buddha."
" NammiyS ! nammiy8 ! " mournful, and with much head-

shaking.
" There is not so foul thing under heaven as the human

body. The body exudes grease, the eyes distil gums, the
nose is fuU of mucus, the mouth of slobbering spittle ; nor
are these the most impure secretions of the body. What
a mistake it is to look upon this impure body as clean and
perfect ! Unless we listen to the teachings of Buddha, how
shall we be washed and purified ?

"

' The seven passions are joy, anger, sadness, fear, lovo, hatred, and desire.
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" N'ammiy6, nammiyo ! " from an impure and very miser-

able sinner, tinder ten years of age.

" The lot of man is uncertain, and for ever running out of

the heaten track. Why go to look at the flowers, and take

delight iii their beauty ? When you return home, yon will

see the vanity of your pleasure. Why purchase fleeting joys

of loose women ? How long do you retain the delicious taste

of the dainties you feast upon? For ever wishing to do this,

wishiTig to see that, wishing to eat rare dishes, vjishing to

wear fine clothes, you pass a lifetime in fanning the flames

which consume you. What terrible matter for thought is

this! In the poems of the priest Saigiyo it is written,
' Verily I have been familiar with the flowers

;
yet are they

withered and scattered, and we are parted. How sad!'

The beauty of the convolvulus, how bright it is !—and yet

in one short morning it closes its petals and fades. In the

book called Bin Jo Be Satsu i we are told how a certain king
once went to take his pleasure in his garden, and gladden his

eyes with the beauty of his flowers. After a while he fell

asleep ; and as he slumbered, the women of his train began
puUing the flowers to pieces. When the king awoke, of all

the glory of his flowers there remained but a few torn and
faded petals. Seeing this, the king said, ' The flowers pass

away and die ; so is it with mankind : we are born, we grow
old, we sicken and die ; we are as fleeting as the lightning's

flash, as evanescent as the morning dew.' I know not

whether any of you here present ever fix your thoughts upon
death

;
yet it is a rare thing for a man to live for a himdred

years. How piteous a thing it is that in this short and
transient life men should consume themselves in a fire of

lust ! and if we think to escape from this fire, how shall we
succeed save only by the teaching of the divine Buddha ?

"

" N'ammiy6 ! nammiy6 !

" meekly and entreatingly.

" Since Buddha himself escaped from the burning flames of

the lusts of the flesh, his only thought has been for the

salvation of mankind. Once upon a time there was a certain

1 One of the Buddhist olaasios.
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heretic, called Rokutsuponji, a reader of auguries, cunning in

astrology and in the healing art. It happened, one day, that

this heretic, being in company with Buddha, entered a forest,

which was full of dead men's skulls. Buddha, taking up one
of the skulls and tapping it thus " (here the preacher tapped

the reading-desk with his fan), " said, ' What manner of man
was this bone when alive ?—and, now that he is dead, in what
part of the 'yorld has he been born again ?

' The heretic

auguring from the sound which the skull, when struck, gave

forth, began to tell its past history, and to prophesy the

future. Then Buddha, tapping another skuU, again asked

the same questions. The heretic answered

—

"
' Verily, as to this skull, whether it belonged to a man

or a woman, whence its owner came or whither he has gone,

I know not. What think you of it ?

'

'"Ask me not,' answered Buddha. But the heretic pressed

him.'and entreated him to answer ; then Buddha said, ' Verily

this is the skull of one of my disciples, who forsook the lusts

of the flesh.'

"Then the heretic wondered, and said

—

'"Of a truth, this is a thing the like of which no man has

yet seen. Here am I, who know the manner of the life and of

the death even of the ants that creep. Verily, I thought

that no thing could escape my ken
;
yet here lies one of your

disciples, than whom there lives no nobler thing, and I am a't

faiilt. From this day forth I will enter your sect, praying

only that I may receive your teaching.'

" Thus did this learned heretic become a disciple of Buddha.

If such an one as he was converted, how much the more
should after-ages of ordinary men feel that it is through

Buddha alone that they can hope to overcome the sinful lusts

of the flesh ! These lusts are the desires which agitate our

hearts : if we are free from these desires, our hearts will be

bright and pure ; and there is nothing, save the teaching of

Buddha, which can ensure us this freedom. Following the

commands of Buddha, and delivered by him from our desires,

we may pass our lives in peace and happiness."
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" NammiyS ! nammiyo !

" with triumphant exultation.
" In the sacred hooks we read of conversion from a state

of sin to a state of salvation. Now this salvation is not a

million miles removed from us ; nor need we die and be born
again into another world in order to reach it. He who lays

aside his carnal lusts and affections, at once and of a certainty

becomes equal to Buddha. When we recite the prayer Na
Mu Miyd H6 Ben Go Kiyd, we are praying to enter this state

of peace and happiness. By what instruction, other than that

of Mchiren, the holy founder of this sect, can we expect to

attain this end ? If we do attain it, there will be no difference

between our state and that of Buddha and of Mchiren.
With this view we have learnt from the pious founder of our

sect that we must continually and thankfully repeat the

prayer Na Mu Miyd Hd Ben Go Kiyd, turning our hearts away
from lies, and embracing the truth."

Such were the heads of the sermon as they were taken

down by my scribe. At its conclusion, the priest, looking

about him smiling, as if the solemn truths he had been incul-

cating were nothing but a very good joke, was greeted by
long and loud cries of " Nammiyd ! nammiy6 !

" by all the

congregation. Then the lay clerk sat himself down again by
the hanging drum ; and the service ended as it had begun, by
prayer in chorus, during which the priest retired, the sacred

book being carried out before him by his acolyte.

Although occasionally, as in the above instance, sermons

are delivered as part of a service on special days of the

month, they are more frequently preached in courses, the

delivery occupying about a fortnight, during which two
sermons are given each day. Frequently the preachers are

itinerant priests, who go about the towns and villages lectur-

ing in the main hall of some temple or in the guest-room of

the resident priest.

There are many books of sermons published in Japan, all

of which have some merit and much quaintness : none that

I have seen are, however, to my taste, to be compared to the
" Kiu-6 Do-wa," of which the following three sermons compose
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the first volume. They are written by a priest belonging to

the Shingaku sect—a sect professing to combine aU that is

excellent in the Buddhist, Confucian, and Shin To teaching.

It maintains the original goodness of the human heart ; and
teaches that we have only to follow the dictates of the
conscience implanted in us at our birth, in order to steer in

the right path. The texts are taken from the Chinese
classical books, in the same way as our preachers take theirs

from the Bible. Jokes, stories which are sometimes untrans-
latable into our more fastidious tongue, and pointed applica-

tions to members of the congregation, enliven the discourses

;

it being a principle with the Japanese preacher that it is not
necessary to bore his audience into virtue.



SERMON I.

(The Sekmons of Kiu-6, vol. i.)

MCsHi ' says, " Benevolence is the heart of man ; righteous-

ness is the path of man. How lamentable a thing is it to

leave the path and go astray, to cast away the heart and not

know where to seek for it
!

"

The text is taken from the first chapter of K6shi (the

commentator), on Moshi.
Now this quality, which we call benevolence, has been the

subject of commentaries by many teachers; but as these

commentaries have been difficult of comprehension, they are

too hard to enter the ears of women and children. It is

of this benevolence that, using examples and illustrations,

I propose to treat.

A long time ago, there lived at Kiy6to a great physician,

called Ima6ji—I forget his other name : he was a very famous
man. Once upon a time, a man from a place called Kurama-
guchi advertised for sale a medicine which he had com-
poimded against the cholera, and got Ima6ji to write a puff

for him. Imaoji, instead of calling the medicine in the puff

a specific against the cholera, misspelt the word cholera so as

to make it simpler. When the man who had employed him
went and taxed him with this, and asked him why he had
done so, he answered, with a smile

—

i

"As Kuramaguchi is an approach to the capital from the

1 M6shi, the Japanese pronunciation of the name of the Chinese philosopher

MSng Tse, wholn Europeans call Mencins.

U
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couutry, the passers-by are but poor peasants and woodmen
from the hills : if I had written ' cholera ' at length, they

would have been puzzled by it; so I wrote it in a simple way,

that should pass current with every one. Truth itself loses

its value if people don't understand it. What does it signify

how I spelt the word- cholera, so long as the efficacy of the

medicine is unimpaired ?

"

Now, was not that delightful ? In the same way the doc-

trines of the sages are mere gibberish to women and children

who cannot understand them. Now, my sermons are not

written for the learned: I address myself to farmers and

tradesmen, who, hard pressed by their daily business, have no
time for study, with the wish to make known to them the

teachings of the sages ; and, carrying out the ideas of my
teacher, I will make my meaning pretty plain, by bringing

forward examples and quaint stories. Thus, by blending

together the doctrines of the Shinto, Buddhist, and other

schools, we shall arrive at something near the true principle

of things. Now, positively, you must not laugh if I introduce

a light story now and then. Levity is not my object : I only
want to put things in a plain and easy manner.

Well, then, the quality which we call benevolence is, in

fact, a perfection ; and it is this perfection which Mosbi spoke
of as the heart of man. With this perfect heait, men, by
serving their parents, attain to filial piety ; by serving their

masters they attain to fidelity ; and if they treat their wives,

their brethren, and their friends in the same spirit, then the

principles of the five relations of life will harmonize without
difficulty. As for putting perfection into practice, parents

have the special duties of parents ; children have the special

duties of children ; husbands have the special duties ol"

husbands; wives have the special duties of wives. It is

when all these special duties are performed without a fault

that true benevolence is reached ; and that again is the true

heart of man.
Por example, take this fan : any one who sees it knows it

to be a fan ; and, knowing it to be a fan, no one would think
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of using it to blow his nose in. The special use of a fan is

for visits of ceremony ; or else it is opened in order to raise a
cooling breeze : it serves no other purpose. In the same way,
this reading-desk will not do as a substitute for a shelf;

again, it will not do instead of a pillow : so you see that a
reading-desk also has its special functions, for which you must
use it. So, if you look at your parents in the light of your
parents, and treat them with filial piety, that is the special

duty of children ; that is true benevolence ; that is the heart
of man. Now although you may think that, when I speak in

this way, I am speaking of others, and not of yourselves,

believe me that the heart of every one of you is by nature
pure benevolence. I am just taking down your hearts as a
shopman does goods from his shelves, and pointing out the

good and bad qualities of each ; but if you will not lay what
I say to your own accounts, but persist in thinking that it

is all anybody's business but yours, all my labour will be lost.

Listen ! You who answer your parents rudely, and cause

them to weep
;
you who bring grief and trouble on your

masters
;
you who cause your husbands to fly into passions

;

you who cause your wives to mourn
;
you who hate your

younger brothers, and treat your elder brothers with con-

tempt
;

you who sow sorrow broadcast over the world ;

—

what are you doing but blowing your noses in fans, and
using reading-desks as pillows ? I don't mean to say that

there are any such persons here ; still there are plenty of them
to be found—say in the back streets in India, for instance.

Be so good as to mind what I have said. i

Consider, carefully, if a man is born with a naturally bad
disposition, what a dreadful thing that is ! Happily, you and
I were born with perfect hearts, which we would not change
for a thousand—no, not for ten thousand pieces of gold : is

not this something to be thankful for?

This perfect heart is called in my discourses, " the original

heart of man." It is true that benevolence is also called the

original heart of man ; still there is a slight difference between
the two. However, as the inquiry into this difference would \tp

V 2
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tedious, it is sufficient for you to look upon this original heart

of man as a perfect thing, and you will fall into no error.

It is true that 1 have not the honour of the personal acquaint-

ance of every one of you who are present : still I know that

your hearts are perfect. The proof of this, that if you say

that which you ought not to say, or do that which you ought

not to do, your hearts within you are, in some mysterious

way, immediately conscious of wrong. When the man that

has a perfect heart does that which is imperfect, it is because

his heart has become warped and turned to evil. This law

holds good for all mankind. What says the old song?—
" When the roaring waterfall is shivered by the night-storm,

the moonlight is reflected in each scattered drop." ^ Although
there is but one moon, she suffices to illuminate each little

scattered drop. Wonderful are the laws of Heaven ! So the

principle of benevolence, which is but one, illumines all the

particles that make up mankind. Well, then, the perfection

of the human heart can be calculated to a nicety. So, if we
follow the impulses of our perfect heart in whatever we under-

take, we shall perform our special duties, and filial piety and
fidelity will come to us spontaneously. You see the doctrines

of this school of philosophy are quickly learnt. If you once

thoroughly understand this, there will be no difference between
your conduct and that of a man who has studied a himdred
years. Therefore I pray you to follow the impulses of your

natural heart
;
place it before you as a teacher, and study its

precepts. Your heart is a convenient teacher to employ too

:

for there is no question of paying fees ; and no need to go

out in the heat of summer, or the cold of winter, to pay
visits of ceremony to your master to inquire after his health.

What admirable teaching this is, by means of which you can
learn filial piety and fidelity so easily ! Still suspicions are

apt to arise in men's minds about things that are seen to be
acquired too cheaply ; but here you can buy a good thing
cheap, and spare yourselves the vexation of having paid an

' " The moon looks ou many brooks
;

The brooks see but one moon."—T. Moore.
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extravagant price for it. I repeat, follow the impulses of

your hearts with all your might. In the Chin-yo, the second

of the books of Confucius, it is certified beyond a doubt that

the impulses of nature are the true path to follow ; therefore

you may set to work in this direction with your minds at ease.

Eighteousness, then, is the true path, and righteousness is

the avoidance of all that is imperfect. If a man avoids that

which is imperfect, tliere is no need to point out hnw
dearly he will be beloved by all his fellows. Hence it is

that the ancients have defined righteousness as that which

ought to be—^that which is fitting. If a man be a retainer, it

is good that he should perform his service to his lord witli

all his might. If a woman be married, it is good that she

should treat her parents-in-law with filial piety, and hei

husband with reverence. For the rest, whatever is good thiit

is righteousness and the true i)ath of man.

The duty of man has been compared by the wise men of

old to a high road. If you want to go to Yedo or to Naga
saki, if you want to go out to the front of the house or to

the back of the house, if you wish to go into the next room
or into some closet or other, there is a right road to each of

these places : if you do not foUow the right road, scrambling

over the roofs of houses and through ditches, crossing moun-
tains and desert places, you will be utterly lost and bewildered.

In the same way, if a man does that which is not good, he is

going astray from the high road. Filial piety in children,

virtue in wives, truth among friends—but why enumerate all

these things, which are patent ?—all these are the right road,

and good ; iDut to grieve parents, to anger husbands, to hate

and to breed hatred in others, these are all bad things, these

are all the wrong road. To follow these is to plunge into

rivers, to run on to thorns, to jump into ditches, and brings

thousands upon ten thousands of disasters. It is true that, if

we do not pay great attention, we shall not be able to follow

the right road. Fortunately, we have heard by tradition the

words of the learned Nakazawa D6ni : I will tell you about

that, all in good time,
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It hapiDened that, once, the learned Nakazawa went to

preach at Ikdda, in the province of Sesshiu, and lodged with

a rich family of the lower class. The master of the house, who
was particularly fond of sermons, entertained the preacher

hospitably, and summoned his daughter, a girl some fourteen

or fifteen years old, to wait upon him at dinner. This

young lady was not only extremely pretty, but also had
charming manners ; so she arranged bouquets of flowers, and
made tea, and played upon the harp, and laid herself out to

please the learned man by singing songs. The preacher

thanked her parents for all this, and said

—

"Eeally it must be a very difficult thing to educate a

young lady up to such a pitch as this."

The parents, carried away by their feelings, replied

—

" Yes ; when she is married, she will hardly bring shame
upon her husband's family. Besides what she did just now,

she can weave garlands of flowers round torches, and we had
her taught to paint, a little ; " and as they began to show a

little conceit, the preacher said

—

" I am sure this is something quite out of the common run.

Of course she knows how to rub the shoulders and loins, and
has learnt the art of shampooing ?

"

The master of the house bristled up at this and answered—
" I may be very poor, but I've not fallen so low as to let

my daughter learn shampooing."

The learned man, snuling, replied, " I think you are making
a mistake when you put yourself in a rage. No matter

whether her family be rich or poor, when a woman is perform-

ing her duties in her husband's house, she must look upon
her husband's parents as her own. If her honoured father-

in-law or mother-in-law fall ill, her being able to plait flowers

and paint pictures and make tea will be of no use in the

sick-room. To shampoo her parents-in-law, and nurse them
affectionately, without employing either shampooer or servant-

maid, is the right path of a daughter-in-law. Do you mean
to say that your daughter has not yet learnt shampooing, an

pt which is essential to her following the right path of fj
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wife? That is what I meant to ask just now. So useful a

study is very important."

At this the master of the house was ashamed, and blushing

made many apologies, as I have heard. Certainly, the harp

and guitar are very good things in their way ; but to attend to

nursing their parents is the right road of children. Lay this

story to heart, and consider attentively where the right road

lies. People who live near haunts of pleasure become at

last so fond of pleasure, that they teach their daughters

nothing but how to play on the harp and guitar, and train

them up in the manners and ways of singing-girls, but

teach them next to nothing of their duties as daughters ; and

then very often they escape from 'their parents' watclifuluess,

and elope. Nor h th'T the fault of the girls themselves, but

the fault of the education which they have received from

their parents. I do not mean to say that the harp and guitar,

and songs and dramas, are useless things. If you consider

them attentively, all our songs incite to virtue and condemn
vice. In the song called " The Four Sleeves," for instance,

there is the passage, "If people knew beforehand all the

misery that it brings, there would be less going out with

young ladies, to look at the flowers at night." Please give

your attention to this piece of poetry. This is the meaning

of it:—When a young man and a young lady set up
a flirtation without the consent of their parents, they

think that it will all be very delightful, and find themselves

very much deceived. If they knew what a sad and cruel

world this is, they would not act as they do. The quota-

tion is from a song of remorse. This sort of thing but too

often happens in the world.

When a man manies a wife, he thinks how happy he

wUl be, and how pleasant it will be keeping house on his

own account ; but, before the bottom of the family kettle has

been scorched black, he wUl be like a man learning to swim

in a field, with his ideas all turned topsy-turvy, and, con-

trary to all his expectations, he wUl find the pleasures of

housekeeping to be all a delusioij. J,ook ^t that woman
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there. Haunted by her cares, she takes no heed of her

hair, nor of her personal appearance. With her head all

untidy, her apron tied round her as a girdle, with a baby

twisted into the bosom of her dress, she carries some wretched

bean sauce which she has been out to buy. What sort of

creature is this 1 This all comds of not listening to the

warnings of parents, and of not waiting for the proper time,

but rushing suddenly into housekeeping. And who is to

blame in the matter ? Passion, which does not pause to reflect.

A child of five or six' years will never think of learning to

play the guitar for its own pleasure. What a ten-million

times miserable thing it is, when parents, making their little

girls hug a great guitar, listfen with pleasure to the poor little

things playing on instruments big enough for them to climb

upon, and squeaking out songs in their shrill treble voices

!

Now 1 must beg you to listen to me carefully. If you get

confused and don't keep a sharp look-out, your children,

brought Tip upon harp and guitar playing, will be abandoning
their parents, and running away secretly. Depend upon it,

from all that is licentious and meretricious something mon-
strous wiU come forth. The poet who wrote the " Four
Sleeves " regarded it as the right path of instruction to

convey a warning against vice. But the theatre and dramas
and fashionable songs, if the moral that they convey is

missed, are a very great mistake. Although you may think

it very right and proper that a young lady should practise

nothing but the harp and guitar until her marriage, I tell

you that it is not so ; for if she misses the moral of her

songs and music, there is the danger of her falling in

love with some man and eloping. While on this subject,

I have an amusing story to tell you.

Once upon a time, a frog, who lived at Kiy6to, had long
been desirous of going to see Osaka. One spring, having
made up his mind, he started off to see Osaka and all its

famous places. By a series of hops on all-fours he reached
a temple opposite Nishi-no-oka, and thence by the western
ro^d he arrived at Yamazaki, and began to ascend the
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mountain called Ten6zan. Now it so happened that a frog

from Osaka had determined to visit Kiy6to, and had also

ascended Ten6zan ; and on the summit the two frogs met,

made acquaintance, and told one another their intentions. So
they hegan to complain ahout all the trouble they had gone
through, and had only arrived half-way after all : if they went
on to Osaka and Kiyoto, their legs and loins would certainly

not hold out. Here was the famous moimtain of Ten6zan, from
the top of which the whole of Kiy6to and Osaka could he seen :

if they stood on tiptoe and stretched their hacks, and looked at

the view, they would save themselves from stiff legs. Having
come to this conclusion, they both stood up on tiptoe, and
looked about them ; when the Kiy6to frog said

—

" Eeally, looking at the famous places of Osaka, which
I have heard so much about, they don't seem to me to differ a

bit from Kiy6to. Instead of giving myself any further trouble

to go on, I shall just return home."

The Osaka frog, blinking with his eyes, said, with a con-

temptuous smile, " Well, I have heard a great deal of talk

about this Kiyoto being as beautiful as the flowers, but it is

just Osaka over again. We had better go home."
And so the two frogs, politely bowing to one another,

hopped off home with an important swagger.

Now, although this is a very funny little story, you will

not understand the drift of it at once. The frogs thought

that they were looking in front of them ; but as, when they

stood up, their eyes were in the back of their heads, each

was looking at his native place, .all the while that he be-

lieved himself to be looking at the place he wished to go

to. The frogs stared to any amcuut, it is true ; but then

they did not take care that the object looked at was the

right object, and so it was that tbey fell into error. Please,

listen attentively. A certain poet isays

—

"Wonderful are the frogs ! Tlough they go on all-fours

in an attitude of humility, their eyes are always turned

ambitiously upwards."

A delightful poem ! Men, although they say with th^if
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mouths, " Yes, yes, your wishes shall be obeyed,—certainly,

certainly, you are perfectly right," are like frogs, with their

eyes turned upwards. Vain fools ! meddlers ready to under-

take any job, however much above their powers ! This is

what is called in the text, " casting away yoiir heart, and
not knowing where to seek for it." Although these men
profess to undertake any earthly thing, when it comes to

the point, leave them to themselves, and they are unequal
to the task ; and if you tell them this, they answer

—

" By the labour of our own bodies, we earn our money

;

and the food of our mouths is of our own getting. We are

under obligation to no man. If we did not depend upon
ourselves, how could we live in the world ?

"

There are plenty of people who use these words, myself
and my own, thoughtlessly and at random. How false is this

belief that they profess ! If there were no system of

government by superiors, but an anarcliy, these people, who
vaTint themselves and their own powers, would not stand for

a day. In the old days, at the time of the war at Ichi-no-

tani, Minamoto no Yoshitsund^ left Mikusa, in the province
of Tamba, and attacked Settsu. Overtaken by the night
among the mountains, he knew not what road to follow ; so

he sent for his retainer, Benkei, of the Temple caUed ilu-
sashi, and told him to light the big torches which they had
agreed upon. Benkei received his orders and ti-ansmitted

them to the troops, who immediately dispersed through all the
valleys, and set fire to the houses of the inhabitants, so that

one and all blazed up, and, thanks to the light of this fire,

they reached Ichi-no-tani, -as the story goes. If you think
attentively, you will see the allusion. Those who boast about
my warehouse, my house, my farm, my daughter, my wife,

hawking about this " my '''

of theirs like pedlers, let there
once come trouble and war in the world, and, for aU their vain-
gloriousness, they will be as helpless as turtles. Let them be

^ The younger brother of Minamoto no Yoritomo, who first estabKsheil Oie
government of the Shognns. The battle of Ichi-no-taBi took place in the
year H84 A. P.
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thankful that peace is established throughout the world. Tlie

humane Government reaches to every frontier: the officials

of every department keep watch night and day. When a

man sleeps under his roof at night, how can he say that it is

thanks to himself that he stretches his limbs in slumber ?

You go your rounds to see whether the shutters are closed

and the front door fast, and, having taken every precaution,

you lay yourseK down to rest in peace : and what a precaution

after all ! A board, four-tenths of an inch thick, planed down
front and rear until it is only two-tenths of an inch thick.

A fine precaution, in very truth !—a precaution which may be

blown down with a breath. Do you suppose such a thing

as that would frighten a thief from breaking in ? This

is the state of the case. Here are men who, by the bene-

volence and virtue of their rulers, live in a delightful

world, and yet, forgetting the mysterious providence that

watches over them, keep on singing their own praises.

Selfish egotists

!

" My property amounts to five thousand ounces of silver.

I may sleep with my eyes turned up, and eat and take my
pleasure, if I live for five hundred or for seven hundred
years. I have five warehouses and twenty-five houses. I

hold other people's bills for fifteen hundred ounces of silver."

So he dances a fling ^ for joy, and has no fear lest poverty

should come upon him for fifty or a hundred years. Minds
like frogs, with eyes in the middle of their backs ! Fool-

hardy thoughts ! A trusty castle of defence indeed ! How
little can it be depended upon! And when such men are

sleeping quietly, how can they tell that they may not be

turned into those big torches we were talking about just

now, or that a great earthquake wOl not be upheaved 1

These are the chances of this fitful world. With regard to

the danger of too great reliance, I have a little tale to tell

you. Be so good as to wake up from your drowsiness, and

listen attentively.

There is a certain powerful shell-fish, called the Sazay6,

' Literally, " a dance of the Province of Toss,"
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with a very strong operculum. Now this creature, if it

hears that there is any danger astir, shuts up its shell from

within, with a loud noise, and thinks itself perfectly safe.

One day a Tai and another fish, lost in envy at this, said

—

" What a strong castle this is of yours, Mr. Sazayd ! When
you shut up your lid from within, nobody can so much as

point a finger at you. A capital figure you make, sir."

When he heard this, the Sazay4 stroking his beard,

replied

—

" Well, gentlemen, although you are so good as to say so,

it's nothing to boast of in the way of safety
;
yet I must

admit that, when I shut myself up thus, I do not feel

much anxiety." i

And as he was speaking thus, with the pride that apes

humility, there came the noise of a great splash; and the

shell-fish, shutting up his lid as quickly as possible, kept quite

stDl, and thought to himself, what in the world the noise

could be. Could it be a net ? Could it be a fish-hook ? What
a bore it was, always having to keep such a sharp look-out

!

Were the Tai and the other fish caught, he wondered ; and he
felt quite anxious about them : however, at any rate, he was
safe. And so the time passed ; and when he thought all was
safe, he stealthily opened his shell, and slipped out his head
and looked all round him, and there seemed to be something
wrong—something with which he was not famihar. As he

looked a little more carefully, lo and behold ! there he was in

a fishmonger's shop, and with a card marked " sixteen cash
"

on his back.

Isn't that a funny story ? And so, at one fell swoop, all

your boasted wealth of houses and warehouses, and cleverness",

and talent, and rank and power, are taken away. Poor shell-

fish ! I think there are some people not unlike them to be
found in China and India. How little self is to be depended
upon ! There is a moral poem which says, " It is easier to

ascend to the cloudy heaven without a ladder than to depend
entirely on oneself." This is what is meant by the text,
" If a man casts his heart from Mm, he knows not wherp
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to seek for it." Think twice upon everything that you
do. To take no care for the examination of that which
relates to yourself, but to look only at that which concerns
others, is to cast your heart from you. Casting your heart

from you, does not mean that your heart actually leaves

you : what is meant is, that you do not examine your own
conscience. Nor must you think that what I have said

upon this point of self-confidence applies only to wealth and
riches. To rely on your talents, to rely on the services

you have rendered, to rely on your cleverness, to rely on
your judgment, to rely on your strength, to rely on your
rank, and to think yourself secure in the possession of these,

is to place yourselves in the same category with tlie shell-fish

in the story. In all things examine your own consciences

:

the examination of your own hearts is above all things

•essential.

(The preacher leaves his place.)



SERMON II.

(The Sermons of Kitt-o, vol. i.)

" If a man loses a fowl or a dog, he knows how to reclaim it.

If he loses his soul, he knows not how to reclaim it. The
true path of learning has no other function than to teach us

how to reclaim lost souls." This parable has been declared-

to us by Moshi. If a dog, or a chicken, or a pet cat does
not come home at the proper time, its master makes a great

fuss about hunting for it, and wonders can it have been kUled
by a dog or by a snake, or can some man have stolen it ; and
ransacking the three houses opposite, and his two next-door

neighbours' houses, as if he were seeking for a lost child,

cries, " Pray, sir, has my tortoise-shell cat been with you ?

Has my pet chicken been here ?" That is the way in which
men run about under such circumstances. It's a matter of

the utmost importance.

And yet to lose a dog or a tame chicken is no such terrible

loss after aU. But the soul, which is called the lord of the

body, is the master of our whole selves. If men part with

this soul for the sake of other things, then they become deaf

to the admonitions of their parents, and the instructions of

their superiors are to them as the winds of heaven. Teaching

is to them like pouring water over a frog's face ; they bHnk
their eyes, and that is all ; they say, " Yes, yes !" with theii

mouths, but their hearts are gone, and, seeing, they are blind,

hearing, they are deaf. Born whole and sound, by their own
doing they enter the fraternity of cripples. Such are all
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those who lose their souls. Nor do they think of inquiring

or looking for their lost soul. " It is my parents' fault ; it is

my master's fault ; it is my husband's fault ; it is my elder

brother's fault; it is Hachibei who is a rogue; it is

Matsu who is a bad woman." They content themselves with

looking at the faults of others, and do not examine their own
consciences, nor search their own hearts. Is not this a cruel

state of things ? They set up a hue and cry for a lost dog or

a pet chicken, but for this all-important soul of theirs they

make no search. What mistaken people ! Tor this reason

the sages, moiirning over such a state of things, have taught

us what is the right path of man ; and it is the receiving of

this teaching that is called learning. The main object oJ

learning is the examination and searching of our own hearts

;

therefore the text says, " The true path of learning has no

other function than to teach us how to reclaim lost souls."

This is an exhaustive exposition of the functions of learning.

That. learning has no other object, we have this gracious

pledge and guarantee from the sage. As for the mere study

of ths antiquities and annals of China and Japan, and in-

vestigation into literature, these cannot be called learning,

which is above all things an affair of the soul. AU the

commentaries and all the books of all the teachers in the

world are but so many directories by which to find out the

whereabouts of our own souls. This search after our own
souls is that which I alluded to just now as the examination

of our consciences. To disregard the examination of our

consciences is a terrible thing, of which it is impossible to

foresee the end ; on the other hand, to practise it is most
admirable, for by this means we can on the spot attain filial

piety and fidelity to our masters. Virtue and vice are the

goals to which the examination and non-examination of our

consciences lead. As it has been rightly said, benevolence

and malice are the two roads which man follows. Upon this

subject I have a terrible and yet a very admirable story to

teU you. Although I dare say you are very drowsy, I must

beg you to listen to me.
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In a certain part of the country there was a well-to-do

fanner, whose marriage had hrought him one son, whom he

petted beyond all measure, as a cow licks her calf. So by
degi'ees the child became very sly : he used to pull the

horses' tails, and blow smoke into the bulls nostrils, and
bully the neighboiirs' children in petty ways and make
them cry. From a peevish child he grew to be a man,
and unbearably undutiful to his parents. Priding himself

on a little superior strength, he became a drunkard and a

gambler, and learned to wrestle at fairs. He would fight and
quarrel for a trifle, and spent his time in debauchery and
riotous living. If his parents remonstrated with him, he
would raise his voice and abuse, them, using scunilous lan-

guage. " It's all very well your abusing me for being dissolute

and disobedient. But, pray, who asked you to bring me into

the world ? You brought me into the world, and I have to

thank you for its miseries ; so now, if you hate dissolute

people, you had better put me back where I came from, and I

shall be all right again." This was the sort of insolent answer
he would give his parents, who, at their wits' end, began to

grow old in years. And as he by degrees grew more and more
of a bully, unhappy as he made them, still he was their dar-

ling, and they could not find it in their hearts to turn him out
of the house and disinherit him. So they let him pursue his

selfish course ; and he went on from worse to worse, knocking
people down, breaking their arms, and getting up great dis-

turbances. It is unnecessary to speak of his parents' feelings.

Even his relations and friends felt as if nails were being ham-
mered into their breasts. He was a thoroughly wicked man.

. Now no one is from his mother's womb so wicked as

this ; but those who persist in selfishness lose their senses,

and gradually reach this pitch of wickedness. What a

terrible thing is this throwing away of our hearts

!

Well, this man's relations and friends very properly urged his

parents to disown him ; but he was an only child, and so his

parents, although they said, " To-day we reaUy will disinherit

liim," or "To-morrow we really will break off all relations
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with him," still it was aU empty talk; and the years and
months passed by, until the scapegrace reached his twenty-
sixth year, having heaped wickedness upon wickedness ; and
who can tell how much trouble he brought upon his family,

who were alM'ays afraid of hearing of some new enormity ?

At last they held a family council, and told the parents that

matters had come to such a pass that if they did not disown
their son the rest of the family must needs break off all

communication with them : if he were allowed to go on in his

evil courses, the whole village, not to speak of his relations,

would be disgraced; so either the parents, against whom,
however, there was no ill-will felt, must be cut by the family,

or they must disinherit their son : to this appeal they begged
to have a distinct answer. The parents, reflecting that to

separate themselves from their relations, even for the sake

of their own son, would be an act of disrespect to their an-

cestors, determined to invite their relations to assemble and
draw up a petition to the Government for leave to disinherit

their son, to which petition the family would all affix their

seals according to form ; so they begged them to come in the

evening, and bring their seals with them. This was their

answer.

There is an old saw which says, " The old cow licks her

calf, and the tigress carries her cub in her mouth." If the

instinct of beasts and birds prompt them to love their young,

how much the more must it be a bitter thing for a man to have
to disown his own son ! All this trouble was the consequence

of this youth casting his heart from him. Had he examined
his own conscience, the storm of waves and of wind would
not have arisen, and all would have been calm. But as he
refused to listen to his conscience, his parents, much against

their will, were forced to visit him with the punishment of

disinheritance, which he had brought upon himself A sad

thing indeed! In the poems of his Eeverence Tokuhon, a

modern poet, there is the following passage :
" Since Buddha

thus winds himself round our hearts, let the man who
dares to disregard him fear for his life." The allusion is to

X
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the great mercy and love of the gods. The gods wish to

make meu examine their consciences, and, day and night,

help meu to discern that which is evil; but, although they

point out our desires and pleasures, our lusts and passions, as

things to be avoided, men turn their backs upon their own
consciences. The love of the gods is like the love of parents

for their children, and men treat the gods as undutiful

children treat their parents. " Men who dare to disregard

the gods, let them fear for their lives." I pray you who
hear me, one and all, to examine your own consciences and

be saved.

To return to the story of the vagabond son. As it hap-

pened, that day he was gambling in a neighbouring village,

when a friend from his own place came up and told him that

his relations had met together to disinherit him ; and that,

fine fellow as he was, he would find it a terrible thing to

be disowned. Before he had heard him half out, the other

replied in a loud voice

—

" What, do you mean to say that they are holding a family

council to-night to disinherit me ? What a good joke !

I'm sure I don't want to be always seeing my father's

and mother's blubbering faces; it makes me quite sick to

think of them : it's quite unbearable. I'm able to take care of

myself ; and if I choose to go over to China, or to live in India,

I shoidd like to know who is to prevent me 1 This is the

very thing abov" all others for me. I'll go off to the room
where they are all assembled, and ask them why they want
to disinherit m«. I'll just swagger like DanjurS ^ the actor,

ana irighten them into giving me fifty or seventy ounces of

silver to get rid of me, and put the money in my purse, and
be off to Kiy6to or Osaka, where I'll set up a tea-house on
my own account ; and enjoy myself to my heart's content

!

I hope this will be a great night for me, so I'll just drink

a cup of wine for luck beforehand."

And so, with a lot of young devils of his own sort, he fell

' A famous actor of Yedo, who lived 195 years ago. He was bom at
Sfikura, in Shim8sa,
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to drinking wine in teacups/ so that before nightfall they

were all as drunk as mud. Well, then, on the strength of

this wine, as he was setting out for his father's house, he

said, " Now, then, to try my luck," and stuck a long dirk in

his girdle. He reached his own village just before nightfall,

thinking to burst into the place where he imagined his rela-

tions to be gathered together, turning their wisdom-pockets

inside out, to shake out their smaU provision of intelligence'

in consultation ; and he fancied that, if he blustered and bul-

lied, he woTild certainly get a hundred ounces of silver out of

them. Just as he was about to enter the house, he reflected

—

" If I show my face in the room where my relations are

gathered together, they will all look down on the ground and

remain silent ; so if I go in shouting and raging, it will be

quite out of harmony ; but if they abuse me, then I shall be

in the right if I jump in on them and frighten them well.

The best plan will be for me to step out of the bamboo grove

which is behind the house, and to creep round the verandah,

and I can listen to these fellows holding their consultation

:

they will certainly be raking up all sorts of scandal about

me. It will be all in harmony, then, if I kick down the shut-

ters and sliding-doors with a noise like thunder. And what

fun it will be!"
As he thought thus to himself, he pulled off his iron-heeled

sandals, and stuck ,them in his girdle, and, girding up his

dress round his waist, left the bamboo grove at the back of

the house, and, jumping over the garden wicket, went round

the verandah and looked in. Peeping through a chink in

the shutters, he could see his relations gathered together in

council, speaking in whispers. The family were sitting in a

circle, and one and all were affixing their seals to the petition

of disinheritance. At last, having passed from hand to hand,

the document came round to where the two parents were

sitting. Their son, seeing this, said

—

" Come, now, it's win or lose ! My parents' signing the

1 The ordinary wine-cup holding only a thimbleful, to drink wine out of

teacupr is a gi-eat piece of dehauchcry—like drinking hrandy in tumhlera.

X 2
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paper shall be the siga for me to kick open the door and

jump into the middle of them."

So, getting ready for a good kick, he held his breath

and looked on.

What terrible perversion man can allow his heart to

come to ! Moshi has said that man by nature is good

;

but although not a particle of fault can be found with what
he has said, when the evil we have learned becomes a

second nature, men reach this fearful degree of wickedness.

When men come to this pass, K6shi i and M6shi themselves

might preach to them for a thousand days, and they would
not have strength to reform. Such hardened sinners deserve

to be roasted in iron pots in the nethermost hell. E"ow, I

am going to tell you how it came about that the vagabond
son turned over a new leaf and became dutiful, and finally

entered paradise. The poet says, "Although the hearts of

parents are not surrounded by dark night, how often they

stray from the right road in their affection for their children!"

When the petition of disinheritance came round to the

place where the two parents were sitting, the mother lifted

up her voice and wej)t aloud ; and the father, clenching his

toothless gums to conceal his emotion, remained with his

head bent down : presently, in a husky voice, he said, " Wife,

give me the seal
!

"

But she returned no answer, and with tears in her eyes

took a leather purse, containing the seal, out of a drawer of

the cupboard and placed it before her husband. All this

time the vagabond son, holding his breath, was peeping in

from outside the shutters. In the meanwhile, the old man
slowly untied the strings of the purse, and took out the seal,

and smeared on the colouring matter. Just as he was about

to seal the document, his wife clutched at his hand and said,
" Oh, pray wait a little."

The father replied, " Now that all our relations are look-

ing on, you must not speak in this weak manner."

1 Kdshi is the Japanese prouunoiation of the name of the Chinese philo-
sopher Kung Tsu, or ICung Fu Tsii, whom we cajl Confucius.
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But she would not listen to what he said, but went on

—

" Pray listen to what I have to say. It is true that if we
were to give over our house to our undutiful son, in less than

three years the grass would be growing in its place, for he

would be ruined. Still, if we disinherit our child—the only

child that we have, either in heaven or upon earth—we shall

have to adopt another in his place. Although, if the adopted

son turned out honest and dutiful, and inherited oiir pro-

perty, aU would be well ; stiU, what certainty is there of his

doing so ? If, on the other hand, the adopted son turned out

to be a prodigal, and laid waste our house, what unlucky

parents we should be ! And who can say that this would not

be the case ? If we are to be ruined for the sake of an

equally wicked adopted son, I had rather lose our home
for the sake of our own son, and, leaving our old familiar

village as beggars, seek for our lost boy on foot. This is my
fervent wish. During fifty years that we have lived together,

this has been the only favour that I have ever asked of you.

Pray listen to my prayer, and put a stop to this act of disin-

heritance. Even though I should become a beggar for my
son's sake, I could feel no resentment against him."

So she spoke, sobbing aloud. The relations, who heard

this, looked round at one another, and watched the father

to see what he would do; and he (who knows with what
thoughts in his head?) put back the seal into the leather

purse, and quickly drew the strings together, and pushed

back the petition to the relations.

" Certainly," said he, " I have lost countenance, and am
disgraced before all my family ; however, I think that what.

the good wife has just said is right and proper, and from

henceforth I renounce all thoughts of disinheriting my son.

Of course you will all see a weakness of purpose in what I

say, and laugh at me as the cause of my son's undutiful con-

duct. But laugh away: it won't hurt me. Certainly, if I

don't disinherit this son of mine, my house will be ruined

before three years are over our heads. To lay waste the

house of generations upon generations of my ancestors is a
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sin against those ancestors ; of this I am well aware. Further,

if I don't disinherit my son, you gentlemen will.aU shun

me. I know that I am cutting myself off from my rela-

tions. Of course you think that when I leave this place

I shall be dunning you to bestow your charity upon me;
and that is why you want to break off relations with me.

Pray don't make yourselves uneasy. I care no more for

my duties to the world, for my impiety to my ancestors, or

for my separation from my family. Our son is our only

darling, and we mean to go after him, following him as

beggars on foot. This is our desire. We shall trouble you
for no alms and for no charity. However we may die, we
have but one life to lose. For our darling son's sake, we will

lay ourselves down and die by the roadside. There our bodies

shaU. be manure for the trees of the avenue. And all this we
win endure cheerfully, and not utter a complaint. Make
haste and return home, therefore, all of you. From to-morrow
we are no longer on speaking terms. As for what you may
say to me on my son's account, I do not care."

And as his wife had done, he lifted up his voice and wept,

shedding manly tears. As for her, when she heard that the

act of disinheritance was not to be drawn up, her tears were
changed to tears of joy. The rest of the family remained in

mute astonishment at so unheard-of a thing, and could only

stare at, the faces of the two old people.

You see how bewildered parents must be by their love for

their children, to be so merciful towards them. As a cat

carrying her young in her mouth screens it from the sun at.

one time and brings it under the light at another, so parents

act by their children, screening their bad points and bringing

out in relief their good qualities. They care neither for the

abuse of others, nor for their duties to their ancestors, nor for

the wretched future in store for themselves. Carried away by
their infatuation for their children, and intoxicated upon
intoxication, the hearts of parents are to be pitied for their

pitifulness. It is not only the two parents in my story who
are in this plight ; the hearts of all parents of children aU
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over the world are the same. In the poems of the late learned
Ishida it is written, "When I look round me and see the
hearts of parents bewildered by their love for their children,

I reflect that my own father and mother must be like them."
This is certainly a true saying.

To return to the story : the halo of his parents' great kind-
ness and pity penetrated the very bowels of the prodigal son.

What an admirable thing ! When he heard it, terrible and
sly devil as he had been, he felt as if his whole body had
been squeezed in a press ; and somehow or other, although

the tears rose in his breast, he could not for shame lift up his

voice and weep. Biting the sleeve of his dress, he lay down
on the ground and shed tears in silence. What says the

verse of the reverend priest Eni ? " To shed tears of gratitude

one knows not why." A very pretty poem indeed ! So then

the vagabond son, in his gratitude to his parents, could neither

stand nor sit. You see the original heart of man is by natxire

bright virtue, but by our selfish pursuit of our own inclina-

tions the brilliancy of our original virtue is hidden.

To continue : the prodigal was pierced to the core by
the great mercy shown by his parents, and the brilliancy

of his own original good heart was enticed back to him.

The sunlight came forth, and what became of all the clouds

of self-will and selfishness ? The clouds were all dispelled,

and from the bottom of his soul there sprang the desire

to thank his parents for their goodness. We all know the

story of the lush-cutter who saw the moon rising between the

trees on a moorland hill so brightly, that he fancied it must

have been scoured with the scouring-rush which grew near

the spot. When a man, who has been especially wicked, repents

and returns to his original heart, he becomes all the more

excellent, and his brightness is as that of the rising moon

scoured. What an admirable thing this is ! So the son

thought to enter the room at once and beg his parents' for-

giveness ; but he thought to himself, " Wait a bit. If I burst

suddenly into the room like this, the relations wiU all be

frightened and not know what to make of it, and this will be
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a trouble to my parents. I will put on an innocent face, as if

I did not know what has been going on, and I'll go in by the

front door, and beg the relations to intercede for me with my
parents." With stealthy step he left the back of the house,

and went round to the front. When he arrived there, he
purposely made a great noise with his iron-heeled sandals, and
gave a loud cough to clear his throat, and entered the room.

The relations were all greatly alarmed; and his parents, when
they saw the face of their wicked son, both shed tears. As
for the son, he said not a word, but remained weeping, with

his head bent down. After a while, he addressed the relations

and said, " Although I have freq[uently been threatened witli

disinheritance, and although in those days I made light of it,

to-night, when I heard that this family council had assembled,

I somehow or other felt my heart beset by anxiety and grief

However I may have heaped wickedness upon wickedness
up to the present moment, as I shall certainly now mend my
ways, I pray you to delay for a while to-night's act of disin-

heritance. I do not venture to ask for along delay,—I ask
but for thirty days ; and if within that time I shall not have
given proofs of repentance, disinherit me : I shall not have
a word to say. I pray you, gentlemen, to intercede with my
parents that they may grant this delay of thirty days, and to

present them my humble apologies." With this he rubbed
his head on the mat, as a humble suppliant, in a manner
most foreign to his nature.

The relations, after hearing the firm, and resolute answer
of the parents, had shifted about in their places; but,

although they were on the point of leaving the house,

had remained behind, sadly out of harmony ; when the

son came in, and happily with a word set all in tune
again. So the relations addressed the parents, and said,

"Pray defer to-night's affair;" and laid the son's apologies

at their feet. As for the parents, who would not have
disinherited their son even had he not repented, how
much the more when they heard what he said did they

weep for joy; and the relations, delighted at the happy event,
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exhorted the son to become really dutiful; and so that

night's council broke up. So this son in the turn of a

hand became a pious son, and the way in which he served

his parents was that of a tender and loving child. His

former evil ways he extiuguished utterly.

The fame of this story rose high in the world ; and, before

half a year had passed, it reached the ears of the lord of the

manor, who, when he had put on his noble spectacles and
investigated the case, appointed the son to be the head man of

his village. You may judge by this what this son's filial piety

effected. Three years after these events, his mother, who was
on her death-bed, very sick, called for him and said, " When
some time since the consultation was being held about disin-

heriting you, by some means or other your heart was turned,

and since then you have been a dutiful son above all others.

If at that time you had not repented, and I had died in the

meanwhile, my soul would have gone to hell without fail,

because of my foolish conduct towards you. But, now that

you have repented, there is nothing that weighs upon me,

and there can be no mistake about my going to paradise.

So the fact of my becoming one of the saints will all be

the work of your filial piety." And the story goes, that with

these words the mother, lifting up her hands in prayer, died.

To be sure, by the deeds of the present life we may obtain

a glimpse into the future. If a man's heart is troubled by
his misdeeds in this life, it will again be tortured in the

next. The troubled heart is hell. The heart at rest is

paradise. The trouble or peace of parents depends upon
their children. If their childrea are virtuous, parents are

as the saints : if their children are wicked, parents suffer

the tortures of the damned. If once your youthful spirits,

in a fit of heedlessness, have led you to bring trouble upon

your parents and cause them to weep, just consider the

line of argument which I have been following. From this

time forth repent and examine your own hearts. If you will

become dutiftil, your parents from this day will live happy

as the saints. But if you will not repent, but persist in
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your evil ways, your parents will suffer the pains of hell.

Heaven and hell are matters of repentance or non-

repentance. Eepentance is the finding of the lost heart,

and is also the object of learning. I shall speak to you
further upon this point to-morrow evening.



SEEMON III.

(The Sebmons of Kiu-6, vol. i.)

M6sHi lias said, " There is the third finger. If a man's third

or nameless finger be hent, so that he cannot straighten it,

although his bent finger may cause him no pain, stiU if he
hears of some one who can cure it, he will think nothing of

undertaldng a long journey from Shin to 80^ to consult him
upon this deformed finger ; for he knows it is to be hateful

to have a finger unlike those of other men. But he cares not

a jot if his heart be different to that of other men ; and this

is how men disregard the true order of things."

Now this is the next chapter to the one about benevolence

being the true heart of man, which I expounded to you the

other night. True learning has no other aim than that of

reclaiming lost souls ; and, in connection with this, Moshi
has thus again declared in a parable the all-importance of

the human heart.

The nameless finger is that which is next to the little

finger. The thumb is called the parent-finger; the first

finger is called the index; the long is called the middle

finger ; but the third finger has no name. It is true that it

is sometimes called the finger for applying"rouge ; but that is

only a name given it by ladies, and is not in general use. So,

having no name, it is called the nameless finger. And how
comes it to have no name? Why, because it is of all the

fingers the least useful. When we clutch at or grasp things,

we do so by the strength of the thumb and little finger. If

' Ancient divisions of China.
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a man scratches his head, he does it with the forefinger ; if

he wishes to test the heat of the wine^ in the kettle, he
uses the little finger. Thus, although each finger has its

uses and duties, the nameless finger alone is of no use : it

is not in our way if we have it, and we do not miss it if

we lose it. Of the whole body it is the meanest member

:

if it be crooked so that we cannot straighten it, it neither

hurts nor itches ; as M6shi says in the text, it causes no pain

;

even if we were without it, we should be none the worse off.

Hence, what though it should be bent, it would be better,

since it causes no pain, to leave it as it is. Yet if a person,

having such a crooked finger, hears of a clever doctor who
can set it straight, no matter at how great a distance he may
be, he will be off to consult this doctor. And pray why ?

Because he feels ashamed of having a finger a little dif-

ferent from the rest of the world, and so he wants to be
cured, and will thinli nothing of travelling from Shin to So
—a distance of a thousand miles—for the purpose. To be
sure, men are very susceptible and keenly alive to a sense

of shame ; and in this they are quite right. The feeling of

shame at what is wrong is the commencement of virtue.

The perception of shame is inborn in men; but there are

two ways of perceiving shame. There are some men who
are sensible of shame for what regards their bodies, but who
are ignorant of shame for what concerns their hearts ; and a

terrible mistake they make. There is nothing which can
be compared in importance to the heart. The heart is said

to be the lord of the body, which it rules as a master rules

his house. Shall the lord, who is the heart, be ailing and
his sickness be neglected, while his servants, who are the
members only, are cared for? If the knee be lacerated,

apply tinder to stop the bleeding ; if the moxa should sup-
purate, spread a plaster ; if a cold be caught, prepare medicine
and garlic and gruel, and ginger wine ! For a trifle, you will

doctor and care for your bodies, and yet for your hearts you
wUl take no care. Although you are born of mankind, if your

^ Wine is almost always drunk hot.
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hearts resemble those of devils, of foxes, of snakes, or of crows,

rather than the hearts of men, you take no heed, caring for

your todies alone. Whence can you have fallen into such a

mistake ? It is a folly of old standing too, for it was to that

that Moshi pointed when he said that to be cognizant of a
deformed 'finger and ignore the deformities of the soul was to

disregard the true order of things. This is what it is, not to

distinguish between that which is important and that which
is unimportant—to pick up a trifle and pass by something of

value. The instinct of man prompts him. to prefer the great

to the small, the important to the unimportant.

If a man is invited out to a feast by his relations or

acquaintances, when the guests are assembled and the

principal part of the feast has disappeared, he looks all

round him, with the eyeballs starting out of his head, and
glares at his neighbours, and, comparing the little titbits of

roast fowl or fish put before them, sees that they are about
half an inch bigger than those set before him ; then, blowing
out his belly with rage, he thinks, " What on earth can the

host be about ? Master Tarubei is a guest, but so am I : what
does the fellow mean by helping me so meanly ? There
must be some malice or ill-will here." And so his mind is

prejudiced against the host. Just be so good as to reflect

upon this. Does a man show his spite by grudging a bit

of roast fowl or meat ? And yet even in such triiles as these

do men show how they try to obtain what is great, and show
their dislike of what is small. How can men be conscious of

shame for a deformed finger, and count it as no misfortune

that their hearts are crooked ? That is how they abandon
the substance for the shadow.

M6shi severely censures the disregard of the true order of

things. What mistaken and bewildered creatures men are

!

AVhat says the old song ? " Hidden far among the mountains,

the tree which seems to be rotten, if its core be yet alive, may
be made to bear flowers." What signifies it if the hand or

the foot be deformed ? The heart is the important thing. If

the heart be awry, what though your skin be fair, your nose
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aquiline, your hair beautiful ? AU. these strike tlie eye alone,

and are utterly useless. It is as if you were to put horse-

dung into a gold-lacquer luncheon-box. This is what is

called a fair outside, deceptive in appearance.

There's the scullery-maid been washing out the pots at the

kitchen sink, and the sculUon Chokichi comes up and says to

her, " You've got a lot of charcoal smut sticking to your nose,"

and points out to her the ugly spot. The scullery-maid is

delighted to be told of this, and answers, "EeaUy! where-

abouts is it ? " Then she twists a towel round her finger, and,

bending her head till mouth and forehead are almost on a

level, she squints at her nose, and twiddles away with her
fingers as if she were the famous Goto ^ at work, carving the
ornaments of a sword-handle. " I say, Master Chokichi, is it

off yet ?" " Not a bit of it. You've smeared it all over your
cheeks now." " Oh dear! oh dear! where can it be ?" And
so she uses the water-basin as a looking-glass, and washes her
face clean; then she says to herself, "What a dear boy
Chokichi is !" and thinks it necessary, out of gratitude, to give

him relishes with his supper by the ladleful, and thanks him
over and over again. But if this same Chokichi were to

come up to her and say, " Now, really, how lazy you are ! I

wish you could manage to be rather less of a shrew," what
do you think the scullery-maid would answer then ? Eeflect

for a moment. " Drat the boy's impudence ! If I were of a

bad heart or an angular disposition, should I be here helping

him ? You go and be hung ! You see if I take the trouble

to wash your dirty bedclothes for you any more." And she

gets to be a perfect devil, less only the horns.

There are other people besides the poor scullery-maid who
are in the same way. " Excuse me, Mr. Gundabei, but the
embroidered crest on your dress of ceremony seems to be a
little on one side." Mr. Gundabei proceeds to adjust his

dress with great precision. " Thank you, sir. I am ten million

' A famous gold and silver smith of the olden time. A Beiivenuto Cellini

among the Japanese. His mavk on a piece of metal work enhances its value
tenfold.
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times obliged to you for your care. If ever there should be
any matter in which I caa be of service to you, I beg that

you will do me the favour of letting me know ;" and, with a

beaming face, he expresses his gratitude. Now for the other

side of the picture. "EeaUy, Mr. Gundahei, you are very

foolish
;
you don't seem to understand at all. I beg you to

be of a frank and honest heart : it really makes me quite sad

to see a man's heart warped in this way." What is his

answer ? He turns his sword in his girdle ready to draw,

and plays the devil's tattoo upon the hilt : it looks as if it

must end in a fight soon.

In fact, if you help a man in anything which has to do
with a fault of the body, he takes it very kindly, and sets

about mending matters. If any one helps another to rectify

a fault of the heart, he has to deal with a man in the dark,

who flies in a rage, and does not care to amend. How out

of tune all this is! And yet there are men who are

bewildered up to this point. Nor is this a special and
extraordinary failing. This mistaken perception of the

great and the small, of colour and of substance, is common
to us all—to you and to me.

Please give me your attention. The form strikes the eye

;

but the heart strikes not the eye. Therefore, that the heart

should be distorted and turned awry causes no pain. This

aU results from the want of sound judgment ; and that is why
we cannot afford to be careless.

The master of a certain house calls his sei"vant Cliokichi,

who sits dozing in the kitchen. " Here, Chokichi ! The
guests are all gone ; come, and clear away the wine and fish

in the back room."

Chokichi rubs his eyes, and with a sulky answer goes into

the back room, and, looking about him, sees aU the nice

things paraded on the trays and in the bowls. It's wonderful

how his drowsiness passes away : no need for any one to

hurry him now. His eyes glare with greed, as he says,

" Hullo ! here's a lot of tempting things ! There's only

just one help of that omelette left in the tray. What a
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hungry lot of guests ! What's this ? It looks like fish

rissoles ;" and with this he picks out one, and crams his

mouth full ; when, on one side, a mess of young cuttlefish, in

a Chinese^ porcelain bowl, catches his eyes. There the little

beauties sit in a circle, like Buddhist priests in religious

meditation !
" Oh, goodness ! how nice ! " and just as

he is dipping his finger and thumb in, he hears his

master's footstep ; and knowing that he is doing wrong,
he crams his prize into the pocket of his sleeve, and
stoops down to take away the wine-kettle and cups ; and
as he does this, out tumble the cuttlefish from his sleeve.

The master sees it.

"What's that?"

Chokichi, pretending liot to know what has happened, beats

the mats, and keeps on saying, " Come again the day before

yesterday; come again the day before yesterday."

^

But it's no use his trying to persuade his master that the
little cuttlefish are spiders, for they are not the least like

them. It's no use hiding things,—they are sure to come to

light ; and so it is with the heart,—its purposes will out. If
the heart is enraged, the dark veins stand out on the fore-

head ; if the heart is grieved, tears rise to the eyes ; if the
heart is joyous, dimples appear in the cheeks ; if the heart
is merry, the face smiles : thus it is that the face reflects the

emotions of the heart. It is not because the eyes are filled

with tears that the heart is sad ; nor because the veins stand
oiit on the forehead that the heart is enraged. It is the
heart which leads the way in everything. All the important
sensations of the heart are apparent in the outward appear-
ance. In the " Great Learning " of K6shi it is written, " The
truth of what is within appears upon the surface." How
then is the heart a thing which can be hidden ? To answer
when reproved, to hum tunes when scolded, show a diseased

^ Curiosities, such as porcelain or enamel or carved jade from China, are
highly esteemed by the Japanese. A great quantity of the porcelain of Japan
is stamped with counterfeit Chinese marks of the Ming dynasty.

2 An incantation used to invite spiders, which are considered unlucky by
the superstitious, to come again at the Greek Kalends,
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heart ; and if this disease is not quickly taken in hand, it

will become chronic, and the remedy become difficult : per-

haps the disease may be so virulent that even Giba and
Henjaku^ in consultation could not effect a cure. So, before

the disease has gained strength, I invite you to the study of

the moral essays entitled Shin-gahu (the Learning of the

Heart). If you once arrive at the possession of your heart

as it was originally by nature, what an admirable thing that

will be ! In that case your conscience will point out to you
even the slightest wrong bias or selfishness.

While upon this subject, I may tell you a story which was
related to me by a friend of mine. It is a story which the

master of a certain money-changer's shop used to be very

fond of telling. An important part of a money-changer's

business is to distinguish between good and bad gold and

silver. In the different establishments, the ways of teaching

the apprentices this art vary ; however, the plan adopted by
the money-changer was as follows :—At first he would show

them no bad silver, but would daily put before them good

money only; when they had become thoroughly familiar

with the sight of good money, if he stealthily put a little

base coin among the good, he found that they would detect it

immediately,—they saw it as plainly as you see things when
you throw light on a mirror. This faculty of detecting base

money at a glance was the result of having learned thoroughly

to understand good money. Having once been taught in this

way, the apprentices would not make a mistake about a piece

of base coin during their whole lives, as I have heard. I

can't vouch for the truth of this ; but it is very certain that

the principle, applied to moral instruction, is an excel-

lent one,—it is a most safe mode of study. However, I

was further told that if, after having thus learned to dis-

tinguish good money, a man followed some other trade foi

six months or a year, and gave up handling money, he would

become just like any other inexperienced person, unable to

distinguish the good from the base.

1 Two famous Indian and Chinese physicians,

y
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Please reflect upon this attentively. If you once render

yourself familiar with the nature of the uncorrupted heart,

from that time forth you will he immediately conscious of

the slightest inclination towards bias or selfishness. And
why ? Because the natural heart is illumined. AVhen a man
has once learned that which is perfect, he will never consent

to accept that which is imperfect; but if, after having

acquired this knowledge, he again keeps his natural heart

at a distance, and gradually forgets to recognize that which is

perfect, he finds liimself in the dark again, and that he can

no longer distinguish base money from gc od. I beg you to

take care. If a man falls into bad habits, he is no longer

able to perceive the difference between tlie good impulses

of his natural heart and the evil impulses of his corrupt

baart. With this benighted heart as a starting-point, he can
carry out none of his intentions, and he has to lift his

shoulders sighing and sighing again. A creature much to

be pitied indeed! Then he loses all self-reliance, so that,

although it would be better for him to hold his tongue and
say nothing about it, if he is in the slightest trouble or dis-

tress, he goes and confesses the crookedness of his heart to

every man he meets. What a wretched state for a man to be

in ! For this reason, I beg you to learn thoroughly the true

silver of the heart, in order that you may make no mistalce

about the base coin. I pray that you and I, during our ^s'hole

lives, may never leave the path of true principles.

I have an amusing story to tell jou in connection with this,

if you will be so good as to listen.

Once upon a time, when the autumn night-s were beginning

to grow chilly, five or six tradesmen in easy circumstances

liad assembled together to have a cliat ; and, having got ready
their' picnic box and wine-flask, went off to a temple on the

hills, where a friendly priest lived, that they might listen to

the stags roaring. With this intention they went to call

upon the priest, and borrowed the guests' apartments^ of the

' All the temples in China and Jnpan have guests' apartments, which may
be secured for a trifle, cither for a long or short period. It is false to suppose
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monastery ; and as they were waiting to hear the deer roar,

some of the party hegan to compose poetry. One would write

a verse of Chinese poetry, and another would write a verse of

seventeen syllables ; and as they were passing the wine-cup
the hour of sunset came, but not a deer had uttered a call

;

eight o'clock came, and ten o'clock came ; stUl not a sound
fiom the deer.

" What can this mean ?" said one. " The deer surely ought
to be roaring."

But, in spite of their waiting, the deer would not roar. At
last the friends got sleepy, and, bored with writing songs and
verses, began to yawn, and gave up twaddling about the woes
and troubles of Ufe ; &nd as they were all silent, one of them,
a man fifty years of age, stopping the circulation of the wine-
cup, said

—

" Well, certainly, gentlemen, thanks to you, we have spent
the evening in very pleasant conversation. However, although
I am enjoying myself mightily in this way, my people at

home must be getting anxious, and so I begin to think that

we ought to leave off drinking."
" Why so ?" said the others.

" Well, I'll teU you. You know that my only son is

twenty-two years of age this year, and a troublesome fellow

he is, too. When I'm at home, he lends a hand sulkily

enough in the shop ; but as soon as he no longer sees the

shadow of me, he hoists sail and is off to some bad haunt,

Although our relations and connections are always preaching

to him, not a word has any more effect than wind blowing

into a horse's ear. When I think that I shall have to leave

my property to such a fellow as that it makes my heart

grow small indeed. Although, thanks to those to whom I

have succeeded, I want for nothing, still, when I think of

my son, I shed tears of blood night and day."

And as he said this with a sigh, a man of some forty-five

or forty-six years said

—

that there is any desecration of a sacred shrine in the act of using' it as a

hostelry ; it is the custom of the country.

Y 2
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" 'No, no ; although you make so much of your misfortunes,

your son is but a little extravagant after all. There's no such

great cause for grief there. I've got a very different story to

tell. Of late years my shopmen, for one reason or another,

have been running me into debt, thinking nothing of a debt

of fifty or seventy ounces ; and so the ledgers get all wrong.

Just think of that. Here have I been keeping these fellows

ever since they were little children unable to blow their own
noses, and now, as soon as they come to be a little useful in

the shop, they begin running up debts, and are no good what-
ever to their master. You see, you only have to spend your
money upon your own son."

Then another gentleman said

—

" Well, I think that to spend money upon your shop-people

is no such great hardship after all Now I've been in some-
thing like trouble lately. I can't get a penny out of my
customers. One man owes me fifteen ounces ; another owes
me twenty-five ounces. Eeally that is enough to make a man
feel as if his heart was worn away."

When he had finished speaking, an old gentleman, who was
sitting opposite, playing with his fan, said

—

"Certainly, gentlemen, your grievances are not without

cause ; still, to be perpetually asked for a little money, or to

back a bill, by one's relations or friends, and to have a lot of

hangers-on dependent on one, as I have, is a worse case still."

But before the old gentleman had half finished speaking,

his neighbour called out-

" No, no ; all you gentlemen are in luxury compared to me.

Please listen to what I have to suffer. My wife and my
mother can't hit it off anyhow. All day long they're like a

couple of cows butting at one another with their horns. The
house is as unendurable as if it were full of smoke. I often

think it would be better to send my wife back to her village

;

but then I've got two little children. If I interfere and take

my wife's part, my mother gets low-spirited. If I scold my
wife, she says that I treat her so brutally because she's not

of the same flesh and blood ; and then she hates me. The
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trouble and anxiety are beyond description : I'm like a post

stuck up between them."

And so they all twaddled away in chorus, each about his

own troubles. At last one of the gentlemen, recollecting

himself, said-

—

" Well, gentlemen, certainly the deer ought to be roaring

;

but we've been so engrossed with our conversation, that

wo don't know whether we have missed hearing them
or not."

With this he pulled aside the sliding-door of the verandah
and looked out, and, lo and behold! a great big stag was
standing perfectly silent in front of the garden.

" Hullo
!

" said the man to the deer, " what's this 1 Since

you've been there all the time, why did you not roar?"

Then the stag answered, with an innocent face

—

"Oh, I came here to listen to the lamentations of you
gentlemen."

Isn't that a funny story ?

Old and yoimg, men and women, rich and poor, never

cease grumbling from morning till night. All this is the

result of a diseased heart. In short, for the sake of. a very

triiiing inclination or selfish pursuit, they will do any wrong
in order to effect that which is impossible. This is want of

judgment, and this brings all sorts of trouble upon the world.

If once you gain possession of a perfect heart, knowing that

which is impossible to be impossible, and recognizing that

that which is difficult is difficult, you will not attempt to

spare yourself trouble unduly. What says the Chin-Yo?'
The wise man, whether his lot be cast amongst rich or poor,

amongst barbarians or in sorrow, understands his position

by his own instinct. If men do not understand this, they

think that the causes of pain and pleasure are in the body
Putting the heart on one side, they earnestly strive after

the comforts of the body, and launch into extravagance, the

end of which is miserly parsimony. Instead of pleasure

' The second book of Confucius.
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they meet with grief of the heart, and pass their lives in

weeping and wailing. In one way or another, everything
in this world depends upon the heart. I implore every
one of you to take heed that tears fall not to your lot.
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APPENDIX A.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE HAEA-KIRI.

(From a bare Japanese MS.)

Seppuku {hara-Jdri) is the mode of suicide adopted amongst
Samurai when they have no alternative but to die. Some
there are who thus commit suicide of their own free will

;

others there are who, having committed some crime which
does not put them outside the pale of the privileges of the

Samurai class, are ordered by their superiors to put an
end to their own lives. It is needless to say that it is

absolutely necessary that the principal, the witnesses, and
the seconds who take part in the affair should be acquainted

with all the ceremonies to be observed. A long time ago, a

certain Daimio invited a number of persons, versed in the

various ceremonies, to call upon him to explain the different

forms to be observed by the official witnesses who inspect

and verify the head, &c., and then to instruct him in the

ceremonies to be observed in the act of suicide ; then he

showed all these rites to his son and to all his retainers.

Another person has said that, as the ceremonies to be gone

through by principal, witnesses, and seconds are all very im-

portant matters, men should familiarize themselves with a

thing which is so terrible, in order that, should the time

come for them to take part in it, they may not be taken

by surprise.

The witnesses go to see and certify the suicide. For
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seconds, men are wanted who have distinguished themselves
in the military arts. In old days, men used to bear these

things in mind ; but nowadays the fashion is to be ignorant
of such ceremonies, and if upon rare occasions a criminal is

handed over to a Daimio's charge, that he may perform Tiara-

Jciri, it often happens, at the time of execution, that there is

no one among all the prince's retainers who is competent to

act as second, in which case a man has to be engaged in a

hurry from some other quarter to cut off the head of the
criminal, and for that day he changes his name and becomes
a retainer of the prince, either of the middle or lowest class,

and the affair is entrusted to him, and so the difficulty

is got over: nor is this considered to be a disgrace. It

is a great breach of decorum if the second who is a most
important officer, commits any mistake (such as not
striking off the head at a blow) in the presence of the
witnesses sent by the Government. On this account a
skilful person must be employed ; and, to hide the unman-
liness of his own people, a prince must perform the ceremony
in this imperfect manner. Every Samurai should be able to

cut off a man's head : therefore, to have to employ a stranger

to act as second is to incur the charge of ignorance of the

arts of war, and is a bitter mortification. However, young
men, trusting to their youthful ardour, are apt to be careless,

and are certain to make a mistake. Some people there are

who, not lacking in skill on ordinary occasions, lose their

presence of mind in public, and cannot do themselves justice.

It is all the more important, therefore, as the act occurs but

rarely, that men who are liable to be called upon to be either

principals or seconds or witnesses in the hara-Mri should

constantly be examined in their skill as swordsmen, and
should be familiar with all the rites, in order that when the

time comes they may not lose their presence of mind.

According to one authority, capital punishment may be

divided into two kinds—beheading and strangulation. TJie

ceremony of hara-Mri was added afterwards in the case of

persons belonging to the military class being condemned to
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death. This was first instituted in the days of the Ashikaga ^

dynasty. At that time the country was in a state of utter

confusion ; and there were men who, although fighting, were
neither guilty of high treason nor of infidelity to their feudal

lords, but who by the chances of war were taken prisoners.

To drag out such men as these, bound as criminals, and cut

their heads off, was intolerably cruel; accordingly, men hit

upon a ceremonious mode of suicide by disembowelling,

in order to comfort the departed spirit. Even at present,

where it becomes necessary to put to death a man who has

been guilty of some act not unworthy of a Samurai, at the

time of the execution witnesses are sent to the house ; and the

criminal, having bathed and put on new clothes, in obedience

to the commands of his superiors, puts an end to himself,

but does not on that account forfeit his rank as a Samurai.

This is a law for which, in all truth, men should be grateful.

ON THE PREPARATION OP THE PLACE OP EXECUTION.

In old days the ceremony of hara-ldri used to be per-

formed in a temple. In the third year of the period called

Kan-yei (a.d. 1626), a certain person, having been guilty of

treason, was ordered to disembowel himself, on the four-

teenth day of the first month, in the temple of Kichijoji,

at Komagom^, in Yedo. Eighteen years later, the retainer

of a certain Daimio, having had a dispute with a sailor

belonging to an Osaka coasting-ship, killed the sailor
;
and,

an investigation having been made into the matter by the

Governor of Osaka, the retainer was ordered to perform

hara-Jciri, on the twentieth day of the sixth month, in the

temple called Sokusanji, in Osaka. During the period Sh6h6

(middle of seventeenth century), a certain man, having been

guilty of heinous misconduct, performed hara-Jciri in the

1 Ashikaga, third dynasty of Shogiins, flourished from 1336 to 1568 A.i).

The practice of suicide by disembowelling is of great antiquity. Tliis ia the

time when the ceremonies attending it were invented.
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temple called SMmpukuji, in the Koji-street of Yedo. On
the fourth day of the fifth month of the second year of

the period Meir^ki (a.d. 1656), a certain man, for having

avenged the death of his cousin's husband at a place called

Shimidzudani, in the Koji-street, disembowelled himself in

the temple called Honseiji. On the twenty-sixth day of

the sixth month of the eighth year of the period Yemp6
(a.d. 1680), at the funeral ceremonies in honour of the

anniversary of the death of Genyuin Sama, a former Shogun,
Nait6 Tdzumi no Kami, having a cause of hatred against

Nagai Shinano no Kami, killed him at one blow with a

short sword, in the main hall of the temple called Zojoji

(the burial-place of the Shoguns in Yedo), Idzumi no
Kami was arrested by the officers present, and on the fol-

lowing day performed hara-ldri at Kiridoshi, in the temple
called Seiriuji.

In modern times the ceremony has taken place at night,

either in the palace or in the garden of a Daimio, to whom
the condemned man has been given in charge. Whether it

takes place in the palace or in the garden depends upon the

rank of the individual. Dairaios and Hatamotos, as a matter

of course, and the higher retainers of the Shogun, disembowel
themselves in the palace : retainers of lower rank should do
so in the garden. In the case of vassals of feudatories,

according to the rank of their families, those who, being

above the grade of captains, carry the b^ton,i should perform

hara-Mri in the palace ; all others in the garden. If, when
the time comes, the persons engaged in the ceremony are in

any doubt as to the proper rules to be followed, they should

inquire of competent persons, and settle the question. At the

beginning of the eighteenth century, during the period Gen-
roku, when Asano Takumi no Kami " disembowelled himself

in the palace of a Daimio called Tamura, as the whole thing

was sudden and unexpected, the garden was covered with

' A baton wUli a tassel of paper strips, used for giving directions in war-

time.
' See the story of the Forty-seven ESnins.
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matting, and on the top of this thick mats were laid and a

carpet, and the affair was concluded so ; but there are people

who say that it was wrong to treat a Daimio thus, as if he
had been an ordinary Samurai. But it is said that in old

times it was the custom that the ceremony should take place .

upon a leather carpet spread in the garden ; and further, that

the proper place is inside a picket fence tied together in the

garden : so it is wrong for persons who are only acquainted

with one form of the ceremony to accuse Tamura of having

acted improperly. If, however, the object was to save the

house from the pollution of blood, then the accusation of ill-

will may well be brought ; for the preparation of the place is

of great importance.

Eormerly it was the custom that, for personages of import-

ance, the enclosure within the picket fence should be of thirty-

six feet square. An entrance was made to the south, and
another to the north : the door to the south was called Shugi-

ySmon ("the door of the practice of virtue"); that to the

north was called Umianmon (" the door of the warm basin "^).

Two mats, with white biiiding, were arranged in the shape of

a hammer, the one at right angles to the other ; six feet of

white silk, four feet broad, were stretched on the mat, which
was placed lengthwise ; at the four corners were erected four

posts for curtains. In front of the two mats was erected a

portal, eight feet high by six feet broad, in the shape of the

portals in front of temples, made of a fine sort of bamboo
wrapped in white ^ silk. White curtains, four feet broad, were
hung at the four corners, and four flags, six feet long, on

which should be inscribed four' quotations from the sacred

books. These flags, it is said, were immediately after the

ceremony carried away to the grave. At night two lights

were placed, one upon either side of the two mats. The
candles were placed in saucers upon stands of bamboo, four

feet high, wrapped in white silk. The person who was to

^ No Japanese authority that I have beeu able to consult gives any expla-

nation of this singular name.
' "White, in China and Japan, is the colour of mouiiiing.
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disembowel himself, entering the picket fence by the north

entrance, took his place upon the white sUk upon the mat
facing the north. Some there were, however, who said that

he should sit facing the west : in that case the whole place

must be prepared accordingly. The seconds enter the enclo-

sure by the south entrance, at the same time as the principal

enters by the north, and take their places on the mat that is

placed crosswi?*, as shown in the annexed plan.

Nowadays, when the hara-kiri is performed inside the

palace, a temporary place is made on purpose, either in the

garden or in some unoccupied spot ; but if the criminal is to

die on the day on which he is given in charge, or on the next

day, the ceremony, having to take place so quickly, is per-

formed in the reception-room. Still, even if there is a lapse

of time between the period of giving the prisoner in charge and

the execution, it is better that the ceremony should take

place in a decent room in the house than in a place made on
purpose. If it is heard that, for fear of dirtying his house,

a man has made a place expressly, he will be blamed for it.

It surely can be no disgrace to the house of a soldier that he
was ordered to perform the last oflices towards a Samurai who
died by hara-kiri. To slay his enemy against whom he has

cause of hatred, and then to kill himself, is the part of a

noble Samxirai; and it is sheer nonsense to look upon the

place where he has disembowelled himself as polluted. In

the beginning of the eighteenth century, seventeen of the

retainers of Asano Takumi no Kami performed hara-iciri in

the garden of a palace at Shirokan^, in Yedo. When it was
over, the people of the palace called upon the priests of a sect

named Shugenja to come and purify the place; but when the

lord of the palace heard this, he ordered the place to be left

as it was ; for what need was there to purify a place where

faithful Samurai had died by their own hand ? But in other

palaces to which the remainder of the retainers of Takumi
no Kami were entrusted, it is said that the places of execution

were purified. But the people of that day praised Kumamoto
Ko (the Prince of Higo), to whom the palace at Shirokan^
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belonged. It is a currish thing to look upon death in battle

or by liara-kiri as a pollution: this is a thing to bear in

mind. In modern times the place of hara-kiri is eighteen

feet square in all cases ; in the centre is a place to sit upon,
and the condemned man is made to sit facing the witnesses ; at

other times he is placed with his side to the witnesses : this is

according to the nature of the spot. In some cases the seconds
turn their backs to the witnesses. It is open to question, how-
ever, whether this is not a breach of etiquette. The witnesses

should be consulted upon these arrangements. If the wit-

nesses have no objection, the condemned men should be
placed directly opposite to them. The place where the wit-

nesses are seated should be removed more than twelve or

eighteen feet from the condemned man. The place from
which the sentence is read should also be close by. The
writer has been furnished with a plan of the hara-ldri as it

is performed at present. It is annexed here. Although the

ceremony is gone through in other ways also, still it is more
convenient to follow the manner indicated.

If the execution takes place in a room, a kerchief of five

breadths of white cotton cloth or a quilt should be laid down,
and it is also said that two mats should be prepared ; however,

as there are already mats in the room, there is no need for

special mats : two red rugs should be spread over all, sewed
together, one on the top of the other ; for if the white cotton

cloth be used aloue, the blood will soak through on to the

mats; therefore it is right the rugs should be spread. On the

twenty-third day of the eighth month of the fourth year of

the period Yenkiyo (a.d. 1740), at the hara-ldri of a certain

person there were laid down a white cloth, eight feet square,

and on that a quilt of light green cotton, six feet square, and

on that a cloth of white hemp, six feet square, and on thai

two rugs. On the third day of the ninth month of the ninth

year of the period Tempo (A.D. 1838), at the hara-kiri of a

certain person it is said that there were spread a large double

cloth of white cotton, and on that two rugs. But, of these two

occasions, the first must be commended for its careful pre-
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paration. If the executioa be at night, candlesticks of white

wood should he placed at each of the four corners, lest the

seconds be hindered in their work. In the place where the

witnesses are to sit, ordinary candlesticks should be placed,

according to 'etiquette; but an excessive illumination is not

decorous. Two screens covered with white paper should be

set up, behind the shadow of which are concealed the dirk

upon a tray, a bucket to hold the head after it has been cut

off, an incense-burner, a pail of water, and a basin. The above

rules apply equally to the ceremonies observed when the

hara-kiri takes place in a garden. In the latter case the

place is hung round with a white curtain, which need not be
new for the occasion. Two mats, a white cloth, and a rug are

spread. If the execution is at night, lanterns of white paper

are placed on bamboo poles at the four corners. The sentence

having been read inside the house, the persons engaged ia the

ceremony proceed to the place of execution ; but, according to

circumstances, the sentence may be read at the place itself

In the case of Asano Takumi no Kami, the Bentence was
read out in the house, and he afterwards performed hara-kiri

in the garden. On the third day of the fourth month of the

fourth year of the period Tenmei (a.d. 1784), a Hatamoto
named Sano, having received his sentence in the supreme
court-house, disembowelled himself in the garden in front of

the prison. "When the ceremony takes place in the garden,

matting must be spread all the way to the place, so that

sandals need not be worn. The reason for this is that some
men in that position suffer from a rush of blood to the head,

from nervousness, so their sandals might slip off their feet

without their being aware of their loss; and as this would
have a very bad appearance, it is better to spread matting.

Care must be taken lest, in spreading the matting, a place be
left where two mats join, against which the foot might trip.

The white screens and other things are prepared as has been
directed above. If any curtailment is made, it must be done
as well as circumstances will permit. According to the

crime of which a man who is handed over to any Daimio's
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charge is guilty, it is known whether he will have to perform
hara-hiri ; and the preparations should be made accordingly.

Asano Takumi no K<anii was taken to the palace of Tamura
Sama at the hour of the monkey (between three and five in

the afternoon), took off his dress of ceremony, partook of a
bowl of soup and five dishes, and drank two cups of warm
water, and at the hour of the cock (between five and seven in

the evening) disembowelled himself. A case of this kind
requires much attention ; for great care should be taken that

the preparations be carried on without the knowledge of the

principal. If a temporary room has been built expressly for

the occasion, to avoid pollution to the house, it should be kept
a secret. It once happened that a criminal was received in

charge at the palace of a certain nobleman, and when his

people were about to erect a temporary building for the cere-

mony, they wrote to consult some of the parties concerned

;

the letter ran as follows :

" The house in which we live is very small and inconvenient
in all respects. We have ordered the guard to treat our
prisoner with all respect ; but our retainers who are placed on
guard are much inconvenienced for want of space ; besides,

in the event of fire breaking out or any extraordinary event
taking place, the place is so small that it would be difficult

to get out. We are thinking, therefore, of adding an apartment
to the original building, so that the guard may be able at all

times to go in and out freely, and that if, in case of fire or

otherwise, we should have to leave the house, we may do so

easily. We beg to consult you iipon this point."

When a Samurai has to perform hara-hiri by the command
of his own feudal lord, the ceremony should take place in one
of the lesser palaces of the clan. Once upon a time, a certain

prince of the luouyd clan, having a just cause of offence

against his steward, who was called Ishikawa Tozaydmon, and
wishing to punish him, caused him to be killed in his prin-

cipal palace at Kandabashi, in Yedo. When this matter was
reported to the Shogun, having been convicted of disrespect of

the privileges of the city, he was ordered to remove to his

z
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lesser palace at Asakusa. Now, although the hara-kiri cannot

be called properly an execution, stiU, as it only differs from an
ordinary execution in that by it the honour of the Samurai is

not affected, it is only a question of degree ; it is a matter of

ceremonial. If the principal palace^ is a long distance from
the Shogun's castle, then the hara-kiri may take place there

;

but there can be no objection whatever to its taking place

in a minor palace. Noiy.'idays, when a man is condemned
to hara-ldri by a Daimio, the ceremony usually takes place in

one of the lesser palaces ; the place commonly selected is an
open space near the hort:e-exercising ground, and the prepa-

rations which I have deboribed above are often shortened

according to circumstances.

When a retainer is suddenly ordered to perform hara-kiri

during a journey, a temple or shrine should be hired for the

occasion. On these hurried occasions, coarse mats, faced with
finer matting or common mats, may be used. If the criminal

is of rank to have an armour-bearer, a carpet of skin should be
spread, should one be easily procurable. The straps of the

skin (which are at the head) should, according to old custom,

be to the front, so that the fur may point backwards. In old

days, when the ceremony took place in a garden, a carpet of

skin was spread. To hire a temple for the purpose of causing

a man to perform hara-kiri was of frequent occurrence : it is

doubtful whether it may be done at the present time. This

sort of question should be referred beforehand to some com-
petent person, that the course to be adopted may be clearly

understood. «

In the period Kambun (a.d. 1661—1673) a Prince Sakai,

travelling through the Bishiii territory, hired a temple or

shrine for one of his retainers to disembowel himself in ; and
so the affair was concluded.

* Tlie principal yasliikis (palaces) of the nobles are for the moat part imme-
diately round the Shogun s castle, in the enclosure known as the official

quarter. Their proximity to the palace forbids their being made the scenct
of executions.
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ON THE CEREMONIES OBSERVED AT THE HARA-KIRI OF A PERSON
GIVEN IN CHARGE TO A DAIMIO.

When a man has heen ordered by the Government to dis-

embowel himself, the public censors, who have been appointed
to act as witnesses, write to the prince who has the criminal

in charge, to inform them that they will go to his palace on
public business. This message is written directly to the chief,

and is sent by an assistant censor ; and a suitable answer is

returned to it. Before the ceremony, the witnesses send an
assistant censor to see the place, and look at a plan of the

house, and to take a list of the names of the persons who are

to be present ; he also has an interview with the kaishaku, or

seconds, and examines them upon the way of performing the

ceremonies. When all the preparations have been made, he
goes to fetch the censors; and they all proceed together to

the place of execution, dressed in their hempen-cloth dress

of ceremony. The retainers of the palace are collected to do
obeisance ia the entrance-yard ; and the lord, to whom the

criminal has been entrusted, goes as far as the front porch to

meet the censors, and conducts them to the front reception-

room. The chief censor then announces to the lord of the

palace that he has come to read out the sentence of such an
one who has been condemned to perform hara-kiri, and that

the second censor has come to witness the execution of the

sentence. The lord of the palace then inquires whether he is

expected to attend the Execution in person, and, if any of the

relations or family of the criminal should beg to receive his

remains, whether their request should be complied with ; after

this he announces that he will order everything to be made
ready, and leaves the room. Tea, a fire-box for smoking, and

sweetmeats are set before the censors; but they decline to

accept any hospitality until their business shall have been

concluded. The minor officials foUow the same rule. If the

censors express a wish to see the place of execution, the re-

tainers of the palace show the way, and their lord accompanies

z 2
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them; in this, however, he may be replaced by one of his hard

or councillors. They then return, and take their seats in the

reception-room. After this, when all the preparations have

been made, the master of the house leads the censors to the

place where the sentence is to be read ; and it is etiquette that

they should wear both sword and dirk.^ The lord of the

palace takes his place on one side ; the inferior censors sit

on either side in a lower place. The councillors and other

officers of the palace also take their places. One of the

councillors present, addressing the censors without moving
from his place, asks whether he shall bring forth the pri-

soner.

Previously to this, the retainers of the palace, going to

the room where the prisoner is confined, inform him that, as

the censors have arrived, he should change his dress, and the

attendants bring out a change of clothes upon a large tray

:

it is when he has finished his toilet that the witnesses go

forth and take their places in the appointed order, and the

principal is then introduced. He is preceded by one man,
who should be of the rank of Mono-gashira (retainer of the

fourth rank), who wears a dirk, but no sword. Six men act

as attendants ; they should be of the fifth or sixth rank ; they

walk on either side of the principal. They are followed by

one man who should be of the rank of Ydnin (councillor of

the second class). When they reach the place, the leading man
draws on one side and sits down, and the six attendants sit

down on either side of the principal. The officer who followa

him sits down behind him, and the chief censor reads the

sentence.

"When the reading of the sentence is finished, the principal

leaves the room and again changes his clothes, and the chief

censor immediately leaves the palace; but the lord of the

palace does not conduct him to the door. The second

censor returns to the reception-room until the principal has

changed his clothes. When the principal has taken bis seat

' A Japanese removes his s.word on entering a house, retaining only hiii

dirk.
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at the place of execution, the couucillors of the palace

announce to the second censor that all is ready ; he then

proceeds to the place, wearing his sword and dirk. The lord

of the palace, also wearing his sword and dirk, takes his seat

on one side. The inferior censors and councillors sit in front

of the censor : they wear the dirk only. The assistant second
brings a dirk upon a tray, and, having placed it in front ol

the principal, withdraws on one side : when the principal leans

his head forward, his chief second strikes off his head, which
is immediately shown to the censor, who identifies it, and
tells the master of the palace that he is satisfied, and thanks
liim for all his trouble. The corpse, as it lies, is hidden by a

white screen which is set up around it, and incense is brought

out. The witnesses leave the place. The lord of the palace

accompanies them as far as the porch, and the retainers pros-

trate themselves in the yard as before. The retainers who
should be present at the place of execution are one or two
councillors {Ka,r6), two or three second councillors {Ydnin),

two or three Monogashira, one chief of the palace (Biisui), six

attendants, one chief second, two assistant seconds, one man to

carry incense, who need not be a person of rank—any Samurai
will do. They attend to the setting up of the white screen.

The duty of burying the corpse and of setting the place in

order again devolves upon four men ; these are selected from

Samurai of the middle or lower class ; during the perform-

ances of their duties, they hitch up their trousers and wear

neither sword nor dirk. Their names are previously sent in

to the censor, who acts as witness ; and to the junior censors,

should they desire it. Before the arrival of the chief censor,

the requisite utensils for extinguishing a fire are prepared,

firemen are engaged,^ and officers constantly go the rounds

to watch against fire. From the time when the chief censor

comes into the house until he leaves it, no one is allowed to

enter the premises. The servants on guard at the entrance

porch should wear their hempen dresses of ceremony. Every-

> In Japan, where fires are of daily occurrence, the fire-bnckets and other

uteasils form part of the gala dress of the house of a person of rank.
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tiling in the palace should be conducted with decorum, and
the strictest attention paid in all things.

When any one is condemned to hara-Tciri, it would be well

that people should go to the palace of the Prince of Higo,

and learn what transpired at the execution of the E6nins of

Asano Takumi no Kami. It is my intention to annex a plan

of the event. A curtain was hung round the garden in front

of the reception-room ; three mats were laid down, and upon
these was placed a white cloth. The condemned men were
kept in the reception-room, and summoned, one by one ; two
men, one on each side, accompanied them ; the second fol-

lowed behind ; and they proceeded together to the place of

execution. When the execution was concluded in each case,

the corpse was hidden from the sight of the chief witness by
a white screen, folded up in white cloth, placed on a mat, and
carried off to the rear by two foot-soldiers ; it was then placed

in a coffin. The blood-stained ground was sprinlded with
sand, and swept clean ; fresh mats were laid down, and the

place prepared anew ; after which the next man was sum-
moned to come forth.

ON CERTAIN THINGS TO BE BORNE IN MIND BY THE
WITNESSES.

When a clansman is ordered by his feudal lord to perform
Imra-hiri, the sentence must be read out by the censor of the

clan, who also acts as witness. He should take his place in

front of the criminal, at a distance of twelve feet ; according
to some books, the distance should be eighteen feet, and he
should sit obliquely, not facing the criminal ; he should lay
his sword down by his side, but, if he pleases, he may wear
it in his girdle ; he must read out the sentence distinctly. If

the sentence be a long document, to begin reading in a very
loud voice and afterwards drop into a whisper has an appear-
ance of faint-heartedness ; but to read it throughout in a low
voice is worse still : it should be delivered clearly from begin-
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niug to end. It is the duty of the chief witness to set an
example of fortitude to the other persons who are to take

part in the execution. "When the second has iinished his

work, he carries the head to the chief witness, who, after in-

specting it, must declare that he has identified it ; he then
should take his sword, and leave his place. It is sufficient,

however, that the head should be struck off without being

carried to the chief witness ; in that case, the second receives

his instructions beforehand. On rising, the cliief witness

should step out with his left foot and turn to the left. If the

ceremony takes place out of doors, the chief witness, wearing

his sword and dirk, should sit upon a box ; he must wear his

hempen dress of ceremony ; he may hitch his trousers up
slightly ; according to his rank, he may wear his full dress

—

that is, wings over his full dress. It is the part of the chief

witness to instruct the seconds and others in the duties which
they have to perform, and also to preconcert measures in the

event of any mishap occurring.

If whilst the various persons to be engaged in the ceremony

are rubbing up their miiitaxy lore, and preparing themselves

for the event, any other person should come in, they should

immediately turn the conversation. Persons of the rank of

Samurai should be familiar with all the details of the hara-

hiri ; and to be seen discussing what should be done in case

anything went wrong, and so forth, woiild have an appear-

ance of ignorance. If, however, an intimate friend should

go to the place, rather than have any painful concealment, he

may be constdted upon the whole affair.

When the sentence has been read, it is probable that the

condemned man will have some last words to say to the chief

witness. It must depend on the nature of what he has to say

whether it will be received or not. If he speaks in a confused

or bewildered manner, no attention is paid to it : his second

should lead him away, of his own accord or at a sign from

the chief witness.

If the condemned man be a person who has been given in

charge to a prince by the Government, the prince after the
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reading of the sentence, should send his retainers to the

prisoner with a message to say that the decrees of the Govern-

ment are not to be eluded, but that if he has any last wishes

to express, they are ordered by their lord to receive them. If

the prisoner is a man of high rank, the lord of the palace

should go in person to hear his last wishes.

The condemned man should answer in the following

way :

—

" Sir, I thank you for your careful consideration, but 1 have

nothing that I wish to say. I am greatly indebted to you

for the great kindness which I have received since I have

been under your charge. I beg you to take my respects to

your lord and to the gentlemen of your clan who have treated

me so well." Or he may say, " Sirs, I have nothing to say
;

yet, since you are so kind as to think of me, I should be
obliged if you would deliver such and such a message to

such an one." This is the proper and becoming sort of

speech for the occasion. If the prisoner entrusts them with
any message, the retainers should receive it in such a manner
as to set his mind at rest. Should he ask for writing ma-
terials in order to write a letter, as this is forbidden by the

law, they should tell him so, and not grant his request. Still

they must feel that it is painful to refuse the request of a

dying man, and must do their best to assist him. They must
exhaust every available kindness and civility, as was done in

the period Genroku, in the case of the Eonins of Asano Takumi
no Kanii. The Prince of Higo, after the sentence had been
read, caused paper and writing-materials to be taken to their

room. If the prisoner is light-headed from excitement, it is

no use furnishing him with writing-materials. It must
depend upon circumstances ; but when a man has murdered
another, having made up his mind to abide by the conse-

quences, then that man's execution should be carried through
with all honour. When a man kills another on the spot, in a
fit of ungovernable passion, and then is bewildered and dazed
by his own act, the same pains need not be taken to conduct
matters punctiliously. If the prisoner be a careful man, he will
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take an early opportunity after be has been given in charge
to express his wishes. To carry kindness so far as to supply
writing-materials and the lilce is not obligatory. If.any doubt
exists upon the point, the chief witness may \>e consulted.

After the Eonins of Asano Takumi no Kami had heard
their sentence in the palace of Matsudaira Oki no Kami, that

Daimio in person went and took leave of them, and calling

Oishi Chikara,! the son of their chief, to him, said, " I have
heard that your mother is at home in your own country

;

how she will grieve when she hears of your death and that

of your father, I can well imagine. If you have any message
that you wish to leave for her, tell me, without standing upon
ceremony, and I will transmit it without delay." For a while

Chikara kept his head bent down towards the ground ; at last

he drew back a little, and, lifting his- head, said, " I humbly
thanlc your lordship for what you have been pleased to say.

My father warned me from the first that our crime was so

great that, even v/ere we to be pardoned by a gracious judg-

ment upon one count, I must not forget that there would be a

hundred million counts against us for which we must commit
suicide- ; and that if I disregarded his words his hatred would
pursue me after death. My father impressed this upon me at

the temple called Sengakuji, and again when I was separated

from him to be taken to the palace of Prince Sengoku. Now
my father and myself have been condemned to perform hara-

kiri, according to the wish of our hearts. Still I cannot

forget to think of my mother. When we parted at Kiy6to,

she told me that our separation would be for long, and she

bade me not to play the coward when I thought of her.

As I took a long leave of her then, I have no message to send

to her now." When he spoke thus, Oki no Kami and all

his retainers, who were drawn up around him, were moved

to tears in admiration of his heroism.

Although it is right that the condemned man should batlie

and partake of wine and food, these details should be cur-

1 Oishi Chikara was separated from his father, who was one of the seven

teen delivered over to the charge of the Prince of Higo.
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tailed. Even should lie desire these favours, it must depend
upon his conduct whether they be granted or refused. He
should be caused to die as quickly as possible. Should he
wish for some water to drink, it should be given to him. If

in his talk he should express himself like a noble Samurai,
all pains should be exhausted in carrying out his execution.

Yet however careful a man he may be, as he nears his death
his usual demeanour will undergo a change. If the execution

is delayed, in all probability it will cause the prisoner's

courage to fail him ; therefore, as soon as the sentence shall

have been passed, the execution should be brought to a con-
clusion. This, again, is a point for the chief witness to

remember.

CONCEENING SECONDS (KAISHAKU).

When the condemned man is one who has been given in

charge for execution, six attendants are employed ; when the
execution is within the clan, then two or three attendants

will suf&ce ; the number, however, must depend upon the

rank of the principal. Men of great nerve and strength must
be selected for the office ; they must wear their hempen
dress of ceremony, and tuck up their trousers ; they must
on no account wear either sword or dirk, but have a small
poniard hidden in their bosom : these are the officers who
attend upon the condemned man when he changes his dress,

and who sit by him on the right hand and on the left hand
to guard him whilst the sentence is being read. In the event
of any mistake occurring (such as the prisoner attempting to

escape), they knock him down ; and should he be unable to

stand or to walk, they help to support him. The attendants
accompanying the principal to the place of execution, if they
are six in number, four of them take their seats some way off

and mount guard, while the other two should sit close behind
the principal. They must understand that should there be
any mistake they must throw the condemned man, and,
holding him down, cut off' his head with their poniard, or
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stab liini to death. If the second hungles in cutting off the

head and the principal attempts to rise, it is the duty of the

attendants to kill him. They must help him to take off his

upper garments and bare his body. In recent times, how-
ever, there have been cases where the upper garments have
not been removed : this depends upon circumstances. The
setting up of the white screen, and the laying the corpse in

the coffin, are duties which, although they may be performed

by other officers, originally devolved upon the six attendants.

When a common man is executed, he is bound with cords,

and so made to take his place ; but a Samurai wears his dress

of ceremony, is presented with a dagger, and dies thus.

There ought to be no anxiety lest such a man should attempt

to escape ; still, as there is no knowing what these six at-

tendants may be called upon to do, men should be selected

who thoroughly understand their business.

The seconds are three in number—the chief second, the

assistant second, and the inferior second. When the execution

is carried out with proper solemnity, three men are employed;

still a second and assistant second are sufficient. If three

men serve as seconds, their several duties are as follows :

—

The chief second strikes off the head ; that is his duty : he

is the most important officer in the execution by hara-'kiri.

The assistant second brings forward the tray, on which is

placed the dirk ; that is his duty : he must perform his part

in such a manner that the principal second is not hindered in

his work. The assistant second is the officer of second im-

portance in the execution. The third or inferior second

carries the head to the chief witness for identification ; and in

the event of something suddenly occurring to hinder either of

the other two seconds, he should bear in mind that he must

be ready to act as his substitute: his is an office of great

importance, and a proper person must be selected to fill it.

Although there can be no such thing as a kaisJiaku

(second) in any case except in one of hara-kiri, still in old

times guardians and persons who assisted others were also

called JcaishaJmi : the reason for this is because the kaishaku,
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or sscond, conies to tbe assistance of the principal. If the

principal were to make any mistake at the fatal moment, it

would he a disgrace to his dead body : it is in order to

prevent such mistakes that the haishakii, or second, is

employed. It is the duty of the kaislial-u to consider this

as his first duty.

When a man is appointed to act as second to another, what
shall he said of him if he accepts the office with a smiling

face ? Yet must he not put on a face of distress. It is as

well to attempt to excuse oneself from performing the duty.

There is no heroism in cutting a man's head off well, and it is

a disgrace to do it in a bungling manner
;
yet must not a man

allege lack of skill as a pretext for evading the office, for it is an
unworthy thing that a Samurai shoidd want the skill required

to behead a man. If there are any that advocate employing
young men as seconds, it should rather be said that their

hands are inexpert. To play the coward and yield up the

office to another man is out of the question. When a man
is called upon to perform the office, he should express his

readiness to use his sword (the dirk may be employed, but
the sword is the proper weapon). As regards the sword, the

second should borrow that of the principal : if there is any
objection to tliis, he should receive a sword from his lord ; he
should not use his own sword. When the assistant seconds
have been appointed, the three should take counsel together

about the details of the place of execution, when they have been
carefully instructed by their superiors in all the ceremonies

;

and having made careful inquiry, should there be anything
wrong, they should appeal to their superiors for instruction.

The seconds wear their dresses of ceremony when the criminal
is a man given in charge by the Government : when he is one
of their own clan, they need only wear the trousers of the
Samurai. In old days it is said that they were dressed in
the same way as the principal ; and some authorities assert

that at the hara-kiri of a nobleman of high rank the seconds
should wear white clotlies, and that the handle of the sword
should be wrapped in white silk. If the execution takos
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place in the house, they should partially tuck up their

trousers; if in the garden, they should tuck them up
entirely.

The seconds should address the principal, and say, " Sir,

we have been appointed to act as your seconds ; we pray you
to set your mind at rest," and so forth ; but this must depend
upon the raiil<: of the criminal. At this time, too, if the

principal has any last wish to express, the second should

receive it, and should treat him with every consideration in

order to relieve his anxiety. If the second has been selected

by the priucipal on account of old friendship between them,

or if the latter, during the time that he has been in charge, has

begged some special retainer of the palace to act as his second

in the event of his being condemned to death, the person so

selected should thank the principal for choosing so unworthy

a person, and promise to beg his lord to allow him to act as

second : so he should answer, and comfort him, and having

reported the matter to his lord, should act as second. He
should take that opportunity to borrow his luincipal's sword

in some such terms as the following :
" As I am to have the

honour of being your second, I would fain borrow your sword

for the occasion. It may be a consolation to you to perish

by your own sword, with which you are familiar." If, how-

ever, the principal declines, and prefers to be executed with

the second's sword, his wish must be complied with. If the

second should make an awkward cut with his own sword, it

is a disgrace to him ; therefore he should borrow some one

else's sword, so that the blame may rest with the sword, and

not with the swordsman. Although this is the rule, and

although every Samurai should wear a sword fit to cut off

a man's head, still if the principal has begged to be executed

with the second's own sword, it must be done as he desires.

It is probable that the condemned man will inquire of his

second about the arrangements which have been made : he

must attend therefore to rendering himself capable of answer-

ing all such questions. Once upon a time, when the con-

demned man inquired of his second whether his head would
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be cut off at the moment when he received the tray with the

dirk upon it, " No," replied the second ;
" at the moment when

you stab yourself with the dirk your head will be cut off."

At the execution of one San6, he told his' second that, when
he had stabbed himself in the belly, he would utter a cry

;

and begged him to be cool when he cut off his head. The
second replied that he would do as he wished, but begged
him in the meantime to take the tray with the dirk, according

to proper form. Wlien Sau6 reached out his nand to take

the tray, the second cut off his head immediately. Now,
although this was not exactly right, still as the second acted

so in order to save a Samurai from the disgrace of performing
the Jiara-Jciri improperly (by crying out), it can never be
wrong for a second to act kindly. If the principal urgently

requests to be allowed really to disembowel himself, his wish
may, according to circumstances, be granted; but in this

case care must be taken that no time be lost in striking off

the head. The custom of striking off the head, the prisoner
only going through the semblance of disembowelling himself,

dates from the period Yemp6 (about 190 years ago).

When the principal has taken his place, the second strips

his right shoulder of the dress of ceremony, which he allows
to fall behind his sleeve, and, drawing his sword, lays down
the scabbard, taking care that his weapon is not seen by the
principal; then he takes his place on the left of the principal
and close behind him. The principal should sit facing the
west, and the second facing the north, and in that position
should he strike the blow. When the second perceives the
assistant second bring out thetray on which is laid the dirk,

he must brace up his nerves and settle his heart beneath his
navel : when the tray is laid down, he must put himself in
position to strike the blow. He shoiild step out first with the
left foot, and then change so as to bring his right foot forward:
this is the position which he should assume to strike ; he may,
however, reverse the position of his feet. When the principal
removes his upper garments, the second must poise his sword

:

when the principsd reaches out his hand to draw the tray
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towards him, as he leans his head forward a little, is the exact

moment for the second to strilce. There are all sorts of

traditions about this. Some say that the principal should
take the tray and raise it respectfully to his head, and set it

down ; and that this is the moment to strike. There are three

rules for the time of cutting off the head : the first is when
the dirk is laid on the tray ; the second is when the prin-

cipal looks at the left side of his belly before inserting

the dirk ; the third is when he inserts the dirk. If these

three moments are allowed to pass, it becomes a difficult

matter to cut off the head : so says tradition. However,
four moments for cutting are also recorded : first, when the

assistant second retires after having laid down the stand on
which is the dirk; second, when the principal draws the

stand towards him ; third, when he takes the dirk in his

hand; fourth, when he makes the incision into the belly.

Although all four ways are approved, still the first is too

soon ; the last three are right and proper. In short, the blow
should be struck without delay. If he has struck off the

head at a blow without failure, the second, taking care not to

raise his sword, but holding it point downwards, should retire

backward a little and wipe his weapon kneeling ; he should

have plenty of white paper ready in his girdle or in his bosom
to wipe away the blood and rub up his sword ; having re-

placed his sword in its scabbard, he should readjust his

upper garments and take his seat to the rear. When the

head has fallen, the junior second should enter, and, taking up
the head, present it to the witness for inspection. When he

has identified it, the ceremony is concluded. If there is no

assistant or junior second, the second, as soon as he has cut

off the head, carrying his sword reversed in his left hand,

should take the head in his right hand, holding it by the top-

knot of hair, should advance towards the witness, passing on

the right side of the corpse, and show the right profile of the

head to the witness, resting the chin of the head upon the

hilt of his sword, and kneeling on his left knee ; then return-

ing again round by the left of the corpse, kneeling on his left
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knee, and carrying the head in his left hand and resting it on
the edge of his sword, he should again show the left profile to

the witness. It is also laid down as another rule, that the

second, laying down his sword, should take out paper from the

bosom of his dress, and placing the head in the palm of his

left hand, and taking the top-knot of hair in his right hand,

should lay the head upon the paper, and so submit it for

inspection. Either way may be said to be right.

Note.—To lay down thick paper, and place the head on it, shows a

disposition to pay respect to the head ; to place it on the edge of the

sword is insulting : the course pursued must depend upon the rank

of the person. If the ceremony is to' be curtailed, it may end with

the cutting off of the head : that must be settled beforehand, in

consultation with the witness. In the event of the second making

a false cut, so as not to strike off the head at a blow, the second

must take the head by the top-knot, and, pressing it down, cut it off.

Should he take had aim and cut the shoulder by mistake, and

should the principal rise and cry out, before he has time to writhe,

he .'•hould hold him down and stab him to death, and then cut off his

head, or the assistant seconds, who are sitting behind, should come
forward and hold him down, while the chief second cuts off his

head. It may be necessary for the second, after he has cut off the

head, to push down the body, and then take up the head for inspec-

tion. If the body does not fall at once, which is said to be some-

times the case, the second should pull the feet to make it fall.

There are some who say that the perfect way for the second to

cut off the head is not to cut right through the neck at a blow, but
to leave a little uncut, and, as the head hangs by the skin, to seize

thetoplcnot and slice it off, and then submit it for inspection. The
reason of this ia, lest, the head being struck off at a blow, the cere-

mony should be confounded with an ordinary execution. According
to the old authorities, this is the proper and respectful manner.
'Vfter the head is cut off, the eyes are apt to blink, and the mouth
(,0 move, and to bite the pebbles and sand. This being hateful to

see, at what amongst Samurai is so important an occasion, and being
a shameful thing, it is held to be best not to let the head fall, but
to hold back a little in delivering the blow. Perhaps this may be
right ; yet it is a very difficult matter to cut so as to leave the head
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hanging by a little flesh, and there is the danger of missing the cut

;

and as any mistake in the cut is most horrible to see, it is better to

strike a fair blow at once. Others say that, even when the head is

struck off at a blow, the semblance of slicing it off should be gone
through afterwards

; yet be it borne in mind that this is unnecessary.

Three methods of carrying the sword are recognized

amongst those skilled in swordmanship. If the rank of the

principal be high, the sword is raised aloft ; if the principal

and second are of equal rank, the sword is carried at the

centre of the body ; if the principal be of inferior rank, the

sword is allowed to hang downwards. The proper position

for the second to strike from is kneeling on one knee, but
there is no harm in his standing up : others say that, if the

execution takes place inside the house, the second should

kneel; if in the garden, he should stand. These are not points

upon which to insist obstinately: a man should strike in

whatever position is most convenient to him.

The chief duty for the assistant second to bear in mind is

the bringing in of the tray with the dirk, which should be

produced very quietly when the principal takes his place : it

should be placed so that the condemned man may have

to 1 retch his hand well out in order to reach it.^ The
assistant second then returns to his own place ; but if the

condemned man shows any signs of agitation, the assistant

second must lend his assistance, so that the head may be

properly cut off. It once happened that the condemned man,

having received the tray from the assistant second, held it up
for a long time without putting it down, until those near him
had over and over again urged him to set it down. It also

happens that after the tray has been set down, and the assistant

second has retired, the condemned man does not put out his

hand to take it ; then must the assistant second press him

to take it. Also the principal may ask that the tray be placed

a little nearer to him, in which case his wish must be granted.

The tray may also be placed in such a way that the assistant

' Tt shonld be placed about three feet away from him.

A A
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second, holding it in his left hand, may reach the dirk to the

condemned man, who leans forward to take it. Which is the

best of all these ways is uncertain. The object to aim at

is, that the condemned man should lean forward to receive

the blow. Whether the assistant second retires, or not, must
depend upon the attitude assumed by the condemned man.

If the prisoner be an unruly, violent man, a fan, instead of

a dirk, should be placed upon the tray ; and should he object
.to this, he should be told, in answer, that the substitution of
the fan is an ancient custom. This may occur sometimes. It

is said that once upon a time, in one of the palaces of the
Daimios, a certain brave matron murdered a man, and having
been allowed to die with all the honours of the hara-kiri, a
fan was placed upon the tray, and her head was cut off. This
may be considered right and proper. If the condemned man
appears inclined to be turbulent, the seconds, without showing
any sign of alarm, should hurry to his side, and, urging him
to get ready, quickly cause him to make all his preparations
with speed, and to sit down in his place; the chief second,
then drawing his sword, should get ready to strike, and,
ordering him to proceed as fast as possible with the cere-
mony of receiving the tray, should perform his duty without
appearing to be afraid.

A certain Prince Kato, having condemned one of his
councillors to death, assisted at the ceremony behind a
curtain of slips of bamboo. The councillor, whose name was
Katayama, was bound, and during that time glared fiercely at
the curtain, and showed no signs of fear. The chief second
was a man named Jihei, who had always been used to treat
Katayama with great respect. So Jihei, sword in hand, said
to Katayama, " Sir, your last moment has arrived : be so good
as to turn your cheek so that your head may be straight"
When Katayama heard this, he replied, "Fellow, you are in-
solent;" and as he was looking round, Jihei struck the fatal
blow. The lord Kat6 aftei-wards inquired of Jihei what was
the reason of this; and he replied that, as lie saw that the
pnsoner was meditating treason, he determined to kill him at
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once, and put a stop to this rebellious spirit. This is a pattern

for other seconds to bear in mind.

When the head has been struck off, it becomes the duty of

the junior second to take it up by the top-knot, and, placing

it upon some thick paper laid over the palm of his hand, to

carry it for inspection by the witness. This ceremony has

been explained above. If the head be bald, he should pierce

the left ear with the stiletto carried in the scabbard of his

dirk, and so carry it to be identified. He must carry thick

paper in the bosom of his dress. Inside the paper he shall

.place a bag with rice bran and ashes, in order that he may
carry the head without being sullied by the blood. When the

identification of the head is concluded, the junior second's

duty is to place it in a bucket.

If anything should occur to hinder the chief second, the

assistant second must take his place. It happened on one

occasion that before the execution took place the chief second

lost his nerve, yet he cut off the head without any difficulty

;

but when it came to taking up the head for inspection, his

nervousness so far got the better of him as to be extremely

inconvenient. This is a thing against which persons acting as

seconds have to guard.

As a corollary to the above elaborate statement of the cere-

monies proper to be observed at the hara-kiri, I may here

describe an instance of such an execution which I was sent

officially to witness. The condemned man was Taki Zenza-

bur3, an officer of the Prince of Bizen, who gave the order to

fire upon the foreign settlement at Hiogo in the month of

February 1868,—an attack to which I have alluded in the

preamble to the story of the Eta Maiden and the Hatamoto.

Up to that time no foreigner had witnessed such an execution,

which was rather looked upon as a traveller's fable.

The ceremony, which was ordered by the Mikado himself,

took place at 10.30 at night in the temple of Seifukuji, the

AA 2
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head-quarters of the Satsuma troops at Hiogo. A witness was

sent fiom each of the foreign legations. We were seven

foreigners in all.

We were conducted to the temple by officers of the Princes

of Satsuma and Choshiu. Although the ceremony was to be

conducted in the most private manner, the casual remarks
which we overheard in the streets, and a crowd lining the

principal entrance to the temple, showed that it was a matter

of no little interest to the public. The courtyard of the temple
presented a most picturesque sight; it was crowded with
soldiers standing about in knots round large fires, which
threw a dim flickering light over the heavy eaves and quaint
gable-ends of the sacred buildings. "We were shown into an
inner room, where we were to wait until the preparation for

the ceremony was completed : in the next room to us were
the high Japanese officers. After a long interval, which
seemed doubly long from the silence which prevailed, Ito

Shunskd, the provisional Governor of Hiogo, came and took
down our names, and informed us that seven kenshi, sheriffs

or witnesses, would attend on the part of the Japanese. He
and another officer represented the Mikado ; two captains of

Satsuma's infantry, and two of Choshiu's, with a represen-
tative of the Prince of Bizen, the clan of the condemned
man, completed the number, which was probably arranged
in order to tally with that of the foreigners. Ito Shunsk6
further inquired whether we wished to put any questions to

the prisoner. We replied in the negative.

A further delay then ensued, after which we were in-nted
to follow the Japanese witnesses into the hondo or main hall
of the temple, where the ceremony was to be performed. It

was an imposing scene. A large hall with a high roof sup-
ported by dark pillars of wood. From the ceiling hung a
profusion of those huge gilt lamps and ornaments' peculiar
to Buddhist temples. In front of the high altar, where the
floor, covered with beautiful white mats, is raised some three
or four inches from the ground, was laid a rug of scarlet felt
Tall candles placed at regular intervals gave out a dim mys-
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terious light, just sufficient to let all the proceedings be
seen. The seven Japanese took their places on the left of

the raised floor, the seven foreigners on the right. No other

person was present.

After an interval of a few minutes of anxious suspense,

Taki Zenzaburo, a stalwart man, thirty-two years of age, with

a noble air, walked into the hall attired in his dress of cere-

mony, with the peculiar hempen-cloth wings which are worn

on great occasions. He was accompanied by a Tcaiskaku and

three officers, who wore the jiwhaori or war surcoat with gold-

tissue facings. The word kaishaku, it should be observed, is

one to which our word executioner is no equivalent term. The
office is that of a gentleman : in many cases it is performed

by a kinsman or friend of the condemned, and the relation

between them is rather that of principal and second than

that of victim and executioner. In this instance the kai-

shaku was a pupil of Taki Zenzabuio, and was selected by

the friends of the latter from among their own number for

his skill in swordsmanship.

With the kaishaku on his left hand, Taki Zenzaburo ad-

vanced slowly towards the Japanese witnesses, and the two

bowed before them, then drawing near to the foreigners they

saluted us in the same way, perhaps even with more deference :

in each case tlie salutation was ceremoniously returned.

Slowly, and with great dignity, the condemned man mounted

on to the raised floor, prostrated himself before the high altar

twice, and seated^ himself on the felt carpet with his back

to the high altar, the kaishaku crouching on his left-hand

side. One of the three attendant officers then came forward,

bearing a stand of the kind used in temples for offerings, on

which, wrapped in paper, lay the wakizashi, the short sword

or dirk of the Japanese, nine inches and a half in length, with

a point and an edge as sharp as a razor's. This he handed,

prostrating himself, to the condemned man, who received it

> Seated himself—that Is, in the Japanese fashion, his knees and toes

touching the ground, and his body resting on his heels. In this position,

which is one of respect, he remained until his death.
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reverently, raising it to his head with both hands, and placed

it in front of himself.

After another profound obeisance, Taki Zenzaburo, in a

voice which betrayed just so much emotion and hesitation

as might be expected from a man who is making a painful

confession, but with no sign of either in his face or manner,

spoke as follows :

—

" I, and I alone, unwarrantably gave the order to fire on the

foreigners at Kobe, and again as they tried to escape. For
this crime I disembowel myself, and I beg you who are

^rgsent to do me the honour of witnessing the act."

Bowing once more, the speaker allowed his upper garments
to slip down to his girdle, and remained naked to the waist.

Carefully, according to custom, he tucked his sleeves under his

knees to prevent himself from falling backwards ; for a noble

Japanese gentleman should die falling forwards. Delibe-

rately, with a steady hand, he took the dirk that lay before

liim ; he looked at it wistfully, almost affectionately ; for a
moment he seemed to collect his thoughts for the last time,

and then stabbing himself deeply below the waist on the

left-hand side, he drew the dirk slowly across to the right

side, and, turning it in the wound, gave a slight cut upwards.
During this sickeningly painful operation he never moved a

muscle of his face. When he drew out the dirk, he leaned
forward and stretched out his neck ; an expression of pain
for the first time crossed his face, but he uttered no sound.
At that moment the kaishalm, who, still crouching by his

side, had been keenly watching his every movement, sprang
to his feet, poised his sword for a second in the air ; there
was a flash, a heavy, ugly thud, a crashing fall ; with one
blow Hie l#ad had been severed from the body.
A dead silence followed, broken only by the hideous noise

of the blooS throbbing out of the inert heap before us, which
but a moment before had been a brave and chivalrous man.
It was horrible.

The l:aishahu made a low bow, wiped his sword with a
piece of paper which he had ready for the purpose, and retired
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from the raised floor; and the stained dirk was solemnly
borne away, a bloody proof of the execution.
The two representatives of the Mikado then left their

places, and, crossing over to where the foreign witnesses sat,
called us^to witness that the sentence of death upon Taki
Zenzaburo had been faithfully carried out. The ceremony
being at an end, we left the temple.
The ceremony, to which the place and the hour gave an

additional solemnity, was characterized throughout by that
extreme dignity and punctiliousness which are the distinctive
marks of the proceedings of Japanese gentlemen of rank

;

and it is important to note this fact, because it carries with
it the conviction that the dead man was indeed the officer

who had committed the crime, and no substitute. While pro-
foundly impressed by the terrible scene it was impossible at
the same time not to be filled with admiration of the firm
and manly bearing of the sufferer, and of the nerve with
which the kaishahi performed his last duty to his master.
Nothing could more strongly show the force of education.
The Samurai, or gentleman of the military class, from his

earliest years learns to look upon the hara-kiri as a ceremony
in which some day he may be called upon to play a part as

principal or second. In old-fashioned families, which hold
to the traditions of ancient chivalry, the child is instructed

iu the rite and familiarized with the idea as an houourable
expiation of crime or blotting out of disgrace. If the hour
comes, he is prepared for it, and bravely faces an ordeal

which early training has robbed of half its liorrois. In what
other country in the world does a man learn that the last

tribute of affection which he may have to pay to his best

friend may be to act as his executioner ?

Since I wrote the above, we have heard that, before his

entry into the fatal hall, Taki Zenzabur& called round him
aU those of his own clan who were present, many of whom
had carried out his order to fire, and, addressing them in a

shoii; speech, acknowledged the heinousness of his crime and

the justice of his senteuae and warned them solemnly to
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avoid any repetition of attacks upon foreigners. They were
also addressed by the officers of the Mikado, who urged them
to bear no ill-will against us on account of the fate of their

fellow-clansman. They declared that they entertained no
such feeling.

The opinion has been expressed that it would have been
politic for the foreign representatives at the last moment to

have interceded for the life of Taki Zenzaburo. The question

is believed to have been debated among the representatives

themselves. My own belief is that mercy, although it might
have produced the desired effect among the more civilized

clans, would have been mistaken for weakness and fear by
those wilder people who have not yet a personal knowledge
of foreigners. The offence^an attack upon the flags and
subjects of all the Treaty Powers, which lack of skUl, not of

will, alone prevented from ending in a universal massacre

—

was the gravest that has been committed upon foreigners

since their residence in Japan. Death was undoubtedly
deserved, and the form chosen was in Japanese eyes mer-
ciful and yet judicial. The crime might have involved a war
and cost hundreds of lives ; it was wiped out by one death.

I believe that, in the interest of Japan as well as in our own,
the course pursued was wise, and it was very satisfactory to

me to find that one of the ablest Japanese ministers, with
whom I had a discussion upon the subject, was quite of my
opinion.

The ceremonies observed at the hara-kiri appear to vary
slightly in detail in different parts of Japan ; but the fol-

lowing memorandum upon the subject of the rite, as it used
to be practised at Yedo during the rule of the Tycoon,
clearly establishes its judicial character. I translated it from
a paper drawn up for me by a Japanese who was able to
speak of what he had seen himself. Three different cere-
monies are described :

—

1st. Ceremonies observed at the "hara-hiri" of a Ratamoto
{"petty nolle of the Tycoon's court) in prison.—This is con-
ducted with great secrecy. Six mats are spread in a large
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courtyard of the prison ; an ometsuke (oificer whose duties

appear to consist in the surveillance of other officers), assisted

by two other ometsukSs of the second and third class, acts as

kenshi (sheriff or witness), and sits in front of the mats. The
condemned man, attired in his dress of ceremony, and wearing

his wings of hempen cloth, sits in the centre of the mats. At
each of the four corners of the mats sits a prison official.

Two officers of the Governor of the city act as kaishaku (exe-

cutioners or seconds), and take their place, one on the right

hand and the other on the left hand of the condemned. The
kaishaku on the left side, announcing his name and surname,

says, bowing, " I have the honour to act as kaishalm to

you; have you any last wishes to confide to me?" The
condemned man thanks him and accepts the offer or not,

as the case may be. He then bows to the sheriff, and a

wooden dirk nine and a half inches long is placed before him

at a distance of three feet, wrapped in paper, and lying on a

stand such as is used for offerings in temples. As he reaches

forward to take the wooden sword, and stretches out his neck,

the kaishaku on his left-hand side draws his sword and

strikes off his head. The kaishaku on the right-hand side

takes up the head and shows it to the sheriff. The body is

given to the relations of the deceased for burial. His

property is confiscated.

2nd. The ceremonies observed at the " hara-kiri " of a Daimio's

retainer.-^'When the retainer of a Daimio is condemned to

perform the hara-kiri, four mats are placed in the yard of

the yashiki or palace. The condemned man, dressed in his

robes of ceremony, and wearing his wings of hempen cloth,

sits in the centre. An officer acts as chief witness, with a

second witness under him. Two officers, who act as kaishaku,

are on the right and left of the condemned man ; four officers

are placed at the corners of the mats. The kaishaku, as in

the former case, offers to execute the last wishes of the con-

demned. A dirk nine and a half inches long is placed before

him on a stand. In this case the dirk is a real dirk, which

the man takes and stabs himself with on the left side, below
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the navel, drawing it across to the right side. At this

moment, when he leans forward in pain, the kaishahi on

the left-hand side cuts off the head. The kaishaku on the

right-hand side takes up the head, and shows it to the sheriff.

The body is given to the relations for burial. In most cases

the property of the deceased is confiscated.

3rd. Self-immolation of a Daimio on account of disgrace.—
When a Daimio had been guilty of treason or offended

against the Tycoon, inasmuch as the family was disgraced,

and an apology could neither be offered nor accepted, the

offending Daimio was condemned to haror-kiri. Calling his

councillors around him, he confided to them his last will and
testament for transmission to the Tycoon. Then, clothing

himself in his court dress, he disembowelled himself, and cut

his own throat. His councillors then reported the matter to

the Government, and a coroner was sent to investigate it.

To him the retainers handed the last will and testament of

their lord, and he took it to the Gorojiu (first council), who
transmitted it to the Tycoon. If the offence was heinous,

such as would involve the ruin of the whole family, by the

clemency of the Tycoon, half the property might be confis-

cated, and half returned to the heir ; if the offence was trivial,

the property was inherited intact by the heir, and the family

did not suffer.

In aU cases where the crimiaal disembowels himself of his

own accord without condemnation and without investigation,

inasmuch as he is no longer able to defend himself, the offence is

considered as non-proven, and the property is not confiscated.

In the year 1869, a motion was brought forward in the
Japanese parliament by one Ono Seigoro, clerk of the house,
advocating the abolition of the practice of Jiara-kiri. Two
huudred members out of a house of 209 voted against the
motion, which was supported by only three speakers, six

members not voting on either side. In this debate the
seppuku, or hara-kiri, was called "the very shrine of the
Japanese national spirit, and the embodiment in practice of
devotion to principle," " a great ornament to the empire," " a
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pillar of the constitution," " a valuable institution, tending to
the honour of the nobles, and based on a compassionate feeling
towards the official caste," " a pillar of religion and a spur to
virtue." The whole debate (which is well worth reading, and
an able translation of which by Mr. Aston has appeared in a
recent Blue Book) shows the affection with which the Japanese
cling to the traditions of a chivalrous past. It is worthy of
notice that the proposer, Ono SeigorS, who on more than one
occasion rendered himself conspicuous by introducing motions
based upon an admiration of our Western civilization, was
murdered not long after this debate took place.

There are many stories on record of extraordinary heroism
being displayed in the hara-kiri. The case of a young fellow,

only twenty years old, of the Choshiu clan, which was told

me the other day by an eye-witness, deserves mention as a
marvellous instance of determination. Not content with
giving himself the one necessary cut, he slashed himself

thrice horizontally and twice vertically. Then he stabbed
himself in the throat until the dirk protruded on the other

side, with its sharp edge to the front; setting his teeth in one
supreme effort, he drove the Imife forward with both hands
through his throat, and fell dead.

One more story and I have done. During the revolution,

when the Tycoon, beaten on every side, fled ignominiously to

Yedo, he is said to have determined to fight no more, but to

yield everything. A member of his second council went to

him and said, " Sir, the only way for you now to retrieve the

honour of the family of Tokugawa is to disembowel yourself

;

and to prove to you that I am sincere and disinterested in

what I say, I am here ready to disembowel myself with you."

The Tycoon flew into a great rage, saying that he would listen

to no such nonsense, and left the room. His faithful retainer,

to prove his honesty, retired to another part of the castle,

and solemnly performed the hara-kiri.



APPENDIX B.

THE MAERIAGE CEEEMONY.

(From the "Sho-kei Hikki"—Record of Ceremonies.)

The ceremonies observed at marriages are various, and it is

not right for a man, exceeding the bounds of his condition

in life, to transgress against the rules which are laid down.

When the middle-man has arranged the preliminaries of the

marriage between the two parties, he carries the complimen-

tary present, which is made at the time of betrothal, from the

future bridegroom to his destined bride ; and if this present

is accepted, the lady's family can no longer retract their

promise. This is the beginning of the contract. The usual

betrothal presents are as follows. Persons of the higher

classes send a robe of white sUk ; a piece of gold embroidery

for a girdle; a piece of sUk; stuff; a piece of white silk, with

a lozenge pattern, and other silk stuffs (these are made up
into a pile of three layers) ; fourteen barrels of wine, and seven

sorts of condiments. Persons of the middle class send a

piece of white silk stuff; a piece of gold embroidery for a

girdle ; a piece of white silk, with a lozenge pattern, and
other silk .stuffs (these are made up into a pile of two layers)

;

ten barrels of wine, and five sorts of condiments. The lower

classes send a robe of white silk, a robe of coloured sUk, in a

pile of one layer, together with six barrels of wine and three

sorts of condiments. To the future father-in-law is sent a

sword, with a scabbard for slinging, such as is worn in wai'-

time, together with a list of the presents ; to the mother-in-
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law, a silk robe, with wine and condiments. Although all

these presents are right and proper for the occasion, still

they must be regulated according to the means of the persons
concerned. The future father-in-law sends a present of equal
value in return to his son-in-law, but the bride elect sends no
return present to her future husband ; the present from the

father-in-law must by no means be omiuted, but according

to his position, if he be poor, he need only send wine and
condiments.

In sending the presents care must be taken not to fold the

silk robe. The two silk robes that are sent on the marriage

night must be placed with the collars stitched together in a

peculiar fashion.

The ceremonies of sending the litter to fetch the bride

on the wedding night are as follows. In families of good
position, one of the principal retainers on either side is

deputed to accompany the bride and to receive her. Mat-
ting is spread before the entrance-door, upon which the

bride's litter is placed, while the two principal retainers con-

gratulate one another, and the officers of the bridegroom

receive the litter. If a bucket containing clams, to make the

wedding broth, has been sent with the bride, it is carried

and received by a person of distinction. Close by the

entrance-door a fire is lighted on the right hand and on the

left. These fires are called garden-torches. In front of the

corridor along which the litter passes, on the right hand

and on the left, two men and two women, in pairs, place

two mortars, right and left, in which they pound rice ; as the

litter passes, the pounded rice from the left-hand side is moved

across to the right, and the two are mixed together into one.

This is called the blending of the rice-meal.^ Two candles

are lighted, the one' on the right hand and the other on the

left of the corridor ; and after the litter has passed, the

* Cf. Gitton on Roman Marriages, "Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire," vol. iv. p. 345 : "The contracting parties were seated on the sanie

sheepskin; they tasted a salt cake oi far, or rice; and this confarreation,

which denoted the ancient food of Italy, served as an emblem of their mystic

anion of mind and body."
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candle on the left is passed over to the right, and, the two

wicks being brought together, the candles are extinguished.

These last three ceremonies are only performed at the

weddings of persons of high rank; they are not observed

at the weddings of ordinary persons. The bride takes

with her to her husband's house, as presents, two silken

robes sewed together in a peculiar manner, a dress of

ceremony with wings of hempen cloth, an upper girdle

and an under girdle, a fan, either five or seven pocket-

books, and a sword: these seven presents are placed on a

long tray, and their value must depend upon the means of

the family.

The dress of the bride is a white silk robe with a lozenge

pattern, over an under-robe, also of white silk. Over her
head she wears a veil of white silk, which, when she sits

down, she allows to fall about her as a mantle.

The bride's furniture and effects are all arranged
for her by female attendants from her own house on a

day previous to the wedding ; and the bridegroom's effects

are in like manner arranged by the women of his own
house.

When the bride meets her husband in the room where the
relations are assembled, she takes her seat for this once in

the place of honour, her husband sitting in a lower place,

not directly opposite to her, but diagonally, and discreetly
avoiding her glance.

On the raised part of the floor are laid out beforehand two
trays, the preparations for a feast, a table on which are two
wagtails,^ a second table with a representation of Elysium,

' The god who created Japan is called Kunitokodachi no Mikoto. Seven
generations of gods after his time existed Izanagi ito Mikoto and Izanami no
Mikoto—the first a god, the second a goddess. As these two divine beings
were standing upon the floating bridge of heaven, two wagtails cajne ; and the
gods, watching the amorous dalliance of the two birds, invented the art ol
love. From their union thus inaugurated sprang the mountains, the rivers,
the gi-ass, the trees, the remainder of the gods, and mankind. Another fable
IS, that as the two gods were standing on the floating bridge of heaven,
Izanagi no Mikoto, taking the heavcnlv jewelled spear, stirred up the sea,
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fowls, fish, two wine-bottles, three wine-cups, and two sorts of

kettles for warming wine. The ladies go out to meet the -

bride, and invite her into a dressing-room, and, when she has
smoothed her dress, bring her into the room, and she and the

bridegroom take their seats in the places appointed for them.
The two trays are then brought out, and the ladies-in-waiting,

with complimentary speeches, hand dried fish and seaweed,
such as accompany presents, and dried chestnuts to the

couple. Two married ladies then each take one of the wine-
bottles which have been prepared, and place them in the

lower part of the room. Then two handmaids, who act as

wine-pourers, bring the kettles and place them in the lower

part of the room. The two wine-bottles have respectively a

male and female butterfly, made of paper, attached to them.

The female butterfly is laid on its back, and the wine is poured
from the bottle into the kettle. The male butterfly is then
taken and laid on the female butterfly, and the wine from the

bottle is poured into the same kettle, and the whole is trans-

ferred with due ceremony to another kettle of different shape,

which the wine-pourers place in front of themselves. Little

low dining-tables are laid, one for each person, before the

bride and bridegroom, and before the bride's ladies-in-waiting

;

the woman deputed to pour the wine takes the three wine-

cups and places them one on the top of the other before

the bridegroom, who drinks two cups ^ from the upper cup,

and pours a little wine from the full kettle into the empty
kettle. The pouring together of the wine on the wedding

night is symbolical of the union that is being contracted.

The bridegroom next pours out a third cup of wine and

drinks it, and the cup is carried by the ladies to the bride,

who drinks three cups, and pours a little wine from one kettle

into the other, as the bridegroom did. A cup is then set down

and put on the other two, and they are carried back to

and tlie drops which fell from the point of it congealed and became an island,

which was called Onokoro-jima, on which the two gods, descending from

heaven, took np their abode.
' Each cup contains but a sip.
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the raised floor -and arranged as before. After this, coudiments

are set out on the right-hand side of a little table, and
the wine-pourers place the three cups before the bride, who
drinks three cups from the second cup, which is passed to the

bridegroom ; he also drinks three cups as before, and the cups

are piled up and arranged in their original place, by the wine-

pourers. A different sort of condiment is next served on the

left-hand side; and the three cups are again placed before the

bridegroom, who drinks three cups from the third cup, and
the bride does the same. When the cups and tables have
been put back in their places, the bridegroom, rising from his

seat, rests himself for a while. During this time soup of

fishes' fins and wine are served to the bride's ladies-in-waiting

and to the serving-women. They are served with a single wine-

cup of earthenware, placed upon a small square tray, and this

again is set upon a long tray, and a wine-kettle with all sorts

of condiments is brought from the kitchen. When this part

of the feast is over, the room is put in order, and the bride

and bridegroom take their seats again. Soups and a prepara-

tion of rice are now served, and two earthenware cups, gilt

and silvered, are placed on a tray, on which there is a repre-

sentation of the island of Takasago.^ This time butterflies of

gold and silver paper are attached to the wine-kettles. The
bridegroom drinks a cup or two, and the ladies-in-waiting offer

more condiments to the couple. Eice, with hot water poured
over it, according to custom, and carp soup are brought in,

and, the wine having been heated, cups of lacquer ware are

produced ; and it is at this time that the feast commences.
(Up to now the eating and drinking has been merely a form.)
Twelve plates of sweetmeats and tea are served ; and the
dinner consists of three courses, one course of seven dishes,

• In the island of Takasago, in the province of Harima, stands a pine-tree,
called the " pine of mutual old age." At the root the tree is single, hut to-

wards the centre it springs into two stems—an old, old pine, models of which
are used at weddings as a symbol that the happy pair shall reach old age
together. Its evergreen leaves are an emblem of the unchanging constancy
of the heart. Figures of an old man and woman under the tree are the spirits
of the old pine.
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one of five dishes, and one of three dishes, or else two courses

of five dishes and one of three dishes, according to the means
of the family. The above ceremonies are those which are

proper only in families of the highest rank, and are by no
means fitting for the lower classes, who must not step out

of the proper bounds of their position.

There is a popular tradition that, in the ceremony of drink-

ing wine on the wedding night, the bride should drink first,

and then hand the cup to the bridegroom ; but although there

are some authorities upon ceremonies who are in favour of this

course, it is undoubtedly a very great mistake. In the " Record
of Rites," by Confucius, it is written, " The man stands in im-
portance before the woman : it is the right of the strong over

the weak. Heaven ranks before earth ; the prince ranks before

his minister. This law of honour is one." Again, in the

"Book of History," by Confucius, it is written, "The hen
that crows in the morning brings misfortune." In our own
literature in the Jusho (Book of the Gods), "When the

goddesses saw the gods for the first time, they were the first to

cry out, ' Oh ! what beautiful males !
' But the gods were greatly

displeased, and said, 'We, who are so strong and powerful,

should by rights have been the first to speak ; how is it that,

on the contrary, these females speak first ? This is indeed

vulgar.' " Again it is written, " When the gods brought forth

the cripple Hiruko, the Lord of Heaven, answering, said that

liis misfortune was a punishment upon the goddesses who had

presumed to speak first." The same rule therefore exists in

China and in Japan, and it is held to be unlucky that the

wife should take precedence : with this warning people should

be careful how they commit a breach of etiquette, although it

may be sanctioned by the vulgar.

At the wedding of the lower classes, the bride and her

ladies and friends have a feast, but the bridegroom has no

feast ; and when the bride's feast is over, the bridegroom is

called in and is presented with the bride's wine-cup ; but

as the forms observed are very vulgar, it is not worth while

to point out- the rules which guide them. As this night is

u B
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essentially of importance to the married couple only, there

are some writers on ceremonies who have laid down that

no feast need be prepared for the bride's ladies, and in my
opinion they are right: for the husband and wife at the

beginning of their intercourse to be separated, and for the

bride alone to be feasted like an ordinary guest, appears to

be an inauspicious opening. I have thus pointed out two
ill-omened customs which are to be avoided.

The ceremonies observed at the weddings of persons of

ordinary rank are as follows :—The feast which is prepared is

in proportion to the means of the individuals. There must
be three wine-cups set out upon a tray. The ceremony of

drinking wine three times is gone through, as described above,

after which the bride changes her dress, and a feast of throe

courses is produced—two courses of five dishes and one of

thret dishes, or one course of five dishes, one of three, and
one of two, according to the means of the family. A tray,

with a representation of the island of Takasago, is brought
out, and the wine is heated ; sweetmeats of five or seven sorts

are also served in boxes or trays ; and when the tea comes in,

the bridegroom gets up, and goes to rest himself. If the
wine-kettles are of tin, they must not be set out in the room

:

they must be brought in from the kitchen ; and in that case
the paper butterflies are not attached to them.

In old times the bride and bridegroom used to change their
dress three or five times during the ceremony; but at the
present time, after the nine cups of wine have been drunk, in
the manner recorded above, the change of dress takes place
once. The bride puts on the silk robe which she has received
from the bridegroom, while he dons the dress of cerumonj
v.'hich has been brought by the bride.

When these ceremonies have been observed, the bride's
ladies conduct her to the apartments of her parents-in-law.
The bride carries with her silk robes, as presents for her
parents and brothers and sisters-in-law. A tray is brought
out, with three wine-cups, which are set before the parents-
in-law and the bride. Tlie father-in-law drinks three cups
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and hands the cup to the bride, who, after she has drunk two
cups, receives a present from her father-in-law; she then
drinks a third cup, and returns the cup to her father-in-law,
who again drinks three cups. Fish is then brought in, and,
in the houses of ordinary persons, a preparation of rice.

Upon this the motlier-in-law, taking the second cup, drinks
three cups and passes the cup to the bride, who drinks two
cups and receives a present from her mother-in-law ; she then
drinks a third cup and gives back the cup to the mother-in-
law, who drinlts three cups again. Condiments are served,
and, in ordinary houses, soup ; after which the bride drinks
once from the third cup and hands it to her father-in-law,

who drinks thrice from it ; the bride again drinks twice from
it, and after her tlie mother-in-law drinks thrice. The parents-
in-law and the bride thus have drunk in all nine times. If

there are any brothers or sisters-in-law, soup and condiments are

served, and a single porcelain wine-cup is placed beforethem on
a tray, and they drink at theword of command of the father-in-

law. It is not indispensable that soup should be served upon
this occasion. If the parents of the bridegroom are dead, in-

stead of the above ceremony, he leads his bride to make her

obeisances before the tablets on wliicli their names are inscribed.

In old days, after the ceremonies recorded above had been
gone through, the bridegroom used to pay a visit of ceremony
to the bride's parents; but at the present time the visit is paid

before the wedding, and although the forms observed on the

occasion resemble those of the ancient times, still they are

different, and it would be well that we should resume the old

fashion. The two trays wliich had been used at the wedding
feast, loaded with fowl and fish and condiments neatly

arranged, used to be put into a long box and sent to the

father-in-law's house. Five hundred and eighty cakes of rice,

in lacquer boxes were also sent. The modern practice of

sending the rice calces in a bucket is quite contrary to

etiquette: no matter ho-v many lacquer boxes may be re-

quired for the purpose, they are the proper utensils for

sending the cakes in. Three, five, seven, or ten men's loads

bb2
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of presents, according to the means of the family, are also

offered. The son-in-law gives a sword and a silk robe to his

father-in-law, and a silk robe to his mother-in-law,and also gives

presents to his brothers and sisters-in-law. (The ceremony of

drinking wine is the same as that which takes place between

the bride and her parents-in-law, with a very slight deviation :

tlie bridegroom receives no presents from his mother-in-law,

and when the third cnp is drunk the son-in-law drinks before

the father-in-law.) A return visit is paid by the bride's parents

to the bridegroom, at which similar forms are obsei-ved.

At the weddings of the great, the bridal chamber is com-
posed of three rooms thrown into one,' and newly decorated,

if there are only two rooms available, a third room is built

for the occasion. The presents, which have been mentioned
above, are set out on two trays. Besides these, the bride-

groom's clothes are hung up upon clothes-racks. The
mattrass and bedclothes are placed in a closet. The bride's

eflects must all be arranged by the women who are sent on

a previous day for the purpose, or it may be done whilst

the bride is changing her clothes. The shrine for the image
of the family god is placed on a shelf adjoining the sleep-

ing-place. There is a proper place for the various articles

of furniture. The kaioM^ is placed on the raised floor ; but
if there be no raised floor, it is placed in a closet with the

door open, so that it may be conspicuously seen. The
books are arranged on a book-shelf or on a cabinet ; if there

be neither shelf nor cabinet, they are placed on the raised

floor. The bride's clothes are set out on a clothes-rack •

in families of high rank, seven robes are hung up on the

rack; live of these are taken away and replaced by others

and again three are taken away and replaced by others ; and
there are either two or three clothes-racks : the towel-rack

is set up in a place of more honour than the clothes-racks.

' The partitions of a Japanese suite of apartments being merely composed
of piper sliding-sereens, any number of rooms, according to the size of the
house, can be thrown into one at a moinent's notice.

' A kaioki is a kind of lacquer basin for washing the hands and face.
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If there is no dressiug-rooiu, tlie bride's bedclotlies and
dressing furniture are placed in the sleeping-room. No
screens are put up on the bridal night, but a fitting

place is chosen for them on the following day. All these

ceremonies must be in proportion to the means of the

faniUy.

NOTE.

The author of the " Sho-rei Hikki " makes no allusion to the

custom of shaving the eyebrows and blackening the teeth of

married women, in token of fidelity to their lords. In the upper
classes, young ladies usually blacken their teeth before leaving

their father's house to enter that of their husbands, and complete

the ceremony by shaving then* eyebrows immediately after the

wedding, or, at any rate, not later than upon the occasion of their

first pregnancy.

The origin of the fashion is lost in antiquity. As a proof that

it existed before the eleventh century', a.d., a curious book called

" Teij6 Zakki," or the Miscellaneous Writings of Teij6, cites the diary

of Murasaki Shikibu, the daughter of one Tamdsoki, a retainer of

the house of Echizen, a lady of the court and famous poetess, the

authoress pf a book called " Genji-mono-gatari," and other works.

In her diary it is written that on the last ]iight of the fifth year

of the period Kauk6 (a.d. 1008), in order that she might appear

to advantage on New Year's-day, she retired to the privacy of her

own apartment, and repaired the deficiencies of her personal

appearance, by reblackening her teeth, and otherwise adorning her-

self. Allusion is also made to the custom in the " Yeiga-niono-

gatari," an ancient book by the same authoress.

The Emperor and nobles of his court are also in the habit of

blackening their teeth ; but the custom is gradually dying out in

tiieir case. It is said to hav^ originated with one Hanazono

Arishito, who held the high rank of Sa-Daijin, or " minister of the

left " at the commencement of the twelfth century, in the reign of

the Emperor Toba. Being a man of refined and sensual tastes,

this minister plucked out his eyebrows, shaved his beard, blackened

his teeth, powdered his face white, and rouged his lips in order to
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render himself as like a woman as possible. In the midaie of the

twelfth century, the nobles of the court, who went to the wars,

all blackened their teeth ; and from this time forth the practice

became a fashion of the court. The followers of the chiefs of the

Ilojfi dynasty also blackened their teeth, as an emblem of their

fidelity ; and this was called the Odawara fashion, after the castle

town of the family. Thus a custom, which had its origin in a love

of sensuality and pleasure, became mistaken for the sign of a good
and faithful spirit.

The fashion of blackening the teeth entails no little trouble

upon its followers, for the colour must be renewed every day, or at

least every other day. Strange and repelling as the custom appears

at first, the eye soon learns to look without aversion upon a well-

blacked and polished set of teeth ; but when the colour begins to

wear away, and turns to a dullish grey, streaked with black, the

mouth certainly becomes most hideous. Although no one who
reads this is likely to put a recipe for blackening the teeth to a
practical test, I append one furnished to me by a fashionable

chemist and druggist in Yedo :

—

" Take three plats of water, and, having warmed it, add half a
teacupful of wine. Put into this mixture a quantity of red-hot

iron ; allow it to stand for five or six days, when there will be a
scum on the top of the mixture, which should then be poured into

a small teacup and placed near a fire. When it is warm, powdered
gall-nuts and iron filings should be added to it, and the whole
should be warmed again. The liquid is then painted on to the
teeth by means of a soft feather brush, with more powdered gall-

nuts and iron, and, after several applications, the desired colour
will be obtained."

The process is said to be a preservative of the teeth, and I have
known men who were habitual sufferers from toothache to prefer
the martyrdom of ugliness to that of pain, and apply the black
colouring when the paroxysms were severe. One man told me
that he experienced immediate relief by the application, and that

S.0 long as he blackened his teeth he was quite free from nain.



ON THE BIRTH AND KEAEING OF CHILDEEN.

(FllOM THE "SnO-KEI HiKKI.")

In the fifth month of a woman's pregnancy, a very lucky
day is selected for the ceremony of putting on a girdle,

which is of white and red silk, folded, and eight feet in

length. The husband produces it from the left sleeve of

his dress ; and the wife receives it in the right sleeve of her

dress, and girds it on for the first time. This ceremony is

only performed once. When the child is born, the white

part of the girdle is dyed sky-blue, with a peculiar mark on

it, and is made into clothes for the child. These, however,

are not the first clothes which it wears. The dyer is

presented with wine and condiments when the girdle is

entrusted to him. It is also customary to beg some matron,

wlio has herself had an easv confinement, for the girdle

which she wore during her pregnancy; and this lady is

called the girdle-mother. The borrowed girdle is tied on

with that given by the husband, and the girdle-mother at

this time gives and receives a present.

The furniture of the lying-in chamber is as follows :—Two
tubs for placing under-petticoats in ; two tubs to hold the

placenta; a piece of furniture like an arm-chair, .without

legs, for the mother to lean against ; ^ a stool, which is used

' "Women in Japan are delivered in a kneeling position, and after the birth

of the child they remain night and day in a squatting position, leaning hsvik

against i support, for twenty-one days, after which they are allowed to recUue.

Up to tha lime the recumbent position is supposed to produce a dangerous

msh of blood to the huaJ.
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by the lady who embraces the loins of the woman in labour

to support her, and which is afterwards used by the midwife

in washing the child ; several pillows of various sizes, that

the woman in child-bed may ease her head at her pleasure
;

new buckets, basins, and ladles of various sizes. Twenty-

four baby-robes, twelve of silk and twelve of cotton, must

be prepared ; the hems must be dyed saffron-colour. There

must be an apron for the midwife, if the infant is of high

rank, in order that, when she washes it, she may not place it

immediately on her own knees : this apron should be made
of a kerchief of cotton. When the child is taken out of the

warm water, its body must be dried with a kerchief of fine

cotton, unhemmed.
On the seventy-fifth or hundred and twentieth day after

its birth, the baby leaves off its baby-linen ; and this day is

kept as a holiday. Although it is the practice generally to

dress up children in various kinds of silk, this is very wrong,

as the two principles of life being thereby injured, the child

contracts disease ; and on this account the ancients strictly

forbade the practice. In modern times the child is dressed

up in beautiful clothes ; but to put a cap on its head, thinking

to make much of it, when, on the contrary, it is hurtful to

the child, should be avoided. It would be an excellent thing

if rich people, out of care for the health of their children,

would put a stop to a practice to which fashion clings.

On the hundred and twentieth day after their birth

children, whether male or female, are weaned.^ This day is

fixed, and there is no need to choose a lucky day. If the
child be a boy, it is fed by a gentleman of the family ; if a
girl, by a lady. The ceremony is as follows :—The child is

brought, out and given to the weaning father or sponsor. He
takes it on his left knee. A small table is prepared. The
sponsor who is to feed the child, taking some rice which has

1 This is only a nominal weaning. Japanese children are not really weaned
until far later than is ordinaiy in Europe ; and it is by no means uncommon
to see a mother in the poorer classes suckling a hulking child of from five to
seven years old. One reason given for this practice is, that by this means
the danger of having to provide for large families is lessened.
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been offered to the gods, places it on the corner of the little

table which is by him ; lae dips his chop-sticks thrice in this

rice, and very quietly places them in the mouth of the child,

pretending to give it some of the juice of the rice. Five
cakes of rice meal are also placed on the left side of the little

table, and with these he again pretends to feed the child

three times. When this ceremony is over, the child is

handed back to its guardian, and three wine-cups are pro-
duced on a tray. The sponsor drinks three cups, and pre-

sents the cup to the child. When the child has been made
to pretend to drink two cups, it receives a present from its

sponsor, after which the child is supposed to drink a third

time. Dried fish is then brought in, and the baby, having
drunk thrice, passes the cup to its sponsor, who drinks thrice.

More fish of a different kind is brought in. The drinking is

repeated, and the weaning father receives a present from the

child. The guardian, according to rules of propriety, should
be near the child. A feast should be, prepared, according to

the means of the family. If the child be a girl, a weaning
mother performs this ceremony, and suitable presents must
be offered on either side. The wine-drinking is gone through
as above.

On the fifteenth day of the eleventh month of the child's

third year, be the child boy or girl, its hair is allowed to

grow. (Up to this time the whole head has been shaven: now
three patches are allowed to grow, one on each side and one

at the back of the head.) On this occasion also a sponsor is

selected. A large tray, on which are a comb, scissors, paper

string, a piece of string for tying the hair in a knot, cotton

wool, and the bit of dried fish or seaweed which accompanies

presents, one of each, and seven rice straws—these seven

articles must be prepared.^

The child is placed facing the point of the compass which

is auspicious for that yeai", and the sponsor, if the child be a

boy, takes the scissors and gives three snips at the hair on

the left temple, three on the right, and three in the centre.

1 For a few days previous to the ceremony the child's head is not shaved.
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He then takes the piece of cotton wool and spreads it ovui;

the child's head, from the forehead, so as to make it hang
down behind his neck, and he places the bit of dried fish or

seaweed and the seven straws at the bottom of the piece

of cotton wool, attaching them to the wool, and ties them
in two loops, like a man's hair, with a piece of paper string

;

he then makes a woman's knot with two pieces of string,.

The ceremony of drinking wine is the same as that gone
through at the weaning. If the child is a girl, a lady acts as

sponsor; the hair-cutting is begun from the right temple
instead of from the left. There is no difference in the rest of

the ceremony.

On the fifth day of the eleventh month of the child's

fourth year he is invested with the liakama, or loose troiisers

worn by the Samurai. On this occasion again a sponsor is

called in. The child receives from the sponsor a dress of

ceremony, on which are embroidered storks and tortoises

(emblems of longevity—the stork is said to live a thousand
years, the tortoise ten thousand), fir-trees (which, being ever-

green, and not changing' their colour, are emblematic of an
unchangingly virtuous heart), and bamboos (emblematic of an
upright and straight mind). The child is placed upright on
a chequer-board, facing the auspicious point of the compass,
and invested with the dress of ceremony. It also receives

a sham sword and dirk. The usual ceremony of drinking
wine is observed.

Note.—In order to understand the following ceremony, it is neces-

sary to recollect that the child at three years of age is allowed to
grow its hair in three jiatches. By degrees the hair is allowed to

grow, the crown alone being shaved, and a forelock left. At ten oi

eleven years of age the boy's head is dressed like a man's, with the
exception of this forelock.

The ceremony of cutting off the forelock used in old days
to include the ceremony of putting on the noble's cap ; but as
thi.? lias gone out of fashion, there is no need to treat of it
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Any time after the youtli has reached the age of fifteen,

according to the cleverness and ability which he shows, a

lucky day is chosen for this most important ceremony, after

which the boy takes his place amongst full-grown men. A
person of virtuous character is chosen as sponsor or " cap-

father." Although the man's real name (that name which is

only known to his intimate relations and friends, not the one

by which he usually goes in society) is usually determined

before this date, if it be not so, he receives his real name
from his sponsor on this day. Iq old days there used to be

a previous ceremony of cutting the hair off the forehead in a

straight line, so as to make two angles : up to this time the

youth wore long sleeves like a woman, and from that day he

wore short sleeves. This was called the "half cutting." The
poorer classes have a habit of shortening the sleeves before

this period; but that is contrary to all rule, and is an evil

custom.

A common tray is produced, on which is placed an earthen-

ware wine-cup. The sponsor drinks thrice, and hands the

cup to the young man, who, having also drunk thrice, gives

back the cup to the sponsor, who again drinks thrice, and

then proceeds to tie up the young man's hair.

There are three ways of tying the hair, and there is also

fi particular fashion of letting the forelock grow long; and

when this is the case, the forelock is only clipped. (This is

especially tlie fashion among the nobles of the Mikado's

court.) This applies only to persons who wear the court cap,

and not to gentleman of lower grade. Still, tlieso latter

persons, if they wish to go through the ceremony in its

entirety, may do so without impropriety. Gentlemen of the

Samurai or military class cut off the whole of the forelock.

The sponsor either ties up the hair of the young m.an, or else

placing the forelock on a willow board ciits it off with a

knife, or else, amongst persons of very high rank, he only

pretends to do so, and goes into another room whilst the real

cutting is going on, and then returns to the same room. The

sponsor then, without letting the young man see what he is
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doing, places the lock which has been cut into the pocket of

his left sleeve, and, leaving the room, gives it to the young
man's guardians, who wrap it in paper and offer it up at the

shrine of the family gods. But this is wrong. The locks

should be well wrapped up in paper and kept in the house
until the man's death, to serve as a reminder of the favours

which a man receives from his father and mother in his

chUdhood; when he dies, it should be placed in his cofEn

and buried with him. The wine-drinking and presents are

as before.

In the " Shorei Hikki," the book from which the above
is translated, there is no notice of the ceremony of naming
the chUd : the following is a translation from a Japanese
MS. :—

" On the seventh day after its birth, the child receives its

name ; the ceremony is called the congratulations of the
seventh night. On this day some one of the relations of

the family, who holds an exalted position, either from his

rank or virtues, selects a name for the child, which name he
keeps until the time of the cutting of the forelock, when he
takes the name which he is to bear as a man. This second
name is called Yeboshina} the cap-name, wliich is compounded
of syllables taken from an old name of tlie family and from
the name of the sponsor. If the sponsor afterwards change
his name, his name-child must also change his name. Por
instance, Minamoto no Yoshitsund, the famous warrior, as

a child was called Ushiwakamaru ; when he grew up
to be a man, he was called Kuro ; and his real name was
Yoshitsun^."

' From Veboshi, a court cap, and A'o, a name.



FUNEEAL KITES.

(Feom the " Shorei Hikki.")

On the death of a parent, the mourning clothes worn are

made of coarse hempen cloth, and during the whole period

of mourning these must be worn night and day. As the
hurial of his parents is the most important ceremony which
a man has to go through during his whole Hfe, when the

occasion comes, in order that there be no confusion, he must
employ some person to teach him the usual and proper rites.

Above all things to be reprehended is the burning of the

dead : they should be interred without burning.' The cere-

monies to be observed at a funeral should by rights have been
learned before there is occasion to put them in practice. If

a man have no father or mother, he is sure to have to bury

other relations ; and so he should not disregard this study.

There are some authorities who select lucky days and hours

and lucky places for burying the dead, but this is wrong ; and
when they talk about curses being brought upon posterity

by not observing these auspicious seasons and places, they

make a great mistake. It is a matter of course that an aus-

picious day must be chosen so far as avoiding wind and rain

is concerned, that men may bury their dead without their

minds being distracted ; and it is important to choose a fitting

cemetery, lest in after-days the tomb should be damaged by
rain, or by men walking over it, or by the place being turned

' On the subject of burning the dead, see a note to the story of Ch6bei of

Randzuiu.
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into a field, or builb upon. When invited to a friend's or

neighbour's funeral, a man should avoid putting on smart
clothes and dresses of ceremony ; and when he follows the

coffin, he should not speak in a loud voice to the person next

him, for that is very rude ; and even should he have occasion

to do so, he should avoid entering wine-shops or tea-houses

on his return from the funeral.

The list of persons present at a funeral should be written

on slips of paper, and firmly bound together. It may be
written as any other list, only it must not be written begin-

ning at the right hand, as is usually the case, but from the

left hand (as is the case in European books).

On the day of burial, during tlie funeral service, incense is

burned in the temple before the tablet on which is inscribed

the name under which the dead person enters salvation.*

The incense-burners, having washed their hands, one by one,

enter the room where the tablet is exposed, and advance
half-way up to the tablet, facing it; producing incense wrapped
in paper from their bosoms, they hold it in their left hands,
and, taking a pinch with the right hand, they place the
packet in their left sleeve. If the table on which the tablet

is placed be high, the person ofi'ering incense half raises him-
self from his crouching position; if the table be low, he
remains crouching to burn the incense, after which he takes
three steps backwards, with bows and reverences, and retires

six feet, when he again crouches down to watch the incense-
burning, and bows to the priests who are sitting in a row
with their chief at their head, after which he rises and
leaves the room. Up to the time of burning the incense
no notice is taken of the priest. At the ceremony of burn-
ing incense before the grave, the priests are not saluted.
The packet of incense is made of fine paper folded in three,

both ways.

1 After death, a person receives a new name. For instance, the famous
Prince Tokngawa lyeyasu entered salvation as Gongen Sama. This name is

called okurina, or the accompanying name.
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NOTE.

The reason why the author of the " Shorei Hikki " has

treated so briefly of the funeral ceremonies is probably that thesu

rites, being invariably entrusted to the Buddhist priesthood, vary

according to the sect of the latter ; and, as there are no less than

fifteen sects of Buddhism in Japan, it would be a long matter to

enter into the ceremonies practised by each. Should Buddhism be

swept out of Japan, as seems likely to be the case, men will pro-

bably return to the old rites which obtained before its introduction

in the sixth century of our era. What those rites were I have

been unable to learn.
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but for the ordinary reader of travels."

New Edition. In one vol. Extra crown 8vo. 6j.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF
NATURAL SELECTION : AND TROPICAL NATURE
AND OTHER ESSA VS.

By the same Author.

New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. ds.

ISLAND LIFE; OR, THE PHENOMENA AND
CAUSES OF INSULAR FAUNAS AND FLORAS.

Inchiding a Revision and attempted solution of the problem of Geo-
logical Climates. By the same Author. With Illustrations and Maps.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. <js.

DARWINISM.
An Exposition of the Theory of Natural Selection, with some of its

Applications. By the same Author. Illustrated.

_
SATURDAY REVIEW.—". . .Mr. Wallace's volume may be taken as a

faithful exposition of what Darwin meant. It is written with perfect clearness, with a
simple beauty and attractiveness of style not common to scientific works, with a dignity
and freedom from anything like personal bitterness worthy of Darwin himself, and with
an orderliness and completeness that must render misconception impossible."

ATHENjEUM.—'''IAT.'Vla.n^ce adds so much that is new, and he writes in so
charming and simple a style, that his readers more than he are to be congratulated on the
latest service he has rendered to the science he has served so well. ..."

SCOTSMAN.—" . . . There can be only one opinion of the great mental grasp
and ingenuity, the lucidity of view, and the brilliancy of exposition displayed by him in
going over this immense and profound field of inquiiy.**

MANCHESTER EXAMINER.-" A singaUrly nmM and timely contribution
to the higher literature of popular science . . . It has the weight and interest which aro
given by unwearying research, patient investigation, and shrewd vigorous thought."

CAMBRIDGE REVIEW.-" It is a work of the most admirable lucidity, and it
may be recommended as a charming one to the general reader. So many new facts and
arguments have been discovered since the publication of the Origin ofSpecies, that the
work should also be studied by the scientific specialist . . , The final chapters on man
are deeply interesting."

2 MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON.



MESSRS. MAGMILLAN AND CO.'S PUBLICATIONS
NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.

Extra crown 8vo, cloth, "Js. 6ii.

BEAST AND MAN IN INDIA.
A popular Sketch of Indian Animals in their Relations with the People.
By John Lockwood Kipling, C.I.E. With many Illustrations by
the Author.

PALL MALL GAZ£TT£ :—"A volume of animal lore, and a right excellent one
it will be pronounced by all those interested in folk and animal lore. . . . Mr. Kipling
has managed to compress into 400 pages an unusually large amount of realljr interesting

information, and those who expect much will, for the nonce, not be disappointed. The
book is full of good stories and of charming illustrations."

ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE:—"K book which will give English readers a truer

conception of the character of the natives than a whole library full of standard works."

BY BARON HUBNER.
Crown 8vo, ds.

A RAMBLE ROUND THE WORLD, i<?7i.

By M. Le Baron de HuBNER, formerly Ambassador and Minister.

Translated by Lady Herbert.

BY BARON A. E. VON NORDENSKIOLD.
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo. 6j.

THE VOYAGE OF THE " VEGA," ROUND ASIA
AND EUROPE.

By Baron A. E. voN Nordenskiold. Translated by Alexander
Leslie. With Portraits, Maps, and Illustrations.

BY WILLIAM GIFFORD PALGRAVE.
Crown 8vo. (>s.

A NARRATIVE OF A YEARS JOURNEY
THROUGH CENTRAL AND EASTERN ARABIA,
1862-63.

By William Gifford Palgrave, late H. M. Resident Minister,

Uruguay. Seventh and Cheaper Edition. With Map, Plans, and
Portrait of Author, engraved on Steel by Jeens.

8vo. loj. dd.

ESSAYS ON EASTERN QUESTIONS.
By the same Author.

Sto. 9f,

DUTCH GUIANA.
By the same Author. With Maps and Plans.

8vo. I2J. 6d.

ULYSSES; OR, SCENES AND STUDIES INMANY
LANDS. By the same Author.

BY J. F. CAMPBELL.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

MY CIRCULAR NOTES.
Extracts from Journals : Letters sent Home, written while travelling

Westward Round the World. By J. F. Campbell.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON.
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MESSRS. MAGMILLAN AND GO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

BV CHARLES KINGSLEY.
Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

ATLAST -.A CHRISTMASIN THE WESTINDIES.
With numerous Illustrations. By Charles Kingsley.

*»* A Volume of the Uniform Edition of Charles Kingsley's Collected

Works.

EDITED BY THE REV. J. G. WOOD.
Crown Svo. ds.

WATERTONS WANDERINGS IN SOUTH
AMERICA >AND THE NORTH-WEST OF THE
UNITED STATES.

By Charles Waterton. With 100 Illustrations.

EDITED BY THE LATE FRANK BUCKLAND.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6j.

GILBERT WHITE'S NATURAL HISTORY AND
ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE.

New Edition. Edited, with Notes and Memoirs, by Frank
BuCKLAND.

BY HENRY KINGSLEY.
Crown Svo. 3^. dd.

TALES OF OLD TRA VEL.
Re-narrated by Henry Kingsley. With Eight full-page lUus
trations by HUARD. Fifth Edition.

BY MISS CHARLOTTE YONGE.
New Edition. 2 vols. Crown Svo. lis.

LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOHN COLERIDGE
PATTESON, D.D.,

Missionary Bishop of the Melanesian Islands. By Charlotte M.
YoNGE, Author of "The Heir of Redclyffe." With Portraits after

Richmond and from Photograph, engraved by Jeens. With Map.

BY CAPTAIN S. P. OLIVER.
2 vols. Medium Svo. £2 12s. 6d.

MADAGASCAR.
An Historical and Descriptive Account of the Island and its former
Dependencies. Compiled by Captain S. Pasfield Oliver, F. S.A.,
F.R.G.S., late Royal Artillery. With Maps.
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AGRICULTURE.
iSee also Botany ; Gardening.)

FRANKLAND (Prof. P. F.).—A Handbook
OF Agricultural Chemical Analysis.
Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

TANNER (Henry).

—

Elementary Lessons
IN THE Science of Agricultural Prac-
tice. Fcp, 8vo. 3J. 6<f.

First Principles of Agriculture.
i8mo. zs.

The Principles of Agriculture, For
Use in Elementary Schools. Ext. fcp. Svo.

—

The Alphabet of the Principles of
Agriculture. 6d. — Further Steps in
THE Principles of Agriculture, u.—
Elementary School Readings on the
Principles of Agriculture for the
Third Stage, ij.

The Abbot's Farm ; or, Practice with
Science. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

ANATOiynr, Human. {See Physiology.)

ANTHROPOLOGY.
BROWN (T. Allen).—PALiEOLiTHic Man in
North-West Middlesex. Svo. 7s. 6d.

DAWKINS (Prof. W. Boyd).—Early Man
IN Britain and his Place in the Ter-
tiary Period. Med. Svo. 25J.

DAWSON (James). — Australian Abori-
gines. Small 4to. i4f.

FINCK (Henry T.).—Romantic Love and
Personal Beauty. 2 vols. Cr. Bvo. i8j.

FISON(L.)and HOWITT (A. W.).—Kami-
laroi and Kurnai Group. Group-Mar-
riage and Relationship, and Marriage by
Elopement. Svo. 15^.

FRAZER (J. G.).—The Golden Bough : A
Study in Comparative Religion. 2 vols.

Svo. z8f.

GALTON (Francis).—English Men of Sci-

ence: their Nature and Nurture.
Svo. Sf. 6d.

Inquiries into Human Faculty and
its Development. 8vo. i6j.

Record of Family Faculties. Con-
sisting of Tabular Forms and Directions for

Entering Data. 4to> 2j. 6d.

Life-History Album : Being a Personal

Note-book, combining Diary, Photograph

Album, a Register of Height, Weight, and
other Anthropometrical Observations, and a

Record ofIllnesses. 4to. 3J. 6./.—Or withCards

of Wool for Testing Colour Vision. 45. 6d.

Natural Inheritance. Svo. gj.

M'LENNAN (J. F.).—The Patriarchal
Theory. Edited and completed by Donald
M'Lennan, M.A. Svo. 14J.

Studies in Ancient History. Com-
prising "Primitive Marriage." Svo. i6f.

MONTELIUS—WOODS. —The Civilisa-

tion OF Sweden in Heathen Times.
By Prof. Oscar Montelius. Translated
by Rev. F. H. Woods. lUustr. &vo. 144.

TURNER (Rev. Geo.).—Samoa, a Hundred
Years ago and long before. Cr. Svo. g*.

TYLOR (;E. B.).— Anthropology. With
Illustrations. Cr. Bvo. js. 6d.

WESTERMARCK (Dr. Edward).—The His-
TORY OF Human Marriage. With Preface
by Dr. A. R. Wallace. Svo.^ 14?. net.

WILSON(Sir Daniel).

—

PrehistoricAnnals
OF Scotland. Illustrated. 2 vols. Svo. 36*.

Prehistoric Man: Researches into the
Origin of Civilisation in the Old and New
World. Illustrated, a vols. Svo. 36*.

The Right Hand : Left Handedness.
Cr. Svo. 4s. (ad.

ANTIQUITIES.
{See also Anthropology.)

ATKINSON (Rev. J. C.).—Forty Years in
A Moorland Parish. Ext. cr. 8vo. 8j. 6rf.

net.

—

Illustrated Edition. 12s. net.

BURN (Robert).—Roman Literature in
Relation to Roman Art. With Illustra-

tions. Ext. cr. Svo. 14^.

DILETTANTI SOCIETY'S PUBLICA
TIONS.

Antiquities OF Ionia. Vols. I.—III. z/.2/,

each, or $1- 5^- the set, net.—Vol. IV. Folio,

half morocco, 3I. 13J. 6d. net.

- An Investigation of the Principles of
Athenian Architecture. By F. C
Penrose. Illustrated. Folio. 7/. ys. net

Specimens of Ancient Sculpture : Egvp
TiAN, Etruscan, Greek, and Roman
Vol. n. Folio, s^- S*- net.

DYER (Louis),—Studies of the Gods in
Greece at certain Sanctuaries re*
CENTLY Excavated. Ext. cr. Svo. Sj.6rf.net.

GARDNER (Percy).-Samos and Samian
Coins : An Essay. Svo. yj. 6d.

GOW(J.,Litt.D.).—A Companion TO School
Classics. Illustrated. 3rd Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HARRISON (Miss Jane) and VERRALL
(Mrs.).—Mythology and Monuments op-
Ancient Athens. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 16s.



ANTIQUITIES—ASTRONOMY.

LANCIANI (Prof. R.)-—Ancient Rome in
THELight of Recknt Discoveries. 4to. 24s.

MAHAFFY [Prof. J. P.).—A Primer of
Greek Antiquities. i8mo. u.

Social Life in Greece from Homer
TO Menander. 6th Edit. Cr. 8vo. gs.

—— Rambles and Studies in Greece. Il-

lustrated. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. los. def,

{See also History, p. 11.)

NEWTON (Sir C. T.).—Essays on Art and
Archeology. 8vo. i2j. td.

SHUCHHARDT (Carl).—Dr. Schliemann's
Excavations at Troy, Tirvns, Mycenae,
Orchomenos, Ithaca, in the Light of
Recent Knowledge. Trans, by Eugenie
Sellers. Preface byWalter Leaf, Litt.D.
Illustrated. 8vo. i8f. net.

STRANGFORD. (^^^ Voyages & Travels.)
WALDSTEIN (C.J.—Catalogue of Casts
IN THE Museum of Classical Archaeo-
logy, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. u. 6^.

—

Large Paper Edition. Small 410. 5J.

WHITE (Gilbert). {See Natural History.)

WILKINS (Prof. A. S.).—A Primer of Ro-
man Antiquities. iSmo. u.

ARCHEOLOGY. {See Antiquities.)

ARCHITECTUEE.
FREEMAN (Prof. E. A.).—History of the
Cathedral Church of Wells. Cr. 8vo.
3J. 6rf.

Historical and Architectural
Sketches, chiefly Italian. Illustrated
by the Authpr. Cr. 8vo. -los. td.

HULL (E.).—A Treatise on Ornamental
and Building Stones of Great Britain
and Foreign Countries. 8vo. i2j.

MOORE (Prof. C. H.).—The Development
AND Character of Gothic Architec-
ture. Illustrated. Med. 8vo. i8j-.

PENROSE (F, C). {.See Antiquities.)

STEVENSON Q. J.).—House Architec-
ture. Witb Illustrations, z vols. Roy,
8vo. i8j. each.—Vol. I. Architecture;
Vol. II. House Planning.

ART.
{See also Music.)

ART AT HOME SERIES. Edited by
W. J. Loftie, B.A. Cr. 8vo.
The Bedroom and Boudoir. By Lady
Barker, -zs. 6d.

Needlework. By Elizabeth Glaister.
Illustrated, zs. 6d.

Music in the House. By John Hullah.
4th edit. as. 6d.

The Library. By Andrew Lang, with a
Chapter on English Illustrated Books, by
Austin Dobson. 3^-. 6d.

The Dining-Room. By Mrs.' Loftie.
With Illustrations, and Edit. zs. 6d.

Amateur Theatricals. By Walter H.
Pollock and Lady Pollock. Illustrated
by Kate Greenaway. 2s. 6d.

ATKINSON {]. B.).—An Art Tour to
Northern Capitals of Europe. 8vo. im.

BURN (Robert). (See Antiquities.)
CARR (J. Comyns).

—

Papers on Art. Cr.
8vo. Bs. 6d,

COLLIER (Hon. John).—A Primer of Art.
i8mo. IS.

COOK (E. T.).—A Popular Handbook to
the National Gallery. Including Notes
collected from the Works of Mr. RusKiN.
3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo, half morocco. 14*.—
Large paper Edition, 250 copies. 2 vols. 8vo.

CRANE (Lucy).

—

Lectures on Art ani>
the Formation of Taste. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DELAMOTTE (Prof. P. H.).—A Beginner's
Drawing-Book., Cr. 8vo. 3,?. 6d,

ELLIS (Tristram).

—

Sketching from Na-
ture. Illustr. by H. Stacy Marks, R.A.,
and the Author, and Edit. Cr. 8vo. $s. td,

HAMERTON (P. G.).—Thoughts about
Art. New Edit. Cr. 8vo. Bs. 6d.

HERKOMER(rf.).—Etching and Mezzo-
tint Engraving. 4to, 42J. net.

H00PER(W. H.)and PHILLIPS (W. C ).—
A Manual of Marks on Pottery and
Porcelain. i6mo. 45. 6d.

HUNT (W.).—Talks about Art. With a
Letter from Sir J. E. Millais, Bart., R.A.
Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d,

LECTURES ON ART. By Regd. Stuart
Poole, Professor W. B. Richmond, E. J.
Poynter, R.A., J. T. Micklethwaite,
and William Morris. Cf.'8vo. ^s.6d

NEWTON (Sir C. T.).—(^« Antiquities.)

PALGRAVE (Prof. F. T.).—Essays on Art.
Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

PATER (W.).—The Renaissance : Studies
in Art and Poetry. 4th Edit Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

PENNELL (Joseph).—Pen Drawing and
Pen Draughtsmen. With|is8 Illustrations.

4to. 3/. 13J. 6d. net.

PROPERT (J. Lumsden).—A History of
Miniature Art. Illustrated. Super roy.
4to.3/. 13J. 6d.—Bound in vellum. 4I. 14s. 6d.

TURNER'S LIBER STUDIORUM : A
Description and a Catalogue. ByW. G.
Rawlinson. Med. 8vo. r2s, 6d.

TYRWHITT (Rev. R. St. John).—Odr
Sketching Club. 5th Edit Cr. 8vo. js.ed.

WYATT (Sir M. Digby).—Fine Art: A
Sketch of its History, Theory, Practice, and
Application to Industry. 8vo. 5s.

ASTRONOMY.
AIRY (Sir G. B.V.—Popular Astronomy.

Illustrated. 7th Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 4^. 6d.—- Gravitation. An Elementary Explana-
tion of the Principal Perturbations in the
Solar System. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

BLAKE CJ. F.).

—

Astronomical Myths.
With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. gs.

CHEYNE (C. H. H.),-An Elementary
Treatise on the Planetary Theory.
Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

CLARK (L.) and SADLER (H.).—The Star
Guide. Roy. 8vo. 5s,

CROSSLEY (E.), GLEDHILL (J.), and
WILSON (J. M.).—A Handbook of Dou-
ble Stars. 8vo. 21J.

Corrections to the Handbook of
Double Stars. 8vo. is.



ATLASES—BIOGRAPHY.

FORBES (Prof. George).—The Transit of
Venus. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

GODFRAY (Hugh).—An Elementary
Treatise on the Lunar Theory, znd
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 51. 6<i
A Treatise on Astronomy, for the

USE OF Colleges and Schools. 8V0. 12s. 6d.

LOCKYER(J. Norman, F.R.S.).—A Primer
OF Astronomy. Illustrated. iSmo. 11.

Elementary Lessons in Astronomy.
lUustr. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. is.6d.

Questions on the same. By J. Forbes
Robertson. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.

The Chemistry of the Sun. Illus-
trated. 8vo. 14J.

The Meteoritic Hypothesis of the
Origin of Cosmical Systems. Illustrated.
8vo. 17J. net.

' The Evolution of the Heavens and
the Earth. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo.

Star-Gazing Past.and Present. Ex-
panded from Notes with the assistance of
G. M. Seabroke. Roy. 8vo. 21J.

MILLER (R. Kalley),—The Romance of
Astronomy. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 41. 6d.

NEWCOMB (Prof. Simon).—Popular As-
tronomy. Engravings and Maps. 8vo. i8j.

PENROSE (Francis).-On a Method of
Predicting, by Graphical Construction,
Occultations of Stars by the Moon and
Solar Eclipses for any given place.
4to. 12s.

RADCLIFFE (Charles B.).—Behind the
Tides. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

ROSCOE—SCHUSTER. (See Chemistry.)

ATLASES.
{See also Geography).

BARTHOLOMEW (J. G.).—Elementary
School Atlas. 4to. \s.

PhysicalandPoliticalSchoolAtlas.
80 maps. 4to. %s. 6d. ; half mor. loj. 6d.

Library Reference Atlas of the
World. With Index to 100,000 places.

Folio. 52J. 6d. net.—Also in 7 parts. SJ. net

;

Geographical Index, 7;. 6d. net.

LABBERTON (R. H.).—New Historical
Atlas and General History. 4to. 15J.

BIBLE. (See under Theology, p. 30.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
A BIBLIOGRAPHICALCATALOGUE OF
MACMILLAN and CO.'S PUBLICA-
TIONS, 1843—89. Med. 8vo. lor. net.

MAYOR (Prof. John E. B.).—A Bibliogra-
phical Clue to Latin Literature. Cr.

8vo. lof. 6d.

RYLAND (F.).

—

Chronological Outlines
of English Literature. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

BIOGSAFHY.
(See also History.)

For other subjects of Biography, see English
Men of Letters, English Men of
Action, Twelve English Statesmen.

ABBOTT (E. A.).—The Anglican Career
OFCardinalNewman, ivols. 8vo. 25j.net.

AGASSIZ (Louis): His Life and Corres-

pondence. Edited by Elizabeth Carv
Agassiz 2 vols. Cr. Svo. i8f.

ALBEMARLE (Earl oQ.-Fifty Years of
My Life. 3rd Edit. , revised. Cr. Svo. ^s. 6d,

ALFRED THE GREAT. By Thomas
Hughes. Cr. Svo. 6s,

AMIEL {Henri Frederic).

—

The Journal
Intime. Translated hy Mrs. Humphry
Ward. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 61.

ANDREWS (Dr. Thomas). (See Physics.)

ARNAULD, ANGELIQUE. By Frances
Martin. Cr. Svo. 4J. 6d.

ARTEVELDE. James and Philip van
Arteyelde. By W. J. Ashley. Cr. Svo. 6s,

BACON (Francis): An Account of his Life
AND Works. By E. A. Abbott. Svo. 14J.

BARNES. Life of William Barnes, Poet
AND Philologist. By his Daughter, Lucv
Baxter (" Leader Scott "). Cr. Svo. js.6d,

BERLIOZ (Hector): Autobiography of.
Tms.hyR.& E.Holmes. 2Vo1s. Cr.Svo. 2if.

BERNARD (St.). The Life and Times of
St. Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux. By
J. C. MoRisoN, M.A. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BLACKBURNE. Life of the Right Hon.
Francis Blackburne, late Lord Chancellor
of Ireland, by his Son, Edward Black-
burne. With Portrait. Svo. X2S,

BLAKE. Life of William Blake. With
Selections from his Poems, etc. Illustr. from
Blake's own Works. By Alexander Gil-
christ. 2 vols. Med. Svo. 42J.

BOLEYN (Anne) : A Chapter of English
History, 1527—36. By Paul Friedmann,
2 vols. Svo. 28J.

BROOKE (Sir Jas.), The Raja of Sara-
wak (Life oO- By Gertrude L. Jacob.
2 vols. Svo. Z5J.

BURKE. By John Morley. Globe Svo. 51.

CALVIN. (See Select Biography, p. 5.)

CARLYLE (Thomas). Edited by Charles
E. Norton. Cr. Svo.

Reminiscences. 2 vols. I2j.

Early Letters, 1814—26. 2 vols. iSj.

Letters, 1S26—36. 2 vols. i8j.

Correspondence between Goethe
AND Carlyle. gj.

CARSTARES (Wm.): A Character and
Career of the Revolutionary Epoch
(1649—1715). By R. H. Story. Svo. i2i.

CAVOUR. (See Select Biography, p. 5.)

CHATTERTON : A Story of the Year
1770. By Prof. David Masson. Cr. Svo. s*.

A Biographical Study. By Sir Daniel
Wilson. Cr. Svo. 6s. 6d.

CLARK. Memorials from. Journals and
Letters of Samuel Clark, M.A. Edited
by his Wife. Cr. Svo. 7J. 6d.

CLOUGH (A. H.). (See Literature, p. 19.

COMBE. Life of George Combe. By
Charles Gibbon. 2 vols. Svo. 32J.

CROMWELL, (i'wSelectBiography, p. 5.)

DAMIEN (Father) : A Journey from Cash-
mere TO HIS Home in Hawaii. By Edward
Clifford. Portrait. Cr. Svo. 2j. 6d.

DANTE : and other Essays. By Dean
Church. Globe Svo. 5J.



BIOGRAPHY.

BIOGHAPBY—continued.
DARWIN (Charles) : Memorial Notices,
By T. H. Huxley, G. J. Romanes, Sir
Arch. Geikie, and W. Thiselton Dyer.
With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

DEAk (Francis) : Hungarian Statesman.
A Memoir. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

DRUMMOND of HAWTHORNDEN. By
Prof. D. Masson. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

EADIE. Life of John Eadie, D.D. By
James Brown, D.D. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d,

ELLIOTT. Life op H. V. Elliott, of
Brighton. By J. Bateman. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

EMERSON. Life of Ralph Waldo Emer-
son. ByJ. L.Cabot. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. i8j.

ENGLISH MEN OF ACTION. Cr. 8vo.
With Portraits. 2s. 6d. each.

Clive. By Colonel Sir Charles Wilson.
CooK (Captain). By Walter Besant.
Dampier. By W. Clark Russell.
Drake. By Julian Corbett.
Gordon (General). By Col. SirW. Butler.
Hastings (Warren). By Sir A. Lyall.
Havelock (Sir Henry). By A. Forbes.
Henry V. By the Rev. A. J. Church.
Lawrence (Lord). By Sir Rich. Temple.
Livingstone. By Thomas Hughes.
Monk. By Julian Corbett.
Montrose. By Mowbray Morris.
MoORE(SlRjOHN).ByCol.MAURICE.[/?s/r^.
Napier (Sir Charles). By Colonel Sir
Wm. Butler.

Peterborough. By W. Stebbing.
Rodney. By David Hannay.
Simon de Montfort. By G. W. Pro-
THERO. [In prep.

Strafford. By H. D. Traill.
Warwick, the King-Maker. By C. W.
Oman.

Wellington. By George Hooper.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS. Edited
byJOHN MoRLEY. Cr. 8vo. 2J. 6^^ each.
Cheap Edition, u. td. ; sewed, is.

Addison. By W. J. Courthope.
Bacon. By Dean Church.
Bentley. By Prof. Jebb.
BuNYAN. ByJ. A. Froude.
Burke. By John Morley.
Burns. By Principal Shairp.
BvRON. By John Nichol.
Carlyle. By John Nichol.
Chaucer. By Prof. A. W. Ward.
Coleridge. By H. D. Traill.
CowPER. By GoLDwiN Smith,
Defoe. By W. Minto.
De Quincey. By Prof. Masson.
Dickens. By A. W. Ward.
Dryden. By G. Saintsbury.
Fielding.. By, Austin Dobson.
Gibbon. By J. Cotter Morison.
Goldsmith. By William Black.
Gray. By Edmund Gosse.
Hawthorne. By Henry James.
Hume. By T. H. Huxley.
Johnson. By Leslie Stephen.
Keats. By Sidney Colvin.
Lamb. By Rev. Alfred Ainger.
Landor. By Sidney Colvin.
Locke. By Prof. Fowler.
Macaulay. By J. Cotter Morison.
Milton. By Mark Pattison.
Pope. By Leslie Stephen.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS—«w^rf,

Scott. By R. H. Hutton.
Shelley. By J. A. Symonds.
Sheridan. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Sidney. By J. A. Symonds.
Southev. By Prof. Dowden.
Spenser. By Dean Church.
Sterne. By H. D. Traill.
Swift. By Leslie Stephen.
Thackeray. By Anthony Trollopb.
Wordsworth. By F. W. H. Myers.

ENGLISH STATESMEN, TWELVE
Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d. each.

William the Conqueror. By Edward
A. Freeman, D.C.L., LL.D.

Henry II. By Mrs. J. R. Green.
Edward I. By T. F. Tout, M.A. [In prep.
Henry VII. By James Gairdner.
Cardinal Wolsey. By Bp. Creighton,
Elizabeth. By E. S. Beesly.
Oliver Cromwell. By F. Harrison.
William III. By H. D. Traill.
Walpole. By John Morley.
Chatham. By John Morley. [InthePress.
Pitt. By Lord Rosebery.
Peel. By J, R. Thursfield.

EPICTETUS. {See Select Biography, p. 5.)

FAIRFAX. Life of Robert Fairfax of
Steeton, Vice-Admiral, Alderman, and
Member for York, a.d. 1666-1725. By Cle-
ments R. Markham, C.B. Svo, i2j. td.

FITZGERALD (Edward). (.Je^ Literature,
p, 20.)

FORBES (Edward): Memoir OF. By George
Wilson, M.P., and -Sir Archibald Geikie,
F.R.S,, etc. Demy 8vo. t\s.

FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FRASER, James Eraser, Second Bishop
OF Manchester : A Memoir. By T.
Hughes. Cr. 8vo, 6^,

GARIBALDI. {See Select Biography, p. 5.)

GOETHE; Life of. By Prof. Heinrich
DOntzer. Translated by T. W. Lvster.
2 vols. Cr, 8vo. 21J.

GOETHEAND CARLYLE. (^£« Carlyle.)
GORDON (General) : A Sketch. By Regi-
nald H. Barnes. Cr. Svo. is.

Letters of General C. G. Gordon
TO HIS Sister, M. A. Gordon. 4tb Edit.
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

HANDEL : Life of. By W. S. Rockstro.
Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

HOBART. (See Collected Works, p. 21.)

HODGSON. Memoir of Rev. Francis
Hodgson, B.D. BV his Son, Rev. James T.
Hodgson, M.A. 2 vols. Cr, Svo. iBs.

JEVONS (W. Stanley).

—

Letters and Jour-
nal. Edited by His Wife. Svo, 14s.

KAVANAGH (Rt. Hon. A. McMurrough) : A
Biography, From papers chiefly unpub-
lished, compiled by his Cousin, Sarah L.
Steele. With Portrait. Svo. 14s, net.

KINGSLEY : His Letters, and Memories
OF HIS Life. Edited by His Wife. 2 vols.
Cr. Svo. I2J.—Cheap Edition, i vol. 6s.

LAMB. The Life of Charles Lamb. By
Rev. Alfred Ainger, M.A. Globe Svo. 5*.

LOUIS (St.), (See Select Biography, p. s.



BIOGRAPHY-BIOLOGY.

MACMILLAN (D.). Memoir of Daniei,
Macmillan. By Thomas Hughes, Q.C.
With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6rf.—Cheap
Edition. Cr. 8vo, sewed, ij.

MALTHUS AND HIS WORK. By James
BONAK. 8vo. I2J. 6rf.

MARCUS AURELIUS. (See Select Bio-
GRAPHVj below.)

MATHEWS. The Life of Charles J.Mathews. Edited hy Charles Dickens.
With Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo. 255.

MAURICE. Life of Frederick Denison
Maurice. Byhis Son, Frederick Maurice,
Two Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo. 36J.—Popular
Edit. (4th Thousand). 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. i6j.

MAXWELL. Professor Clerk Maxwell,
A Life of. By Prof. L. Campbell, M.A.,
and W. Garnett, M.A. Cr. 8vo. is. td.

MAZZINI. (See Select Biography.)

MELBOURNE. Memoirs of Viscount
Melbourne. By W. M. Torrens. With
Portrait. 2nd Edit. 2 vols. 8vo. -^2;.

MILTON. The Life of John Milton.
By Prof. David Masson. Vol. I., 21J.

;

Vol. III., i8j. ; Vols. IV. and V., 32J. ; Vol.
VI., with Portrait, 21J. {See also p. 13.)

MILTON, JOHNSON'S LIFE OF. With
Introduction and Notes by K. Deighton.
Globe 8vo. If. qd.

NAPOLEON I., HISTORY OF. By P.
Lanfrby. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. 30^.

NELSON. SouTHEY*s Life of Nelson.
With Introduction and Notes by Michael
Macmillan, B.A. Globe 8vo. 3; . 6d.

NORTH (M.).

—

Recollections of a Happy
Life. Bein^ theAutobiography ofMarianne
North. Ed. by Mrs. J. A. Symonds. 2nd
Edit. 2 vols. Ex. cr. Bvo. 17^. net.

OXFORD MOVEMENT, THE, 1833—45.
By Dean Church. G1. Svo. is.

PATTESON. Life and Letters of John
Coleridge Patteson, D.D., Missionary
Bishop. By C. M. Yonge. 2 vols. Cr. Svo.

I2J. {See also Books for the Young, p. 38.)

PATTISON (M.).—Memoirs. Cr.Bvo. »s.(>d.

PITT. (See Select Biography.)

POLLOCK (Sir Frdk., 2nd Bart.).—Personal
Remembrances. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. i6j.

POOLE, THOS., AND HIS FRIENDS.
By Mrs. Sandford. 2nd' edit. Cr. 8vo. ds.

ROBINSON (Matthew) : Autobiography of.

Edited by J. E. B. Mayor. Fcp. 8vo. jj.

ROSSETTI (Dante Gabriel) : A Record and
A Study. By W. Sharp. Cr. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

RUMFORD. (See Collected Works, p. 22.)

SCHILLER, Life of. By Prof. H. DOntzer.
Trans, by P. E. PiNKERTON. Cr. 8vo. xos.id.

SHELBURNE. Life of William, Earl
OF Shblburne. By Lord Edmond Fitz-

MAURICE. In 3 vols.—Vol. I. Svo. I2J.

—

Vol. II. Svo. I2J.—Vol. III. Svo. i6j.

SIBSON. (See Medicine.)

SMETHAM (Jas.). : Letters of. Ed. by
Sarah Smetham and W. Davibs. Portrait.

Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d. net.

SPINOZA : A Study of. By James Mar-
TINEAU. LL.D. and Edit. Cr. Svo. 61.

TAIT. The Life of Archibald Campbell
Tait, Archbishop of Canterbury. By
the Bishop of Rochester and Rev. W.
Benham, B.D. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 10s. net.

Catharine and Crawfurd Tait,
Wife and Son of Archibald Campbell,
Archbishop of Canterbury : A Memoir.
Ed. by Rev. W. Benham, B.D. Cr. Svo. 61.

—Popular Edit., abridged. Cr.Svo. 21. 6d.

THRING (Edward): A Memory of. By
J. H. Skrine. Cr. Svo. 6s.

VICTOR EMMANUEL II., FIRST KING
OF ITALY. By G. S. Godkin. Cr. Svo. 6t.

WARD. William George Ward and the
Oxford Movement. By his Son, Wilfrid
Ward. With Portrait. Svo. 14J.

WATSON. A Record of Ellen Watson.
By Anna Buckland. Cr. Svo. 6j.

WHEWELL. Dr. William Whewell, late

Master of Trinity College^ Cambridge. Au
Account of his Writings, with Selections from
his Literary and Scientific Correspondence
By I. Todhunter, M.A. 2 vols. Svo. 25X,

WILLIAMS (Montagu).

—

Leaves of a Life.
Cr. Bvo. 3J. 6d.

Later Leaves. Being further Reminis-
cences. With Portrait. O". Svo. js. 6d.

WILSON. Memoir of Prof. George Wil-
son, M.D. By His Sister. With Portrait.

2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WORDSWORTH. Dove Cottage, Words-
worth's Home, 1800—8. Gl. Svo, swd. if.

Select Biography.
FARRAR (Archdeacon).— Seekers after
God. Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d.

FAWCETT (Mrs. H.). — Some Eminent
Women of our Times. Cr. Svo 2j. 6d.

GUIZO^.

—

Great Christians of France :

St. Louis and Calvin. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HARRISON (Frederic).—The New Calen-
dar of Great Men. Ex. cr. Svo. ys.dd.Tiet.

MARRIOTT (J. A. R.).—The Makers of
Modern Italy : Mazzini, Cavour, Gari-
baldi. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

MARTINEAU (Harriet). — Biographical
Sketches, 1852—75. Cr. Svo. 6s.

NEW HOUSE OF COMMONS, JULY,
1892. Reprinted from the Times. i6mo- if.

SMITH(Goldwin).

—

ThreeEnglish States-
men ; Cromwell, Pvin, Pitt. Cr.Svo. Sf.

WINKWORTH (Catharine). — Christian
Singers of Germany. Cr. Svo. 4f. 6d,

YONGE (Charlotte M.).—The Pupils of St.
John. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6t.

Pioneers and Founders ; or. Recent
Workers in the Mission Field. Cr. Bvo. 6f.

A Book of Worthies. iSmo. 2f. 6d. net.

A Book of Golden Deeds. iSmo. 2f.6^

net. - -Globe Readings Edition. Gl. Svo. 2f.

Abridged Edition, Pott Svo. if.

BIOLOGY.
(See also Botany ; Natural History ;

Physiology; Zoology.)

BALFOUR (F. M.).—Comparative Em
bryology. Illustrated, a vols. Bvo. Vol. I.

iSf. Vol. II. 2if.



BIOLOGY—BOTANY.

"RlQiLOQiY—continued.

BALL (W. P.).—Are the Effects of Use
AND Disuse Inherited? Cr. 8vo. 3J. dd.

BASTIAN (H. Charlton).—The Beginnings
OF Life. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 283-.

Evolution and the Origin of Life.

Cr. 8vo. €>s. 6d.

BATESON (W.).—Materials for the
Studv of Variation in Animals. Part I.

Discontinuous Variation. lUustr. 8vo.

BERNARD (H. M.).—The Apodidae. Cr.

8vo. ys. 6d.

BIRKS (T. R.).— Modern Physical Fa-
talism, and THE Doctrine of Evolution.
Including an- Examination of Mr. Herbert
Spencer's '* First Principles." Cr. 8vo. 6s.

EIMER (G. H. T.).—Organic Evolution
AS the Result of the Inheritance of
Acquired Characters according to the
Laws of Organic Growth. Translated by

J. T. Cunningham, M.A. 8vo. 125. 6d.

FISKE (John).—Outlines of Cosmic Philo-
sophy, BASED ON the DoCTEINE OF EVO-
LUTION. 2 vols. 8vo. 25J.

Man's Destiny Viewed in the Light
OF his Origin. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

FOSTER (Prof. M.) and BALFOUR (F. M.).
—The Elements of Embryology. Ed. A.
Sedgwick, and Walter Heape. IUus. 3rd
Edit., revised and enlarged. Cr. 8vo. loj. 6d.

PUXLEY (T. H.) and MARTIN (H. N.).—
{See under Zoology, p. 40.)

KLEIN (Dr. E.),

—

Micro-Organisms and
Disease. With 121 Engravings. 3rd Edit.

Cr. 8vo. 6s.

LANKESTER (Prof. E. Ray).—Compara-
tive Longevity in Man and the Lower
Animals. Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, Bart.).— Scientific
Lectures. Illustrated. 2nd Edit. 8vo. 8j. 6d.

PARKER (T., Jeffery).~LESsoNS in Ele-
mentary Biology. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. \os.6d.

ROMANES (G. J.).—Scientific Evidences
OF Organic Evolution. Cr. 8vo. -zs. 6d.

VARIGNY (H. de).—Experimental Evo-
lution. Cr. 8vo. Un tlie Press.

WALLACE (Alfred R.).—Darwinism : An
Exposition of the Theory of Natural Selec-
tion. Illustrated. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 9^.

Contributions to the Theory of
Natural Selection, and Tropical Na-
ture : and other Essays. New Ed. Cr.8vo. 6s.

The Geographical Distribution of
Animals. Illustrated. 2 vols, 8vo. 42^.

Island Life. Illustr. Ext. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BIRDS. iSee Zoology ; Ornithology.)

BOOK-KEEPING.
TH0RNT0N(J.).—First Lessons IN Book-
keeping. New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2J. 6d.—— Key. Oblong 4to. io.r. 6d.

Primer of Book-keeping. iSmo. u.
Key. Demy 8vo. -zs. 6d.
Exercises in Book-keeping. x8mo. ij.

BOTANY.
See also Agriculture ; Gardening.)

ALLEN (Grant). — On the Colours of
Flowers. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3*, 6d,

BALFOUR (Prof. J. B.) and WARD (Prof.

H. M.). — A General Text-Book op

Botany. 8vc. [Tn preparation.

BETTANY (G. T.).—First Lessons in Prac-
tical Botany. iSmo. w.

BOWER (Prof. F. O.).—A Course of Prac-
tical Instruction in Botany. Cr. Bvo.

loj. 6d. —Abridged Edition. [/« preparation.

CHURCH (Prof. A. H.) and SCOTT (D. H.).
—Manual of Vegetable Physiology.
Illustrated. Crown 8vo. U^ preparation.

GOODALE (Prof. G. L.).—Physiological
Botany.—i. Outlines of the Histology
OF Ph^nogamous Plants ; 2. Vegetable
Physiology. 8vo, icj. 6d.

GRAY (Prof. Asa).—Structural Botany
;

or, Organography on the Basis of Mor-
phology. 8vo. 10*. 6d.

The Scientific Papers of Asa Gray.
Selected by C. S. Sargent. 2 vols. 8vo. 21J.

HANBURY (Daniel). — Science Papers,
chiefly Pharmacological and Botani-
cal. Med. 8vo. 14J.

HARTIG (Dr. Robert).—Text-Book of the
Diseases of Trees. Transl. by Prof. Wm.
SoMERViLLE, B.Sc. With Introduction by
Prof. H. Marshall Ward. 8vo.

HOOKER (Sir Joseph D.).—The Student's
Flora of the British Islands. 3rd
Edit. Globe 8vo. lo^. 6d.

A Primer of Botany. i8mo. xs.

LASLETT (Thomas).—Timber and Timber
Trees, Native and Foreign. Cr. 8vo.

Zs. 6d.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, Bart.).—On British
Wild Flowers considered in Relation
TO Insects. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

• Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. With
Illustrations. Cr. 8yo. 4.^. 6d.

Mt^LLER-THOMPSON.— The Fertili-
sation OF Flowers. By Prof. H. MOller.
Transl. by D'Arcy W. Thompson. Preface
by Charles Darwin, F.R.S. 8vo. 21J.

OLIVER (Prof. Daniel).—Lessons in Ele-
mentary Botany. Illustr. Fep. 8vo. t^s.Sd

First Book of Indian Botany. Illus-

trated. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 65. 6d.

ORCHIDS : Being the Report on the
Orchid Conference held at South Ken-
sington, 1885. 8vo. 2J. net.

PETTIGREW a. Bell).—The Physiology
of the Circulation in Plants, in thr
Lower Animals, and in Man. 8vo. i2j.

SMITH (J.).

—

Economic Plants, Diction-
ary OF Popular Names of ; Their His-
tory, Products, and Uses. 8vo. 141.

SMITH (W. G.).—Diseases of Field and
Garden Crops, chiefly such as are
caused by Fungi. lUust. Fcp. 8vo. 4^-, id.

STEWART (S. A.) and CORRY (T. H.).—
A Flora of the North-East of Ireland.
Cr. 8vo. 5j. 6d.

WARD (Prof. H. M.).—Timber and some of
its Diseases. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

YONGE (C. M.).—The Herb of the Field.
New E^tion, revised. Cr. 8vo. 5J



CHEMISTRY—DICTIONARIES.

BREWING AND WINE.
PASTEUR— FAULKNER. — Studies on
Fermentation : The Diseases of Beer,
THEIR Causes, and the means of pre-
venting THEM. By L. Pasteur. Trans-
lated by Frank Faulkner. 8vo. ais.

THUDICHUM a. L. W.) and (DUPR£ (A.).—Treatise on the Origin, Nature, and
Varieties of Wine. Med. Svo. ass.

CHEMISTRT.
(See also Metallurgy.)

BRODIE (Sir Benjamin).

—

Ideal Chemistry.
Cr. Svo. zs.

COHEN (J. B.). — The Owens College
Course of Practicai. Organic Chemis-
try. Fcp. Svo. 2j. 6d.

COOKE (Prof. J. P., jun.).—Principles of
Chemical Philosophy. New Ed. 8vo. ^gs.

DOBBIN (L.) andWALKERUas.)—Chemi-
cal Theory for Beginners. iBmo. aj. bd.

FLEISCHER (Emil).—A System of Volu-
metric Analysis. Transl. with Additions,

byM. M. P. Muik.F.R.S.E. Cr.Svo. js.id.

FRANKLAND (Prof. P. F.). (See Agri-
culture.)

GLADSTONE (J. H.) and TRIBE (A.).—
The Chemistry of the Secondary Bat-
teries OF Plantsand Faure. Cr. Svo, 2s.6d.

HARTLEY (Prof. W. N.).—A Course of
Quantitative Analysis for Students.
Globe Svo. 5s,

HEMPEL (Dr. W.). — Methods of Gas
Analysis. Translated by L. M. Dennis.
Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

HOFMANN (Prof. A. W.).—The Life Work
of Liebig in Experimental and Philo-
sophic Chemistry. Svo. 55.

JONES (Francis).-'The Owens College
Junior Course of Practical Chemistry.
Illustrated. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

' Questions on Chemistry. Fcp.Svo. v.

LANDAUER (J.).
— Blowpipe Analysis.

Translated by J. Taylor. G1. Svo. +s. id.

LOCKYER a. Norman, F.R.S.). — The
Chemistry of the Sun. lUustr. Svo. 14J.

LUPTON (S.). — Chemical Arithmetic.
With 1200 Problems. Fcp. Svo. 41. dd.

MANSFIELD (C. B.).—A Theory of Salts.

Cr. Svo. 14J-

MELDOLA (Prof. R.).—The Chemistry of
Photography. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MEyER-(E, von).—History of Chemistry
FROM Earliest Times to the Present
Day. Trans. G. McGowan. Svo. i+j. net.

MIXTER (Prof. W. G.).—An Elementary
Text-Book of Chemistrv. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

MUIR (M. M. P.).—Practical CHEltnsTRTr

foe Medical Students (FirstM.B. Course).

Fcp. Svo. xs. 6d.

MUIR (M. M. P.) and WILSON (D. M.).-
ElementsofThermal Chemistry. 12s. 6d.

OSTWALD (Prof.).

—

Outlines of General
Chemistry. Trans. Dr. J. Walker, ioj.net.

RAMSAY (Prof. William).—Experimental
Proofs of Chemical Theory for Begin-

ners. iSmo. zf. 6d.

REMSEN (Prof. Ira).—The Elements 01
Chemistry. Fcp. Svo. 2j. 6d.

An Introduction to the Study of
Chemistry (Inorganic Chemistry). Cr,

Svo. 6s. 6d.

A Text-Book of Inorganic Chemis-
try. Svo. 16s,

Compounds of Carbon ; or, An Intro-

duction to the Study of Organic Chemistry
Cr. Svo. 6s. 6d.

ROSCOE (Sir Henry E., F.R.S.).—A Primer
OF Chemistry. Illustrated. iSmo. is.

Lessons in Elementary Chemistry,
Inorganic and Organic. Fcp. Svo. 4J. 6d.

ROSCOE (Sir H. E.) and SCHORLEMMER
{Prof. C.).—A Complete Treatise on In-

organic and Organic Chemistry. lUustr.

Svo.—Vols. I. and II. Inorganic Chemis-
try : Vol. I. The Non-Metallic Ele-
ments, 2nd Edit., 21S. Vol. II. Parts I.

and II. Metals, iSj. each.—Vol. III. Or-
ganic Chemistry : The Chemistry of the
Hydro-Carbons and their Derivatives.
Parts I. II. IV. and VI. 21s. ; Parts III. and
V. iSj. each.

ROSCOE (Sir H. E.) and SCHUSTER (A.).

—Spectrum Analysis. By Sir Henry E.
RoscoB. 4tb Edit., revised by the Author
and A. Schusiee, F.R.S. With Coloured

Plates. Svo. 21s.

THORPE (Prof. T. E.) and TATE (W.)._—

A Series of Chemical Problems. With
Key. Fcp. Svo. 2s.

THORPE (Prof. T. E.) and RUCKER (Prof,

A. W.).—A Treatise on Chemical Phv.
sics. Illustrated. Svo. [In preparaiioti.

WURTZ (Ad.).—A History of Chemical
Theory. Transl. by H, Watts. Cr.Svo. 6s.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH, History of the.

(See under Theology, p. 31.)

CHURCH OF ENGLAND, The.

(See under Theology, p. 32.)

COLLECTED WORKS.
(See under Literature, p. ig.)

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.
(See under Zoology, p, 39.)

COOKERY.
.

(See under Domestic Economy, p. 8.)

DEVOTIONAL BOOKS.
(See utider Theology, p. 32.)

DICTIONARIES AND GLOSSARIES.
AUTENRIETH (Dr. G.).—An Homeric
Dictionary. Translated from the Germ^,
by R. P. Keep, Ph.D. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BARTLETT (J.).—Familiar Quotations.
A Shakespeare Glossary. Cr. Svo.

I2J. 6d.

GROVE (Sir George).—A Dictionary op

Music and Musicians. (See Music.)

HOLE (Rev. C.).—A Brief Biographical
Dictionary, 2nd Edit. iSmo. 4J, 6d.

MASSON (Gustave).—A Compendious Dig-

TIONARY of the FrENCH LANGUAGE.
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

PALGRAVE (R. H. I.).^A Dictionary of
Political Economy. (See Political
Economy.)



DOMESTIC ECONOMY—ENGINEERING.

DICnOKARlES—continued.
WHITNEY (Prof. W. D.).—A Compendious
German and English Dictionary. Cr.
8vo. 5J.—Gennan-English Part separately.

3J. 6ti.

WRIGHT (W. Aldis).—The Bible Word-
Book. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

YONGE (Charlotte M.).—History of Chris-
tian Names. Cr. 8vo. ' 7J. 6d.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Cookery—Nursing—Needlework.

Cookery.
BARKER (Lady).

—

First Lessons in the
Principles of Cooking. 3rd Ed. i8mo. u.

FREDERICK (Mrs.).—Hints to Hodse-
WivES ON Several Points, particularly
on the Preparation of Economical and
Tasteful Dishes. Cr. 8vo. ts.

MIDDLE-CLASS COOKERY BOOK, The.
Compiled for the Manchester School of
Cookery. Fcp. 8vo. w. 6d.

TEGETMEIER (W. B.).—Household Man-
agement AND Cookery. i8mo. u.

WRIGHT (Miss Guthrie). —The School
CoOKERY-BoOK. l8mo. I.S.

Nursing.
CRAVEN (Mrs. Dacre).—A Guide to Dis-
trict Nurses. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

FOTHERGILL(Dr. J. M.).—Food foe the
Invalid, the Convalescent, the Dyspep-
tic, AND the Gouty. Cr. 8vo. v. 6d.

JEX-BLAKE (Dr. Sophia).—The Care of
Infants. i8mo. is.

RATHBONE (Wm.).—The History and
Progress of District Nursing, from 1859
TO THE Present Date. Cr. 8vo. ss, 6d.

RECOLLECTIONS OF A NURSE. By
E. D. Cr. 8vo. 2J.

STEPHEN (Caroline E.).—The Service of
the Poor. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Needlework.
GLAISTER (Elizabeth).—Needlework. Cr.

8vo. as. 6d.

GRAND'HOMME.— Cutting Out and
Dressmaking. From the French of Mdlle.
E. Grand'homme. iSmo. is.

GRENFELL(Mrs.>-DRESSMAKlNG. i8mo. is.

DRAMA, Tbe.
(See under Literature, p. 14.)

ELECTRICITY.
(See under Physics, p. 26.)

EDUCATION.
ARNOLD (Matthew).

—

Higher Schools and
Universities in Germany. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Reports on Elementary Schools,
1852-82. Ed. by Lord Sandford. 8vo. ss.6d.
A French Eton : or Middle Class

Education and the State. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BLAKISTON(J.R.).—The Teacher: Hints
ON School Management. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CALDERWOOD (Prof. H.).—On Teach-
ing. 4th Edit. Ext. fcp. 8vo. as. 6d.

COMBE (George).—Education : Its Prin-
ciples AND Practice as Developed by
George Combe. Ed. byW. Jolly. 8vo. 15J.

CRAIK (Henry).—The State in its Rela-
tion to Education. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

FEARON (D. R.).—School Inspection

6th Edit. Cr. 8vo. as. 6d.

FITCH (J. G.).— Notes on Ambrimn
Schools and Training Colleges. Re-

printed by permission. Globe 8vo. as. 6d.

GLADSTONE U. H.).—Spelling Reform
from an Educational Point of View.

3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

HERTEL Pr.).—Overpressure in High
Schools in Denmark. With Introduction

bySirJ. Cbichton-Browne. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—Health and Edu-
cation. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

LUBBOCK (Sir John, Bart.).—Political and
Educational Addresses. Svo. 8j. 6d.

MAURICE (F. D.).—Learning and Work-
ing. Cr. Svo. 4J. 6d.

RECORD OF TECHNICAL AND SE-
CONDARY EDUCATION. Crown Svo.

Sewed, as. net. No. I. Nov. 1891.

THRING(Rev. Edward).—Education and
School. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ENGINEERING.
ALEXANDER (T.) and THOMSON (A.W.)—Elementary Applied Mechanics. Part

II. Transverse Stress. Cr. Svo. 10s. 6d.

CHALMERS (J. B.).—Graphical Deter-
mination of Forces in Engineering
Structures. Illustrated. Svo. 241.

COTTERILL (Prof. J. H.).—Applied Me-
chanics : An Elementary General Introduc-

tion to the Theory of Structures and Ma-
chines. 3rd Edit. 8vo. lis.

COTTERILL (Prof. J. H.) and SLADE
(J. H.).

—

Lessons in Applied Mechanics.
Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.

KENNEDY (Prof. A. B. W.).—The Me-
chanics of Machinery. Cr. Svo. las. 6d.

PEABODY(Prof. C. H.).—Thermodynamics
OF the Steam Engine and other Heat-
Engines. Svo. ais.

SHANN (G.).

—

An Elementary Treatise
ON Heat in Relation to Steam and the
Stbam-Engine. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 4^. 6d.

WHITHAM (Prof. J. M.).—Steam-Enginr
Design. For the use of Mechanical En-
gineers, Students, and Draughtsmen. Illus-

trated, Svo. 25J.

WOODWARD (C. M.).—A History of the
St. Louis Bridge. 4to. al. as. net.

YOUNG (E. W.).—Simple Practical Me-
thods OF Calculating Strains on Gir-
ders, Arches, and Trusses. Svo. ys. 6d.

ENGLISH CITIZEN SERIES.
(See Politics.)

ENGLISH MEN OF ACTION.
{See Biography.)

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS.
(See Biography.)

ENGLISH STATESMEN, Twelve.
(See Biography.)

ENGRAVING. (5«Abt.)
ESSAYS. (See under Literature, p. 19.)

ETCHING. (5«Art.)
ETHICS. (See under Philosophy, p. 25.)



GARDENING—HISTORY.

FATHERS, The.
See under Theology, p. 32.)

FICTION, Prose.
{See w«£&?- Literature, p. 17.)

GARDENING.
iSee also Agriculture ; Botany.)

BLOMFIELD (R.) and THOMAS (F. I.).—
The Formal Garden in England. Illus-
trated. Ex. cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d. net.—Large
Paper Edition. 8vo. 21J. net.

BRIGHT (H. A.).—The English Flower
Garden. Cr. 8v6. 3^. 6d,
A Year in a Lancashire Garden. Cr.

8vo. 3J. 6d.

HOBDAY (E.).— Villa Gardening. A
Handbook for, Amateur and Practical Gar-
deners. Ext. cr. 8vo. 6s.

HOPE (Frances J.).

—

Notes and Thoughts
ON Gardens and Woodlands. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GEOGRAPHY.
{See also Atlases.)

BLANFORD (H. F.).—Elementary Geo-
graphy OF India, Burma, and Ceylon.
Globe 8vo. 2j. dd.

CLARKE (C. B.).—A Geographical Reader
and Companion TO THE Atlas. Cr. 8vo. 2j.

A Class-Book of Geography. With 18
Coloured Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 35-. ; swd., 25-. 6^.

DAWSON(G.MJ andSUTHERLAND (A.).
Elementary Geography of the British
Colonies. Globe 8vo. 3J.

ELDERTON (W. A.).—Maps and Map
Drawing. Pott 8vo. u.

GEIKIE (Sir Archibald).—The Teaching of
Geography. A Practical Handbook for the
use of Teachers. Globe 8vo. 2J.

Geography of the British Isles.
iSmo. IS.

GREEN (J. R. andA S.).—A Short Geogra-
phyoFthe British Islands. Fcp.Svo. -^s.^d.

GROVE (Sir George).—A Primer of Geo-
graphy. Maps. i8mo. xs.

KIEPERT (H.).— Manual of Ancient
Geography. Cr. 8vo. 53-.

MILL (H. R.).

—

Elementary Class-Book
OF General Geography. Cr. 8vo. 3J. td.

SIME (James).

—

Geography of Europe.
With Illustrations. Globe 8vo. 3J.

STRACHEY(Lieut.-Gen. R.).—Lectures on
Geography. Cr. 8vo. 4J. td.

TOZER (H. F.).—A Primer of Classical
Geography. zSmo. is.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.
BLANFORD (W. T.). — Geology and
Zoology of Abyssinia. 8vo. 21J.

COAL: Its History and Its Uses. By
Profs. Green, Miall, Thorpe, ROckbr,
and Marshall. 8vo. i2j. td.

DAWSON (Sir J. W.).—The Geology of
- Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince Edward Island ; or, Acadian Geo-
logy. 4th Edit. 8vo. 3IJ.

GEIKIE (Sir Archibald).—A Primer of (jBO-

LOGY. Illustrated. i8mo. if.

Class-Book op Geology. Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo. 4*. td.

Outlines of Field Geology. With
niunerous Illustrations. Gl. 8vo. 3J. 6</.

GEIKIE (Sir A.).

—

Geological Sketches
AT Home and Abroad. Illus. 8vo. ios,6d,

Text-Book of Geology. Illustrated.

2nd Edit. 7th Thousand. Med. 8vo. zSs.

The Scenery of Scotland. Viewed in
connection with its Physical Geology. 2nd
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

HULL(E.).-^A Treatise on Ornamental
AND Building Stones of Great Britain
AND Foreign Countries. 8vo. izs.

PENNINGTON (Rooke).—Notes on the
Barrows and Bone Caves of Derbyshire.
8vo. 6s.

RENDU—WILLS.—The Theory of thb
Glaciers of Savoy. By M. Le Chanoinh
Rendu. Trans, by A.Wills.Q.C. 8vo. 7f.6rf.

ROSENBUSCH—IDDINGS.—Microscopi-
cal Physiography of the Rock-Making
Minerals. By Prof. H. Rosenbusch.
Transl. by J. P. Iddings. Illustr. 8vo. 24J.

WILLIAMS (G. H.).—Elements of Cry-
stallography. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GLOBE LIBRARY. (See Literature, p. 20.)

GLOSSARIES. (See Dictionaries.)

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.
{See LiTERATUHE, p. 20.)

GRAMULAR. {See Philology.)

HEALTH. (See Hygiene.)

HEAT. {See under Physics, p. 27.)

HISTOLOGY. {Seg Physiology.)

HISTORY.
{See also Biography.)

ANNALS OF OUR TIME. A Diurnal of
Events, Social and Political, Home and
Foreign. By Joseph Irving. 8vo,—Vol. I,

June 20th, 1S37, to Feb. 28th, 1871, iZs. ;

Vol. 11. Feb. 24th, 1871, to June 24thj 1887,
i8j. Also Vol. II. in 3 parts: Part I. Feb.
24th, 1871, to March 19th, 1874, 4^.. 6d. ; Part
II. March 20th, 1874, to July Z2nd, 1878,
4J. 6d, ; Part III. July 23rd, 1878, to June
a4th, 1887, gs. Vol. III. By H. H. Fyfe.
Part I. Jime zsth, 1887, to Dec. 30th, i8go.

4J. td. ; sewed, v* 6d Part II. i8gi, is. 6a. ;

sewed, is.

ARNOLD (T.).—The Second Punic War.
By Thomas Arnold, D.D. lEd. by W. T.
Arnold, M.A. With 8 Maps. Cr. 8vo. 5J.

ARNOLD (W. T.).—A History of the
Early Roman Empire. Cr. 8vo. [lupre/^

BEESLY (Mrs.).

—

Stories from the His*
TORY OF Rome. Fcp. 8vo. zs, 6d.

BLACKIE (Prof. John Stuart).—What Doe*
History Teach f Globe 8vo. ss. 6d.

BRYCE (James, M.P.).—The Holy Roman
Empire. 8th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.—
Library Edition. 8vo. 145.

BUCKLEY (Arabella).-History of Eng-
land FOR Beginners. Globe 8vo. 3J.

BURKE (Edmund). {See Politics.) .

BURY (J. B.).—A History of the Later
Roman Empire from Arcadius to Irene,
a.d. 390—800. 2 vols. 8vo. 32J.

CASSEL (Dr. D.).—Manual of Jewish
History and Literature. Translated by
Mrs. Henry Lucas. Fcp. 8vo. 2s,6d.

CQX (G. v.).

—

Recollections of Oxford,
and Edit. Cr. 8vo. dr.



HISTORY.

ENGLISH STATESMEN, T\^ELVE.
(See Biography.)

FISKE (John).—The Critical Period in
American History, 1783—89. Ext. cr.

8vo. icxr. 6d.
The Beginnings of New England;

or, The Puritan Theocracy in its Relations to
Civil and R^igious Liberty. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

The Ame^rican Revolution. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo. z8s.

The Discovery of America. 2 vols.
Cr. Svo. 18s.

FRAMJI (Dosabhai).— History of the
ParsIs, including their Manners, Cus-
toms, Religion, and Present Position.
With Illustrations. 2 vols. Med. 8vo. 3,6s.

FREEMAN (Prof. E. A.)-—History of the
Cathedral Church of Wells. Cr. 8vo,
3^. 6d,

Old English History. With 3 Coloured
'aps. gth Edit., revised. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

Historical Essays. First Series. 4th
Edit. 8vo.. 10s. 6d.

;— Second Series. 3rd Edit., with
Additional Essays. Svo. ioj. 6d.

Third Series. Svo. i2j.

Fourth Series. Svo. i2j. 6d,
The Growth of the English Consti-

tution from the Earliest Times, 5th
Edit. Cr. Svo. 5^.

Comparative Politics. Lectures at the
Royal Institution. To which is added "The
Unity of History.*' Svo. 14J.

Subject and Neighbour Lands of
Venice. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. loj. 6d.

English Towns and Districts. A
Series of Addresses and Essays. 8vo. i^r.

The Office of the Historical Pro-
fessor. Cr. Svo. 2s.

Disestablishment and Disendow-
ment ; What are they? Cr. Svo. 2j.

Greater Greece and Greater Bri-
tain : George Washington the Ex-
pander OF England. With an Appendix
on Imperial Federation, Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

^
The Methods of Historical Study.

Eight Lectures at Oxford. Svo. jos. 6d,
The Chief Periods of European His-

tory. With Essay on " Greek Cities under
Roman Rule." Svo. 10s. 6d.

Four Oxford Lectures, 18B7; Fifty
Years of European History ; Teutonic
Conquest in Gaul and Britain. Svo. sj.

FRIEDMANN (Paul). {See Biography.)
GIBBINS (H. de B.).—History of Com-
merce IN Europe. Globe Svo. 3^. dd.

GREEN (John Richard).—A Short History
OF THE English People. New Edit., re-
vised, isgth Thousand. Cr. Svo. 8j. td.—
Also in Parts, withAnalysis. 3J. each.—Part I.

607—T265 : II. 1204—1553 ; III. 1540—1689

;

IV. 1660—zSj^.— fiiustrated Edition, in
Parts. Super roy. Svo. xs. each net.—Part
I. Oct. 1S91.

History of the English People. In
4 vols. Svo. its. each.

The Making of England. Svo. i6j.

The Conquest of England. With
Maps and Portrait. Svo. i8j.

Readings in English History. In 3
Parts. Fcp. Svo. u. 6d. each.

GREEN (Alice S.).—The English Town
IN THE 15TH Century. 2 vols. Svo.

GUEST (Dr. E.).—Origines Celtics. Maps.

2 vols. Svo. 32J.

GUEST (M. J.).—Lectures on the History
of England. Cr. Svo. ds.

HISTORY PRIMERS. Edited by John
Richard Green. i8mo. 15. each.

Europe. By E. A. Freeman, M.A.
Greece. By C. A. Fyffe, M.A.
Rome. By Bishop Creighton.
France. By Charlotte M. Yonge.

HISTORICAL COURSE FOR SCHOOLS.
Ed. by Edw. A. Freeman, D.C.L. iSmo.

General Sketch of European History.
By E. A. Freeman. Maps. 3^. 6d.

History of England. By Edith Thomp-
son. Coloured Maps. 2J. 6d.

History of Scotland. By Margaret
MacARTHUR. 2J.

History of Italy. By the Rev. W. Hunt,
M.A. With Coloured Maps. 3J. 6d,

History of Germany. By James Sime,

M.A. 35.

History of America. By J. A. Doyle.
With Maps. 4J. td.

History of European Colonies. By
E. J. Payne, M.A. Maps. a,s. dd.

History op France. By Charlotte M.
Yonge. Maps. 3J. 6d.

HOLE (Rev. C).

—

Genealogical Stemma
of the Kings of England and France.
On a Sheet, is.

INGRAM (T. Dunbar).—A History of the
Legislative Union of Great Britain
AND Ireland. Svo. 10^. 6d.

Two Chapters of Irish History: i.

The Irish Parliament of James II. ; 2. The
Alleged Violation of the Treaty of Limerick.
Svo. 6^.

JEBB(Prof. R. C.).—Modern Greece. Two
Lectures. Crown 8vo. 5^.

JENNINGS (A. C.).—Chronological Ta-
bles OP Ancient History. Svo. 5^.

KEARY (Annie).

—

The Nations Around.
Cr. Svo. 4J-. dd.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—The Roman and
the Teuton. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Historical Lectures and Essays.
Cr. Svo. 3^. 6rf.

LABBERTON (R. H.). {See Atlases.)

LEGGE (Alfred O.).—The Growth of the
Temporal Power of the Papacy. Cr.
Svo. 85. 6d.

LETHBRIDGE (Sir Roper).—A Short Man-
ual of the History of India. Cr. Svo, 5*.

TheWorld's History. Cr.8vo,swd. is.

Easy Introduction to the History
of India. Cr. Svo, sewed, is. Sd.

Historyof England. Cr.Svo.swd. x.r.6^.

Easy Introduction to the History
AND Geography of Bengal. Cr.Svo. is.Cd.

LYTE(H, C. Maxwell).—a Historyof Eton
College, 1440—1884. Illustrated. Svo. 21J.—=r A History of the University of
Oxford, from the Earliest Times to
the Year 1530. Svo. 16*.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.). -Social Lifb
IN Greece, from Homer to Menander.
6th Edit. Cr. Svo. gs.



HISTORY—HYGIENE.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.).-Greek Life
AND Thought, from the Age of Alex-
ander TO THE Roman Conquest. Cr.
8vo. xzs. 6d.
— The Greek World under Roman
Sway, from Polybius to Plutarch. Cr.
8vo. loj". 6d.

Problems in Greek History, Crown
8vo. ys. 6d.

MARRIOTT (J. A. R.). {See Select Bio-
graphy, p. 5.)

JMICHELKT(M.).—A Summary of Modern
History. Translated by M. C. M. Simp-
son. Globe 8vo. ^s. dd.

MULLmGER(J.B.).—CambridgeCharac-
TERISTICS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CeNTUKY.
Cr. Svo. 4j. Sd.

NORGATE (Kate).

—

England under the
Angevin Kings. In 2 vols- Svo. 32J.

OLTPHANT(Mrs. M. O. W.).—The Makers
OF Florence : Dante, Giotto, Savona-
rola, AND THEIR CiTY. lUustr. Cr. Svo.
los. 6d.—Mdition de Luxe. Svo. zu. net.

The Makers of Venice : Doges, Con-
querors, Painters, and Men op Letters.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. ioj. 6d.

Royal Edinburgh : Her Saints,
Kings, Prophets, and Poets. Illustrated
by G. Reid, R.S.A. Cr. Svo. loj. td.

Jerusalem, its History and Hope.
lUust. Svo. 21J.—Large Paper Edit. 5as.net.

OTT]£ (E. C.).—Scandinavian History.
With Maps. Globe Svo. 6j.

PALGRAVE (Sir F.),—History of Nor-
mandy and of England. 4 vols. Svo. -4/.4J.

PARKMAN (Francis). — Montcalm and
Wolfe. .Library Edition. Illustrated with
Portraitsand Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. i2j.6£/.each.

The Collected Works of Francis
Parkman. Popular Edition. In 10 vols.

Cr. Svo. "js, 6d, each ; or complete, 2^.iss.6d.—Pioneers of France in the New World,
I vol. ; The Jesuits i'n North America,
c vol. ; La Salle and the Discovery of
THE- Great West, i vol.; The Oregon
Trail, I vol. , The Old Regime in Canada
under Louis XIV., i vol. ; Count Fron-
TENAC AND" NeW FrANCE UNDER LOUIS
XIV., I vol. ; Montcalm and Wolfe, 2

vols. ; The Conspiracy of Pontiac, 2 vols.

A Half Century of Conflict. 2 vols.

> Svo. 25J.

POOLE (R. L.).—A History of the Hugue-
nots of the Dispersion at the Recall
OF the Edict of Nantes. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

ROGERS (Prof. J. E. Thorold).—Historical
Gleanings. Cr. Svo.—ist Series. 4s. 6d.—
and Series. 6s.

SAYCE (Prof. A. H.).—The Ancient Em-
pires OF the East. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SEELEY (Prof. J. R.). — Lectures and
Essays. Svo. lor. 6d.

The Expansion of England. Two
Courses of Lectures. Cr. Svo.

, 4^. 6d.
—— Our Colonial Expansion. Extracts

from the above. Cr. Svo. is.

SEWELL (E. M.) and YONGE (C. M.).—
European History, narrated in a
Series of Historical Selections from
the best Authorities. 2 vols. 3rd Edit.

Cr. Svo. 6s. each.

SHUCKBURGH (E. S.).—A School His-
tory OF Rome. Cr. 8vo. [Inpreparation

STEPHEN (Sir J. Fitzjames, Bart.).—The
Story of Nuncomar and the Impeach-
ment OF Sir Elijah Impey. 2 vols. Cr,
Svo. x^s.

TAIT (C. W. A.).—Analysis of English
History, based on Green's " Short His-
tory of the English People." Cr. 8va.

4^ . 6d.

TOUT (T. F.).-—Analysis of English His-
TORY. iSmO. IS.

TREVELYAN (Sir Geo. Otto).—Cawnporb.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WHEELER (J. Talboys).—Primer of In-
dian History, Asiatic and European.
zSmo. IS.

College History of India, Asiatic
and European. Cr. Svo. 3^-. ; sivd. 2j. 6d.

A Short History of India. With Maps.
Cr. Svo. 123-.

India under British Rule. 8vo. izs.td.

WOOD (Rev. E. G.).~The Regal Power
of the Church. 8vo. 4^. 6d,

YONGE (Charlotte).

—

Cameos from English
History. Ext. fcp. Svo. s^. each,—Vol. i.

From Rollo to Edward II. ; Vol. 2. The
Wars in France ; Vol. 3. The Wars of
THE Roses ; Vol. 4. Reformation Times ;

Vol. 5. England and Spain ; Vol.6. Forty
Years of Stewart Rule (1603—43) ; Vol. 7.

The Rebellion and Restoration (1642

—

1678).

The Victorian Half-Century. Cr.
Svo. is. 6d. ; sewed, i*.

The Story of the Christians and
Moors in Spain. iSmo. 4^. 6d.

HORTICULTURE. (See Gardening.)

HYGIENE.
BERNERS0.)—First Lessons on Health.

iSmo. 1.5.

BLYTH (A. Wynter).—A Manual of Public
Health. Svo. ijs. net.

BROWNE (J. H. Bdfour).—Water Supply.
Cr. Svo. as. 6d.

CORFIELD (Dr. W. H.).—The Treatment
AND Utilisation of Sewage. 3rd Edit.

Revised by the Author, and by Louis C.
Parkes, M.D. Svo. i6j.

GOODFELLOWO-)-—The Dietetic Valub
OF Bread. Cr. Svo. 6*.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—Sanitary and So-
cial Lectures. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Health and Education. Cr. Svo. 6*.

REYNOLDS (Prof. Osborne).—Sewer Gas,
AND How TO KEEP IT OUT OF HoUSES. 3rd

Edit. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

RICHARDSON (Dr. B. W.).—Hygeia : A
City of HeAlth. Cr. 8vo. is. i

The Future op Sanitary Scihncb
Cr, Svo. IS.

On Alcohol. Cr. 8vo. is.

HYMNOLOGY.
(See under Theology, p. 33.)



ILLUSTRATED BOOKS—LAW.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.
BALCH (Elizabeth). — Glimpses of Old
English Homes. G1. 4to. 14s.

BLAKE, (^-w Biography.)

BOUGHTON (G. H.) and ABBEY (E. A.).
(See Voyages and Travels.)

CHRISTMAS CAROL (A). Printed in

Colours, with Illuminated Borders. 4to. zis.

DAYS WITH SIR ROGER DE COVER-
LEY. From the Spectator. Illustrated by
Hugh Thomson. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DELL (E. C).

—

Pictures from Shelley.
Engraved by J. D. Cooper. FoKo. 21J. net.

ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
THE. (6"^^ Periodicals.)

ProofImpressions ofEngravings originally
published in The En^^lish Illustrated Maga-
zine. 18S4. In Portfolio 4to. 21^.

GASKELL (Mrs.).—Cranford. Illustrated
by Hugh Thomson. Cr. 8vo. 6j.—Also
with uncut edges paper label. 6s.

GOLDSMITH (Oliver). —The Vicar of
Wakefield. New Edition, with 182 Illus-

trations by Hugh Thomson. Preface by
Austin Dobson. Cr. 8vo. 6^.—^Also with
Uncut Edges, paper label. 6s.

GREEN (John Richard). — Illustrated
Edition of the Short History of the
English People. In Parts. Sup. roy. 8vo.
ij.eachnet. Partl.Oct. i8gi. Vol. I., 12j.net.

GRIMM. (See Books for the Young.)
HALLWARD (R. F.).—Flowers of Para-
dise. Music, Verse, Design, Illustration. 6s.

HAMERTON(P. G.).—Manin Art. With
Etchings and Photogravures.

IRVING (Washington).—Old Christmas.
From the Sketch Book. Illustr. byRandolph
Caldecott. Gilt edges. Cr. 8vo. 6s.—Also
with uncut edges, paper label. 6*.

Bracebridge Hall. Illustr. by Ran-
dolph Caldecott. Gilt edges. Cr. Bvo.
6s.—Also with uncut edges, paper label. 6*.— Old Christmas and Bracebridge
Hall. Edition de Luxe. Roy. Bvo. zxs.

KINGSLEY (Charies).—The Water Babies.
{Se€ Books for the Young.)
The Heroes. (See Books for the Young.)
Glaucus. (See Natural History.)

LANG (Andrew).—The Library. With a
Chapter on Modern Illustrated Books, by
Austin Dobson. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

LYTE (H. C. Maxwell). {See History.)
MAHAFFY (Rev. Prof. J. P.) and ROGERS
Q. E.). (See Voyages and Travels.)

MEREDITH (L. A.).—Bush Friends in
Tasmania. Native Flowers, Fruits, and
Insects, with Prose and Verse Descriptions.
Folio. S2J. 6d. net.

OLD SONGS. With Drawings by E. A.
Abbeyand A. Parsons. 4to,mor.gilt, 3ij.6i/.

PROPERT O- L.). (See Art.)

STUART, RELICS OF THE ROYAL
HOUSE OF. Illustrated by 40 Plates in
Colours drawn from Relics of the Stuarts by
William Gibb. With an Introduction by
John Skelton, C.B., LL.D., and Descrip-
tive Notes by W. St. John Hope. Folio,
half morocco, gilt edges. . xol. 10s. net.

TENNYSON (Hon. Hallam).—Jack and
the Bean-Stalk. English Hexameters.

Illustrated by R. Caldecott. Fcp.4to. 3^.6^.

TRISTRAM (W. O.).—Coaching Days and
Coaching Ways. Illust. H. Railton and
Hugh Thomson. Ext. cr. 4to. 31J. 6d.

TURNER'S LIBER STUDIORUM : A
Description and a Catalogue. ByW. G.
Rawlinson. Med. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

WALTON and COTTON—LOWELL.—Thb
Complete Angler. With Introduction by
Jas. Russell Lovitell. 2 vols. Ext. cr. 8vo.

52s. 6d. net.

LANGUAGE. (See Philology.)

LAW.

BERNARD (M.).—Four Lectures on Sub-
jects connected with Diplomacy. 8vo. 9*.

BIGELOW (M. M.).—History of Proce-
dure in England from the Norman
Conquest, 1066-1204. 8vo. z6s.

BOUTMY (E.). — Studies in Constitu-
tional Law. Transl. by Mrs. Dicey. Pre-
face by Prof. A. V. Dicey. Cr. 8vo- 6s.

The English Constitution. Transl.

by Mrs. Eaden. Introduction by Sir F.
Pollock, Bart. Cr. 8vo. dr.

CHERRY (R. R.). — Lectures on thb
Growth of Criminal Law in Ancient
Communities. 8vo. 5^. net.

DICEY (Prof. A. V.).—Lectures Introduc-
tory to the Study of the Law of thb

- Constitution. 3rd Edit. 8vo. 12J. 6d.

ENGLISH CITIZEN SERIES, THE.
(See Politics.)

HOLLAND (Prof. T. E.).—The Treaty Re-
lations of Russia and Turkey, from
1774 TO 1853. Cr, Bvo. 2s.

HOLMES (O. W,, juh.).—The Common
Law. 8vo. i2j.

LIGHTWOOD O- M.).—The Nature of
Positive Law. Bvo. i2j. 6d.

MAITLAND(F. W.).—Pleas of the Crown
for the County of Gloucester, a.d. 1221.

Bvo. js. 6d.

Justice and Police. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6rf.

MONAHAN (James H.).—The Method op
Law. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

PATERSON (James).—Commentaries on
THE Liberty of the Subject, and the
Laws of England relating to the Se-
curity of the Person. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 21S.

The Liberty of the Press, Speech,
and Public Worship. Cr. 8vo. 12s.

PHILLIMORE Oohn G.).—Private Law
AMONG THE ROMANS. 8vO. 6s.

POLLOCK (Sir F.. Bart,).—Essays in Juris-
prudence and Ethics. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Land Laws, Cr.'Svo. 3S.6d.

Leading Cases done into English.
Cr. Bvo. ss. 6d.

'

RICHEY (Alex. G.).—The Irish Land Laws.
Cr. Bvo. 3j. 6d.

SELBORNE (Earl of),—Judicial Proce-
dure in the Privy Council. 8vo. IS. net.
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STEPHEN (Sir J. Fitzjames, Bart.).—A Di-
gest of the Law of Evidence. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A Digest of the Criminal Law :

Crimes and Punishments. 4th Ed. 8vo. 16s.
A Digest of the Law of Criminal

Procedure in Indictable Offences. By
Sir J. F., Bart., and Herbert Stephen,
LL.M. 8vo. izs. 6d.
A History of the Criminal Law of

England. 3 vols. 8vo. 48J.
A General View of the Criminal

Law of England. 2nd Edit. Svo. 14s.

STEPHEN (J. K.).—International Law
and International Relations. . Cr.
Svo. 6s.

WILLIAMS (S. E.).—Forensic Facts and
Fallacies. Globe Svo. 4s. 6d.

LETTERS. (,See under Literature, p. 19.)

LIFE-BOAT.
GILMORE (Rev. John).—Storm Warriors;

or, Life-Boat Work on the Goodwin Sands.
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d,

LEWIS (Richard).

—

History of the Life-
Boat and its Work. Cr. Svo. 5J.

LIGHT. {See under Physics, p. 27.)

LITERATURE.
Histofy and Criticism of— Co-mtneniaries^

etc.—Poetry and the Drama—Poetical Col-
lections and Selections—Prose Fiction—Col'
lected JVbrks, Essays^ Lectures, Letters,
Miscellaneous Works.

History and Criticism of.

{See also Essays, p. 19.)

ARNOLD (M.). {See Essays, p. 19.)

BROOKE (Stopford A.).—A Primer of Eng-
lish Literature. iSmo. u. — Large
Paper Edition. Svo. -js. 6d.

A History of Early English Litera-
ture. 2 vols. Svo.

CLASSiCAL WRITERS. Edited by John
Richard Green. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d. each.
Demosthenes. By Prof. Butcher, M.A.
Euripides. By Prof. Mahaffy.
Livy. By the Rev. W. W. Capes, M.A.
Milton. By Stopford A. Brooke.
Sophocles. By Prof. L. Campbell, M.A.
Tacitus. By Messrs.CnuRCH and BrodrIbb.
Vergil. By Prof. Nettleship, M.A.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS. {See

Biography.)

HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
In 4 vols. Cr. Svo.

Early English Literature. By Stop-
ford Brooke, M.A. [InReparation.

Elizabethan Literature (1560—1665).

By George Saintsbury. js. 6d.

Eighteenth Century Literature (1660
-;—1780). By Edmund Gosse, M.A. •js.6d.

The Modern Period. By Prof. Dowden.
[/« preparation,

JEBB (Prof. R. C.).—A Primer of Greek
Literature, i8mo. is.

The Attic Orators, from Antiphon
TO ISAEOS. 2 vols 8vO. 23^.

JOHNSON'S LIVES OF THE POETS.
MiLTO^, Drvden, Pope, Addison, Swift,
AND Gray. W^th Macaulay's "Life of

Johnson " Ed. byM.Arnold. Cr.Svo. 4J.6rf.

KINGSLEY (Charles). — Literary and
General Lectures. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d,

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.).—A History of
Classical Greek Literature. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo.—Vol:"i. The Poets. With an
Appendix on Homer by Prof. Sayce. In a
Parts,—Vol. 2. The Prose Writers. In 2
Parts. 4^. td. each.

MORLEY (John). {See Collected Works,
p. 22.)

NICHOL (Prof. J.) and McCORMICK (Prof
(W. S.).—A Short History of English
Literature. Globe Svo. \In preparation,

OLIPHANT (Mrs. M. O. W.).~The Lite-
rary History of England in the End
OF the iSth and Beginning of the iqth
Century. 3 vols. Svo. 21J.

RYLAND (F.).—Chronological Outlines
OF English Literature. Cr. Svo, ts.

WARD (Prof. A. W.).—A History of Eng-
lish Dramatic Literature, to the
Death OF Queen Anne. 2 vols, Svo. 32*.

WILKINS (Prof. A. S.).—A Primer of Ro-
man Literature. i8mo. t.s.

Commentaries, etc.

BROWNING.
A Primer ON Browning. ByMary Wilson.

Cr. Svo. aj. 6d.

DANTE.
Readings on the Purgatorio of Dante.

Chiefly based on the Commentary of Ben-
venuto da Imola. By the Hon. W. W,
Vernon, M.A. With an Introductiort by
Dean Church. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 245.

HOMER.
Homeric Dictionary. {See Dictionaries.)
The Problem of the Homeric Poems.
By Prof. W. D. Geddes. Svo. 14J.

Homeric Synchronism. An Inquiry into
the Time and Place of Homer. By the
Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone. Cr. Svo. 6*.

Primer of Homer. By the same. rSmo. is.

, Landmarks of Homeric Study, together
WITH AN Essay on the Points of Con-
tact between the Assyrian Tablets
AND THE Homeric Text. By the same.
Cr. 8vo. 25.6d.

Companion to the Iliad for English
Readers. By W. Leaf, Litt.D. Crown
Svo. 7*. 6d.

HORACE.
Studies, Literary and Historical, in
the Odes of Horace. By A. W. ver-
RALL, Litt.D. Svo. Zs.6d.

SHAKESPEARE.
Shakespeare Glossary. ^y^cDiCTioNARiESi
A Primer of Shakspere.' By Prof. Dow-
den. iSmo. IS,

A Shakespearian Grammar. By Rev.
E. A. Abbott. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

Shakespeareana Genealogica. By G. R,
French. Svo. iSJ.

A Selection" from the Lives in North's
Plutarch which illustrate Shakes-
peare's Plays. Edited by Rev. W. W.
Skeat, M.A. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Short Studies of Shakespeare's Plots.
By Prof. Cyril Ransome. Cr.Svo. ^s.6d.

Caliban: A Critique on "The Tempest"
and " A Midsummer Night's Dream. By
Sir Daniel Wilson. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
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TENNYSON.
A Companion to "In Memoriam." By
Elizabeth R. Chapman. Globe 8vo. 2j.

WORDSWORTH.
Wordsworth IANA : A Selection of Papers
read to the Wordsworth Society. Edited
by W. Knight. Cr. Svo. 7*. td.

Poetry and the Drama.
ALDRICH (T. Bailey).—The Sisters' Tra-
gedy : with other Poems, Lyrical and Dra-
matic. Fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d. net.

AN ANCIENT CITY : and other Poems.
Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

ANDERSON (A.).—Ballads and Sonnets.
Cr. Svo. 5J.

ARNOLD (Matthew). — The Complete
Poetical Works. New Edition. 3 vols.

Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d. each.
Vol.1. Earlv Poems, Narrative Poems

and Sonnets.
Vol. 2. Lyric and Elegiac Poems.
Vol. 3. Dramatic and Later Poems.
Complete Poetical Works, i vol.

Cr. Svo. 7J. 6d.- Selected Poems. iSmo. ^s. 6d.

AUSTIN (Alfred).—Poetical Works. New
Collected Edition. 6 vols. Cr. Svo. gj. each.

Vol. I. The Tower of Babel.
Vol. 2. Savonarola, etc.

Vol. 3, Prince Lucifer.
Vol. 4. The Human Tragedy.
Vol. 5. Lyrical Poems.
Vol. 6. Narrative Poems.
Soliloquies in Song. Cr. Svo. 6s.

At the Gate of the Convent : and
other Poems. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Madonna's Child. Cr. 4to. 3J. 6d.
Rome or Death. Cr. 4to. 9^.

The Golden Age. Cr. Svo. 5^.
^-^ The Season. Cr. Svo. 5s.

Love's Widowhood : and other Poems.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

English Lyrics. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

BETSY LEE : A Fo'c's'le Yarn. Ext. fcp.

Svo. 3J. 6d.

BLACKIE (John Stuart).—Messis Vitae :

Gleanings of Song from a Happy Life. Cr.
Svo. 45-. 6d.

The Wise Men of Greece. In a Series
of Dramatic Dialogues. Cr. Svo. gs.

Goethe's Faust. Translated into Eng-
lish Verse. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. gs.

BLAKE. (See Biography.)

BROOKE (Stopford A.).—Riquet of the
Tuft : A Love Drama. Ext. cr. Svo. 6s.

Poems. Globe Svo. 6j.

BROWN (T. E.).—The Manx Witch : and
other Poems. Cr. Svo. -js. 6d.

BURGON(Dean).—Poems. Ex.fcp.8vo. 4s.6d.

BURNS. The Poetical Works. With a
Biographical Memoir byAlexander Smith,

;

In 2 vols. Fcp. Svo. los. {See also Globe
Library, p. 20.)

BUTLER (Samuel).—HuDiBRAS. Edit, by
Alfred Milnes. Fcp. 8vo.—Part I. 3J. 6d. ;

Parts II. and III. 4*. 6d.

BYRON. (See Golden Treasury Series,
p. 20.)

CALDERON.—Select Plays. Edited by-

Norman Maccoll. Cr. Svo. 14J.

CAUTLEY (G. S.).—A Century of Em-
blems. With Illustrations by Lady Marion
Alford. Small 4to. jos. 6d.

CLOUGH (A. H.).—Poems. Cr. Svo. 7s.6d^

COLERIDGE : Poetical and Dramatic
Works. 4 vols. Fcp. Svo. 31s. 6d.—Also
an Edition on Large Paper, 2/. 12s. 6d.

COLQUHOUN.—Rhymes and Chimes. By
F, S. CoLQUHOUN (fi^e F. S. Fuller Mait-
land). Ext. fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

COWPER. (See Globe Library, p. 20;,

Golden Treasury Series, p. 20.)

CRAIK (Mrs.).—Poems. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

DOYLE (Sir F. H.).—The Return of the
Guards : and other Poems. Cr. Svo. ys. 6d.

DRYDEN. (See Globe Library, p. 20.)

EMERSON. (See Collected Works, p. 2o.>

EVANS (Sebastian). — Brother Fabian's
MANUSCRiPT:and other Poems. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

In the Studio : A Decade of Poems.
Ext. fcp. Svo. $s.'

FITZ GERALD (Caroline).—Venetia Vic-
TRix ; and other Poems. Ext. fcp. Svo. 3^.6^^

FITZGERALD (Edward).—The RubAiyat
OF Omar KhAyyAm. Ext. cr. Svo. zos. 6d,

FO'C'SLE YARNS, including " Betsy Lee,"
and Other Poems. Cr. Svo. 7^. 6d.

FRASER-TYTLER. — Songs in Minor
Keys. By C. C. Fraser-Tytler (Mrs,
Edward Liddell). 2nd Edit. iSmo. 6*.

FURNIVALL (F. J.).—Le Morte Arthur
Edited from the Harleian MSS. 2252, in the
British Museum. Fcp. Svo. 7^. 6d.

GARNETT (R.).—Idylls and Epigrams.
Chiefly from the Greek Anthology. Fcp*
Svo. 2f. 6d.

GOETHE.—Faust. (See Blackie.)

Reynard the Fox. Transl. into English
Verse by A. D. Ainslie. Cr. Svo. 7*. 6d.

GOLDSMITH.—The Traveller and the
Deserted Village. With Introduction and
Notes, by Arthur Barrett, B.A. ij, gd. ;
sewed, is.6d.—The Traveller (separately^
sewed, is.—By J. W. Hales. Cr. 8vo. 6ai
(See also Globe Library, p. 20.)

GRAHAM (David).—King James I. An
Historical Tragedy. Globe Svo. 75,

GRAY.—Poems. With IntroductionandNoteSj
by J. Bradshaw, LL.D. G1. Svo. ij. grf.

,

sewed, Z.S. 6d. (^S^e o/jo Collected WoRKS^
p. 21.)

HALLWARD. (See Illustrated Books.)

HAYES (A.).—The March of Man: and
other Poems. Fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d. net.

HERRICK, (See Golden Treasury Se-
ries, p. 20.)

HOPKINS (Ellice).—Autumn Swallows
A Book of Lyrics. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

HOSKEN ( J. D.).—Phaon and Sappho, ani>
Nimrod. Fcp. Svo. sj.
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JONES (H. A.).—Saints and Sinners.
Ext. fcp. 8vo. ss. 6d.

KEATS. (See Golden Treasury Series,
p. 20.)

KINGSLEY (Charles).—Poems. Cr. 8vo.

3s, 6d.—Pocket Edition. i8mo. ij. ^d.—
Eversley Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Bvo. loj.

LAMB. (See Collected Works, p. 21.)

LANDOR. {See Golden Treasury Series,
p. 20.)

LONpFELLOW. (See Golden Treasury
Series, p. 20.)

LOWELL (Jas. Russell).—Complete Poeti-
cal Works. i8mo. 4^. td.

With Introduction by Thomas Hughes,
and Portrait. Cr. Bvo. ^s. 6d.

Heartsease and Rue, Cr. Bvo. 5s.

(See also Collected Works, p. 21.)

LUCAS (F.).—Sketches of Rural Life.
Poems. Globe 8vo. 5*.

MEREDITH (George). — A Reading of
Earth. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 55.

Poems and Lyrics of the Joy of
Earth. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 6s.

Ballads and Poems of Tragic Life.
Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Modern Love. Ex. fcap. 8vo. 5^.

MILTON.—Poetical Works. Edited, with
Introductions and Notes, by Prof. David
Masson, M.A. 3 vols. Bvo. 2/. is.—[Uni-

form with the Cambridge Shakespeare.]
. Edited by Prof Masson. 3 vols.

Fcp- Syo. 15^.
- Globe Edition, Edited by Prof.

Masson. Globe Bvo. 3^. dd.

Paradise Lost, Books i and 2. Edited
by Michael Macmillan, B.A. is. grf.

;

sewed,, is. 6^.-Books i and 2 (separately),

IS. sd. each ; sewed, is. each.

L'Allegro, II Penseroso, Lycidas,
Arcades, Sonnets, etc. Edited by Wm.
Bell, M.A. js. gd. ; sewed, z's. 6d.

CoMUS. By the same. is. ^d. ;,swd. is.

Samson Agonistes. Edited by H. M.
PERCIVAL, M.A. 2J. ; sewed, is. ga.

MOULTON (Louise Chandler). — In the
Garden of Dreams : Lyrics and Sonnets.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

MUDIE (C. E.).

—

Stray Leaves: Poems.

4th Edit. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 3s. 6d.

MYERS (E.).—The Puritans : A Poem.
Ext. fcp. Bvo. zs. 6d.

• Poems. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 45. 6d.

The Defence of Rome : and other

Poems. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 5s.

The Judgment of Prometheus : and
other Poems. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 3^. 6d.

MYERS (F. W. H.).—The Renewal of
Youth : and other Poems. Cr. 8vo. js. 6ti.

St. Paul : A Poem. Ext. fcp. Bvo. zs.Sd.

NORTON (Hon. Mrs.).—The Lady of La
Garaye. 9th Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

PALGRAVE(Prof.F.T.).—Original Hymns.
3rd Edit. iBmo. js. 6d.

Lyrical Poems. Ext. fcp. Bvo. 6s.

Visions of England. Cr. Bvo. 7s. 6d.

PALGRAVE (W. G.).—A Vision of Life:

Semblance and Reality. Cr. Bvo. 7^. net.

PEEL (Edmund).

—

Echoes from Horeb ;

and other Poems. Cr. Bvo. 3,?. 6d

POPE. (See Globe Library, p. 20.)

RAWNSLEY (H. D.).—Poems, Ballads,
AND Bucolics. Fcp. Bvo. 5s.

ROSCOE (W. C.).—Poems. Edit, by E. M
RoscoB. Cr. Bvo. 7;. net.

KOSSETTI (Christina).—Poems. New Col-
lected Edition. Globe Bvo. js. 6d.
A Pageant : and other Poems. Ext.

fcp. 8vo. 6s.

SCOTT.

—

The Lay of the Last Minstrel,
and The Lady of the Lake. Edited by
Prof. F. T. Palgeave. zs.

The Lay of the Last Minstrel. By
G. H. Stuart, M.A.,, and E. H. Elliot,
B.A. Globe 8vo. 2s. ; sewed, is. gd.—Canto
I. 9^.—Cantos L—IIL and IV.—VI. xs. 3d.
each ; sewed, is. each.

Marmion. Edited by Michael Mac-
millan, B.A. 3s. ', sewed, 2s. 6d.

Makmion, and The Lord of the Isles.
By Prof. F. T. Palgrave. is.

The Lady of the Lake. By G. H.
Stuart, M.A. Gl. Bvo. 2^-. 6d. ; swd. 25.

Rokeby. By Michael Macmillan,
B.A. 3^- ; sewed, 2s. 6d.

(See also Globe Library, p. 20.)

SHAIRP (John Campbell).—Glen Desserav:
and other Poems, Lyrical and Elegiac. Ed.
by F. T. Palgrave. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

SHAKESPEARE.—TheWoRKsoFWilliam
Shakespeare. _ Cambridge Edition. New
and Revised Edition, byW. Alois Wright,
M.A. 9 vols. 8vo. los. 6d. each.—^^uar-
terly Vols. Vol, I. Jan. 1891. *

Victoria Edition. In 3 vols.

—

Come-
dies ; Histories ; Tragedies. Cr. Bvo.
6s. each.

The Tempest. With Introduction and
Notes, by K. Deighton.. Gl. Bvo. xs. gd. ;

sewed, xs. 6d.

Much Ado ABOUT Nothing. 2^. ; sewed,
IS. gd.

A Midsummer Night's Dream, is. gd. ;

sewed, xs. 6d.

The Merchant of Venice, xs. gd. ;

sewed, is. 6d.

As You Like It. xs. gd. ; sewed, xs. td,

Twelfth Night, is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d,
The Winter's Tale. 2j. ; sewed, is. gd.

King John. xs. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d,
Richard II. xs.qd. ; sewed, is. 6d.

Henry V. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.

Richard III. By C. H. Tawney, M.A.
2s. 6d. ; sewed, 2s.

CoRiOLANUS. By K. Deighton. 2s. 6d. ;

sewed, 2j.

Julius C«sar. is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.

Macbeth, is. gd. ; sewed, is. 6d.

Hamlet, zs. 6d. ; sewed, 2s.

King Lear. is. gd. ; sewed, xs. 6d.

Othello. 2s. ; sewed, is. gd.

AntonyANDCleopatra. 2J'.6(/.;swd. 21.

Cymbeline. 2j. 6d. ; sewed, 2s,

(See also Globe Library, p. zo ; Golden
Treasury Series, p. 20.)

SHELLEY.—Complete Poetical Works
Edited by Prof. Dowden. Portrait. Cr. 8vo.

•js.6d. (See Golden TreasurySeries, p. 2o.>
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SMITH (C. Barnard).—Poems. Fcp. 8vo. 5*.

SMITH (Horace).—Poems. Globe 8vo. 5s.

SPENSER. (.See Globe Library, p. 20.)

STEPHENS (J. B.).—Convict Once: and
other Poems. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

STRETTELL (Alma).—Spanish and Ital-
ian Folk Songs. lUustr. Roy.i6mo. zzs.td.

SYMONS (Arthur).— Days and Nights.
Globe 8vo. 6s.

TENNYSON (Lord).— Complete Works.
New and Enlarged Edition, with Portrait.

Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.—School Edition. In Four
Parts. Cr. 8vo. 2J. 6d. each.

Poetical Works. Pocket Edition.
i8mo, morocco, gilt edges, js. 6d. net.

Works. Library Edition. In 8 vols.

Globe 8vo. 5^. each.' [Each volume may be
had separately.]

—

Poems, 2 vols.

—

Idylls of
THE King.—The Princess, and Maud.—
Enoch Arden, and In Memoriam.—Bal-
lads, and other Poems.

—

Queen Mary, and
Harold.—Becket, and other Plays.

Works. Ext./cp.Zvo. Edition,on'iil2Ji6.-

made Paper. In 7 vols, (supplied in sets

only). 3/. 13*. Sd.—Early Poems.—Lucre-
tius, and other Poems.

—

IdyIls of the
King.—The Princess, and Maud.—Enoch
Arden, and I-n Memoriam.—Queen Mary,
and Harold.—Ballads, and other Poems.—^ Works. Miniature Editiony in 16 vols.,

viz. The Poetical Works. 12 vols, in a
box. 25J.—The Dramatic Works. 4 vols.

in a box. lo^. 6d.

Tke O1 iginal Editions. Fcp. 8vo.
Poems, ts.

Maud : and other Poems. 3^. 6d.

The Princess, sj. td.

The Holy Grail : and other Poems, ^.td.
Ballads : and other Poems. 5^.

Harold : A Drama. 6j.

QpEEN Mary : A Drama. 6j.

The Cup, and The Falcon, sj.
Becket. 6j.

TiRESiAS : and other Poems. 6j.

LocKSLEYHall sixtyyears apteir, etc. 6j-.

Demeter : and other Poems, dr.

The Foresters : Robin Hood and Maid
Marian. 6j.

—— THe Royal Edition, i vol. 8vo. xbs.

The Tennyson Birthday Book. Edit.
by Emily Shakespear. iSmo. 25. &d.

The Brook. With 20 Illustrations by A.
Woodruff. 32mo. 2j. 6rf.

Songs from Tennyson's Writings.
Square 8vo. 2^. 6d.

Selections from Tennyson. With, In-
troduction and Notes, by F. J. Rowe, M.A.,
and W. T. Webb, M.A. Globe 8vo. 3*. td,

Enoch Arden. By W, T. Webb, M.A.
Globe 8vo. -zs.

Aylmer's Field, ByW.T.Webb, M.A.
Globe 8vo. 2J.

The Coming of Arthur, andThe Pass-
ing of Arthur. By F.J. Rowe. G1. 8vo. q.s.

The Princess. By P.M. Wallace, M.A.
Globe 8vo. 3*. dd.

Gareth and Lynette. By G. C.
Macaulay, M.A. [/« tke Press.

Tennyson for the Young. By Canon
AiNGER. i8mo. IJ. net.—Large Paper,
nncut, 3f. 6d, ; gilt edges, 4^. td.

TENNYSON (Frederic-c).—The Isles of
Greece : Sappho and Alcaeus. Cr. 8vo.

•js. 6d,

Daphne: and other Poems. Cr.8vo. js.Sd.

TENNYSON (Hon. Hallam). (See Illus-

trated Books.)

TRUMAN (Jos.).

—

After-thoughts: Poems.
Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

TURNER (Charles Tennyson).-Collected
Sonnets, Old AND New. Ext.fcp.8vo. ys.6d.

TYRWHITT (R. St. John).—Free Field.
Lyrics, chiefly Descriptive. Gl. 8vo. ss. 6d.

Battle and After, concerning Ser-
geant Thomas Atkins, Grenadier
Guards : and other Verses. Gl. 8vo. ^s.6d.

WARD (Samuel).

—

Lyrical Recreations.
Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

WATSON (W.).—Poems. Fcap. 8vo. SJ-

WHITTIER.—Complete Poetical Works
OF John Greenleaf Whittier. With
Portrait. i8mo. 4J. 6d. (See also Col-
lected Works.)

WILLS (W. G.).—Melchior. Cr. 8vo. gs.

WOOD (Andrew Goldie).

—

The Isles of the
Blest : and other Poems, Globe 8vo. 5s.

WOOLNER (Thomas). — My Beautiful
Lady. 3rd Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Pygmalion. Cr. 8vo. ys. 6d.
SiLENUs. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WORDSWORTH. — Complete Poetical
Works. Copyright Edition. With an Intro-
duction by John Morley, and Portrait.
Cr. 8vo. ys.Sd.

The Recluse. Fcp. Svo. ss. 6d.—Large
Paper Edition. Svo. loj. 6d.

(See also Golden Treasury Series, p. 20.)

Poetical Collections and Selections.

(See also Golden Treasury Series, p. 20 ;

Books for the Young, p. 38.)

HALES (Prof. J. W.).~Longer English
Poems. With Notes, Philological and Ex-
planatory, and an Introduction on the Teach-
ing of English. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

MACDONALD (George).—England's An-
tiphon. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

MARTIN (F.). (See Books for the Young,
p. 38.)

MASSON (R. O. and D.).—Three Centuries
of English Poetry. Being Selections from
Chaucer to Herrick. Globe 8vo. 35. 6d.

PALGRAVE (Prof, F. T.).—The Golden
Treasury of the best Songs and Lyrical
Poems in the English Language. Large
Type. Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d. (See also Golden
Treasury Series, p. 20; Books for the
Young, p. 38.)

WARD (T. H.).—English Poets. Selections,
with Critical Introductionsbyvarious Writers,
and a General Introduction by Matthew
Arnold. Edited by T. H. Ward, M.A.
4 vols. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. 7J.6rf. each.—
Vol. I. Chaucer to Donne ; II. Ben Jon-
son TO Dryden ; III. Addison to Blake ;

IV. Wordsworth to Rossetti .
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WOODS (M. A.).—A First Poetry Book.
Fcp. 8vo. 2j. 6d.
A Second Poetry Book. 2 Parts. Fcp.

8vo. 2f. 6d. each.—Complete, 4J. 6d.
A Third Poetry Book. Fcp.Svo. ^s.td.

WORDS FROM THE POETS. WithaVig-
nette and Frontispiece. 12th Edit. i8mo. w.

Prose FictioiL
filKELAS (D.).—LouKis Laras; or, The

Reminiscences of a Chiote Merchant during
the GreekWar of Independence. Translated
by J. Gennadius. Cr. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

BJORNSON (B.).—Synnove Solbakken.
Translated by Julie Sutter. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

©OLDREWOOD ^RxM),— Uniform Edition,
Cr. 8vo. 3J-. 6d. each.
Robbery Under Arms : A Story of Life and
Adventure in the Bush and in the Goldfields
of Australia.

The Miner's Right.
The Squatter's Dream.
A Sydney-Side Saxon.
A Colonial Reformer.
Nevermore.

BURNETT(F.H.).-Haworth's. G1.8yo. a*.

Louisiana, and That Lass o* Lowrie's.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3J. td.

CARMARTHEN (Marchioness oO- — A
Lover OF the Beautiful. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

CONWAY (Hugh). — A Family Affair.
Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

Living or Dead. Cr. 8vo. ^j. 6d.

CORBETTQulian).—The Fall of Asgard :

ATaleofSt.Olaf'sDay. 2 vols. Gl. 8vo. i2j.

For God and Gold. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ICOPHETUA THE THIRTEENTH. 2 Vols.

Globe 8vo. izs.

<:RAIK QAis.).—Um/orm Edition. Cr, 8vo.
3S. 6d. each.
Olive.
The Ogilvies. Also Globe 8vo, 2s.

Agatha's Husband. Also Globe 8vo, 2s.

The Head of the Family.
Two Marriages. Also Globe 8vO| zs.

The Laurel Bush.
My Mother and I.

Miss Tommy : A Medieeval Romance.
King Arthur ; Not a Love Story.

CRAWFORD(F.Marion).— i/««y(7rw«^^iV(<7«.

Cr. Svo. 3J. 6rf, each.

Mr. Isaacs : A Tale of Modem India.

Dr. Claudius.
'

A Roman Singer.
Zoroaster.
A Tale of a Lonely Parish.
Marzio's Crucifix.
Paul Patoff.
With the Immortals.
Greifenstein.
Sant' Ilario.

A Cigarette Maker*s Romance.
Khaled : A Tale ofArabia. Cr. Svo. 6*.

The Witch of Prague. Cr. 8vo. ts.

The Three Fates. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Don Orsino.
Children of the King.

CUNNINGHAM (Sir H. S.).—The Ccehu-
LEANS : A Vacation Idyll. Cr. Svo. 3J. td.

The Heeiots. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Wheat and Tares. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6<f.

DAGONET THE JESTER. Cr. Svo. ^.td.
DAHN (Felix).—Felicitas. Translated by
M.A.C.E. Cr. Svo. ^s.6d.

DAY (Rev. Lai Behari).—Bengal Peasant
Life. Cr. Svo. 6^.

Folk Tales OF Bengal. Cr. Svo. ^.td.

DEFOE (D.). {S^ Globe Library, p. 20

:

Golden Treasury Series, p. 20.)

DEMOCRACY : An American Novel. Cr.
Svo. 4-r. ^4'

DICKENS (Charles). — Uniform Edition.
Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. each.
Tvs. Pickwick Papers.
Oi-lvER Twist,
Nicholas Nickleby,
Martin Chuzzlewit.
The Oldi Curiositv Shop.
Barnaby Rudge.
Dombey and Son.
Christmas Books. \_Ncn). 1892.
Sketches by Boz. IDec. 1S92.
American Notes, and Pictures from
Italy.

,
IJan. 1893,

The Posthumous Papers of the Pick-
wick Club. Illust. Edit, by C. Dickens,
Tun. 2 vols. Ext. cr. 8vo. 21J.

DILLWYN (E. A.).—Jill. Cr. Svo. ts.

Jill and Jack. 2 vols. Globe Svo. iw.

DUNSMUIR (Amy).—Vida: Study of a
Girl. 3rd Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

EBERS (Dr. Geojrge).—'J'he Burgomaster's
Wife. Transl. by C. Bell. Cr. Svo. 4^, 6d

Only a Word. Translated by Clara
Bell. ' Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

" ESTELL:^ RUSSELL" (The Author of).-
Harmonia. 3 vols. Cr. Svo. 31J. 6^.

FALCONER (Lanoe).—Cecilia de Noel.
Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

FLEMING(GO.—ANileNovel. Gl.Svo. 2s,

Mirage : A Novel. Globe Svo. ss.

The Head of Medusa. Globe Svo. 2j.

Vestigia. Globe Svo, 2s.

FRATERNITY: A Romance. 2 vols. Cr.

Svo. 2 If,

"FRIENDS IN COUNCIL" (The Author
of).

—

'Realmah. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GRAHAM (John W.).—Ne^ra : A Tale of
Ancient Rome. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HARBOUR BAR, THE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HARDY (Arthur Sherburne).

—

But vet a
Woman : A Novel. Cr. Svo. 4J. 6d.

TheWiNDOFDestiny. 2Vo1s. Gl.Svo. i2j.

HARDY (Thomas). — The Woodlanders.
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Wessex Tales. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

HARTE (Bret).^CREsSY. Cr. Svo, 3^. 6.V

The Heritage of Dedlow Marsh :

and other Tales. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

A First Family of Tasajara. Cr
Svoi 3J. 6d.

« HOGAN, M.P." (The Author of).—Hogan,
M.P- Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. Globe Svo. 2s.

The Hon. Miss Ferhard. Gl. Svo. 2s.

—'— Flitters, Tatters, and the Coun-
sellor, etc. Globe Svo. 2s.

Christy Carew. Globe Svo. 2J.

Ismay's Children. Globe Svo. 2s.
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HOPPUS (Mary).—A Great Treason: A
Story of the War of Independence. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo. gs.

HUGHES (Thomas).—Tom Brown's School
Days. By An Old Boy.—Golden Treasury
Edition. 4^. 6c^.—Uniform Edition.

^
3s. 6d.

—People's Edition, as.—People's Sixpenny
Edition. Illustr. Med. 4to. td.—Uniform
with Sixpenny Kingsley. Med. 8vo. 6d.

—— Tom Brown AT Oxford. Cr. 8vo. 3s.6d.

The Scouring of the White Horse,
and The Ashen Faggot. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

IRVING (Washington). {See Illustrated
Books, p. 12.)

JACKSON (Helen),—Ramona. G1. 8vo. as.

JAMES (Henry).

—

The Europeans : A Novel.
Cr. Svo. 6s. ; iSmo, 2^.

Daisy Miller ; and other Stories. Cr.
Svo. 6*. ; Globe Svo, zs.

The American. Cr. Svo. 6s.—xSmo:
2 vols. 4s.

Roderick Hudson. Cr. Svo. 65;. ; GI.
Svo, 2S. ; iBmo, 2 vols. 4*.

The Madonna of the Future : and
other Tales. Cr. Svo. 6s. ; Globe Svo, 2s.

Washington Square, the Pension
Beaurefas. Globe Svo. zs.

The Portrait of a Lady. Cr. Svo.
6s. i8mo, 3 vols. 6s.

Stories Revived. In Two Series.
Cr. Svo. 6s.. each.

The Bostonians. Cr. Svo. 6j.

Novels and Tales. Pocket Edition.
iSmo. zs. each volume.
Confidence, i vol.

The Siege of London; Madame de
Mauves. I vol.

An International Episode ; The Pen-
sion Beaurefas ; The Point of View.
I vol.

Daisy Miller, a Study; Four Meet-
ings ; Longstaff's Marriage ; Ben-

, voLio. I vol.

The Madonna of the Futurk; A
Bundle of Letters ; The Diary of
A Man of Fifty ; Eugene Pickering.
I vol.

Tales OF Three Cities. Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.

The Princess Casamassima. Cr. Svo.
6s. ; Globe Svo, zs,

The Reverberator. Cr. Svo. 6s.

The AsPERN Papers; Louisa Pallant
;

The Modern Warning. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

A London Life. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

The Tragic Muse. Cr. Svo. 3^ 6d.
—— The Lesson of the Master, and
other Stories. Cr. Svo. 6j.

KEARY (Annie).—Janet's Home. Cr. Svo.
3J. 6d.

Clemency Franklyn. Globe Svo. zs.
-— Oldbury. Cr. Svo, 35. 6d.

A York and a Lancaster Rose. Cr
Svo. 3J. 6d.

Castle Daly. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.
• A Doubting Heart. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d

KENNEDY (P.).—Legendary Fictions op
the Irish Celts. Cr. Svo. ss. 6d,

KINGSLEY (Charles).— ^z/^rj/gy Edition^

13 vols. Globe Svo. 5^. each.—Westward*
Ho ! 2 vols.—Two Years Ago. z vols.—
Hyfatia. 2 vols.

—

^Yeast. I vol.

—

^Altom-
LocKE. 2 vols.

—

Hereward the' Wake^
2 vols.

Complete Edition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. each.-
— Westward Ho ! With a Portrait.—
Hypatia.—Yeast.—Alton Locke.—Two-
Years Ago.—Hereward the Wake.

Sixpenny Edition. Med. Svo. 6d:.

each. — Westward Ho ! — Hypatia. —
Yeast.—Alton Locke.—Two Years Ago*.
—Hereward the Wake.

KIPLING (Rudyard).—Plain Tales from
the Hills. Cr. Svo. 6s.

The liiGHT that Failed. Cr. Svo. 6*».

Life's Handicap : Being Stories of mine:
own People. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LAFARGUE (Philip).—The New Judgmentt
of Paris. 2 vols. Globe Svo.- xzs.

LEE (Margaret).

—

Faithful and Unfaith*-
FUL. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

LEVY (A.).—Reuben Sachs. Cr.Svo., ^sJSdL

LITTLE PILGRIM IN THE UNSEEN, A».
24th Thousand. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

"LITTLE PILGRIM IN THE UNSEEN^
A" (Author of).

—

The Land of Darkness..
Cr. Svo. 5*.

LYTTON (Earl of),—The«Ring of Amasis:-
A Romance. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d,

McLENNAN (Malcolm).—Muckle Jock;.
and other Stories ofPeasant Life in the North.-
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

MACQUOID (K. S.).—Patty. G1. Svo. 2*.

MADOC (Fayr).

—

The Story of Melicent..
Cr. Svo. 4;. 6d.

MALET (Lucas).—Mrs, Lorimer : A Sketch*
in Black and White. Cr, Svo. 3*. 6d.

MALORY (Sir Thos.). (Set Globe Library,.
p. 20.)

MINTO (W.).—The Mediation of Ralph*
Hardelot. 3 vols. Cr. Svo. 31J. 6d.

MITFORD (A. B.).—Tables of Old Japan.
With Illustrations. Cr, Svo. 3J. 6d.

MIZ maze (THE) ; oh, The Winkwort»
Puzzle. A' Story in Letteira by Nine-
Authors. Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.

MURRAY (D. Christie). — Aunt Rachel..
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Schwartz. Cr. Svo. 31. 6d.
The Weaker Vessel, Cr, Svo. 31. 6d..

John Vale's Guardian, Cr.Svo. 3s. 6d,.

MURRAY (D. Christie) and HERMAN (H.)..—He Fell among Thieves. Cr.Svo. 3s.6a^

NEW ANTIGONE, THE : A Romance..
Cr. Svo. ^s. 6d.

NOEL (Lady Augusta).—Hithersea Mere..
3 vols. Cr. Svo. 31J, 6d.

NORRIS (W. E.).—My Friend Jim. Globe
Svo. zs.

Chris. Globe Svo.

NORTON (Hon. Mrs.).
las. Cr. Svo. 6s.

-Old Sir Doug-
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OLIPHANT (Mrs. M- O. W.).—A Son of
THE Soil. Globe 8vo. 2J,

The Curate in Charge. Globe 8vo. as.
Young Musgrave. Globe 8vo, ss.
He that will not when He may.

Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.—Globe 8vo. zs.
• Sir Tom. Globe 8vo. as.

Hester. Cr. 8vo. 31. 6d.
Ihe Wizard's Son. Globe 8vo. zs.
The Country Gentleman ANb his

Family. Globe 8vo. ar.

The Seconc Son. Globe 8vo. zs.

Neighbours on the Green. Cr. 8vo.

Joyce. Cr. 8vo, 3J. 6d.
A Beleaguered City. Cr, 8vo. 3J. 6d.
KiRSTEEN. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.
The Railway Man and his Children.

Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6c^.

TheMarriageofElinor Cr.Bvo.2s.6d.
Thje Heir-Presumptive and the Heir-

Apparent. 3 vols. Cr,.8vo. [Oct xSqz

PALMER (Lady Sophia),—Mrs. Penicott*s
Lodger : and other Stories. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

PARRY (Gambler). —The Story of Dick.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PATER (Walter).—Marius the Epicurean :

His Sensations and Ideas. 3Kd £dit. s
vols. 8vo. izs.

ROSS (Percy).—A Misguidit Lassie. Cr.
Svo. 4s. 6d.

ROY (J.).

—

Helen Treveryan : or, the
Ruling Race 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. 31J. 6d.

RUSSELL (W. Clark).—Marooned. Cr.
Svo. 3^. 6d.

A Strange Elopement. Cr. Svo. 3j.6<?.

ST. JOHNSTON (A.). —A South Sea
Lover : A Romance. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SHORTHOUSE (J. Henry).—Uniform Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. each.

John Inglesant: A Romance.
Sir Pbrcival : A Story of the Past and of
the Present.

The Little Schoolmaster Mark : A
Spiritual Romance.

The Countess Eve.
A Teacher of the Violin : and other Tales.

Blanche, Lady Falaise. Cr. Svo. 6f

.

SLIP IN THE FENS, A. Globe 8vo. aj.

THEODOLI (Marchesa)—Under Pressure.
3 vols. 3if. 6d,

TIM. Cr. Svo. ts.

TOURG^NIEF.—Virgin Soil. Translated

by Ashton W. Dilke. Cr. Svo, 6s.

VELEY (Margaret).-A Garden of Memo-
FiEs; Mrs. Austin; Lizzie's Bargain.
Three Stories. 2 vols. Globe Svo. i2j.

VICTOR (H.).—Mariam ; or Twenty-One
Days. Cr. Svo. 6*.

VOICES CRYING IN THE WILDER-
NESS : A Novel. Cr. Svo. /j. 6d.

WARD (Mrs. T.Humphry).—Miss Brether-
TON. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

WORTHEY (Mrs.).

—

The New Continent ;

A Novel. 2 vols. Globe Svo. izj.

YONGE (Charlotte M..).—Uniform Edition.

Cr. Svo. 3.f. 6d. each.

The Heir of Redclyffe,
Heartsease. | Hopes and Fears.
Dynevor Terrace. 1 The Daisy Chain.
The Trial: More Litksofthe Daisy Chain.

YONGE (Charlotte M.).—Uni/drm EdiHon.
Cr. Svo. 3^'. 6d. each.
Pillars of the House. Vol. I.

Pillars of the House. Vol. II.

The Young Stepmother.
Clever Woman of the Family.
The Three Brides.
My Young Alcides. | The Caged Lion.
The Dove in the Eagle's Nest.
The Chaplet of Pearls.
Lady Hester, and The Danvers Papers.
Magnum Bonum. | "Love and Life.
Unknown to History. | Stray Pearls.
The A.rmourer's Prentices.
The Two Sides of the Shield.
Nuttie's Father.
Scenes and Characters.
Chantry House.
A Modern Telemachus.

1
Bye Words.

Beechcroft at Rockstone.
More Bywords.

|
AReputedChangeling.

The LittleDuke.Richard THE Fearless.
The Lances of Lynwood.
The Prince and the Page,
P's and Q's : Little Lucy's Wonderful
Globe.

The Two Penniless Princesses.
That Stick.

Collected Works ; Essays ; Lectures

;

Letters; Miscellaneous Works.
AN AUTHOR'S LOVE. Being the Unpub-

lis}ied Letters of Prosper M^rim^e's
"Inconnue." 2 vols. Ext. cr. Svo. i2j. ^

ARNOLD (Matthew).—Essays in Criticism.
6th Edit. Cr. Svo. 9J.

-:— Essays in Criticism. Second Series.

Cr. Svo. 7^. td.

Discourses IN America. Cr. Svo. 4S.6d.

BACON, With Introduction and Notes, by
F. G. Selby, M.A. G1. Svo. 3J. ; swd. 2s.6d.

{See also Golden Treasury Series, p, 20.)

BLACKIEU-S.).—LaySermons. Cr.Svo. 6s.

BRIDGES (John A.).—Idylls of «. Lost
Village. Cr. 8vo. 75. 6d.

BRIMLEY (George).—Essays. Globe Svo. 5s.

BUNYAN (John).—The Pilgrim's Progress
FROM THIS World to that which is to
Come. iSmo. 2s. 6d. net.

BUTCHER (Prof. S, H.)—Some Aspects of
the Greek Genius. Cr. Svo. 7J. 6d. net.

CARLYLE (Thomas). {See Biography.)

CHURCH (Dean).—Miscellaneous Wri-
tings. Collected Edition. 6 vols. Globe
Svo. s-f' each.—Vol. I. Miscellaneous
Essays.—II, Dante : and other Essays.
—III. St. Anselm.—IV. Spenser.—V.
Bacon.—VI. The- Oxford Movement,
1833—45-

CLIFFORD (Prof. W. K.). Lectures and
Essays. Edited by Leslie Stephen and
Sir F. Pollock. Cr. Svo. Bs. 6d,

CLOUGH (A. H.).—Phose Remains. With
a Selection from his Letters, and a Memoir
by His Wife. Cr. Svo. -js. 6d.

COLLINS (J. Churton).—The Study of
English Literature. Cr. Svo. 45. 6d.

CRAIK (Mrs.).— Concerning Men : and
other Papers. Cr. Svo. 4J. 6d,

—— About Money : and other Things. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

Sermons OUT of Church. Cr.Svo. 3f.6(^.
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LITERATURE.
Collected Works ; Essays : Lectures

;

Letters; Miscellaneous WOTl^a—canid.

DE VERE (Aubrey).—Essays Chiefly on
Poetry. 2 vols. Globe 8vo. tzs.

—— Essays, Chiefly Literary and Ethi-
cal. Globe 8vo. 6s.

DICKENS.

—

Letters OF Charles Dickens
Ed. by Georgina Hogarth and Mary
Dickens. Cr. 8vo.

DRYDEN, Essays of. Edited by Prof.

C. D. YoNGE. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. {See also
Globe Library, p. 20.)

DUFF (Rt. Hon. Sir M. E. Grant).—Miscel-
lanies, Political and Literary. 8vo. los. 6d.

EMERSON(RalphWaMo).—The Collected
Works. 6 vols. , Globe 8vo. 5s. each.

—

I. Miscellanies. With an Introductory
Essay by John Mokley.—II. Essays.—
III. Poems.—IV. English Traits; Re-
presentativeMen.—V. Conduct of Life ;

Society and Soi,iTUDE.—VI. Letters;
Social Aims, etc.

' FITZGERALD (Edward) : Letters and
Literary Remains of. Ed. by W. ALtois
Wright, M,A. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo. 31J. 6d.

GLOBE LIBRARY. GI. 8vo. 3s. 6d. each

:

Burns.—Complete Poetical Works and
Letters. Edited, with Life and Glossarial
Index, by Alexander Smith.

CowpER.

—

Poetical Works. Edited by
the Rev. W. Benham, B.D.

Defoe.—The Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe. Introduction by H. Kingsley.

Dryden.—Poetical Works. A Revised
TextandNotes. ByW.D.Christie, M.A.

Goldsmith. — Miscellaneous Works.
Edited by Prof. Masson.

Horace.—Works. Rendered into English
Prose by James Lonsdale and S. Lee.

Malory.—Lk Morte d'Arthur. Sir Thos.
Malory's Book of King Arthur and of his
Noble Knights of the Round Table. The
Edition of Caxton, revised for modem use.
By Sir E. Strachey, Bart;

'. Milton.-Poetical Works. Edited, with
Introductions, by Prof, Masson.

Pope.—Poetical Works. Edited, with
Memoir and Notes, by Prof. Ward.

Scott.—Poetical Works. With Essay
by Prof. Palgrave.

Shakespeare.—Complete Works. Edit.
by W. G. Clark and W. Aldis Wright.
India Fa^er Edition. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra,
gilt edges. 10s. 6d. net,

Spenser.—Complete Works Edited by
R.Morris. MemoirbyJ.W. Hales, M.A.

Virgil.~Works. Rendered into English
Prose by James Lonsdale and S. Lee.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.—Uni-
formly printed in i8mo, with Vignette Titles
by Sir J. E. Millais, Sir Noel Paton,
T. WooLNER, W. Holman Hunt, Arthur
Hughes, etc. 4^-. 6d. each.—Also a re-issue
in fortnightly vols, -zs.td. net, from June, i8gi.
The Golden Treasury of the Best Songs
and Lyrical Poems in the English
Language. Selected and arranged, with
Notes, by Prof. F. T. Palgrave.—Large
Paper Edition. 8vo. ros. 6df. net.

The Children's Garland from the Best
Poets. Selected by Coventry Patmore.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES—c««/rf.

BuNVAN.—The Pilgrim's Progress from
this World to that which is to Comb.
—Large Paper Edition. 8vo. -los. 6d. net.

Bacon.—Essays, arid Colours of Good
AND Evil. With Notes and Glossarial

Index by W. Aldis Wright, M.A.—Large
Paper Edition. 8vo. los. td. net.

The Book of Praise, From the Best Eng-
lish Hymn Writers. Selected by RouN-
dell, Earl of Selborne.

Shelley.—Poems. Edited by Stopford
A. Brooke.—Large Paper Edit. xzs. 64.

The Fairy Book : the Best Popular
Fairy Stories. Selected by Mrs. Craik,
Author of " John Halifax, Gentleman.''

Wordsworth.—Poems. Chosen and Edited
by M.Arnold.—Large Paper Edition, gs.

Plato.—The Trial and Death of Socra-
,

tes. Being the Euthj^ahron, Apology, Crito
and Phaedo of Plato. Trans. F. J. Church,

The Jest Book". The Choicest Anecdotes
and Sayings. Arranged by Mark Lemon.

Herrick.—Chrysomela. Edited by Prof.
F. T. Palgrave.

The Ballad Book. A Selection of the
Choicest British Ballads. Edited by
William Allingham.

The Sunday Book of Poetry for the
Young. Selected by C. F. Alexander.

A Book of Golden Deeds. By C. M.
Yonge.

A Book of Worthies. By C. M. Yonge.
Keats.—The Poetical Works. Edited
by Prof. F. T. Palgrave.

Plato.—The Republic. Translated by
J. Ll. Davies, M.A., and D. J. Vaughan.—Large Paper Edition. 8vo. los, 6d. net.

Addison.—Essays. Chosen and Edited by
John Richard Green.

Deutsche Lyrik. The Golden Treasury
of the best German Lyrical Poems. Se-
lected by Dr. Buchheim.

Sir Thomas Browne.—Religio Medici,
Letter to a Friend, &c., and Christ-
ian Morals. Ed. W. A. Greenhill.

Lamb.—Tales from Shakspeare. Edited
,

by Rev. Alfred Ainger, M.A.
The Song Book. Words and Tunes se-

lected and arranged by John Hullah.
Scottish Song. Compiled by Mary Car-
lyle Aitken.

La Lyre Fran9aise. Selected and arranged,
with Notes, by G. Masson.

Balladen und Romanzen. Being a Se-
lection of the best German Ballads and
Romances. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by Dr. Buchheim.

A Book of Golden Thoughts. By Henry
Attwell.

Matthew Arnold.—Selected Poems.
Byron.—Poetry. Chosen and arranged
by M. Arnold.—Large Paper Edit. gs.

CowPER.—Selections from Poems. Witii
an Introduction by Mrs. Oliphant.— Letters. Edited, with Introduction, by
Rev. W. Benham.

Defoe.—The Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe. Edited by J. W. Clark, M.A.

Ealthasar Gracian's Art of Worldly
Wisdom, Trans. T- Jacobs. llnthePress,

Hare.—Guesses at Truth. By Two
Brothers.

Hughes.—Tom Brown s School Days.
Landor.—Selections. Ed. by S. Colvin.



COLLECTED WORKS.

GOLDEN TREASURY SKRmS—coTttd.

Longfellow.—Poems of Places : Eng-
land AND Wales. Edited by H. W.
Longfellow. 2 vols.— Ballads, Lyrics, and Sonnets.

Mohammad.—Speeches and Table-Talk
Translated by Stanley Lane-Poole.

Newcastle.—The Cavalier and his
Lady. Selections from the Works of the
First Duke and Duchess of Newcastle.
Withan Introductory Essayby E.Jenkins.

Plato. —The Phaedrus, Lysis, and Pro-
tagoras. Translated by J. Wright.

Shakespeare.—Songs and Sonnets. Ed.
with Notes, by Prof. F. T. Palgrave.

Tennyson.—Lyrical Poems, Selected and
Annotated by Prof. F. T. Palgrave.—
Large Paper Edition, gs.— In Memoriam. Large Paper Edit. 9*.

Theocritus.—Bion, and Moschus. Ren-
dered into English Prose by Andrew
Lang.—Large Paper Edition, gs.

Charlotte M. Yonge.—The Story of
THE Christians and Moors in Spain.

GOLDSMITH, Essays of. Edited by C. D.
Yonge, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. zs.6d. {See also
Globe Library, p. 20 ; Illustrated
Books, p. 12.)

GRAY (Thoraas).--WoRKs. Edited by Ed-
mund GossE. In 4 vols. Globe 8vo. 2of.

—

Vol. I. Poems, Journals, and Essays.—
II. Letters.—III. Letters.—IV. Notes
ON Aristophanes and Plato.

HAMERTON (P. G.).—The Intellectual
Life. Cr. 8vo. zos. 6d.

' Human Intercourse. Cr. 8vo. 8$. dd.—— French and English : A Comparison.
Cr. 8vo. 10*. 6d.

HARRISON (Frederic).—The Choice of
Books. G1. 8vo. 6j.—Large Paper Ed. 15J.

HARWOOD (George).—From Within. Cr.

8vo. 6j.

HELPS (Sir Arthur).

—

Essays Written in

the Intervals of Business. With Intro-

duction and Notes, by F. J. Rowe, M.A.,
and W. T. Webb, M-A-. u. gd. ; swd. is. td.

HOBART (Lord).—Essays and Miscella-
neous Writings. With Brographical

SS:etch. ;Ed. Lady Hobart. svols. 8vo. 251.

HUTTON (R. H.).—Essays on some of the
Modern Guides of English Thouqht in

Matters of Faith. Globe 8vo. ts.

Essays, a vols, Gl. 8vo. 6j. each. - Vol.

I. Literary; II. Theological.

HUXLEY (Prof. T. H.).—Lay Sermons, Ad-
dresses, AND Reviews. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

• Critiques AND Addresses. 8vo. ios.6d.

American Addresses, with a Lecture
ON the Study of Biology. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

—— Science and Culture, and other
Essays. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

IntroductoryScience Primer. iSmo.M.
Essays upon some Controverted

Questions. 8vo. 14s.

JAMES (Henry).—French Poets and No-
velists. New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

< Portraits of Places. Cr. 8vo. ys. 6d.

Partial Portraits. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

KEATS.—Lette-rs. Edited by Sidney
Cqlvin. Globe 8vo. 6s.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—Complete Edition
OF the Works of Charles Kingsley.
Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d. each.

Westward Ho ! With a Portrait.

Hypatia.
Yeast.
Alton Locke.
Two Years Ago.
Hereward the Wake.
Poems.
The Heroes; or, Greek Fairy Tales for

my Children.
The Water Babies : A Fairy Tale for a
Land Baby.

Madam How and Lady Why; or, First

Lesson in Earth-Lore for Children.

At Last : A Christmas in the West Indies.

Prose Idylls.
Plays and Puritans.
The RomaTt and the Teuton. With Pre-

face by Professor Max MOllke.
Sanitary and Social Lectures.
Historical Lectures and Essays.
Scientific Lectures and Essays,
Literary and General Lectures.
The Hermits.
Glaucus; or, The Wonders of the Sea-~

Shore. With Coloured Illustrations.

Village andtown and CountrySermons.
The Water of Life, and other Sermons.
Sermons on National Subjects : and thb
King of the Earth.

Sermons for the Times.
Good News of God.
The Gospel of the Pentateuch : and
David,

Discipline, and other Sermons.
Westminster Sermons.
All Saints' Day, and other Sermons.

LAMB (Charles).—Collected Works. Ed.,

with Introduction and Notes, by the Rev.
Alfred Ainger, M.A. Globe 8vo. 5s. each
volume.—I. Essays of Elia.—II. Plays,
Poems, and Miscellaneous Essays.— III.

Mrs. Leicester's School; The Adven-
tures OF Ulysses ; and other Essays.—
IV. Tales from Shakespeare.—V. and VI.

Letters. Newly, arranged, with additions.

Tales FROM Shakespeare. i8mo. 4S.6d.

LANKESTER(Prof.E.Ray).7-THE Advance.
MENT OF Science. Occasional Essays and
Addresses. 8vo. loj. 6d.

LIGHTFOOT (Bishop).—Essays. 2 vols.

I. Dissertations on the Apostoltc Agb.
II. Miscellaneous. 8vo.

LODGE (Prof. Oliver).—The Pioneers of
Science. Illustrated. Ext. cr. 8vo.

LOWELL (Jas. Russell).—CompleteWorks.
10 vols. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.—Vols. I.—IV.
Literary Essays.—V. Political Essays;
—VI. Literary and PoliticalAddresses.
Vll.—;X. Poetical Works.

Political Essays. Ext. cr. 8vo. 7*. 6rf.

Latest Literary Essays. Cr. 8vo. 6*^

LUBBOCK (Rt. Hon. Sir John, Bart.).~Sci-

entific Lectures. Illustrated. 2nd Edit.

revised. 8vo. 8f. 6d.

Political and Educational Ad*
dresses. 8vo. Ss. 6d. /

Fifty Years of Science: Address to

the British Association, 1881. 5th Edit.

Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.
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LITERATURE.
Collected Works ; Essays ; Lectures

;

Letters; Miscellaneous Works—c(j«irf.

LUBBOCK (Rt. Hon Sir John, Bart.).—The
Pleasures of Life. New Edition. 6oth

, Thousand. Gl.Svo. PartL is.Sd.; swd. u.

—

Library Edition. 3s. 6d.—Part IL is. 6d.
;

sewed, is.—Library Edition. 3J. 6^.—Com-
plete in I vol. 2J. %d.

MACMILLAN (Rev. Hugh).—Roman Mo-
saics , or, Studies in Rome and its Neigh-
bourhood. Globe 8vo. 6j,

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.).—The Principles
OF THEArtof Conversation. Cr.8vo.4i-.6i^.

MASSON (David).—Wordsworth, Shelley,
K.EATS : and other Essays. Or. 8vo. 5^.

MAURICE (F. D.).—The Friendship of
Books : and other Lectures. Cr. 8vo. 4^. td.

MORLEY (John).—Works. Collebted Edit.
In II vols. Globe 8vo. 5j. each.

—

Voltaire.
I vol.

—

Rousseau. 2 vols.—Diderot and
the Encylop^dists. 2 vols.

—

On Com-
promise. I vol.—Miscellanies. 3 vols.

—

Burke. 1 vol.

—

Studies in Literature.
1 vol. ,

MYERS (F.W.H.).-Essays, avols. Cr. 8vo.
4i-. 6rf. each.—I. Classical; II. Modern.

NADAL (E. S.).— Essays at Home and
Elsewhere. Cr. 8vo. ts.

OLIPHANT(T.L.Kington).—TheDukeand
the Scholar: and other Essays. 8vo. 'js.iid.

OWENS COLLEGE ESSAYS AND AD-
DRESSES. By Professors and Lecturers
of the College. 8vo. 14J.

PATER (W.).—The Renaissance ; Studies
in Art and Poetry. 4th Ed. Cr. 8vo. los.^d.

Imaginary Portraits. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Appreciations. With an Essay on
"Style." 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. Zs. 6d.

Marius the Epicurean. 2 vols. Cr.
8vo. 12J.

PICTON (J. A.).-TheMystery of Matter :

and other Essays. Cr. 8vo. 6s,

POLLOCK (Sir F., Bart.).—Oxford Lec-
tures : and other Discourses. 8vo. gs.

POOLE (M. E.).—Pictures of Cottage
Life in the West of England. 2nd Ed.
Cr. 8vo. "is. 6d.

POTTER (Louisa).

—

Lancashire Memories.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PRICKARD (A. O.).—Aristotle on the
Art of Poetry. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

RUMI^ORD.-Complete Works of Count
RuMFORD. Memoir by G. Ellis. Por-
trait. 5 vols. 8vo. 4/. 14J. 6d.

SCIENCE LECTURES AT SOUTH KEN-
SINGTON. lUustr. 2 vols. Cr.Svo. 6j.each.

SMALLEY (George W.),

—

London Letters
and some others. 2 vols. 8vo. 32J.

STEPHEN (Sir James F., Bart.).-HoRAE
Sabbaticae. Two Series. Gl. Bvo. sj.each.

TURING (Edward}.—Thoughts on Life
Science. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

WESTCOTT (Bishop). (5« Theology, p. 36.)

WILSON (Dr. George).—Religio Chemici.
. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.
• The Five Gateways of Knowledge.

gth Edit. Ext. fcp. 8vo. aj. 6d.

WHITTIER (John Greenleaf). The Com-
plete Works. 7 vols. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each,

—

Vol. I. Narrative and Legendary Poems.
—IL Poems of Nature ; Poems Subjec-
tive and Reminiscent; Religious Poems.
—III. Anti-Slavery Poems; Songs of
Labour and Reform.—IV. Personal
Poems; Occasional Poems ; The Tent on
the Beach ; with the Poems of Elizabeth
H. Whittier, and an Appendix containing
Early and Uncollected Verses.—V. Mar-
garet Smith's Journal ; Tales and
Sketches.—VI. Old Portraits and Mo-
dern Sketches ; Personal Sketches and
Tributes ; Historical Papers.—VII. Thb
Conflict with Slavery, Politics, and
Reform ; The Inner Life, Criticism.

LOGIC. (See under Philosophy, p. 26.)

MAGAZINES. {See Periodicals).

MAGNETISM. (See under Physics, p. 26.)

MATHEMATICS, History of.

BALL (W, W. R.).—A Short Account of
the History of Mathematics. Cr. 8vo.
ioj. 6d.

Mathematical Recreations and
Problems. Cr. 8vo. 7^. net.

MEDICINE.
{See also Domestic Economy ; Nursing ;

Hygiene ; Physiology.)

ACLAND (SirH. W.).—The Army Medical
School : Address at Netley Hospital, w.

ALLBUTT (Dr. T. ClifiFord).—On the Usb
of the Ophthalmoscope. 8vo. 15J.

ANDERSON (Dr. McCall).—Lectures oh
Clinical Medicine. lUustr. 8vo. xos. 6d.

BALLANCE(C.A.)andEDMUNDS(Dr.W.).
Ligation IN Continuity. Illustr. Roy.Bvo,
30J. net.

BARWELL (Richard, F.R.C.S.). — The
Causes 'and Treatment of Lateral
Curvature of the Spine. Cr. 8vo. sj.

On Aneurism, especially of the
Thorax and Root of the Neck. 3*. 6d.

BASTIAN (H. Charlton).—On Paralysis
from Brain Disease in its Common
Forms. Cr. 8vo. tos. 6d.

BICKERTON (T. H.).—On Colour Blind-
ness. Cr. 8vo.

BRAIN: A Journal of Neurology. Edited
for the Neurological Society of London, by
A. De Watteville, Quarterly. Bvo. %s.6a,
(Part I. in Jan. 1878.) Vols. I. to XII. 8vo.
XSS. each. [Cloth covers for binding, ij. each.]

BRUNTON (Dr. T. Lauder).— A Text-
Book OF Pharmacology, Therapeutics,
AND Materia Medica. 3rd Edit. Med.
8vo. 21J.—Or in 2 vols. 22J. 6d.—Supple-
ment, IS.

Disorders of Digestion : their Con-
sequences AND Treatment. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

Pharmacology AND Therapeutics; or,
Medicine Past and Present. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Tables of Materia Medica : A Com-
panion to the Materia Medica Museum.
8vo. 5*.

An Introduction to Modern Thera-
peutics. Croonian Lectures on the Rela-
tionship between Chemical Structure and
Physiological Action. Svo. 3^. 6d net.
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BUCKNILL(Dr.).—The Care of the In-
sane. Cr. 8vo. 3J. (>d.

CARTER (R. Brudenell, F.C.S.).—A Prac-
tical Treatise on Diseases of the Eye.
8vo. i6j.

Eyesight, Good and Bad. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Modern Operations for Cataract.
8vo. 6j.

•CHRISTIE (J.).—Cholera Epidemics in
East Africa. 8vo. 15J.

•COWELL (George).

—

Lectures on Cata-
ract : Its Causes, Varieties, and Treat-
ment. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

FLt^CKIGER (F. A.) and HANBURY (D.).—Pharmacographia. a History of the
Principal Drugs of Vegetable Origin met
with in Great Britain and India. Bvo. 2iJ.

FOTHERGILL (Dr. J. Milner).—The Prac-
titioner's Handbook of Treatment;
or, The Principles of Therapeutics. 8vo. i6j.

•— The Antagonism of Therapeutic
Agents, and WHAT IT Teaches. Cr. Svo. 6*.

Food for the Invalid, the Convales-
cent, THE Dyspeptic, and the Gouty.
and Edit. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

COX (Dr. Wilson). — On the Artificial
Production of Tubercle in the Lower
Animals. With Plates. 4to. $s. 6d.

On the Treatment of Hyperpyrexia,
AS Illustrated in Acute Articular
Rheumatism by means of the External
Application of Cold. Bvo. 2j. 6d,

CRIFFITHS (W. H.).—Lessons on Pre-
scriptions AND THE Art of Prescribing.
New Edition. i8mo. 35. 6d,

HAMILTON (Prof. D. J.).—On the Patho-
logy OF Bronchitis, Catarrhal Pneu-
monia, Tubercle, and Allied Lesions of
THE Human Lung. Svo, 8j. 6d.

A Text-Book of Pathology, Syste-
matic AND Practical. Illustrated. Vol.

I. Svo. 25*.

HANBURY (Daniel). — Science Papers,
CHIEFLY Pharmacological and Botani-
cal. Med. Svo. 14s.

KLEIN (Dr. E.).—Micro-Oeganisms and
Disease. An Introduction into the Study
of Specific Micro-Organisms. Cr. Svo. 6f.

The Bacteria in Asiatic Cholera.
Cr. Svo. ^s.

LEPROSY INVESTIGATION COMMIT-
TEE, JOURNAL OF THE. Edited by
P. S. Abraham,, M.A. Nos. a—4J zs. 6d.

each net.

t^INDSAY (Dr. J. A.). — The Climatic
Treatment of Consumption. Cr. Svo. s**

MACLAGAN (Dr. T.).—The Germ Theory.
Svo. xos, 6d.

MACLEAN (Surgeon-General W. C.).—Dis-
eases OF Tropical Climates. Cr. 5vo.

los. 6d.

MACNAMARA (C).'—A History of Asiatic
Cholera. Cr. Svo. 10s, 6d.

Asiatic Cholera, History up to July
IS, 1892 : Causes and Treatment. Svo,

zs. 6d,

MERCIER (Dr. C.).—The Nervous System
and the Mind. Svo. 112s. 6d.

PIFFARD (H. G.).—An Elementary Trea-
tise on Diseases of the Skin. Svo. 16*.

PRACTITIONER, THE : A Monthly
Journal of Therapeutics and Public
Health. Edited by T. Lauder Brunton,
F.R.S., etc. ; Donald MacAlister, M.A.,
M.D., and J. Mitchell Bruce, M.D.
is.ed. monthly. Vols. I.—XLVI. Half,
yearly vols. loj. 6d. each. [Cloth covers foi

binding, zs. each.]

REYNOLDS (J. R).—A System of Medi-
cine. Edited by J. Russell Reynolds
M.D., In s vols. Vols. I.—III. and V.
Svo. zss. each.—Vol. IV. 21s.

RICHARDSON (Dr. B. W.).—Diseases of
Modern Life. Cr. Svo.

The Field of Disease. A Book of

Preventive Medicine. Svo. - 25*.

SEATON (Dr. Edward C.).—A Handbook
OF Vaccination. Ext. fcp. Svo. Ss. 6d.

SEILER (Dr. Carl).—Micro-Photographs
in Histology, Normal and Pathologi-
cal. 4to. 31s. 6d.

SIBSON (Dr. Francis).—Collected Wori^s
Edited by W. M. Ord, M.D. Illustrated.

4 vols. Svo. 3/. 3*.

SPENDER (J. Kent).—Therapeutic Means
FOR THE Relief of Pain. Svo. Sr. 6d.

SURGERY (THE INTERNATIONAL
ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF). A Systematic
Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Sur-

gery byAuthors of various Nations. Edited
by John Ashhurst, jun., M.D. 6 vols.

Roy. Svo. 31J. 6d, each.

THORNE (Dr. Thorne).—Diphtheria. C».

Svo. Bs. 6d.

WHITE (Dr. W. Hale).—A Text-Book or
General Therapeutics. Cr. Svo. Bs. 6d.

ZIEGLER (Ernst).—A Text-Book of Pa-
thological Anatomy and Pathogenesis.
Translated and Edited by Donald Mac-
Alister, M.A., M.D. Illustrated. Svo.—
Part I. General Pathological Anatom\
12s. 6i5?.^Part 11. Special Pathological
Anatomy. Sections I.—VIII. and IX.—
XII. Svo. z2f. 6d. each.

METALLURGY.
{See also Chemistry.)

HIORNS (Arthur H.).—A Text-Book or
Elementary Metallurgy. G1. Bvo. 4J.

PracticalMetallurgyandAssaying.
Illustrated, and Edit. Globe Svo. 6^.

Iron and Steel Manufacture, Illiis-

trated. Globe Svo. 35. td.

Mixed Metals or Metallic Alloys.
Globe Svo. 6f.

PHILLIPS (J. A.).—A Treatise on Orb
Deposits. Illustrated. Med. Svo. asj.

METAPHYSICS.
i^See under Philosophy, p. as.)

MILITAKT AKT AND HISTORY.
ACLAND (Sir H. W.). {See Medicine.)

AITKEN (Sir W.).—The Growth of thb
RecruitANDYoungSoldier. Cr.Svo. Zs.td,
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CUNYNGHAME (Gen. Sir A. T.X—Mt
Command in South Africa, 1874—78.

3vo. I2J. 6rf.

D[LKE (Sir C ) and WILKINSON (S.)-—Im-
perial Defence. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

HOZIER (Lieut.-Col. H. M.).—The Seven
Weeks' War. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Invasions of England. 2 vols.
8vo. 2Sj.

MARTEL (Chas.).—MiLlTAKv Italy. With
Map. 8vo. I2S. 6d,

MAURICE (Lt.-Col.).—War. 8vo. sj. net.

The National Defences. Cr. 8vo.

MERCUR (Prof. J.).—Elements of the
Art of War. 8vo. ijs.

SCRATCHLEY — KINLOCH COOKE. —
Australian Defences and Nevt Guinea.
Compiled from the Papers of the late Major-
General Sir Peter Scratchley, R.E., by

. C. KiNLOCH Cooke. 8vo. 14^.

THROUGH THE RANKS TO A COM-
MISSION. New Edition. Cr. 8vq. 2j. 6d.

WILKINSON (S.). -The Beain of an
Army. A Popular Account of the German
General Staff. Cr. 8vo. 2j. 6rf.

WINGATE (Major F. R.).—Mahdiism and
THE Egyptian Sudan. An Account of the
Rise and Progress of Mahdiism, and of Sub-
sequent Events in the Sudan to the Present
Time. With 17 Maps. 8vo. 30s. net.

WOLSELEY (General Viscount).—The Sol-
dier's PoCKET-BoOK FOR FlELD SERVICE.
5th Edit. i6mo, roan. 5s.

Field PocKET-BooK FORTHE Auxiliary
Forces. x6mo. is. 6d.

MINERALOGY. (Set Geology.)

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
{See under Literature, p. ig.)

MUSIC.
FAY (Amy).—Music-Studv in Germany.
Preface by Sir Geo. Grove. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

GROVE (Sir George).—A Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, a.d. 1450—i88g.
Edited by Sir George Grove, D.C.L. In
4 vols. 8vo. 21J. each. With Illustrations in
Music Type and Woodcut.—Also published
in Parts. Parts I.—XIV., XIX.—XXII.
3S. (,d. each; XV. XVI. -js. ; XVII. XVIII.
71. i XXIII.—XXV., Appendix. Edited by
J. A. Fuller Maitland, M.A. 91. [Cloth
cases for binding the volumes, is. each.]

A Complete Index to the Above. By
Mrs. E. Wodehouse. 8vo. js. 6d.

HULLAH (John).—Music in the Housb.
4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

TAYLOR (Franklin).—A Primer of Piano-
forte Playing. i8mo. is.

TAYLOR (Sedley).—Sound and Music. 2nd
Edit. Ext. cr. 8vo. Ss. 6d.

A System of Sight-Singing from the
Established Musical Notation. 8vo.
5*. net.

—— Record of the Cambridge Centenary
of W. A. Mozart. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

NATURAL HISTORY.
ATKINSON (J. C). (See Antiquities, p. i.>

BAKER (Sir Samuel W.). (See Sport, p. 30.).

BLANFORD (W. T.).— Geology and
Zoology of Abyssinia. 8vo. zis.

FOWLER (W. W.).—Tales of the Birds.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

A Year with the Birds. ^ Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—Madam How and
Lady Why ; or. First Lessons in Earth-Lore
for Children. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

—— Glaucus ; or. The Wonders of the Sea-
Shore. With Coloured Illustrations. Ci.
8vo. 3s. 6d.—Presentation Edition. Cr.
Bvo, extra cloth, js. 6d,

KLEIN (E.).—Etiology and Pathologw
OF Grouse Disease. 8vo. js. net.

WALLACE (Alfred Russel).—The Malat
Archipelago : The Land of the Orang
Utang and the Bird of Paradise. Maps and
Illustrations. Ext. cr. 8vo. 6s. (Sfe alsfi

Biology.)

WATERTON (Charles).— Wanderings i»
South America, the North-West op
the United States, and the Antilles.
Edited by Rev. J. G. Wood. Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo. 6s.—People's Edition. 4to. 6d.

WHITE (Gilbert).—Natural History and
Antiquities of Selbornb. Ed. by Frank
BucKLAND. With a Chapter on Antiquities
by the Earl of Selborne. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. (.See Physics.>

NAVAL SCIENCE.
KELVIN (Lord).^PopULAR Lectures an»
Addresses.—^Vol. III. Navigation. Cr^
8vo. JS. 6d.

ROBINSON (Rev. J. L.).—Marine Survey-
ing, An Elementary Treatise on. Fov
Younger Naval Officers. lUust. Cr.Svo. js.6d.

SHORTLAND (Admiral).—Nautical Sur-
veying. 8vo. zis.

NOVELS. (See Prose Fiction, p. 17.)

NURSING.
(See under Domestic Economy, p. 8.)

OPTICS (or LIGHT). (See Physics, p. 27.)

PAINTING. (See Art, p. 2.1

PATHOLOGY. (Sec Medicine, p. 22.)

PERIODICALS.
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY,
THE. (See Philology.)

BRAIN. (See Medicine.)
ECONOMIC JOURNAL, THE. (See Po-
litical Economy-)

ECONOMICS, THE QUARTERLY JOUR-
NAL OF. (See Political Economy.)

ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
THE. — Profusely Illustrated. Published
Monthly. No. I. October, 1883. 6rf.—
Vol.1. 1884. ^j. 6rf.—Vols. Il.-Vlrl. Supei
royal 8vo, extra cloth, coloured edges. Zs,
each. [Cloth Covers for binding Volumes,
IS. each. Reading Case, is. net.]-

NATURAL SCIENCE : A Monthly Re-
view OF Scientific Progress. Svo. i j. net.
No. I. March i8q3.
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NATURE: A Weekly Illustrated Jour-
nal OF Science. Published every Thursday.
Price 6d. Monthly Parts, 2j. and 2J. da. ;

Current Half-yearly vols., 155. each. Vols.
!•—XLIII. [Cases for binding vols, is, dd.
each.]

HELLENIC STUDIES, THE JOURNAL
OF. Pub. Half-Yearly from 1880. 8vo. 30J.

;

or each Part, 15J. Vol. XII. Parti. 15s, net.
The Journal will be sold at a reduced price

to Libraries wishing to subscribe, but official

application must in each case be made to the
Council.^ Information on this point, and upon
the conditions ofMembership,maybe obtained
on application to the Hon. Sec, Mr. George'
Macmillan,29, Bedford Street,CoventGarden.

LEPROSV INVESTIGATION COMMIT-
TEE, JOURNAL OF. (J« Medicine.)

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE. Published
Monthly, ij.—Vols. I..-LXV, ^s. Sd. each.
[Cloth covers for binding, is. each.]

PHILOLOGY, THE JOURNAL OF. {^See

Philology.)

PRACTITIONER, THE. (^^w Medicine.)

RECORD OF TECHNICAL AND SE-
CONDARY EDUCATION. {JSee Edu-
cation, p. 8.)

PHILOLOGY.
AMERICANJOURNALOFPHILOLOGY,
THE. Edited by Prof. Basil L. Gilder-
sleeve. 41. tid. each No. (quarterly).

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION, TRANSACTIONS OF. Vols. I.—
XX. 8j. dd. per vol. net, except Vols. XV.
and XX., which are -lqs. td. net.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN
CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY. Edited l^
I. Flagg, W. G. Hale, and B. I. Wheeler.
I. The C iT'jW-CoNSTROCTiONS : their His-
tory and Functions. Part I. Critical, is. &d.

net. Part 11. Constructive. By W. G.
Hale. 3^-. 4<f. net.—II. Analogy and the
Scope of its Application in Language.
By B. I. Wheeler, is.^d. net.

GILES (P.).—A Short Manual of Philo-
logy FOR Classical Students. Cr. 8vo.

JOURNAL OF SACRED AND CLASSI-
CAL PHILOLOGY. 4 vols. 8vo. i2j.6rf.each.

JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. New Series.

Edited by W. A. Wright, M.A., I. By-
water, M.A., and H. Jackson, M.A.
4J. 6d. each No. (half-yearly).

KELLNER (Dr. L.). — Historical Out-
lines OF English Syntax. Ex. fcp. 8vo,

MORRIS (Rev. Richard, LL.D.).—Primer
OF English Grammar. i8mo. is,

Elementary Lessons in Historical
English Grammar. i8mo. 2J. 6d.

Historical Outlines of English Ac-
cidence. Extra fcp. 8vo. 6s.

MORRIS (R.) and BOWEN (H. C.).—Eng-
lish Grammar Exercises. i8mo. is.

OLIPHANT (T. L. Kington). — The Old
AND Middle English. Globe 8vo. 9*.

The New English. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 21s.

PEILE (John).—A Primer of Philology.
i8mo. IS.

PELLISSIER (E.).—French Roots and
their Families. Globe 8vo. 6s,

TAYLOR (Isaac).—Words and Places.
9th Edit. Maps. Globe 8vo. 6;

.

Etruscan Researches. 8vo. 14^.—— Greeks and Goths : A Study of the-

Rune«. 8vo. 9^.

WETHERELL Q.).—Exercises on Mor-
ris's Primer of English Grammar.
xBmo. Ts.

YONGE (C. M.).—History of Chrtstiaw
Names. New Edit., revised. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

PHILOSOPHY.
Etkics and Metaphysics—Logic—Psvchologv-

EtMcs and MetaphysiGs.
BIRKS(ThomasRawson).—First Principle*
of Moral Science. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.

Modern Utilitarianism ; or. The Sys-
tems of Paley, Bentham, and Mill Examined*
and Compared. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Modern Physical Fatalism, and thb
Doctrine of Evolution. Including an-
Examination of Mr. Herbert Spencer's-
"First Principles." Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CALDERWOOD (Prof. H.).—A Handbook
OF Moral Philosophy. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FISKE (John).

—

Outlines of Cosmic PkiLO-
sophy, based on the Doctrine of Evolu-
tion. 2 vols. 8vo. 25J.

FOWLER (Rev. Thomas). — Progressive
Morality: An Essay in Ethics. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

HARPER (Father Thomas).—The Meta-
physics OF THE School. In 5vols.—Vols. I^
and II. 8vo. iSj.each.—Vol. III. Partl. 12J..

KANT.

—

Kant's Critical Philosophy for
English Readers. By J. P. Mahaffy,
D.D., and J. H. Bernard, B.D. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo.—Vol. I. The Kritik of Pure
Reason Explained anb Defended. 'is.6dk

—Vol. II. The Prolegomena. Translatedi
with Notes and Appendices. 6s.

Kritik of Judgment. Translated bsr

J. H. Bernard. D.D. 8vo. iqs. net.

KANT—MAX Mt^LLER. — Critique of
Pure Reason by Immanuel Kant. Trans-
lated by F. Max Muller. With Intro-
duction by Ludwig Noir6. 2 vols. 8vo-
i6j. each (sold separately).—Vol. I. His-
torical Introduction, by Ludwig Noir^,
etc.—Vol. II. Critique of Pure Reason.

MAURICE (F. D.).—Moral and Meta-
physical Philosophy. 2 vols. 8vo. 16s.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr. James).—The Method-
OF THE Divine GdvERNMENT, Physical
AND Moral. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Supernatural in Relation to*
THE Natural. Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

Intuitions of the Mind. Svo. ioj. 6d^

An Examination of Mr. J. S. Mill's
Philosophy. 8vo. 10s, 6d.- Christianity and Positivism. Lec-
tures on Natural Theology and Apologetics.
Cr. Svo. ^s. 6d.

The Scottish Philosophy from Hut-
cheson to Hamilton, Biographical, Ex--
posiTORY, Critical. Roy. 8vo. i6s-.

Realistic Philosophy Defended in a-
Philosophic Series. 2 vols.—Vol. I. Ex-
pository. Vol. 11. Historical AND Criti-
cal. Cr. 8yo. i^s.
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PHILOSOPHY.
Ethics and Metaphysics—tf(j»fe'«««rf.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr. J.).—First and Fund-
amental Truths. Being a Treatise on
Metaphysics. 8vo. gs.

The Prevailing Types of Philosophy :

Can they Logically reach Reality?
8vo. 3^. 6d.

MASSON (Prof. David).—Recent British
Philosophy. 3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SIDGWICK (Prof. Henry).—The Methods
OF Ethics. 4th Edit., revised. 8vo. 14J.

A Supplement to the Second Edition.
Containing all the important Additions and
Alterations in the Fourth Edition. 8vo. 6s.

Outlines of the History of Ethics
FOR English Readers. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

THORNTON (W. T.). — Old-^'ashioned
Ethics and Common-Sense Metaphysics.
8vo. JOS. 6d.

Lo^c.
COOLE (George). — The Mathematical
Analysis of Logic. 8vo. sewed. 5^.

CARROLL (Lewis).—The Game of Logic.
Cr. 8vo. 3J. net.

JEVONS (W. Stanley).—A Primer of Logic.
i8mo. IS.

Elementary Lessons in Logic, De-
ductive AND Inductive. iBmo. 35-. 6d.

Studies in Deductive Logic, znd
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Principles of Science : Treatise on
Logic and Scientific Method. Cr.8vo. jzs.6d.

" Pure Logic : and other Minor Works.
Edited by R. Adamson, M.A., and Har-
riet A. Jevons. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

KEYNES (J. N.).—Studies and Exercises
IN Formal Logic. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. loj. 6d.

iMcCOSH (Rev. Dr.).—The Laws of Dis-
cursive Thought. A Text-Book of Formal
Logic. Cr. 8vo. 55.

-RAY (Prof. P. K.).~-A Text-Book of De-
ductive Logic. 4th Edit. Globe 8vo. ^.6d.

VENN (Rev. John).-The Logic of Chance.
2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. lor. 6d.

Symbolic Logic. Cr. 8vo. lor. 6d.
The Principles of Empirical or In-

ductive Logic. 8vo. iBs.

Psychology.
^BALDWIN (Prof. J. M.I—Handbook of
Psychology: Sensesand Intellect. 8vo.i2j.6<il

Feeling and Will. 8vo. 12^. 6d.

CALDERWOOD (Prof. H.). — The Rela-
tions of Mind and Bkain. 3rd Ed. 8vo. Bs.

CLIFFORD (W. K.).—Seeing and Think
ing. Cr. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

'H5FFDING(Prof. H.).—Outlines of Psy.
chology. Translated by M. E. Lowndes.
Cr. 8vo. 6*.

JAMES (Prof. William).—The Principles of
Psychology. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 25J. net.

Text- Book op Psychology. Cr. 8vo.
ys. net.

JARDINE (Rev. Robert).—The Elements
OF THE Psychology of Cognition. 3rd
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

McCOSH (Rev. Dr.).—Psychology. Cr. 8vo.
I. The Cognitive Powers. 6s. 6d.—ll.
The Motive Powers. 6s. 6d.

The Emotions. 8vo. gj.

MAUDSLEY(Dr. Henry).—The Physiology
OP Mind. Cr. 8vo. 1.0s. 6d.

The Pathology of Mind. 8vo. i8j.

Body and Mind. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

MURPHY G- J.).—Habit and Intelli
GENCE. 2nd Edit. Illustrated. 8vo. 16*.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
MELDOLA (Prof. R.).—The Chemistry of
Photography. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PHYSICS OR NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
General—Electricity and Magnetism—

Heat, Light, and Sound.

General.
ANDREWS (Dr. Thomas): The Scientific
Papers of the late. With a Memoir by
Profs. Tait and Crum Brown. 8vo. 18*.

DANIELL (A.).—A Text-Book of the
Principles of Physics. Illustrated. 2nd
Edit. Med. 8vo.' 21J.

EVERETT (Prof. J. D.).—The C. G. S. Svs-
tem of Units, with Tables of Physical
Constants. New Edit. Globe 8vo. 53-.

FESSENDEN (C.).—Elements of Physics.
Fcp. 8vo. 3J.

FISHER (Rev. Osmond).—Physics of thb
Earth's Crust. 2nd Edit. 8vo. lay.

GUILLEMIN (Am^d6e).—The Forces of
Nature. A Popular Introduction to the
Study of Physical Phenomena. 455 Wood-
cuts. Roy. 8vo. 2if.

HEAVISIDE(0.)—ScientificPapers. 8vo.

[/« the Press.

KELVIN (Lord).

—

Popular Lectures and
Addresses.—Vol. I. Constitution of
Matter. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

KEMPE(A. B.).—How TO DRAW A Straight
Line. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

LOEWY (B.).

—

Questions and Examples
IN Experimental Physics, Sound, Light,
Heat, Electricity, and Magnetism.
Fcp. 8vo. 2j.

A Graduated Course of Natural
Science. Parti. G1.8vo. 2j.—Partll. ^.6d.

MOLLOY (Rev. G.).—Gleanings in Sci-
ence ; A Series of Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. 8vo. js. 6d.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour). — A Primer of
Physics. Illustrated. i8rao. i^.

Lessons IN Elementary Physics. II1us<

trated. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.
Questions. ByT. H. Core. i8mo. 2*.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane).

—

Lessons in Elementary Prac-
ticalPhysics. Illustrated.—General Phy-
sical Processes. 'Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TAIT (Prof. P. G.).

—

Lectures on some
Recent Advances in Physical Science.
3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 9^.

Electricity and Magnetism.
GUMMING (Linnaeus).

—

An Introduction
to Electricity. Cr. 8vo. 8j. 6d.

DAY (R. E.).—Electric Light Arithmetic.
i8mo. 2S.

GRAY (Prof. Andrew).—The Theory and
Practice of Absolute Measurements
IN Electricity and Magnetism. 2 vols.
Cr. 8vo. Vol. I. I2J. 6d.
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CRAY (Prof. Andrew),

—

Absolute Mea-
surements IN Electricity and Mag-
netism. Fcp. 8vo. 5J. td.

GUILLEMIN (A.).—Electricity aijd Mag-
netism. A Popular Treatise. Translated
and Edited by Prof. Silvanus P. Thomp-
son. Super Roy. 8vo. -jij. 6d.

KELVIN (Lord).— Papers on Electro-
statics AND Magnetism. 8vo. xis,

tODGE (Prof. Oliver).—Modern Views of
Electricity. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

MENDENHALL (T. C.).—A Century of
Electricity. Cr. 8vo. 4j. 6d.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane).

—

Lessons in Elementary Prac-
tical Physics. Cr. 8vo. Illustrated.—Elec-
tricity and Magnetism, ^s. bd.

Practical Physics for Schools. G1.
8vo.

—

Electricity and Magnetism, ^s.^d.

THOMPSON (Prof. Silvanus P.). — Ele-
mentary Lessons in Electricity and
Magnetism. Illustrated. Fcp. 8vo. +1. 6d.

TURNER (H. H.).—Examples on -Heat
and Electricity. Cr. 8vo. aj. 6d.

Heat, Light, and Sound.

AIRY (Sir G. B.).—On Sound and Atmo-
spheric Vibrations. Cr. 8vo. 9^.

CARNOT-THURSTON.-Reflections on
the Motive Power of Heat, and on
Machines fitted to Develop that
Power. From the French of N. L. S. Car-
NOT. Edited by R. H. Thurston, LL.D.
Cr. 8vo. - J. 6d,

JOJINSON (Amy).^SuNSHiNE. Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo. bs.

JONES (Prof. D. E.).—Heat, Light, and
Sound. Globe 8vo. 2j. 6d.

Lessons in Heat and Light. Globe
8vo 3^. (id.

MAYER (Prof. A. M.).—Sound. A Series of
Simple Experiments. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. yi.td*

MAYER (Prof. A. M.) and BARNARD (C.)—
Light. A Series of Simple Experiments.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2j. hd.

PARKINSON (S.).—A Treatise on Optics.
4th Edit., revised. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

PEABODY(Prof. C. H.).—Thermodynamics
OF the Steam Engine and other Heat-
Engines. 8vo. 21.;.

PERRY (Prof. J.).—Steam : An Elementary
Treati.se. i8mo. 4J. 6d.

PRESTON (T.).—The Theory of Light.
Illustrated. 8vo. lis. net.

The Theory of Heat. 8vo.

RAYLEIGH (Lord).—Theory of Sound.
8vo. Vol. I. loj. 61^.—Vol. II. i2i. 6d.

SHANN (G.).—An Elementary Treatise
on Heat in Relation to Steam and the
Steam-Engine. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. 41. 6d.

SPOTTISWOODE (W.).—Polarisation of
Light. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3i. 6d,

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane).

—

Lessons in Elementary Prac-
tical Physics. Cr. 8vo. Illustrated.

—

Optics, Heat, and Sound.— Practical Physics for Schools. G1.

Svo.

—

Heat, Light, and Sound.

STOKES (Sir George G.).—On Light. The
Burnet Lectures. Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

STONE (W. H.).—Elementary Lessons on
Sound. Illustrated, Fcp. Svo. 31. dd.

TAIT (Prof. P. G.).—Heat. With Illustra-

tions. Cr. Svo. 6j.

TAYLOR (Sedley).—Sound and Music. 2nd
Edit. Ext. cr. Svo. 8j. 6d.

TURNER (H. H.). (See Electricity.)

WRIGHT (Lewis).—Light. A Course of

Experimental Optics. Illust. Cr. Svo. ^s.6d.

PHYSIOGEAPHY and METEOROLOGY.
ARATUS.—The Skies and Weather Forb-
CASTS OF Aratus. Translated by E. PosTK,
M.A. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

BLANFORD (H. F.).—The Rudiments of
Physical Geography for the U,«iE of
Indian Schools. Illustr. Cr. Svo. 2j. 6d.

A Practical Guide to the Climates
AND Weather of India, Ceylon and
BURMAH, AND THE STORMS OF INDIAN
Seas. Svo. xzs 6d.

FERREL (Prof. W.).—A Popular Treatisb
ON THE Winds. Svo. iSj

.

FISHER (Rev. Osmond).—Physics of the
Earth's Crust, znd Edit. Svo. iis.

GALTON (Francis).—Meteorographica ; or,

Methods of Mapping the Weather. 4to. gj.

GEIKIE (Sir Archibald).—A Primer of Phy-
sical Geography. Illustrated. iSmo. i*.

Elementary Lessons in Physical
Geography. Illustrated. Fcp. Svo. 4J. 6d.

Questions on the same. is. 6d.

HUXLEY (Prof. T. H.).—Physiography.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LOCKYER(J. Norman).—Outlines of Phy-
siography: the Movements of the
Earth. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo, swd. u. 6d.

MELDOLA (Prof. R.) and WHITE (Wm.).—
Report on the East Anglian Earth-
quake of April 22ND, 1884. Svo. 3s. 6d,

PHYSIOLOGY.
FEARNLEY(W.).—A Manual of Elemen-
tary Practical Histology. Cr.Svo. js.td.

FOSTER (Prof. Michael).—A Text-Book of
Physiology. Illustrated. 5th Edit. Svo.

—

Part I. Book I. Blood : the Tissues of
Movement, the Vascular Mechanism.
los. 6d.—Part II. Book II. The Tissues of
ChemicalAction, with their Respective
Mechanisms : Nutrition. 10s. 6d.—Part
III. Book III. The Central Nervous
System. 7^. 6<i—Part IV. Book III. The
Senses, and some Special Muscular
Mechanisms.—Book IV. The Tissues and
Mechanisms of Reproduction, tos. 6d,

A Primer of Physiology. iSmo. w.

FOSTER (Prof. M.) and LANGLEY (J. N.).

—A Course of Elementary Practical
Physiologyand Histology. Cr.Svo. is.td.

GAMGEE (Arthur).—A Text-Book of the
Physiological Chem istry of the Animal
Body. Vol. I. Svo. iZs. Vol. II.

HUMPHRY (Prof. SirG. M.).—The Human
Foot and the Human Hand. Illustrated.

Fcp. Svo. 4J. 6d.
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^BYHIOLOGY—continued,

HUXLEY (Prof. Thos. H.).— Les^ns in

Elembntary Phvsjolosv. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. Sd.

Questions. ByT. Alcock. i8mo. T.s.6d.

MIVART (St. George}.—Lessons in Ele-
mentary Anatomy. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

PETTIGREW (J. Bell).—The Physiology
OF THE Circulation in Plants in the
Lower Animals and in Man. 8vo. 12s.

SEILER (Dr. Carl).—Micro-Photographs
IN Histology, Normal and Pathologi-
cal. 4to. 31.;. 6d.

POETRY. {See under Literature, p. 14.)

POLITICAL ECONOMY.
BASTABLE (Prof. C. F.)-—Public Finance.

Z2S. 6d. net.

BteM-BAWERK(Prof.).—Capital andIn-
TKREST. Trans, by W. Smart. 8vo. 12j.net.

^^ The Positive Theory of Capital. By
the same Tran^ator. i2j. net.

BOISSEVAIN (G. M.).—The Monetary
Question. 8vo, sewed. 3^. net.

BONAR (James).—Malthus and his Work.
8vo. X2S. 6d.

CAIRNES (J. E.).—Some Leading Princi-
ples OF Political Economy newly Ex-
pounded. 8vo. 14J.

The Character and Logical Method
of Political Economy. Cr. 8vo. Ss.

CLARKE (C. B.). — Speculations from
Political Economy. Cr. 8vo. ^s. .6d.

DICTIONARY OF POLITICAL ECON-
OMY, A. By various Writers. Ed. R. H. I.

Palgrave. 5S.6d. net. (Part I. July, 1891.)

ECONOMIC JOURNAL, THE. — The
Journal of the British Economic Asso-
ciation. Edit, by Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth.
Published Quarterly. Svo. 5J. (Part I.

April, 1801.) Vol, I. zis. [Cloth Covers for

binding Volumes, is. 6d. each.]

ECONOMICS: The Quarterly Journal
OF. Vol. II. Parts 11. III. IV. 2s.6d. each.

—Vol. III. 4 parts, zs. 6d. each.—Vol. IV.

4 parts. 2s.6d.each.—Vol. V. 4 parts ^s.6d.

each.—Vol. VI. 4 parts. 2s 6d. each.

FAWCETT (Henry).—Manual of Politi-
cal Economy. 7th Edit. Cr. 8vo. laj.

AnExplanatorvDigestoftheabove.
By C. A. Waters. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Free Trade and Protection. 6th
Edit. Cr, Svo. 3^. 6d.

FAWCETT (Mrs. H.).—Political Econ-
omy for Beginners, with Questions.
7th Edit. i8mo. 2s. 6d.

FIRST LESSONS IN BUSINESS MAT-
TERS. By A Banker's Daughter. 2nd
Edit. i8mo. is.

OILMAN (N. P.). — Profit-Sharing be-
tween Employer and Employee. Cr.
8vo. 7J. 6d.

GOSCHEN (Rt. Hon. George J,).—Reports
AND Speeches on Local Taxation. Svo. 5j.

GUIDE TO THE UNPROTECTED : In
EvERY-DAY Matters relating to Pro-
perty AND Income. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

GUNTON (George).—Wealth and Pro-
gress. Cr. Svo. 6s,

HORTON (Hon. S. Dana).—The Silver
Pound and England's Monetary Polict
SINCE the Restoration. Svo. 14J.

HOWELL (George).—The Conflicts op
Capii'al and Labour. Cr. Svo. 'js. 6d.

JEVONS (W. Stanley).—A Primer of Politi-

cal Economy. iSmo. js.

The Theory of Political Economy,
3rd Ed. Svo. T.OS. 6d.

Investigations in Currency and Fi-

nance. Edit. byH. S. FoxwELL. Svo. zis,

KEYNES Q. N.).—The Scope and Methoi>
of Political Economy. Cr. Svo. 7^-. net.

MACDONELL (John).—The Laijd Ques-
tion. Svo. xos. 6d.

MARSHALL (Prof. Alfred).—Principles of
Economics. 2 vols. Svo. Vol.1. z.2s.6d.mt.

Elements of Economics of Industry,
Crown Svo. 3J. 6d.

MARTIN (Frederick).—The History op
Lloyd's, and of Marine Insurance in
Great Britain. Svo. 14J.

PRICE (L. L. F.,R.).—Industrial Peace r

ITS Advantages, Methods, and Diffi-
culties. Med. Svo. 6s.

SIDGWICK (Prof. Henry).—The PRiNCiPLEft

OF Political Economy. 2nd Edit. Svo. x6s.

SMART (W.).—An Introduction to thb
Theory of Value. Cr. Svo. 3^. net.

WALKER (Francis A.).—First Lessons iw
Political Economy. Cr. Svo. 5^.

A Brief Text-Book of Political
EcoNOMY. Cr. Svo. 6s. 6d.

Political Economy. Svo. 123'. 6d,

The Wages Question. Ext. cr. Svo.

Ss. 6d. net.

Money. New Edit. Ext.cr.Svo. Sf.6f/.net-

Money in its Relation to Trade and-
Industry. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

• Land and its Rent. Fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d,

WALLACE (A. R.).—Bad Times : An Essay.
6r. Svo. 2s. 6d.

WICKSTEED (Ph. H.).—The Alphabet op
Economic Science.—I. Elements of thb
Theory OF Value OR Worth. Gl.Svo. 2s.6d,

POLITICS.

{See also History, p. g.)

ADAMS (Sir F. O.) and CUNNINGHAM
(C.)

—

The Swiss Confederation. Svo. 145.

BAKER (Sir Samuel W,).—The Egyptian
Question. Svo, sewed, -zs.

BATH (Marquis of).— Observations o»
Bulgarian Affairs. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

BRIGHT (John).

—

Speeches on Questions-
OF Public Policy. Edit, by J. E. Thoroli?
Rogers. With Portrait, 2 vols. Svo. 2S*w—Popular Edition. Ext. fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d,

Public Addresses. Edited by J.' E. T,
Rogers. Svo. i+y.

BRYCE(Jas., M.P.).—The American Com-
monwealth. 2 vols. Ext. cr. Svo. z$s.

BUCKLAND (Anna).-Our National In-
stitutions. iSmo. li.

BURKE (Edmund).

—

Letters, Tracts, and*
Speeches on Irish Affairs. Edited by
MATTHEwARNOLD.with Preface. Cr.Svo. 6s,

Reflections on the French Revolu-
tion. Ed. by F. G. Selby. Globe Svo. 5*,
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CAIRNES (J. E.).—Political Essays. 8vo.
loj. 6ci.

The Slave Power. 8vo. ios. td.

COBDEN (Richard).—Speeches on Ques-
tions OF Public Policy. Ed. by J. Bright
and J. E. Thorold Rogers. GL 8vo. 3J. 6d.

DICEY (Prof. A. V.).—Letters on Unionist
Delusions. Cr. 8vo. 2j. td.

DILKE (Rt. Hon. SirCharlesW.).—Greater
Britain. 9th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Problems of Greater Britain. Maps.
3rd Edit. Ext. cr. 8vo. x-zs. 6d.

DONJSTHORPE (Wordsworth). — Indivi-
dualism : A System of Politics. 8vo. 14J

DUFFCRt.Hon.SirM. E.Grant).—Miscella-
nies, Politicaland Literary. 8vo. zos.6d.

ENGLISH CITIZEN, THE.—His Rights
and Responsibilities. Ed. by Henry Craik,
C.B. Cr. 8vo. 3J. ed. each.

The Punishment and Prevention of
Crime. By Col. Sir Edmund du Cane.

Local Government. By M.D.Chalmers.
Colonies and Dependencies : Part I. In-

dia. By J. S. Cotton, M.A.—II. The
Colonies. By E. J. Payne.

The State in its Relation to Educa-
tion. By Henry Craik, C.B.

The State and the Church. By Hon.
Arthur Elliott, M.P.

The State in its Relation to Trade.
By Sir T. H. Farrer, Bart.

The Poor Law, By the Rev. T. W. Fowle.
The State in Relation to Labour. By
W. Stanley Jevons.

Justice and Police. By F. W. Maitland.
The National Defences. By Colonel

Maurice, R.A. {In the Press.
The Land Laws. By Sir F. Pollock,

Bart. 2nd Edit.

Central Governments By H. D. Traill.
The Electorate and the Legislature.
By Spencer Walpole.

Foreign Relations. By S. Walpole.
The National Budget; NationalDebt ;

Taxes and Rates. By A. J. Wilson.

g'AWCETT (Henry).— Speeches on some
CurrentPolitical Questions. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

Free Trade and Protection. 6th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

FAWCETT (Henry and Mrs. H.).—Essays
AND Lectures on Political and Social
Subjects. 8vo. ios. 6d.

FISKE Qohn).

—

American Political Ideas
Viewed from the Stand-point of Uni-
versal History. Cr, 8vo. 4J.

Civil Government in the United
States considered with some Reference
to its Origin. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

FREEMAN (Prof. E. A.).—Disestablish-
ment and Disendowment. What are
They? 4th Edit. Cr. Bvo. is.

Comparative Politics and The Unity
of History. 8vo. x^s.

• The Growth of the English Consti-
tution, sth Edit. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

HARWOOD (George).

—

Disestablishment ;

or, a Defence of the Principle of a National

Church. 8vo. 12s.

The Coming Democracy. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HILL (Florence D.).—Children of the
State. Ed. by Fanny Fowke, Cr.Svo. 65.

HILL('^ctavia).

—

Our Common Land, and
other Essays. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

HOLLAND (Prof. T. E.).—The Treaty Re-
LATiONs of Russia and Turkey, from
1774 TO 1853. Cr. 8vo. 2S.

JENKS (Prof. Edward).—The Government
of Victoria (Australia). 8vo. 14J.

JEPHSON(H.).—The Platform: its Rise
AND PbOGRESS. 2 VOls. 8vO. 21S.

LOWELL (J. R.). (See Collected Works.)
LUBBOCK(SirJ.). (i^et Collected Works.)
MACDONELL (John).—The Land Ques-

TiON. 8vo. IOJ. 6d.

PALGRAVE (Reginald F. D.).—The House
OF Commons : Illustrations of its History
and Practice. Cr. 8vo. zj. 6d.

PALGRAVE (W. Giflford). — Essays on
Eastern Questions. 8vo. xos. 6d.

PARKIN (G. R.).—Imperial Federation.
Cr. Bvo. 4J. 6d.

POLLOCK (Sir F., Bart.).—Introduction
TO THE History of the Science of
Politics, Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

Leading Cases done iNTq English.
Crown 8vo 3s. 6d.

PRACTICAL POLITICS. 8vo. 6s.

ROGERS .(Prof. J. E. T.).—Cobden and
Political Opinion. 8vo. xos. 6d.

ROUTLEDGE (Jas.).—Popular Progress
IN England. 8vo. x6s.

RUSSELL (Sir Charles).—New Views on
Ireland. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Parnell Commission : The Open-
ing Speech for the Defence. 8vo. xos.6d.—Popular Edition. Sewed. 2J

SIDGWICK (Prof. Henry).—The Elements
OF Politics. 8vo. 14J. net.

SMITH(Goldwin).—Canada AND THE Cana-
, DiAN Question. 8vo. • %s, net.

STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK, THE. (Se*
Statistics.)

STATHAM (R.).— Blacks, Boers, and
British. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THORNTON (W. T.).-A Plea for Peasant
Proprietors. New. Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6if.

Indian Public Works, and Cognatb
Indian Topics. Cr. 8vo. 8j. 6d.

TRENCH (Capt. F.).—The Russo-Indian
Question. Cr. Bvo. 7J. 6d,

WALLACE (Sir Donald M.).—Egypt and
the Egyptian Question. 8vo. 14*.

PSYCHOLOGY.
(See under Philosophy, p. 26.)

SCULPTURE. (^«Art.)
SOCIAL ECONOMY.

BOOTH (C.).—A Picture of Pauperism.
Cr. 8vo. 5J.—Cheap Edit. 8vo. Swd., 6rf,

FAWCETT (H. and Mrs. H.). (See Politics.)

HILL (Octavia).

—

Homes of the London
Poor. Cr. 8vo, sewed, xs.

HUXLEY (Prof. T. H.).-Social Diseases
AND Worse Remedies : Letters to the
"Times." Cr. 8vo. sewed, if.net.

JEVONS (W. Stanley).—Methods of Social
Reform. 8vo. xos. 6d.

STANLEY (Hon. Maude). — Clubs for
Working Girls. Cr. 8vo, 3*. 6d.
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SOUND. (See under Physics, p. 27.)

SPORT.
BAKER (Sir Samuel W.).—Wild Beasts
AND THEIR WayS : REMINISCENCES OF
Europe, Asia, Africa, America, from
1845—88. Illustrated. Ext. cr. 8vo. I2j. 6d.

CHASSERESSE(D.).—SportingSketches.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3J. td.

EDWARDS-MOSS (Sir J. E., Bart). —A
Season in Sutherland. Cr. 8vo. u. td.

STATISTICS.
STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK, THE. Sta-

tistical and Historical Annual of the States
ofthe World for the Year 1892. Revised after
Official Returns. Ed. by J. Scott Keltie.
Cr. 8vo. icj. td.

SURGERY. (.See Medicine.)

SWIMMING.
LEAHY (Sergeant).

—

The Art op Swimming
IN the Eton Style. Cr. 8vo. 2j.

THEOLOGY.
The Bible—History ofthe Christian Church—
The Church of England—Devotional Books—The Fathers—Hytnnology—Serfnons, Lec-
tures, Addresses, and Theological Essays.

The Bible.
History ofthe Bible—
The_ English Bible ; An External and'

Critical History of the various English
Translations of Scripture. By Prof. John
Eadie. 2 vols. 8vo. 28*.

The Bible in the Church. By Right Rev.
Bp. Westcott. loth edit. i8mo. 4^. 6d.

Biblical History—
Bible Lessons. By Rev. E. A. Abbott.

Cr. 8vo. 4J. td.

Side-Lights upon Bible History. By
Mrs. Sydney Buxton. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

Stories from the Bible. By Rev. A. J,
Church. Illust. Cr.8vo. 2parts.3j.6rf.each.

Bible Readings selected from the Pen-
tateuch AND THE Book of Joshua.
By Rev. J. A. Cross. G1. 8vo. 2j. bd.

The Children's Treasury of Bible
Stories. By Mrs. H. Gaskoin. i8mo.
IJ. each.—Part \. Old Testament; II.
New Testament ; III. The Apostles.

A Class-Book of Old Testament His-
tory. ByRev.Dr.MACLEAB. i8mo. i,s.id.

A Class-Book of New Testament His-
tory. By the same. iSmo. sj. fid.

A Shilling Book of Old Testament
History. By the same. i8mo. ij.

A Shilling Book of New Testament
History. By the same. i.8mo. w.

'The Old Teslament—
Scripture Readings for Schools and

Families. By C. M. Yonge. Globe 8vo.
IJ. 6d. each : also with comments, 3s. 6d.
each. — Genesis to Deuteronomy.—
Joshua to Solomon.—Kings and the
Prophets.—The GospelTimes.—Apos-
tolic Times.

The Patriarchs and Lawgivers of the
Oj-° T.'^STAMENT. By F. D. Maurice.
7th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

The Prophets and Kings of the Old
Testament. By the same. Cr. 8vo. 6s.The Canon of the Old Testament. Bv
Prof. H. E. Rvle.-^ Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Pentateuch—
An Historico-Critical Inquiry into thb-
Origin and Composition of the Hexa-
Teuch (Pentateuch and Book of'

Joshua). By Prof. A. Kusnen. Trans-
by P. H. WicKSTEED, M.A. 8vo. 14J.

The Psalms—
The Psalms Chronologically Arranged..
By Four Friends. Cr. 8vo. 5s. net.

Golden Treasury Psalter. Student's-
Edition of the above. i8mo. 3^. 6d.

The Psalms. With Introduction and Notes.-
By A. C. Jennings, M.A., and W. H,
Lowe, M.A. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d. each.

Introduction to the Study and Use ov
THE Psalms, By Rev. J. F. Thrupp,
2nd Edit. 2 vols. Svo. iis.

Isaiah—
Isaiah xl.—lxvi. With the Shorter Pro-
phecies allied to it. Edited by Matthew^
Arnold. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

Isaiah of Jerusalem. In the Authorised
English "Version, with Introduction and
Notes. By the same. Cr. Svo. 4f. td.

A Bible-Reading for Schools. The Great
Prophecy of Israel's Restoration (Isaiab
xl.—lxvi;). Arranged and Edited for Young
Learners. By the same. i8mo. u.

Commentary on the Book of Isaiah 1

Critical, Historical, and Prophetical; in-
cluding a Revised English Translation.
By T. R. BiKKS. 2nd Edit. 8vo. i2j. 6d.

The Book of Isaiah Chronologically
Arranged. By T. K. Cheyne. C»-
8vo. js. 6d,

Zechariah—
The Hebrew Student's Commentary ow
Zechariah, Hebrew and LXX. ByW. H-
LowE, M.A. Svo. lOi. 6d.

The New Testament—
The New TestAment. Essay on the Right
Estimation of MS. Evidence in the Text
of the New Testament. By T. R. Birks.
Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

The Messages op the Books. Discourses.
and Notes on the Books of the New Testa-
ment. By Archd. Farrar. Svo. 14J.

The Classical Element in the New
Testament. Considered as a Proof of its
Genuineness, with an Appendix on the
Oldest Authorities used in the Formatioa
ofthe Canon. ByC.H.HoOLE. Svo. ^os.6d.

On a Fresh Revision of the English
New Testament. With an Appendix on
the last Petition of the Lord's Prayer. By
Bishop Lightfoot. Cr. Svo. js, 6d.

The Unity of the New Testament. By
F. D. Maurice. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. i2i.

A Companion to the Greek Testament
and the English Version. By Philip
Schaff, D.D. Cr. Svo. 12J.

A General Survey of the History of-
the Canon of the New Testament
DURING THE FiRST FoUR CENTURIES. By
Bishop Westcott. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

The New Testament in the Originai-
Greek. The Text revised by Bishop.
Westcott, D.D., and Prof. F. J. A-
HoRT, D.D. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. lol. 6d.
each.—Vol. I. Text.—Vol. II. Introduc-
tion and Appendix.

School Edition of the above. iSmo,
4^;. 6d. ; iSmo, roan, SJ. 6d. ; morocco, eilt
edges, 6s. 6d.
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The Gospels—
The Common Tradition of the SvNOPTit
Gospels. In the Text of the Revised
Version. By Rev. E. A. Abbott and
W. G. RusHBROOKE. Cr. 8vo. 3J. td,

Synopticon : An Exposition of the Common
Matter of the Synoptic Gospels. By W. G.
RusHBROOKE. Printed in Colours. In Six
Parts, and Appendix. 4to.—Part I. 3J. dd.

—Patts II. and III. 7^.—Parts IV. V. and
VI., with Indices, \os. 6c^.-^Appendices,
loj. dd.—Complete in i vol. 35J.

Introduction to the Study of the Four
Gospels. ByBp.WESTcoTT.Cr.8vo. ios,6d.

The Composition of the Four Gospels.
By Rev. Arthur Wright. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

Gospel ofSU Matthew—
The Greek Text, with Introduction and
NotesbyRev. A. Sloman. Fcp.Bvo. zs.dd.

Choice Notes on St. Matthew. Drawn
from Old andNew Sources. Cr. 8vo. ^s.^d.

(St. Matthew and St. Mark in i vol. qj.)

Gospel of St. Mark—
School Readings in the Greek Testa-
ment. Being the Outlines of the Life of
our Lord as given by St. Mark, with addi-

tions from the Text of the other Evange-
lists. Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary,
byRev. A. Calvert, M.A. Fcp.Bvo. ^s.td.

Choice Notes on St. Mark. Drawn from
Old and New Sources. Cr. 8vo. 4J. dd.

(St. Matthew and St. Mark in i vol. 95.)

Gospel ofSt. Luke—
Greek Text, with Introdttction and Notes
by Rev. J. Bond, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. zs.6d.

Choice Notes on St. Luke. Drawn from.

Old and New Sources. Cr. 8vo. 4s. td.

The Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven.
A Course of Lectures on the Gospel of St.

Luke. By F. D. Maurice. Cr. 8vo. ds.

Gospel ofSt. John—
The Gospel of St. John. By F. D.
Maurice. 8th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Ch6ice Notes on St. John. Drawn from

Old and New Sources. Cr. 8vo. 4*. td.

The Acts ofthe Apostles—

Greek Text, with Notes hy T. E. Page,
M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 3J. 6^.

The Church of the First Days : The
Church of Jerusalem, The Church of
the Gentiles, The Church of the
World. Lectures on the Acts of the

Apostles. By Very Rev. C. J. Vaughan.
Cr. 8vo. lap. 6d.

The Epistles ofSt. Paul—
The Epistle to the Romans. The
Greek Text, with English Notes. By the

Very Rev. C. J. Vaughan. 7th Edit.

Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

The Epistles to the Corinthians. Greek

Text, with Commentary. By Rev. W.
. Kay. 8vo. gs.

The Epistle to the ^alatians. a
Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes,

and Dissertations. By Bishop Lightfoot.

loth Edit. 8vo. 12J.

The Epistle to the Philippians. A
Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes,

and Dissertations. By the same. 8va xzs.

The Epistles ofSt. Paul—
The Epistle to the Philippians. With-

Translation, Paraphrase, and Notes for

English Readers. By the Very Rev. C. J-
Vaughan. Cr. 8vo. SJ.

The Epistles to the Colossians and>
TO Philemon. A Revised Text, with In-
troductions, etc. By Bishop Lightfoot.
9th Edit. 8vo. %2s.

The Epistles to the Ephesians, thr
Colossians, and Philemon. With In-
troduction and Notes. By Rev. J. LL
Davies. 2nd Edit. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

The First Epistle to the Thessalo-
NiANS. By Very Rev. C. J. VaugKan,
8vo, sewed, is. 6d.

The Epistles to the Thessalonians-
Commentary on the Greek Text, By Prof.-

John Eadie. 8vo. izs.

The Epistle of Si. James—
The Greek Text, with Introduction and

Notes. By Rev. Joseph Mayor. 8vo.

The Epistles ofSt. John^
The Epistles of St. John. By F. D,
Maurice. 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6;.

— The Greek Text, with Notes, by, Bishop
Westcott. 3rd Edit. 8vo. laj. 6d

The Epistle to the Hebrews—
Greek and English. Edited by Rev-
Frederic Rendall. Cr. 8yo. 6j.

English Text, with Commentary. By the
same. Cr. 8vo. js. td.

The Greek Text, with Notes, by Very-

Rev. C. J. Vaughan. Cr. 8vo. js. td.

The Greek Text, with Notes and Essays,
by Bishop Westcott. 8vo. . 14J.

Revelation—
Lectures on the Apocalypse. By F. Du
Maurice, znd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Revelation of St. John. By Rev,
Prof. W. MiLLiGAN. Cr. 8vo. 75. 6rf.

Lectures on the Apocalypse. By the
same. Crown 8vo. S*-

Lectures on the Revelation of St.

John. By Very Rev. C. J. Vaughan.
5th Edit. Cr. 8vo. Tos. 6d.

The Bible Word-Book. By W, Alois-
Wright. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

History of the Christian Church.

CHURCH (Dean>—The Oxford Move-
ment, 1833—45. Gl. 8vo. 5J.

CUNNINGHAM(Rev.John).—TheGrowth
OF THE Church in its Organisation ani>
Institutions. Svo. gs.

CUNNINGHAM (Rev. Williain). — Tna
Churches of Asia : A Methodical Sketch

of the Second Century. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DALE (A. W. W.).—The Synod of Elvira,
AND Christian Life in the Fourth Cen-
tury. Cr. Svo. loj. 6d.

HARDWICK (Archdeacon).-A History of
THE Christian Church: Middle Age
Edited by Bp. Stubbs. Cr. Svo. jos. 6d.

A History of the Christian Church
DURING THE REFORMATION, gth Edit., re-

vised by Bishop Stubbs. Cr. 8vo. loj. 6d.
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THEOLOGY.
History of the Cliristian Ch\irch—coHtd.
iIORT(Dr. F. J. A.).—Two Dissertations.

I. On MONOFENHS 0EO2 in Scripture
AND Tradition. II. On the "Constan-
TiNOPouTAN " Creed and other Eastern
Creeds of the Fourth Century. 8vo.

tKILLEN (W. D.).—Ecclesiastical His-
tory OF Ireland, from the Earliest
Date to the Present Time. 2 vols.
8vo. 25J.

^SIMPSON (Rev. W.).—An Epitome of the
History of the Christian Church. 7th
Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

VAUGHAN (Very Rev. C. J.).—The Church
of the First Days : The Church of
Jerusalem, The Church of the Gen-
tiles, The Church of the World. Cr.
8vo. loy. 6d.

WARD (W.).—William George Ward and
the Oxford Movement. 8vo. 14J.

The Churcli of England.
Caiechism of—

A Class-Book of the Catechism of
THE Church OF England. ByRev.Canoa
Maclear. iSmo. ij. bd.

A First Class-Book of the Catephism
OF the Church of England. " By the
same. iSmo. td.

The Order op Confirmation. With
Prayers and Devotions. By the same.
32010. td.

"Collects—
Collects of the Church of England.
With a Coloured Floral Design to each
Collect. Cr. 8vo. lar.

X)isestablishfnent—
Disestablishment and Disendowment.
What are they ? By Prof. E. A. Free-
man. 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. xs.

Disestablishment ; or, A Defence of the
Principle of a National Church. By Geo.
Harwood. 8vo. I2J.

.A Defence of the Church of England
against Disestablishment. By Roun-
DELL, EarlofSelborne. Cr. 8vo. ^s.td.

Ancient Facts and Fictions concerning
Churches and Tithes. By the same.
2nd Edit. Cr, 8vo. 7J. ^d,

Dissent in its Relation to—
Dissent in its Relation to the Church
of England. By' Rev. G. H. Curteis.
Bampton Lectures for 1871. Cr. 8vo. 'js.td.

Holy Communion—
The Communion Service from the Book
OF Common Prayer. With Select Read-
ings from the Writings of the Rev. F. D.
Maurice. Edited by Bishop Colenso.
6th Edit. i6mo. zs. 6d.

Before the Table : An Inquiry, Historical
and Theological, into the Meaning of the
Consecration Rubric in the Communion
Service of the Church of England. By
Very Rev. J. S. Howson. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

/First Communion. With Prayers and De-
votions for the newly Confirmed. By Rev.
Canon MAdLEAR. 32mo. 6d.

A Manual of Instruction foe Confir-
mation AND First Communion, With
Prayers and Devotions. By the same.
32mo. af.

Liturgy—
- An Introduction to the Creeds. By

Rev. Canon Maclear. i8mo. 3^. td.
An Introduction to the Thirty-Nine
Articles. By same. i8mo. [In the Press.

A History of the Book of Common
Prayer. By Rev F. Procter. i8th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. xos. 6d.

An Elementay Introduction
, to thb

Book op Common Prayer. By Rev. F.
Procter and Rev. Canon Maclear,
iSmo.

,
2s. 6d.

Twelve Discourses on Subjects con-
nected with the Liturgy and Wor-
ship of the Church of England. By
Very Rev. C. J. Vaughan. Fcp. 8vo. 6*.

A Companion to the Lectionary. By
Rev. W. Benham, B.D. Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d,

Judgment in the Case' of Read and
Others z*. the Lord Bishop of Lincoln.
Nov. 21, i8go. By his Grace the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. Svo. is. 6d. net.

Devotional Books.
EASTLAKE (Lady).— Fellowship: Let-
TERS ADDRESSED TO MY SiSTER-MoURNERS.
Cr. 8vo. as. 6d.

IMITATIO CHRISTI. Libii IV. Printed
in Borders after Holbein, Durer, and other
old Masters, containing Dances of Death,
Acts of Mercy, Emblems, etc. Cr.Svo. 7^.6*^

KINGSLEY (Charles).—Out of the Deep
Words for the Sorrowful. From the
Writings of Charles Kingsley. Ext. fcp.
Svo. 3j. 6d.

Daily Thoughts. Selected from the
Writings of Charles Kingsley. By His
Wife. Cr. Svo. 6s.

' From Death to Life. Fragments of
Teaching to a Village Congre^tion. Edit.
by His Wife. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

MACLEAR (Rev. Canon).—A Manual of
/ 'Instruction for Confirmation and
First Communion, with Prayers and
Devotions, 32mo. 2^.

The HoyR of Sorrow; or, The Office
for the Burial of the Dead. 32mo. ss.

MAURICE (F. D.).—Lessons of Hope.
Readings from the Works of F. D. Maurice.
Selected by Rev. J. Ll. Davies, M.A. Cr.
Svo. 5s.

RAYS OF SUNLIGHT FOR DARK DAYS.
With a Preface by Very Rev. C. J. Vaughan.
D.D. New Edition. iSmo. 3^.6^.

SERVICE (Rev. J.).—Prayers for Public
Worship. Cr. Svo. 4^-. 6d.

THE WORSHIP OF GOD, AND FEL-
LOWSHIP AMO'NG MEN. By Prof.
Maurice and others. Fcp. Svo. 3J. 6d.

WELBY-GREGORY (Hon. Lady).—Links
AND Clues. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo, 6s.

WESTCOTT (Rt. Rev. Bishop).-THOUGHTS
on Revelation and Life. Selections from
the Writings of Bishop Westcott. Edited
by Rev. S. Phillips. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WILBRAHAM (Francis M.).—In the Serb
and Yellow Leaf: Thoughts and Re-
collections FOR Old and Young. Globe
Svo. 3*. 6d.
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The Fathers.

DONALDSON (Prof. James).—The Apos-
tolic Fathers. A Critical Account of their
Genuine Writings, and of their Doctrines.
2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. ys. 6d.

Works ofthe Greek tmd Latin-Fathers

:

The Apostolic Fathers. Revised Texts,
with Introductions, Notes, Dissertations,
and Translations. By Bishop Lightfoot.—Part I. St. Clement of Rome. 2 vols.
8vo. 3M.—Part II. St. Ignatius to St.
POLYCARP. 3 vols. 2nd Edit. 8vo. 43j.

The Apostolic Fathers. Abridged Edit.
With Short Introductions, Greek Text, and
English Translation. By same. 8vo. i6j.

The Epistle of St. Barnabas. Its Date
and Authorship. With Greek Text, Latin
Version, Translation and Commentary. By
Rev. W. Cunningham. Cr. 8vo. ts. 6a.

Hymnology.
BROOKE (S. A.).—Christian Hymns. G1.

8vo. 2j.6rf.net."CHRisTiAN HymnsAND Ser-
vice Book of Bedford Chapel, Blooms-
bury. G1. 8vo. 3J. 6d, net,

—

Service Book
Gl. 8vo. IS. net.

PALGRAVE (Prof. F. T.). — Original
Hymns. 3rd Edit. i8mo. is. Sd.

SELBORNE (Roundell, EarloO-—The Book
OF Praise. i8mo. zs. 6d. net.

A Hymnal. Chiefly from " The Book of
Praise."—A. Royal 32mo, limp. 6d.—B.
i8mo, larger type. xs.—C. Fine paper, xsldd.—^With Music, Selected, Harmonised, and
Composed fay John Hullah. i8mo. 2^.6d.

WOODS (Miss M. A.).—Hymns for School
Worship. i8mo. is. 6d

Sermons, Lectures, Addresses, and
Theological Essays.

ABBOT (F. E.).—Scientific Theism. Cr.
8vo. ys. 6d.

~-— The Way out OF Agnosticism; or. The
Philosophy of Free Religion. Cr. 8vo. 4s'. 6d.

ABBOTT (Rev. E. A,).—Cambridge Ser-
mons. 8vo. 6j.

Oxford Sermons. 8vo. ys. 6d.

Philomythus. A discussion of Cardinal
Newman's Essay on Ecclesiastical Miracles.

Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Newmanianism. Cr. 8vo. is. net.

AINGER (Canon).

—

Sermons Preached in

the Temple Church. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

ALEXANDER (W., Bishop of Deny and
Raphoe).

—

The Leading Ideas of the
Gospels. New Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BAINES (Rev. Edward).—Sermons. Preface

and Memoir fay Bishop Barry. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BATHER (Archdeacon).—On Some Minis-
terial Duties, Catechising, Preaching,
Etc. Edited, with a Preface, by Very Rev.
C. J. Vaughan, D.D. Fcp. 8vo. 45. 6d.

BERNARD(Canon).—TheCentral Teach-
in^g of Christ. Cr. 8vo. f/« the Press.

BETHUNE-BAKER (J. F.).—The Influ-
ence of Christianity on War. 8vo. ss.

The Sternness of Christ's Teaching,
AND its Relation to the Law of For-
giveness. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

BINNIE(Rev.W.).—Sermons. Cr.8vo. 6*.

BIRKS (Thomas Rawson).—The Difficul-
ties OF Belief in Connection with the
Creation and the Fall, Redemption,
AND Judgment. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 5^.

Justification and Imputed Right-
eousness. A Review. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Supernatural Revelation; or, First

Principles of Moral Theology. 8vo. Ss.

BROOKE S. A.).—Short Sermons. Crown
Bvo. 6s.

BROOKS (Bishop Phillips).— The Candle of
THE Lord : and other Sermons, Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sermons Preached in English
Churches. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Twenty Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Tolerance. Cr. 8vo. ss. 6d.

—— The Light of theWorld. Cr.Svo. 3J.6rf-

BRUNTON (T. Lauder).—The Bible and
Science. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

BUTLER (Archer).—Sermons, Doctrinal
AND Practical, nth Edit. 8vo. 8*.

Second Series of Sermons. 8vo. 7^.

Letters on Romanism. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

BUTLER (Rev. Geo.).—Sermons Preached
IN Cheltenham Coll. Chapel. 8vo. ys.6d.

CAMPBELL (Dr. John M'Leod).—The Na-
TURE OF THE ATONEMENT. Cr. 8vO. 6s.

Reminiscences and Reflections,
Edited by his Son, Donald Campbell,
M.A. Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

Thoughts on Revelation. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

Responsibility for the G«ft of
Eternal Life. Compiled from Sermons
preached 1829—31. Cr. 8vo. 5^.

CANTERBURY (Edward White, Archbishop
oQ.—BoY-LiFE : its Trial, its Strength,
ITS Fulness. Sundays in Wellington Col-
legs, 1850—73. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Seven Gifts. Primary Visitation

Address. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Christ and His Times. Second Visi-

tation Address. Cr. 8vo. 6s,

A Pastoral Letter to the Diocese
OF Canterbury, i8po. 8vo, sewed, zd.

CARPENTER (W. Boyd, Bishop of Ripon).

-

Truth in Tale. Addresses, chiefly to

Children. Cr. 8vo. 44-. 6d.

The Permanent Elements of Rb,-

LiGiON. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CAZENOVE (J. Gibson).—Concerning the
Being and Attributes of God. 8vo.

^
5J.

CHURCH (Dean).

—

Human Life and its
Conditions. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Th£ Gifts of Civilisation : and other

Sermons and Letters. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

Discipline of the Christian Char-
acter ; and other Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Advent Sermons,i885. Cr. Bvo. 4^. 6d.

Village Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s,

Cathedral and University Sermons.

CLERGYMAN'S SELF-EXAMINATION
CONCERNING THE APOSTLES'
CREED. Ext. fcp. 8vo. xs. 6d.

CONGREVE (Rev. John).— High Hopes
AND Pleadings for a Reasonable Faith,

,

Nobler Thoughts, And Larger Charity.
Cr. Svo. ss.
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THEOLOGY.
Sermons, Lectures, Addresses, and

Theological Easays--c«t^z«w(r^.

COOKE (Josiah P., jiin.).—Religion and
Chemistry. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

COTTON (Bishop).—Sermons preached to
English Congregations in India. Cr.

8vo. 7J. 6d.

CUNNINGHAM (Rev. W.). — Christian
Civilisation, with Special Reference
to India. Cr. 8vo. s^.

CURTEIS (Rev. G. H.).—The Scientific
Obstacles to Christian Belief. The
Boyle Lectures, 1884. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DAVIES (Rev. J. Llewelyn).—The Gospel
AND Modern Life. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Social Questions from the Point of
View OF Christian Theology. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Warnings against Superstition. Ext.
fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Christian Calling. Ext.fp.8vo. dr.

Order and Growth as Involved in
the Spiritual Constitution of Human
Society. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

Baptism, Confirmation, and the
Lord's Supper. Addresses. i8mo. i.j.

DIGGLE (Rev. J. W.).—Godliness and
Manliness. Cr. Svo. 6s.

DRUMMOND (Prof. Jas.).—Introduction
TO THE Study of Theology. Cr. Svo. 5^.

DU BOSE (W. P.).—The Soteriology of
THE New Testament. ByW. P.Du Bose.
Cr. 8vo. "J. 6d.

ECCE HOMO : A Survey of the Life and
Work of Jesus Christ. Globe 8vo. 6s.

ELLERTON (Rev. John).—The Holiest
Manhood, and its Lessons for Busy
Lives. Cr. Svo. 6s.

FAITH AND CONDUCT : An Essay on
Verifiable Religion. Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

FARRAR (Ven. Archdeacon).—Works. Unt-
form Mdition. Cr. Svo. 3,9. 6d. each.
Monthly from December, i8gi.

Seekers after God.
Eternal Hope. Westminster Abbey
Sermons.

The Fall of Man : and other Sermons.
The Witness of History to Christ.
Hulsean Lectures, 1870.

The Silence andVoices of God. Sermons.
In the Days of Thy Youth. Marlborough

College Sermons.
Saintly Workers. Five Lenten Lectures.
Ephphatha ; or, The Amelioration of the
Mercy and Judgment. [World.
Sermons and Addresses delivered in
America.

The History of Interpretation.
Bampton Lectures, 1885. Svo. 16.;.

FISKE (John).—Man's Destiny Viewed in
THE Light of his Origin. Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

FORBES (Rev. Granville).—The Voice of
God in the Psalms. Cr. Svo. 6s. 6d.

FOWLE (Rev. T. W.).—A New Analogy
BETWEEN Revealed Religion and the
Course and Constitution of Nature.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

FRASER (Bishop).—Sermons. Edited ' by
John W. Diggle. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 6s. each.

HAMILTON (John).-On Truth and Error.
Cr. Svo. 5J.

Arthur's Seat ; or, The Church of th«

Banned. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Above and Around : Thoughts on God
and Man. i2mo. 2s. 6d.

HARDWICK (Archdeacon).—Christ and
OTHER Masters. 6th Edit. Cr. Svo. ios.6d.

HARE (Julius Charles).—The Mission of
THE Comforter. New Edition. Edited

by Dean Plumptre. Cr. 8vn, 7J. 6d.

The Victory of Faith. Edited by
Dean Plumptre. With Notices by Prof.

MAURiCEandDeanSTANLEY. Cr.Svo. 6s.6d.

HARPER (Father Thomas).—The Meta-
physics OF THE School. Vols. I. and II.

Svo. i8.r. each.—Vol. III. Part I. 12*.

HARRIS (Rev. G. C.).—Sermons. With a

Memoir bv C. M. Yonge. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6*.

HUTTON (R. H.). {See p. 21.)

ILLINGWORTH (Rev. J. R.).—Sermons
preached in a College Chapel. Cr.Svo. 5*.

JACOB (Rev. J. A.).—Building in Silence:
and other Sermons. Ext. fcp. Svo. 6s.

JAMES (Rev. Herbert). — The Country
Clergyman and his Work. Cr. Svo. 6*.

JEANS (Rev. G. E.).—Hailevbury Chapel :

and other Sermons. Fcp. Svo. 3J. 6d.

JELLETT (Rev. Dr.).—The Elder Son:
and other Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6s.

The Efficacy of Prayer. Ci Svo. 5^.

KELLOGG (Rev. S. H.).—The Light of
Asia and the Light of the World. Cr.

Svo. js. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Charles). {See Collected
Works, p. 21.)

KIRKPATRICK (Prof.).—The Divine Li-
brary OF THE Old Testament. Cr. Svo.

3J. net.

Warburtonian Lectures on the Mi-
nor Prophets. Cr. Svo.

KYNASTON (Rev. Herbert, D.D.).—Chel-
tenham College Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LEGGE(A. O.).—The Growth of the Tem-
poral Power of the Papacy. Cr.Svo. Bs.6d,

LIGHTFOOT (Bishop).—Leaders in the
Northern Church : Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6s,

Ordination Addresses and Counsels
TO Clergy. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Cambridge Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sermons preached in St. Paul's
Cathedral. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sermonson Special Occasions. Svo. 6j.

A Charge delivered to the Clergy
of the Diocese of Durham, 18S6. Sva as.

Essays on the Work entitled "Su-
pernatural Religion." Svo. 10s. 6d.

On a Fresh Revision of the English
New Testament. Cr. Svo. 7^. 6d*

Essays 2 vols. Svo. I. Dissertations
on the Apostolic Age. II. Miscel-
laneous. [In the Press.

MACLAREN(Rev.A.).

—

Sermons preachei>
at Manchester. izthEd. Fcp. Svo. 4fi*6d.

Second Series. 7th Ed. Fq). Svo 4s. 6d.
Third Series. 6th Ed. Fcp. Svo. ^.6d,
Week-Day Evening Addresses. 41^

Edit. Fcp. Svo. as. 6d.
The Secret of Power : and other Ser-

mons. Fcp. Svo. 4J. 6d.
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MACMILLAN(Rev. Hugh).—Bible Teach-
ings in Nature. isthEdit. Globe 8vo. 6s.

The True Vine ; or. The Analogies of
our Lord's Allegory. sthEdit. Gl. 8vo. 6s,

The Ministry of Nature. 8th Edit.
Globe 8vo. 6s.

The Sabbath of the Fields. 6th
Edit. Globe 8vo. 6s.

The Marriage IN Cana. Globe 8vo. 6j.
Two Worlds are Ours. Gl. 8vo. 6s.

The Olive Leaf. Globe 8vo. 6s.

The Gate Beautiful : and other Bible
Teachings for the Young. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.).—The Decay of
Modern Preaching. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

MATURIN (Rev. W.).—The Blessedness
of the Dead in Christ. Cr. 8vo. 75. 6rf.

MAURICE (Frederick Denison).—The King-
dom of Christ. 3rdEd. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. izj.

Expository Sermons on the Prayer-
Book, and the Lord's Prayer. Cr.8vo. 6s.

Sermons Preached in Country
Churches. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Conscience : Lectures on Casuistry.
3rd Edit. Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

Dialogues on Family Worship. Cr.
8vo. 45'. 6d.

The Doctrine of Sacrifice Deduced
from THE Scriptures. 2nd Edit. Cr.Svo. 6s.

The Religions of the World. 6th
Edit. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.
On the Sabbath Day ; The Character

of the Warrior ; and on the Interpre*
tation of History. Fcp. 8vo. zs. 6d^

Learningand Working. Cr.Svo. j^.6d.

The Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and
the Commandments. iSmo. is.

Theological Essays. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sermons Preached in Lincoln's Inn
Chapel. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo. 3;. 6d, each.

MILLIGAN {Rev. Prof. W.).—The Resur-
rection of our Lord. 2ndEdit. Cr.8vo. s-^.

The Ascension and Heavenly Priest-
hood of our Lord. Cr. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

MOORHOUSE (J., Bishop of Manchester).—
Jacob : Three Sermons. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 3J.6^.

The Teaching of Christ: its Condi-
tion^, Secret, and Results. Cr. 8vo. 3^. net.

MYLNE (L. G., Bishop of Bombay).—
Sermons Preached in St. Thomas's
Cathedral, Bombay. Cr. 8vo. 6^.

NATURAL RELIGION. By the Author of
"Ecqe Homo." 3rd Edit. Globe 8vo. 6s.

PATTISON (Mark).—Sermons. Cr.Svo. 6s.

PAUL OF TARSUS. 8vo. -lor. 6d.

PHILOCHRISTUS : Memoirs of a' Dis-
ciple OF THE Lord. ^rd. Edit. 8vo. 12J.

PLUMPTRE (Dean).—Movements in Re-
ligious Thought. Fcp. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

POTTER (R.).—The Relation of Ethics
to Religion. Cr. 8vo. -zs. 6d.

REASONABLE FAITH : A Short Essay
By " Three Friends." Cr. 8vo. is.

REICHEL (C. P., Bishop of Meath).—The
Lord's Prayer. Cr. 8vo. ys. 6d.

,

Cathedral and University Sermons.
Cr, 8vo. 6s.

RENDALL (Rev, F.).—The Theology of
the Hebrew Christians. Cr. 8vo. 5;.

REYNOLDS (H. Jl.).—Notes of the Chris-
tian Life. Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

ROBINSON (Prebendary H. G.).—Man in
the Image of God : and other Sermons.
Cr. 8vo. 7J. 6d.

RUSSELL (Dean).—The Light that Light-
bth every Man : Sermons. With an Intro-

ductionbyDeanPLUMPTREjD D. Cr.8vo. 6*.

RYLE(Rev, Prof. H.).—The Early Narra-
tives OF Genesis. Cr. 8vo. [In the Press.

SALMON (Rev. George, D.D.).—Non-Mib
ACULOUS Christianity : and other Sermons.
2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Gnosticism and Agnosticism : and
other Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

SANDFORD (Rt. Rev. C. W., Bishop of Gib-
raltar).—Coi^NSEL TO English Churchmen
Abroad. Cr. 8vo.

SCOTCH SERMONS, irfSo. By Principal
Cairo and others. 3rd Edit. 8vo. los. 6d.

SERVICE (Rev. J.).—Sermons. Cr.Svo. 6*.

SHIRLEY (W. N.).—Elijah : Four Univer-
sity Sermons. Fcp. 8vo. as. 6d.

SMITH (Rev. Travers).—Man's Knowledge
of Man and of God. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SMITH (W. Saumarez).—The Blood of the
New Covenant: An Essay. Cr.Svo. 2s. 6d.

STANLEY (Dean)."THENATiONALlHANKS-
giving. Sermons Preached in Westminster
Ahbey. 2nd Edit. Cr. 8vo. 2^. 6d.

Addresses and Sermons delivered in

America, 1878. Cr. Svo. 6s.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and TAIT (Prof.

P. G.).

—

The Unseen Universe, or Phy-
sical Speculations on a Future State.
TSth Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Paradoxical Philosophy : A Sequel to

the above. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d.

STUBBS (Rev. C. W.).—For Christ and
City. Sermons and Addresses. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TAIT (Archbp.).—The Present Condition
of the Church of England. Primary
Visitation Charge. 3rd Edit. Svo. 3J. 6d.

"— Duties^ of^ the Church of England.
Second Visitation Addresses. Svo. 4.^. 6d.

Xhe Church of the Future. Quad-
rennial Visitation Charges. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d,

TAYLOR (Isaac).—The Restoration of
Belief. Cr. Svo. Bs. 6d.

TEMPLE (Frederick, Bishop of London).—
Sermons Preached in the Chapel op
Rugby School. Second Series. Ext.
fcp. Svo. 6s.

Third Series. 4th Edit. Ext.fcp.8vo. 6s.

The Relations Between Religion
AND Science. Bampton Lectures, 1884.

7th and Cheaper Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TRENCH (Archbishop). — The Hulse^n
Lectures for 1S45—6.' Svo. 7J, 6d.

TULLOCH (Principal).—The Christ of the
Gospels and the Christ of Modern
Criticism. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

VAUGHAN (C. J., Dean of LandaflF).—Me-
MORiALS OF Harrow Sundays. Svo. ios.6d.

Epiphany,Lent,AND Easter, Svo. 10s. 6d.

Heroes OF Faith. 2nd Edit. Cr.Svo. 6*-
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THEOLOGY.
Sermons, Lectures, Addresses, and

Theological BBS&jyB—conimued.
VAUGHAN (Dr. C. J.).—Life's Work and
God's Discipline. Ext. fcp. 8vo. as. 6d.

The Wholesome Words of Jesus
Christ. 2nd Edit. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

FoEsoF Faith, andEdit. Fcp.Svo. 3J.6rf'.

Christ Satisfying the Instincts of
Humanity. 2nd Edit. Ext. fcp. 8vo. ^s,6d.

Counsels for Young Students. Fcp.
Svo. 2^. 6rf.—— The Two Great Temptations. 2nd
Edit. Fcp. Svo. 35. 6d,

Addresses for Young Clergymen.
Ext. fcp. Svo. 4J. 6d.
"My Son, Give Me Thine Heart."

Ext. fcp. Svo. sj.
Rest Awhile. Addresses to Toilers in

the Ministry. Ext. fcp. Svo. 5*.

Temple Sermons. Cr. 8vo. loj. 6d.
Authorised or Revised 1 Sermons.

Cr. Svo. -js. 6d.
Lessons of the Cross and Passion;

Words from the Cross ; The Reign of
Sin ; The Lord's Prayer. Four Courses
of Lent Lectures. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

TjNivERgiTv Sermons, New and Old.
Cr. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Prayers of Jesus Christ. Globe
8yo. 3j. 6d.

Doncaster Sermons ; Lessons of Life
AND Godliness ; Words from the Gos-
pels. Cr. Svo. loj. 6d.

NotesforLecturesonConpirmation.
14th Edit. Fcp. Svo. T.S. 6d.

VAUGHAN (Rev. D. J.).—The Present
Trial of Faith. Cr. Svo. gs.

VAUGHAN (Rev. E. T.)—Some Reasons of
OUR Christian Hope. Hulsean Lectures
for 1875. Cr. Svo. 6j. 6d.

VAUGHAN (Rev. Robert).—Stones from
THE Quarry. Sermons. Cr, Svo. 5^.

VENN (Rev. John).—On some Character-
istics of Belief, Scientific, and Re-
ligious. Hulsean Lectures, 1S69. Svo. 6s.6d.

WARINGTON (G.).—The Week of Crea-
tion. Cr. Svo. 4^. 6d.

WELLDON (Rev. j. E. C.).—The Spiritual
Life : and other Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6s,

WESTCOTT (Rt. Rev. B. F., Bishop of Dur-
ham).

—

On the Religious Ofrice of the
Universities. Sermons. Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.

Gifts for Ministry. Addresses to Can-
didates for Ordination. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

The Victory of the Cross. Sermons
Preached in 1S88. Cr. Svo, 3^. 6d.

From Strength to Strength. Three
Sermons(InMemoriam J. B. D.). Cr.Svo. zs.

The Revelation of the Risen Lord.
4tb Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

The Historic Faith. Cr. Svo. 6s,
The Gospel of the Resurrection.

6th Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s,

The Revelation of the Father. Cr.
Svo, 6s.

Christus Consummator. Cr. Svo. 6s.
Some Thoughts from the Ordinau

Cr. Svo. ij. 6d.

Social Aspects of Christianity. Cr.
Svo. 6s,

Lectures on Gospel Life. Crown
Svo. [/« the Press.

WESTCOTT (Rt. Rev. B. F.).—Essays in

the History of Religious Thought in
the West. Globe Svo. 6s.

WICKHAM (Rev. E. C.).—Wellington
College Sermons. Cr. Svo. 6*.

WILKINS (Prof. A. S.).—The Light of the
World: An Essay, 2nd Ed. Cr.Svo. \s,6d.

WILSON (J. M., Archdeacon of Manchester).
—Sermons Preached in Clifton College
Chapel. 2nd Series, i8S8^-()o. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Essays and Addresses. Cr.Svo. ^.6d.
Some Contributions to the Religious

Thought of our Time. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WOOD (Rev. E. G.).—The Regal Power
OF THE Church. Svo. ^.6d,

THERAPEUTICS. {See Medicine, p. 22.)

TRANSLATIONS.
Frotn the Greek—Frojn the Italian—From ike

Latin—Into Latin and Greek Verse.

"VroTSi. the Greek.
AESCHYLUS.—The Supplices. With Trans-

lation, byT. G. Tucker, Litt.D. Svo. \os.6d.
The Seven against Thebes. With

Translation, by A. W. Verrall, Litt. D.
Svo. 'JS, 6d,

L EuMENiDES. With Verse Translation,
by Bernard Drake, M.A. Svo. •^s.

ARATUS. (^See Physiography, p. 27,)

ARISTOPHANES.—The Birds. Trans, into
English Verse, by B. H. Kennedy. Svo. 6j.

ARISTOTLE ON FALLACIES; or, The
SoPHiSTici Elenchi. With Translation, by
E. PosTE M.A. Svo. %s, 6d.

ARISTOTLE.—The First Book of the
Metaphysics of Aristotle. By a CaJn-
bridge Graduate. Svo. sj.

The Politics. By J. E. C. Welldom,
M.A, loj. 6d.

The Rhetoric. By same. Cr.Svo. •js.bd.

The Nicomachean Ethics. By same.
[/« ike Press.

On the Constitution of Athens.
By E. PosTE. Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

BION. (5'« Theocritus.)
HERODOTUS.—The History. By G. C.
Macaulay, M.A.- 2 vols. Cr. Svo. zZs.

HOMER.

—

The Odyssey done into Eng-
lish Prose, by S. H. Butcher, M.A., and
A. Lang, M.A. Cr. Svo. 6s.

The Odyssey. Books I.—XII. Transl.
into English Verse by Earl of Carnarvon.
Cr. Svo. 7^. 6d. ^

The Iliad done into English Prose,
by Andrew Lang, Walter Leaf, and
Ernest Myers, Cr. Svo. i2j. 6d.

ME;LEAGER.—Fifty Poems. Translated
into English Verse by Walter Headlam.
Fcp. 4to. 7J. 6d.

MOSCHUS. {See Theocritus).
PINDAR.—The Extant Odes. By Ernest
Myers. Cr. Svo. sj.

PLATO.—TiM^us. With Translation, by
R. D. Archer-Hind, M.A. Svo. i6j.
{See also Golden Treasury Series, p. 20.)

POLYBIUS.—The Histories. By E. S.
Shuckburgh. Cr. Svo. 24J.

SOPHOCLES.—CEdipus the King. Trans-
lated into English Verse by E. D. A. Mors-
HEAD, M.A. Fcp. Svo. 3j. 6d,
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THEOCRITUS, BION, and MOSCHUS.
By A. Lang, M.A. iSmo. ^s.6d.—Large
Paper Edition. 8vo. 9*.

XENOPHON.—The Complete Works.
By H. G. Dakyns, M.A. Cr. 8vo.—VoL I.

The Anabasis and Books I. and II. of
The Hellenica. ios. 6d,

IVol. II. in the Press.

From the Italian.

DANTE.—The Purgatory. With Transl.
andNotes, byA. J. Butler. Cr. 8vo. ixs.id.

The Paradise. By the same, and Edit.
Cr. 8vo. I2J. 6d.
The Hell. By the same. Cr. 8vo. i2s.6d.
De Monarchia. By F. J. Church.

8vo, 4s. td.
The Divine Comedy. By C. E. Nor-

ton. I. Hell. II. Purgatory. III.

Paradise. Cr. 8vo. 6s, each.

From the Latin.

CICERO.

—

The Life and Letters of Mar-
cus TuLLius Cicero. By the Rev. G. E.
Jeans, M.A. and Edit. Cr. 8vo. im. 6d.

TheAcademics. ByJ.S.REiD. 8vo. ss.^d.

HORACE: TheWorks of. By J. Lonsdale,
M.A., and S. Lee, M.A. Gl. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

The Odes in a Metrical Paraphrase.
ByR.M.HovENDEN,B.A. Ext.fcp.8vo. 4s.6d.

Life and Character : an Epitome of
his Satires and Epistles. - By R. M.
HOVENDEN, B.A. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Word for Word from Horace: The
Odes Literally Versified. By W. T. Thorn-
ton, C.B. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

JUVENAL.—Thirteen Satires. By Alex.
Leeper, LL.D. New Ed. Cr. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

LIVY.—Books XXL—XXV. The Second
Punic War. By A. J. Church, M.A., and
W. J. Brodribb, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

,

MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS.—
Book IV. of the Meditations. With
Translation and Commentary, by H. Cross-
ley, M.A. 8vo. 6s.

SALLUST.

—

The Conspiracy of Catiline
AND THE Jugurthine War. By A. W.
Pollard. Cr. 8vo. 6s.—Catiline, jj.

TACITUS, The Works of. By A. J.
Church, M.A., and W. J. Brodribb, M.A.
The History. 4th Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Agricola and Germania. With the

Dialogue on Oratory. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

The Annals, sth Edit. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

VIRGIL : The Works of. By J. Lonsdale,
M.A., and S. Lee, M.A. Globe 8vo. 3*. 6d.

• The ^neid. By J. W. Mackail, M.A.
Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

Into Latin and Greek Verse.

CHURCH (Rev. A. J.).—Latin Version of
Selections from Tennyson. By Prof.

CoNiNGTON, Prof. Seeley, Dr. Hessey,
T. E. Kebbel, &c. EditedbyA. J. Church,
M.A. Ext. fcp. 8vo. di.

6EDDES (Prof. W. D.).—Flosculi Grsci
Boreales. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

KVNASTON (Herbert D.D.).—Exemplaria
Chbltoniensia. Ext. fcp. !tva y.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
{See also History, p. 9 ; Sport, p. 30.)

APPLETON (T. G.).—A Nile Journal.
Illustrated by Eugene Benson. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

"BACCHANTE." The Cruise of H.M.S.
** Bacchante," 1879—1882. Compiled from
the Private Journals, Letters and Note-books
of Prince Albert Victor and Prince
George of Wales. By the Rev, Canon
Dalton. 2 vols. Med. 8vo. 52^. 6d.

BAKER (Sir Samuel W.).—ISMAILIA. A
Narrative of the Expedition to Central
Africa for the Suppression of the Slave Trade,
organised by Ismail, Khedive of Egypt.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia,
AND the Sword Hunters of the Hamran
Arabs. Cr. Svo. ts.

The Albert N'yanza Great Basin of
the Nile and Exploration of thS Nile
Sources. Cr. 8vo. 6^.

Cyprus as I SAW it IN 1879. Svo. izs.6d.

BARKER (Lady).—A Year's Housekeeping
IN South Africa. Illustr. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d,

Station Life in New Zealand. Cr.

8vo. 3J. 6d.

Letters to Guy. Cr. Svo. ss.

BOUGHTON (G. H.) and ABBEY (E. A.).—
Sketching Rambles in Holland. With
Illustrations. Fcp. 4to. 21s.

BRYCE (James, M.P.). — Transcaucasia
and Ararat. 3rd Edit. Cr. Svo. gs.

CAMERON (V. L.).—Our Future Highway
TO India. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 21s.

CAMPBELL (J. F.).—My Circular Notes.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

CARLES(W.R.).—LifeinCorea. 8vo.i2j.6ii

CAUCASUS: Notes on the. By "Wan-
derer." 8vo. 9J.

CRAIK (Mrs.).—An Unknown Country.
Illustr. by F. Noel Paton. Roy. Svo. js.6d.

An Unsentimental Journey through
Cornwall. Illustrated. 4to. 12J. 6d.

piLKE (Sir Charles). (See pp. 24, 29.)

DUFF (Right Hon^SirM. E. Grant).—Notes
OF an Indian Journey. Svo. tos. 6d.

FORBES (Archibald).

—

Souvenirs of some
Continents. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Barracks, Bivouacs, and Battles.
Cr. Svo. 7J. 6d

FULLERTON (W. M.).—In Cairo. Fcp.
Svo. 3S. 6d.

GONE TO TEXAS : Letters from Our
Boys. Ed. by Thos. Hughes. Cr.Svo. 4s.6d.

GORDON (Lady Dufi'). — Last Letters
FROM Egypt, tovtoiCh AftE added Letters
from the Cape. 2nd Edit. Cr. Svo. oj.

GREEN (W. S.).—Among the Selkirk
Glaciers. Cr. Svo. 75. 6d.

HOOKER (Sir Joseph D.) and BALL (J.).—
Journal of a Tour in Marocco and the
Great Atlas. Svo. 21J.

HOBNER (Baron von).—A Ramble Round
THE World. Cr. Svo. dr.

HUGHES (Thos.).—Rugby, Tennessee. Cr.

Svo. 4J. 6d.

KALM.—AccountOF HIS Visit TO England.
Trans, by J. LucAS. Illus. Svo. z2f. net.
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VOYAGES AST) mKTBXA-continued.
KINGSLEY (Charles).—At Last : A Christ-
mas in the West Indies. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

KINGSLEY (Henry). — Talbs of Old
Travel. Cr. 8yo. 31. 6d.

KIPLING (J. L.).—Beast and Man in
India. Illustrated. 8vo. 21s.

MACMILLAN (Rev. Hugh).—Holidays on
High Lands. Globe 8vo. 6s.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.).—Rambles and
Studies in Greece. Illust. Cr. 8vo. ios.6d.

MAHAFFY (Prof. J. P.) and ROGERS
(J. E.).—Sketches from a Tour through
Holland and Germany. Illustrated by
J. E. Rogers. Ext. cr. 8vo. zos. 6d.

MURRAY (E. C. Grenville).—Round about
France. Cr. 8vo. 7J. td.

NORDENSKldLD. — Voyage of the
"Vega" round Asia and Europe. By
Baron A. E. Von Nordenskiold. Trails, by
Alex. Leslie. 400 Illustrations, Maps, etc.

2 vols. Bvo. 45J.

—

PopularEdit. Cr. Svo. 6j.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.). {^See History, p. ii.)

OLIVER (Capt. S. P.).—Madagascar : An
Historical and Descriptive Account of
the Island. 2 vols. ' Med. Svo. 52J. td.

PALGRAVE (W. Giflford).—A Narrative
OF A Year's Journey through Central
AND Eastern Arabia, 1862-63. Cr. Svo. 6j.

-— Dutch Guiana. Bvo. gj.

Ulysses ; or, Scenes and Studies in
many Lands. 8vo, i2j. 6d.

PERSIA, EASTERN. An Account of the
Journeys of the Persian Boundary
Commission, 1870-71-72. 2 vols. Bvo. 42J.

PIKE(W )—The Barren Ground of North-
ern Canada.

,
8vo. zo; . td.

ST. JOHNSTON (A.).—Camping among
Cannibals. Cr. Svo. 4^. 6rf.

SANDYS (J. E.).—An Easter Vacation in
Greece. Cr. Svo. 35-. hd,

STRANGFORD (Viscountess). —Egyptian
Sepulchres and Syrian Shrines. New
Edition. Cr. Bvo. ^s^ 6d.

TAVERNIER (Baron) : 'travels in India
OF Jean Baptiste Tavbrnier. Transl.
by V. Ball, LL.D. 2 vols. Svo. 42J.

TRISTRAM. {See Illustrated Books.)

TURNER (Rev. G.). {See Anthropology.)
WALLACE (A. R.). (^^s Natural History.)

WATERTON (Charles).—Wanderings in
South America, the North-West of
THE United States, and the Antilles.
Edited by Rev. J. G. Wood. Illustr. Cr.
Svo. 6s.—People s Edition. 4to. 6d.

WATSON (R. Spence).—A Visit to Wazan,
theSacrbdCityofMorocco. Svo. zos.6d.

YOUNG, Books for the.

{See also Biblical History, p. 30.)

iESOP—CALDECOTT.—Some of iEsop's
Fables, with Modern Instances, shown in
Designs by Randolph Caldecott. 4to. 55.

ARIOSTO,—Paladin and Saracen. Stories
from Ariosto. By H. C. Hollway-Cal-
THROP. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6*.

ATKINSON (Rev. J. C.).—The Last of
THE Giant Kilisrs. Globe Svo. 3*. 6d.

Walks, Talks, Travels, and Exploits
OF TWO Schoolboys. Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

Plavhours and Half-Holidays, or
Further Experiences of two School-
boys. Cr, Bvo. 35. 6d.

Scenes in Fairyland. Cr. Svo.

AWDRY (Frances).~THE Story of a Fel-
low Soldier. (A Life of Bishop Patteson
for the Young.) Globe Svo. zs. 6d.

BAKER (Sir S. W.).—True Tales for mv
Grandsons. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 3^-. 6d.

Cast up by the Sea : or. The Adven-
tures of Ned Gray. Illus Cr. Svo. 6s.

BUMBLEBEE BOGO'S BUDGET. By a
Retired Judge. Illust. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

CARROLL (Lewis).

—

Alice's Adventures
IN Wonderland. With 42 Illustrations by
Tenniel. Cr. Bvo. 6s. net.

Fettle's Edition. With all the original

Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 2s, 6d. net.

A German Translation of the same.
Cr. Svo. 6s. net. -A French Transla-
tion of the same. Cr. Svo. 6>. net.

An Italian Translation of the samb.
Cr. Svo. ts. net.

Alice's Adventures Under-ground.
Being a Fascimile of the Original MS. Book,
afterwards developed into '* Alice's Adven-
tures in Wonderland." With 27 Illustrations

by the Author. Cr. Svo. 45. net.

Through the Looking-Glass and
What Alice Found There. With 50
Illustrations by Tenniel. Cr. Bvo. 6s. net.

People's Edition. With all the original
Illustrations. Cr. Svo: 25-. 6d. net.

People's Edition of "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland," and "Through the Looking-
Glass." I vol. Cr. Svo. 4J. 6d, net.
Rhyme? and Reason? With 65 Illus-

trations by Arthur B. Frost, and 9 by
,
Henry Holiday. Cr. Svo. 6s: net.
A Tangled Tale. With 6 Illustrations

by Arthur B. Frost. Cr. Svo. 43". 6d. net.
Sylvie and Bruno. With 46 Illustra.

tionsbyHarryFurniss. Cr.'Svo. js.6dnQt.
TheNursery "Alice." TwentyCoIoured

Enlargements from Tenniel's Illustrations
to^ "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,"
with Text adapted to Nursery Readers.
4to. ^.net.—People's Edition. 4to. 2j.net.

TheHuntingoftheSnark, An agony
15^ Eight Fits. With 9 Illustrations by
Henry Holiday. Cr. Svo. 4*. 6d. net.

CLIFFORD (Mrs.W.K.).—Anyhow Stories.
With Illustrations by Dorothy Tennant
Cr. Bvo. -Ls. 6d. ; paper covers, is.

CORBETT Gulian).—For God and Gold.
Cr. Bvo. 6s,

CRAIK (Mrs.).—Alice Learmont : A Fairy
Tale. Illustrated. Globe Svo. 4s. 6d

The Adventures of a Browhib. Illus
trated by Mrs. Allingham. G1. Bvo. 4^. 6d.

-— The Little Lame Prince and his
Travelling Cloak. Illustrated by J. McL.
Ralston. Cr. Svo. 45-. 6d.

Our Year : A Child's Book in SProse
and Verse. Illustrated. Gl. Svo. as. 6d.—— Little Sunshine's Holiday. Globs
Svo. 2s. 6d.

The Fairy Book : The Best Popular
Fairy Stories. i8mo. 2j. 6d net.
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CRAIK (Mrs.).—Children s Poetry. Ex.
fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Songs of our Youth, Small 4to. 6*.

DE MORGAN (Mary).—The Necklace of
Princess Fiorimonde, and other Stories.
Illustrated by Walter Crane. Ext. fcp.
8vo. 3J. 6d.—Large Paper Ed., with Illus-
trations on India Paper. loo copies printed.

FOWLER (W.W.). (i-wNatural History.)

GREENWOOD Qessy E.X—The Moon
Maiden: andotherStories. Cr.avo. 3S.6d.

CRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. Translated by
Lucy Crane, and Illustrated by Walter
Crane. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

KEARY (A. and E.).—The Heroes of
Asgard. Tales from Scandinavian My-
thology. Globe 8vo. zs. 6d.

KEARY (E.).—The Magic Valley. lUustr.
by"E.V.B." Globe 8vo. 4^- 6(/.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—The Heroes; or,

Greek Fairy Tales formy Children. Cr. 8vo.
3*. 6d.—Presentation Ma,, gilt edges. 7S.6d.

Madam How and Lady Why; or, First
Lessons in Earth-Lore. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

The Water-Babies : A Fairy Tale for a
Land Baby. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.—New Edit.
Illus.byL. Sameourne. Fcp. 4to. 12s. 6d,

MACLAREN (Arch.).—The Fairy Family.
A Series of Ballads and Metrical Tales.
Cr. 8vo. 5s.

MACMILLAN (Hugh). {See p. 35-)

MADAME TABBY'S ESTABLISHMENT.
ByKARi. Illust.byL.WAiN. Cr.8vo. ^.6ti.

MAGUIRE (J. F.).—Young Prince Mari-
gold. Illustrated. Globe 8vo. 4^. 6d.

MARTIN (Frances).—The Poet's Hour.
Poetry selected for Children. i8mo. 2s. 6d.

SPRING-TlMEWITHTHEPOETS.l8m0.3ff.6(iL

MAZINI (Linda).

—

In the Golden Shell.
With Illustrations. Globe 8vo. 4s. 6d.

MOLESWORTH (Mrs.).—Works. Illust. by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 2J. 6(f. each.
" Carrots," Just a Little Boy.
A Christmas Child.
Christmas-Tree Land,
The Cuckoo Clock.
Four Winds Farm.
Grandmother Dear.
Kerr Baby.
Little Miss Reggy.
The Rectory Children.
Rosy.
The Tapestry Room.
TfiiLL Me a Story.
Two Little Waifs.
" Us "

: An Old-Fashioned Story.

ChildiiBn of the Castle.
A Christmas .. Posy. Illustrated by

Walter Crane. Cr. 8vo. 4J. €d.

Summer Stories. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

Four Ghost Stories. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

NuRSK Heatherdale's Story. IllHst.

by Leslie Brooke. Cr. Svo. 45. 6d.

^'MRS. JERNINGHAM'S JOURNAL"
(Author oO-

—

The Runaway. G1.8vo. 2s.6d.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.).— Agnes Hopetoun's
SchoolsAND Holidays. Illust. Gl. Svo. 2j.6i^.

PALGRAVE (Francis Turner).—The Five
Days' Entertainments at WeIstworth

, Grange. Small 4to. 6s.

PALGRAVE (F. T.).—The Children's
Treasury of Lyrical Poetry. x8mo.
2S. 6d.—Or in 2 parts, ts. each.

PATMORE (C.).—The Children's Gar-
land from the best Poets. i8mo.
2f. 6d. net.

ROSSETTI (Christina).— Speaking Like-
nesses. Illust. by A. Hughes. Cr.Svo. 4s.6d

RUTH AND HER FRIENDS : A Story
FOR Girls. Illustrated. Globe Svo. zs. 6d.

ST. JOHNSTON (A.).— Camping among
Cannibals. Cr. Svo. 4$. 6d,—>— Charlie Asgarde : The Story of a
Friendship. Illustrated by Hugh Thom
son. Cr. 8vo. $s.

"ST. OLAVE'S" (Author oO- lUustrated.
Globe Svo.

When I was a Little Girl. 2s. 6d.

Nine Years Old. zs. 6d.

When Papa Comes Home. 4J. 6d.

Pansie's Flour Bin. 4^. 6d.

STEWART (Aubrey).—The Tale of Troy.
Done into English. Globe Svo. 3^. 6d.

TENNYSON (Hon. Hallam).—Jack and
THE Bean-Stalk. English Hexameters.
Illust. by R. Caldecott. Fcp. 4to, 3*. 6d.

"WANDERING WILLIE" (Author of).—
Conrad the Squirrel. Globe Svo. 2*. 6d,

WARD (Mrs. T. Humphry).—Milly and
Olly. With Illustrations by Mrs. Alma
Tadema. Globe 8vo. zs. 6d.

WEBSTER (Augusta).—Daffodil and the
CroAxaxicans. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WILLOUGHBY (F.).—Fairy Guardians.
Illustr. bv Townley Green. Cr. Svo. sj.

WOODS (M. A.). iSee Collections, p. 17.)

YONGE (Charlotte M.).—The Prince and
THE Page. Cr. Svo. ^. 6d.

A Bookof Golden Deeds. i8mp. 2S.6d.
net. Globe Svo. as.—AbridgedEdititin. is.

Lances of Lynwood. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.
P*s AND Q's ; and Little Lucy's Won-

derful Globe. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.
A Storehouse op Stories. 2 \ols.

Globe Svo. as. 6d. each.
The Population of an Old Pear-

Tree ; or. Stories of Insect Life. From E.
Van Bruyssel. Illustr. Gl. Svo. ss. 6d.

ZOOLOGY.
Cotnparaiive Anatomy—Practical Zoologv—'

Entomology—Omithology%

{See also Biology; Natural History;
Physiology.)

Comparative Anatomy.
FLOWER(Prof. W. H.).—An Introduction
TO THE Osteology of the Mammalia,
Illustrated. 3rd Edit., revised with the assist-

ance ofHans Gadow, Ph.D. Cr.Svo. x6s.6d,

HUMPHRY (Prof. Sir G. M.).—Observa-
tions IN Myology. 8vo. 6j.

LANG (Prof. Arnold).-Text-Book of Com-
parative Anatomy. Transl. by H. M. and
M. Bernard. Preface by Prof. E. Haec-
kel. Illustr. 2 vols. Svo. Part I. 17J. net.

PARKER (T. Jeffery).^A Course of In-
struction in Zootomy (Vertebrata).

' Illustrated. Cr. Svo. ts 6d,
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ZOOLOGT.
Comparative AnaXomy—amtinued.

PETTIGREW (J. Bell).—The Physiology
OF THE Circulation in Plants, in the
Lower Animals, and in Man. Svo. 12s.

SHUFELDT (R. W.).—The Myology of
THE Raven {Corvus corax Sznuatus). A
Guide to the Study of the Muscular System
in Birds. Illustrated. Svo. 13;. net.

WIEDERSHEIM (Prof. R.).—Elements of
THE Comparative Anatomy of Verte-
brates. Adapted hy W. Newton Parker.
With Additions. Illustrated. Svo. 12;. 6d,

Practical Zoology.
HOWES (Prof. G. B.).—An Atlas of Prac-
tical Elementary Biology. With a Pre-
face by Prof. Huxley. 4to. 14J.

HUXLEY (T. H.) and MARTIN (H. N.).—
A Course of Practical Instruction in
Elementary Biology. Revised and ex-
tended by Prof. G. B. Howes and D. H.
Scott, Ph.D. Cr. Svo. los.td.

THOMSON (Sir C. Wyville).—The Voyage
of the "Challenger" : The Atlantic.
With Illustrations, Coloured Maps, Charts,
etc 2 vols. Svo. 45;.

THOMSON (Sir C. Wyville).—The Dbpth&
of the Sea. An Account of the Results of

the Dredging Cruises of H.M.SS. "Liglit-

ning " and " Porcupine," 1868-69-70. With
Illustrations, Maps, and Plans. Svo. 3ii.6rf.

Entomology.

BUCKTON (G. B.).—Monograph of the.

British Cicad-e, or Tettigid.e. 2 vols.

33*. 6d. each net ; or in 8 Parts, is. each net.

LUBBOCK (Sir John).—The Origin and.
Metamorphoses of Insects. Illustrated.

Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

SCUDDER (S. H.).—Fossil Insects of-

North America. Map and Plates, 2

vols. 4to. gos. net.

Ornithology.

COUES (Elliott).—Key to North American
Birds. Illustrated. Svo. 2/. ar.

' Handbook of Field and General Or-
nithology. Illustrated. Svo. loj. net.

rOWLER(W. W.). (i'wNatural History.>

WHITE (Gilbert). (See Natural History.).
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